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TRANBY.
This very celebrated imported horse, whose likeness embellishes
this number of the American Turf Register, was foaled in 1826.
He
was bred by Mr. Townrow, and purchased when very young by Mr.
Ridsdale, one of the most distinguished sportsmen in England.

He

was got by Blacklock, the sire of Brutandorf, Laurel, Belzoni, Belshazzar, Brownlock, Olympus, Moss Rose, Buzzard, &c.
his dam by
Orville, grandam Miss Grimstone, by Weasel, Ancaster, Damascus
Arabian, Sampson, Oroonoko, sister to Mirza by the Godolphin Ara;

bian, Hobgoblin, Whitefoot, Leedes,

Moonah Barb

mare.

gree embraces the best blood of ancient and modern times.

ran second for the
ran four miles in
ful

and valuable
1

Leger, and ought to have

won

This pediBlacklock

and afterwards
7 minutes and 25 seconds, and was a most successSt.

stallion.

v.8

Orville

won

the

St.

it,

Leger, and was the

—
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best four mile horse of his day, and afterwards proved to be the best

The

stallion.

Tranby
market

other crosses were as

much

distinguished in their day.

was four years old, 1830.
Spring Meeting, Tranby, 1 1 3lbs. ran second

first

New-

At

did not start until he

to Bolivar,

11 libs, for a sweepstakes of 100 sovs. each, for three year olds, (3

subs.) A. F., beating Acacia, 107lbs. &c.

Newmarket second Spring meeting
M. for all ages

— Handicap

sweepstakes, Ab.

:

Mr. Ridsdale's br. c. Tranby, by Blacklock, four years old, 1161bs..
Lord Worcester's b. h. Coulon, five years old, 1261bs.
Lord Mountcharles's b. c. Benedick, four years old, lOSlbs.
Mr. Wilson's b. c. by Tramp, three years old, 901bs.
Newmarket July Meeting Handicap stakes of 15 sovs. each,

1

2
3
4

—

subs.)

Mr. Gully's br. c. Tranby, four years
Lord Sowerby's bl. c. Gas, four years

Mr. Day's Tiny,

Four others

-

-

-

three years old, 911bs.

started, but

...

old, 123lbs.
old, 114lbs.

-

-

1

2
3

-

were not placed.

At Brighton, he was beat for the Brighton stakes, and
for the

(9

at

Goodwood

Cup.

Newmarket second October meeting

—Match

for 200, h.

f.

T. Y. C.

(two years old course.)
1
Mr. Gully's br. c. Tranby, four years old, 1191bs.
2
Mr. ThornhilFs ch. h. Merchant, five years old, 1131bs.
Same meeting, being handicapped very high, he was beat for the

Cup, Ab. M.

Harold, the winner, four years old, carried 12 libs,

while Tranby, of the same age, carried 12Slbs.

A

[e\v

days

he

after

beat the winner.

—

Newmarket Houghton meeting Match of 100, Ab.
Mr. Ridsdale's br. c. Tranby, four years old, 1191bs.
Mr. Cooke's b. c. Harold, four years old, 1161bs.
Five to two on Tranby
1831.

M.
-

1

2

-

— won easy.

At Newmarket Spring meeting, Tranby was beat for a

won by Priam.
The Gold Cup, value 100

sweepstakes, and the Craven stakes,
Pontefract, September.

gs.

by

8 subscri-

—

once round and a distance.
bers of 10 gs. each, with 20 added
Lord Fitzwilliam's b. h. Medora, aged, 1291bs.
Mr. Gully's br. h. Tranby, five years old, 124lbs.
Mr. Petri's ch. c. Ratler, three years old, S61bs.
Lord Scarborough's b. h. Cambridge, six years old,
'A most excellent race, and

won only by

-

-

1291bs.

1

2
3

-

-

4

-

half a head.'

Johnson's

Racing Calendar.

Next

day, seventy pounds, two mile heats

:

Mr. Gully's br. h. Tranby, five years old, llSlbs.
Lord Sligo's br. c. Brine, four years old, 1061bs. Lord Scarborough's b. h. Cistercian, five years old,
Mr. Davidson's b. h. Victory, six years old, 1291bs.

-

-

-

llSlbs.-

-

1

1

4

2

2
3

LVol.
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At Doucaster, he ran third to Emancipation and Birmingham, beatThe Nabb, Clarence, Robin Hood, and two others.
At Heaton Park, he ran second to Circassian, beating Tetotum,
Orthodox, Bras de Fer, and three others and carrying 1 54lbs. ran

ing Hassan,

•

second

to

Next

Jocko, aged, 15Slbs. beating

The

Chancellor.

day, the Forester Stakes of 10 so vs. each;

A. F. (7 subscribers.)
Mr. Gully's br. h. Tranby, five years old, 175lbs.
Mr. Thompson's br. g. Orthodox, aged, 175lbs.
Mr. Jodrell's eh. h. Victim, six years old, 175lbs.

The day

after, he,

l'ist.

7lbs. each,

...
-

-

-

-

-

1

2
3

-

with 177lbs. was beat by Sketchbook, four years

and Jupiter, aged, 177lbs. He afterwards beat the winner.
At Newma>/ket Houghton meeting, he was beat for a handicap purse

old, 146lbs.

of £50, and for a handicap purse of

£ 100,

104lbs. and Guildford, five years

old,

by

Bustle, four years old,

HOlbs. while Tranby,

five

years old, carried 124lbs.

On the Saturday of this meeting, Mr. Osbaldeston performed his
famous match against time, in which Tranby proved to be the best
horse.

Newmarket Craven meeting

1832.

— Tranby,

the second class of the Oatland stakes of

six years old,

50 sovs. each,

h.

f.

D.

won
J.

(9

subscribers.

Mr. Gully's br. h. Tranby, by Blacklock, six years old, 1211bs. Lord Wilton's b. c. Chancellor, three years old, 107lbs.
Lord Exeter's ch. c. Bohemian, three years old, 961bs. -

-

I

2
3

-

Lucetta, Schumla, and Spaniel also started, but were not placed.

h.

Newmarket first Spring meeting
f. R. M. (7 subs.)

— Sweepstakes

Mr. Gully's br. h. Tranby, five years old, llSlbs.
Lord Tavistock's ch. c. Gondolier, four years old,
Anti-Catholic,

Rough Robin,

of 50 sovs. each,

-

-

1

-

2

llllbs.

Cloudesley, and

Kean

also started,

but were not placed.

'Sweepstakes of 50 sovs. each, h.

f.

R. M. had seven subscribers, and

which was won in first rate style by Tranby, three parts of a
length, delightfully rode by Wheatly, giving weight to every thing in the
Poor Tranby
race, and in one instance 16 lbs. to a horse of his own year.
had he been gifted like Balaam's ass, there is no doubt but he would have
said, 'To what vile purposes are we wretches made!
I! that am nearly
six to run,

!

(I

say

it

without vanity) the best, if not quite, race horse in this boasted
it is only six short months ago that I was forced to gallop

—and

country

common

about

Newmarket

many

miles in a given time, to gratify the vanity of one which never can

heath, doing the drudgery of a

be gratified, and the avarice of others which never will be

hack, of so

satisfied.'

—

.Se-

cond series of Sporting Magazine, vol. v. p. 133.
'About the best horse of his year, at this season, was old Tranby, he

having

won

both his races, the Oatlands and the handicap, in a canter.

—
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Considering

the performances (the greatest on record) of Tranby, the previous

Houghton

meeting with Mr. Osbaldeston, one is not surprised at any failure of joints,
but that he could ever have run again at all, much less in the style in
which he did having in both his races proved himself of the very first
rank, both as to stoutness and speed ; and I cannot but think a horse of
his size, power, and racing qualifications, calculated to make one of the
most favoured stallions in the country; and the Royal Stud at Hampton
Court (where the horse now is) will be graced by the addition of such an
animal, and I shall be greatly surprised if our principal breeders do not

—

send their best mares
;?.

to him.'

Sporting Magazine, second

series, vol. vi.

69.

While in training, Tranby was the trial horse of Mr. Ridsdale's staand was hardly ever prepared and pointed for any particular race.

ble,

Hence, he

lost

some

of his races which, under other circumstances,

he would have won with ease. The foregoing quotations, taken from
a work which has no interest in puffing or unduly praising Tranby,

and recording the opinions of disinterested judges, show how very
high is the estimate of Tranby's racing qualifications by those who

know him.
The performance

of Mr. Osbaldeston has been so often referred

in general so well understood, that little need be said.

to,

During

and

is

this

match, Mr. Osbaldeston rode Tranby four heats, and in the

fol-

lowing time.

Tranby was

five

The

years old, and carried 157

first

lbs.

heat in

second heat in

...

third heat in

fourth heat in

and performed
8m.
8m.
8m.
8m.

10s.

15s.

50s.

And this performance was during a hard rain and wind, and the
storm was at times so violent that the horses could not be made to
face it. No performance at all comparable with this has ever been
witnessed in this country, and in

probability

all

it

has never been

equalled in England.

was farmed by the King of
Court. He was then
purchased and imported into the United States. His get in England
and this country both are very promising. He has also proved himTranby, when taken from the

turf,

England, and covered three seasons

self a

at

very sure as well as very good

Hampton

stallion.

two inches high, and a horse of great length,
substance, and power, and very rich brown color. His action is very
He is excellent in all essential points, and unequalled
free and good.

Tranby

in

is

five feet

some, especially his back.

but

is

uncommonly

beautiful,

He

is

not only very strong and active,

and striking in his form.

M.

—
Vo

8.
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Breeding for the Turf, the Field, and the Road.
[The Farmers' Magazine, published in England, is a work of great
it is sustained by a number of gentlemen of fortune, education,
and practical experience, and is filled with various essays on grains,
grass, and stock.
From this work we have selected an article on breedmerit

;

ing for the Field, the Turf, and the Road.

conversant with the subject; and, as

do not hesitate
perusal

to lay

It is

evidently written by one

before our patrons, and

it

we

has our entire approbation,

it

recommend

it

to their

Edito r .]

.

Notwithstanding the splendid animals which constantly appear

on our race-course,

I

an unqualified conviction that breeding for

feel

the turf has never yet been pursued

upon a correct system of philo-

sophy, or rather, perhaps I ought to say, upon the true principles of
physiology and that, consequently, there is much yet to learn upon
;

this

In mentioning

highly interesting and very important subject.

Breeding for

Turf

the

will easily be perceived

it

that I

mean

be understood as the concise aggregate for the saddle horse

although in the

mode

of going, and even

it

to

for,

;

in form, a difference is

clearly perceptible, yet the courser, the hunter, the troop horse, and

the hack, form merely so

many

shades, or trifling ramifications, of

the horse, and a parity of reasoning will apply to each.

aware of the
correct

difficulty of

arriving

upon the subject which

it is

may

ever plausible our system

at

I

am

well

conclusions mathematically

here proposed to discuss,

appear upon paper

;

how-

nor have

we

indeed any right to expect such a consummation, since experience

abundantly proves, that our limited faculties are inadequate to the
task of unravelling the mysterious operations of nature.

Yet, such

a consideration ought by no means to deter us from investigation

;

by acute perception and good sense, has
frequently accomplished what had been regarded as impossible of

perseverance, directed

attainment; and,
fact itself

if

our faculties be limited, as no doubt they

impresses indelible conviction on the mind, that

utterly unconscious of the

very circumstance ought
It

may, and no doubt

turfite,

or breeder for the

breeding

is

boundary

to

to operate as a

will,

;

we

which they extend, and

are
that

stimulus to our industry.

appear a startling doctrine to the old

turf, to

not understood

are, the

assert that the

correct system of

and he will immediately point to the

Godolphin Arabian, (or rather his stock,) to Eclipse, to Childers,
to Shark, to Sir Peter Teazle, to Smolensko,* and many other
# One word, however, en passant : in these cases, the circumstances of success
have been purely accidental, and have been, by no means, the result of solid judgment,
founded upon the true principles of physiology more of this anon.
:

2

v.8
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remarkable specimens or examples, as the most positive and silencing
his
contradictions to our audacious and insulting presumption
:

countenance would assume a

bitter sneer, a sardonic grin of

contempt,

and he would most likely not only decline further controversy, but
down in his own mind as well qualified for a lunatic asylum.

set us

where truth
But we are not to be thus driven from our purpose
seems to lead the way, we will follow, in defiance of the sneers of the
unreflecting, the scoffs of presumptuous, unlettered, and dogmatic
;

ignorance

;

and

we

if

attain not to perfection, if

we

very apex of the science which

we

reach not the

are endeavouring to cultivate,

shall scarcely fail to arrive at interesting

we

and satisfactory conclusions,

which will most amply repay the trouble of investigation.
Although I have admitted our ignorance as to the abstruse, or
rather inscrutable, operations of nature, yet

the indefatigable perseverance of the

much

it

cannot be denied that

human mind has removed

the

would otherwise have never been discovered,
and consequently not understood, and formed a basis to the present
screen from

that

inquiry at once solid, satisfactory and immutable.
it

will easily be perceived, that

In this case, then,

from a proper foundation upon which

we must look to those alterations or improvements
which have been accomplished where nature has been judiciously
assisted by art, or rather by human genius.
Pigeons, as the fanciers
to erect our edifice,

of these birds will

tell

you, can be bred to a feather

words, they can be made

;

or, in

other

assume a variety of sizes, a variety of
forms, and a variety of colours
and indeed so well understood is
the system of breeding pigeons, that the form, size, colour, and
to

;

feather, can be anticipated

with tolerable accuracy.

We are presented

with another striking example of the influence which

is

exercised

which are incessantly offering themselves to our observation.
There can be no
question that the varieties of the dog, in a state of nature, were very
few, and such merely as resulted from the effect of climate, nor have

upon nature

I

in the endless varieties of the

the least doubt, that the dog, in a state

day,

is

precisely similar to his progenitor

dog

tribe

of nature, at the present

two thousand years ago

:

we contemplate our present race of what, for the sake of a
better expression I may call our domestic dogs, we shall find, that,
while we can classify some dozens or scores of admitted and well
known varieties, there still remains a countless multitude, differing
but

if

from each other, but yet not susceptible of specific arrangement or,
at least, which have not been admitted to the distinction of acknow:

ledged classification.

Observations similar
tribe.

It i« true,

we

to the

above are equally applicable

to the

hog

can easily enough trace in the form and features

AND SPORTING MAGAZINE.
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of our domestic hogs, the original progenitor, either in

the wild

animal of Europe, or the fiercer and smaller hog of the East, or in a

mixture of the two

yet the endless variety of our swine impres-

:

sively demonstrates the

accommodating

pliability of

nature to the

advantage, the wishes, or the caprice of man.

Pursuing

this

train

of reasoning,

we

instance that indispensable

creature, the sheep, as another incontestible proof of the progress of

improvement, where the operations of nature have been directed and
by human genius. The wild sheep of Africa and the East

assisted

can scarcely be recognized as the source whence have sprung the
present highly improved varieties.
to a species of semi-treason to

we

On

this subject,

it

would amount

omit the name of Bakewell,

whom

to

most beautiful and the most valuable sheep in
the world.
This gentleman (when living) resided at the small
village of Dishley, two miles from Loughborough, Leicestershire ;
and by unwearied perseverance, sound judgment, and at the expense
are indebted for the

of a moderate fortune, succeeded in producing that beautiful animal
of the tribe under consideration,

By

tershire sheep.

Lincolnshire breed

crossing the
:

that

is,

known by

the name of the LeicesCharnwood Forest sheep with the

and more

It

directed also to the

and farming stock

The
horned

of

effect
cattle

and comparatively

fine, fleece,

upon the same weight of bone than had ever yet
should be mentioned, however, that his attention was

flesh

been seen.

crosses, he produced the

by repeated

beautiful snake-headed form, a large,

improvement of horned

cattle,

human

cultivation

is

remarkably perceptible

and indeed observations similar

;

draught horses,

in general.

to the

in

may

preceding

man has taken under his protection
Nor need we stop here since, if we convegetable kingdom, we may reasonably enough be
the vast improvements effected by human genius, in

be applied to every animal, which

and rendered domestic.
template

the

astonished, at
directing
nature.

:

and assisting the operations of yielding and beneficent
has never yet been ascertained how far improvement may

If it

be carried, (and

in all probability this is a point

which never can be

ascertained with precision) sufficient has been accomplished to

mulate
benefits

to further exertions those

who

feel

sti-

an interest in conferring

on mankind, and who have the means of carrying

their

laudable intentions into execution.

The

preceding observations appeared necessary for the elucidation

of the object under consideration, and particularly to

shew

the

com-

plying disposition of nature, and that the most astonishing results

may

be produced

the energies of

when her operations are assisted
human genius, or what may be

(not outraged) by
called

the

homo-

AMERICAN TURF REGISTER
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geneous influence of

human

inasmuch as

great a change,

complex than

we have enuhave experienced so

the animals

In regard to

art.

merated, and which under
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cultivation,

was

their structure or organization

less

horse, less subject to disease, and their

that of the

domestication less at variance with simple nature, the changes that

were wrought

them were accomplished with much

in

less difficulty

than similar results can be obtained in the animal peculiarly under

our consideration.

would be

blood of a certain favourite family

which

:

called blood

without

—

if

that

;

may be

is,

the

that attention to form,

Thus,

if

a

he happen to win the

Leger, for instance, he becomes a favourite stallion

leading principles of breeding

turf, to

or what, in

;

indispensable to improvement or perfection.

is

horse happen to be successful on the turf

it

breed for the

purpose of a particular family

this

the phraseology of the school,

St.

who

has long been the practice of those

It

choose animals for

thus superseded

:

I

and the

;

say may, as

by no means follows that such will be the case, since it will
be found, on examination, that these successful horses

frequently

possess superior animal organization

;

in fact, this

must be the case,

must be admitted, the
breeders were not in the wrong, (supposing the horse was not diseased,) though they could give no other reason for their conduct than
Whenever a horse becomes
that the horse was a successful racer.
or they

not win

could

;

and therefore

it

pre-eminently distinguished as a racer, his superiority
ingly attributed to his blood, instead of his form.

were

I

a breeder,

quality of

the

principles of

my

attention

animal

defined, his joints large

impress or idea of ivory

and

clear, his

If

:

I

power and speed,
;

would be

unreflect-

is

my own

to the

part,

form and

found his form consistent with the

was large and well
upon the touch, gave the
were well formed, his eye full

that his tendon

that his bone,
that his feet

;

directed

For

breathing free and noiseless

;

in

fact, if I

felt

satisfied

with his form, texture, and soundness, I should scarcely think it
necessary to inquire concerning his blood, that is, to ask whence he
sprung,

—

I

should

what

is

no anxiety to trace his pedigree, though I
he united the blood of the Godolphin and
Once more, however, I must observe, that

feel

might ultimately find,
the Darley Arabians.

that

called the best blood in the country will be uniformly found to

and consequently the animal organization and
what is generally termed blood. But if a horse
or mare presented the finest possible form, with bone and tendon of
the best quality, I would not breed from either the one or the other,
unless free from blemish
that is, free from any blemish that w ould
be likely to be communicated from the parent to the offspring. The
exhibit the finest forms

;

texture demonstrate

r

;

Vol.
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strong sympathy which operates on the fetus from the
parent

mind of

the

demonstrated in a countless variety of instances, to say

is

nothing of the doctrine which Darwin has propagated on the subject,

and which, however romantic and

fanciful

it

may

appear

at the

blush, will be found, on investigation, physiologically correct

:

first

how,

would the kid or the fawn be aware, in the earliest
existence, that the lion and the tiger were its unrelenting
the intelligence had not been previously communicated ?

for instance,

period of

enemies,

its

if

But such

is

the case, as they (instinctively, as

pressed,) fly from their enemies the

first

it

is

generally ex-

moment they behold them,

or even (by means of their olfactory organs) perceive their approach.

mouse and

Similar observations will apply to the

observer,

if

he

reflect for

the cat, the rat and

hawk and, indeed,
one moment upon the

the weasel, the pigeon and the

;

the most casual

be

subject, will

abundantly convinced of the incontestible truth of the doctrine of

what
true,
is

I may
we are

be allowed to call

sympathetic communication.

unacquainted with the

mode

in

It is

which the information

thus mysteriously and wonderfully transmitted, but the fact

nevertheless incontrovertible

randi

is

is

and therefore, since the modus ope-

;

placed beyond the reach of

human

investigation,

to rest satisfied with the result,

which we see demonstrated

berless instances around us.

Now,

since

we

we ought
in num-

see the sympathetic

operations of the cerebral organs thus transmitted from parents to
offspring,

how much more

likely

is

any defect or disease of the

animal organization to descend to the progeny
therefore ought

dam should

we

to be, in

making our

?

and

how

careful
sire

and

dam may be blemished on

the

selection, that the

be as perfect as possible.

In regard to the horse, a sire or

some such circumstance, and such a
blemish, as far as relates to breeding, would amount to nothing
but,
if the said blemish was caused by a fall, arising from malformation,
knee from jumping a

wall, or

;

(from an upright shoulder, for instance,) the produce of such an animal

would be very

likely indeed to present a similar defect.

we select one hundred horses which have finished their racing
career, we shall find ninety at least, on an average, with faulty fore
If

legs

;

and indeed diseases of the fore legs generally appear before

they have

left the turf.

The

hind legs are not so liable to give

or become diseased as the fore legs, in

—

my

way

opinion for the following

whole weight of the animal is forcibly
and as the racer is
trained to go as close to the ground as possible before, (to become a
daisy-cutter,) the shock must be very considerable, very great when
the ground happens to be hard
and therefore the injury that must

reason

:

in galloping, the

thrown on the

fore legs every stride or stroke

;

;
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consequently ensue, where the bone and tendon have not received
half their development,

words can image

it

may

be conceived, perhaps, but no form of

impressively or correctly on the mind.

ing of the fore legs,

intend to be understood as

I

In speak-

including the fore

complex mechanism of the foot
most serious injury. The celebrated
Buckle, (now no more,) when called upon to ride a horse with which
he was not acquainted, uniformly examined his fore feet, and if he
When any thing
felt himself satisfied, mounted without hesitation.
feet also, since

it is

generally

that

the delicate and

the

sustains

is

amiss forward,

it

will frequently be

it

by an experienced eye, though

will be detected

found very

the precise nature of

it,

difficult, if

not impossible, to state

or the exact spot where

For reasons already given

situated.

it is

will be easily perceived, that the hind

it

legs are less liable to injury or disease than the fore legs
it is

considered that an animal which does not attain

;

when

yet,

maturity

is

quently before,

has attained

second year,

its

it

by no means

is

surprising that splents, curbs, spavins, and capped hocks, should
their appearance.

found

to

till

forced to the severest exertion when, and fre-

the age of seven,
it

its

In the

make

instance, each of these will generally be

first

have originated from overstrained exertion

;

and

if

the produce

of animals thus affected do not present any thing of the kind in the
early period of their existence, they generally inherit a predisposition

or susceptibility for their easy reception, and they seldom

fail to

make

on the most trifling occasion. Curbs will be found
to appear more frequently, where the animal presents that form of
the leg and thigh which gives to the hock a more angular appearance
their appearance

than usual.

As

to

jrushes

or thrushes

— choose which name you
— the foot be well formed,

will, since the

terms are used indiscriminately
as possible,)
to arise

I

from

think but

filth

little

if

of them.

and inattention

more frequently make

;

and

I

horses

is

round

have also found that they

their appearance in the feet of greedy-feeding

Yet here again we

horses, than those of a contrary description.

must admit,

(as

have found them generally

I

that, as like

produces

like,

so the stock of greedy-feeding

very likely indeed to receive or inherit a similar disposition.

Frushes would appear, according
ings of the juices produced

by

too

to

my

notion, to be the overflow-

much

channels of nature are unable to carry

food,

off".

which the ordinary

Greedy-feeding horses

are liable to scurf and scab in the hollow of the pasterns, arising, I

apprehend, from the same cause

:

but

I

would not refuse

a greedy-

feeder, but rather prefer a horse of this description, since frushes will

seldom make
animal.

their appearance

where proper

Delicate feeders can never endure

attention is paid to the

much

fatigue.

It is

true,

AND SPORTING MAGAZINE.
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they appear

alert, lively,

and even

when

spirited,

11

They

empty.
carcass

what

are

shew speed

will

;

They may win

a short race

but they are

;

is

;

may answer

but

not called

is

light in

are

;

cannot maintain

it.

calculated for military

ill

purposes, incapable of the fatigue of the chase

hacks, where long-continued exertion

generally half

;

horses

slight-ribbed

call

I

for a short distance, but

brought out,

first

because their stomach and intestines are never loaded

A

for.

for

shy feeder

frequently troublesome, as such an animal will be often found to

require stimulants to appetite.

Roaring

is

common

a

among

disease

commonly

racehorses, more

found on the race-course than in the hunting or military

stable, or

There must be a cause for it the racer is
the throat of
this produces crib-biting
frequently on the muzzle
the horse is bound with a strap to prevent the disgusting practice of
indeed any where else.

:

;

,

crib-biting

:

does not, therefore, this constant use of the strap

fre-

quently produce that constriction which causes the animal to emit
the discordant noise called roaring

Roaring
another.

opinion

I
;

The

it.

?

which descends from one generation to
am aware that the late Mr. Cline entertained a different
a

is

disease

but innumerable instances have proved the incorrectness of
scientific

Perceval particularly notices the subject in his

lectures; but his observations throw very
this incurable

disorder.

Jt is,

little

may

not

make

its

appearance

exists a predisposition in the system,

early period, particularly

if

at first
it

the animal

at

by

will

but,

inasmuch as there
itself at

an

put to severe exertion.

is

life.

It is

:

a blind stallion,

it

is

well

necessary, however, to state, that

accident, the horse has lost his sight,

from the smallness,

becomes blind,
to

;

a

The

produce stock with eyes which generally lose their sight

an early period of

The

fact, that

generally shews

Similar remarks will apply to the eyes

known,

on the cause of

produce roarers.

stallion afflicted with roaring will generally

disease

light

however, an incontestible

it is

muddy

it

alters the case

;

if,

but where,

or bad quality of the eye, the animal

very injudicious

to

breed from him.

principle of like producing like prevails not only with respect

animal organization, but also to the disposition, or what perhaps

may

be more powerfully expressed, if I be allowed to use the term,
by mental temperament. Vicious and restive horses generally com-

municate those

evil qualities to their

truth of this doctrine

we have many

Of

progeny.

Ned, who died some

the stock of the powerful grey horse Friend

few years ago

;

the incontestible

living examples, particularly in

and of the living Lottery, purchased some time since

by Louis Philippe, of France,

for

£ 1,500.

tempered animals descended from Friend

I

Ned

have seen a few good;

but by far the greater
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part of his stock manifest that hurly-burly restive disposition for

Restiveness arises from

which the horse himself was so remarkable.

laziness, a disinclination to exertion, since nothing can be quieter in

the stable than these Friend
road,

allowed

if

more severe

to

proceed

nothing can be quieter on the

;

own

The

;

but

when

pressed to

manner

and of course not unattended with

rider,

vice of Lottery

pace

their unwillingness in a

exertion, they testify

very unpleasant to the
danger.

Neds

at their

is

He

of a different description.

is

as

dangerous in the stable as he was uncertain and dangerous on the
course ; and the greater part of the stock which he has left behind

him

in this

country manifest

much

the same vicious propensities as

their sire.

These observations might be extended to many more instances,
it necessary, which it is not, as sufficient has been said to shew

were

how

highly advisable

it is

to avoid breeding

from horses of a

restive

or vicious disposition.

Having already notioed the defective or diseased fore legs, which
we must here observe, that, although in
the first instance the disease or defect might be produced by preco-

are generally found in racers,

cious or overstrained exertions, yet it becomes hereditary, and is
communicated from the sire to his progeny. Champion, a horse of
acknowledged superiority, became, in the language of the school,

amiss before.
disease

;

In

nine instances out of ten he communicated the

and though he was the

of Signorina and several good

sire

racers, yet, generally speaking, the fore legs of his

stock would not

stand.

Instances might be given, were
tion, not

requisite, to

it

only that the vicious temper

is

prove

to

demonstra-

transmitted to the offspring,

not merely that the form descends to the progeny, but that almost
the diseases
is

(if

susceptible, are also visited
If a

free

upon

the produce.

horse prove successful on the

from blemish,) he continues

success.

when he

to

turf,

(supposing him to be quite

run as long as he has a chance of

His age very soon takes him out of
is

named

handicapped, he

all

not the whole catalogue of them) of which the horse

is

for the

cups

;

and as these

all

the great stakes,

are, for the

most

part,

weighted, to reduce him to a level with inferior

competitors, and he must be an extraordinary animal indeed, that can

continue to support, for any length of time, the overload which he is
Speaking on the broad principle, the horse
thus doomed to carry.
either breaks down, or

has arrived

is

stumped up, or battered

at maturity, before

to pieces,

often before he has attained his fifth year, or perhaps

perhaps his third.

However,

before he

he has reached his seventh year

let his

age be what

it

;

very

his fourth, or

may when he

No.
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leaves the course,

if

his performance has been such as to entitle

him

announced as a stallion. He is thus
announced, be it repeated, after having had his tendons strained to
even to cracking ; after having, from overtheir utmost tension
strained exertion, become a cripple before, and thrown up curbs and
distinguished notice, he

to

is

—

spavins behind

\

after

having had,

constitution destroyed,

in fact, his

and his vigour, consequently, irreparably injured. Can a healthy
vigorous stock be expected under such circumstances ? Certainly
not

:

yet such

is

the present state of the turf!

That very superior horse Birmingham was destroyed by over-exertion.
Beardsworth, his original owner, advertised him for sale in the
came

early part of 1833, and he

of the late Mr.

into the possession

Scarisbrick, of Lancashire, at the price of fifteen

hundred pounds

shortly after suspicions were entertained as to his soundness.

him come out

for his first race in 1833, at Chester.

;

saw

saw him take

I

two days previous

his gallop early in the morning,

1

to

running,

his

and became thoroughly convinced that he laboured under the first
At the latter end of the summer of the same
degree of roaring.
year, on the demise of Mr. Scarisbrick, this horse was purchased by
a Russian agent, for the Emperor Nicholas. He will unquestionably
produce inferior and diseased stock. His legs are battered and his
wind diseased, that is, he is by this time a confirmed and inveterate
The Russian agent was a miserable judge he had no idea
roarer.
of sympathetic physiology, or he would not thus have spent his
But, indeed, he laboured under much the same
master's money.
degree of ignorance as all these agents do with whom I have had an
;

opportunity of conversing

:

they form their opinion principally from

the successful races which the horse has run

:

a criterion upon which

dependence should never be implicitly placed.
From what has been stated, it is very evident that few of our
successful racers are calculated to produce good stock. Let us look
for a

moment

course

at the

;

at the

manner

physic which

ings, the bleedings,

in
is

which a racer

prepared for the

is

administered to him

&c. to which he

is

subjected

:

;

at the

let

sweat-

us consider

these circumstances, physiologically or philosophically, and

we

shall

arrive at the conclusion, that where a horse or mare has been kept
on the turf for a series of years, the constitution must have sustained

much

so

let it

injury as to preclude healthy or vigorous stock.

be kept steadily in mind, that

some of our

Further,

best racers have been

produced from animals which had scarcely ever appeared on the
in some instances where they had never appeared, perhaps had

turf,

—

never been trained.
I

could specify several,
3

v.8

if

not many, living instances of battered
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stallions,

of the sire

but

ceed

;

it

to state, that

whose produce

are sure to inherit the defects

might appear invidious, and

any breeder, anxious

I

therefore pro-

shall

to obtain a healthy, vigorous,

promising stock, should select the parents, both

sire

and dam, in the

place for their vigorous health, and in the next, for their form

first

and animal organization.
if,

[Sept. 1836.

Should the dam be defective in any point,

for instance, she be too light in the hind quarters, a sire should be

chosen of an opposite form.
shoulder, select a

proceed

Should the

dam remarkable

sire

counteract defects in form,

to

be rather upright in the

for the slope of that part,
If

nothing more can be wished on that score.

perfect,

and thus

the form of both be
It is

very inju-

dicious to breed from a very old horse or a very old mare, particularly

the

latter.

The

thread of our story brings us again to notice the Godolphin

Arabian, Eclipse, Sir Peter Teazle, &c.

The

Arabian (contrary to expectation, since his

stock of the Godolphin
trial

as a stallion

was

merely the result of accident) proved excellent runners, and healthy
vigorous animals, though the horse was held in no estimation
prior to the appearance of his first-born, Lath.

But, although the

Godolphin Arabian could not race himself, yet, as he had never been
put to any over-straining exertion, was altogether a healthy, vigorous
at
animal, and had attained maturity, he produced excellent stock

—

least

till

he became feeble from age,

when

his stock degenerated in

the same ratio.
Eclipse,

more celebrated than any horse

for the superiority of his

make his appearance as a racer till he was five years
and such was his power and speed, that he won all his races

stock, did not

old

;

merely going
spur.

at his rate

—he was never touched

in a stake in

with either whip or

No

person would name
which Eclipse appeared, and the horse was therefore

His career on the course was short.

withdrawn from the turf in the very vigour of life, free from blemish.
His stock proved of the very first description for some time and
;

such was the unreflecting infatuation of the times, that

much

surprise

was expressed when this extraordinary horse, enfeebled by extreme
no longer answered the ignorant calculations of the breeders.

age,

Sir Peter Teazle, the property of the Earl of

with a constitution unimpaired.

He became

Derby,

left

the turf

a favourite stallion, and

answered the expectations entertained from his extraordinary performances,

till,

like the horse

mentioned in the preceding paragraph,

enfeebled by age, similar results and similar disappointments were

experienced.
[to be continued.]
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EPSOM.

The Marquess

of Conyngham,
Baron de Teissier,

Epsom Races

—

and again passed

>

that era in the life of a leg

into the

company of

come round with unerring

certainty,

Stewards

— have again come round,

it

reminding

we might

note of preparation marks the approach of

tions,

the paraded

produced by

list

fair

little

foul,

the winner of

The same pomp and
For months

all.

of odds, the changes

means or

in external ap-

name

confuse the races of 1836

with those of 1826, or of any other meeting.

we have

us that another year

not for the distinguishing

the great stakes affixes to the year,

They

the things that were.

has been added to our existence, but varying so
pearances, that were

,

)

before,

— chances — and fluctua-

and as the event approaches,

the papers ring with the anticipated splendour of the forthcoming

meeting, which

is to

eclipse all other years, and put all former doings

Excitement

to the blush.

nipo,' his attraction

is

on

tip-toe

the favourite be a 'Ple-

If

!

and wonderful performances are enough to create

conversation, and render

it

imperative on

all

men, with the slightest
and if he be the

pretensions to horse-craft, to witness his doings
favourite son of a former favourite,

it is

;

equally necessaiy to see

the son supports the reputation of his sire, while for those to
these motives hold out no allurement, there

is

always the prospect of

the attendance of the king and royal family, or

unicorn of the day

and champaigne

—with the more

in the

open

how

whom

some

solid gratification of

great lion or

sandwiches

air.

Epsom Races are, generally speaking, peculiarly well timed, and in
few years have they fallen more propitiously than in the present.
After a winter of unusual length, and

more than ordinary desagremens,

spring at length broke in upon us with unalloyed splendour, changing
the dreary barren

face of winter into

smiling beauteous verdure,

making every one who had been pent up within doors for so many
long months, to rush out and revel, like butterflies, in their new existence.
There is something sweet and balmy in the return of spring,
which comes home to the hearts of all, whether they have sighed for
it

in the retirement of the country, or waited its return in the tainted

air of the city

;

and no wonder that the inhabitants of London

—

—Cock-

neys as they are sometimes reproachingly called should gladly avail
themselves of the first excuse that offers for tasting its enjoyments,

and greeting

their fellow

men under

the azure canopy of heaven

—so

with light hearts, light wines, light dresses, and post-boys in light
jackets, away they dash mid din, dust, and dinners, to stretch and

shake themselves on Epsom Downs.
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meetingjust over lacked none of the brilliancy of former years.

Indeed, taking the state of the

remember a spring
in so convincing a

London season as a criterion, we never
unbounded wealth of the nation

that exhibited the

manner

as the present, for the streets are daily

crowded, for hours, with the most costly equipages, and the whole
aristocracy of the land would appear to have been drawn to one com-

mon centre.
The ball on Epsom downs opened
fine a

day as heart could

as the opening

The Craven
tween

Sir L.

yrs. old

desire,

merrily on the Tuesday, with as

which drew

full

as

many

Stakes, with eleven subs, produced a smart race be-

Glyn's Recruit (Reeves) and Sir Gilbert Heathcote's 4

Valentissimo, tailing off half a dozen others

c.

spectators

day generally does.

who were

not

and the Shirley Stakes were appropriated by Conolly to Mr.
Phillimore's Lady Anna, by Camel, a horse whose likelihood of getplaced

;

ting runners our discerning optics enabled us to descry in

1831, in

which year we adorned our first volume with a portrait of him. Mr.
E. Peel's b. c. Morrison was second, Mr. Lucas's Tell-tale third, and
Sir Gilbert Heathcote's Willesden fourth and last, which honourable
situation he would have held had there been a score. Tell-tale was
the favourite at 2 to

Lady Anna and

consequence of having previous beaten both
it does not always

in

1,

the 'Pill Merchant,' but in racing

hold that what a horse has once performed he can repeat. A wretched
performance took place for the T. Y. C. sweepstakes, between Sir
and
Gilbert Heathcote's c. Lupus, by Laurel, and an Albany thing
;

Mr. Shelley wound up the day by winning a handicap 10 sovs. sweepThe running exercised little influence on the betstakes with Airy.
ting for the great races.

Wednesday was

a brilliant day in point of weather, and the sport

an improvement on that of the previous one.

Cadland
a Jerry

c.

a

Knobstick
Pussy,

The

out of Edith,

c.

Theodore

won

f.

won

the

Woodcote

and a Colonel

tailing off a

Nine

c.

Mann was

the jockey.

the cup, after a goodish race with Jacob Faithful and

couple of others, and beating the favourite, Sherry.

struggle took place before the stand.

stick.

Captain Williamson's

stakes with ease, beating

started for the

Conolly rode the Knob-

Ewell Stakes, and

five for a 5 sovs. affair^

which Lord Chesterfield won with
a nameless 3 yr. old f. by Emilius, out of Rowton's dam, with RoThe heats were most sportingly
gers, at 6st. I lib. on her back.
The winner the favourite
butchering, particularly the two first.
in heats, called the

Epsom

Stakes.,

throughout.
In the course of the day, Ebberston went out of the betting alto-

gether for the Derby,

Bay Middleton maintaining his

place at the head

—

—
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of the poll, with only 2 to
tor

1

against

him

A

advanced in public estimation.

London

freely in

Thursday

—

and Lord Wilton's Gladia-

that great

was

report

Bay Middleton had gone

that

The evening was

start.

;

17

circulated pretty-

amiss, and

would not

cold.

and important day, big with the

fate of belles,

bodices, and bonnets, opened with a cloud-cast sky, and a coolish

The Derby day has established a prescriptive
shower or two, and many were the glances at the heavens
before the fair travellers could decide what gowns they should put
on.
'It would be so provoking to get one's new things spoiled, and
yet should it not rain, it would be equally provoking to go figures'
were the arguments, the question of staying at home never being
mooted. Indeed, the horses were hired, and must be paid for, so
where would be the use ? Up to starting time the day was doubtful,
but before eleven o'clock old Sol burst through the clouds, and cheered
north-easterly wind.

right to a

the hearts of the waverers.

Any

attempt at a description of the scene presented to the eye,

on the road or the Downs, must fall so infinitely short of conveying any thing like an accurate idea of the dash, hurry, bustle, brilliancy, and confusion of the original, that in each succeeding year of
either

our Magazine's existence we

No man

should pretend

feel less competent to make the attempt.
any knowledge of real stirring life who

at least,

seen the

Derby run

we would

select to

convey

has not once,
others that

to

for.

It

is

the sight of

to a foreigner a

all

speedy notion

With this apology, then, we shall content
by recording that the dust was of the most refined order,
and gentle gusts of wind wafted it to and fro, sprinkling and dischargof our national wealth.

ourselves

ing

its

favours with

all

the accurate impartiality of a pepper-box.

The

were soon made to match their
There was nothing wanting to complete the work of

faces of the 'high-bred sportsmen'

M'Intoshe's.

destruction to the wardrobe, save a good rattling

shower

to

soak the

dust into the clothes.

At an hour somewhat

what used

later than

to

be the usual hour,

the following horses and riders, out of a field of 12S, arrived at the
starting-post

:

—

Lord Jersey's b. c. Bay Middleton. Robinson.
Lord Wilton's ch. c. Gladiator. Scott.
Mr. J. Day's b. c. Venison. J. Day.

—
—

—

Colonel Peel's b. c. Slane. Pavis.
Mr. Chifney's b. c. The Athenian.—F. Butler.
Duke of Richmond's br. c. Sepoy. Boyce.
Colonel Peel's b. c. Mr. Wags. Nat.
Lord Chesterfield's b. c. Alfred. S. Rogers.
Mr. Osbaldeston's Ebberston. Wheatley.
Mr. Batson's b. c. Taishteer. Wakefield.
Lord Exeter's b. c. Muezzin. Conolly.
Sir L. Glyn's ch. c. Recruit.
S. Day, jun.

—

—
—
—
—
—
—

—
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—

Mr. J. Robinson's ch. c. Whaley. Darling.
Lord Lichfield's br. c. by Velocipede, out of Delphine.
Mr. Allen's b. c. Master of the Rolls. Lye.
Mr. E. Peel's br. c. Morison. Macdonald.

—

— Cartwright.

—
—
—
—
Lord Chesterfield's Weighton. — E. Edwards.

Captain Gardner's c. Idiot. Chappie.
Sir G. Heathcote's ch. c. Willesden.
Buckle.
Duke of Beaufort's Hatfield. Wright.

Lord Egremont's

The

c.

by Chateau Margaux, out of Emmelina.

manifest superiority of

His

veriest tyro.

Bay Middleton was apparent

and condition,

size, action,

to 4 agst.

him

all

7 to 2 agst. Venison,

;

to the

tended to support the

At the breaking up of the

opinion in which he was held.

odds were 7

—G. Edwards.

who

ring, the

took a sudden

spring in the betting, in consequence of his stable companion Recruit's

whom

race on the Tuesday, to

two

he was known

to

be superior

;

8 to

1

12 to 1 agst. Gladiator
Sepoy
25 to 1 agst. The Athenian the same agst. Alfred 30 to 1 agst. the
Emmelina colt; the same agst. Muezzin; and 50 to 1 agst. Recruit.
The once much vaunted Ebberston was altogether friendless, and
there was a mystery respecting him that we could have wished to
have seen avoided. The Age newspaper of the 15th (the Sunday preagst. Col. Peel's

;

10 to

agst.

1

;

;

;

;

ceding the race) boldly asserted that the horse was made

There was a sad drawback
tiveness of

The

Athenian,

to the race in

whom

neither

go away. He went right and
and Butler had a weary time of it.
to

but

many

whip nor spur could induce

and every way but the

left,

At

last

right,

they started without him,

of the jockies, Scott, Buckle, Conolly, and others, missing

the horse, concluded

it

would be a

false start,

and pulled their horses

accordingly, which, though early in the race,
cially.

safe.

consequence of the res-

operated prejudi-

still

Recruit led at a gallant pace, making play for Venison, fol-

lowed by Bay Middleton, and carried on the running to the top of the
hill, where he declined, and Slane, Venison, and the Emmelina colt,
with Gladiator, appeared in

front, in

company with Bay Middleton,

who, however, had the race in hand as cleverly as possible, though
Venison kept the lead to the distance, when Bay Middleton and Gladiator extinguished him, the former immediately after bidding adieu
to Gladiator,

and running in by a couple of lengths.

baddish third, Slane a poor fourth, Alfred a worse

Venison was a
and the rest

fifth,

—

came dribbling in at their leisure any where and no where. Bay
Middleton is by Sultan, out of Cobweb, (bred by Lord Jersey) by
Phantom, (a Derby winner) out of Fillagree, by Soothsayer Webb,
(Middleton's dam) by Waxy, (a Derby winner) Penelope by TrumHe is not in the Doncaster St. Leger, which of course conpator.
;

;

siderably advances Gladiator's value.

Two

races

— the winners

to

if demanded
company dispersed to enjoy a

be sold for 120 sovs.

closed the sports of the day, and the

:
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second course of dust, served up by their own, and other chariotwheels. In the evening two gangs of gypsies quarrelled and fought,

and some policemen were injured in separating the

The

belligerents.

night set in cold and raw.

The Oaks

day, as usual,

was

a lack-a-daisical

regular devotees can endure the

toil

Few

affair.

but the

of a pleasure of a second pilgrim-

The day was very fine, and warmer than it was
The patience of the visiters was tried by the

age to the Downs.

on the preceding one.
unusual delay in the

the race not being decided until near four

start,

o'clock instead of three, which

it

ought never

to exceed.

This was

by the number of false starts, of which Mr. Dawson's Fair Jane was the general promoter. The following, out of 98
subscribers, were all that came to the post

partly occasioned

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
Duke of Beaufort's Esmeralda. —Wright.

Mr. J. Scott's b. f. Cyprian. Scott.
Mr. Houldsworth's Destiny. J. Day.
Mr. Walker's ch. f. Emineh. Robinson.
Mr. Dawson's br. f. Fair Jane. T. Lye.
Mr. Armitage's b. f. Vesper. Cartwright.
Lord Exeter's b. f. Toga. Conolly.
Lord Wilton's b. f. Grenada. G. Edwards.
Mr. Allen's b. f. Promise. Pavis.
Mr. Greatrix's ch. f. by The Colonel, out of Shortwaist.
Mr. Greville's ch, f. Marmalade. Rogers.
Captain Martin's ch. f. Minna. S. Mann.

Cyprian was the decided favourite,
to 2
1

;

Emineh and Vesper

agst.

Promise

The

—

race

;

14 to

as the

1

8 to

agst.

1

Toga

Oaks generally

inch of the ground being contested.
in a cluster in fact,

Minna being

at the top of the hill,

at 2 to

each

the

;

is

;

1

10 to

and 20

;

Fair Jane stood at 7

1

agst.

to

1

Destiny

first to

12 to

;

agst. Shortwaist.

— was sporting and
They

true

—every

started well together, all

which she did

give way,

Vesper and Mr. Greatrix's

to follow her example.

—Wheatley.

filly

being the next

About a distance and a half from home the

following five appeared engaged in a grand struggle
Jane, Promise, Marmalade, and Destiny,

:

Cyprian, Fair

which they maintained

to the

grand stand, when Cyprian and Destiny, springing forward simultaneously,

made a beautiful rush
by half a length.

in, Scott

—

punishment

three lengths behind, and a fine

landing his mare, not without

Marmalade and Promise were two or
flourishing tail came sweeping down

the course after them.

Cyprian
Agatha

;

is

by

Partisan, out of Frailty

by Orville

—

Star

—Y. Marske.

;

by Filho da Puta, out of

For a wonder, both Derby and Oaks were carried
favourites,

Though

and the week passed over without
not of so

much

seen, this one will long be

off

by the

first

rain.

public interest as some meetings we have
remembered as productive of one of those

melancholy catastrophes that too frequently result from excessive

.
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We

gambling.

[Sept. 1836.

allude, of course, to the lamentable suicide of the

Hon. Berkeley Craven, a gentleman well known in the sporting world.
He had betted unsuccessfully on the Derby, losing, it is said, some

£8,000 or £9,000, which preyed so much upon his mind, that on the
morning after the race he put an end to his existence by shooting

The

himself at his residence in Connaught-terrace, Edgeware-road.

sad intelligence, which was spread abroad on the morning of the

Oaks, caused a gloom not only over a numerous

known and

unfortunate gentleman was

circle

by

whom

the

town
generally, and will, we trust, operate as a warning to all whose hopes
of realizing instantaneous wealth would lead them to speculate on
turf uncertainties, rather than content themselves with what they are
in possession of, or follow slower but surer means to fortune.
Mr.
Craven, at one time, was in the possession of an income of ten thousand a year, which by improvident speculation he had almost wholly
dissipated, so much so, indeed, that the week before the race he borrowed a iew hundred pounds of his solicitor, in the vain hope of
retrieving himself on the Derby, but with a highly honourable mind,
which no adversity could corrupt, when the money was ready, he
hesitated to take it, being convinced that his book was a ruinous affair.
The settling on the 24th passed off worse than any settling day
within our recollection. There was less money forthcoming than
ever was known, and one noble lord, a hook winner of £ 10,000, was
only able to draw £3,000, while others actually went prepared to pay
while they ought to have been large winners. We are happy to add
that the blackleg fraternity were the heavy losers, and upon the old
proverb of ex nihilo nihil Jit, no better settling could be expected.
Until gentlemen and

unworthy

men

respected, but over the

of reputation separate themselves from such

associates, betting

farce.

and book-making must continue a mere
[London New Sporting Magazine

BLOOD HORSE.
Mr. Editor
Permit
tiser

me

to call

turf in

to

a piece in the Southern Adverit

in the

Turf

His observations on the importance of breeding for the

North Alabama,

ing states

:

it is

among

will apply equally well to all the middle plant-

true, all of

South Alabama,

to be

your attention

signed Wild Bill, and also to ask your insertion of

Register.

as

:

them are not equally near to Mississippi
and during all time to come, destined

at this time,

the best markets in the world

;

yet such are the

facilities

of intercourse in the west, that mere distance cannot prevent other
states

from sharing in

its

horses are ready sale from

benefits,

while in the Atlantic

New York

to

Savannah.

states, fine

Vol.

8.

I

No.
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no plan, better than the present system

of Jockey Club associations, to induce the planters more generally
to

make

As

I

go

to

regular breeding studs a part of their farming establishment.

have none to

offer myself,

importance,

I

and

am

comment

the public without a

unwilling the subject should
or mark its
no man can, in

elicit attention,

to

will merely hazard the assertion, that

our country, purchase a thorough-bred mare, of racing family, breed
her to horses of similar character, raise his colts well, and

handsome

realize a

on the investment

profit

the invariable result in

;

come under

the instances that have

all

fail

to

such has been

at least

my

observation.

The late Mr. W. E. Broadnax had a mare, called Diana. From her
and her descendants he made about fifty thousand dollars and, if
what others have made from the same stock were added to the value
;

of her present descendants, the amount would equal

some

State divi-

dend of the surplus.
There is no question, Mr. Broadnax, in his life, made fifty thousand
dollars, by breeding fine horses ; and this interfered little, if at all,
with the usual agricultural profits of his farms. No one had more

com, wheat, or tobacco.
added

to his profits

and

;

His horses
I

may

be considered an item

speak understanding^ when

I

say, this

item often equalled the aggregate, or gross profits of his neighbours'

He

farms.
is

resided in Brunswick county, Virginia} where the climate

surely favourable, but in general the country

is

and much worn by the cultivation of tobacco
disadvantages,

it

was

money-making

truly a

;

any thing but fertile,
yet, under all these

business.

This instance of successful breeding (for the turf) is merely offered
as a comment on the following piece, taken from the Advertiser,
with a view of calling attention

to the subject,

of your gifted correspondents (and
task) to offer

many

and inducing some one

there are qualified for the

some plan which, by rewarding, may stimulate individual

enterprise to promote the general interest.
In the absence of a better general system,

one may

offer,) I will

safely adopted in the

Buy

lay

down

(which

I

a few general rules,

yet hope some
which may be

commencement.

brood mare of good form, strong constitution, pure blood,
and racing family. Breed her only to a horse of the purest Mood,
himself a good performer on the turf.
Avoid all doubtful pedigrees,
a

bad temper, also

Such horses

all

hereditary blemishes of the eyes,

feet,

or legs.

as have been winners, at long distances, beating

good

should depend on the quality of the
And,
horses beaten by them, more than the number of their races.

horses

:

for their reputation

lastly, those stallions that

have distinguished themselves by getting

winners, are to be preferred.
4

v.8
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It is

my

opinion, that

Breed only as many

near

all

colts as

them, and

all

raise well

and, at the proper

;

on the most
Their success will insure you high prices for
and run

age, let the colts be trained,

fashionable courses.

should be carefully avoided.

affinities

you can

[Sept. 1836.

the colts of the

for the best stakes,

same stock.

I

THE BLOOD HORSE.
In presenting the outline of our plan of reviving racing associations,

and reforming the sports of the

turf,

we have had no

other object in

view, than to arouse public attention to the magnitude and importance
of improving the breed of horses.

convincing those
the country,

who

more

we

If

shall have succeeded in

take an interest in the general prosperity of

especially farmers, breeders, and turfites, of the

upon a more substantial and
shall be amply rewarded.
matters, well knowing that their

necessity of establishing these sports

we

business-like footing than at present,

We

wish them

judgment,

if

about these

to think

once properly exercised, will lead

to concert of action,

and be attended ultimately, with the most beneficial

Jockey club

inducements to the breeder,

shew

;

results.

now constituted, afford very inadequate
as we have heretofore endeavoured to

associations, as

but even those, feeble and inefficient as they are, are evidently

on the decline, and it is probable they can be more successfully
revived by striking out an entirely new plan, than by following the
old one. Let the whole subject be duly considered, and adopt that
system which will unite the strongest support and the greatest
advantages.

Land-holders, agriculturists, and

all

who

are

permanently

settled in

North Alabama, should bear in mind, that the culture of cotton is
better adapted to a more southern latitude, and that the time is not
distant when it will cease to be profitable, both here and in Tennessee.
The change from planting to a more extended and variegated cultiFarmers will feel their way
vation, must be made by degrees.
cautiously, step by step, and carefully observe the progress of any
new system before they abandon entirely their old and familiar
practices

and indeed we doubt not, that cotton, to a certain extent,

;

will continue to be produced in this part of the country, although

other branches of agricultural industry
is

essentially an agricultural

labour,

of agricultural

may

the greater will

Having an extensive and

yield larger profits. This

community; and the

fertile

larger the profits

be the general prosperity.

provision country to the north, and

an unsurpassed cotton region on our southern border, with neither of

which

we can

dictates of

riment.

successfully compete,

sound policy,

We

can

to

we

are

admonished by the

venture somewhat on the

conveniently

make

field

of expe-

a great abundance both of

;
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provisions and cotton for domestic consumption; but in seeking a
we come into direct competition with the

foreign market for either,

and in rearing domestic
of more favoured regions
animals the states north of us have a decided advantage of cheap and
But, as the blood horse consumes
extensive pasturage for all kinds.

productions

;

no more of the fruits of the earth than the work horse, we should
him the preference for that reason, if no other existed. The
country north of Ohio river excels in horned cattle, swine, and sheep
Kentucky in mules, &c; and Tennessee and North Alabama may, and
most probably will, soon be distinguished for the excellence and

give

;

character of the soil and climate,

The

superiority of their horses.

the nature of the productions, and the predilections of the inhabitants,
all

tend to this result.

If

we only

andj?red only for our

own

dependent upon other

states for

we

provisions, 8tc.)

stuffs,

ing the blood horse.

man, are

certainly

any kind of domestic animals, bread

should, in the end, be the gainers by breed-

The whole country

improvements of every description,
tion of

own convenience,
we ought not to be

consisted our

use, (and

eminently prosperous

is

in a rapid state of progression,

better breed of horses

and the demand

every day increasing in

is

and accommoda-

for the comfort

all

for a

directions, but

All that extensive region, so productive of

especially at the south.

must be supplied with high-bred horses, for
the carriage and saddle. To the wealthy price is no consideration,
provided they can obtain the best and the demand is commensurate
They will not
with increasing wealth, both in town and country.
cotton, sugar,

and

rice,

;

readily turn aside from their pursuits, and give their attention to

They

breeding any kind of domestic animals.

do

it

even
to

;

their habits

were

if it

draw

for

are

not prepared to

and productions are not adapted to such a change,
their interest to make it; but they will continue

their supplies, as they

now

do,

from abroad

;

and

we

are

North Alabama, if, as
heretofore, they should continue to be supplied by a more distant
Our locality and
country, with ah improved breed of blood horses.
similarity of climate, &c. would alone give us the preference of a
more northern country and no one will doubt, that all we can breed
clearly of opinion, that

it

will be the fault of

;

will find a ready sale, at high prices, at the south, even to the extent

of

some millions annually.

market

—

And what

yea, rich and extensive as

And what

it

is to

is

—

prevent our enjoying this
all

but monopolizing

certainty of ready sales and high prices for the

industry

?

The immense consumption and

meat and milk,
fifty

it ?

greater incentive can be presented to our farmers, than the

in the city of

products of his

high price of butcher's

London, (amounting annually

to

near

millions of dollars,) have stimulated and encouraged the improve-

;
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ment of

[Sept. 1830.

A

the breed of horned cattle to an incredible extent.

year old heifer, bred for and adapted

to the

shambles,

is

three

often found,

without extraordinary feed, to nelt four hundred pounds per quarter
whilst one of the milch breed of the same age, will yield six to eight
gallons of good rich milk daily.

Such are the actual results of a
from generation to
generation, stimulated by a steady and increased demand for meat and
milk.
Similar improvements in the vegetable kingdom of other
systematic course of improvement, continued

domestic animals are constantly progressing in England, keeping pace

with the demand.
all

But it is in their breed of horses that they excel
For instance, their sportsmen, in following the

other nations.

chase, frequently ride over the rough country, at full speed,

some

without stopping, except a momentary check, and
arduous, performance some two or three times a week

thirty to fifty miles

repeat this

during the season.

Again, their post coaches travel an average of

nearly ten miles per hour, including

two

to three

hundred miles,

at all

the best of their racing stock are

all

stoppages, on long routes of

And

seasons of the year.
all

again,

able to take a hundred and nine-

teen pounds, at four years old, and go two miles in three minutes

and

thirty-five

seconds

rienced and practical

;

and

it

is

the opinion of their

turfites, that if the

most expe-

celebrated Flying Childers

and Eclipse, (whose wonderful performances have by many been considered as fabulous,) were now in their prime, there are many horses
of the present day, that can give them ten pounds and beat them any
distance in a canter.

And

let

us add, that there

is

no good reason

have identical original stock
benefit of all

the

breeding

;

;

we
and

can, if we
we have a

climate and in cheapness of those productions
for the blood horse.

Horses

may

to

We

prevent our rivalling honest John Bull in our breed of horses.

choose, have the full

decided advantage in

which

are necessary

be raised in North Alabama to a

great extent, without materially interfering with the culture of cotton,

except in the small amount of capital abstracted for the purchase of

blood horses,

at the

commencement

and, in process of time,

;

when

planting becomes less profitable than at present, this description of

stock

may

be made to sustain the prosperity of the country, and to

keep up permanently the value of

real estate in this valley.

With these desultory remarks we

take leave of the subject for the

present, in the sincere hope that they

may have

that noble and invaluable animal the blood horse

;

gained friends for

and excited

in the

minds of our farmers a desire to increase and multiply their stock, to
improve and ameliorate their condition, and awaken public attention
to the necessity of reviving the sports of the turf.
The consummation
of these things will bring joy and gladness, instead of lamentations,
to the big heart of

Wild Will of the Woods.

;

Vol.

8.

No.
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RACE COURSES AND JOCKEY CLUBS.

The following list of new Courses and Jockey Clubs is collected
from the newspapers and the recollections of the writer.
Where the
time of meeting is permanently fixed it is given
but, in many instances this is omitted, as the meetings are often changed,
in courtesy
;

to other clubs, so as to suit the

convenience of their own members.
In Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, and Missouri, the list is
defective, because

we have no regular returns either of their formation
now repeat the solicitation for both. It is

and we
list is

complete for the other states

;

but

if

or their meetings

not pretended the

secretaries will, this fall

and winter, furnish us a correct report of their races, and annex to it
a memorandum of their purses and regular time of meeting,
it will
enable us, at some future day, to offer to our readers a correct list of the
courses, and an authentic estimate of the purses given in our country,
for the promotion of sport, and the eneouragement
of breeders for

—

to them, at last, goes the real profit.
Chillicothe,

Jackson,
Louisville,

Lexington,

....
....
....
.

.

Richmond,
Crab Orchard,

.

.

.

.

Falls of Elkhorn,

do.

.

do.
do.

....

Hartsville,

Nashville,

Hurricane

Mount

.

.

Hill,

.

Pleasant,

.

Florence,

.

.

Tuscaloosa,

Montgomery,

.

.

.

.

.

...

Mobile,

...

Greensboro,

Natchez,

.

.

.

.

.

do.

do.

.

.

.

Rapide,

....
*

do.

.

do.

do.

.

.do.

do.

do.

do.

do.

do.

do.

do.
all winter *

do.

.

Georgia,

Spring and Fall.

.

Louisiana,

do.

.

.

usually two do.

do.

.

.

.

do.

.

.

.

.

do.

do.

.

.

Alabama,

do.

do.

do.

.

.

do.

do.

.

.

Mississippi,

St. Francisville,

Augusta,

.

.

do.
do.

.

....

Huntsville,

Four days racing.
Three days.
Spring and Fall, two meetings.

Tennessee
do.

.

...

.

.

.

.

do.

Dover,

.

.

Kentucky,

.

.

.

.

do.

.

.

Ohio,

Illinois,

Two

meetings.

Here they have two meetings and numerous matches.
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Milledgeville

Macon,

Georgia.

.

.

Savannah,

.

do.

.

S. Carolina,

February, annually.

do.

January,

.

Columbus,
Columbia,

do.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Newbury,

Newhope,

N.

.

Warrenton,

.

.

Scotland Neck,

Carolina.

do.

.

.

do.

do.

.

.

.

do.

.

.

.

.

do.

.

.

Camden,
Oxford,

do.

.

Charleston,

[Sept. 1836.

do.

.

Newmarket, Petersbg. Virginia,
Bowling Green, (Wyth) do.
Bedford,

.

October and May.

do.

...

Lynchburgh,
Danville,

.

Piney Grove,

.

.

.

do.

.

.

Culpepper, C. H,

.

do.

do.

.

.

Spring and Fall.

.

.

.do.

.

,

Halifax, C. H.

do.

Charlestown,(JefTerson) do.

.... do.
Tree
....
Broadrock, .... do.

Belfield,

Norfolk,

do.

Hill,

...

Taylorsville,

.

Christianville,

.

Lawrenceville,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Kendal,

do.
do.

Spring and Fall.

.

.

do.

do.

Upper Marlborough,
Frederick,

....

Trenton Eagle Course,

New

.

do.

.

.

Fall.

.

.

New

Jersey,

Course.

—This

do.

.

do.

.

do.

.

.

.

do.

Davis Course, do.

Camden

do.

do.

National, (Washington) Maryland,
.

do.
.

.

do.

....

Central Course,

Spring and Fall.

.

do.

.

.

April and September.

.

.

do.

Tappahanock,

Fairfield,

.

.

do.

.

.

.

.

is

Two

meetings.

Fall.

expected to go into operation this

fall.

Union Course, Long
Spring and two Fall.

Columbus, Mississippi.

Island,

New

York.

— Four

meetings

:

two

—
No.

Vol. 8.

—

—
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Gallatin, Tennessee,

omitted,

and, no

doubt,

27

many

others

but

;

on this fall. Many of
them have semi-annual meetings, and some of them two meetings in
the same season.
At the Union Course we have four meetings in the
year and at Natchez the meetings may be said to continue, with
short adjournments, during the whole winter.
here

a list of sixty-three courses, to be run

is

;

On

may be safely set
much more in colt stakes.

these sixty-three courses the purses offered

down

at fifty

Here, then,

is

thousand dollars, besides as
a

farmer.

He

Yes,

to

the

him

all

all the profits go
others only share the amusements. Then
our liberal and enlightened agriculturists, graziers, and breeders
;

of stock, subscribe, and encourage
stakes

;

all

our jockey clubs and colt

and, at the same time, for the purpose of keeping up the

information on these subjects, subscribe to and sustain

all

our best

Editor.

sporting periodicals.

By

goes

breeds the horses, feeds them and their attendants, to

ultimately
let all

dollars given an-

premium of one hundred thousand

nually to the encouragement of agriculture.

reference to a

list

of sales, another important item

added, which our friends should place to the credit of the

may
turf,

be

and

which our farmers should consider among the surplus annually
and those who do not make arrangements to
divided among them
;

claim their share have no one but themselves to blame.

done

all

we could

Mr. P. of G.

induce them to do so.

to

informed, that Wild Medley

is

horse, and one of the best stallions of his day.

noticed

in

We

have

Editor.

was

a thorough-bred

He

will find

him

and what information can be obtained shall
thorough-bred racer from him is equal to any in the

Register

be published.

A

United States.

— At

;

least so thinks the

American Eclipse.

Editor.

— An Occasional Contributor' should

have said,
Henry, the ivinner of it, (a clause
by accident omitted in the communication to the last (the twelfth) number
of the Turf Register,) 'Eclipse never ran a mile in public under lm. 54s.
nor two miles under 3m. 50s.' In Henry's famed heat the shortest time
given was 7m. 374s. Had the time been 7m. 38s. each of the two miles
would have averaged 3m. 49s.; and had the fourth mile been run in lm.
52s. (within one second of Post Boy's eighth mile,) as has been stated,
but not officially, the three preceding miles would have been run in 5m.
454 s. within a half second of Mingo and Post Boy's heat. If Post Boy
had been in condition upon that occasion, who can doubt he could have
run his fourth mile in lm. 52s.?
An Occasional Contributor.
that,

r

with the exception of

his heal ivith

j

JO-
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THE JUNGLE— PANTHER SHOOTING.

blazing over a barren plain on the table land of the
was the burning month of March. No speck of green

The sun was
Deccan.

It

relieved the wearied eye, the black soil cracked into gaping fissures
looked like a parched wilderness deserted by every living thing, and

the crumbling rocks resembled lava scarce cooled since it swept from
No beast on the earth but the timid antelope,
the volcano's crater.

no bird in the air but the vulture and the kite, braving the scorching
sun from its copper sky.
A solitary horseman was cantering along the dusty road which led
to the distant

zon.

He was

Ghauts, rearing their bold grey outline against the horia slight, lean figure, like one whose frame had been

His thin legs,
wasted although hardened by exposure and fatigue.
cased in leather breeches japanned by use, and jack-boots reaching to
glued to the saddle. Little of
the folds of a white turbeneath
his bronzed features was visible from
ban wound round his hunting cap, and falling in a broad lappet under
his chin to shelter his face from the burning rays. A sabre at his
the middle of his thighs, clung as

if

and a hog-spear in his right hand, with an old red coat, stained
into every variety of tint of which red is capable, completed the attire
of the Eastern sportsman, whose easy seat connected him with the

side,

fiery

Arab which he rode as

was

true son of the desert

if

both were carved from one block. A
Every vein seemed

that gallant grey.

bursting from his satin-like skin, flushed by exercise to a purple

His square, short head,

full

tint.

eye, fine muzzle, wide nostril and light

mane floating from its hard crest, showed
marks of the highest blood while the swelling muscles of his lengthy
quarters, and clean limbs, all bone and sinew, were modelled to unite
speed with strength. In a cloud of dust and smoke they paseed on.
Alike to the weather-beaten hog-hunter were sun and rain. He had
borne the heat of Guzerat, the miasma of the jungle, and the deadly
fevers of Kandiesh, as if his sun-dried body was impervious to disease
airy neck, with a silky

;

which had cut
strength.
try.

A

off

many

of his early friends in the pride of youthful

long residence in India had made

Like many

others,

who

it

his

home,

his coun-

quit the land of their birth at an age

which leaves behind it few recollections but those of a schoolboy's
miseries, he had formed habits and acquaintances endeared by so many
ties, that all his fondest ideas were connected with India, and Europe
had become to him a foreign land. The duties of his office obliged
him to spend much of his time alone, in the wildest part of a country
This district adjoined that which
remote from European society.

was under the charge of

the eccentric sportsman

whom

I

have intro-
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duced before under his soubriquet of Blowhard, and the horseman

was now

travelling to the tents of the old deer-stalker,

had endeared

rity of pursuits

Six tired horses were already

and the eighth, which was

whom

him by a friendship of many

to

simila-

years.

behind on his morning's route,

left

him

his last stage, was then tossing his nose-bag* as he finished the remainder of his grain by the

The

to carry

clothing was pulled off

by a half naked groom the
Without a minute's delay a flea-bitten
Arab replaced the foaming grey and on again. As he approached a
more cultivated country, antelopes became visible in such numbers
road side.

moment

his master appeared.

—

that the plain appeared dotted with animated groups to the horizon,
along which distant herds, dwindled into white specks, were cleaving

the air like flying fish
graceful gazel, with

skimming

its brilliant

The

the surface of a tropical sea.

eye and airy step, tossed

its little

head

and bounded with the speed of light across the heated stones, as the
lean gaunt wolf followed on

its

trail.

Bustards stalked

among

the

waving grain, and rock grouse nestled in packs over the warm sand.
Another mile brought our traveller to the banks of a river, which
separated the plain from a low range of hills, covered to their summits by the evergreen bamboo.
Here were pitched the tents of his friend, under a magnificent banyan tree, spreading its giant arms over a grove of its own shoots,
which drooped from their parent stem to take root beneath its shadow.
This huge canopy sheltered the numerous attendants who form a

One accustomed

European's retinue in India.

to eastern

manners

could have told, by a glance at his encampment, the nature of

its

owner's pursuits, without the proofs afforded by the spoils of various
wild animals hanging to dry from the branches.

The peons who

were distinguished by

belts of panther's

were cooking

their messes,

skin instead of the

more usual badge of red cloth. Each horsekeeper
tree to which his charge was fastened,

had a spear leaning against the
and the stately elephant,

who

back, had evidently carried a

His hookah rested on a tiger's skin, a double

man's abode.

I

baggage

still

dim with blood.

rifle

lay

row of spears, some of
Blowhard, in the same dress which

and round the tent pole

table,

which were

in the field rather than

Within the tent were the same evidences of a sports-

on the road.
on the

stood blowing clouds of dust over his

howdah

bristled a

have before described, was seated on a mat earnestly employed in

nursing a young bear, whose mournful yells he attempted to

pouring milk
itself

down

its

stifle

from his grasp, when his expected guest cantered to the door

and threw himself from his smoking horse.
*

by

throat, while the little savage struggled to free

Horses are fed

5

in

India from a leathern bag suspended from the head-stall.
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'Now damn you for an ungrateful cub ; you may go and lick your
paws, you squalling imp,' muttered old Blowhard as he dropped the
shapeless little brute from his knees and rose to meet his friend, while
his dark features glowed with satisfaction.
*
*
*
*
The

country in which these scenes are laid was bounded by the

western Ghauts.

the pathless thickets of their eternal forests,

In

untrodden by the foot of man, were reared numerous beasts of prey,
which strayed into the plains and replaced those which were daily
falling under the rifles of British sportsmen.
To exterminate them in
such a country is impossible, for no sooner is the tiger which haunted
a village destroyed than another takes
ite attendant,

its place.
Blowhard's favourMohadeen, with old Burmah and a party of inferior shi-

karees, had been searching the neighbouring jungle, as usual, before
the sun had risen, and by eight o'clock a sawar, who always accom-

panied them to bring in intelligence, was galloping up to the tents.
'There comes news from the jungle,' exclaimed Blowhard, who
was loitering with his friend Rivers about the horses as the messenger arrived. 'What is it ?' he continued, addressing the sawar.
'A

same nullah where your highness
would bet my best rifle against a pistol,

tiger, sahib, in the

yesterday.'

'I

killed a deer

it is only
a panther,' observed the old sportsman to his companion ; 'I saw
the
fresh trail of one in the bed of the ravine the last time
I was there,
and I know that my people have been following it this morning.
But
a panther often shows more sport than a tiger.'

'Well, be
tackle

it

what

it

may,' replied Rivers,

'I

am

that

off to see that

my

is all right.'

Blowhard immediately dispatched the elephant with a bundle of
rockets in the howdah, and having ordered horses to be saddled,
called
for two double rifles, which he loaded with the
greatest nicety.
In a
few minutes they were on their way to the ground, followed
by some
peons carrying their guns. 'Is that your weapon,' inquired

the deer-

stalker of Rivers, pointing to a pretty
friend's

attendant.

'Yes, look at

that of utter contempt

it.'

little

gun

in the

hand of

Blowhard's expression

his

was

when he

returned the despised bauble, after one
drop from his hand as if it stunk. Let the
reader try to fancy Purdey's face on being presented with
a Birmingham gun to repair, 'price 8Z. 10s. warranted ;' and he may conceive
the look of him to whom a smooth bore was an
abomination.

hasty glance, letting

it

'At

what range can you make sure of a buck with that pop-gun,'
were
the first words he uttered.
'At what range,' answered Rivers, somewhat mortified 'I do not pretend to take a deer between the eyes,

;
or
cut a bustard's head off at a hundred yards, as you
do.
A spear is
my favourite weapon, and I can handle it better than a trigger but
;
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with my gun ? It is by Manton, and must be
be so, and very effective for dusting quails and

Blowhard 'but oh Rivers, how can you, whom
be a good sportsman, use a paltry smooth bore ? I hate
the very sight of one more than a buffalo hates a tiger.
Leave such
ortolans,' muttered
I

know

!

;

to

child's playthings to griffins

who aspire to no higher
own such a gimcrack.

and pot-hunters,

game than peafowl.

I

The grooved

the only barrel a sportsman's eye should squint

True,

over.

use

it

bore
it is

is

cannot bear to see you

not every

scientifically, requires

man who can

display

its

beauties

;

for to

long practice to get the range, and judge

the distance; besides a correct eye,

good nerve, and a fine finger.
my rifle, Fakeera Now,
you see that gazel feeding by the edge of the brush-wood. Do you
think that any smooth barrel ever bored could throw a ball true
enough to hit him ?' 'I consider that quite out of shot,' replied Rivers.
But turn your horse to the

'Then

I

left

a

little

—

!

—

warrant,' said Blowhard, 'that

near the heart.'

Smasher sends its lead very
So saying, he hastily dismounted. The heavy rifle

till level with its mark.
For one instant it rested motionon a hand that seemed a limb of marble at that instant the trigger yielded to the gradual pressure, and the sharp report was answered

rose slowly

less

by

;

that soft dead plash so

welcome

to

a woodman's ears.

Rivers gal-

loped to the spot, and found the animal quite dead, hit through the

Blowhard calmly reloaded without a remark, and sending

shoulder.

a peon to break the gazel, continued a lecture on the merits of grooved
bores,

which might be tiresome

ground.

rocky

A

hills,

thickly

wooded

formed the cover

posted on trees along

to the reader,

till

they reached their

ravine, running across a range of
in

which the game

lay.

low

Shikarees were

man

standing on the summit of
Mohadeen, stripped to the
skin, with the exception of a pair of short brown drawers, and armed
with a huge two-handed sword, met the party, and walking before the
its

banks, and a

each rising ground watched for a break.

elephant, led the

way

His eye flashed with wild reck-

into the cover.

less courage, while his

whole frame seemed

agitated

by

the

most vio-

he danced along with strange wild gestures, brandishing his tremendous blade.
lent excitement, as

'Are you not afraid of that madman being killed,' said Rivers.
'Many an anxious moment he costs me,' answered Blowhard; 'but
wild although he appears, he knows what he is about.
It is of no
use trying to keep him back, for if I ordered him to remain behind it
would break the poor fellow's heart and he would be poking his
head into the panther's jaws to show his gallantry, when I could not
watch him whereas now I can keep him under my eye at least.'
Little more was said, for they were approaching the place where the
;

;
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which had been fastened

carcass of a bullock,

ceding night, lay weltering in the sun.

have sold his

were

still

hoofs,

life

[Sept. 1836

for a bait

The poor

on the pre-

brute appeared to

which

dearly, from the traces of a deadly struggle

manifest.

The

ground, torn by claws, and ploughed up by

was spattered with blood, and

the bullock's

neck was not

one violent wrench, but bore the marks of repeated
'That is evidently not a tiger's work,' observed Blowhard ;
Here the trail was
a large panther, to judge by his track.'

dislocated by
gripes.

'but

it is

taken up.

The broad

foot prints, deeply impressed in the sand, led

clump of tangled thorns on the bank of the ravine. 'That is
the tiger's house,' shouted Mohadeen, flourishing his sword. 'Then
back, as you value your life, and don't leave the elephant's crupper
till I tell you,' said Blowhard, in a tone which enforced obedience.
into a

'Now, Rivers, we shall
leave you the first shot.

The

him up be quick, but steady. I shall
You, Mahout, drive Tippoo up the bank.'

stir

;

noble animal forced himself between the interwoven branches,

and stood trumpeting before a clump of withered thorns. A low
growl was heard, and the Mussulman who was posted on the elephant's
rump whispered, 'I can see him.' Blowhard touched his friend on

whose

the shoulder, and pointed in silence to the crouching panther,

colour so closely resembled the faded leaves which partly concealed

him, that Rivers strained his eyes in vain for some seconds.

At

last

and the gun was raised ; but at
moment he started with a loud roar, and dashed through

a rustle betrayed the brute's position,

the critical

the bushes with a rapidity

'Your

ball fell

well forward

at a

which

quite disconcerted Rivers's aim.

calmly observed Blowhard

short,'

running object.

Now

;

'you should

fire

watch that opening between

he is sure to pass them, and I shall try if
smasher cannot stop his running. Mahout, keep Tippoo steady.'
The panther did pass the opening at full speed, the rifle was rapidly
pitched at him rather than levelled, and an angry snarl answered the
'That will do,' exclaimed the delighted deer-stalker. 'The
report.
the two tamarind trees

rascal will fight

now

;

that his skin is ruffled.' Before they

ed, the yells of a shikaree proclaimed that the

and the elephant was driven

had reload-

game had broken

cover,

utmost pace towards him.

at his

On

reaching the spot, the panther was in sight but out of shot, galloping

Herds of cattle, feeding near the
hill.
him lowing with fear, and troops of monkeys chatEvery
tered and howled from the mangoe trees, as he passed by.
even crows and parrots showed
living creature seemed to dread him
their agitation by loud cries. 'I know where he is making for,'
shouted Blowhard. 'We must go best pace to keep him in sight.
Hold on behind. Now, Rivers, sit tight as if you were on dasher's
across the plain towards the

jungle, fled before

;
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and you, Mahout, show us how fastTippoo can go.' The huge
few words of encouragement from his driver, accompa-

;

brute, after a

some blows on

nied by

the head that

would have fractured a human

skull, struck out into a shuffling trot that nearly jolted his riders

When

their seats.

from

they had gained the rising ground, over which the

panther had disappeared,

Mohadeen picked out

the

trail,

marked occa-

sionally by drops of blood*; and on gaining the next ascent the pan-

He was

ther

was viewed.

hill,

open mouthed, and panting.

evidently distressed, trotting slowly

three hundred yards distant,

down

moment, when he was about
one of the beaters was observed standing
At

this

in the panther's path.

Blovvhard waved and shouted
tuated fool
tion

drew

him, but

to

waving

his sword,

it

all

in defiance

was plainly seen, yet nothing could be done

violent motion of the elephant rendered

all

in vain.
;

Tippoo was pushed

to his

infa-

to save him, for the

chance of hitting out of

the question, and before he could have been stopped

been over.

The

his dreadful situa-

all

would have

utmost pace, the Mahout driv-

ing his goad to the head in the poor brute's bleeding ears, who
screamed with pain at every blow. They had nearly reached the

bottom of the descent, the elephant thundering
impetus,

when

ing, like a scare-crow, brandishing his
still

down with

fearful

the panther caught sight of the devoted wretch stand-

have escaped, for he had a long

but he appeared stupified with

towards him with

fear.

sword and shield. He might
and the panther was blown,

start,

The

enraged animal made straight

bounds and then rose a roar of fury and a
scream of terror. The panther was upon him as if hurled from some
projectile engine, and he was dashed to the ground amidst a cloud of
dust, through which could be traced the agitated body of the spotted
monster and the man struggling in his jaws.
It was over in a few
seconds. The mangled carcass was writhing in agony, and the panther trotting sulkily to the nearest bush when the sportsmen came up.
Their
alive

first

but

;

terrific

;

was to remove the poor beater, who was still
would have been mercy to have ended his misery

care
it

by blowing out

his

brains.

He

tried

to raise his head,

tually

salaamed with his trembling lacerated hands.

head

even the stern old

!

and ac-

But such a

woodsman shuddered as he looked on the
human face. The cheek

throbbing remnants of what was once a

bones and lower jaw smashed
of his throat upon his chest.
the eyes,
fering

;

which

all

'God forbid

rolled about with a hideous expression of intense suf-

the rest
that

atoms, were hanging by the muscles
Nothing of the visage remained below
to

I

was a shattered mass dripping with

should ever see such another

with deep feeling.

'It

was

his

fate,'

clots of blood.

sight,' uttered

quietly observed the

Blowhard,

Mussulman,
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as he laid

the shade of a large tree,
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where death soon ended

his misery.

'Now

mount

us

let

again, Rivers,

hard, beckoning to the

seen death in
tear,

many

Mahout

to

and

his elephant kneel.

shapes, and watched a brave

unmans me

Blow-

finish this brute,' said

make

man

'I

have

die without a

Mohadeen, to a tree at once there
and you, Mahout, bring him up
Tippoo advanced boldly to the bush where the panther
A crash through the branches, and a stifled roar warned

yet this

quite.

!

has been blood enough spilt to-day
steadily.'

was lying.
them of the expected charge

;

;

the unerring

rifle

hurled

its

fatal

con-

and the panther, shot through the brain, dropped at the instant
his grinning head appeared.
'Would to heaven I had fired that shot
tents,

when

saw those treacherous green eyes

1 first

saved a

life,'

in cover,

it

muttered the old deer-stalker to himself.

ordained must be.

shown you a

intended to have

I

would have

'But what
bear,'

is

he con-

tinued, addressing Rivers, 'but

I have not the heart to do any thing
more to-day.'
'Nor I,' replied his friend. 'Here comes Mohadeen, screeching his
death holloa, which will soon bring up the people. So let us have

one look

at the panther,

New

London

and then gallop back

to the tents.'

DECCAN.

Sporting Magazine.

Sultan the Stallion, and Craven 'The Prophet.'

The
phet

result of the

— the

Derby, 1835, proved that Craven was no proDerby, in 1836, has proved also (not that any

result of the

evidence was required on this head) that he

is

'no conjurer.'

It is

scarcely necessary, perhaps, to say so much, for the few passengers

who now

venture to travel with the Old Heavy, have long ceased to

put their trust in a coachman so manifestly unfit to handle the ribbons,
I have troubled you or myself on the subject but to defend
one of the best stallions of the day from an attack in the last number
of the Old Sporting Magazine. He asserts, confidently, that send

nor should

what mares you
run on

!

Now,

will to Sultan,

he never has got or can get horses to

to expose the utter incapacity of this frothy scribe, I

—

{ew facts
The first of Sultan's get that appeared were
Green Mantle and Varna they ran first and second for the Oaks,
Varna won the
beating a large field, including three Tramp fillies.
Drawing-room stakes (two miles and a half), and the Oatlands (two
Green Mantle the Port, (two miles) Augusta the Newmarmiles)
Mahmoud a Cup and a King's Plate
ket St. Leger, (two miles)
Schumla two or three Plates and a Cup Beiram the Drawing-room
will state a

:

—

;

;

;

;

;

Stakes, besides running a

good second

to

Priam

for the

Cup

at the
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same meeting
Sir

won

Galata

;

Robert the Warwick

35

Cup

the Oaks, Port Stakes, and Ascot

Leger

St.

;

and Marmora ran Oxygen

;

to a

may not satisfy the gentleman.
who made all the running for the
Derby and came in a good third who won the Goodwood Cup at 3
years old, the Garden Stakes, and the Ascot Cup. To crown all, how
head for the Oaks

Then what

Perhaps

!

he say

will

this

Glencoe,

to

—

Derby and Oaks of 1S36
Bay Middleton, and the winner

will he get over the

hand-canter, by

half a length of Destiny

the

?

first

won,

in a

of the other ran to

Truly, Craven has 'presumed beyond his

!

Anti-Humbug.

Yours,

last.'

[ib.

TURFIANA.
'The Cross and

Twelve months ago
from the turf; and,
those

who

Plenipo —

'the

we mistake

Do

and the Draw.'

made his exit
him the curses of

great Plenipo'

not, carried with

unluckily backed him for the Ascot cup,

wards found

we

if

the Jostle, the

it

The

was no go.

feelings of the

p. p.

owner on

and

after-

the occasion,

were more of disappointment than gratifithe feelings of Jack the Grunler,
John of the Heavies, and the other payneful icorthies. The case was
such as we then thought not likely to occur again. The horse, from
his being one of the best of his year, (1834,) and running well at
are inclined to believe,

cation,

whatever

Newmarket

may have been

in the spring of 1835,

was naturally a great

favourite for

the Ascot Cup, and was backed freely to win p. p. at very short odds.

But, lo and behold
first

!

on the Wednesday before the race, just as the

race of that day was being run, the horse was said to be amiss,

and declared not to start. As was to be expected, the consequences
were deep and smothered murmurings from many loud and open
vituperations from others
parties
is

concerned

he lame

backers

?

?

—

all

— many

inquiring,

does he cough

But

all

?

—

abusers, and few defenders, of the

what

why

is

the satisfaction was, the

the hard state of the course, his horse

many shrewdly

the matter with the horse

suspected

him

don't they exhibit

owner was

to

fearful,

might break down

!

?

their

from

Whilst

Glencoe^s fine condition had frightened

both horse and owner out of their wits.

Such was the finale of Plenipo upon the turf; an event we little
to see so soon re-enacted as we have just seen in the case of
Sheet Anchor; and if rumour is to be trusted, with still more startling and aggravating circumstances
the good running of Sheet Anchor last year, and his winning the Portland handicap at Newmarket

expected

—

this spring,

made him a great favourite for
him in hands they could

public, thinking

the Ascot
trust,

Cup

;

and the

did not hesitate to

—
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back him freely

however, though we confess our-

said,

It is

p. p.

(Sept. 1836.

selves credulous of the fact, that the parties concerned in the horse

We are
to play a safe and winning game with him.
backed Bay Middleton to win the Derby for a great stake

were resolved
told they

Anchor

against Sheet
their

own

horse;

the Ascot Cup.

In other words, they bet against

soon as Bay Middleton had done the trick at
do to secure the sway they stood about him,

for, as

Epsom, all they had to
was to stop their own horse, Sheet Anchor, from running for the
Ascot Cup. This was such a palpable trick, that we. are loath to
believe it possible the parties interested in Sheet Anchor could be
or that they could find fiats blind enough to gulp the
guilty of it
;

bait.

But

their grasping avarice is

On

not to have stopped even

said

more than hinted that Peter Corcoran,
Dizzibrow, Leech, and Company, laid indirectly against the horse, by
and, in the same way,
planting third parties upon the betting men
there.

the contrary,

it is

;

backed the other favourites for the race, at much longer odds than
they could have got on it, had Sheet Anchor been declared to be
out of the market.

As we

stated last

'the affair'

who had

the

furnished the disciples of

management of

given them
still

full credit,

tighter

fit

saddle on the

than

perhaps

we

did.

wrong horse

which we wish

to see

all

these particulars of

Onde and Esarfajnus,

the 'thing,' with the shoes that are said

but if we had, and could have
we should have furnished them with

have pinched their corns so sorely

to

a

week, we were not aware of

when we

We

— our

resume

its

;

have no wish, however,
object

is

the good of

place as the

first

put the

to

the Turf,

of British sports,

purified from the pestilential vapours that have so nearly smothered
it;

and we shall therefore pause

we have

to

know whether

heard are or are not well founded.

to the 'sallow-faced

the on dits

Our columns

Leech' and his coadjutors,

who have

are

which
opened

the credit of

cooking the dish, if they are prepared to contradict, without reserve
or quibble, the grounds on which the charge of a 'Do' is rested. Let

them declare they never laid against their own horse, directly or
indirectly, either by backing Bay Middleton to win the Derby,
against his winning the Ascot Cup, or by laying against him when
he was first favourite for the cup, and backing the other favourites.
And further, let them satisfy the public why the horse did not win
if he was lame, if he coughed, and if they exhibited him to any
neutral parties before the race, for the satisfaction of

Let them do this

— and

his backers.

our incredulity will be confirmed.

the other hand, let them remember,

we

shall

conclusive of the truth of the reports of the

expect to hear from us again.

But, on

hold their silence as

day— and

then they

may

London Age.
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THE HORSE 'PARTINGTON' AGAIN.
The

case of 'Brogden

Court of

Common

v.

Marriott,'

was again brought before the

The

Pleas on Wednesday.

The

times before the public.
recollected, was, that

case has been several

contract between the parties,

will be

it

the horse trotted eighteen miles within an

if

hour, at a given time, the plaintiff was to give two hundred pounds

him
him for

for

but

;

if

he

failed to

The

a shilling.

from his

perform the

trot at the eleventh mile stone,

some

to return

time thus
fied time

lost,

by

he

failed to

have

owing

to the

accomplish the distance within the speci-

He was

minutes.

to

and was consequently obliged

distance to resume his proper pace, and

five

was

the plaintiff

feat,

having taken place, the horse broke

trial

then claimed by the plaintiff as

on paying a shilling for him. The defendant objected,
on the ground that the person appointed to sit as judge had not been
present the whole distance, but merely remained stationary at the
twentieth mile stone to see the horse come in
and consequently, the
his property

;

trial

had not taken place

the pleas

was demurred

ago.

Upon

York

assizes,

in his presence, as agreed

to,

the other issues the case

when

One

upon.

of

and the demurrer disposed of some time

went down

for trial at the last

— damages

the jury found a verdict for the plaintiff

A rule having been obtained, calling on the plaintiff to shew
cause why a nonsuit should not be entered, or the judgment arrested,
Mr. Alexander and Mr. Milner now shewed cause.
The alleged

<£lS0.

ground of nonsuit, namely, that there was no sufficient proof that
the trial had taken place in the presence of the person named as
judge, could not, they contended, be maintained, because it was not
necessary that he should accompany the horse the whole distance,
that having been done by two other persons, but that he should be
present at the twentieth mile stone, to see whether or not the horse

came

in within the time limited.

In that

manner

the trial had taken

place in his presence, within the fair meaning of
therefore that issue

the judgment

was proved.

— namely,

Then, as

that this

to the

was

contract

wager, laid upon the result of a trotting-match,
not necessarily any such a thing.
to

have

left to

It

district

to a

wager.

for arresting

an

effect

might have been a

the jury, whether or not this

amount

in

— they argued

that

fair

was a lonajide

or a colourable wager; but on the face of
necessarily

the contract, and

ground

the record

Suppose a person

it

illegal
it

was

question
contract,

did not

in the coal-mines

ordered an engine of twenty horse power, which, owing to

the competition in the trade, he wanted for a specific purpose, and

he agreed
6

to give a

certain high price for

it

;

and suppose one of

v.8

•>..
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eighteen horse power were sent home to him, which,
as not being
adapted to the purpose for which he wanted it, was
utterly valueless
to him, could it be said that, in such a case,
if the contract embraced
the alternative of paying only five pounds, or one
shilling for the
engine,

And

if it

were not the required power,

it

amounted

so, if a distiller agreed to furnish spirits for

to a

wager?

chymical purposes,

of a given strength, on similar terms ? If, then, it did not necessarily
follow that in every supposed case such a contract was a wager, then,
as this objection arose

on the record, the rules for arresting the judgMr. Bayley, in support of the rule,
argued that the trial had not taken place in the presence of the party
named as judge within the meaning of the terms of the issue; and,
secondly, that the contract was in efFect, that the plaintiff should
pay
to the defendant either two hundred pounds or
one shilling, according

ment could not be

sustained.

to the result of a trotting-match against time,

which was clearly an
wager, within the meaning of the statutes on this subject.
The Court, with the exception of Mr. Justice Gaselee, (who thought
that whether this was a wager or a bonajide contract
was a question
illegal

which ought

have gone to the jury,) were of opinion, that the
on the record, amounted to an illegal wager, and
therefore ordered the rule for arresting the judgment to be made
to

contract, as set out

absolute.

[Bell's Life in

London.

WILD MEDLEY AGAIN.
Many
and

all

things have been said of this horse

by your correspondents,
appear to clash, both as to his age, pedigree, and particularly

his identity.

They seem to have known him well.
any thing, you may give it a place

cation be worth

If

in

my

communiyour valuable

Register.

Wild Medley was bred by a gentleman in Sussex or Surrey county,
whose name is not recollected, and was sold to Elias and
James Fort, near Enfield, North Carolina, about the year 1805 or 6,
at which place he stood, under the superintendence of the latter, and
Virginia,

got the Methodist Filly, bred by Mr. Bachelor, owned by Bynum, Pride,
and A. J. Davie. See vol. vi. page 406. He got many fine colts in
that county
among them was a gray mare, the dam of Dr. Brownrigg's Shawannee mare, who has produced some fine stock.
This
mare was raised by Daniel Barksdale, near Enfield.
Shortly after
:

this

Medley was sold

to

Mr. Henry Pittman,

possession Wild Medley remained
in Halifax county,

till

now

deceased, in

whose

the day of his death, and died

North Carolina, on the plantation of Robert John
knows more of his pedigree than any body

Pittman, who, no doubt,

—
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This 'Wild Medley' has been dead, to my knowledge, near
twenty years, and never was in York district, South Carolina.
Your correspondent relates an anecdote by stating, Wild Medley
else.

—

was taken

to the

upper part of North Carolina, by a knowing one,

from the Old Dominion, who,
fifteen

in

order to pass

years younger than his true age, called

Medley, and

for

liberty

to

To

such he passed, &c.

and James Fort, (the

him off as twelve or
him a grandson of old

do justice

latter is still living in Florida,)

to
I

remark, that these two young gentlemen,

whose

honesty, correct dealing, and

families

stood pre-eminently above-all suspicion
in their hands.

;

there

Messrs. Elias
take the

shall
in

point of

were of the very best,
was never fraud found

they were a pair of wild brothers.

It is true,

Their

them to Virginia with a drove of hogs. They sold them,
and took Wild Medley, then four years old, at four hundred and fifty
dollars, in part payment, and spent the balance before they got home.
This fact I had from James Fort himself. All he recollects about
his pedigree is, that Wild Medley was by Quicksilver, by Old Medley,
his dam by Wildair
that his full pedigree was published in some
newspaper then printed in Halifax. He derived his name in part
from his dam, (Wildair.) It is the opinion of Mr. Fort, that his
horse, Wild Medley, was the sire of the Wild Medley spoken of by
father sent

;

your York District correspondent, 'W.'

Most

respectfully,

Z. A.

[The Editor knew both horses well, and is glad to have this account of
Wild Medley from an authentic source. The Wild Medley in
York was G
Mendoza, bred by Mr. Washington. There was also
another Wild Medley, a chestnut, and one owned by James J. Harrison.
They each trace to Medley jr. but were different horses. I hope there
may be, in future, less confusion from horses bearing the same name it
is a custom deprecated from the first establishment of this work.
Fort's

;

[En.

Jockey Club at the Big Lick, Bottetoitrt. Co. Va.
S. G. Adams, Proprietor.
Geo. P. Tayloe, President.
Peck, Secretary.
The races will commence the second Tuesday in September, and conMessrs. Olitinue four days, and good purses offered for a new course.
ver and Harvey, have each stables of from twelve to fifteen horses in
Two
training at the Big Lick, and consequently fine sport is expected.
With our Star,
or three more stables will collect there next month.
Eclipse, Charles, Gohanna, Tonson, Clifford, Autocrat, Fylde, and other
colts, we hope to make a respectable figure on the Turf in a few years.
In haste, yours respectfully,
Geo. P. Tayloe.
'

The name

of Afong

Moy

is

claimed for a grey

bian,) out of Cherokee, by Virginian, the
If this

name

is

filly is

filly

now

by Yemen, (Ara

a yearling.

fancied by any one, they are hereby notified,

be given up to a better

filly,

and

this

amounts

to

a denial.

it

will only

B.
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at ErsoM.

That there was much discontent created by the Start at Epsorn for the Derby
nobody can deny.' Allow me, therefore, through the medium of your pages,
to offer a few remarks, in the hope to remedy the evil so justly complained of.
I have, I may say for years, witnessed with disgust the wretched system of
starting the horses at this great Metropolitan meeting, which ought to set an
example worthy of imitation throughout the provinces.
Instead of ' order' in
their arrangements, ' disorder' seems to rule the roast ; and every thing that is

calculated to destroy the chance of a warm-tempered horse winning, seems the
prevailing custom
'more honoured in the breach than in the observance.'
Noise and confusion, with a tolerable sprinkling of the vulgar tongue, usurp the
place of quietness and decorum. I contend that every horse should have an equal
chance and in some measure to insure this obvious desideratum in a race, that
every thing likely to create disturbance or irritation should be avoided. I would
therefore, in the first place have the course entirely cleared as soon as the bell
rings for saddling ; whereas at present it only seems a signal for the multitude to
throng to the very spot that should be prohibited ground except for the immediate
actors in the scene.
The hundred pounds paid lor the police should insure the
necessary precaution. Look at Doncaster how widely different
I am certain
that generally speaking, there are hundreds, nay I think I should not be far wrong
were I to say thousands, on the starting ground at Epsom after the horses are
mounted ; and on the course, the jockies, when taking their canter prior to the
race, being obliged to shout with all their might for the people to get out of their
way, naturally greatly excites irritable horses ; and, by losing their temper,
destroys their chance for the race, heating themselves before they can be got off.
With respect to the start this year, I am of opinion that the mistake laid more
with the uncertainty of the jockies as to whether it was or was not a start, than
with the start itself. There cannot exist a doubt of its being difficult to get as
many as a score of young horses together in such form that every one shall get
equally well off; but if it can be done at Doncaster, it certainly can be done at
Epsom and what is more, without a word being spoken except the word ' off.'
I would suggest that there be about a dozen small white wands, or posts, so
slight that should a horse happen to run against any one of them, it should give
way let these be placed down the centre of the course from the starting post as
when all are ready, let some appointed perfar as may be considered requisite
son go down with them on the near side, and see that they all turn round the
farthest post let them keep well together until opposite the starter; and if he
(the starter) is of opinion they are all sufficiently together, let them go; if he
thinks otherwise, go down again, and round the posts as before. I should by all
means have the flags, as they form an excellent signal as to whether it is a start
or no, as well as doing away with the abominable practice, as now made use of,
of a hundred persons calling go,' and as many calling them back ; by which
many jockies who are ordered to make running, frequently get to the top of the
Should any of your readers suggest a better
hill before they know what to do.
plan as an amendment to this, I hope they will immediately forward it to you,
that it may have publicity in the proper quarter ; but that something must be
Eqtriso.
done there cannot be a question.
London Sporting Magazine.

—

;

—

!

—

:

:

:

:

'

Recent Trotting Matches.
One would suppose

that the excessive heat of the weather would put an end,
for the present, to trials of bits of blood on the trotting course ; but that such is
not the fact, will be proved by the annexed report of several capital trotting
matches within the last few weeks.
Many of our country readers may not be aware, that a fondness for fast cattle
is a passion among our whips, and that we have some odd hunched roadsters, belonging to private gentlemen, who can trot their mile in harness under three minutes that we have sixty who can perform that distance in 2m. 40s. and more than
one that can do it under 2m. 30s Edwin Forrest, now owned in Philadelphia, has
been matched against time to trot his mile under the saddle in 2m. 28s, and it is currently believed, that on the day he received forfeit from Confidence last fall, he

—

!

—
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trotted a mile half a second within that time, over the Hunting Park Course
a
feat unparalleled in the annals of the Turf.
Every pleasant afternoon the Third
Avenue, (a superb Macadamized road, extending from Broadway to Harlaem,)
is covered with crack nags and amateurs in horse flesh, and
dozens of private
matches are the consequence. As these are of a personal character, made up
between friends, and as the horses themselves are generally as well known on the
road as their owners are in society, we have not felt ourselves at liberty to
chronicle their results, nor to allude to them, save in general
terms, though they frequently excite a great sensation in sporting circles.

Harlaem Trotting Course,
ness

;

July 2S. Purse $50, two mile heats in har146 lbs. whether in harness or under the saddle.

Mr. Bertine's James Tyler
Mr. Cotte's Papa
.
_
Mr. Woodruff's Maria Monk
Mr. Goodrich's Rienzi
Time, 5m. 55s. 6m. 10s. 6m. 4s.
The above trot was a queer affair altogether, each

—

—

.

.

1

1

122

.

.

3

-

.....
.

-2

.

i]

c

dis.
s>

horse being distanced, by the
rules of the Course
In the 1st heat, Rienzi, who came in first, was declared
distanced for foul riding and the heat given to the 2d horse,
Papa. In the 2d heat
Maria Monk bolted and was distanced ; in the same heat, Tyler ran foul of
Papa
and, by the rules, was distanced, though when he and
Papa were locked, the latter s rider got out and cleared the carriages, and
was also distanced by the rules
ot the course, for having alighted before coming to
the stand
It seems that on the first mile of the 2d
heat, just before Papa and Tyler got
brou ht them to a ^and still,) Maria passed, and got more than
a
}iS distance a-head.
?
double
In coming in, she bolted, and as Woodruff saw no one
behind him what does he do but let Maria loose and get upon the
fence overlooking the held, to see what the deuce had become of Tyler and Papa
They having cleared themselves, soon got in action, and maintained their stride
at a' slashing pace up to the winning post, thereby giving the ' fence viewer'
no chance to
regain his accidental advantage. The trot afforded capital
fun, and the losers
made a deal the most money if the winners « stood' the champagne that flowed at
l
°
the finish.
'

W

i

!

Centreville Trotting Course, July
under the saddle.

30.

Purse $50, two mile heats,

Weights 146 lbs. as at Harlaem.
Mr. Bertine's Lazarus
.
Mr. Goodrich's Iiicnzi .
.
Mr. Whelpley's Maria Monk
.
Time, 5m. 45s.— 5m. 46s.— 5m. 46s. Rienzi the

.

.

.
.

-311
-122

.

Between the heats of the trot for the purse, came off a match for
mile heats, under the saddle, which resulted as to wit:
Mr. Carman's Modesty
.
.
.
Mr. Valentine's Beppo .
.
.
Time, 5m. 42s.— 5m.
desty gave

Beppo

-

2 3 3

favorite.

Won

$

,

two

-11

22

39s.
with something to spare, though Mofifty yards in the start in each heat.
Beppo was heldhard in

hand until lapped, when, after going about a distance, he unaccountably tired,
and the mare went modestly ahead, by herself. So confident were the backers of
Beppo, that after he was lapped, and of course had lost his advantage in the start,
lots of ' the pewter' were thrown away upon him.

---...

Same Course, July. Purse $50, two mile heats, under the saddle.
Mr. Walter's Rolla
\ \
Mr. Bridget's Maria Monk
3 2
Mr. Van Wart's Job Fox
.
.
.
Time, 5m. 37s.— 5m. 38s. Job Fox the favorite 20 to 15.
It may be remarked that different persons seem to have owned or entered the
same horse in these reports. It is not to be denied, and besides, it is a great improvement upon last year, when a horse changed his name about eveiy match he
trotted, whether he changed owners or not.
Owners of trotting nags are priviledged to alter the names of their crack goers as ladies are to change their minds:
—whenever they
please.
[New York Spirit of tIle TiuiCPj
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RACING CALENDAR.
Trenton

(N. J.) Races.

have taken our account of the Trenton Races from tlie United States
Sporting Magazine. It is drawn up by Mr. C. R. Colden himself. It is a suband, as to facts and inferences, no
ject to which no man can do more justice
of whatever
"one is more correct, and it is with pleasure that we avail ourselves
he writes on this subject.
This remark is made, because we have adopted Mr. Colden s account ot a
most interesting race, in preference to others, that reached us through the medium of the newspapers.]
the
We went to Trenton on Thursday, the 9th of June inst. solely to witnesswere
contest on the following day, between Post Boy and Mingo, consequently
follows :—
not present at the Wednesday and Thursday races, which came off as
1041b.; five,
four,
90lb.;
yrs
old,
for
3
of
Purse
#200,
8th.—
June
Wednesday,
heats.
114 ; six, 121 ; aged, 126 mares and geldings allowed 31b.—Two mile
R. L. Stevens' ch. h. Tom Moore, by Eclipse, out of Lallah Rookh, by
Ogle's Oscar, 5 yrs old
,j
i \
Z
Sir Hal, 5 yrs old 3
J as. B. Kendall's br. m. Camsidel, by Industry, dam by
Capt. R. F. Stockton's b. f. Emilia, by Lance, out of Young Nettle2
3
"
top, by Marshal Duroc, 4 yrs old
Defiance, 6
J. H. Holmes' br. h. Stranger, by imp. Valentine, dam by

TWe

;

;

","„","

yrs old

\
&

k
5

h. Sir Harry, by Eclipse
Mr.
Time, lm. SO^s. lm. 51s.

—

the same as yesterday.—
Thursday, 9th.— Purse $300, for all ages, weights
'
Three mile heats.
g
5 1
1
yrs old J. H. Roster's ch.h. Ajax, by Barefoot, dam by Duroc, 5
aged
Eclipse,
dam
by
3 2 2
Sam. Laird's b. h. Henry Archy, by Henry,
of Young
J. H. Van Mater's b. h. Monmouth, by John Richards, out
Nettletop, 6 yrs old
R. L. Stevens' b. h. Flatterer, (imp.)
Marmion, 4 yrs old

-

2

"

3

3

by Muley, out of Clare, by

"
"
7 4
]
4 dist.
Gibbons' b. h. Milo, by Monsieur Tonson, out of Meg Dodds
Time, 2 m. 49s. 3 m. 48s.— 3m. 5Hs.
horse to receive
Friday, 10th.—The Citizens' Purse of #1,000,—the second
mile heats.
#300 out of the Purse,—for all ages, weights as before noted.— Four

Wm.

.

—

Robt. Tillotson's ch. h. Post Boy, by Henry,

dam by Duroc,

5 years old

Irvine's) b. h. Mingo, by Eclipse, dam by
"
Thornton's Rattler, 5 yrs old
Boy, dam by imp.
Jos. H. Van Mater's ch. h. Arbitrator, by Orange
yrs
old
Hal,
Sir
5
dam
by
Industry,
Jas. B. Kendall's br. m. Camsidel, by

Sam. Laird's (Gen. C.

1

1

2

2

.

Expedition, 7 yrs old

Time, 8m.

7s.

3 3
4 dr
-

—7m. 59s.

From the apparent fine condition of Mingo, at the Union Course, on the Sathree mile heats,
turday of the preceding week, when he won the purse of #500,
led to exbeating Cadmus, Sidney, Flatterer, and Jewess, in a canter, we were
to leading
pect a severe and doubtful contest. About eleven o'clock, previous
the alteration
out we viewed Mingo at his stable, and were at once struck with
We did not think, that with any ordinary care, a horse of
in his appearance.
of five or
good constitution could have exhibited such a change, in the short space
comparative nothing ;
six days He was incomprehensibly reduced,— shrunk to a
drawn
in
ribs, prodigiously
his sk'in set fast, with no elasticity or lift from the
looked dull and dejected.
in the waist, and tucked up in the flanks; he also
loss of condition, and exat once pointed out to his spirited owner his evident

We

pressed our fears for the result.
but we thought,
Post Boy we did not see until stripped preparatory to the start,
Of the other two we took little
as we then viewed him, he never looked better.
notice.
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£~ Tb 7, up. g0l?
i}JtL
the
other three well
RaC

a11

ff at

the

48

attem Pt» Post Boy making the running
They went along at a moderate pace, and came hard
something like 2m. 10s. Mingo in front. He led off
for the second
mile to the back part of the course,
where Post Boy mended the pace a httle
We
Ward
he
Ca ne r ° Und a S ai » in this position, thecal,
yet
i
S
Tow P
pni
H
081 130
^ continued to lead throughout the third mile, Mingo close up

m hand

in

/ L

-

nnrW

he d
head
the

lan '
,

S^

fir

round

A

i

n

ml

first

P
W lhl f0r a rall v When
site the stand, Milgo went u
p
m f p1!-^-' P ° St B °y met him°PP°
and awaV they 'went? head and

Ul1

'

?,

h

-

,wa
tw " 1 huae
',

-

'

Mineo on

I

the outside

he shewed in front half a length
;
}
yai".dS
f the S6t " t0 kept his
P lace round the bend > and swung
'
f Stf ( uar tei ° ,le
l
'-P° ' "'to the back stretch, five or six feet in advance!
1
™SSle n ° ^took place, bothjouj, 'going the whole ;' at the

th

'

.

th

-

Z 5m
i

w

i

middle
thev went a1011 ? the remainder of the
°se, at a tremendous pace round the south
sfvepn ,? r,
about eighty yards of the last quarter-pole ; here Mingo
lost
p ° st Bov made the last turn
aml P
near a length a-head. Mingo renewed
I
,t
P ^quarter-stretch, but it was no go when past the barrier gate
he
e ",leJ !!
"P>. a » d p ost Boy came first about two lengths, Camsidel third, Arbifraf
trator
fourth, just within the distance.
The last rnile nin in lm. 47s. which, at
e " d ° f al our mile heat, with
114lb. for five year olds, is, in this country,
''
unprecedented. The heat run in 8m. 7s.
Second heat.—After the lapse of thirty-five minutes
the horses were called '
'
Arbitrator being lame, was drawn.
e
ent ° ff
the
attem Pt' Post Boy making the running, Camsidel
«?e second place, Mingo trailing three lengths.
They continued in this
order, with little or no alteration, until
within about one hundred and twenty
whe
a11
e
of
8 intending to make an effort having
h°P
"
lubtSPhhis1°rider,
T' as though
subsided,
roused from a reverie, put spurs to him, and laid
tne whip on at the same moment, the horse
went forward with the velocity of a
rocket shook Camsidel off in an instant, was up
head and neck with Post Bov
a
and h ad «« distance admitted of two more strides,
would
^ 1S 'u
il,
if Ki
nevitably
have headed him. As it was, he lost the race by about
three feet, or
of

I n n
,
St Boy
UP
bJl J-t £ he ad! and?uhead nosewas
aild n
'

S ^
.

^2?

;

>.

.

™K

;

l

^

A

t^5 l^

^S

m

'

]

less.

—Kun

The

'

in

8m.

,

59s.

mile of this heat run in 2m. 9s.; second, in 2m. 3s.;
third in lm 57s
59S
agai
a V6iy qUkk mile and Ulat to in
"
°
'
secondheat
first

"

^

'

•

WM

"^

To

say as some prints have done, that Mingo took
Post
by surprise ia
T hf fa ?t is, that Post Boy went off from score for a Boy
distance, in expec,
t
he
h e
ney the terms bein S' that the second horse
S
r!,
,
°i
n°
should receive
three hundred
dollars out of the purse,
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T

'
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tiai1 Until

directed t0

helftoolorf

Three River9

unless distanced. Mingo's
the signal was with-

make P lay» and

(L. C.) Races.

We

are glad to see that our Canadian friends have
not fallen off this year in
their devotion to the national characteristic of
the Mother Country— a becoming
interest in the improvement of the breed of that
noblest of animals, the horse
The Montreal Turf Club lately met, and elected officers for the
current vear'
and promise capital sport at their annual meeting, commencing
on the 30th inhe Three Rlvers races tt e details of which are
given
below, were att *
tended
by a numerous assemblage of the talent, and fashion
Though excluded from contesting for the King's Plate, several of the Province
turfmen were present from the States, and their stables will
probably 'make their expenses'
should they be entered for the purses, at Blainville,
and Montreal
Ue
CUry
d M0 treal Gazette for the report annexed.
>
T ,lv 28,
28 1836.—
\%£ The Three Rivers Annual
'l
July
Races commenced to-day,' and
y
came off in the following order:—
The King's Plate of fifty guineas, a gift from our most gracious
Sovereign.
Entrances/.; heats two miles and a distance,
open to all horses bred in the
Province of Lower Canada that never won
match, plate, or sweepstakes.

\ ?

'

\^

M^

r

W S'-

—

[Sept. 1836.
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m. Brunette/aged, by Cock of the Rock, dam,
,"'-,"
k i o 9
12/
Mr Win. Sharpe's b. m. Witch, by Sir Walter, dam, - Countess
•
*
aged
Shillelagh,
^b.
McGrath's
g.
Mr. W.
"
,, t a;*'
Mr. McDonald's c. m. Canada Lass, aged old
years
5 dis.
Mr Gibb's b. m. Victoria, by Sir Walter, dam Roxana, 4
mare
Mr. M. David's b. g. Vivian, by Brilliant, out of the imported
dis

Mr. A.

P. Hart's b.

Noblesse

.

-

-

-

"
Berwickshire Lass, 4 yrs old
Rock, contended
This race was well contested. The winner's sire, Cock of the
Montreal course, on
often and frequently with success, some years ago, on the
her day, gieatiy
which the dam formerly known as the Mitchell mare, also, in
in both heats Alter
distinguished herself. Victoria was badly ridden, and bolted
and alter
the first heat, her rider brought her back on the course,

she did so in
passing several of the horses she came in fourth.
which nis
That the restrictions under which horses run for the King s Plate,
expressly tor me
Majesty has been graciously pleased to give to Lower Canada,
uncalled lor, tie
encouragement of the breed of horses in this province, are not
Spirit of the limes
following paragraph, which has appeared in the New York
show.
1 he
and other papers devoted to sporting intelligence, will abundantly
horses 'bred in me
object is to improve the breed of horses by giving a prize for
neighboring States,
Province,' and not to allow any Philo of the Turf from the
sideboard,
<
however worthy a fellow or fair sportsman he may be, to grace his
might, however,
and walk off with his Majesty's fifty -guineas. An amendment
Mother Country or
be made in allowing entire horses or mares imported from the
that they should
from the United States to start, on the owners giving security
lhe
years.
remain in the Province, for the purpose of breeding, for at least five

paragraph

we

refer to is as follows

:

,

.
West and
Mr. Philo C. Bush last year made a tour of the soft places' in the
courses in his progress. Prontin Canada with his stable, raking the most of the
a King s
ottering
Canada, in
in«- bv dear bought experience, the authorities of
horses not bred in the
Plate to be run for this year at Three Rivers, excluded all
«

<

promised us a prime
provinces, to the great disappointment of a gentleman who
lady flattered herself
glass of punch from that same King's Plate, which his
would in due time grace her sideboard.'
$-40.— Open to all horses.—Entrance, #5; heats one
St. Maurice Stakes, of
mile and a distance. Weights.— 3 yrs. old, 7st.
yrs. old, 9st. 91bs.; 6 yrs. old and aged, lOst.
Mr. Yarker's g. g. 5 yrs. old
Mr. Judah's c. h. Walterson, by Sir Walter, out

7lbs.;

4 yrs. old, 9st. 31bs.; o
'

-

„
2

.

an imp. mare, aged 2

ot

heats, one
The Ladies' Purse of $50.— Open to all horses.—Entrance, #10;
mile and a distance ; gentlemen riders. Weights, lOst.
Mr. Yarker's c. m. Rival, aged Mr. Weir's b. g. Shamrock, aged
-

-

"

"90
"90

P. Hart's b.m. Childers, aged
r
1
'
Capt. Smith's b. m. Bessy Bedlam, aged
\ \
" 4
old
yrs.
Mr. Provandier's c. m. Time, 6
The weather was warm and dry during the day, and the course, which occutraining over it, was very
pies an elevated sandy plain, being much cut up by the
Much credit "is due to the Stewards for their very judicious arrangements,
dusty.
and orderly manner in which
aftd to the inhabitants of Three Rivers for the quiet
rather an unusual
every thing was conducted, no row or fighting having occurred,
but one
great
circumstance on a race course, where excitement is generally so
lor the next
thing was wanting to render the amusements complete, the Stewards
or ball the
season may perhaps take the hint, there was neither a race dinner
year.
sporting public expect one or the other, or both if practicable, next

Mr. A.

.

;

;

except a match

Third Daw.— The weather was so bad that no race came off,
winner ot the
25 sots., a single two miles, between Mr. Hart's Brunette, the
to Mr Yarker s
King's Plate, and Mr. Weir's horse Shamrock, which ran second
proved the winner
Rival in the second heat, for the Ladies' Purse. The horse
[Now York Spirit of die Times.
after a well contested race.
for

—

—

—
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TURF REGISTER.
Blood Stock of W. R. $ M. R. Smith,
of Laurens district, South Carolina.
Ch. m. Mary Frances, foaled 22d
April, 1826 was got by Director, her

—

dam by Gallatin, g. dam by Sertorius,
g. g. dam by Classical, out of a mare
that was raced and noted in her time,
but her blood unknown, although the
whole stock were speedy and game so
far as they were tried.
Classical was
by old Celer, the best son of old Janus.
Performances of Mary Frances.
Columbia, S. C. January 14, 1831,
two mile heats, she ran third to Andrew

and Little Venus
4m. 5s.

—time, 3m. 55s. 4m.

3s.

Deadfall, Abbeville District, October,
1830, two mile heats, she won the purse,
beating two others, not named time,

—

4m. 4m.

4s.

Charleston, February, 1832, sweepstakes, two mile heats, she beat Col.
Ferguson's Jessamine time, 4m. 6s.
4m. 25s. ; won easily. Same place, in
a handicap race, three mile heats, she
ran third to Little Venus and Trifle
time, 5m. 51s. 5m. 49s.
Camden, S. C. January, 1832, four
mile heats, she ran second to Muckle
John time, 8m. 20s. 8m. 21s. Same
place, next day, handicap purse, two
mile heats, she took the purse, beating
four others time, 4m. 2s. 3m. 57s. 4m.

—

—

—

7s.

Deadfall, S.
mile heats, she

C.

won

October, 1831, two
the purse, beating

—

Sophia and Bucephalus time, 3m. 58s.
4m. 4m. 2s. See Turf Register, vol. 2,
pages 353, 559; vol. 3, p. 336, 367,
368, 481.

Her produce
1.

2.

:

Ch. colt by Sir Charles, foaled in

April,

1832— dead.

;

The balance of her pedigree lost.
Her produce :
Ch. filly by Red Gauntlet, by Sir
Archy, out of Sylph, who was out of
Stinted to
Lottery, by imp. Bedford.
Expectation, full brother to Martha
Griffin.
filly Miss Newberry, was foaled,
May, 1832, was got by Rob Roy, her
dam by Hephestion, her g. dam by Classical, her g. grandam by Quicksilver,
out of a good mare, stock unknown,

Ch.

in

now

on the

turf.

The pedigrees of a part of the blooded
horses owned by Thos. H. Reeder, of
Charles county, Maryland.
1. Maria,
bay, with black legs,
foaled April 18, 1800, five feet high, got

by imp. Cceur de Lion dam by Col.
John Tayloe's Bellair grandam, Mr.
Andrew Meade's celebrated Oracle, by
imp. Obscurity; g. grandam old Fluvier,
by Celer; old Partner; imp. Janus;
imp. Valiant; Jolly Roger; an imp.
;

;

mare, the property of Peter Randolph,
Stith, Esq. the
son-in-law of Mr. Meade, who gave a
certificate of her pedigree
bought by
Thomas H. Reeder in the year 1809.
Bellair see Turf Reg.
Partner was son of Morton's imp.
Traveller, and Col. Tasker's imp. Se-

Esq.— Bred by John

—

lima.

Camillus, bay, with black

2.

legs,

foaled 1S06, five feet one inch high, got
by Volunteer; his dam, Col. William
Thornton's favorite mare Blossom, by

Rockingham Lady Piercy, by Cub
Lady Northumberland, by Northumber;

Ch. colt by Bertrand, Jr. foaled

the 20th April, 1834.

—

—

—

;

Shakspeare Regulus
Parker's
Snip; old Partner; Bloody Buttocks;

land

3. Ch. colt by Argyle, foaled 9th
Feb. 1836 stinted to imp. Hedgeford.
Ch. mare Martha Griffin, foaled
17th March, 1330, out of the dam of
Mary Frances, by Phenomenon.
Her produce :
Ch. c. by Argyle, foaled April, 1836;
dead.
Stinted to imported Rowton.
Performances of Martha Griffin.
Deadfall, S. O. October, 1833, mile
heats, she beat two others
time, lm.
54s. lm. 55s.
Augusta, Geo. December, 1834, two
mile heats, she ran second to Haven's
Wade Hampton time, 4m. Is. 4m. 18s.

4m.

Castiniara, a bay mare, foaled 10th
March, 1831 was got by Rob Roy,
her dam by Darling Dove, he by old
Quicksilver, who was by imp. Medley.

;

;

;

Greyhound Place's White
;
Turk Brimmer ; Layton Barb mare
Bred by Capt. William Mason, Charles
county, Maryland, and bought of him
by Thos. H. Reeder in the fall after he
was foaled.
Volunteer, bred by Capt. Wm. Mason, and got by Doctor Thomas Marshall's Fox
his dam a brown mare,
Lovely, by imp. Shark grandam Lovely, a brown mare, by imp. Eclipse, out
of an imported mare of Peter Randolph,
Makeless

;

;

;

;

Esq.

Rockingham,

sire

to

Blossom, was

bred by Gen. Nelson, and got by Part-

15s.

7

v.9

;

;
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tima, by Spread Eagle
g. g. grandam
ner; his dam imp. Blossom, by the
Aurora, by Lindsey's Arabian, out of
King's plate horse Sloe, out of a mare
an imported mare, the property of Benof Lord Rockingham's, that won the
hundred guinea plate at Black Hamil- jamin Harrison, Esq. of Virginia, I presume the signer of the Declaration of
ton, in Yorkshire, and was turned out
Independence. Cato is very like his
for a brood mare.
Cub was bred by Col. F. Thornton, grandsire (Chance) and about his size.
and got by old Yorick his dam by Sil- 1 think him one of the most perfect
and powerful colts I have ever seen.
verlegs ; grandam, bred in England by
Mr. Hodson, of Yorkshire, and got by His dam was bred by Major Greer, of
whom I bought her ; I have since sold
old Cub, a son of old Fox and the Warlock Galloway ; Foresmond, a son of her to Messrs. Buckner and Forbes. I
would sell Cato.
the Bolton Sterling and Young Cade's
Combination, a dark bay, fine size,
dam, second brother to Snip Mogul,
got by the Hon. John Randolph's Gracbrother to Bertram ; Sweepstake, sire
chus dam by Anvil, (Phenomenon);
to the dam of Whistle Jacket ; Bay Bolgrandam by Dr. Marshall's Fox, (see
ton, and a sister to Sloven ; Curwen's
bay Barb; Curwen's old Spot; Low- above, the sire of Volunteer, and grandsire of Camillus, No. 2)
ther'slwhite legged Barb. Cub was sold
g. grandam
by imp. Venitian ; g. g. grandam by
for 15,500 lbs. crop tobacco.
The foregoing pedigrees I obtained True Whig g. g. g. grandam by Cub,
(see Cub, above ; g. g. g. g. grandam
from Capt. Wm. Mason, and certified to
by him and his brothers, Gen. Thomp- by old Yorick, fcc.
Note. The grandam of Combinason Mason and Thomas Mason.
Fox, the sire of Volunteer, bred by tion, by Fox, was grandam also of VanDoctor Thomas Marshall, and foaled guard, Napoleon, Pomonkey, (all good
Vanguard and
runners) and others
31st May, 1791 ; was got by imp. VeNapoleon, by Chance Pomonkey, by
nitian ; his dam Bellair, by Othello, out
of an imported mare from the Duke of Cornwallis, (a son of Florizel, out of a
daughter of First Consul and Dr. EdeHamilton's stud, by Spot; Cartouch
lin's Flore tta.
Tedbury ; Childers, a Barb mare.
Gracchus (Mr. Randolph's) was got
3. Camilla, foaled May 10, 1811,
by
Diomed Cornelia, by Chanticleer ;
got by Caraillus, No. 2, out of Maria,
No. 1. She was bay, with black legs, Vanity, by Celer Mark Antony Jolly
Roger, &c.
and 14 J hands high.
Anvil (Phenomenon) see Turf Regis4. Young Maria, bay, with black
He was bred by
ter, vol. iv. p. 318.
legs, 14J hands high, foaled February
Landon Carter, Esq. of Saline Hall,
16, 1810, and got by Anacreon, out of
Virginia, and got by imp. Cormorant:
Camilla, No. 3. Gave her to Capt. T.
Col. JolmTayloe's Bellair;
H. Fowke in 1818 she is now living his dam by
grandam (got in England) by Highflyand breeding.
Anacreon was got by imp. Young Sir er; g. grandam by Star Panton's AraShock ; Little Hartbian old Crab
Peter Teazle ; his dam, Cleopatra, by
imp. Eclipse
grandam, Col. Brent's ley mare, by Childers Flying Whig ;
Williams's Woodstock Arabian.
Othello, out of Col. Tasker's
;

;

;

;

;

;

—

:

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

Ebony, by
Selima.

7.

Fulvia, bay, with black legs,
foaled 1824, got by Young Fox, out of
5.

Camilla, No. 3.

I

now have

her.

Young Fox was got by Maj. Greer's
Potomac his dam by Doctor Marshall's
Fox, (see above) grandam by Lindsey's Arabian
g. grandam by imp.
Dove imp. Fearnought a thorough
;

;

;

;

;

bred mare.
;

—

all

Oracle, chestnut filly, foaled in
1833, by Velocity, out of Young

—

Maria, No. 4 very handsome.
Velocity was bred by Geo. Semmes,
Esq. of Prince George's county, Maryland, and got by Rob Roy his dam by
Gov. Ogle's Oscar; grandam, Doctor
Edelin's celebrated Floretta, by Spread
;

Eagle g. grandam by Hall's Union
Leonidas Othello George's Juniper
Morton's Traveller Col. Tasker's Selima.
In the two above pedigrees I
have followed those published.
Oscar was bred by Gov. Ogle, and
got by imp. Gabriei dam Vixen, by
Medley; Penelope, by old Yorick; RanThe best son of Gater, old Gift,
briel, not excepting the famous Post
Boy.
;

;

Potomac was by First Consul dam
by imp. Bedford he was a good runner at

May,

distances.

6. Cato, a bay colt, with black legs,
and three feet white to the fetlocks,
about five feet high, foaled in June,
1832 he was got by Combination his
dam Virginia, by imp. Chance; grandam
Virginia, by Americus
g. grandam Fa;

;

;

;

;

;

;

&c—

—

:

Vol.

No.

8.

—
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;
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I have named all that I have sold or
Thos. H. Reeder.
given away.
Omitted— Rob Roy, by Gracchus, out
of Lady Bunbury, by Trumpator; TheoPlaything, by
pha, by Highflyer
Matchem ; Vixen, by Regulus, &.c.
This pedigree, I have no doubt, is published, as well as First Consul's and
True Whig's, (a very fine horse) neither of which latter have I.
T. H. R.
Also omitted Americus, by imported
Shark his dam by Wildair grandam
by Vampire ; g. grandam imp. Kitty
Fisher, by Cade, &.c.
;

—

;

;

47

by Archy of Transport, the sire of Rodolph her dam by Superior grandam
Cook's Whip her g. grandam by Buz;

;

—trained

;

at three years old, and
run at Georgetown in a stake, six entries
all started; she ran second, beaten

zard

—

by Caroline Scott

;

since has been very

—now

by Lance.
by Reveler,
by Sumpter Reveler's dam by imp.
Spread Eagle grandam by Jim Crack,
he by Medley
g. grandam by imp.
Flimnap filly's dam by Winter Arabian grandam by Orphan, by Florizel
g. grandam by Lady Grey, by Robin
Grey, the dam of Moriah, McDuffy, &c.
For pedigree see T. R.

badly hipshotten

Bay

6.

filly,

in foal

foaled 1833,

;

;

;

;

;

Blooded Stock belonging to Thomas Stevenson, of Woodford Co. Ky.
1. Fanny Winn, ch. mare, five feet
high, of fine form, foaled 1825, never
trained
got by Sumpter her dam by
Robin Grey grandam by imp. Cliften
grandam
by Bellair her g. g. grang.
dam by imp. Medley Robin Grey by
imp. Royalist; his dam by Grey Diomcd. For pedigrees of Sumpter, Cliften, Bellair, Medley, Royalist, and Grey
;

;

;

;

;

;

Diomed, see American Turf Register.

Her produce
1. Bay colt, three years old, five feet
two inches high, by Shakspeare has
;

been trained, and is promising, but has
never made a public race.
2. Ch. colt, foaled 1834, by Collier—
Ch.

foaled 1835,
now in foal by

colt,

very large

,

by Lance,
Columbus.

Camilla,

ch. mare, of very fine
form, five feet one inch high, full sister
to Fanny Winn, foaled 1826 ; has been
trained for her performances, see A. T.
Register.
2.

—

Her produce

:

Ch. colt, foaled 1835, by Collier
twin colts last spring by Medoc in

;

;

lost
foal

again by Medoc.
3.

;

grandam by Hamiltonian g grandam
by Grey Alfred he by Lindsey's AraHe
bian
g. g. grandam by Active.
has been trained, and run fourteen or
fifteen races, winning nine or ten.
A
;

;

;

part of his performances can be seen in
the A. T. R.

Drunkard,

8.

Bay mare, foaled 1829, got by Poher dam by Young McKenny

tomac

;

Roan her grandam by Union her g.
grandam by Duncareless never trained.
Sold to the Rev. Mr. Lacock.
Her produce :
1. Bay filly foaled 1833, by Seagull,
;

—

;

1830,

ch. foaled

by

Sumpter ; his dam by Moses. Trained
at three years old, and run at Lexington
and Louisville

;

was very promising

in his after trainings fell

dead.
3.

7. Jim Crack, a beautiful iron grey,
foaled 1830, five feet two inches nigh,
of perfect form ; he was got by Cumberhis dam by Tiger ;
land, by Pacolet

lame

;

until

now

entirely well. He is now
a gelding, and for sale. Also, No. 7 is

we believe him
for sale.

Thos. Stevenson.

Stud of John Jackson, Esq. of Jones
county, Georgia.
1. York, a stallion, of a remarkably
beautiful chetsnut colour, six years old,
the rise of fifteen hands high, possessing
great bone, substance and beauty. He
was got by Childers, (full brother to
Ratler, Sumpter, and Flirtilla,) he by
Sir Archy.
York's dam was Ellen, by
Duroc ; grandam Gipsey, by Florizel

brother of Transport.

grandam by imp. Gabriel
dam by imp. Bedford g. g.
by imp. Messenger g. g. g.
by Grey Diomed g. g. g. g.
by imp. Hunting Squirrel.

2. Bay colt foaled 1834, by Charles
Carr, by William of Transport.
3. Grey filly, foaled 1835, by Jim
Crack, by Cumberland, by Pacolet.

Register, vol. vi. p. 102.
The owner has the certificate of Robert Gilmor, Jr. and Gen. Armstrong,
for York's pedigree.

t.

Bay mare,
1825

Eclipse,
cius,

fine

size

and form

got by Doublehead, by
by Diomed her dam by Deby Carrist, by Celer, by imp. Ja-

foaled

;

;

g.

;

;

;

;

2.

g. g.

gran-

grandam
grandam
g. grandam
See Turf
g.

g.

Fredreca, by Gohanna, dam

Ali

by Sir Hal grandam by Wongrandam by Bellair g. g. grandam by old Medley g. g. g. grandam
croker,
der g.

;

;

;

;

nus, out of a fine Virginia mare.
to the Rev. Mr. Lacock.
5.

Nancy Brown, b. m. foaled

Sold
1831,

Col. Ruffin's imp. mare.
Supposed to be in foal to Tranby.
The owner has the certificate of Ro-
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bert Gilmor, Jr. and others, for her pedigree. See Turf Register, vol.6, p. 102.

Black Sal,

she
eight years old
was got by Eclipse, dam by HambletogranMessenger
tonian, son of imp.
;
dam Col. Cruge's imp. mare by Cotta3.

;

;

;

&c

Ogle Tayloe and others. Black Sal is
supposed to be in foal by Chateaux

Margaux.
4. Jane Lamar, ch. f. by Reynolds'
Contention, he by old Contention, out
of the famous Sal Flat, by Bellair, of
Georgia. Jane Lamar's dam was by
Gallatin, (full sister to Maria, the dam
of Charles Kemble, Pilot, and others.)

See Turf Register,
Property of

vol. vii. p. 144.

Edwin Eanes.

Mercury, foaled

1828, by Stockholdbred by Arthur Colton dam by old
Pacolet; grandamRosy Clack, by imp.
er

;

;

Sal tram.

Eliza Scott, by Stockholder; dam
by Gabriel, by Oscar, by imp. Gabriel;
grandam by Hall's Doublehead, by Gen.
Jackson's Doublehead, by imp. Diomed.
Miss Luzborough, a fine colt, foaled
this spring, and very promising, by her
Now in foal to Mercury.
side.

Edwin Eanes.

•

Financier, a bay horse, bred In
South Carolina by Colonel John Richardson.
He was a horse of fine size,
about sixteen hands high, of fair speed,
and great beauty a good second rate
horse in his day. He was confessedly
inferior to Virginius, Hephestion, RosiThis last beat
crucian, and Claudia.
him twice ; with the others I believe he
never ran.
Financier by Buzzard, (imp.) his
damDorocles, by Shark, (imp.) grandam by Clockfast, (imp.) g. grandam
Beeswell's Maria, by Regulus. Dorocles was full sister of Black Maria, dam
of Lady Lightfoot.
This is given by one who knew him
well, saw Financier run his first race,
B.
and often afterwards.
;

;

;

;

Dear

Port Gibson, July 6, 1836.
I have taken the liberty

sir

of sending you the pedigree of a horse
called

Red Fox.

Red Fox

;

Regulus,
Henricus
Trentham
See Turf Register, vol. vi. p. 157;
also, the American Stud Book.
The owner has the certificate of Benj.

ger

[Sept. 183&.

fifteen

is

a beautiful red sorrel,

hands three inches high, and

He was
thirteen years old last spring.
his darn Poll Basired by Virginian
;

ker, by imp. Knowsley; grandam by
Jolly Air. Mr. Henry Wright, of Tennessee, purchased him in November,
1827, for $1,000.
Mr. Wright says that he was entirely
inexperienced in the art of training
horses, and had to learn on Red Fox.
His first race was at Paris, Tennessee,
mile heats, a match race against Columbian Greyhound, which race he won in
two heats, distancing the Greyhound.
In the fall of 1828, then five years old,
he started for the Jockey Club purse at
Jackson, Tenn. three miles and repeat,
contending against a Conqueror filly,
an Archy, and a Whip horse. He distanced the field the second heat. In the
fall of 1829 he started for the Jackson
Jockey Club purse, three miles and repeat, against Little Napoleon and Bolivar ; won by Napoleon by ten feet. In
this race Red Fox carried four lbs. over
his weight, the track very heavy, and
raining heavily during the whole race ;
the second heat he fell twice to his
knees, which no doubt lost him the
In 1S30 he run for the Jockey
heat.
Club purse at Jackson, Term, against
Sir Win. Wallace and Citizen ; won by
Red Fox in two heats time 1st heat,
6m. 2s. 2d heat, 6m. 13s. The Jackson turf is thought by sportsmen to be
unfavourable to good time. I have no
doubt, from all the information I can
gather from respectable sources, that
Red Fox is as fine a blooded horse as
any in America. I have a colt by Red
Fox out of a Sir Archy mare, her dam
a full blooded Bedford, for which I speak
the name of Irene. His colts are very
fine ; unfortunately, he has had but few
thorough bred mares to him in this part
of the country. I have also a colt foaled
in April by Red Fox, and out of a Pacolet mare, her dam a Whip ; I think

—

:

;

as

promising as any colt

Very

I

ever saw.

respectfully,

T. B. Magruder.
N. B. I also speak the name of Sky
Skipper for my ch. c. foaled in April,
T. B. M.
1836?

:

—

Correction. In the list of W. N. Dorsett's stock in the last number, vol. 7,
Ellen and colt are for sale,
instead of 'Ellen's colts,' &,c.
Abbe Rattler was the property of Thos. F. Bowie,
Esq. she is dead. The signature should have been W. N. Dorsett.

page 576, instead of Belle Facy read Belle Tracy.

—

Hi"

—
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CHATEAU MARGAUX.
Our

present

number

is

embellished with a capital likeness of this

celebrated horse, engraved

by Bannerman from a painting by Troye.

Chateau was imported by Messrs. Avery
at

City Point, in October, 1834.

&

For a

Co. of Virginia, and landed

memoir, containing his
extended pedigree, performances, &c. see Turf Register, vol. vi. No.
The get of Chateau in this country have of course not
6, page 273.
yet reached the turf; but Pomona, (imported by Col. Singleton of
full

South Carolina, by Chateau, out of Marianne, by Cervantes,) then three
years old, and carrying 87 lbs. won the jockey club purse, $400 at
Charleston, in February

3m. 51s.

last,

This, in addition

2 mile heats.

to the

Time, 4m.

— 3m. 50s.

character of Claret, see vol.

vi. page
considered highly favourable to Chateau, and is well calculated
to support as well as to enhance the high expectations founded upon

342,

is

his blood and performances.
S
v.8

—

!
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(From the Correspondent of

[Oct.

W»-

Time?)

the Spirit of the

EXPORTS OF BLOOD STOCK TO AMERICA.
Liverpool, August

You

16, 183G

Americans are 'going
Our
a-head' in the purchase of crack English produce, on the turf.
purchasers find the disadvantage of this, while nothing delights Mr. TatThe fact is,
tersall more than a bid from a Yankee at one of his sales.
the Americans will have the best cattle, or none. They are as good judges
of breed and blood of action and bone of bottom and of speed, as any
men, and, in making a purchase, it is necessary they should be because,
here, if a man makes the mistake of giving too much for a horse that does
not suit him, he can get rid of his bargain, at little loss, nine times out of
ten, while the American purchaser, after the risk and expense of carrying
his purchase over to America, must put up with it, as he does with his
wife, 'for better or worse,' because, in the first place, he will find that
those around him are quite as much awake as he is, and the price he must
are pretty well aware, by this time, that the

—

—

;

—

get, to

make him

even,

In England, there are

am

1

-fty

more than

is

fifty

will be given for a doubtful horse.

purchasers of blood cattle to one in America,

times the chance, therefore, of being able to get rid of a suspicious

bargain.

Therefore, English purchasers look round them

cans bidding

—because they take

it

when

for granted that

they find Amerian American will not

he wishes to buy, and that he will not buy unless the
animal be 'prime.' At Tattersall's auction, an American bid will give
new impetus to a lagging or sluggish sale. For instance, Linda, at Ridsdale's sale, last week, was going off for a song, until Mr. Kirkman made
an offer then the interest grew alive, and the sale progressed until the
nobleman who finally purchased her, actually had to give one hundred
guineas more than he might have given, had not public attention been
offer a price unless

;

Mr. Kirkman.*
which Mr. K. is sending over by the Carroll of Carrolperhaps the finest horse ever imported into America is that magnifi-

excited by the bidding of

Of the whole
ton,

lot

cent horse Glencoe.

The

get of this animal

is right,

and 'no mistake

:'

one of Sultan's finest get, and Sultan himself did great credit to his sire,
Selim. In 1835, (to take only one year) nineteen winning horses were
Glencoe won the gold cup, value <£300, with -£550 at
got of Sultan.
Ascot, and the whip at Newmarket.

Ibrahim alone

won

five races, the

Or, to make the matter
Stakes to the value of £6,750, or $33,750!
'intelligible to the meanest capacity,' these nineteen of Sultan's get run
forty-six races, the stakes

amounting

to

a total of

£ 12,178, or $00,890. If
know a martingale

this does not tell well of Glencoe's sire, then I don't

from a crupper, that's all
Glencoe has cost a large sum
offer of =£500 in the bargain
I

(I

think 2,000 guineas) but

has been

made

to the

spent a forenoon, last week, in paying a

the King's stud, recently

made by

Col.

more than one

purchaser.

visit to the

Hampton and

purchases, from

Col.

Singleton, of

This may be true, but there were other 'Yankees' in the field for Linda, as
well as for the two Tramp colts that were sold at high prices, besides Kirkman.
*

[Ed. T. R.

.
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which are now under sailing orders. They are in
stable, a little beyond Aintree, near Liverpool.
As I examined the lot
with some attention, and knowing nothing whatever of the purchasers, I
South Carolina, and

think

can give an accurate, and

I

what these yearlings seem
presume, will

which

like to

know

am

I

to be.

what

of

their stock is to be

improved.

lot consists

fillies

The

cript of the

of six

sure

I

Some

can give an impartial note of

of your southern

sort are these

and one

colt.

short observations I pencilled

I

new

readers,

I

importations, by

shall give

an exact trans-

down, on inspection,

in

the

stables.

-Brown

1

by Sultan, out of Rachel, sister to Moses,'out of Seymour
won the Derby, at Epsom, in 1822.] Rather
the age, but neatly formed.
Very fine shoulder. Her

filly,

of Walebone.

[N. B. Moses

a small size for

brother ran Trapball very close at the last Liverpool races.

every appearance of capability

to turn

This

filly

has

out a very fine brood mare.

2. Sorrel filly, by Priam, out of Delphine, by Whisker.
Light limbs,
and active movements particular symmetry of flank.
3. Bay filly, by Chateau Margaux, out of Curiose.
Small, like all the
dam's get, but muscular. Strong limbed and active.
4. Bay filly, with black legs, by Tranby, dam by Whalebone.
Legs
;

Whalebone stock are. A handsome filly.
Bay filly, by Emilius, out of Hadrian, by Ammon. Large

light, as all the
5.

been

ill

black legs

;

suit the old proverb,

Bay

not a very

;

f

a

rum

size has
but such a one as would
but a good 'un to go.'

handsome

'un to look at,

;

filly,

by the Colonel, out of Peri. Very fine head, neck, and
shoulders.
Full of muscle one of the most promising of the lot.
7. Brown colt, by the Colonel, out of Posthuma, by Whalebone.
This
6.

filly,

—

fine colt (one of the best yearlings

I

ever saw)

is

own

brother to Posthaste,

which won three races (two at Newmarket and one at Ascot) last season.
Black legs— combines in a remarkable manner, the Colonel and Whalebone appearance— the Colonel's head, for instance, and the light legs of
Whalebone. This colt, which is in fine condition, exhibits promise of
strength and speed.
There ought to be good temper also, for the Colonel,
Posthuma, and Whalebone, were all good tempered. This colt cost
#1,600, and is fully worth the money.

On

the whole,

a pretty nucleus of a nice stud, and Colonels
made a good bargain. They go over to
America immediately (to Charleston direct:) accompanied by one English
and two American grooms.

Hampton and

it

is

Singleton have

RIDSDALE'S STUD.
In

my

forwarded a list—the only one published in England at the
time— of the prices, and purchasers at the sale of Mr. Ridsdale, which
took place near York, on the 3d and 4th August. Allow me to make
a
last I

few remarks, not merely upon the

sale, but upon poor Ridsdale himself.
Ridsdale sale took place in the south of England, immediately
after Ridsdale was put in the Gazette as a bankrupt.
At the second sale,
at York, his brood mares, his yearling, his hunters, and his fine
racers in

The

first

—

!
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the prices, as you have seen, were good,
Mr. John Scott gave 990 guineas for a bayGiles, dam by Ardrossan, engaged for the Doncaster

hammer

to the

;

and some of them were high.
colt,

brother to St.

Now this same colt (3 years old) has, since
became Scott's, taken the lead on the Doncaster St. Leger betting.
Scott (who has been a jockey) would
There are two reasons for this.
scarcely fork out the blunt to such a tune as 990 guineas, unless he was
and secondly, this
in high hopes that his purchase would turn out well

St.

Leger, and other stakes.

it

:

brother to St. Giles

Derby

Epsom.

at

In 1832, St. Giles won the
by Tramp, and Tramp was a winning

of a very good get.

is

St. Giles is

horse, besides that a great

Carew, a three year

number

of his produce are winners also.

old, also entered for the St.

the Earl of Chesterfield, for 780 guineas.

Leger, was bought by

This also

is

a Tramp

colt.

Linda, one of Ridsdale's best brood mares (not very young either, being
the dam of Priam*) went off, to the Marquis of Westminster, for 460
guineas

— a very high price, being 50 guineas more than a

spirited

Yankee

True, she had a foal at her foot by Mulatto.
Like Gully and Beardsworth, Ridsdale rose from the lower rank of life.
Gully was originally a butcher, then a prize-fighter, next a horse-racer,
and now a member of Parliament, possessed of large landed estates, and

offered.

—leaving behind him a repu-

gradually withdrawing himself from the turf

any 'sporting gentleman' ever could boast of. Gully
as he made money, quietly invested it- in coal mines in Yorkshire ; Beardsworth and Ridsdale expended all their winnings on their horse speculations, and thus, when the crash came, they had nothing to fall back upon.
Beardsworth commenced life as a stable boy, became driver of a hackney
tation as unsullied as

away with an heiress, then made a
died—just when he had spent it. Ridsdale commenced
made money as a post-boy speculated upon
his career in the stable
some racers which were not favourites won the long odds commenced as
kept on making money grew
a regular betting man and owner of racers
giddy with good luck, and fancied that he won by genius (of which he
had none) instead of good fortune (of which he had a great deal) in-

coach, then owner of a horse, then run
fortune,

and

lastly,

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

creased his studs until no fortune, even hereditary, could sustain the
expenses trusted to betting to make up the deficit leant upon a reed

—
— could not meet

and tbus ends the life
In fact,

He was

how

—

engagements
of a speculative turfman

was beaten

his

Ridsdale kept

it

up

—
—was

failed

as long as he did,

is

'

sewed up'

a marvel to me.

Now, here lay
knew very little
and Beardsworth never made

scarcely a judge of horses, and thought he was.

the difference between

him and Beardsworth.

The

latter

man (Palmer) did,
a bet or a purchase, without asking and taking Palmer's advice. On the
other hand, Gully has an almost intuitive knowledge of the points of a
He
horse; besides, he has a knack of betting by which he makes money.

of horse flesh, but his head

is

careful, cautious,

and very

reflective

on the betting stand.

what each horse can do, and he can
how the wind blows, as to fair or foul play.

exactly

*

She

is

out of the

dam

of Priam.

He knows

pretty reasonably conjecture

— En.

T. E.
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Breeding for the Turf, the Field, and the Road.
(CONCLUDED FROM PAGE

The

next object of consideration

is

14.)

the degrees or degree of con-

sanguinity,

which should be remote,

altogether.

The system

or,

perhaps,

of breeding in-and-in

is

better

avoided

generally acknow-

ledged to be injudicious; yet I am inclined to think there is too
great
a proximity in our present racing stock. The first conjunction
upon
the in-and-in system will produce no falling off in beauty,
though a
decrease in vigour and energy will be perceptible.
The second conjunction will exhibit a very distinguishable inferiority.
If the system
be pursued for several successions, the procreative faculties fail. If

we look

at

human

nature,

we

shall find that about the third conjunc-

tion of the in-and-in system, imbecility ensues,

and this is succeeded
Something similar may be observed in the horse. The
Earl of Derby continued to breed upon the Sir Peter Teazle strain
till he
could produce nothing.
Disease, particularly scrofula, is
produced by the in-and-in system. If we look at many of the

by

idiotcy.

secluded villages in various parts of the kingdom, which are seldom

by

visited

we

other,

strangers,

and where the inhabitants inter-marry with each

shall find that the greater part die of scrofula, frequently at

an early period of

life, and as far as relates to numerical strength,
we
seldom find an increase, if we look at the feathered creation, or
animals in a state of nature, we shall find that each seeks his mate

among

strangers, a manifest indication of the wise decree of Providence, to prevent the extinction of the species.

From what

has been already stated,

it

would «eem

that an

im-

portation of Arabian blood might be beneficially introduced into our
racing stock; and such is my opinion.
But the breeder will uro-e as

an objection the inferior size of the genuine Arabian, and that it will
take several successive removes before that length of stride can be
obtained, for which the English racer is distinguished above all horses
in the world.

And

there certainly

is

great weight in this objection,

some of those horses mentioned by Bruce could be procured
and which have been already noticed in former numbers.
unless

In breeding for the turf, the great object to be attained
the
the

power or capacity of maintaining it. In
hunter more substance and more strength

with as

throw

much speed

all

as possible.

his force forward,

and

The
to

racer

is

is

speed, and

the troop horse

are

and

requisite, united

taught or trained to

go as near the ground as possible,

purpose of attaining the greatest possible speed. The troop
horse and the hunter are taught to acquire a more lofty action, for
the purpose of safety. The hack forms another variety.
A thofor the

9

v.8
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roughly good hack

A

the favourites.
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-

seldom met with. Cobs seem at present to be
hack should be a strong compact animal, and a
is

safe goer.

Let

not be forgotten, that the

it

education;

of

effect

and

more

easily acquire the

that a

of going in the horse is the
thoroughbred horse will just as

mode

lofty action of the

war

horse, the hunter, or

method of the course.
which I
Now, if I could so rule it, I would have the four varieties
superior
the
from
since
have enumerated thoroughbred or full blood,
he is capable of
form and texture of the thoroughbred horse,
elastic, and conmore
lighter,
are
paces
his
enduring more fatigue,
horse great
thoroughbred
the
in
But
rider.
his
to
sequently easier
However,
in attaining the requisite bulk.
the hack, as the daisy-cutting

difficulty is

experienced

at the present day, destitute of
above all other people
distinguished
and, as the English are
we have many inconsince
and
flesh,
attachment to horse

we seldom meet
blood

;

with a saddle horse,

for their

physiology

of the extraordinary improvements in
distant
and perseverance, we may, perhaps, at no
genius
effected by
nothing
wished,
be
devoutly to
period, witness this consummation so
present
In such a case our cavalry, at
but blood under the saddle.
invincible.
be
would
nation,
superior to that of any other
testible

proofs

principally
however, to the race course that we are to look
arrived, that out
racing
has
perfection
such
to
for,
for improvement
are found to possess the
of vast numbers bred for the course, few
the hands of the foxinto
qualities, and consequently come
It is,

;

requisite

hunter, the stage-master, &c. &c.
So convinced, indeed, have foreigners

become of the superiority of
some lime back several German noblemen have
the inferior
imported many of them for the purpose of improving
our horses, that for

They have also, in imitation of this
that the best (if not the only)
aware
country, established races,
a superior breed of horses, must
up
keeping
and
acquiring

own

breed of their

country.

method of

arise

which they
from the excitement and indefatigable emulation
Many of the French nobility and men of wealth

eall into action.

improvement in their
have energetically entered into the spirit of
Louis Philippe purthat
mentioned
I have already
breed of horses.
of this horse is
form
The
Lottery.
animal,
chased that magnificent
temper alone is to be
almost every thing that can be desired his
by far the most
progeny,
his
in
neutralized
can
be
it
if
and,
dreaded
with foreign
him
crossing
accomplishing that object, is
:

,

likely

stock.

mode

of

Even

were placed

nearest degrees
as far as relates to consanguinity, if the
food varied,
the
and
climates,
different
early life in

in

(according to the circumstances

of the

climates.)

and afterwards

;
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brought together for the purpose of procreation, the defective or
which, under other circumstances, would not

diseased stock

fail

to

ensue, might perhaps be in a great measure avoided.

The French monarch

is

no sportsman

him

similar remark will apply to

so far from

;

hesitate to express his aversion for the

in regard

he does not

it

the field

sports of

and a

;

the turf: yet, from an

to

ardent desire to improve the horses of his country, and particularly
those used in the cavalry, he becomes the patron of the race course,
as well as a spectator of

its

animating operations.

However, our continental neighbours would do well, when they
are importing horses from this country, to import grooms also, and,
indeed, jockeys, if they are anxious for eminence on the course;
since, in regard to these

surable distance.

classes, they

two

This, in

are placed at an

immea-

they have done to a certain extent

fact,

but adopt what plan they will, a century at least must elapse before

they can enter into any thing like rivalry with the English

system of grooming
horse)

in

England

The

turf.

(as far at least as relates to the race-

frequently overstrained, of which the plan pursued by the

is

Chifneys

is

a striking illustration.

As

far as relates to

jockeyship,

it

has attained the acme of perfection, as exemplified in the riding of

These men have reached

Robinson, of Chifney, of Day, of Darling.
the head of their profession

second class

;

they constitute the

composed of such men

is

first

class.

The

W.

Scott,

as G. Edwards,

Pavis, Conolly, Chappell, Lye, Spring, Stc.

In

the third class

may

Templeman, Lear, &.c. The very worst
English jocks are, beyond all comparison, superior to

be placed Wheatley, Nelson,
class of the

The

those of France and the Continent.

latter

do not understand

method of husbanding the horse's powers, of taking a pull at
him, of lifting him along, and of bringing him well home when
the

beaten

;

in fact,

they have no idea of the finishing touches of the

The Americans

unparalled intensity and

spirit.

They

an invincible passion for horse-racing.
in the

have, like the English, imbibed
I

have several times observed,

course of this paper, that like produces

perceive the same feeling in the Americans

like,

strikingly characteristic of their progenitors.

of

Lytham, Lancashire.

superior racer

:

and hence

we

which has long been so

Our

thren obtained a valuable acquisition in Fylde, bred
Clifton,

art.

have, of late years, entered into turf affairs with

transatlantic bre-

by the

late

Mr.

Fylde proved himself a very

his legs are perfect, (a rare circumstance,) his consti-

fine ; he is something above sixteen hands,
accompanied with action as light and as pretty as possible.

tution good, his form

The Americans have
country,

besides

received several valuable animals from this

Fylde, particularly through

the

medium

of Mr.

;
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nor can the transatlantic turfites do
commissions to this gentleman. Mr. Corbin
was anxious to have purchased Lottery, but was outbid by the king
of the French. Mr. Corbin, a gentleman from Virginia, not long
since purchased Sir Hercules, as well as several other thoroughbreds

Thomas Conah,

of Liverpool

;

better than trust their

American

for the

•Once more

let

stud.
it

be remarked, that those

who

breed from imperfect

The main and
dam with fine forms,

or diseased animals ought not to expect good stock.
leading principle should be, to select the sire and

sound constitutions,

from blemish, and in the vigour of

free

life

:

then, and then only, can satisfactory results be reasonably anticipated.
If

we

take a glance at vegetable nature,

we

that

shall find

the agri-

from long experience, has become well aware, that if his
seed be defective, diseased, or of an inferior quality, he cannot
expect a good or healthy crop hence, the grain which he deposites
culturist,

:

in the earth,

observed,

is

how

selected with the greatest care,

powerfully this principle applies

It

need hardly be

to the

object under

consideration.

CONCLUSIVE OBSERVATIONS.

From what has been

stated

the preceding pages,

in

if

the reader

one moment, he will perceive that as the thoroughbred horse exhibits a very superior animal organization, inasmuch as
his bone is larger and more solid, his tendon stronger, and much
will reflect for

in fact, as his
better defined, his muscle more firm and more elastic
form and quality are so much superior, it results that he is much
more active, much more fleet, and much more powerful, than
:

any other variety of the

In consequence of this admirable

tribe.

concentration of superior qualities, he will not only perform

that

is,

in a

when

an animal of

much

given space of time, repeat the task oftener, but

more
comes much quicker round
labour

again, if he

over-fatigued, he sooner
inferior blood.

When

happens to be over-marked
becomes re-invigorated, than

a horse of the latter description

has been over-marked, his spirit sinks, and he frequently dies under

Should

it.

seldom,
If

if

this

we pursue

bred horse

not happen, his recovery

is

slow, and his restoration

ever, complete.

is

we

the investigation,

as remarkable

for his

shall

find,

instinctive

that

the thorough-

sagacity as for the

powers he is more susceptible of education
and is consequently sooner instructed in
whatever may be required of him arising, no doubt, from his supesuperiority of his animal

than others of his

:

tribe,

;

rior energy

confidence.

and courage, qualities which uniformly produce great
If we look to other varieties of animated nature, to

Vol. S.
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we shall find that the bolder and more courageous
more easily is he taught the lessons which man chooses
Of the truth of this maxim, those beautiful birds, the
to impart.
Peregrine Falcon and the Merlin Hawk, are incontestible illustrations.
birds, for instance,

the bird, the

No

person can contemplate the impression (or expression, perhaps,

would be a

Peregrine Falcon, without feeling a

better term) of the

conviction of the bird's undaunted courage: to say nothing of the

mode

peculiar
attitude

which he

in

is

his very large bold

;

armed

eye;

for

war or

its clear,

His erect

rapine.

vigorous, and unquailing

expression, unite in producing the idea of a very superior and a very
energetic

The Merlin Hawk may be

spirit.

Peregrine Falcon

:

regarded as a dwarf

similar in form and expression, similar in plumage,
the difference in these birds

similar in habits

;

merely from the

size, the

may

be said to result

Peregine being thrice as large as the Merlin.

In one respect, however, they perfectly agree

:

they immediately

become familiar with man, and evince a susceptibility of education
which will be vainly sought in any other class, variety, or ramification of the feathered creation.
to obtain,

I

believe, indeed, that

will be found

it

throughout animated nature, that the more courageous the

animal, the

more

easily

habits at variance with

is

its

it

domesticated, and induced to assume

original destination.

Hence we may very reasonably conclude,

thoroughbred

that, as the

is he more
must recapitulate
being more
powerful, more active, more fleet, more capable of enduring fatigue,
more courageous, (and consequently more tractable, and an apter
scholar,) than any other variety of his tribe, he is consequently

horse possesses greater courage than the baser breeds, so
capable of receiving instructions.

I

:

—

infinitely better calculated for military purposes.
If

we

take a slight glance at the

rushed into Europe, and cut

to pieces

emperor of the East, we shall
principal dependence

(though, as

on

the

Turks

first

find that

they uniformly placed their

which was numerous ; and
movements, was what might be
proved invincible. Their horses, though not
their

cavalry,

far as related to military

justly termed irregular,)

exactly what
less,

when

period

the disciplined legions of the

we understand by

the genuine Arabian, were, neverthe-

nearly allied to him, and infinitely superior to those of their oppo-

—

they were more tractable,
they obeyed the most
motion of the rider with astonishing alacrity consequently
the latter, owing to the little trouble he experienced in the management
nents. Further,
trifling

;

of his horse, was enabled to use his scimetar with
effect.

When

the Turks, after they

tinople, invaded Italy, their

army

more activity and
became possessed of Constan-

consisted

though they thus opposed themselves

to

chiefly of cavalry, and,

the best disciplined troops,

;
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soldiers, both

skilful leaders of those times, the Italian

were utterly unequal

foot,

opposing these

successfully

the task of

to

To

though semi-barbarous, horsemen.

active,

the

we may attribute the overthrow and destruction of
Crassua and his army by the Parthians.
What is the present mode of providing horses for the British army ?

very same cause

is

It

When

accomplished through the instrumentality of agency.

horses are wanted, persons are employed to procure them at a stipulated price.

becomes the

It

object, therefore, of those persons, to

procure the horses at the lowest price possible, in order to enhance

So long as the animal will pass, it is sufficient for their
they aim at and it need scarcely be remarked, that

their profits.

purpose

—

it is all

;

the sinister influence which such a system

is

calculated to bring into

must be productive of the worst consequences. To
say nothing of the peculation which will not fail to result, the horses

active operation,

appointed for

found

a particular regiment will be uniformly

assorted individuals.

The

ill-

may not be an outrage upon the order
age may be equally unobjectionable;

colour

received; the height and the

—

what manner have these animals been educated ? that is, for
what purpose have they been employed prior to the period when they
came into the hands of the contractors for the army ? Not in any
thing analogous to the military menage or military manoeuvres, but,
but, in

as they have arrived at that age when their habits may be said to
have become fixed, they are consequently ill calculated for the purpose for which they have been brought together, and therefore it is
impossible for our cavalry to reach that degree of perfection which,

under other circumstances, (that is, under a correct system of breedtraining, and management,) might be confidently anticipated

ing,

which might, indeed, most
a

much

to

pay
If

certainly be accomplished, and that too, at

less expense than the government

at present called

is

we look

at

human

nature,

it is

very well known, that one person

and so on

will excel as a mechanic, another as a musician,
it is

utterly impossible for the

every art and science

become

fixed, that

;

same individual

and above

when

rable length of time,

it is

a

all,

man has

that

perfection in

any

art or science,

when once

surely to

;

if

we

are anxious to attain

to the brute

the horse,

bear no comparison with those by which

eminently distinguished.

in

habits have

abandon his
knowledge of a pro-

should pursue

we apply this reasoning
make every allowance for

therefore,

that

for that person to

No

it.

we

and

exercised any art for a conside-

no easy task

fession differing very widely from

;

become an adept

to

established occupation, and acquire a tolerable

If,

upon

for an establishment of a very inferior quality.

that,

whose

human

and that only.

creation,

we ought

faculties can

nature

is

so pre-
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enough be asked, how I would remedy the evils of
To which I answer, I would breed the horses
military purposes, and train them exclusively for that employment.
will naturally

It

which
for

A
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complain

I

—

?

horse that has been trained

years, very rarely,

racer

to

the course, and raced for several

makes a good hunter. His business as a
has taught him a mode of going, inconsistent with the character
if

ever,

of the chase, and the horse therefore experiences the utmost difficulty
in

abandoning what, from

substituting an action to

'habit, has become second nature,' and
which he has never been accustomed, and

which he consequently does not understand. I have often heard it
remarked, that the thoroughbred horse seldom jumps well; an idea
which has arisen from the racer having been removed to the hunting
stable, and been forced into a new profession, with his racing habits
and modes confirmed upon him.

The

quality of cavalry

must mainly

arise

This

from the horses.

indispensable part of an army, to be absolutely efficient, must be

mounted accordingly.

would therefore have horses bred purposely
I would have them
trained for that purpose and that only
and, inasmuch as their
attention would be always directed to the same system, a degree of
superiority, or comparative perfection, would be attained, which it is
impossible can result from the present, or, indeed, any other, plan.
When I say that I would have the horses thoroughbred, I shall be
asked how I would contrive to produce them with sufficient bulk for
military purposes ?
To which I answer, that having shewn the
surprising alterations (not to say improvements) which have been
effected in animals
having also instanced the hunters of Mr. Little
Gilmour, (to which I could add those of Mr. Wynne, of Shrewsbury
for the military, as I

I

have already observed

:

;

;

;

of the late Mr. Scarisbrick, of Scarisbrick Hall, Lancashire

those of

Kaye, of the Grange, Yorkshire; and a score of other
entertain not a shadow of doubt of being able to produce

Sir J. L. L.

instances,)

;

I

thoroughbreds sufficiently bulky, not only for the Dragoons, but for
the Horse

Guards Blue, and

for the Life

Guards

Let

also.

ever, be steadily kept in mind, that bulk, without blood,

it,

how-

amounts

to

nothing, as far as relates to the present subject; or, in other words,

quantity (measurement or dimensions) will not supply the deficiency

A

of quality.

much

square inch of bone from a thoroughbred horse,

more porous, or
apply

is

heavier than a square inch from a cart-horse, the latter being

to the

less solid than the former.

tendon and the muscle.

horse will be stronger than a cart-horse,

compass.

It

is

asserted, (and

I

The same remark

will

Consequently a thoroughbred
in little

more than

have no doubt of the

half the

fact,) that

the

thoroughbred horse can support a greater weight on his back than
the cart-horse.

Prior to the

commencement

of the late war, and for
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some time after it broke out, the Blues (and the Life Guards also)
were mounted upon absolute cart-horses, and became convinced, from
woful experience, that such animals would not answer the purpose.
The Blues were sent to Flanders in die early part of the war, when
it

became manifest

activity

that they

;

that

must honestly confess

1

I

to

I

But

died.

I

that I should not like to be confined to the

mentioned

last

be employed for the purpose in question, as

paramount objection

blood.

them

greater part of

horses which are used by the two

regiments, were
feel a

endure the fatigues, or support the

to

The

privations, of campaigning.

colour of the

horses were miserably deficient in

their

were unable

to

black

—

it is

I

a presumptive proof of base

shall be told that black racers have

been seen on the course

:

have seen them myself; but never saw a superior racer of that

colour.

Black-and-all-black,

I

shall

be told, was a superior horse,

and a similar remark may be extended to several others ; but, as
I never either saw or heard of a genuine black Arabian, these black
thoroughbreds shew that they have inherited the colour, at least,
from base blood

;

and,

where the baser colour appears,

I

should be

suspicious of the quality.

This country affords every facility for carrying the plan into exeof government breeding horses for military purposes.
It

cution,

would be
in early

contrary,
their

quite unnecessary that horses bred for our cavalry should,

life,

be

when

fed

artificially

the foals

were

to

repletion,

the racer

like

sufficiently old

and strong

;

on
to

the

leave

dams, they might be allowed

crown

lands, (under proper

to run in the different forests and
management, be it remembered,) during

not only the early part, but for a great period of their education.
shall not

likely to

I

go into a minute detail of the plan, as I do not imagine it is
be carried into execution, though the circumstances of the

times are well calculated for such an undertaking
be entertained, by those

who

:

nor can any doubt

are capable of forming an opinion on

the subject, that an invincible cavalry might thus be formed, at less

than half the expense at which

it is

at present got together.

Mr. Editor:
Winchester, Va. August 18, 1836.
It is hoped, through the medium of your valuable paper, that information may be obtained of the pedigree of a mare, (I think she was

by Captain Barber, of the army, to Major Vance, of this
sometime during the last war. This mare was the dam of the
mare sold at Mr. Randolph's sale called Swan. My reason for insti-

a bay,) traded
place,

tuting the inquiry is, that I have some of her stock ; and if Captain
Barber, or some of his friends, will furnish the information, I shall be
much indebted to them.
A Subscriber.
P. S.

Her pedigree was given

at the time of sale, but

was

lost.

;
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THE WOODCOCK.
Mr. Editor:

Baltimore, July 30, 1836.

This delicious
which I account

bird
for

found very scarce up

I

from the frequent

rains,

to the

up

middle of July,

to this period,

which

enabled them to feed in almost any ground, without congregating in

any one place, as they do in dry seasons but, on the 20th instant, I
went out with my friend and schoolmate S., to partake of a day's
woodcock shooting. We found the ground in fine order for them
;

My

flushed twenty-four, and bagged seventeen remarkably fine ones.

want of more exercise than he gets in town,
gave out about 10 o'clock, and laid down on his beam ends under
the shade of a fine oak.
After he broke down I continued the hunt

friend,

Mr.

S.,

for the

alone for half an hour, and got

five

more woodcock.

have held out three or four hours longer,

we

but

man, but,

for the

want of

If

Mr.

have not the

should have got thirty or forty birds.

erfully athletic
in

I

Mr.

S.

could

least

doubt

S. is a strong,

training,

is

a

little

pow-

deficient

easy gait and carriage of the disciplined sportsman, which

the

Mr. S.
which no doubt
more practice and exercise. The

renders a day's walk a pleasant exercise rather than a fatigue.
is

keen and ardent

may

the field, and a good shot,

in

be further improved by a

little

theory and science of shooting he
of the dog in the

undone.

It is

a sportsman

'

field

evident, to the

of the

familiar with, as also the duty

is

— what he should
most

feather,' but has

first

upon him from too close an application
absence from the

do, and

to business,

'

E'en

are their profits

tho' they

Mr.

suffered the rust to

S. is

grow

and too long an

field.

The merchant, lawyer, or stage owners, may
And all turn to profit that turns to their sight
But what

what he should leave

superficial observer, that

amount

when

health

is

from morning

toil

till

night,

no more,

to old Crresus's store.

When panged with the gout they set down to repent,
And wish that their youth in the fields had been spent
Look up

And
But
old

to the

sportsmen with health in their face,
on the charms of their case.'

think with a sigh

my

Mr.

friend,

—

appears to be getting into the spirit of his

S.,

amusements of the

thoroughly leaven'd into
vated.

In a hunt, a few

'

it,

field

sports' again

;

and

weeks ago, with Mr.

which

I

should

:

always be handed over

a dog,
to

when

his

correction

v.3

is

master for that
J-

purpose.
10

company with a
young slut of the

consider very unsportsman-like, and the example

should not be followed by any sportsman
iiy,

gets

S., in

Mr. T., the latter undertook to correct a promising
former's,

when he

he will no doubt come out Eclipse reno-
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OBITUARIES.
>
Bclvidere, near Sleubenville, Ohio,
August 30, 1836.$

Me. Editor:
:— Irby's Shylock, by imp.
the following obituaries
I send you
April,
1827, on Short Creek,
died
Bedford, dam by imp. Diomed,
In serv-

esquire.

Lefler,
Ohio county, Virginia, the property of Isaac
something appearing to
groom,
the
by
off
pulled
was
ing a mare he
to be apoplexy.
supposed
be wrong, when he immediately fell dead
;

died February,
(the full brother of Ball's Florizel,)
the improvefor
Association
Bottom
1829, (the property of the Beach
Mitchel,
Alexander
Mr.
of
stable
the
at
horses)
ment of the breed of
a stallion, I think St. TamAs
Virginia.
county,
Ohio
Short Creek,
I have seen the get of
many was superior to his brother Florizel.
St.

Tammany

of St. Tammany were decidedly
both from the same mare, and those
His immeappearance.
blood-like
more
the finest— shewing a much
the best race
amongst
were
grandchildren
diate descendants and
a son of St. Tammany, ran with
horses in this region of country. Snap,
Course, at two meetings— winsuccess on Long Island, at the Union
he was taken
in a match
Flagellator
ning the two mile day and beating
Snap was
Bronte.
of
name
the
under
credit
to Canada, and ran with
until he was six years
ploughed
was
and
mare,
out of a common farm
say he could plough more corn with
I have heard his owner
old.
ever followed.
him in a day, than with any other horse he
Consul, Shylock, and St.
our
breeding
have been
;

Pirate.— We

thoroughbred
mares (for a few years past,) to a noble and
Esq., of Brooke
Edgington,
Jesse
by
(owned
Archy,
son of old Sir
has never graced your Regcounty, Virginia,) whose name, I believe,
dam, Lady Hamilton, by
his
Pirate ; he is by Sir Archy,
ister, viz
by Sir Archy, dam
Arthur,
Sir
grandam, Bet Bounce.

Tammany

:

Sir

Arthur,

good race horse, he ran a celeGreen's old Celer mare. Pirate was a
Virginia ; winning the
Norfolk,
at
Ransom,
Betsy
brated race with
seconds, and beat a few feet the second and
first heat in 7 minutes, 50
minutes
Betsy Ransom, in 7 minutes, 45 seconds, and 7
third heats,

by

He is now
of a mile.
50 seconds, the track twenty yards short
as far as
stock,
his
Kentucky
Glasgow,
;
owned by a gentleman in
filly of his get, out
A
racers.
as
well
promise
trained,
they have been
Zealy, of NewConsul mare, raised by S. Sprig, Esq., to a Mr.
of a

York

State, has

been a winner more than twenty times— she

among

others,

I

won

ten

believe,

fall, beating some, good horses,
Eclipse; Maid of the
Daniel O'Connel, by John Richards; Rival, by

times last

Neck,

8tc.

;

she

is

called Eff'y

Dean.

Vol.
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Consul.

— As

there

is

something remarkable

horse Consul, mentioned above,

will give

I

63

in the history of the

He was

you.

it

bred by

Chief Justice Tilghman, and was got by Bond's First Consul, his dam

by imp. Arakroker when a few days old he fell through a bridge
and broke one of his fore and hind legs, on the same side he was
taken from the mare, and raised by hand
his legs must have been
;

;

;

bowed out very much, and he walks on the
He was brought to this country when
two years old, (about twenty-two or three years ago,) by a Mr. Shepard.
His get are very numerous and although there were but few
unskilfully set, as they

outside of his pastern joints.

;

bred mares in this section of country, yet he

is

the sire of

many

race

Jackson, a half-breed son of his, beat,

horses, from one to four miles.

James a match for $500 a side, four mile heats.
Tammany, was one of our most successful runners, at all distances
and Arnold's mare was travelled a great deal
east of the mountains, and was seldom beaten from one to two miles
in fact you can hardly find a Consul who can't make a fast track for
some distance. The old horse is still living, and has something very
game in his look in despite of old age and decrepitude. With the best
wishes for the success of the Register, I subscribe myself, your friend.
at Baltimore, Fitz

Red Fox, out of

a St.

;

;

John McDowell.
Batesville, Arkansas, Jockey Clue.
August 2lst, 1836.
The Batesville Jockey Club met on yesterday and elected their
officers for the ensuing year, and arranged the purses, &c. for their

Mr. Editor

fall

:

meeting.

James Boswell,

President.

John Ringgold,
THOS. T. TUNSTALL,
_
__ _,
Elias N. Coruth,
Wm. L. McGuire,

Tr
>

„

.

Vice Presidents.

I

J

H. R. Hynson, Treasurer.
C. F.

M. Noland, Rec. and Cor.

Sec'y.

Ordered by the Club, that their Secretary subscribe for the 'American
fall

Turf

Register,'

and the 'New-York

Spirit of the

meeting commences on the 29th of September.

— purse, $180 and entrance money.
— purse, $230 and entrance money.

heats

The

course

is

Time3.'

— First

Second day, two mile heats

exactly a mile, located on a light, elastic soil

horses are in training, and

we

anticipate

The

day, mile

much

Truly your

;

many

sport.

friend,

C.

F.

M. Noland.
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THE FISHING CORMORANT.
mode

Besides the ordinary

known

are

of fishing, by net and
more curious and singular

to practise a

may

see on the rivers a considerable

number of

Chinese

by means

the sun rises, one

when

In the morning,

of the diving-bird, or leutse.

line, the

device,

boats, and several ot

these birds sitting on the sides; the fishermen turn their boats about

which they give, by striking one of
on the water, the cormorants fly into the river, plunge
overhead, and, diving to the very bottom, seize the fish by the middle,
then coming up again, they carry it to the bark, where the fishermen,
receiving it, takes the bird and, holding her legs uppermost, makes her

upon

the river, and, at the signal

their oars

disgorge the small fish which she had swallowed, by passing his hand

along her neck, on which there

is

a ring at the lower part, which

When

hinders them from going directly into the crop.

away

quite over, they take
particular fish

the

tail,

is

the ring and

let

them

feed

the fishing
;

too large for one, they assist each other

and another the head, and bring

George Staunton, during

journey

his

to

it

to

is

and when a

— one takes

their master.

Sir

Ilangtheou fou, observed on a

large lake, close to the canal, thousands of small boats and rafts, built
entirely for this kind of fishing.

— On each boat or

were ten

raft there

or twelve birds which plunged into the water at a signal from the

owner, and he was astonished

which each ascended

in its

enormous size of the fish with
These individuals were so tho-

at the

beak.

roughly broken into the service of their masters, that they did not
require either cord or ring about their necks to prevent their swal-

They

lowing the prey.
in reward,

and were

took thankfully what was afterwards given

satisfied.

We

do not see

why

the same

mode of
Our

fishing might not be practised with advantage in Great Britain.

own

cormorants are stronger, and dive as well as the Chinese.

They

are very easily domesticated, and, though exceedingly voracious, their

constant desire for food would, under proper training and control,

prove the essential groundwork of a useful character.

tame cormorants belonging
off'

We

to the east coast of Scotland,

have seen

which went

would return again
by those with whose voices they had

regularly to feed in the neighbouring bays, but

when

called to from the shore

become

familiar.

They no

doubt did so in expectation of receiving rather than be-

stowing a reward

;

but

we do

not believe that they possess a less ac-

commodating instinct than those of the celestial empire, or that the
same attention to their education would not be attended by similar
results.

In our Alpine lakes especially, so richly stored

with deli-

—

;
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cious trout, and whither boats can scarcely be conveyed, the services

of a well trained cormorant would be incalculable

summer

breathless

-,

for

on many a

day, 'even in the grim and sultry hour of noon,'

He

the angler seeks in vain to ply his trade.

succeeds in breaking

the translucent mirror, and in discomposing the fairy reflection of cloud

and crag, yet the finny

tribes

remain secure amidst the unseen depths

But the swift, silent, and insidious bird, pursuing
tenor' of its watery way, would soon secure them with

of the inverted sky.
the 'noiseless

tenacious

Edinburg Cabinet Library, Historical and Descriptive.

bill.

PERFORMANCES OF
The July No.

EMILIUS.

of the American

Turf Register furnishes the portrait
of Emilins, with a notice of his pedigree, and of his most famed get
but omits that of his achievements on the turf, here briefly supplied.
1S23.

April 14.

1.

Mr. Udny's Emilius, by

won
f.,

4

Orville, 3 years old, at

22

the Riddlesworth, 200 gs. each,
started

—winning

-

-

Newmarket,
Ab. m. h.

subs.,
-

2,200 gs.

April 17.

2.

Won Dinner Stakes, 300 gs. each, h.

April 28.

3.

—walked over
Divided with Fanatic, sweepstake 100 gs. each,
h. f., 6 subs. -

May

28.

4.

June

10.

5.

At Epsom, won the Derby, 1 1-2 miles, 62 subs. 2,850 "
At Ascot, Avon sweepstake 200 gs. each, h. f., 5

Sept. 29.

6.

At Newmarket, won

13

7.

11 subs.

f.,

1,500

125 "

'

subs.,

Oct.

1

mile

-

-

-

5 subs., D.

the

-

I.

-

-

-

May

3.

8.

st. 7 lbs. was his usual weight at 3 years old.)
At Newmarket, carrying 8 st. 1 lb., was beat by
Lord Exeter's b. m. Augusta, by Woful, 5

Oct.

4.

9.

At Newmarket,

Oct.

18.

10.

1824.

400 "

-

Grand Duke Michael,
st. 50 gs. each, 25 subs., A. F.
At Newmarket, won sweepstake, 400 gs. each,

"

,200

"

1,600

"

1

(8

years old, 8

7

st.

lbs.,

D. M., 300

gs. each.

beat Jock the Laird's brother, 6

years old, wt. 8st. 5

At Newmarket, was

lb.

each, Ab.

m.

-

7

lb.,

by Lord

beat, at 8

st.

Cavendish's Bizarre, by Orville, at 8

st.,

500 "

both

4 year olds, A. E. C. 300 gs.

Nov.

5.

11.

At

New

Market, was beat

for the

Stakes, 30 sovs. each, at 8

10

st.

Audley End
by Lord

lbs.,

Exeter's Zealot, by Partisan, 4 years old, at 8
st.'

3

lbs.

Winnings,
1825.
stallion in

Was

advertised to cover, at

England, and covers

at

-

-

25

50 gs.

gs.

-

Is

now regarded

10,375 gs.
as ihe best
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THE WEST.

IN

August 9, 1836.
redeem the pledge I made you at the Central The task would be the more cheerful were I not labouring
under the most perplexing of annoyances that resulting from a con-

Mr. Editor
I will make an

Batesville, Arkansas,

:

effort to

—

stant failure of the mail.

A

course

'being' established at this place,

is

sanguine of having

be speedily organized

On

in

it

good fix by the

— the

6th

and the proprietors are
;

the jockey club will

proceedings of which

the 29th ultimo, a colt race for

distance,

1

one mile and repeat

;

two

will write you.

I

year olds will

the weight, feathers

:

come

off; the

to this race there

are already seven subscribers.

dam by

Collingwood, by Thornton's Ratler,

Trafalgar, bred and

by Lewis Berkely, Esq., of Loudon county, Virginia, and owned
by C. F. M. Noland, of this place, is in training. Hector, by Duvall's
horse, (dam unknown,) the property of Chs. McArthur, is also in
Captain Tunstall of the Sulphur Rock, has a stable of some
training.
Metamora and Mucus (now called Tom Benhalf dozen in training.
raised

ton,) are in training.

So much for horses, now for the 'wild sports of the west.' A panther hunt will take place on Saturday, in which I shall take a chance.
Game of every description is abundant this year. Deer are more
plenty than I have ever known them ; and as to wild turkeys, they
are so thick

The

you can

stir

them up with a

pole.

principal bear hunters of these parts are Captain Jesse Bean,

and Messrs. George Caldwell and John Barnett. The way they can
I shall hunt with them this winter,
follow an old he is a caution.
and expect 'lots of fun.' There is something spirit stirring in a bear
Old Bruin dies manfully when he finds there is no other
chase.
When fat, he is as easily driven as a hog but if lean, it
chance.
takes something fastish to overtake him, in a broken country. The
;

best season for killing them

is

that

known

to hunters as

lopping time

good season

is

holing time

;

;

Another

so called from their breaking lops o£#)aks for the acorns.

they are then discovered in their dens by

made in going to and from water.
Hounds are the best dogs, when properly

signs

but there

is

trained, for

hunting them

;

to be found, in all old hunters, a great antipathy to these

dogs, in consequence of their having too
a colder trail,

and

ever, does not

last

much mouth — they

longer than any other dog;

all

compensate for the calm quiet of a

will run

of which,
cur.

how-

Silence

is

Vol.8. No.
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The

A

man

preserved by the hunters, and a noisy

strictly

more than once

them

to join

particulars of

my

from

letter received

67
is

never asked

in a hunt.

will give

winter's hunt

I

my

D.

friend, A.

you when

an error into which both friend Porter and myself have
calling a bet

on a match 'an inside stake

jockey club races

in a match,

:

'tis

I

return.

H., of Alabama, points out

;'

fallen, in

term only applies to

this

simply a by-bet.
In haste, yours,

N. of Arkansas.
P. S. Betsy

way

to

Malone

young ones

but

;

training, at Nashville

is in
I

have faith in Old Betsy, though she has

Watson has nine

pack the big weight.

— old folks must give

fine colts in training.

Neil, of Florence, Alabama, has a Leviathan

filly,

to

Major

out of Dolly Moore,

—

which he has named Cynthiana like all the get of her sire, it is large
and likely. The same gentleman has Chilhower, a colt by Red Jacket,
(now of Bardstown, Kentucky,) out of an Archy mare, said to be a
N. of A.
huckleberry above anything's persimon.'

NAMING HORSES.
Mr. Editor:
In looking over

San Marino, August 16, 1836.
one of the past Nos. of the Register, I felt much

pleased with an article on the unwarrantable habit of naming gets

on us the awkward conclusion, that the catalogue of
names was exhausted to its dregs, or that our inventive genius was
very much at fault.
I did flatter myself a system so long pursued,
alike, fastening

and attended with such confounding

done away with;

the fault,

liberty of writing to
in the

you on

would, ere

effects,

however,

still

this subject, not

this,

continues.

I

have been
take the

only in self defence, but

hope that from repeated jogging of the memory the habit

may

be discontinued.
In

your

one of his

last

No.

fillies

observe a Mr. Bowie, of this

I

the

name

of Annot Lisle, to which

state,
I

has given

justly claim the

and in substantiation of which, I would be pleased
would you refer to one of your back Nos, where you will find the
same name given to my bay filly, by Gregory, dam Lady Stirling.
right of priority,

Let there be a standard
the

to

govern us in

this matter.

same law hold with the names of our horses

the recording of deeds
itself

?

It is

not

let

not the date of the deed that maintains
it; so with your
name he wishes given

under contest, but the date of the recording

Register.

Let the one

who

has entered

first

his colt, or filly, assert the right of priority,

bound

Why

that obtains with

to

withdraw

their claims.

the

and

all

others arc in duly

.
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On

a previous occasion

lieved myself to be a

convinced

to, until

practice at present

day

I

have withdrawn a name, because

after the fair

be a very different one

involve us

pedigree, and point out the real

that will test his ingenuity

I

be-

slight the difficulty this

the case

in,

]

shall hold

I

fifty

years hence

to carry

may

back a long

Simon Pure among the precious host of

Eclipses, &c. &c. gray, black, and white, will have a job

Diomeds,
medal

in this instance

who may wish

and he

;

:

However

to the contrary.

may

[Oct. 1836

;

and

if

successful, will entitle

him

to a

for his perseverance.

have

Eclipse,

now a bay colt, dropped July 10, 1S36 sired by Maryland
dam Lady Stirling. I have named him Wacousta ; if such a
;

name be already entered on the Register, give him any you think
As he is one of the most promising colts I ever saw he deproper.
Jas. A. Shorb.

serves a name, and a sounding one.

POST BOY AND JOHN BASCOMB.
In many of the remarks suggested by the late match between Post
Boy and Bascomb, made in papers professing to be the annalists of
racing, there are many which might have been spared as both inaccurate

and

The

illiberal.

character of the match being professedly a

question of the relative speed and bottom of northern and southern

much

horses,

was calculated

led to

the race between Eclipse and

to revive

from some southern remarks, has

of that ancient excitement that

Henry

;

and which

lost but little of its

it

appears,

keenness

in the

recent race between the descendant of the latter and his southern con-

queror; for such

we may

tion his right to the

of this match,

day,

it is

may

title.

call

him, until time and events shall ques-

That the

story, as

it

may

be hereafter told,

be accompanied by the opinions and feelings of the

well that the facts be stated by a person possessed of the power

and disposition

to

be both accurate and candid.

In the early part of

match was made professedly between the north and
This match
the south by two individuals of some sporting celebrity.
came off on Tuesday, the 31st of May last, and at the post John Bas-

last year, a post

comb and Post Boy were
lists.

The

severally

named

as the

champions of the

race terminated in favor of Bascomb, but under circum-

new and distinct propositions for another trial.
Boy, therefore, on the day of the race, made a
run a match race with Bascomb over the Union

stances that justified

The

friends of Post

public challenge to

Course, on any day within thirty days, for $10,000, which was
declined.

On

the ensuing day they again publicly offered

both horses on the ensuing four mile dav, and

tc

run

for

to

enter-

an inside

'
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stake of $5,000 to this no answer
was made.
was then made by the friends of Post Boy,
to
to 04,000.

At length an individual from the

^ Tl

Z

himSdf

*

bG
'
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A similar proposition
bet the odds of *5 000

state of

^ the of°WDer °

f

Alabama,!lu'Z

BasComb accepted

>
off" for the $,,000, with
the offer
a forfeit
$500. The preliminaries
were scarcely settled, when Col.
Crowell requested it as a favour
from one of the then owners of Post
Boy, that his friend might be
released from the acceptance of
the match, and it be annulled.-

Th,s

favour was conceded, on a stipulated
condition, that the concession should be publicly announced,
as a favour desired and
requested
by the owner of Bascomb. A public
challenge was then offered
to run Post Boy against Bascomb
in the ensuing fall, at the
odds of
$11,000 to $10,000.
This proposition was declined,
and at the
close of the races, and after every
fair proposition had met
with a
flat refusal, a counter
proposition was offered by the
owner of Bas
comb to this effect: By a fiction, to assume
that

Bascomb was in
$4,000,_to make a race for $20,000
either on the Union course or on
that of Augusta, in Georgia
The'
fiction, though well enough to
justify a proposition, was
Alabama, and

to give or take

much

of a fiction for its acceptance.
received rather too strong an evidence

on

rather too

The

friends of Post

of. the

presence of

Boy had
Bascomb

Union course, to believe that he was
then at Augusta, and
thought that $4,000 was too much
odds to ask from a beaten horse
when both horses were there and could
be trained on the spot
A
second counter proposition was then
made, to run on equal terms in
\ irginia, or on the Central track, at Baltimore.
Both of these counter
propositions were declined by the friends
of Post Boy, because they
designated a place of running different
from that on which Post Boy
had been beaten, and this defeated
the great object of the
match
which was to test the character of the
two horses on the same *
ck
on which he had been beaten, that the
variation of the ground and
the
difference of weights might not
hereafter be a subject of
controversy
It ought to be borne in
mind, that this was a race of
a peculiar cha
racier, made under the influence
of sectional feelings; and
if in its
termination it has left a doubt in
regard to the merit of the
winning
horse ,t is a question for the
consideration of southern
sportsmen
how h.ghly they will estimate a success,
which is alleged
the

consequence of indisposition on the
day of the
whether true or false still backed as
the allegation

of the

north,
,

must be presumed

to

be true.

o b

race,

the'

and which

was by the money
meet

In declining to

Boy has not the south perilled the
well earned reputation of
heir favourite, and though
loaded with the spoils of the
field have
they no surrendered the great
trophy, the field itself, and
sent back
Post

1 1

v. 8.

I
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their favourite,

John Bascomb,

to the plains of

Tost
in his forehead with the challenge of

Many
that

may
won the

in the south

Bascomb has

[° ct

1836

-

Alabama branded high

Boy?

content themselves with the simple event
This can, however, be little consorace.

the
owner. In the warmth of his feeling for
proposition
the
in
fame of the south, he had generously acquiesced
To him the question must often
to send his horse to the north.
his refusal
occur— what did he gain in the race that may not be lost by
unquesan
established
horse
his
Has
Boy?
of the challenge of Post
turf, and whose
the
of
men
the
of
opinion
the
in
supremacy
tioned
Seduto control the fortunes of his horse?

lation to his spirited

opinions are hereafter
antagonist in every
lously sought, and indeed pursued by his beaten
where winners
and
him,
field where there was any chance of finding

Sought on the four mile day on Long Island,
in the vicinity of which he then was—

are generally found?

and pursued

to

Trenton,

be that
challenged publicly to meet in either field— what, I ask, is to
Bascomb
John
opinion ? These horses are now, by the retirement of
is soon to be
in the south, destined never to meet, their racing career
closed, public discussion
merits,

and when

it

does

is
it

soon

to sit in

judgment on

their relative

will refer to the position they relatively

commanding
occupied before the race— that of Post Boy was one of
jockey
In the space of twelve months he had won four
character.
horses
best
the
heats
four mile heats, beating in two
club purses of

Virginia—
of the north, and the then esteemed two best horses of
refer to

Black Heath and Juliana.

He had won two matched

races

the south.
against horses of some celebrity for their speed both from
He had won his last four mile race in two heats of 7m. 52s. and
a track by no
5l|s., hard in hand and without a struggle, over

7m.

pulled to every field, and under such a pressure
with some whether he could not pole every
question
as to leave it a
it is true, was a favourite horse of the
Bascomb,
beaten.
had
he
horse
never won a race
south, but how had he acquired his fame. He had

means good.

He had

1 now speak from the
of three mile heats in less than six minutes.
heat in 7m. 44s.
mile
four
single
He had won a
Turf Register.
twelve pounds
carrying
earth,
the
of
face
the
track
on
over the finest

less than his age prescribed in the north.

where
Post Boy had been trained for the match on Long Island,
up to
where,
and
the winter had been one of unprecedented severity,
covered
been
had
country
the
of
the 11th of April, the whole face

Bascomb had been trained in Georgia for his match
he
with Argyle, which came off on the 12th of April, after which
for
immediately started for the north, over a country well calculated
hard
walking and even galloping exercise. He had had a long and
with snow.

Vofc8.No.

to recruit.

May.

3 1st of
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and required the very relaxation that his journey afforded

training,

him
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He arrived on Long Island three weeks prior to the
Those who are judges of the process of preparing a

horse for a race, will be able to estimate the relative advantages that

On

the southern horse possessed over his northern competitor.

terms of inequality they met;

one indicating a high

state of

these

condi-

tion, the

other remarked by the best sportsmen of the south as the

reverse.

Their keen glance soon detected what indeed was too per-

ceptible to escape the

occasions witnessed

most inexperienced of those who had on former
Nor were they
the triumphs of Post Boy.

undeceived by his performance in the race

:

the

first

mile was run in

2m. 2sec. Bascomb leading his antagonist by three lengths, and under
circumstances that satisfied the friends of Post Boy, that
of his power to run his mile in less time, and

it is

it

was out

the sincere belief

of the writer of these remarks, (notwithstanding the idle opinions and
statements that have been offered by journalists to the public,)

that

no urging could have exacted a greater degree of speed in that mile,
as it was apparent the spur was freely used, and only spared when it
ceased to produce any effect.

The

sporting world had long been familiar with Post Boy's stride

which he had run

and the style

in

the change.

They had

right to

his rider

was

to

left,

often seen

swinging

extended in his

stride,

former races, and

him
him

now remarked
yawing from

in his first mile

in all the uncertainty of

many seconds

be master, in less by

They now saw him

mile.

to

in

than

for the first time,

Bascomb ran

accomplish his

who

his first

first

mile

with his mouth closed and apparently incapable

of making an exertion to reach his leading competitor.

It

may

be

what cause is to be attributed this singular change, (for
change it must be,) when the same horse that could not reach Bascomb in a first mile of a first heat, while fresh and unexhausted,
in 2m. 2s. over the Union Course, runs on the ensuing week his
asked,

last
It

to

mile of a four mile heat over the course at Trenton, in lm. 47s.

may

tion

—

it

be attributed to his general condition or temporary indisposiis sufficient

is sufficient

for the

fame of Post Boy that

that evidence does exist to

show

either

and that notwithstanding he was beaten, he will
backed against any horse

it

is

a fact.

It

one or the other;

at this

moment be
sum as

in the United States, for as large a

ever yet was staked on a match race in this country.

That he now

stands forth as the acknowledged challenger of Bascomb, and as the
Avinner of two jockey club purses against the best horses of the north

That

and the south since his

race.

miles, winning sixteen

— eight

Therefore

if

in eleven

days he ran twenty-four

of which were fetlock deep in mud.

the position he occupied before his race be

commanding,
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that
is

which must now be assigned

to

him
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since his race with

Bascomb

not less so.
It is said,

that the position of

pose upon him any

Bascomb

since his race, does not im-

obligation to offer or receive a challenge

whether he owes

his success to

what sporting men

his greater speed

and bottom,

a question that he cannot

is

that

;

call luck, or to

now be

upon to agitate. That standing, as it is said, at the head of the
American turf, he owes no allegiance to the rule that prevails in the
ring in England, that no pugilist shall continue to wear the honors of
called

champion unless prepared to defend them against every challenThat the law of racing acknowledges no such rule, and that the
great horse, whose saddle he now wears as a trophy, did under similar
the

ger.

circumstances refuse a similar challenge.

To

this

it

may

be replied, that there might be force in the objection

had the challenge proceeded from any other horse than Post ,Boy.
But that Post Boy, as the selected champion of the north, has rights
against John Bascomb, the selected champion of the south, that could
for
not be claimed or admitted in the person of any other horse
instance, had the challenge reference to a different horse, it might
;

with propriety be declined, upon the ground that as Bascomb came
here to meet but one champion in the lists to be named at the post,

he could acknowledge no obligation to meet any other. That the
north and the south had put in issue at the post a single fact, which
of the horses named was the better horse, that the trial of that issue
must be limited to them, and that if either through an accident occurring in the race, or from indisposition preceding the race, either

one or the other had been incapacitated,

it

was not

in the spirit of

racing to refuse to the horse so incapacitated, the opportunity of sus-

won and fairly acquired on the
That the challenge of Post Boy, founded upon an alleged

taining the reputation he had nobly
turf.

indisposition perceptible during his race, and fully developing itself

immediately

after the race,

was a

privilege conferred

upon the beaten

horse by the very character of the match, which in the true spirit of
racing he had a right to claim, and which, in the same spirit, the

winner had no right

to decline,

and that admitting that Eclipse did on

a former occasion decline the challenge of Henry,

the history of that match,
differing materially

it is

evident that

it

still

in referring to

was under circumstances

from those under which Post Boy and Bascomb

met.

That Eclipse had been named against the world. His competitor
might have been selected from the north or the south He might have
been taken from the deserts of Arabia, or selected from among the

—

victorious winners of the Doncaster, the Derby, or the

Oaks

;

the

;

Vol.
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terms of the match had no limitation, no reservation.
If with these
odds against him Eclipse succeeded, with what propriety could
the beaten horse, alleging no accident, no indisposition, but, on the
fearful

contrary, in the finest condition that the art of

claim the privilege of a challenger.

man could produce,
The remarks now submitted to

the public are intended to represent with a sufficient degree of accuraon which the north and the south have brought, I pre-

cy, the terms

sume,

to a final termination,

the controversy in regard to the late race.

It is

true the north feels a strong

The

merit of

and exciting interest in the fame
of Post Boy, and were, and are anxious to remove all uncertainty in
regard to the station they have assigned to him in the racing calendar.

Bascomb they have never questioned, and the higher
more gratifying it would be that he
should establish beyond all controversy his claims to that rank.
he stands

in their estimation the

They are both the property of the country, and
moment to that country on whose brow is fixed
it is

it

is

matter of

little

the laurel, provided

rightly placed.

IMPORTED MARES.
number we promised to
we could give them a place.

In a former
as soon as

mares recently imported
In pursuance of which, Ave begin

notice the

with that capital racer

DELIGHT.
Imported by E. H. Boardman, Esq. of Boardman's Mills,
near
Huntsville, Alabama, and landed at New York, September,
1835, with
a colt foal at her foot, by Waverly, (son of Whalebone,)
and supposed
to be again

in foal to St. Patrick,

(winner of the St. Leger in 1820,)
bay mare, bred by Mr. Saddler, in 1°82S, got
b'y
Reveller, (son of Comus, and winner of the St. Leger
of 1818,) out
of Defiance, by Rubens, (the dam of Dauntless,
Defence, Devise,
Design, and Dangerous, winner of the Derby in

by Walton.

Little

A

1833,) grandam
of Venus, Pastorella, Eliza, Conquest's dam)
Fling, Harriet, by Volunteer, Alfred,
Magnolia,
bv
o
.X

dam

Folly, (the

by Highland
Marske, &c.

>

PERFORMANCES.
Winchester, Friday, July 16.— Delight walked over
for The RevelStakes of 25 so vs. each, 15 forfeit, with 50 added
by Charles
Shard, Esq. for the produce of mares covered by
Reveller, in 1827

1830.

ler

•

colts, 8st. 71b.

scribers.

and geldings, 8st. 41b.
Heavy weights for two year olds.
;

fillies

;

last half

mile; 5 sub-

Oxford, Wednesday, August 4.— She won a Sweepstakes
of 25 sovs.
each, 15 forfeit, with 50 added ; for two
year old colts, 8st. 51b.
fillies, 8st. 21b.; winners of a
sweepstake to carry 31b. extra; straight
half mile ; 5 subscribers.
Beating Mr. Goodlake's ch. f.

by Tramp,

;;
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dam by Waxy,

out of Tomasina

;
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Mr. Hervey's ch.

c.

Sassenak, out
Puta,

dam; and Lord Mountcharles' br. c. by Filho da
dam by Hambletonian, out of Moss Rose, by Sir Peter.
Sweepstakes
Wanoick, Wednesday, September 8.— She won a
of Larissa's

of 25

and fillies, 8st. T. Y.
for two years
sovs. each
Giflard's ch. c. TraMr.
beating
;—
subscribers
9
mile;
a
C half
br. f. by Figaro, out of
veller, by Tramp, out of Tara; Mr. I. Day's
Lord Warwick's b. f. by Whalebone, out of Niobe;
sister to Arbutus
by Filho, dam by
Col. Yates' b. f. Susanna Mr. Beardsworth's b. c.
Mr. RobinSigh;
of
out
by
Swap,
Sylph,
f.
gr.
Yates'
Comus; Mr.
b. f. by
to Young St. Patrick; and Mr. L. Charlton's
old colts, 8st. 21b.

)

;

;

;

;

;

son's b.

f.

sister

dam by

Master Henry,

each, h.

f.

;

for

two years

the

The judge placed only

Soothsayer.

winner.
Mino-don, Thursday, September 16.— She

won

a Sweepstakes of oO sovs.

old, all carrying 8st. 41b. (1 161b.) three-quar-

Africamile; 6 subscribers; beating Mr. Thornhill's b. c.
ch. f. Antigone ; Mr.
mis, by Emilius,out of Scarpa; Mr. Maberly's
W. R. Arnold's bl. c. Pilgrim, by Don Cossack, dam by Walton,
ters of a

1831

out of Highland Lass.
Epsom, Friday, May
.

20.—The

Stakes of 50 sovs. each, h.
last mile and a half.

Duke

;

first

year of a renewal of the Oaks

for three years old fillies, 8st. 41b.

------

of Grafton's b.

Rubens,

ft.

f.

Oxygen, by Emilius, out of Whizgig, by

Catton,
Lord Exeter's ch. f. Marmora, by Sultan, out of Miss
3
Lord Lowther's b. f. Guitar, by Partisan,
Sultan,
by
Circassian,
f.
b.
Mr. Houldsworth's
also started but were
Mr. Saddler's b. f. Delight, and fourteen others,
not placed.

8st. 41b. won a handicap
Stockbridge, Wednesday, June 8.—Delight,
years old ; one mile ;
three
for
ft.;
h.
each,
sweepstake of 100 sovs.
c. Metheglm, 8st. 41b.;
12 subscribers; beat Lord Grosvenor's b.
Mr. S. Day's br. c. Caleb,
Gen. Grosvenor's br. c. Sarpedon, 8st. 71b. ;
by Whalebone, dam by
71b.; and Mr. Dundas' b. c. Fuimus,
8st.

Dick Andrews, out of Jemima, 8st. 71b.
Delight, 8
Betting, even on Caleb, 2 to 1 against

to

1

against Sarpedon,

and 10 to 1 against Metheglin.
Foal Stakes of 50 sovs. each,
Bath, Wednesday, June 15— She won the
Mr. Farquharson's b. c.
beating
h. ft.; one mile; 6 subscribers;
out of Legacy, 8st. 41b.
Waterloo;
by
dam
Reveller,
by
Bacchanal,
starting.
before
who bolted. Four to one on Delight
rode by Chappie won the
16.-Delight,
August
Tuesday,
Goodwood,
Room Slakes of 25 sovs. each, with a bonus by independent

Drawing

old colts, 8st. 71b. (1191b.
subscription of 10 sovs. each; three years
the Derby or Oaks to carry 81b. the
fillies, 8st. 21b.;) the winner of
round, about two miles and a half;
once
extra;
41b.
second for either,
and 47 to the bonus,) beating
(39 subscribers to the sweepstakes

Lord Verulam's

b. c. Vestris,

who came in

second; Capt. Lock's

b. c.

;
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third
Lord LowMidhurst fourth.
Lord Lowther's b. c. Varlet; Mr. Rush's b. c. Roadster; Lord Chesterfield's b. c. by Middleton, out of Cressida
Duke of Richmond's b. f.
Conciliation; Mr. Gardner's b. c. Leander Lord Exeter's br. c. Haemus;
Mr. Forth's ch. c. Marvel, by Muley, out of Lacerta; Lord Egremont's
gr. c. by Skim, out of Caroline; and Mr. Martyn's ch. f. Minetta, by
Woful, out of Posthuma, also started, but did not come past the winning

Champignon, out of Thomasina, ran

Upstart, by

;

ther's br. c.

;

;

post.

Betting, 4 to

against Delight, 9 to

1

Upstart, and 10 to

1

1

against Vestris, 10 to

1

against

against Conciliation.

jc-p These stakes were good to the winner for <£1,325 nett.
She won the Produce Sweepstakes of

Winchester, August 24.

—

five sovs.

and geldings,
8st. 41b.
31b. allowed, &c; New mile
10 subscribers beating Mr.
Portal's bl. f. by Reveller, dam by Buffalo, out of Enchantress, (31b.)
and Mr. S. Day's br. c. Caleb, (31b.)
JVancick, Tuesday, September 6. Delight, carrying 8st. 41b.,. won the
Guy Stakes, a handicap of 50 sovs. each, h. ft. for three year olds
the mile course 24 subscribers; beating Mr. Cooke's b. c. Incubus,
8st. 41b. who ran second ; Lord Grosvenor's br. c. Caractacus, 8st.
41b.; and Mr. Pickernell's b. f. Harold, 8st. lib. also started, but
were not placed.
Doncaster, Tuesday, September 20. The Great St. Leger Stakes of 25
each, h.

for three years old colts, 8st. 71b.; fillies

ft.;

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

—

sovs. each

and fillies, 8st, 31b.
Leger course; 86 subscribers.
Lord Cleveland's b. c. Chorister, by Lottery, dam by Chorus, ridden
by J. Day,
Mr. Skipsey's br. c. The Saddler, by Waverley, 2
Mr. Saddler's b. f. Delight, Lady Elizabeth, Marcus, Liverpool, Creole,
;

for three years old colts, 8st. 61b.

;

St.

-1

Sir John, brother to Tarrare, Achilles, brother to Homer, Chancellor,
Bras de Fer, Joan of Arc, Streamlet, Circassian, Colwick, Braithwait,
Rubini, Shrigly, Tremaine, Tetotum, and Panton, also started, but the
judge placed only two, as above.

Betting, 3 to

16 to

20

1

to 1

1832.

against

1

Liverpool, 12 to

1

The

Saddler, 7 to 2 against Marcus, 15 to 2
1 Delight, 14 to 1 brother to Tarrare,

Circassian, 13 to

Sir John, 18 to

Creole, 40 to

1

1

Colwick, 18

to

1

Chancellor, 20 to

1

Chorister,

Rubini, and 1,000 to 40 against Lady Elizabeth.

—

Oxford, Wednesday, August 8. Delight, four years old, 7st. 131b.
the cup, value 150 sovs. added to a sweepstakes of 10 sovs.

won

each; two miles and a quarter; 7 subscribers; beating Mr. Watts'
ch. h. Mazeppa, five years old, 8st. 121b.; who ran second, and Mr,
J. Day's b. g. Liston, aged, 9st.
Goodwood, Thursday, August 16. The Gold Cup, value 300 sovs. the

—

surplus in specie, a subscription of 20 sovs. each, with 100 addded by
the city of Chichester, for three year olds and upwards, once round

;

the

owner of

the second horse received 100 sovs. out of the stakes
33 subscribers.

;

;;
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Lord Chesterfield's

b. h.

Lord Exeter's ch.
Mr. Saddler's b.
aged,

9st. 81b.

Priam, by Emilius,

-

Conolly,

c.

-1

-

-

2
Mr. Saddler's Jocko,

old, 7st. 101b.

Delight, four years old,

f.

five years old, 9st. 131b.
-

Beiram, three years

h.

ch.

;

-

-

[Oct. 1836.

8st. 1 lib.;

-

-

St Giles, three years old, 7st. 101b.; b.

f.

Lady Fly,

by Whisker, out of Scandal, three years old, 6st. 81b.; and b. f. Florine, by Polygar, out of Barbara, three years old, 6st. 71b. also started, but the judge only placed the

three years old, 6st. 7lb.; (carried 6st. 91b.) b.

c.

above two.
Betting, even on Priam, 3 to

Fly, and 10

to

1

Warwick, Wednesday, September
h.

ft.;

against St. Giles, 9 to

1

against

5.

—The Avon stakes of 50

once round and a distance

for foals of 1829;

;

Manchester, four years

Hope, four years

f.

old, 8st. 31b.

;

131b.

1

-

2

Delight, four years old,

and ch.

old, 8st. lib.;

sovs. each,

15 subscribers.

Mr. Watt's ch. h. Mazeppa, by Godolphin, five years old, 9st.
Mr. Beardsworth's b. g. Independence, six years old, 9st. 31b.
br.

Lady

against Beiram.

1

c.

8st. lib.

Exile, four years old, 8st.

31b. also started but Avere not placed.

1833.

Winchester, Wednesday, July

3.

—The king's plate of 100 guineas

three years old, 7st. 51b.; four, 9st. lib.; five, 9st. 111b.; six and

aged, lOst. 21b. two mile heats.
Mr. Osbaldeston's b. m. Lady Elizabeth, by Lottery, five years old, 1 1
Mr. Delme Ratcliffe's Kitturrems, four years old Mr. Saddler's b. m.
Delight, five years old; and Mr. Mills' Gilbert, six years old, came in the
first heat in the same order as named, after which they were all drawn.
Jibingdon, Thursday, September 12. Handicap sweepstakes of 10 sovs.
each, h. ft. with 100 added, viz
50 by the members for the
Borough, and 50 by the original subscribers of the handicap heats,
once round and a distance, about a mile and a quarter; 15 sub;

;

—

:

—

;

scribers.

12 1
Mr. Bigg's b. c. Pounce, by Merlin, four years old, 8st. 101b.
612
Mr. J. Day's b. g. Little Boy-Blue, aged, 8st. 81b.
3 3 4
Mr. Saddler's b. m. Delight, five years old, 8st. 91b. Beating Mr. Haine's b. f. Cecilia; four years old, 7st. 121b. Mr. Thompson's Trouville, six years old, 8st. 21b.; and Mr. J. H. Peel's ch. g. Pere;

grine Pickle, four years old, 6st. 121b.

—

The Somersetshire stakes of 25
and only 5 if declared, &c. with 100 added the
Avinner to pay 20 sovs. to the judge the owner of the second horse
received back his stake two miles and a distance ; 58 subscribers,
42 of whom paid only 5 sovs. each.
Mr. J. Day's b. m. Diana, by Catton, six years old, 8st. 91b.
1834.

Bath, Wednesday, June 25.

sovs. each, 15

ft.

;

;

;

(A. Pavis.)

-

Mr. Sainsbury's
Mr. Saddler's

br. c.

years old, 7st.

6st. 101b. (S.

Day,

Jr.)

1

2

m. Delight, six years old, 8st. 21b. b. m. Frederica, six
The Tutor, five years old, 7st. 101b; Myrrha, lour
61b.; and Lady Canford, three years old, 5st. 51b., also
b.

years old, 8st. 21b.
started, but

-

Easton, four years old,

;

;

were not placed.
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Winchester, Thursday, July 3.— The Hampshire stakes of 25 sovs. each,
15 ft. and only 5 if declared, &c, with 100 added the owner of the
;

second horse received back his stake ; two miles and a distance ; 10
subscribers, four of whom paid only five sovs. each.
Mr. Finch's b. m. Cecilia, by Comus, five years old, 7st. 91b. (Mann,)
1

Mr. Etwall's ch. f. Malibran, four years old, 7st.
Mr. Saddler's b. m. Delight, six years old, 8st. 31b.
Mr. Radcliffe's ch. h. Mazeppa, aged, 8st. 81b.

Same day and same place.— His Majesty's

-

-2
3
-4

•

-

-

-

-

plate of lOOgs.; for three year

olds, 7st.

51b.; four, 9st. lib.; five, 9st. 111b.; six and aged, lOst.
two mile heats.
Mr. Etwall's b. c. Revenge, by Fungus, four years old, (J. Day,)
1
1
Mr. Saddler's b. m. Delight, six years old,
2 dr.
Oxford, Tuesday, August 19.— The Oxfordshire stakes of 25 sovs. each,
15 ft. and only 5 if declared, &c.j two mile heats; 21 subscribers,
21b.

;

seven of

whom

paid only five sovs. each.

Won

by Mr. Saddler's b. m. Delight, six years old, 7st. 121b.; rode by
Chappie; beating b. c. Revenge, four years old, 8st. 111b.; Burgomaster,
five years old, 8st. 21b.; Kate, five years old, 8st. 21b.;
and Pawnbroker,
aged,

7st. 61b.

Same

place, Wednesday, August 20.— The cup, value 160gs. in specie,
given by gentlemen of the county, added to a sweepstakes of five
sovs. each ; for three year olds, Gst. 21b.
four, 8st. 21b. ; five, 8st.
121b.; six and aged, 9st. 31b. ; mares allowed 31b. ; the winner to
be
;

sold for 500 sovs. if

demanded, &c.

Two

miles and a quarter, eight

subscribers.

Mr. Shard's b. f. Zitella, by Reveller, three years old, (R. Crouch,) - 1
Mr. Saddler's b. m. Delight, six years old,
2
Mr. J. Day's b. g. Burgomaster, five years old,
3
Warwick, Tuesday, September 2.— The Leamington stakes of 25 sovs.
each, 15 ft. and only five if declared, &c, with 100 sovs. added
by
the town of Leamington two mile course twenty-four
subscribers,
;

ten of

;

whom

paid only five sovs. each.
Mr. Beardsworth's b. g. Independence, by Filho or Sherwood, a«-ed
8st. 111b.

(Spring,)

-

-

.

Mr. Saddler's b. m. Delight, six years old, 8st.
Revenge, four years old, 8st. 71b. Liston, aged,
;

ford, five years old, 8st. 51b.

;

_

.

_

'

j

2
8st. 61b.

;

Lady

Sir Robert, four years old, 7st. 121b.

Toby, four years old, 7st. 101b.; and Lucy, five years
were not placed.
We have given the performances of this mare more

;

Staf-

Uncle

old, 7st. 51b. also

started, but

fully,

and

allotted

more room to it than we should otherwise have done, did
we not consider
her worthy of such a record it will be seen that
at two years old

she won
her races, with the excessive weight of 1 16 and 1
141bs. and that at two
three, four, five and six years old, she ivalked
over once, started against
excellent horses in twenty-one races, ten of
which she won, upon°some
of the most fashionable courses in England
thus carrying oif eleven
prizes of consequence, for one of which,
the Draw.ng Room Stakes of
;

all

;

12

v :8

;
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nett to the winner; she beat a
only four to one against her
being
betting
the
field of tivelve, the odds in
What is more, she ran her six last races (in 1834,)
before starting.

Goodwood, August, 1831, worth £1,325

while pregnant

to

Waverly with the

colt foal

which she dropped

last

spring (1835,) and which came with her to America.
The possession pf such a mare alone is worth a voyage to England,
and if she breeds as she has run, in herself a fortune
N. B. This last spring, April 9, she dropped a fine chestnut coloured
!

by

colt foal,

St. Patrick.

DESIGN,
Imported by E. H. Boardman, Esq. of Boardman's Mills, near
Huntsville, Alabama, and landed at New York in October, 1835, with
a bay filly foal at her foot, by Windcliffe, (son of Whalebone) and
stinted again to Acteeon, (son of Scud.)

A
high

chestnut mare, in high form, about fifteen hands and one inch
she is own sister to Dangerous, winner of the Derby in 1833,
;
Tramp, (son of Dick Andrews) out of Defiance, (the dam of

got by

Dauntless, Defence, Delight, and Dangerous,) by Rubens. Grandam,
dam)
Little Folly, (the dam of Venus, Pastorella, Eliza, (Conquest's

by Highland

by Volunteer,

Harriet

Fling,

Magnolia by

Alfred,

Marske, &c.
Design first started when two years old.
Warwick, Thursday, September 3.— A sweepstakes of 25 sovs. each, for
two years old colts, 8st. 21b. fillies, 8st, T. Y. C. six subscribers.
In this race, she was beat by Mr. Beardsworth's b. c. Birmingham, by
Filho da Puta, and by Mr. Yates' ch. c. Jonathan at the same time beating Mr. Day's b. f. sister to Panic.
Abingdon, Wednesday, September 9.— Produce sweepstakes of 30 sovs.
each, h. ft. for two year olds ; three quarters of a mile eight sub-

1829.

;

;

;

scribers.

Mr. Saddler's ch. f. Design, by Tramp, 8st. 41b. (Chappie,)
Mr. Maberly's b. c. Phanus, by Phantom, dam by Muley, 8st.
Same place, Thursday, September 10.— A sweepstakes of 30
h. ft. for two years old colts, 8st. 41b.; and fillies, 8st.
quarters of a mile

Won

;

1

2

sovs. each,
lib.; three

six subscribers.

by Mr. Saddler's ch.

f.

Design

;

;

beating Mr.

to

Nectar; Mr.

rode by Chappie

Blandy's b. c. Bivouac, by Partisan, out of sister
Rawlinson's b. f. Mrs. Brown and Mr. Maberly's
Figaro, out of Sarah, by Catton.
;

1830.

-

71b.

b.

f.

Salus, by

Ascot Heath, Thursday, June 10.— She won the Windsor Forest
for three years old fillies ; one mile ;
ft.

stakes of 50 sovs. each, h.
five

subscribers, beating

Exeter's ch.

f.

;

Lord Sefton's

Schumla, carrying

Winchester, Friday, July 16.—
for colts, 8st. 71b.

mile

;

;

and

A

b.

f.

Mouche

;

and Lord

each.

produce stakes of 50 sovs. each, h.

fillies

thirteen subscribers.

8st. 41b.

and geldings,

8st. 41b.

;

new

ft.

straight

;;
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She was beat by Sir Mark Wood's b. c. Cetus, by Whalebone, and Mr.
Molony's ch. f. Carmine (allowed 31b.)
Cheltenham, Tuesday, July 27. Produce sweepstakes of 50 sovs. each,
h. ft.
a mile and a quarter eight subscribers.
Mr. Saddler's ch. f. Design, 8st. 31b. was heal by b. c. Thorngrove, by
Smolensko, 8st. 71b. at the same time beating b. c. Retriever, by

—

;

;

;

;

Spectre, out of Reality, 8st. 41b.

Oxford, Tuesday, August 3.— A sweepstakes of 25 sovs. each, 15 ft. with
50 added for three year olds, 7st. 51b. and four, 8st. 71b. ; fillies
allowed 31b. one mile ; five subscribers.
Won by ch. f. Design, three years old beating Mr. Corbet's b. f. Jenny
;

;

;

;

Vertpre, three years ; and Mr. Tome's b. c. Port, three years old.
-Same meeting, Wednesday, August 4.— Produce sweepstakes of 50

sovs.

each, h.

ft.

for three years old colts, Sst. 71b.

;

;

and

fillies, 8st.

41b.

untried stallions or mares allowed 31b.; one mile ; seven subscribers.
Won by ch. f. Design, beating ch. f. Carmine, (allowed 31b.) and Mr.
Dilly's ch. f. Tipsy, by Reveller, out of Sentiment.

Warwick, Tuesday, September 7.—The Guy stakes (produce) of 50

sovs.

each, h.ft.j for three year olds; one mile
thirty-one subscribers.
Design, 8st. 41b. ; was beat by Birmingham, 8st. 71b. ; Cetus, 8st.
71b.
;

and Lawrie Todd,

8st. 71b.

;

and with

five others,

Same meeting, Wednesday, September 8.— Mr.
8st. 51b. rec'd ft.

from Mr. Robinson's

mile; 200 sovs. h.

b.

was not

Saddler's ch.

f.

placed.
f.

Design,

Lucretia, 8st. 21b.

;

one

ft.

Mingdon, Wednesday, September 11.— Produce sweepstakes
each, h.

ft.

Design,

for three year olds

;

;

last

mile

;

of 50 sovs.
twelve subscribers.

8st. 31b.
ivas heat by b c. Cetus, by Whalebone, 8st. 71b.
and
by Mr. Maberly's b. c. Phanus, Sst. 71b.
Same meeting, Thursday, September 16.— Sweepstakes of 25 sovs. each,
15 ft.; for three years old colts, Sst. 71b. and fillies Sst. 31b. those
got by untried stallions, or out of untried mares, allowed
31b.
but
;

;

;

;

;

only one allowance, a mile and a half; seven subscribers.
Mr. Saddler's ch. f. Design, ran a dead heat with Mr. Maberly's
Eryraus ; beating br. c. Zucharelli, and b. f. Jenny Vertpre.

Mr. Saddler and Mr. Maberly divided the
1831

stakes.

Heath.—-The Oatland stakes of 30 sovs. each, 20
ages (two year olds excepted) two miles and a half. One
.

b. c.

Jlscot

ft.

;

for all

subscriber

paid twenty sovs. and two paid ten sovs. only.
Design, four years old, 7st. 41b. was heat, by Mr. Mills'

b. f. Mouche, by
and by his Majesty's'ch.
The Colonel, who was second; and with Oppidan Augustus
and

Emilius, four years old,
h.

Whip, who

also started,

7st. 51b.

was

who won

;

not placed.

Bath, Wednesday, June 15.— The first class of the Somersetshire
stakes
of 25 sovs. each, h. ft. with fifty added; the owner
of the second
horse received back his stake two miles and a
distance ; sixteen
;

subscribers.

Mr. Saddler's ch.
Houldsworth's

f.

br. g.

Design, four years old,
Crescent, by Blacklock

;

7st. 101b.

was

beat by Mr.

four years old, 7st. 121b.;

—

;
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ch. c. Confederacy, four years old, 7st. 101b.; and b. b.
8st. 41b.

and together with

;

Bivouac,

b. c.

Lawrence, aged,

Warwick,

b. c.

b.

f.

Harlot;

and ch. f. Lady Blance, who also started, not placed.
Cheltenham, (over the new course at Prestbury,) Wednesday, July 20.
The Sherborne stakes of five sovs. each, with thirty added new
;

mile

eighteen subscribers.

;

Design, four years

and with

41b.;

-Same day.

was beat by Mr. Yates' gr. g. Gab, by Swap,
and by ch. h. Lawnsleeves, five years old, 8st.

old, 8st.

three years old, 7st.

;

six others, not placed.

— Handicap sweepstakes, of

five sovs.

each, with twenty added;

once round; seven subscribers.
Design, four years old, 8st. 61b. was beat by Mr.
grove, by Smolensko, four years old,

Thornand by Lawnsleeves,

Griffith's b. c.

8st. 101b.;

and with five others, not placed.
2.
Sweepstakes of five sovs. each, with thirtyfive added, for all ages
the winner to be sold for 300 sovs. if
demanded, &c. two miles.
Won, by ch. f. Design, four years old, 7st. 101b.; beating b. c. Bivouac,
four years old, 8st. 21b.
and b. c. Fuimus, three years old, Gst. 121b.
Banbury, Tuesday, August 9. Handicap Sweepstakes of 25 sovs. each,
15 ft. and five only if declared, &c. with fifty added two mile heats;
seven subscribers two of whom paid five sovs. each.
Design, four years old, 7st. 131b. beat Mr. J. Day's bl. m. Busk, aged, 9st.
Abingdon, Thursday, September 15. Handicap stakes of five sovs. each,
with 50 given by D. and T. Lintall, Esqrs.; the second horse received twenty sovs. out of the stakes winners at Abingdon in 1831, to
carry 51b. extra heats, about a mile and a quarter; nine subscribers.
Design, four years old, 7st. 71b. took the first heat, and for the second
and third, ran next to the winner, Mr. Watts' ch. c. Mazeppa, four
years old, 8st. 71b. beating br. h. Augur, five years old, 8st. 21b. b.
m. Fidget, six years old, 7st. 121b.; and a half-bred mare, six years
five years old, 9st.

;

—

Oxford, Tuesday, August

;

—

;

—

;

;

—

;

;

;

old, 7st.

;

Same day and

distanced in the
place.

for three year olds, Gst. 111b.

121b.

and aged,

three times in

9st.

;

m. and

;

g.

and of any two,

71b.

;

five, 8st. 81b.

;

beating, b.

c.

six, 8st.

won, allowed
;

twenty-one subscribers.
Design, four years old, ran second

aged

;

allowed 31b.; horses having started

31b.; winners once in
and of a cup, or 100 sovs. in 1831,
extra, in addition to the extra weights;
300 sovs. if demanded, &c; two miles;

twice, 51b.

the winner to be sold for

of five sovs. each, with 25 added

four, 8st. 51b.

;

1831, and not

1831, to carry 31b.
51b.;

heat.

first

—Sweepstakes

to Mr. J. Day's b.
Bivouac, four years old, b.

g. Liston,
c.

by Ambo,

Scrub, four years

and

br. g. Exchange, three years old.
Wednesday, September 21. City members' plate of
added to a sweepstakes of five sovs. each two mile heats.
Design, four years old. 8st. was placed second the first heat, and

old,

—

Gloucester,

<£50

;

;

third

the second heat, being beat by Thorngrove, the winner, four years old,
8st, 71b. by. b. c.

Shark, four years old,

8st. 51b.

;

who

ran fourth and

—
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b. f. Amelia, three years old, Cst. 121b.; who ran third
and fourth.
1832.
Banbury, Tuesday, August, 21. A handicap sweepstakes of 25
sovs. each, 15 ft. and only five if declared, &c, with fifty added
from the fund two mile heats seven subscribers two of whom
paid the larger, and three the smaller forfeit.
Design, five years old, 8st. 41b. ivas beat, by bl. g. Black Will, by Gainsborough, six years old, 7st. 91b. and drawn after the first heat; those
two only started.

second, beating

—

;

;

;

;

—

Note. This mare dropped a chestnut colt foal on the 17th April last,
by Acteon, son of Scud; she is now stinted to Consol. We consider her
as having better points for our style of racing, (long heats,) and being in
higher form than any that were landed about the same time. Without
that form which indicates endurance as well as speed, we view 'blood' an
idle acquisition.
She is of the shape we ourselves should select, were we
in England, which we most probably shall visit very early next spring, by
foaling-time, in order to make purchases and shall be happy to serve our
friends in that way.
Editor.
[u. s. Sporting Mag.
;

GOODWOOD
These

RACES.

which have of late years acquired a celebrity equal,
if not superior, to any of the established races in the kingdom, commenced on Wednesday, July 27th, and from the splendid display
which was assembled in the Grand Stand on each day, proved that
races,

their attractions, instead of
It

will

rate,

being diminished, have vastly increased.

be seen, from our account of the sports, that they were

and those only

magnificent coup

who were

d'osil

first

present can form an opinion of the

which nature and art combined presented to
Most of our readers are aware that these

the view of the spectators.

races take place in the park of the

brow of

a

Duke

race-course has been constructed at an
is

of Richmond, where, on the

surrounded by prospects the most enchanting, the

hill,

immense expense.

The

turf

most admirable, and the distances so conveniently arranged, as

come within

the observation of the collected multitude of

all

to

classes

during the whole of the interesting struggles in which the competitors
for every stake are engaged.

The Grand

Stand of course forms the

focus on which the higher orders of the visitors are collected, and on

which, in

fact, is

concentrated an array of beauty, rank, and fashion,

superior to any thing of the sort collected on any similar occasion

elsewhere.
tasteful

The

structure of this building

— combining with a simple,

is at

once convenient and

but at the same time elegant style

of architecture, the greatest possible accommodation.

summit of a

hill

It

stands on the

fronting the race-course, and at a convenient distance
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from the winning

post,

a delightful panoramic view of

commanding

many

the surrounding country for
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miles in extent, and embracing every

variety of hill and dale, rich woods, luxuriant pastures, and well cultivated arable lands covered with the
It is

promise of an abundant harvest.

backed by forest trees of stupendous growth

;

over which, from

more splendid prospect is afforded towards
the sea, on the waves of which the white sails of the passing vessels
are distinctly seen, while the Isle of Wight in the distance bounds
the terrace above, a

still

the horizon.

impossible for

It

is

imagination

to

conceive a spot

embracing so many advantages of locality independent of the more
immediate causes for the visits at this season. The basement of the
stand comprised several refreshment rooms, in which cold collations
are spread out, including every necessary luxury, at three shillings

and sixpence each person, with wines, ices, and other 'requisites,' at
In front of the basement is an extensive terrace,

moderate charges.

with seats, from whence a sloping turf embankment stretches to the
border of the course, and this

enclosed with a dwarf

is

wooden

railing,

Those

within which none but persons having tickets are admitted.
tickets are obtained at five shillings each,
to

admission to any part of the stand.

betting men, or those

who

and also
It

is

within this area the

an interest in the speculative part of the

feel

amusement, assemble, and pencils

in

hand are seen 'making

books' according to their fancies or information.
sort of interlude to the races, affords

may

the physiognomist
science
is in

holder

entitle the

find a

ample room

Even

their

this, as

for observation,

a

and

wide scope for the pursuit of his

but the transcendant and all-absorbing portion of the stand

;

the amphitheatrical ranges of seats above the basement,

which

is

surmounted by the terrace on the top already alluded to. Here is to
be seen what might almost be called the concentrated essence of British
beauty.

All that

proved, as
lected

;

far as

is
it

lovely and dazzling in the 'beau monde'

can be, by the most fashionable costume

and he must be a

stoic indeed

otherwise than acknowledge

its

influence,

in the fullness of his admiration.

stand

is

at

such an

where

all

is

open

seemed

col-

can do

and almost prostrate himself

to the public.

to

altar

— im-

is

small part of this portion of the

reserved for the Duchess of Richmond,

guests, while the rest

parisons,

A

who

—

To

her family,

and

attempt to draw com-

be so perfect, would be an ungracious

Duchess herself, surrounded
was by a blaze of female beauty, shone forth in her wonted
loveliness, and by the urbanity of her manners, and cheerfulness of
her disposition, seemed to win all hearts, and diffuse universal gladness
around her. The gentlemen were few and far between, gallantry
inducing them to make way for the fair sex. Among the singular
task, but truth obliges us to say, that the

as she

—
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was the cordiality which was apparent among
numerous an assemblage of ladies, collected as if by accident under
the same roof.
There seemed to be a recognition from all parts, and
the tout ensemble partook rather of the semblance of a meeting of
features of the meeting

so

friends and acquaintances

which elsewhere
stiff

and uncourteous.

than of that mixed and indescribable class

often necessarily, to a

leads,

demeanour

All bore the stamp of respectability

at

;

once

and the

easy familiarity which prevailed proved that the unquestionable character of the association was well understood.
During the races, the

upper terrace was crowded with gentlemen
and the whole, when
viewed from a distance, had a most extraordinary effect.
;

While the higher orders were thus provided for, the humbler classes
were not forgotten a space was roped off for the accommodation of
:

carriages on a line to the right of the stand, and here also

space for the pedestrians

;

while on the

hill

was ample

above, separated from the

Grand Stand by a thick wood, was a range of booths and tents of the
usual description at such meetings, in which ample provision was
made for those Avho had come unprepared, and a distinct line of demarkation was secured against that obtrusion of the noisy with the
orderly,

A

sufficient

dance to enforce regularity, but
tion

to

Epsom, Ascot, Egham, and
number of constables was in atten-

so unpleasantly observable at

other race-courses.

interfere

promulgated

;

we never

witnessed less of a disposi-

with the excellent arrangements which had been

and, as a check upon the

'

London

Particulars,'

inspectors from the Metropolitan Police (Pearce and Harper,) and

two
two

(Haining and Otvvay,) proved most useful coadjutors.
Gambling booths and tables were here as numerous as elsewhere, but
every thing was conducted upon a plan of strict discipline, and the
Serjeants

meeting throughout seemed to afford unmixed satisfaction.

The
its

peculiar situation of

Goodwood, and

approach, necessarily threw

visitors,

the difficulties attending

many impediments

but these were often overcome

in the

by prudent

way

of the

foresight.

For

several days before the races, parties were seen taking up their quarters
as near as possible to the scene of action

Arundel, and

:

and thus Chichester, Bognor,

the surrounding villages were crowded with

company.
many an
humble cottage obtained inmates of the higher grade, who were ready
to make any sacrifice to secure a convenient position.
The hospitality
Lodgings of

all

every description were in requisition; and

of the surrounding inhabitants was of course displayed to a great extent, and among none was this virtue more nobly evinced than in the
mansion of the Duke of Piichmond, which was fdled with distinguish-

ed guests throughout the week.

The demand

for horses

among

the

postmasters on Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday was

—
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immense, and although a considerable number were brought from
other roads, many parties were delayed for hours, without being able
to proceed, an inconvenience which was equally annoying to parties
returning to London after the sports had been brought to a conclusion.

The

on each morning of the races was
many 'fours ;' and these were seen

'turn-out' of equipages

extremely elegant, including
approaching the park

in all directions,

while the park

itself

presented

an animated scene of bustle and gayety.
To those who had time before the races commenced, the park afforded various objects worthy of remark-, and amongst others, none
more conspicuous than the profusion of the cedars of Lebanon, of

which a thousand were planted by a former Duke, which have now
most luxuriant growth. Carney's Seat, a building erected
on a spot which was the favorite seat of a faithful old servant, is also
worthy of notice, from the splendid prospect which it affords.
arrived at a

Roache's Hill
with

its

is

not less attractive, from the recollection connected

ancient history, having been the site of a Danish

992; and 'The Trundle' also claims
scene of the

last

Wren

from

its

camp

Duke

in

being the

grand public assembly of Masons in 1G98, of

his Grace, the first

topher

attention,

whom

of Richmond, was Grand Master, Sir Chris-

being his Deputy.

Goodwood Park

circumference, and the scenery throughout

is

is

six miles

in

of the most imposing

description.

The

family mansion

most commodiously constructed, and is filled
arts, both in paintings and sculpture,
convenient seasons, has access ; and perhaps

is

with valuable specimens of the
to

which the

there

is

public, at

not an establishment in the kingdom in which old English

hospitality

is

maintained with more liberality.

His Grace seems

to feel the

value of encouraging in his sons a love

on the lawn opposite the house, there are frequent cricket matches, in which they are engaged, and in which they
prove themselves excellent players. A large parly was assembled on
Tuesday, to witness one of these trials of skill, for which the men of
for athletic games, and,

Sussex are so celebrated.

We

have only

to

conclude our account of this meeting by noticing

a few of the distinguished persons

were

who were

present.

Among

others

—The Duke and Duchess of Richmond, the Duke and Duchess

of Beaufort, the

Duke

of Portland, the Marquis and Marchioness of

Exeter, the Earl and Countess of Wilton, the Earl and Countess of
Chesterfield,

Earl Verulam, Earl Marsh, Earl Stradbroke, Earl and

Countess of Uxbridge, Earl Scarborough, Earl and Countess of Albemarle, Earl of Egremont, the Prince of Oldenburgh, Count D'Orsay,

Lord G. Bentinck, Lord Suffolk, Lord Berkeley, Lord Bruce, Lord

W.

Vol.

8.
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Lennox, Lord E. Somerset, Lord

Villiers, Sir Horace Seymour and
Lady Clinton, Sir John Shelley, Sir L. Glyn, Sir F. Goodricke, Hon.
R. Watson, Hon. G. Byng, Hon. A. Berkeley, Hon. Captain Roup, Hon.

Colonel and

Anson, Colonel Peel, General and the Misses

Mrs.

Crosbie, Mr. Poyntz, Mr. Greville, Mr. Orby, Mr. Etwall,

M.

Codrington, M.

P.,

Mr. Worrall, Mr. Houldsworth, M.

P.,

Mr. Cosby, Mr. Gardner, Mr.

Radcliffe,

Sec.

other objects of attraction during the week, was the piece

of plate, which was run for on the
hall of his

Mr.

Mr. D.

Mr. Crominelin, Mr.

Fairlie,

Sloane Stanley, Mr. Foulis, Mr. Clive, Mr. Payne, &c.

Among

P.,

Grace

last

day, and which stood in the

Of the workwe cannot say much. Jt

taken for exhibition at the course.

till

manship and design of

this

gorgeous prize

consists simply of an oak tree the branches of

which form

under which three horses are congregated, as

We

heat of the sun.

if to

a candelabra,

from the

retreat

money would

believe the value of this plate in

generally be more acceptable to the winners.
[N. Y. Spirit of the Times.

SPORTING ANECDOTE.
Dr. Monsey being once on a

visit to his

beginning of winter, and intending
his brother

proposed

to

brother in Norfolk, in the

to set off for

London

go and shoot wild ducks early

he might take two or three couple of fresh killed

that

him.

The

the next day,

in the
to

morning,

London with

servant had orders to clean the long fowling piece, get

plenty of powder and shot, and to grease their boots.

Every thing

being in readiness according to their desire, about an hour before daylight the doctor

and his brother

resort, in order to be there

wing

to

go and

of day,

when

where the ducks

they generally take

feed.

They had walked
night, the

set off for the place

by break

nearly three miles

;

and

it

having rained in the

clay-mud wall was very dirty and greasy, when they heard

the cry of the ducks.

They were now

obliged to get over the wall,

and a gate across a sluice into the marsh, where the ducks were.

The

had raised the water above a foot. It was then proposed that one
should go over, and the other remain behind.
Says the doctor,
'George, do you go over, for I have forgotten my boots.'
rain

'By heaven, doctor, so have
our sport, as

we have come

I,'

thus

said

far.'

his brother, 'we won't lose

So both waded through and

got over the gate into the marsh, and advancing along the
length perceived the ducks.
the

doctor.

'Ay,' replied George,

than one hundred yards
13

'You

v.8

off.'

fleet,

they at

are near enough, George,' said
'I

'Why,

think that
then,

fire,'

we

are not

said

the

more

doctor.

—
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'Do you fire,' returned George. 'Why, I have not got the gun do
got the gun,' said the brother, 'I
you fire.'
I have not
'I fire
Here are not
thought you had it. What a fine opportunity is lost
less than thirty ducks within shot and neither of us have got the gun.'
Thus after rising very early, walking at least three miles in a most
;

!

!

dirty place, along the salt marshes,
fifty

and wading niidleg

water above

in

yards, they found that they had both forgotten to take their guns,

as well as their boots.

[lb.

—

The Way of the Sheep Stealer is Hard. A young thief,
named Joseph Alverson, died in our county jail yesterday morning, a
victim of his

own

evil propensities.

It is

supposed that Alverson has

stolen from different farmers in this county

since the

first

of February, a very large

no

less than

100 sheep

number having unaccountably

disappeared; but he had thus far been so cunning in his depredations
as to entirely elude the suspicions of our farmers.

On

this

occasion

was taken. On Sunday night
he visited a pasture in Hartwich, in which were a flock of about 120
sheep, owned by Mr. Philip Lawson.
During last week, a brother of
Mr. Lawson's had arrived at his house from Orange county on a visit,
and had along with him a large bull dog, which had been well trained
by him, and which he valued very highly. It appears that the dog
must have been attracted to the sheep pasture during the night, which
is about half a mile distant from Mr. L's dwelling, by the disturbance
made by the thief. In the morning, the dog being absent, Mr. Lawson
felt somewhat anxious
and it was nine o'clock before the faithful
animal was discovered. He was then found by a lad in Mr. Lawson's
employ, lying beside the insensible body of Alverson, and beside him
Alverson was so badly
also lay a fine fat wether, with its legs tied.
bitten in his struggles with the dog, that he died of his wounds soon

it

was by

the merest accident that he

;

after

being given in custody.

one of his wrists
bite

The dog had

— the same on

bitten

one of his hands

on the back of his neck, which

it is

through and through
;

and he had a severe

supposed caused his death.

lb.

DOGS.
copy from the English New Sporting Magazine,, a report of the
sale of the late Duke of Gordon's 'stud' of greyhounds, setters, &c, for
the purpose of showing the value of such animals in England. Gentlemen
in the United States generally consider fifty dollars a full price for a well
broken setter or pointer, and more commonly expect to get them for ten
This low estimation of the value
or twenty dollars than any higher price.
of dogs is well calculated to keep them scarce and worthless, because it
Mere amateurs
effectually prevents breeding and breaking for sale.

[We

—

;
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cannot keep a supply to give away and dealers will not unless they are
have as good blood in this country as
paid for it by fair prices.
any in the Duke of Gordon's 'stud,' and all that is required is a price
sufficient to enable breeders and breakers to raise them, to produce dogs
in abundance in this country.]
;

—

The

We

sale of the late

black trotting mare,

Duke of Gordon's stud of greyhounds, setters, &c,
&c, took place on July 17th, at Tattersall's, and,

from their very high character, attracted an immense number of noblemen
and gentlemen. The mare (winner of the Trotting Stakes at Northampton) was sold to Lord Alvanley, for 185 gs., and although nearly sixteen
years old, was considered cheap.
The setters fetched astonishing high
prices, and some of the greyhounds sold exceedingly well.
We select
the principal lots

:

— Young

Regent, 72 gs.
Crop, 60 gs. Duke, 34 gs. Juno.
34 gs.; Satan, 56 gs.; Duchess, 37 gs.; Random, 35 gs.
Bell, 34 gs.
Princess, 25 gs.
and two puppies, 15 gs. each.
Setters

:

;

;

;

;

;

Greyhounds

—Horatio,

8 gs. ; Bachelor, 5k gs. Vestris (with six
whelps), 11 gs. Vaultress, 51 gs. Victrix, 21 gs. ; Victor, 30 gs. ; Volant
41 gs. ; Venus, 15 gs.
Heather-bell, 11 gs. ; Highland Laddie, 22 gs.
:

;

;

;

;

;

Highland Lassie, 20
21 gs.

;

gs.

;

Vivid, 37 gs.

(the last three are puppies.)

;

The whelps went

— Bess, and her puppies, 46
42 gs.
Deer Hounds — Rodcn, a remarkably
Retrievers

Valiant, 20 gs.

:

gs.

and Vesper,

;

low.

Rover, 23 gs.

;

;

and Diver,

fierce and powerful German bloodhound, 16 gs.; Tigress, an Indian blood-hound, 6 gs. Fly, 10 gs. and
Blue Bell, (a puppy) 6 gs.
_
:

:

;

A

spaniel realized 15i gs.

;

and

five

Scotch

terriers,

63 gs.

RACING CALENDAR.
Madison County, (Ky.) Races,
The

annual fall meeting of the Association, commenced on their course, at
TLichmond, Ky. on Thursday, September 1. Our special reporter furnishes us
the details

annexed:

First day, purse $300, three mile heats.

Robt. Burbrid<re's gr. m. Sarah Miller, by Cherokee,
years old, 1061bs.
Samuel Davenport's b. h. Greyfoot, by Trumpator,
94lbs.
nian, four years old,
Saunders & Luchctt's b. h. Van Leader, by Sea Gull,
four years old, 941bs.
five

Edwin

-

Whipster,
-

years old, 801bs.
59s.

-

-

11

dam by Hamilto-

------

Sanford's b. h. Jaspar,

Time, 5m.

dam by
-

-

2

2

3

dis.

dam by Old Crop,

by Columbus, dam by Diomed, three
-

-

-

-

-

—6m.

dis.

Second day, purse $100, mile heats.

James Dunn's b. m. Mary McFarland, by Columbus, dam by Grey
Dungannon, four years old, 91lbs. Golson Strapp's b. h. Hanaddon, by Bonner's William, dam by Whip,

11

three years old, SOlbs.

2

Sam'l Davenport's
five years old, !061bs.

-

b. h.

-

-

-

-

-

Sam Brown, by Trumpator, dam by Whip,
-

-

-

-

-

-

2

43
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by Sea Gull, dam by Wonder,

Saunders
Luchett's b. c. Chilton,
four years old, 94lbs.

James Shy's ch
old, 961bs.

c. Sir

-

George, by Rattler,

-

-

-

Thomas Kennedy's
three years old, 80lbs.

-

four years

35

-

-

by King William, dam Virginia,

-

-

-

-

dis.

-

—

Time, lm. 55s. lm. 54s.
Immediately after this race came

4

5

-

-

-

dam by Potomac,

-

-

ch. c. Caldwell,

[Oct. 183C.

off a

sweepstakes race, as below

:

A

sweepstakes race, mile heats, subscription $40.
Thomas Kennedy's br. m. Lucinda, by Sumpter,
five years old, lOSlbs.

-

-

-

dam by Whip,
-

-

-

211

Robt. Burbridge's b. c. Radziville, by Bertrand, dam by Whipster,
three years old, 801bs.
3
Peter Gatewood's b. m. Fidget, by Trumpator, dam by Gallatin,
four years old, 94lbs.
'

Time, lm.

57s.

— lm.

58s.

— lm.

3

2

12

3

58s.

Third day, purse $200, two mile heats.
Thos. J. Robinson's b. c. Jim Allen, by Archy, of Transport, clam
3
by Hancock's Hamiltonian, 4 years old, f)4lbs.
Wm. Buford's b. h. Daniel Webster, by Bertrand, dam Vanity, by

11
14

Bluster, five years old, 1061bs.
2
James Dunn's b. f. Eliza Bailey, by Columbus,, dam by Stockholder, four years old, 911bs.
2 3 3
E. Warfield's ch. h. Medalion, by Bertrand, dam Sophy Wynn, by
Whip, six years old, 114lbs.
Time, 3m. 56s. 3m. 55s. 3m. 57s.
[Spirit of the Times.

424

—

—

Frederick City, (Md.) Races,
The

races took place over this course, as advertised, on Tuesday, the 13th
September. Track 1314 yards.
First day, purse $100, free only for three year olds,
Jas. B. Kendall's

ch.

Roanoke,
Jacob Powder's ch.

Mary

f.

-

Time, 3m.

—3m.

Sir

two rounds and repeat.
Charles, dam by

....
....
-

-

-

Oseola,
Dan'l Kemp's ch. f. Anetta,
Jas. Wallin's ch. f. Rosaltha,
c.

by

Granville,

-

by Forester,

-

11

-

-

-

2

2

dis.
-

dis.

5s.

Second day, purse $400, four rounds and repeat.
Jas. B. Kendall's br. m. Camsidel, five years old, by Industry, dam by
*
Sir Hal,
Jacob Powder's b. h. Tyro, four years old, by Forester,
3
L. Hoffman's ch. ra. Maid of the Neck, six years old, by Maryland
2
Eclipse,
George Grant's b. f. Hill Mary, four years old, by President, dam by
4
Potomac,

11

Time, 6m.

-------........
— 6m.

2
dr.
dis.

5s.

Third day, purse $150, three rounds and repeat.
Jas. B. Kendall's b. h. Velox, five years old,

Archy,

Mr. Green's

by Timoleon, dam by

Sir
\

i

3 2
L. Hoffman's br. h. Bagdad, by Bagdad, aged,
2 dr.
Martin Potter's b. m. Ellen Tree, four years old, by imp. Apparition, 4 bolt.
Time of this race must be an error, it was given in 3m. 35s. and 4m. 15s.
The first heat, although a very fast one, is certainly incorrect.
Respectfully, your ob't serv't,
Jas. B. Kendall.
b. g. Pedlar,

aged,

Macon

-

-

-

-

-

(Ga.) Races.

Spring meeting commenced Monday, March 21, 1836.
First day, purse, $200; for two year olds, a feather; three year olds, 861bs.; four
year olds, 1001bs.; five year olds, llOlbs.; six year olds, lisibs.; aged, 124lbs.;
mares and geldings allowed 3lbs. mile heats.

—
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Young Johnson's
years old,

b.

f.

Mary, by President, dam by Potomac, three

Hill

-

-

89

-

-

-

-

dam by

three

-

-

-

11

-

-

dam by Marshal Duroc,

G. Winter's ch. t. Acacia, by Henry,
years old,
Mark D. Vance's ch. f. by Contention,
J.

42

-

Gallatin, three years

3

old,

J.

A. Townes's

Whalebone, by Monsieur Tonson, dam by Co-

b. c.

lumbus, three years old,
Time lm. 50s. lm. 50s.

—

-

-

-

Second day, purse, $300, for

all

-

-

ages; weights the

same

3

24

-

two mile

as yesterday:

heats.
J.

H. Townes's

ch.

four years old,

Messrs.

by

Howard

Gallatin,

&

years old,

Time, 3m.

55s.

dam by Potomac,

Eliza Hicks, by Timoleon,
-

-

-

Kenan's ch.

-

-

11

-

Agarro Harrison, by Eclipse, dam

.......

two years

Young Johnson's
five

f.

-

old,

f.

-

-

-

-

-

.

dam by

by Sir Richard,

ch. h. Richard,

2 dis.

Rifleman,
dis.

—4m.

Third day, purse,

$ 500;

for all ages;

weights as on the

first

day: three mile

heats.

11

ch. f. Acacia, by Henry, three years old,
Col. J. J. Pittman's br. f. Mary Doubleday, by John Henry, dam by
Dunganon, four years old, Mark D. Vance's ch. h. McDuffie, by Blind Jackson, dam by Potomac,

John G. Winter's

five

years old,

Time, 5m.

-

-

50s.

—6m.

-

-

-

-

22

-

3 dr.

4s.

Fourth day, purse, $1000;

all

ages; weights the

same

as before: four mile heats.

Howard & Kenan's gr. f. Miss Medley, by Johnson's Medley,
dam by St. Tammany, four years old,
John G. Winter's ch. h. Hickory John, by John Richards, dam by
Messrs.

Hickory, four years

old,

-

-

-

-

Col. J. J. Pittman's b. c. American Citizen,
wood, three years old, (bolted,)
:
Time, 7m. 50s. 7m. 50s 8m. 2s.

—

-

-

all

-

-

222
1

dis.*

ages; weights as before; the best three of five:

Col. J. H. Townes's ch. f. Eliza Hicks, four years
John G. Winter's ch. f. Acacia, three years old,
Mark D. Vance's ch. f. by Contention, three years
Young Johnsons b. f. Hili Mary, three years old,
Time, lm. 52s. lm. 53s. lm. 50s.

—

11

by Marion, dam by Har-

—

Fifth day, purse $320; for
mile heats.

3

old,

-

old,

-

(Miss.)

1

1

1

4

-

3
4
2

2

2
3
4

-

—

Natchez,

-

3

[U. s. Sp. Mag.

Races,

Over the Pharsalia Course, commenced on Saturday, February 20, 1836.
Saturday, Feb. 20. A match of $1,000 each, h. f. to start 200 yards above the
stand, and judge the start, and out come.
Mile out.
Mr. Perry's b. m. Red Maria, by Bertrand, dam by Pacolet, five years old,

—

........
-------0

107lbs.
Col. Claiborne's br. f. Cassandra, by Stockholder, out of Woodville's
four years old, 971bs.
Time, lm. 52is. Dead heat. Track good.

—

dam,

Monday, Feb. 22. Match $500 each, h. f. 75lbs. each mile heats.
Mr. Perry's gr. f. Lucetta, by Jerry, out of imp. Stoughton Lass, by
:

Blacklock, four years old, Mr. Rochleau's b. c. La Guesse,
years old,

Time, lm. 53^s.

— lm. 56^s.

-

-

-

-

by Arab, dam by Thaddeus,
-

-

-

-

four

11

22

Track very wet and deep.

* Citizen led for two miles and a quarter, in the second heat, when he suddenly
flew the course, dashed against a fence, threw his rider, and galloped off in the
woods, where he was loose for half an hour.
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Natchez, Miss. Jockey Club.— Weights, two year olds, 701bs. three year olds,
861bs. four year olds, lOOlbs. five year olds, 110 lbs. six year olds, lltflbs. aged,
124lbs. mares and geldings allowed 3lbs.

Wednesday, February 24.—Purse $500, entrance $200, added: four mile heats.
& Routh's ch. f. Alice Riggs, by Leviathan, out of
Sally Hope, by Sir Archy, three years old, 83lbs.
Col. Bingaman's b. m. Chuckforhila, or the Playing Squirrel, by Ber2 2
trand, dam Dy Pacolet, five years old, 107lbs.
Mr. H. Smith's b. m. Betsey Smith, by Timoleon, five years old, 115lbs. 3 3
Col. F. L. Claiborne's gr.c. Long-tailed Blue, by Sir Richard, three
Messrs. Barrow

11

years old, 861bs.

25.—Jockey Club

Thursday, February
mile heats.
Col. Claiborne's br.

f.

Col. Bingaman's gr.
three years old, S31bs.
f.

years old, 97lbs.

44

weights as before

;

;

two

Cassandra, by Stockholder, walked over.

weights the same as before

b.

$—

purse,

-

-

-

26.—The

Friday, February

Mr. Miner's

-

-

-

-

Pharsalia cup, value $300
three mile heats.

:

entrance $150, added

;

Naked Truth, by Leviathan, dam by

f.

-

-

-

Pacolet,
"

-

-

;

*

Betsey Evans, by Pacific, dam by imp. Eagle, four
13s.

-

-

-

-

Time, 6m. 3s.— 6m.

Won

2

2

-

-

-

Track pretty good.

easily.

Saturday, February 27.— Sweepstakes $1,000 each; $500 ft. for
weights as before three subscribers.
Col. Claiborne's ch. m. Antelope, by Stockholder, dam by Timoleon,

ages;

all

;

five

years old, 107lbs.

Mr. H. Smith's
86lbs.

-

-

-

-

b. c.

-

-

Jim Polk, by Stockholder,

three years old,

-

Mr. Stewart's Yazoo Trapper, paid
Time, 3m. 58s.—3m. 58s.— 4m. Is.

12 1
2 12

forfeit.

Track pretty deep.

Two

After the first heat, five to
to one on Antelope.
the second heat, the horse got fifty or sixty yards the start.

two on the mare. In
Third heat very well

contested.

Tuesday, March 1.— Match $5,000 each lOOlbs. each four mile heats.
1
1
Mr. Perry's Red Maria, by Bertrand, dam by Pacolet, five years old,
Mr. Miner's gr. g. Hard Heart, by Mercury, out of Chuck-a-luck,
2 dis.
(blood unknown,) six years old,
Time, 8m. 25s.— 8m. 35s. Track actually fetlock deep in mud and water.
was
Raining and snowing during the race. The first run (the whole four miles)
:

;

pronounced no heat by the "judges, because they had not given the word.
heats.
Wednesday, March 2.— Match for $1,500 each feather weights mile
;

Col. Claiborne's br.
Mr. Smith's ch. in.

;

-

-

-

-

-

11

-

-

m. Cassandra, by Stockholder,

"

-

2

2

Time, lm. 51s.— lm. 58s. Track much dried since yesterday.
heats.
Saturday, March 5.— Match for $1,000 each, $500 forfeit: two mile
Mr. Perry's b. m. Betsey Rochleau, by Arab, dam by Conqueror, four
years old, 97lbs.
Col. Claiborne's br. m. Cassandra,

Time, 3m.

55s.

Won

easily.

-

-

-

by Stockholder,
Track good.

'

"

four years old, 971bs.

2

Monday, March 7.— Match for $1,000 each, $500 forfeit: mile heats.
by
Mr. Perry's ch. f. Miss Blevins, by Leviathan, out of Sally Magee,
"
Timoleon, two years old, 67lbs.
Palafox, two
Col. Bingaman's b. f. Sarah Siddons, by Bertrand, dam by
-

years old, 67lbs.

-

-

-

-

-

",,",

Time, lm. 55s.— lm. 59is. Won easily. Track very wet and deep.
heats.
Friday, March 11.— Match $1,000 each, $500 forfeit: mile
1
Mr. Connolly's ch. c. Scarlet, by Waxy, three years old, 861bs.
Mr. Youree's ch. m. Madge Greer, by Stockholder, four years old, 971bs. 2
Time, lm. 55s.— lm. 55s. Track good. Won easily.

1

2
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Tuesday, March 15.— Match #2,000 each, p.p. Two mile heats.
Mr. Beasley's ch. c. Lauderdale, by Sir Archy, out of imp. Stoughton
Lass, by Blacklock, five years old, liolbs.
i
i
Mr. Boyle's gr. m. Piano, by Bertrand, dam by Pacolet, aged, 12Ilbs. 2 2
Time, 3m. 52s.— 4m. Is. Track good. Won very easily, particularly the last
heat.
The mare greatly the favourite before the first heat. Four to one on the
horse after the

first

rp

heat.

Natchez

(Miss.)

Races.

Spring meeting commenced, over the Pharsalia course, Wednesday,
March 24.
First meeting of the (New) Natchez (Miss.) Jockey Club;
weights carried in
pursuance of the regulations:— for two year olds, 701bs.; three year olds
Sfilbs
four year olds, lOOlbs.; five year olds, HOlbs.; six year olds,
1181bs.; aged 1261bs
mares and geldings allowed 3lbs. Time between heats:—mile heats'
20m two
mile heats, 30m.; three mile heats, 40m.; four mile heats, 45m.
Distances-—mile
heats, GO yds.; three best in five, mile heats, SO yds.;
two mile heats, 110 yds
three mile heats, 150 yds.; four mile heats, 180 yds.
Wednesday, March 24.— Purse, $400, for all ages; weights as above: two
mile
'

•

heats.

Col. Bingaman's gr. f. Naked Truth, by Leviathan, out of Ellen
Mar,
by Pacolet, three years old.— Pink cap and Harlequin jacket, (Nelson)
3
Mr. Boyle's ch. c. Prince Talleyrand, (late Islander) by Eclipse, dam
by Duroc, four years old.— Black striped cap and jacket,"2
Mr. Minor's gr. g. Hard Heart, by Mercury, out of Chuckaluck, six
years old. Blue cap and jacket, .
.
Time, 4m. Is.— 3m. 53s.— 3m. 55s. Track good.

—

1

l

lJ

•">

133

The Leviathan and Eclipse waited upon one another, and gave the
Mercury
the heat without a struggle.
to one offered freelv on the Prince against
the
held, and taken to some extent.
Second heat:— Hard Heart again tookthe lead
closely followed by Talleyrand at his best pace; the
whip, the spur and the

Two

voice were all used to urge him forward. At the close of
the first mile the filly
passed the colt, and pressed Hard Heart round the turn, who
shut up entirely as
he entered the back stretch, where he was also passed by the
colt, between whom
ami the filly a very beautiful and spirited contest was maintained
up the stretchat the turn, the filly drew out clean, kept her lead,
and won cleverly by two
lengths; Hard Heart just within the distance.
Third heat, the filly lead off at a
strong pace, was never headed, and won easily.

Thursday 25.— Purse, #700;

for all ages;

weights as before; three mile heats

Win. J. Minor's ch. h. Lauderdale, by Sir Archy, out of the imp
mare
Stoughton Lass, by Blacklock, five years old.—Blue cap
and jacket
(Leander,) .
Colonel Bingaman's

.

.

.

.

-

'

-

l

i

m. Chuckfohila,(or Playing Squirrel) byBerPacolet, five years old.— Pink cap and Harlequin
*
Jjacket'
Time, 6m. 6m. 4s.
f
Track somewhat heavy from rain the previous night.
Two to one on fhn

trand,

b.

dam by

—

<>

won easily, second heat in a canter.
26.—Purse #1200; for all ages; weights same as before:
mile
Win. J. Minor's b. m. Betty Malone, by Stockholder, dam
by Potomac-

horse;

Friday,

heats

old.— Blue cap and jacket, (Leander ) .
Mr Boyle's gr. m. Piano, by Bertrand, dam by Pacolet, a-ed Col. Bingaman's gr. f. Fanny Jarman, by
Mercury, out of Little
s dam b
y im P- Boaster, three years old.—Pink cap and Harlequin

six years

™T
T
2m

'

1

l

•?

o

'

>

e 8

35s

.'

8

35S

Tra ck~gooci.
27

mifete'at?
Mr. Minor's

-

-

PurSe
>

**" ***' ** *"* **

®^

for aJ1

W

^ ^ mUe

>

se

?

^

ona he

wei ghts as before; three best

Hard Heart, by Mercury, out of Chuckold.—Blue cap and jacket, (Antony,)
-

in live:

g. g.

aluck,-six years

3

2

1

l

i
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out of
Col. Claiborne's br. f. Cassandra, by Stockholder,
Woodville's darn, four years old,
by
Col. Bingaman's b. h. Sarah Siddons, by Bertrand, dam
2 3 2
Palafox, two years old, (ruled out,)
lm. 55s.— lm. 57s. Track good.
Time, 2m. 15s.— lm. 5Ss.— lm. 52s

113<J
I

—

Third heat, Hard Heart
order.
First heat, all in hand; second heat, the same
little more than three-fourths
dashed off, and was closely pressed by Sarah, for a
reach of the old gray told; he had it
of a mile down the front stretch; the long
more than two lengths. Cass very
pretty much his own way; won cleverly by
the two year old got pat adinjudiciously contended for the heat. Fourth heat:—
Antony gradually closed up
vantage at the start, and went off at a good pace;
from home, and
made his run down the front stretch, passed the filly 200 yards
heat:-Hard Heart was
won the heat easily; Cass just within the distance. Fifth
never locked, and won hard in hand.
Hard Heart to Mr. Perry
After the third heat of this last race, Mr. Minor sold
to come off next winter, $3000 a side,
for $2000, with his match against Antelope,
h. f., lOOlbs each; two mile heats.
constantly HarThe track of The Pharsalia Course is trained upon, and kept limbs of trees)
number of
rowed up; the morning of a race, if it is dry, a brush (a
smooths it, but leaves it hoot deep; such was
is hauled over the course; which
The Pharsalia Course is about three ^conds a
the case during the above races.
when Clara Howard made her
mile slower than the Union Course was last June,
last race.

,

This report

(jcj-

from the masterly pen of a

is

New

„
Ld.
Turfman.—i?„
Young m

ttt.

L*&

iBEPaA (La.) Races.

April 21, 1836.
Spring meeting commenced on Thursday,
olds, a feather; three year olds,
Thursday, April 21.-Purse, $300; for two year
HOlbs; six year olds, 1181bs.; aged,
four year olds, lOOlbs.; five year olds,
86lbs
three mile heats.
124lbs.; mares and geldings allowed 3lbs.;
Duplantier's ch. g. Go-it-Jerry,

F

ye rS
j F°Miller's
b0

gr.

c".

S^°no*

by

Jerry,

dam by

Sir

Archy, four

^

dam by StockStar of the West, by Sir Richard,
S gr.

m. Stamina, by

Sir

^

^

2

Henry Tonson, dam by
dis.

Oscar, of Tennessee, five years old,

—

Time, 6m. 15s. 6m. 6s.
weights the same: two mile heats
Friday, 22,-Purse, £200; for all ages;
Pacolet, dam by Sir Harry, three
by
Mexican,
c.
b.
Boyle's
H.
Thos.
^

^Thompson's
e

th
J.

ch. c.

y

F

Mills's

ch.'f.

Pacolet,
John Randolph, by Candidate, dam by

Stockholder,
Lady" Wright, by Crusader,* dam by

two years old,
Time, 3m. 55s.— 4m.

3s.

—4m.

F

Duplantier's br.

ThoL SXyTe^ch.

three years old,

Time, lm. 55s.
*

Ouerv

States, to

-We

fill

up

— lm.

Annot

2

ages; weights as before: mile heats

Ly~le,

by Leviathan, dam by

ot
1

1

^

%

Pacolet,

59s.

are unable to say

all

all

out
m. Di Vernon, by American Eclipse,
f.

2
dr.

lis.

Saturday, 23.-Purse, $100; for

A

^

what mare Alarm

omissions, or avoid errors.

this is,

but as

we may

sup-
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Races,

Spring meeting, commenced on Tuesday, April 12, 1836.
Sweepstakes of #100 each, h. f. for three year old colts, S61bs;

831bs

fillies

:

mile heats.

Win. M. West's

by Marion, dam by Sir Archy,
J. C. Claiborne's ch. c. by Eclipse, dam by Alexander, O. P. Hare's b. f. by Valentine, dam by John Richards,
Geo. Goodwyn's ch. c. by Monsieur Tonson, dam by Sir Hal,
J. H. Oliver's ch. c. by Monsieur Tonson, dam by Sir Archy,
Time, lm. 57s. lm. 56s. lm. 56s. Track in good order.
Wednesday, April 13. Proprietor's purse #200; for three year

br.

—

—

11

2
4
3

f.

—

2

3
4

3

1

2'

4

5

dis.

olds, 861bs
lOOlbs. five year olds, llOlbs. six year olds, 1181bs. and aged,
and geldings allowed 31bs.: two mile heats.

four year olds,

mares

124lbs.

H. Macklin's ch. h.
Geo. Goodwyn's ch.

Philip,

by Janus,

five

years old,

11

-

-

g. Isham Pucket, by Arab, six years old,
J. C. Claiborne's ch. h. Speculation, by Medley, four years old,

D. Dugger's ch. m. Eliza Drake, by Shawnee, aged,
O. P. Hare's b. h. William Bell, by Monsieur Tonson, four years
J. H. Oliver's b. m. Janet, by Tariff, four years old,
Time, 4m. 4m. 4s. during a heavy rain.

-

old,

2
3

3
2

dis.

dr.

dis.

'

—

5
4

—

Thursday, April 14.— Jockey Club purse $500; for all ages; weights as
three mile heats.
;
Geo. Goodwyn's ch. c. Cymon, by Marion, dam by Chance, four years

before
old,

-

-

O. P. Hare's
years old,
-

Time, 6m.
fillies,

.

-

.

-

-

.

.

.

five

.

22

Track very deep and muddy.

5s.

15.— Sweepstakes

$—

$—

each,

ft.

for three year old colts,

831bs. mile heats.

Geo. Goodwyn's b. f. by Timoleon, dam by Virginian, H. Macklin's b. f. by Theodore,
Wm. Moody's b. c. by Monsieur Tonson,
J. Bullock's b. c. by Muckle John, dam by Harold,
J. H. Oliver's br. c. by Starr, dam by Potomac,
Wm. M. West's b. f. by Eclipse, (own sister, to Festival,)
Time, 2m. lm. 57s. Track still deep and muddy.

Augusta
Over

11

.

.

m. Mary Lea, by Timoleon, dam by Sir Archy,
-

—6m.

Friday, April
S61bs.

-

b.

11

-

-

-

2

2

53
-64

-

-

3

dis.

4

dis.
[lb.

(Geo.) Races,

the Lafayette Course, spring meeting,

commenced Wednesday, April 13.
appears, that according to the rules of this course, a distance is allowed
in a match.
The old established rules governing horse-racing, and the Eno-]ish
Jockey Club regulations and practice of the present day, do not admit °of a
distance in a match, or in a fourth heat, it being of itself futile in either case.
Oc?- It

Wednesday, April 13.— A large silver pitcher and waiter, value $400, with
money of the day, $75"added for three year olds, 90lbs. four year olds,
1021bs. five year olds, 1121bs. six year olds 120lbs. aged, 1261bs. mares and
ereldings allowed 31bs.: three mile heats.
Col. R. Singleton's b. f. Pomona, (imp.) by Chateau Margaux, out
of Marianne, the dam of Medora, by Cervantes, three years old,
1
1
1
Col. J. G. Winter's ch. f. Acacia, by Henry, dam by Marshal
entrance

;

Dui-oc, three years old,
Dr. J. Guignard's ch. c. Sir

Buzzard, four years old,

.....-3
2

-

Time, 6m.

dis.

Kenneth, by Crusader, dam by Youno.

.

.

dr.

3s.
Time of the second heat not reported.
Thursday, April 14.— Purse of .#1,000; free for all; weights as before;
four
mile heats.

Col.

Wade Hampton's

b.

by

f.

Bay Maria, by

Time, 7m. 56s.—8m.
14

v.8

...

27s.

Maria the

--11

Eclipse, out of

Sir Archy, four years old, Col. J. J. Pittman's b. c. American Citizen,
wood, three years old,

foot,

-

Lady

Lio-ht-

by Marion, dam by

favourite.

liar-

22

:
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Friday, April 15.

—The Ladies'

the best three in five

;

$400

purse,

for all

;

[Oct. 1836

ages

;

weights as before

;

mile heats.

Col. W. Hampton's ch. c. Wilcox, by
Wilcox mare, three years old,

Sir Charles, out of the

111

3
Capt. J. J. Harrison's b. g. Davy Crockett, by Falstaff, dam
by Gallatin, five years old, Dr. J. G. Guignard's ch. g. Clodhopper, (pedigree unknown)
three years old,
Time, lm. 54s. lm. 52s. lm. 54s. lm. 55s. The second, third and fourth

—

—

heats,

won

—

Wilcox the

easily.

1232
2323

favourite.

day, a match.
Mr. Tompkins' Moscow, beat Mr. Turner's Petersburgh,
$200 each, mile heats. Time, 2m. 2m. 5s.
[lb-.
$3=The Lafayette Course is precisely a mile in circuit.

Same

—

for

Taylorsville (Va.) Races,
Spring meeting commenced on Wednesday, April 13, 1836.

Sweepstakes of $50 each,

h.

f.

for three

year old

colts, 861bs. fillies 831bs.

mile

heats, eight subscribers.

12
12

1
Col. Wm. L. White's b. f. by Carolinian, dam unknown,
2
Ro. C. Williamson's b. c. by Carolinian, dam by Sir Charles,
were
compelled
No time kept; the course being so miry, that both colts
come to a walk on a part of it.

—

to

Thursday, April 14. Proprietor's purse $100 for three year olds, 861bs. four
year olds, lOOlbs. five year olds, HOlbs. six year olds, llSlbs. aged, 124lbs. mares
and geldings allowed Slbs. two mile heats.
;

Maj. Thomas Doswell's

f.

Ewe,

four years old,
John M. Botts' b. c.

Wm.

Kitty Minge, by Timoleon, out of Merino
-

-

-

-

-

-

......

by Gohanna, dam unknown, four years old,
Williamson's gr. h. Westwood, by Hotspur, dam by Young

11
3

2

Sir

2 dis.
Hal, five years old,
dis.
Col. Wm. L. White's b. m. by imp. Valentine, four years old,
Time, 4m. 3s. 4m. 9s. This race, by consent of the Club and the parties
interested, came off' over the Bellfield Course.

—

Friday, April 15.
three mile heats.

—Jockey Club purse

$400

;

for all ages

;

weights as before

...-.
.....

Major Thos. Doswell's

c.

Antelope, by Gohanna,

dam by Merry-

411
232

four years old,
Geo. B. Poindexter's gr. g. Pizarro, by Sir Alfred, dam by Thunderclap, aged,
1
John M. Botts' b. f. by Gohanna, dam by Sir Hal, four years old,
Col.
L. White's b. m. Lady Connah, by imp. Valentine, dam
3
by Hickory, six years old,
field,

Wm.

"Time, 6m.

52s.

—6m. 42s.—6m.

42s.

Won

—

Same day. Sweepstakes of $50 each,h.
831bs. mile heats; four subscribers.

f.

for three

year old

Time, 2m. 14s.— 2m.

10s.

Won

dis.

colts, SGlbs. fillies,.

Wm. L. White's b. c. by Carolinian, dam by Sir Charles,
Williamson's gr. f. by Tychicus, dam by Paragon,
easily.

dis.

easily.

Col.

W.

2

-

1

1

2

2
[lb.

We learn from the Maysville, Ky. Eagle, of the 24th September, that the great
match between the Kentucky horse Rodolph, and the Tennessee mare Angora,
for $5,000 a side, came off on Wednesday, September 21st, and resulted in the
success of Rodolph by a double distance in the first heat of four miles.

—

Error. In the account of the Trenton races in the last number, page 43, the
time of the second heat in the four mile race is stated at 8m. 59s. The true
time is given in the calendar on the opposite page, viz: 7m. 59s.

—

;
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The Lath mare

Mr. Editor:
You will please

give the following
pedigree and certificates of my horse

Messenger Duroc, an insertion in your
useful Magazine, and oblige yours
James Shy.
Messenger Duroc, was foaled May
10th, 1820, bred by Mr. William Vin-

New

cent, of

York, Dutchess county.
got by Duroc, the sire of
American Eclipse, out of Vincenta, by

He was

old imp. Messenger,

grandam by imp.
Slender; g. grandam by imp. Lath; g.
g. grandam by imp. Wildair; g. g. g.
grandam by True Briton; g. g. g. g.
an imp. mare by old Marske; g. g. g.
g. g. grandam by Starling ; g. g. g. g.
g. g. grandam by Partner ; g. g. g. g. g.
g. g. grandam by Gallant's Smiling

Tom g. g. g. g. g. g. g. g. grandam by
Almanzor
g. g. g. g. g. g. g. g. g.
grandam by Grey Hautboy g. g. g. g.
g. g. g. g. g. g. grandam by Makeless
g g- g- g- g- g- g- g- g- g- g- grandam
by Brimmer; g. g. g. g. g. g. g. g.
g- g- g- g- grandam by Diamond
g. g.
g- g- g- g- g- g- g- g- g- g- g- grandam
by Bustler. For old Duroc's pedigree,
see Am. Turf. Reg. vol. i. p. 57. For
imp. Messenger, see same work, vol.
iii. p. 49.
For Slender, see same, vol.
ii. p. 256.
For Lath, see same, vol. ii.
For Wildair, see same, vol. ii.
p. 256.
For True Briton, see same,
p. 216.
vol. iv. p. 55.
For the others, see
;

;

;

•

;

English Stud Book.
I, Charles Vincent, of the city of
New York, do hereby certify, that the
chestnut horse now owned by Ambrose
Stevens, was bred by my father, late of
Dutchess county, New York, now deceased.
1820, he

He was

foaled

May

10th,

was got by Duroc, his dam
by imp. Messenger
his
grandam by imp. Slender, g. "grandam
by imp. Lath g. g. grandam by imp.
Wildair; g. g. g. grandam by True
Vincenta,

;

;

Briton, out of Joseph Anderson's imp.

Marske

rnare.

Vincenta, a gray, by Messenger, was
foaled in 1801, and was bred by my
father, she was a runner and winner of
ten or twelve races and was never
beaten.
The Slender mare, a bay, was foaled
in 1790, and was bred by my father,
she was a runner and winner of four
miles.

a bay,

w as

foaled in
father, she
Avas never trained.
The Wildair mare
a bay was foaled in 1772, and was bred
by my father, never trained. The True
Briton mare, a bay, was foaled in 1767,

1779, and

was bred by

r

my

and was bred by Mr. Joseph Anderson,
of Philadelphia, who sold her to my
father in 1771, in foal by imp. Wildair,
she was never trained.
True Briton
was by imp. Othello, out of the imp.

mare Milley.
The Marske, a chestnut, was foaled
in 1763, she was bred by the Duke of
Cumberland, and was imported to Philadelphia in 1765, by Joseph Anderson,
she was never trained.
The following is a copy of the certificate in my
possession, given by
Anderson to my father on the sale of
the True Briton mare.
This is to certify, that I have this
day sold to William Vincent, of the
state of New York, my bay mare by
True Briton, she was bred by me and
foaled in 1767, and was out of my imp,
Marske mare. The Marske mare was
imported in 1765, I purchased her of
her breeder, the Duke of Cumberland,
in England, together with her dam a;
Starling mare, which Starling mare
died on the passage.
The following
is a copy of the Duke of Cumberland's
certificate

York, Oct.

my

New

in
possession.
21st, 1771.

Joseph Anderson.
The gray mare sold by me to Mr. Jos.
Anderson, of America, was foaled in
1755, and was bred by me, she is by
Starling, her

Sultana,
lant's

dam

(the

dam of Sultan and

by Regulus) by Partner

Smiling

Almanzor,

— Gal-

Tom— Traveller's dam by
Bay

by
Gray Hautboy— Makeless Brimmer
Diamond sister to the dam of old
Merlin.
The chestnut filly sold by
me to Mr. Anderson, was bred by me,
and was foaled in 1763; she is by
sister

to

—

Bolton,

—

Marske, out of the Starling mare above.
October, 1764.
It will thus

Cumberland.

be seen that the pedigree-

of your horse is as follows: He was
by Duroc dam Vincenta, by imported
Messenger imp. Slender imp. Lath
imp. Wildair True Briton Anderson's imp. mare, by Marske
Starling

—
—

—
—
— Partner — Gallant's
Traveller's

—

—
—

Smiling

dam by Almanzor,

Tom
sister tc

—
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Bay
less

Bolton, by Gray Hautboy

—Brimmer—Diamond,

dam

—Make-

sister to the

of old Merlin.
three years old, in the spring,

At

Gorgon, was trained by my late brother,
and run in Dutchess county, and won
four races, mile heats, and did not lose
a race nor a heat that he did not give
away. In the fall that he was three
past, he was run four races, all of
which he won, viz two of mile heats,
one of two mile heats, and one of three
mile heats.
On one day, he won a
mile race at three heats, and two days
after he won the race, of three mile
heats, at two heats.
In this last race
he carried one hundred and two pounds,
as the boy that had hitherto rode him
was sick, and another was of necessity
substituted and yet he made the good,
indeed capital time of 6m. the first
heat, and 5m. 58s. the last heat.
After this he was sold by my father
to the Messrs. Hayt, and taken into the
middle and western parts of this state,
and run with constant success until he
:

;

was foundered.
papers of

my

derived from

—

—

late father

now

in

Brown Consul by First Consul

—

1,

1831.

the horse, now owned
Stevens, and called by

I

—

—

—
—

mon and several others.
At Oaks, he won in 6m. 3s. 5m.
56s.
6m. At Bath, at two heats in 6m.

—

each, and that over country courses.
Immediately after running at Bath, I
took him home, where he was foundered in preparing him to run a match of
a mile against a mile horse, then the
terror of the country, and was thrown
out of training.
I trained him the

and started him

five,

He won

heat in

each case, but his feet and chest troubled him so much after the first heat

Charles Vincent.
do hereby certify that

—Hicko-

by Hickoiy Susan, by Archy
Sleepy John, by Democrat Old John,
by Oscar Nance Brag, by Sir Solo-

ry,

my

age of 22 years and he continued it
until his death, in 1825, at which time
I came in possession of his papers.
York, Dec.

—

three times.

:

I

Courtland county, at Newtown, at
Ovid, at Penn Yan, at Oaks and at
Bath. He beat Dewitt Clinton byFirst
Consul, Paul Jones Peter, (known a-;
old Pete)
Marsh's Archy Bart Seely's celebrated bay mare by Duroc
in

the

possession. He was a very particular
breeder, always keeping a record of the
times of the covering and foaling of
his mares, the stallion covering, his
price, and in short every thing relating
to his blood stock.
In his minutes, he
says he began to breed when he purchased the True Briton mare, at the

New

day they never run more than three
miles.
He won at two and at three
heats, according as he was run, always
winning as I intended he should before
I started him.
I ran him on the Mohawk river; also in Madison county;

season he was

The above was

[Oct. 1530.

purchased

by Ambrose
him Gorgon,

Messenger Duroc, of the late iVIr.
Vincent, of Dutchess county, N. Y.
bred him. He is a darkchestnut,
without white, of fine size, and powerfully made.
He was by Duroc, out of
Mr. Vincent's old Messenger mare.
In the spring and fall that he was four,
I run him in the name of Duroc, ten
races, without losing one.
These
races were run in the middle and western parts of New York, where at that

that I

drew him

in

the

first

two of the

races,

and he was beaten the other, and by
Consul, whom he had beaten twice
before.
He was afterwards run two
matches, a single heat each which he
C. Hayt.
won.
Buffalo, August 10, 1831.

The above

horse I purchased of E.
A. Stevens, of New York, on the
7th day of July, 1835. For part of his
pedigree, see Am. Turf Reg. vol. ii. p.
256.
Given under my hand this 18th
day of August, 1836, at Lexington,
Kentucky.
J. S.
Lexington, Ky. Aug. 18, 1836.

&

alias

who

Letetia,
very

fine filly

Ch. c. Admiral, was sired by Beaudam Highland Mary, her dam
Young Maid of the Oaks, out of Byrd
Willis' old Maid of the Oaks, by Expedition.
Highland Mary, was sired

fort,

by American Eclipse, and
to

Medoc and Midas.

sister

four years old last spring.

R. Pettitson.
August

5,

1S36.

bespoken by Jacob Miller, of Huntingdon, Pa.
by imp. Victory, out of his blood mare Spunk,

is

is full

Admiral was

as the

name of

#^

cSV

yf^y

i"

";
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Felt.

FELT.
The

present

number

embellished with the portrait of another
of
the very fine horses imported
by Doctor Merritt, of Virginia, engraved
by Bannerman from a painting by
Troye, and considered by those
who have seen the horse an excellent likeness.
For a full and authentic memoir of Felt,
the reader is referred to page
298, vol. 7, of the
I urt

is

Kegister.

We may

mention appropriately in this place, that
we are daily in
expectation of receiving the
portraits of John Bascomb, Bill
Austin,
and other fine blooded stock
belonging to Col. Crowell, of Alabama,
when we shall lose no time in
embellishing our work with them.
15
v.8
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PRIAM.
Large

offers

do not say

I

have been made for

this distinguished

stallion, as in this last character

he

is

English racer—
almost untried

;

they have not answered
and, indeed, so far as his stock has appeared,
The value of all horses brought to this country, like
expectation!

scrutiny and comment,
the claims of public men, are fair subjects for
serve the interest
better
way
no
and the pages of the Register can in

of

subscribers, than

its

when they

are devoted to such subjects.

this horse,
The writer has regretted the high prices offered for
and
importation,
because it is more than any horse is worth for
price.
at
any
dear
be
the case of Priam, if brought in, he will
that if he could
One gentleman sent over an order, some time since,
another
immediately;
in
him
buy
to
at
$25,000,
at any time be had
$50,000-,
below
sum
company has directed him to be sent out at any

m

answer has been, 'no sum will buy him.'
most fashionable blood,
This only means, that as Priam is of the
there is no chance
reputation,
splendid
most
and left the turf with a
once settled, he
until he shall fail as a stallion ; this

as yet the

to purchase

may

be had

him
at

perhaps one-tenth the sum, and

those gentlemen

who have

them.
•

I

most sincerely advise

sent orders for his purchase, to revoke

m
•

-n

i

it

England I
now
opinion there are not only many horses
in America equal or
several
have
we
but
him,
to
should greatly prefer
superior to him.
substance, (at
are mainly to his want of
It is

my

objections to Priam
such he seems from the prints

My

least

which he won

all his

races

:

I

have seen,) and the manner in
Timoleon and Flonzel, too

like our

but, like
fast for all his competitors,

them, his stock will not sustain

his reputation.

each of them, Chifney,
Priam's races he won by speed in
run homeland gamthe
for
horse
his
who usually rode him, saved
and the English
post;
winning
the
at
moned his competitors just
now on the turf, often use the expression
writers, in describing horses
these circumPriam-like action.' From all
of 'that fine style and
slight horse,
rather
a
him
consider
stances I have been induced to
condition to
high
with
which,
with great speed, beautiful easy action,
a disappointever
but
turf,
the
on
sustain them, is usually successful
In

ment

:

all

in the stud.

.

r
Rowton, and others of our late
hold Leviathan, Margrave, and
Priam as stalhons, with blood
as every way preferable to
importations,
™„P
and ! ^11 stake my reputaa"y pure they have ntore stamina,
when he may, they
imported
be
sight,' that let him
I

tion of 'second

will always keep

him down.
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It is

not altogether impossible he

have done him no credit

colts

him here

bring

to ruin

may come

this spring

our stock

hints

few

article in the

English

on the subject of stud
extracts for

New

in yet this

but

if

he

is

fall,

as his

a failure, why-

A.

?

BREEDING,
An

;

99

&c.

Sporting Magazine has some excellent

farms., breeding,

we make

&c. from which

One

the edification of our readers.

a

of these extracts

repeats the quere, whether the English will not ere long be obliged to go
abroad for some of the stout running sort of horses, in consequence of the
great

number

of this description of stock sold to foreigners, particularly to

Americans.

'Although great attention was paid to the breeding of the racehorse,
particularly in the selection of the blood, and also, though in a less

up young

degree, in bringing

Grosvenor and Clermont,

time, in a country like this,

from the immense increase
for,
it

and the great demand

must be allowed

stock, in the days of O'Kelly,

Lords
Bunbury, &c. yet as the progress of
must extend our stock of knowledge, and

Sir C.

in the value of the stakes to be
for

blood horses both

at

that of late years rapid strides

the perfection of the

art.

In fact, there. is

little

contended

home and

abroad,

have been made to
left

to desire but a

and the soundness of the mares
intended to breed from, and the total extermination of two year old
racing.
It seems indeed a nice question whether the discontinuance
of three and even four mile racing counterbalances the evils of two
greater

attention to

year old training.

stout blood,

The

great advantages

which have attended the

system, strongly sanctioned by the example of some of our most suc-

and experienced supporters of the turf, of not bringing out
two year olds, has been so frequently and forcibly exemplified,
that if it were not for the sake of the valuable prizes which they contend for, it would appear extraordinary that it is not more generally
cessful

their

adopted.

ing been

The circumstance of the last three races for
won by horses which were not brought out

the

Derby hav-

until they

were

three years old, affords strong proof of the advantage of the practice.

Another great advantage which attends the present mode of managestock, is in the excellent keep of yearlings, foals,
&c. and particularly as regards the adoption of the plan recommended
*
*
*
*
in Nimrod's admirable 'Letters on Condition.'

ment of the young

After

all,

however, the breeding of racehorses,

in the

the word, from the prices that are to be obtained for

proper sense of

them

at all ages,

and the prizes that are established at the different meetings, will always
be a grand inducement in these times, nearly as much to the specula-
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It has been observed, in the pages of this
tor as to the sportsman.
Magazine, that from the immense exportation of valuable blood horses
by foreigners, and particularly by the Americans, we shall have to go,

few years, to the Continent for stout blood and
your list of 'Horses sent abroad by Messrs. TattersalP alone in 1S35, and find the names of such horses as Emancipalist,
tion, Rowton, Consul, Lapdog, Margrave, Dangerous, Sec. in that
one
day
may
prediction
your
that
it gives us strong reason to fear
the
of
pages
the
to
back
turn
we
however,
When,
prove too true.

in the course of a

when we look

;

to

same Magazine, (Feb. 1S36,) and
lions as Sultan, Emilius,

grounds

to

hope

find that

we have

Camel, and Velocipede,

that the stock of racehorses

still left

such

stal-

does leave us some

it

may

still

be preserved

was
well known
the
racers,
breeding
of
in
the
than
exemplified
never more strongly
his
of
qualities
bad
and
virtues
the
inheriting
racehorse
a
of
produce

in this country.

sire, in

a

The

most remarkable degree.

Calendar, from the
find an

commencement

example of a horse

himself on
It is

adage that 'like begets like,'

If

we look through
we

to the present time,

who had

the Racing
shall hardly

not in some degree distinguished

the turf getting racehorses.

astonishing the difference in gameness, to use a significant term,

which even a common hack pony, got by some good old horse, will
of
exhibit over another whose sire came under the denomination
thempresent
doubtless
4
will
Many examples of this kind
Crabs.'
selves to your readers.
*
*
*
*

It is

really astonishing

what blood will do

!

shabby-looking mares, with hardly one good point about
about them except their pedigree, have bred racehorses, as well in
shape and appearance, as in speed and performance, pre-eminently disMr. Orde's Ardrossan mare, the dam of so
tinguished on the turf ?

How many

—

many good runners, of which it may be sufficient to enumerate Emanplain
cipation, Tomboy, and Ree's-wing, is only a long hollow-backed
looking mare. Matilda also, winner of the Leger, and dam of the
Langar and Voltaire colts, who have so highly distinguished themselves in their engagements of the present year, is a very light weedy
thing, and which no one would suppose likely to produce such a won-

derfully powerful animal as the Voltaire colt,

two years

old.'

A match has been made by Messrs. G. Mallory and J. P. Corbin,
between Virginia Timberlake and Kitty Minge, two miles and repeat, for
$2,000 a side, half forfeit, over the Tree Hill course, to come off the first
day of the next spring meeting.

Sam Houston.— Walter W. W. Bowie, Esq. of Prince George's Co.
Maryland, bespeaks the name of Sam Houston for a colt of his out of the
dam of Charles Magic, by Autocrat.
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NEWMARKET JULY MEETING.
Tins meeting surpassed everybody's expectations in the
excellence
of the sport, the number and rank of its
visitors, and the beauty of
the weather.
The nobility and gentry mustered in great force, both
the hotels were so full as to refuse customers,
all the principal
lodgings were occupied, horses ran and sold well, and
nothing but
business was the order of the day.
The remark as to the superiority
of the racing applies not only to this meeting, but to
the season generally, which opened under the best auspices,
and has progressed with
a spirit that promises well for the turf.
It is true that betting is not
quite so extensive as usual ; this, however, I look
upon as one of the
signs of improvement ; those who content
themselves with running

amusement without laying it on too strong, will last the
would press this truism on one or two gentlemen who have

for
I

made

their debut.

According

to the

new

arrangement, (an objectionable one in two or

three respects,) the races

ing here

;

it

commenced on Tuesday,

the whole of the
of Mr. Ridsdale's horses in trainexcited a good deal of interest, the assignees having
pre-

morning being occupied
vailed

longest.

recently

in the sale

upon the

creditors to pay up the forfeits, (about
£300) so that
purchasers might have their lots clear of past responsibilities.
Venilia,
kept fit for running for the July stakes, and thought
highly of from
her running with Grand Cairo in the spring, was
put up first, and
despite her Velocipede legs, knocked down to that
gallant sportsman

Lord Chesterfield,
was immediately

370

gs. after some very spirited biddings.
She
backed freely, became a rattling favourite
before starting, and, although defeated, may be said
to have sustained
her price. The noble earl also purchased Bamfylde
for the same
sum, and was thought to have obtained his lots so
cheap as to be
offered between three and four hundred pounds for
his bargain. Cher-

for

plated,

sidamas, a remarkably promising two years old colt,
by Priam, was
sold to Lord Suffield for 255 guineas, and the other
lots as follows
c by Tramp, out of Neva, three years, 100 gs.— c. by Tramp, out
of Lunacy, three years, 200 gs.— f. by Tramp,
out of Amaryllis, two
:

years, 70 gs.—Marchesina, two years, 31
gs.— c. by Tramp, out of
Lunacy, two years, 135 gs.— c. by Tramp, out of Miss
Armstrong,
two years, 62 gs.— Galliard, 200 gs.— Florestine, with foal,
150 gs—
and Miss Armstrong, with foal, 1 35 gs.
The remainder of the stud, fifty-two lots, inclusive of twenty-nine
brood mares, will be sold at York.

The

notice of the weather and
16
v.8

company

at the

commencement

will

;

[Nov. 1836
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suffice for the three days,

me

and enable

to describe the racing

with-

out interruption.
olds,
of 10 sovs. each, for three year
opposition to
in
Redshank,
nag,
Leger
the
out
New T. Y. C. brought
Lord Berner's colt, out of Camarine's
a small field of bad horses, viz
and Lord Exeter's
dam, Col. Peel's Arsenic, Mr. Sowerby's St. Luke,

Tuesday.— A sweepstakes

:

By

Lady Anne.

whipcord and

dint of

keep the Camarine

colt in front for

shot by him and

when Redshank

John Day managed

steel,

to

three-fourths of the distance,

won by

a length without being

on the winner, and 5 to 1 agst. Camarine's dam
T. Y. C. was
Boyce rode the winner. A match for 100 sovs. h. ft.,
colt) 8st.
(Delphine
Toss-up,
well contested between Lord Lichfield's
by half
former
the
by
won
and
8st.,
7lb. and Lord Exeter's Jemmy,
Day.
John
by
jockeyed
was
who
Toss-up,
on
4
called upon.

2 to

1

5 to
fields ever seen for
July slakes brought out one of the smallest
they are not
that
popular race, and I am inclined to suspect

a length.

The
this

exactly the sort to find

much

favour for

Derby

or Oaks.

The

start

without the customary
was confined to the following seven, and
closest races ever seen:
the
of
one
produced
starts,
annoyance of false
of
Peel's
Col.
g. f. by Sultan, out
Beiram,
to
Brother
Lord Exeter's
Mulatto,
by
f.
Joie,Lord Chesterfield's Venilia, Lord Orford's
Fille de

ch.
out of Ascot's 'dam, (Angelica,) Mr. Wilson's

c.

by Comus. dam

Abjer, and Sir S. Graby Figaro, Mr. Pettit's b. c. by Tranby, dam by
odds were 11 to S
last
The
Twatty.
of
out
ham's^, by Shakspeare,
aast. Fille

and

6

forte,

and
I

de Joie, 3 to
7 to

1

1

agst. Venilia, 5 to

1

agst.

Brother

to

Beiram,

Brother to Beiram, whose
agst. the Mulatto filly.
the running, the
is speed, not stoutness, made

should say,

near the cords, where he was joined
filly, Venilia on the out-

others lying well up with

him

by Venilia,°Mulatto

and Fille de Joie

filly,

till

home

nearly in a

and the first to show distress these four ran
upon the chair,
to Beiram having a slight lead till right
Brother
line,
fillies to
Mulatto
and
where he stopt, and enabled the Fille de Joie
circumstance
similar
(a
three
catch him, and make a dead heat of
Miss Craven,
occurred in the First Spring meeting, 1329, between
between
1815,
meeting,
Houghton
the
in
and
Corsair,
and
Oppidan,
won by
being
Quinola, Asmodeus, and Osman, the deciding heats
and the
neck,
a
to
in
Miss Craven and Quinola ;) Venilia ran them
end.
wrong
the
at
themselves
other three particularly distinguished
if his mare had
won
have
should
he
and
says
Venilia,
Robinson rode
that when Brother to
not been run against and lookers on assert,
out of her stride or
Beiram stopt he nearly knocked the Mulatto filly
filly had just
Colonel's
The
others declared
she would have won
with the.
impressed
so
were
Orford
and
Exeter
won, and both Lords

side,

;

!

;

;
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dead heat was between their nags, that they rode up

the judge to announce their intention

divide the stakes.

to

The dead

catch your hare,' says Mrs. Glass.

to

'First

heat did not disturb the

confidence of the Fille de Joie party, although a moment's reflection

must have convinced them, as it did me, that of the two the Mulatto
blood was the most likely to run on
but in racing, as in all other
matters, fashion governs all things
and had Lord Orford's filly been
in Cooper's stable, and vice versa, the odds would have been 5 to 4
;

;

instead of 7 to 2 agst. her.
ting

was

and

7 to 2 agst.

Before running off the dead heat the bet-

5 to 4 agst. Fille de Joie, 5 to 2 agst. Brother to Beiram,

(t.)

Lord Exeter's colt again
made all the play, Nat keeping Lord Orford's mare in reserve till
near the cords, where she ran by him and won cleverly by a length
Mulatto

filly,

laid freely.

;

Fille de Joie

winner

is

was beaten half a length from Brother

in the Oaks.

In the evening there

was

and on the stakes,

1

to

1

agst.

each for the

at 4 to

1

done on the Goodwood

a little business

cup, at 9 to 2 agst. Hornsea, and 5 to

and 10

The

Beiram.

to

agst.

1

Bran, (taken eagerly,)

Rockingham, 10 to 1 agst. Pussy,
Redshank and Vulture quoted at 8 to

agst.

Oak-Apple.

Leger, and Trapball reported amiss.

St.

—

Wednesday. A kind of fast-day, except for Mr. Newcombe's
hawks, which were allowed to have a 'shy' at the crows to make up
the afternoon's amusements. The only legitimate race was for the
D. I. plate, which was won by Mr. J. Peel's Uncle Toby, (Nai) beating Lord Exeter's Lucks-all, Sir M. Wood's Amesbury, and Colonel
Peel's Castaway, after a slow run race.
Even on Luck's-all, 7 to 4
agst. Amesbury, and 4 to 1 agst. my Uncle.
The want of sport this
afternoon is very properly attributed by Bell's Life to the present
system of naming the remedy suggested is simple, and will probably

—

be adopted.

The

betting market

was

rather lively in the evening

on the Liver-

pool cup, General Chasse having several friends at 6 to
bina at 10 to

1,

Mlindig

Faithful backed for the
offered agst.
ball
1,

and not

Goodwood

Oak-Apple and

Felix,

in force.

stakes at

and 20

to

10 to
1

4,

and Ver-

Rush and Jacob
1,

13 to

agst. Lucifer

1,
;

each

Trap-

not so bad as suspected, and no offer agst. him higher than 10 to

Redshank

Rachel

at 8 to

Thursday.

make up

1,

Vulture

at 10 to 1,

Gladiator and

at 13 to 1.

Middleton backed

for the

Derby

— The racing

Wedge

at 10 to

c.

at 12 to 1,

and

Brother to Bay

1.

first event was the Town
which Redshank, Taishby Tramp, out of Neva, started the odds

and a distance of B. C,

and Mr, Bond's

Beeswing

as before.

to-day was plentiful, and good enough to

for the deficiency yesterday.

Plate, last mile
teer,

at 6 to 1,

The
for

;
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byto 1 on the Leger nag; he humoured his companions
walking with them for about twenty yards, started off at, for him, a
mere canter, got rid of them long before they reached the dukes'
He is a very fine goer, and is sure
stand, and won by four lengths.

being

to

<3

run forward

at

Doncaster.

Boyce rode him.

be
Sweepstakes of 10 sovs. each for two year olds, the winner to
T. Y. C. the following started Mr. Thornhill's c.

sold for 50,

&c—

:

out
by Emilius, out of Surprise, Lord Chesterfield's c. by Shakspeare,
br.
Peel's
Col.
Varna,
of Eva's dam, Lord Exeter's f. by Priam, out of
of
out
Shakspeare,
by
c.
Irby's
Mr.
f. by Edmund, out of Medora,

Clansman's dam, and Mr. T. Carter's c. Caricature, by Shakspeare.
Even on the three Shakspeares against the field. A close and beautihalf a
fully contested race between the four first named, and not
by
(jockeyed
length between them at the finish, Mr. Thornhill's
Conolly) winning by a head, and Lord Chesterfield's being second

;

the winner claimed.

The

Chesterfield stakes of 30 sovs. each, 20

last half of

Ab.

M.

ft.

for

two year olds-

—

1
Lord Exeter's Brother to Beiram, 4lb. extra. Conolly,
2
General Yates' Grand Cairo, by Camel,
3
Sir M. Wood's ch. f. by Langar, out of Isabelle,
The following were not placed Mr. Greville's Mariette,Lord Exe:

by Redgauntlet, out of Augusta's dam, Mr. Newton's c. by
Fille de
Cetus, out of Brilliante, Col. Peel's gr. f. by Sultan, out of
Grand
Winford.
Cookes'
and
Mr.
Laodice,
Grosvenor's
Gen.
Joie,

ter's c.

sums being laid out upon him at evens
each,
to
and 11 to 10; Brother to Beiram and Laodice stood at 5
(Fille
Tuesday
of
filly
crack
the
while
and were backed for a trifle,
Brother to Beiram again made the
de Joie) was not even mentioned.
and was in full sail to the lull when Grand Cairo drew upon
Cairo was

all

the go, large

1

running,

him, the 4lb. bringing them together

at

the betting stand

;

Beiram, however, answered the call,
ning a few yards, and won cleverly by a length

;

Sir

Brother to
after

run-

M. Wood's

filly

quitted his opponent

length
made a rush at the end, and was placed third by about half a
laid forward, but
also
colt,
Redgauntlet
Laodice,
Cairo
from Grand
;

Winford and the Cetus

colts

were several lengths

astern.

handicap of 15 sovs. each between The Glama, 8st. 7lb. Bodice,
was a very sport(the Whalebone one,) Sst. 4lb. and Juliana, Sst. 4lb.
of those desone
with
head,
a
by
ing affair, and won by the former
is so successful.
Chiffney,
as
well
as
Robinson,
which
perate rushes in
Glama, and 13 to S
betting was rather heavy at evens on The

A

The

agst.

Bodice.

The

running of

this

mare

is

surprising,

when

it

is

her trainer by
considered that only two months ago she astonished
dropping a colt foal by Patron.

; ;
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The meeting

terminated with a sweepstakes of 10 sovs. each, for
two and three year olds, which was won easily by Jemmy,
(Conolly)
beating Mr. Hunter's gr. f. by Gustavus, out of Peggy, two
years old
Mr. Newton's Cetus colt, Mr. Clover's b. f. by Emilianus,
out of
Chamois, two years old, and Mr. Walker's Vandenhoff, who was the
first

beaten

New

London

6 to 4 agst. Vandenhoff,

;

and 2

to

1

agst.

Jemmy.

Sporting Magazine]

W.

G.

BAY MIDDLETON.
shewn there is no better nor more fashionable bred
horse, with so close a connection with Derby and Oaks winners,
than
It

has been

Bay Middleton, the last winner of the Derby. His dam an Oaks
winner grandam renowned both for blood and achievements lineally
descended from others of 'the real Prunella sort'— his paternal
line

—

;

equally celebrated on the turf and in the stud.
1833. B. c. Bay Middleton, bred and owned by Lord Jersey,
got
by Sultan out of Cobweb, by Phantom— Filagree by Soothsayer-

Waxy—

Web

by
Penelope by Trumpator— Prunella by Highflyer, &c.
Sultan by Selim, out of Bacchante, by Williamson's Ditto,
(winner

of the Derby and own brother to Walton,) sister to Calomel,
by Mercury— Herod— Marske— Regulus, &c. Selim— see below. Walton

and Ditto, renowned sons of
nowned son of Eclipse, &c.

Mr. Crockford's Sultan, 1S19,

dam by Dungannon,

Peter,

Sir

at three

years old,

won two

a re-

races,

200

Newmarket, (where he won all his races,) and ran second
the Derby, beat, only by a head, by Tiresias, by Soothsayer.
At

gs. each, at

in

four years old, he
at five years old,

stakes,

and 75

won 200
&c.

;

gs.

five

covered

at

won
won

and 100

20

that

gs. a

two gold cups, 300

five races,

Lord Exeter's

gs. as

prizes

four prizes, 1,000 gs. 200, and two of 50 gs.

gs.

;

at

year,

;

seven years old,

and

gs.,

at six years old, as

at eight,

won

the

the Trial

Lord Foley's,

Whip, 500

the Trial Stakes.

gs.

1824,

higher price than any stallion excepting his sire

Selim and Phantom.

Phantom, winner of the Derby, and Soothsayer, winner of the
St.
Leger the same year, were the two best colts of their year, and
greatly
renowned both on the turf and in the stud.
Selim, Castrel and Rubens were own brothers to Bronze,
winner of
the Oaks, by the famous Buzzard, (imported into the U. S.) out
of the

renowned brood mare by Alexander, &c.
H. R. H. the Prince of Wales' Selim, 1806,
the Oatlands at

Newmarket and 50

gs. at

at

four years old,

Brighton;

at five,

he

won
won
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180S, covered at 20 gs.

was sire to Sultan, Langar, and many more of the best horses.
Castrel, renowned also on the turf and in the stud, was sire to the
famed race nag Princess Royal, dam of Queen of Trumps, winner of
the Oaks and Leger, and now the best race mare in England.
Rubens, also renowned on the

turf

and in the stud, winner of the
7m. 5s.

that beat Centaur, R. C. in

Craven, &c. was sire to Hambden,
equal to four miles in 7m. 35s. and with the heavy English weight.
The grandam of Centaur was 'the dam of Castrel, Selim, Rubens, Stc.

by Alexander, (son of Eclipse)— Highflyer— Alfred— Engineer— the
dam of Ray Malton, &c.' In 1821-2-3 and 4, Centaur ran thirtythree times and

won

out a blemish, by

'The
second

first

twenty-four

—

finished perfectly sound and with-

Reacon course.
Green Mantle and Varna, were first and
Roth famed winners of the Drawing Room

beating Sultan, over the

of Sultan's get,

for the Oaks.'

Augusta won the Newmarket St. Leger; Mahmoud a cup and a king's plate Schumla, two or three plates and a
cup; Reiram, the Drawing Room Stakes, and a good second to Priam,
Galatea won the Oaks, Port Stakes, and Ascot Cup
the same meeting
Stakes, Oatlands, &c.

;

;

;

Oxygen, by a head, for the Oaks Glencoe, third
in the Derby, and winner of the Goodwood and Ascot Cups, the
Whip, &c. Ray Middleton, winner of all his races, spring of 1836,
8,375 gs. in two months, clear of all deductions; Destiny, within

Marmora second

to

;

;

half a length of winning the Oaks, &c.
In the Derby, a Sultan colt

second, third and fourth.

was winner, Partisan colts running
won, and a Sultan

In the Oaks, a Partisan

was second.
Gladiator, second in the Derby, and a favourite for the

was

got by Partisan out of Pauline, by

Sorcerer

St.

Leger,

Moses— Selim— Whiskey

or

— Coriander — Highflyer —Matchem, &c.
AMERICAN RLOOD.

That

in

some

cases, in

which every impure or obnoxious cross has

been cautiously avoided, our 'thoroughbreds' have as good blood as
any in the world, there can be no doubt.

The

revival of the turf, that dates

from the matches with Eclipse,

and the greater attention since given to breeding, especially the introduction of the best blood, and of many renowned race nags, of both*
sexes, renders it almost certain, that, in the course of a very few years,
there will be

more

previous period.

excellent race horses in this country than at any

The

spirit

of racing and breeding was never so
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much excited, nor as widely diffused, as at the present time. The
American Stud Book, so long 'a desideratum,' will shortly enable
every breeder to distinguish the good pedigree from the bad.

A

sporting paper points out the several leading favourites for

late

the St. Leger, of the present

some of our imported

month,

horses.

that are connected in blood

For example

half brother to Luzborough, (that

is,

may

with

Wedge, by Picton,

the

in sporting parlance, out of the

same dam,) out of Vat, by Langar, own
a sister in blood

:

imp. Vamp. (Nearly

sister to

be bred in this country.)

Elis

is

not enume-

rated in the catalogue referred to, but ought to have been, both from
his blood and brilliant achievements
lately twice a distinguished

—

winner

at

Goodwood, and second

Hornsea, the same week for the
Cup, beating Rockingham, a Leger winner, and others of renown.
On his winning the Drawing Room Stakes, it is remarked in Bell's
to

Life in London, the performance was precisely what might have been
expected from a horse, which, besides distinguishing himself in his
two year old races, ran Bay Middleton to a head at Newmarket.

Should he go
first

to

Doncaster, his public running will entitle him to the
Elis is by Langar, out of Olympia, by Sir

place in the betting.

Oliver,

— nearly

which

Elis

blood

sister in

something

is

to

Olivetta,

dam

like an half brother.

of imp. Autocrat, to

(Langar

is descended
on both sides from imp. Buzzard and imp. Diomed.)
Vulalso descended from Autocrat's maternal ancestry.
Beeswing,

lineally

ture

is

another Leger favourite,

is

out of the

dam of

imp. Emancipation

— his

half sister.

Bay Richmond,

now in England, is nearly
descended one remove further, in the lineal
from imp. Buzzard, and maternally, has two near colla-

Langar

allied to

paternal line,
teral crosses

England,

is

the best three year old

— he

is

from imp. Diomed.

Glencoe,

nearly brother in blood to

was decidedly

now

daily expected from

Bay Richmond.

Priam, that

the best race horse of his day, and superior to

any

for

many

years preceding, in his maternal line was lineally descended
from imp. Diomed.
If

our Sir Archy blood be fostered with due care, the time may not
when it will be sought to cross with the Whalebone, Emi-

be distant,
lius,

Velocipede and Sultan stock of England.

No

one,

who

will

examine the subject, can doubt the value and

importance of blood.

If a race

ally runs with success,

he

horse of questionable blood occasionbut an exception, of rare occurrence, to
a general rule, and will, almost invariably, prove worthless in the
stud-

is

Examiner.
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Mr. Editor:
As I suppose every
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SPEED.

York, Illinois, Sept. 18, 1836.
thing in relation to the speed of the horse is a

proper subject for the Turf Register and Sporting Magazine, I would
be glad to make inquiry through it for the quickest time in which a
quarter of a mile has actually been run, where the time has been
accurately ascertained by a good watch.

by supposing
this matter.

that
It is

I

most people are under

am

led to

make

the inquiry

a great error in regard to

frequently asserted that a

first rate

quarter nag will

run the 440 yards in from seventeen to eighteen seconds. I lately
timed a good horse, though perhaps not first rate, that was twenty-

This led me

four seconds running the quarter.
lations,

which

A
Time

I

to

make some

calcu-

herein send you.

horse will

make 70 jumps

of near 19 feet in 440 yards.

Feet per second.

of run-

ning a quarter.

17 sec.
18
19

20
21

22
23
24

CHESTATEE.
Pendleton, S. C. Sept. 21, 1836.
Mr. Editor
mare Chestatee, raised by me
gray
the
pedigree
of
the
you
send
I
and now owned jointly with Mr. John Maxwell. In enumerating the
:

racing stock of the south, the writer of the article from the Georgia
Courier, in the August number of the Turf Register, has not thought

proper to mention her
deserving as

many

although

;

I

should have supposed she was as

have been named.

that

If for

no other reason,

her running second to Bascomb, on the three mile day in January last,
over the Lafayette Course, when quite lame, as was evident to hundreds, ought to have at least entitled her to a passing notice.

Whether intended or not is a matter of little moment, but the writer
has included her among those summed up in the last paragraph of his
'So we are sure there are many race nags
article, where he says
who are unworthy of notice, but for the gratification of their owners.
:

It is

very

far

from being the

fact,

got a race horse, has got one.'

that every

Now

man who

thinks he has

these are simple truths, but

I
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suit my case
I believe candidly that I have as good
nag as any stated in the whole list, with the exception of Bascomb, and I must yield to him, as he beat me. I do not intend to

do not think they
a race

impugn

the motives of the writer, they are of little consequence

commence a

as he did

make

list,

he ought

have done equal

to

dumb

these remarks to vindicate the reputation of a

has been grossly overlooked by the Georgia Courier.

but
I

brute that

say grossly,

I

for she has given, publicly, repeated evidences in the last

;

justice.

two seasons,

of being a race nag of no ordinary pretensions, and particularly on
the Augusta course.
the turf, Mr.

James

But she
J.

accident happen, will

will be in the

hands of that veteran of

Harrison, for the ensuing campaign, and

command

for herself that attention

if no
which has

been unjustly denied by the Courier.

To shew
have an

am

further that

disposed to

I

am

not singular in

2,000 dollars, which

offer of

I

can get

my
at

opinion of her,

any moment

John

— Over-riding Hounds, &c.

I am fearful I shall draw upon me the indignation of
among your readers, in recommending so strenuously

should be

left to

their anger,
it

warm,'

I

Colhoun.

E.

of leaving Hounds to themselves

fault,

I

Respectfully, yours, &c.

sell.

The advantage

that

themselves.

But

let

me

when

at

the fast ones
that

implore them

to

hounds
suspend

and like Tarn O'Shanter's wife, 'nurse their wrath to keep
fail to convince them that blood is more likely to result

till I

my measures, than from those hasty casts so much applauded
by the impetuosity of youth. I have been possessed of every description of hound, from the lap-dog beagle, to the twenty-six inch bloodhound. I have killed every animal of the chase, (if they may be so

from

called,)

from the stoat to the

after a day's hunting, but

ground

I

on

stag,

my

have passed in the day.

has occurred, and have almost

and

pillow
I

never put on

I
I

my

night-cap,

run over every inch of the

review every circumstance that

invariably found that success has

my efforts only when I suffered myself to be guided and
by the hounds and that I have most frequently failed when
I made the most rapid and dashing casts.
Surely they will admit we
are more likely to get up to our animal while hounds are showing
you the line it has gone, than in galloping over a country upon a wild
crowned

directed

;

conjecture

?

I

would not have them suppose

that

I

wish hounds

stand bellowing on a plough for half an hour, while your fox
velling miles befoie you.

17

v.8

Give them but time enough

to

to

is tra-

show you
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and then

on with them,

trot

on

still
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their noses, to better

moment how much more eagerly
scent when they know it is not far

Let them consider for a

ground.

your hounds will fling for the
from them, than when they are convinced they have left it a mile
behind them. I have seen my hounds so disgusted at being taken
from the line, that they would scarcely follow me in one of my foolish speculations. If after a ten minutes burst, hounds get into difficulties would they advise the huntsman instantly to catch hold of them
and gallop away to such points as he thinks (for after all it must be only
conjecture) the fox may have gone ? Had he not better give them a little
time to

feel for

not enabled

catch their wind, and

when they do

hit

it

are they

more severely, and if it should turn out a long
horse be any the worse for it? Show me the huntsman

day would his

who

it,

to press

with a stout afternoon fox has not upbraided himself for taking

morning with

a liberty in the

when some important

cularly

diligence and

his horse

How many

his vigilance.

all

and his hounds

and

;

period has arrived that required

parti-

his

all

a fox has escaped, that a

quick eye, a clear head, and half a minute sooner, might have killed
Let the

hard

in a

When

?

imagine themselves a pack of bipeds on foot running

field

deep snow the

trail

of a long-legged assassin or incendiary.

they came blown to a frequented road, or

they flash about then

Would they not on

?

foil

the

of sheep, would

contrary pick

it

And when they
hit him off, from finding themselves fresh, would they not follow him
up much more cheerily ? You have in the hound and horse a certain
quantity of animal power to oppose the power of another animal with
leisurely through

many chances in
man to husband
little

with.

its

they recovered their wind

favor.

It

These of course

many

huntsman

it is

and

spirits of the

is at work
which no doubt

animals he

in the

There

are times to be quick, and times

judicious selection of them that the clever

shown.

is

Now, reader,
me indulge in
delight.'

becomes then the duty of the hunts-

are only general rules, from

exceptions.

be slow, and

?

the resources entrusted to him, and to exhaust as

as possible the strength

there are
to

till

Do

if

you are

that

a

young one have patience with me, and

garrulity, the

when you come

not

to treat, close the

book

in disgust

'poor

disbanded

to the subject

veteran's

on which

and exclaim dead

sloio,

I

let

sole

am about
hy

G — d.

between us, you go out to gallop and
jump till you have tired either your horse or yourself; no matter after
what, scent or no scent, fresh fox or hunted fox, give you a good
Recollect there

is

this difference

gallop and you are content. I go out to kill a fox, and I know from
long experience that can only be accomplished by steadiness and perseverance.

You

are apt to consider that a fox keeps

on

all

day

at the
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pace you see him leave the cover,
and that at the first check he is
running you out of scent. I know
to the contrary ; I have,
from a
knowledge of country, seen many a
fox at a very short distance before
the hounds, taking it very easily,
stopping, listening, hanging in small
covers, that a huntsman need
never despair of getting up to him
I
say stick to him so long as
hound can feather on the
scent.

The

most successful instance I ever knew
was with the justly celebrated
Meynell. He was drawing a
gorse-cover, when a favourite hound
spoke once, and only he.
'That will do,' said he, 'draw them round
again, Raven.'
He did, an hour passed away and the field
became
impatient; he still persevered,
another hour passed and the field
became outrageous. 'There is a fox
in the cover and I will find him
before I leave it,' said Mr.
Meynell. The greater part of the field
went home. 'Raven,' said he,
'whereabouts did that hound speak?'
Close to that low bush, sir.'
'Then get off and go in.' It was a low
thorn bush that leaned over
the gorse, in which was a magpie's
nest,
and on Raven looking up, he saw
the fox peeping over the top of the
nest at him.
He whipped him out, gave a scream, there
was a good
scent, they had a most
magnificent run and
killed

him near

their

kennel.

Don't you think if hounds will work
hard to enjoy a weak scent,
would make haste with a good one, and
such haste as would
puzzle the best of your prads to live
with them ?
I have been complained of for not mentioning the
riders.
The only answer I can
make to it, ,s, I am unable, for I never look
at them but with fear and
trembling.
When I see men going at a fence before half the
hounds
that they

are over,

am

not so uncharitable as to wish
they may break their
their horses may have
more sense than their
riders and refuse to take them.
There are two things (in the language of Solomon) 'that I abhor, yea,
three are an abomination to me.'
I he sight of a greyhound
in the street, the sight of the
word Reform,
and the sight of a rider pressing on
hounds. Ye noble generous
youths, think not that I wish to
repress your ardour, for I o-] ry in
you.
I still remember that I once
was young, and hope my 'easy
presence will check no decent haste.'
All I ask, all I implore, is,
give them room enough to swing
when they are off it, and do not
spoil your own sport; you will
be gainers by it in the end, the
hounds will be better settled, you will
have fewer checks, and most
probably a pad in your pocket when
you
necks, but

my

I

I

do wish

everlasting theme,

I

must

relate

go home.
As hounds are
one more anecdote, and if the

crcumstar.ee had not occurred in the
presence of many who can bear
witness to it, I would hardly dare
to mention it.
I bred some beagles
from Lord Maynard's stock, and
was tempted by a high price to part

[Nov. 1830.
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with them

j

never shall

I

forget the sensations

I

experienced on

my

evening, to the kennel, after they

gloom of a summer
arrival, no favourite
cheerful notes welcomed my
no
were gone;
'a solemn silence
caress,
accustomed
hound came forward for his
The
each eye.
bedimmed
'tears
add,
may
reigned around,' and I
first visit, in

the

the extinguished fire, the listless
deserted benches, the dusty troughs,
happiness-made me feel that
couples-the sad mementos of departed
of a philanthropist, and
much
I am not
the world.
I stood alone in
in the sympathy
confidence
much
place
'scratch too grey a head' to
me, if we seek
taught
has
Experience
men.
and regard of my fellow
and a pettihound
will only be found in a
for comfort here below, it
thickest
the
in
out
eyes
his
use them well, and one will tear
coat
it.
promote
to
life,
valuable
her
sacrifice
cover and the other would
that depreswith
kennel
the
left
?
I
them
Can you do too much for
your readers might feel after a solitary walk
sion of spirits that any of
gaping
ancestors, and viewing the next niche
through the vault of their
•

more hounds,
therefore, determined to have some
Mr. Marriott
from
draft
a
had
Chapman
having heard that John

to receive him.

and

I,

and there
met them at Cambridge, by appointment,
to a cat.
calf
a
from
with any size
found I could be accommodated
with
struck
particularly
was
inch hounds, 1
In selecting some twenty
would
she
or
hocks,
her
below
quite clean
to dispose of,

I

not
a lemon-pied bitch,

had the most knowing-looking head I ever
hive been perfection. She
got
and consequently became a pet. I
hound,
saw stuck upon a
for
anxious
felt
and
other,
strangers to each
toother a lot almost all
wished
the
length
At
debut.
season to make my
the approach of the
determined
corn was cut, but not carried, and I
for

mom

arrived, the

them work a trail but unforfine favouup among them and away went my
tunately a hare jumped
orders to
with
whip
the
sent
1
of them.
ritTtwo fields to the left
time
some
was
He
her.
kill
and
ride over her

to take

them

see
to a wheat-stubble to

cut her in two, or
her, and at the
before he could get at

first

;

cut she shut up-,

I

pronoun-

come on the
skirter, and as she would not
ced her a most inveterate
At the end
home.
she should when she got
line then, I determined
the 1 me,
on
hardest
the
came to them, worked
of fifteen minutes she
the
continued
She
assistance.
almost without
and killed her hare
for the first ten or
them
near
go
not
would
same till her death. She
go to work it was
but so soon as she began to
fifteen minutes,
the time 1 had her,
At
against the hare.
fcoutts to a coster-monger'
and several deer
repair,
under
neighbourhood was
a park-wall in the
up on a faljumped
deer
the
of
one
In drawing for a hare
"ot out.
severe burs,
A
haunches.
her
at
away
went
fow, and the hounds
pyller,
desperate
a
before,
T had not ridden
followed, 1 was on a horse
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and the perspiration was rolling off
got np to her in a river.

very foolishly went

been expected,

to

mc
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in torrents,

when

the

hounds
and

In saving her I got a complete soaking,

look for a hare afterwards.

caught a dreadful cold, and was put

As might have

and there
At the end of that time, 1 sent for one of the
boys to the bedside, and said to him, 'To-morrow is my birth-day,
and you know I always hear a hound on that day besides it is my
I

I

to bed,

lay for a fortnight.

;

jubilee,

I

complete half a century.

wood, and see
say

I

you can

slot a deer.

horse, go

a

If so, call

to

Palmer's

on our prickers and

to-morrow at ten.' He came back, said he could
and had let our friends know. My next consideration

will be there

slot a brace,

was

if

Take

to

stall-off the doctor,

as I was sure there would be a shindy
and he would come up well primed with advice. In the
evening up he came, and, with unusual solemnity of manner, began
on the importance of preserving our health for the sake of our fami-

down

stairs,

lies.

I

go slap

said
at

I

know what you would

When

it.

go, and will take the

ing
I

put on

I

my

he had done,

the room.

them
that

doctor, don't crane, but

am

determined
In the

A

to

morn-

holloa, said

When

got

I

fire

in

up the circulation. I threw
wind, and was soon cheered with a crash
I,

will get

his haunches.

describe the day, sufficient be

had been running nearly

who

pretty comforter for a fellow

under three blankets with a great

in, gave them a side
showed they were at

stale scent.

at,

great-coat, started, and had not been long out before

a fortnight

One

be

said, 'Well, I

whole responsibility on myself.'

encountered a snow-storm.

who had been

I

It

would be tedious

to

we changed three times, and
three hours, when we were holloaed to a
round and found how it was, I unmuzzled
it

to

say

ralher freely at them, for presuming to holloa the hounds away, and
durst not put them back into the cover, as it was full of hares.

My

onl| dependence was
ancr carried

on

now on

'Trollop,' for she alone could speak to

it,

to a warren,

and while working it on a gravel road,
the body burst out and brought a hare close by her nose. She lifted
.up her head, saw it, and instantly put her nose doivn and stuck to the
I deer.

it

They were

stopped and brought back, and the

field

became

You may talk to eternity, said I, for so
me the line, so long will I stick to it.
middle o£$e warren, when suddenly throwing

j| very free with their advice.
long as- that bitch can show

s

She

carried'

it

into the

her head to the wind, she crouched Hkfe a panther, and rushing into a
thicket, out he bounded.
Mad I taken their advice I should have left
'the deer behind me.
We took him a very short ring, brought him
back, add'very soon pulled him down. When the excitement was
all
ovep, t

was ready

aieck, got

homo

to

fall

as well as

through weakness.
I

could,

was

I

lifted off,

lay on
put

my

horse's

into n hot

I
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and ruminating on what had passed, I forgot my disease, and was
confirmed in an opinion I had long entertained, That there is more
virtue in a saddle than in the whole Materia Jledica !
I could adduce innumerable instances of the advantages arising from
a steady attention to hounds while they are at work, instead of

But

tening to the foolish advice of those about you.

put a young huntsman on his guard, and

enough
assure him

lie

his hounds,

and

said

am

I

to

I

I

lis-

have

once more

hounds only.

in his

delighted to see the kind construction your correspondents

It is

who assume

management of

the

an arduous task, and the sporting world are under great

obligations to them, but

I

cannot help

they stand in the same relation

ment do

trust

will never be successful, unless he has confidence in

generally put on the conduct of those

hounds.

I

For

to reporters.

if all

how and

then thinking that

each other as members of Parlia-

to

words of

the acts of the one, and the

the other, were to be laid before the public, perhaps such favourable

conclusions would not be drawn.
I

have said

I

hate the

word Reform, and

I

do despise

most hear-

it

Game Laws, and Reform of the Poor Laws,
have made every labourer a poacher so much so that this neighbourhood, which formerly abounded with hares, is now almost entirely
A friend of mine is similarly circumstanced, and is
bereft of them.
tily, for

the

Reform of

the

;

desirous of taking a country to hunt hare three days a week, with a

Should

subscription, in England or Wales.

of your readers

who wish

liberty to request
to

you, which

to

your permission

when forwarded

to

to

New

meet the eye of any

me

allow them

shall receive

to

may

I

take the

address a letter

due attention.

Thistlewhipper.

Yours, &c.
London

this

have a country hunted,

Sporting Magazine]

(Correspondence of the Philadelphia Saturday Chronicle

A

YANKEE

IN"

)

ENGLAND.

—Yankee

Southampton, Eiig.July, 1836.

—

Superiority with the Rifee.
After having supped in the coffee room with several very agreeable
and intelligent fellows. I smoked a cigar with a rather gentlemanly
and spirited young man, who was dressed in a green hunting coat,
witli yellow buttons, low-crowned and broad-brimmed hat, with a

A Pigeon Match

riding

whip

in his hand.

body, and conversed
of sporting topics

known

to

every

and manly way upon

all

kinds

He seemed

in a fluent, easy,

to

be well

—hunting, racing, shooting, &c.

&c.

I

soon found

—
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he was one of the most accomplished sportsmen
in the neighborhood, and he informed me that a pigeon match was to
take place
at about a mile distance the following
morning.
I resolved to be
that

present.

a stranger.

my

my

All the feelings of

hunting days in Kentucky and the
I was in England, and
did not forget to hasten to my bed room and
put

West came over me;

far

But

I

order.

rifle in

was second

You

none

to

I

forgot entirely that

remember, doubtless, that

in

my own

town

I

in the use of that

deadly instrument.— Therefore
imagine me casting bullets in the kitchen, and putting every
thing in
trim for the purpose of using one of the best
rifles our country "has
produced. My heart beat high with hope and pride;
indeed I hardly
slept all night for the thought that, should I be
lucky, with a single
ball, too,

how

the natives

would

dence bordering upon vanity.

stare!

I

Forgive

me

if I felt

really could not help it;

a confi-

though

I

knew
make

the birds were only to be fired at with shot, yet
I hope°d
to
a rifle match with some one on the ground, (as
many spare

birds

were

to

be taken.)

The hour came, and

a large party repaired to the field,

I

among

the

soon found that the sport was uncommon at this seaso°n
of
the year, but the match was held for the purpose
of settling a partirest.

I

cular bet.

The

and were placed

pigeons were brought on the ground in large baskets,
one, sometimes two at a time, in a kind of Trap,
at the

distance of ticenty-one yards from the marksmen.
They were called
blue pigeons, and when the signal was given they
fled with great
rapidity and strength.
The two competitors fired tolerably well, but
my sporting friend had the better because when they fired with

double-barrelled guns at 'twos,' he contrived, with great coolness
and
dexterity, to bring down both his birds twice out of three
times.

The

match ended by his killing ten birds out of twelve, while his
rival
only shot nine. He then turned to me and said
'I suppose you shoot better than that in
America." 'No,' said I
'that is

the

very tolerable shooting any where.'

name of

your

rifle to

sport.

How

all

that

a pigeon

is

But he asked, 'what in
you to bring
of no use whatever in this kind of
1 never saw so singular an instru-

ridiculous, could have induced

match

?

small the barrel

It is

is

!

ment.'
'It is a
piece that requires 75 balls to the
exclaimed he, 'Never heard of such a thing; it
power.
Our rifles carry balls of three quarters
Well, 1 will try you at six pigeons each
Self.

pound.'

'Pshaw

can have but

!'

little

of an ounce each.'

with

it,

giving

you

the advantage of one, just for a friendly dinner between
four of us.

Sportsman.

Agreed!

Not

that

expect to win;

I

gained something handsome already,

I

am

but as

1

have

not particular about losing.
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your practice can
do not believe that even you, with all
so extraordinary.
seems
It
bull.
single
with
a
strike a bird

Besides,

I

possibly

The

birds

expectation was
were trapped one by one, and public
I began to
Even
degree.
to a very great

do assure you,
pigeons
self-confident in offering to shoot
I had been too
it they
knew
I
and
me,
tempted
distance
the
However,
rifle.

excited,

I

fancy that

with a

fled straight

forward

should have a good chance.

I

and

my

I loaded
rival.
to
cast lots for the first shot; it fell
disappointment,
the
bore
lie
shot,
fired; but he missed every
bird flew
I took the rifle-the first

We

he
however, with excellent humour.

could not bring the sight to
slant-wise in so singular a manner that I
shoulder I lowered it again, and
after raising my piece to my
bear
You know the Kentucky
allowed the pigeon to escape without firing.
bird served me in
second
The
sure.'
are
you
rule, 'never shoot till
my piece. The by-standers
the same manner, and I again lowered
;

and

I

must

dissatisfaction,
manifested signs of disappointment and
The third pigeon was
comfortable.
confess, felt the very reverse of
at the distance of 70
when
and,
a-head,
straight
loosed, and she fled
A
air, and— she fell.
the
through
whistled
ball
rifle
a
yards, at least,
at
and
with,
succeeded
Another I
loud shout proclaimed my success.
The people were literally delighted, for they
en-eater distance.
'Now,' said
understood nothing here about rifle shooting.
I,

positively

the next,

I kill

I, 'if

I

try that pleases.'

I

will not fire at

another; but

said this because I

let

any gentleman

did not wish

to risk the

I could
missing of either of them if 1
interonly
then
and
now
ensued,
silence
A dead
possibly avoid it.
'well, it
American;'
'an
'American,'
of
whispers
audible
rupted by the
not seen it,' &c. &c.
extraordinary,' 'could'nt have believed it if I had

pulled the trigger, that

is, if

is

Do

not imagine

I

was conceited

ing for the honor of

my

my

country

hand and eye, and gave

flew upwards, but

still

nae

was not— I

I

;

;

as if

felt

that sentiment nerved

hopes of victory.

straight a-head, and, in a

I

was shoot-

and steadied

This, the last bird,

second or

so, fell,

than the other two.
having received the ball at a still greater distance
as a prodigy by all
regarded
was
applause was tremendous, and \

The

around, while

among

I

western

felt

upon the business, as you know that,
would have been merely considered

quite cool

hunters,

'pretty fair shooting,'

it

but nothing wonderful.

1

will not conceal,

to triumph, as
however, that I experienced a gratification approaching
when
diminished
not
was
this
and
party—
with
the
town
I

returned to

my

after
coupled with die 'prosperity of America,' was drunk
in
direction
a
them
To gratify my new friends, I have given

'health,'

dinner.

the United States where they

may

sending for four genuine American.

obtain good

rifles.

Tiny

intend
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YAXLEY REGATTA.
'Thomas
sent

is

!

ray anchor

come from

on board, and a block

it

you made

the smith's

'Yes,

?'

for the jib-haulyards.'

a pigeon-pie

sir, I

have

'Cook! have

?'
'Yes, sir and put a beefsteak at the botbe boiled,— roast those three couple of chickens,
and have the ten gallon cask filled
with ale out of 'Sampson,' but don't

tom.'

'Let a

!

ham

draw it off until the morning. Put half
a dozen of champagne in ice
by six o'clock to-morrow morning,
Joseph, and pack six bottles of
punch with it.' 'Yes, sir
!'

Such, and such like, were the dialogues
that took place between the
captains of the boats and the
heads of the
several parties'

hereafter allude

we

shall

and their mates, cooks, and butlers, on the 13th of
June, the day which preceded
Yaxley Regatta. Each host providing
to,

to suit the tastes of his
friends, all the requisites for a pic-nic were
pressed into the service, from cider and
lemonade to be sipped with
delicately-cut sandwiches, to the
more substantial ballast of beef
and strong ale, together with grog of
all

colours, cigars, pipes, and

tobacco.

Gentle reader, the crews and passengers of
the vessels which
cruised on Whittlesea-mere, on
the 14th, were not flesh-abhorring
Brahmins, nor had they enrolled themselves

members of^he Tempe-

rance Society, the rules of which
would not allow even seven-water
grog; nevertheless, I assure you, every
one was temperate, but 'not

by compulsmn.'

Captain Marryatt, R. N.,

this matter, says, 'of all the

who

amusements entered

and gentry of our island, there

is

is

good authority on
by the nobility

into

not one so manly, so exciting, so
can add, there is no

patriotic, or so national, as
yacht-sailing,' and, I

place better adapted for taking that

amusement, in a small way, than
well-known Lake of the Fens, Whittlesea-mere
being a broad
expanse of three thousand eight hundred acres,
and from E. N. E. to
the

;

W. S. W. giving a course of nearly three miles.
During the summer
(except in very dry seasons) the depth of
water remains about two or
three feet, and in the winter four
or five ; the bottom is muddy, but
sufficiently hard to admit of walking
out from any part, should you
swamped.

The Mere is situated six miles (across land)
from
Peterborough, two miles from Yaxley,
two and a half from Stilton,
and five from Whittlesea. From the
surrounding country being so
perfectly flat, the breeze upon it is
steady and free from those puffs
and squalls that rivers are, from their
hilly banks, so subject to
but
when it does blow it has all the breeze, and
I have seen it as
get

as

some

parts of our coast.

by gentlemen
18

who

kept boats there

v.8

rough
was much frequented
the fashion seems again to have

Some years
;

since

it
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is now more
revived, and likely to continue in existence, as there
to my yarn
But
summers.
several
for
known
water than has been
with the
years
many
for
custom
the
been
has
It
14th.
about the
Mere' on the day
people of Yaxley and neighbourhood 'to go on the

many
George and Dragon Club-feast, and on this occasion as
twelve
to
ten
from
average,
an
on
as forty-one sail turned out, having,
as numerpersons on board each boat. The vessels were as various

after the

plebeian turf-boat.
ous, from the aristocratic reg'lar built cutter to the
In noticing the reg'lar built,

I

'The Black Dwarf,'

shall begin with

of six tons and cutter-rigged, as
plenty of wind and
pretty a little craft as ever swam, and, give her but
on this day, her
although,
fleet,
the
of
boat
water, decidedly the best
whole way ;
the
ground
the
on
being
estimated,
be
not
sailing could

owner, Mr. F.

J.

Jenkins.

She

is

stiff under it, sails
she carries an immense spread of canvass, and is
that can be
handiest
is the
fast, goes near the wind, and in tacking
'The
seconds.
five
about
in
put
wished for, having been frequently

Her
fitted up.
is decked, and has a cabin conveniently
not only from
'Commodore,'
of
title
and
rank
the
obtained
has
owner
his well-known
his vessel being of the greatest tonnage, but also from
and being a
bearing,
manly
aquatic propensities, jolly disposition,
Black

good

Dwarf

sailor.

k
next in consequence, and fastest this day, was The Will-o'by sevethe-Wisp,' from Cambridge, Mr. Reeve, owner, accompanied
gentlemen of St. John's. She is of rather less tonnage than 'The

The

ral

-1

Black Dwarf, draws

less water,

and

sails fast,

but from a want of

decked and has a
were lopped off about a foot, and that added to the
In point
superior boat.
foot of the mainsail, wouhl make her a very
Harvey,
Mr.
of speed I must next notice 'The Barley-meal-Tub,'
crew
of sixa
with
although
and,
owner. Tbis boat is dandy-rigged
must
place
fourth
The
pace.
good
at
a
way
her
cuts
on board;

more canvass

aft,

cabin, which,

if it

does not stay well.

She

is

also

teen

undoubtedly be given

to

k

The

Ariel,'

owner Mr. Samuel Buckle.

Sbe

allowed by all to be as trim and ship-shape as any thing afloat,
and carries her
sails in the wind's eye, and is fast, is cutter-rigged
a thing of life.'
like
waters
the
in a breeze 'She walks
canvass well
is

;

Her owner is never better pleased than when his
with him and 'the wild waves heaving high.' 1

friends are cruising
shall certainly put

a little
'The Python' amongst the best of the small craft. Had she
but
not
a-head,
well
more canvass, she would, upon a trial, be found

coming

until late in the day,

her comparative sailing could not be

Her owner, Mr. Lewin, is a prime fellow and a good
judgecf of.
Next comes 'The Scout,' Mr. E. R. Theid, owner. She is a
sailor.
goes
well built boat, and since the addition of two inches more keel,

;

Vol.

8.
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windward and looks well on the water, but alas! it is my
unpleasant duty to report that this day, in waring-, she capsized, and
with 'the freighting souls within her,' went down, reposing for a
better to

time on the oozy bed of the Mere, with gun-whale just below the
water's edge; nothing worse happened to her crew than a ducking, as
the hands of 'The Black Dwarf,' and 'The Ariel,' assisted in getting

The owner was not on board, and the helm
was taken by so good a fellow that I cannot find it in my heart to call
him lubberly lest it should disgust him for the future with Regattas
indeed, I should not have recorded this mishap of 'The Scout,' but
that her log was amongst the several articles that were missing when
her up and baling out.

;

she righted, and her captain (though 'up

to

every thing') too

wrong to venture to write another.
'What sail is that about a mile to leeward

much

in

the

'The Swift,' was the
She had been beating up to
windward all the morning, but made little way.
The reason is soon
seen, she is all hull in the water, and scarcely any canvass above it
give her half as much more and she would show a lively forefoot.
'The Swift' is a gondola-looking craft, and dandy-rigged her owner,
?'

quick reply from half-a-dozen voices.

;

Mr. P.

Sers,

a hearty fellow, and a capital fox-hunter, although

is

rather timid at this

and cast anchor

work

;

nevertheless reader,

for dinner, get

when you

along side of him

will then stand a chance of a prime glass of grog;

best that ever

was

tipped, and he

is

owner

his

bring up

can, as

cognac

you

is

the

nomine we believe, as

far as

concerned, but to which 'the people' have facetiously
the soubriquet of '•The Tom and Jerrys from the good-

given

is

humoured owner, Mr. Whaite, being
score of beer shops.

and

you

extremely hospitable.

Last, in our catalogue, is a boat sine

the

if

is said,

She has

a small brewer and lord of a

for several years been the 'crack' boat,

with some truth, to have beaten every thing

that until this year she

had nothing

;

the fact

is,

compete with but the slow
and steady turf-boats, or small lighters, which she used to pass gallantly and leave astern, but on this day she cut a bad figure.
The
rest of the fleet consisted of heavy craft, ('beasts of burden') fishing,
and other small boats.
to

Mr. Preston's band of about twenty excellent performers occumoving about and playing
throughout the day. There was but little wind during the morning, so
pied one boat, and enlivened the scene by

that

they

it

was two

all

cast

r. m.,

before the boats had beat up to windward,

anchor close

in shore.

The

when

several parties landed at

Sword's-point, a projection of land on which, as the seasons revolve,
the snipe and the bullock by turns luxuriate.
And here was 'a gay

and

festive scene,' the performers in the

drama

a

motly group

— old
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men and

maidens, young

The

women.

of old

men and
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children, with a small sprinkling

dresses of both ladies and gentlemen were as

varied as an artist with a soul for the picturesque could desire

you might

here

:

see the delicate form of a damsel, arrayed in cool

and

by the deep shade of her 'dear
Henry's' dark velveteen shooting-coat, under which he sweltered and
There you might admire the bluetruly looked in melting mood.
comfortable muslin, finely relieved

and striped-shirts, and jerseys, and straw hats of the captains
and crews of the yachts, mingling and moving with the white gowns
of the fair daughters of Yaxley and the neighbourhood, whilst bonnets, ribbons, and parasols of every hue assisted to form a lout ensem-

jackets,

ble that would have gladdened the eye of a Stoic.
you should have seen one landsman who came to

Talk of rigging
this

•,

water frolic in

a super coat with fancy buttons, lemon-coloured kid gloves, a white

pocket-handkerchief scented with lavender-water, and his whiskers
yes, may I never go abroad again if the barber had not been
curled
!

work; would you wonder then
should be captivated with him ?

that so

at

The crews

and passengers

mean looking

don't

now became

many who were bonneted
occupied

ways

in divers

bottom of the Mere);

for pearls at the

(I

— the prog

and grog were handed ashore and spread upon the green grass table
cloth, round which groups were seen busy stowing away beef, bread,
and

all

the etceteras, whilst others were,

dancing quadrilles

were seen

men

to 'pair off in

by way of getting an

appetite,

music of the band; several young couples

to the

favour of the proposition,' as the Parliament

say, leaving the matrons to the contemplation of the prospect.

Dining

become general on board

at last

as well as ashore, the rattle

of plates, knives, and forks was the only music heard, as the band

which had played so long was now hard at work. About four p. m.
breeze freshened, and the fleet was again under weigh, and
remained so until evening came, when Phosbus 'dowsed the glim' in
Thus ended a day
the West as a signal for all to steer homeward.
which was designated, according to the age or sex of the commentator,

the

as 'lovely, jolly, splendid, magnificent, pleasant, de-e-lightful, glorious,

heavenly,

cum

multis

aliis.'

The

general approval of

all

that took

place (the capsize adding to the fun,) will doubtless lead to a repetition of the day's

amusement during

the

autumn, indeed

[From

the

New

Cure for

it is

proposed

Ben Brace.

to turn out in full force every fortnight.
Sporting Magazine.]

Fistula..

—

I

have

recently cured

withers' (after trying every supposed

remedy

that

the 'fistula

of the

was recommended)

with three applications of oxyde of arsenic to the surface of the ulcer.

T.
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FILLIES.

Upper Marlbro\ Oct. 14, 1S3G.
have noticed an article in your last number, over
the signature of
'James A. Shorb,' in which the writer complains
of my having called
one of my fillies 'Annot Lyle,' a name to
which he says, 'I justly claim
the right of priority;' and as proof
of his claim refers us to one of
your back Nos. where, he says, 'you will find the
same name given to
my bay filly by Gregory, dam Lady Stirling.'
:

I

J have no disposition, Mr. Editor,
to enter into any controversy
with the writer of that article through the
columns of your Register.

more

particularly

called

my

upon so trivial a subject as that to which he has
But in justice to myself, and lest the writer may

attention.

continue under the impression that 'my
inventive genius was very

much

at fault'

such a name
strained in

upon

in finding a

name

for

my

filly,

or that in giving her

had the most remote reference to his filly, I
feel°conreply to his remarks to make the following
explanations
I

that subject.

During the spring season of 1833, I sent my brood
mare Lady Clifton to Col. Johnson's Medley, then
standing at the Central Course
under the management of Col. Selden, and I
then determined, and

made known my determination

many of my friends and acquainand brought me a filly, I would call
would call him 'Cheltenham,' (which
to

tances, that if she proved in foal

her 'Annot Lyle

if

:'

a colt,

1

name, by the way, I now bespeak for my next
colt from Lady
Clifton.)
She did bring me a filly on the 27th day of
March, 1834,
and on that day I entered her birth and name
latter

in my stud book.
The'
give entire, will prove it
foaled 27th March, 1834, got by Col.
Johnson's

following extract from

'Annot Lyle,

g.

f.

my

stud book, which

I

Medley, out of Lady Clifton, bred on shares with
Robert Bowie, Esq.'
I hope, Mr. Editor,
the above statement will satisfy Mr.
Shorb that
I

neither desired to rob his

was

filly

by Gregory, of a name

'justly entitled,' or that I intended
to avail

tive genius'

name of

to

a sweet

supply

me

with one.

My

Scotch song then
lovely Annot Lyle] and before
recording
little

filly

much
it

in

to which he
myself of his 'invenwas called after the

in fashion, called

my stud

book

I

'The

searched

Turf Register and the English Stud Book
throughout, to find
whether such a name had been given to any
nag before her. I found
none of that name recorded in either of
those works, and I concluded
that I had a perfect right to
adopt it for my filly. Mr. Shorb places
Ins claim to the name now
in question on the ground of his havinorecorded it first ; but if he will refer
to the August number of the
the

[Nov.
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he will discover that he has recorded
and if lie intended the
his filly as of a very (liferent name from mine,
can therefore claim
and
same name, he has not so recorded it in fact,

Turf Register

for 1835,

page

63-J,

Lisle

:'

called Kflnnol
no preference on that ground. His filly is there
when properly
which,
hut
differently,
spelt
only
a name which is not
certainly can
which
and
mine,
from
differently
sounds
pronounced,

Scotch song.
claim no kin to the 'lovely Annot hyle? of the
of 'calling gets alike'
habit
with Mr. Shorb, that the
I certainly agree
not to be inought
and
conclusions,'
leads to 'awkward

sometimes
dulged

in.

have myself uniformly endeavoured

I

avoid

to

it;

but

I

adopts, 'that the

he
cannot agree with him in the propriety of the rule
has the right of priority,
name
a
recorded
or
entered
first
has
who
one
claims.'
1
others are in duty bound to withdraw their
unjust
to
lead
certainly
would
It
reason for such a rule.

and that
see no
results,

all

The analogy he
is purelv arbitrary in its nature.
of horses'
the recording of deeds and the recording

and

between

draws
names

that
upon any principle, unless he can make it appear
is
he
as
name
horse's
his
record
a man is equally bound by law to
if
deed
his
record
to
man
every
obliges
The law
to record his deed.
nor
but
I know of no law,
benefits,
of
its
himself
to avail
will not hold,

he wishes

is bound to record the
can any principle be stated, by which a man
should be, to
name of his horse. The only true and equitable rule
who has it in
horses
of
names
allow him the 'right of priority' as to
practice, as
in
unjustly
operate
might
rule
point of fact. A contrary
a name which
of
neighbour
his
deprive
to
person
a
enable

would
he had taken
it

by

his

more

first,

and

to

which he might be

active diligence in having

be allowed the fruits of his

own

it

enthusiastically attached,

recorded.

Every man should
which is the

invention, and no rule

deprive him of them.
creature of mere fiction, should be adopted to
the choice of a name,
in
time
point
in
first
was
of
who
The fact as to

can always be readily ascertained

among gentlemen

of the

turf,

and

considered
whenever that fact is ascertained, the question should be
stud book,
gentleman's
each
in
record
Let the date of the
as settled.
us in this
govern
to
standard
the
be
therein,
name
and the entry of the
to the 'right of prias
difficulty
any
arise
never
can
there
and
matter,
ority' in relation to the

Yours

naming of horses.

respectfully,

Thomas

F.

Bowie.

Shorb and Mr.
[On the subject discussed by our correspondents, Dr.
evil of a multipliThe
suggestions.
few
permitted
a
Bowie, we may be
every body connected with the stud
city of the same names is apparent to
matter of interest to them. That
a
be
must
remedy then
or the turf.

A

arbitrary but it must
proposed by Dr. Shorb appears to Mr. Bowie to be
be inefficient. Conwill
Bowie
Mr.
be apparent that that proposed by
how will other breeders be
fined to the private stud book of the breeds,
;
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aware of its existence, and consequently, will not all breeders be liable
to
the inconvenience of having given a name that must ere long be
altered or
produce confusion 1 Now, the remedy proposed by Dr. Shorb, it seems
to us, is the

only efficient one

which Mr. Bowie urges.

name
or

and

;

Let

all

we

cannot discover the objection

to

it

new

breeders, on the day they enter the

in their private stud book,

filly for

arbitrary in the rule.

you

will,

we

see no

send us the name and pedigree of the colt
Turf Register, and then there will be nothing
But all rules are arbitrary, and adopt what plan

publication in the

you must submit to the necessity of a compliance with it and
more difficulty in complying with the one suggested by Dr.
Shorb, than there would be with any other.]
;

JOHN BASCOMB'S CHALLENGE.
It would appear from the following letter
from Col. Crowell, that
John Bascomb is willing to argue the question of superiority with his

and legs instead of the pen and press. That is the right way
the proper forum for the discussion of relative speed and
bottom is the
feet

turf.

Some

seems

object to Bascomb's proposition to run at Augusta; but

to us

nothing but

fair that as he went to the north last spring,
be desirous of contending with him should oto the
south next spring.
It could not surely be expected that he would do
it

those

who may

all the travelling.

This objection, however, we suspect will prevent
by Post Boy, though we have heard

the acceptance of the challenge
that there

is

at least one, in the

west, anxious for a brush with the

gallant southron.

SlR

Fort Mitchell,

:

Please state in the next

Ma.

number of your Turf

Oct. 9, 1836.

Register, that

John Bascomb, is open to run
against any horse, mare, or gelding

in

thousand dollars, over the course

Augusta, Georgia.

horse,

at

a

match

my

race, four mile heats

the United States, for twenty

Should

this

proposition not be taken by the 1st of January next, I propose standing him the next season in Augusta, Geo. and if taken, the
race must
come off by or before the 1st of March next.

have the honor

I

to be,

your

ob't serv't,

John Crowell.
Editor Turf Register, Baltimore.
Since the above was prepared for the press
ell's letter to

we caused Col Crowbe read at a meeting of the Maryland Jockey Club, at

when a friend of Post Boy promptly proposed to
Bascomb over any course from Washington to
the Union Course on Long Island, next spring, for
$20,000, four mile
heats.
The gentleman stated that he supposed there was some perthe recent races

;

run him against John
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son present authorized to make the match, but as there was no person
present to accept the proposition, he did not consider

it

binding for

any future time.
In conversations at the Central Course

we heard

turfmen on the subject of horses going south

and

races,
stated.

it is

It is,

south in the
This,

it

the views of various

to

run in the spring

but just that one of the objections against
that a northern horse

fall,

would be compelled

and be trained there

must be obvious,

is

to

it

to

should be

go

to the

be able to run in the spring.

an insurmountable one.

VICKSBURG JOCKEY CLUB.
citizens of Vicksburg, held on the 20th September,
purpose of organizing a Jockey Club, William R. Campbell was
appointed chairman, and F. Pinckard secretary.
The meeting then proceeded to elect a president, vice-president, secreand upon counting the votes,
tary and treasurer, and three stewards

At a meeting of the

for the

;

Wm.

R. Campbell was elected President; Ferdinand Pinckard,
Vice-President ; Thomas F. Walker, Secretary and Treasurer ; and
Thatcher, Stewards.
Richard Lyons, A. B. Reading, and
On motion of R. J. Lyons, it was resolved that this meeting be governed by the rules and regulations of the New Natchez Jockey Club, until
this tweeting see proper to revise and correct the same.
Resolved, That two negative votes will exclude any person from becoming a member.
On motion of Mr. O. Claiborne, it Avas resolved that the first meeting
of this Club be held on the first Wednesday in December, and continue
four days.

On

motion of F. Pinckard,

it

was

resolved that a committee of three be

purses and distances for the first fall
meeting whereupon Messrs. O. Claiborne, A. B. Reading, and T. M.
Jackson were appointed, who reported as follows
Vicksburg Jockey Club Races, to commence on the first Wednesday in

appointed by the chair

to regulate the

;

:

December, and continue four days.
First day, mile heats for three year old colts, purse $200, entrance $20.

Second day, two mile heats, purse $300, entrance $30.
Third day, three mile heats, purse $500, entrance $50.
Fourth day, four mile heats, purse $1,000, entrance $100.
Same day, a single dash of a mile, free for any horse, mare or gelding
purse $200, entrance $20. Entrance money of this race added.
Wm. R. Campbell, President.

Thos. F. Walker, Secretary.

;

;;
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Challenge to the Cockers of Hagerstown, Md.
I will

showing

meet the cockers of Hagerstown,

in

June next,

thirty-five cocks, within the following

at

Baltimore

weights: from 4

lbs.

8 ozs., to 6 lbs. 8 ozs., for $5,000 on the odd fight, and $100 per
battle ; to fight agreeably to the Rules of Thomas Turner, of Virginia,

provided this challenge be accepted by the 1st day of January, 1837.
If the challenge should be accepted, I propose to deposite, in any

named bank

in Baltimore,

Augusta, Ga. September

one half of the above amount, as a forfeit.
Griffin Edmondson.
5, 1836.

CLAIBORNE JOCKEY CLUB.
Mr. Editor

Port Gibson, Miss. Sept. 18, 1836.

:

We

have just organized a Jockey Club at this place, called the Claiborne Jockey Club, to continue for five years. The races will commence
on the first Wednesday in November next, and continue four days. There
is something like a thousand dollars subscribed, and will be
more. The
proprietor, Mr. Kenley, is doing his best the stand is erected, stabling
and other necessary buildings have gone up as it were by magic. The
track will be an exact mile, three feet from the inside. The first day will
;

be mile heats, for colts raised in Claiborne, Warren, Copiah, and Jefferson counties. The balance of the week is free for any horse, mare or
gelding in the United States. Dr. Thos. B. Magruder is President, and

your humble servant,

James Moore, Recording

Secretary.

RODOLPH AGAINST THE WORLD.
The 'agony

over;' the 'hurley hurley's done;' the race is ours, and
'Old Kentuck' stands erect and unshaken in her stirrups. The brief but
brilliant career of Angora is gone, like the fleeting glory of a sunbeam
the sun of her fame has sunk in darkness, whilst that of her competitor is
is

careering in the ascendant.
over a fallen foe, although

We

should not,

we have

we will

not, exult too loudly

When

just cause for exultation.

state is arrayed against state,

and the contest assumes a local character;
when the Southrons have rushed upon us, as did the Assyrians of old
upon Sennacherib, boasting and laughing us to scorn, and striving to
overshadow us by oversizing our pile 'when Tennessee, backed by her
;

neighbours, the sun-burnt sons of the South, has rained

down

the eel-

autumnal leaves, trying to frighten us to death I say,
when all these things happen, and Old Kentuck, alone and single-handed,
has fanned out all competition, I do think we have a right to triumph. It
is natural to do so, and ergo we exidt.
Perhaps no race in the Union ever excited greater or more intense interest. Strangers from all quarters had congregated until the crowd of spectators amounted to about ten thousand.
The maimed, the halt, and some
skins as thick as

19

:

v.8

3
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few of the blind, were in attendance, to witness this thrilling conFor days previous Angora was the favourite, the main stay and
cherished hope of the knowing ones. They looked upon her as the lioness
destined to crush in embryo and silence forever the claims of Kentucky
Two to one and even greater odds
for speed, bottom, or stock, in horses.
were bet with a recklessness, which testified that their confidence
amounted almost to certainty thus treating our modest but gallant champion with marked contempt. Some even went so far as to wager, that
Rodolph would be missing at the appointed time and the forfeit surrenAlas vain boast! This infatuation only went to prove how far
dered.
poor frail humanity can be deluded. It affected not Rodolph or his
He was resolved, and his friends convinced, that he would come
friends.
up to the trough and toe the trig. He did come, nor was his coming
heralded by trumpet and clarion but, like a well-bred gentleman, without parade or ostentation he passed through our city, and as a sensible
Kentuckian, he took lodgings in a retired spot, afar from the din and
say, a
test.

—

:

tumult of the course, and there, reposing under the shade of his native
oaks, he collected his great energies for the approaching

The day has

crowd

crisis.

and the eventful hour is
rapidly approaching.
Pocket books are open, and lots of bank bills fluttering in the breeze.
Rodolph, that lordly steed, is on the track. Look
at him as he walks down the stretch, curving his proud neck, and disdaining the earth he treads. Already^ methinks, he is chuckling internally at
these rash adventurers, who have come to his own door-sill to snatch away
his empire.
How are the bets now ? 'Even!' 'Even!' is echoed and
re-echoed by a thousand voices. Where are your two-to-one betters, the
wealthy Southrons, and especially the sharp eagle-eyed knowing ones ?
What
Are you scared at the appearance of that noble animal % Well
may you be so Old George Burbridge never heeled a Dominico yet; and
the way you'll see sights will be curious.
Look how he chews the bit
and paws the earth, as if, for his mighty spirit, a kingdom were too small
a compass.
arrived, the

collected,

!

—

now rung like a peal of thunder
What a tremendous throbbing
breast of many a luckless wight, who

'Clear the track, the riders are up,'

is

throughout that vast agitated concourse.

and palpitation

is

going on in the

has staked the needful on the issue! Hark! the drum is tapped, and they
'Angora ahead go it Tennessee!' is now shouted in wild
are off!
delight by the knowing ones.
'Where are you, Kentuck V 'She is no
!

—

!

who has bet nine shillings on the
'Kentuck is where she always was and ever
will be
behind Tennessee.' 'Never mind,' cries a rough, honest-looking
labourer, who has bet his month's wages on Rodolph, 'you'll see what's
what before long if Tennessee beats Old Kentuck this heat, I'll bet two
to one the mare's tail drops off at the judge's stand
Look there, my
darling
Hurra, my Rodolph by Juno he has licked her the second
round, and, if he has'nt run clear from under the rider's cap, I wish I
may be shot and, by the memory of old Daniel Boone, if the boy will
slacken a bit, I'll bet Rodolph can run clear out of his own skin.
Go it
where,' says a big double-fisted fellow,

race (a Cincinnati wager.)

—

—

:

—

;

;

—
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And

Rodolph against the world, and fling in a Rail-road.'
ye cripples
so indeed Rodolph had passed the boasted heroine of the South just
knife, after loping behind her for gallantry's sake a mile or two.
!

like

a

The

the fourth time wasn't slow, and the way Angora
was distanced was nobody's business but her own and that of the knowing
ones.
Who then can blame us for making the welkin ring? And indeed

way he came around

it

did ring with a perfect loudness.

Thus terminated

between Tennessee and Old
Angora, the vanquished, was led off to
her stable, and Rodolph, the victorious, attended by a band of music, led
off the multitude of joyous friends to Oakland House, where he was
greeted with a volley of loud ear-piercing plaudits. Tims have the predictions of Gen. Jackson been fully and the dreams of Mrs. Judd partially
verified.
Old Hickory, the 'greatest and best,' looking through the vision
of second sight, foretold the triumph of Rodolph. Many thought he was
playing the courtier to our state, but now they are convinced he knows
more about horse-racing than he ever did about the affairs of the nation
and as for Mrs. Judd, his rival in necromancy, she may burn her cards
and drink her own coffee-grounds, as she knows no more about things
that will come to pass, than Old Hickory does about things that have

Kentucky

the great match-race

in favour of the latter.

;

passed.

John Bascomb, a word in your ear. You stand in the same attitude to
Rodolph that Clarence did to Gloster. 'Thou keep'st him from the light,'
and must be removed. Then take the advice of a friend. Q,uit the turf
and domiciliate thyself; be content with thy present celebrity and spend
the residue of thy days in the luxuries of domestic

life,

for unless

thou

hast the 'speed of thought,' thou canst not contend with the western hero,

has proved incontestably, that he is 'every inch' a horse. Hurrah,
Who is not proud to be thy son, when thou canst
Old Kentuck
Rock.
produce the greatest man in the world and the fleetest nag?

who

my

!

Louisville Journal.]

RACING CALENDAR.
Hopkinsville (Ken.) Races,
Commenced September 7, 1S36.
First day, sweepstakes race, two mile heats, entrance $ 500,
John Cooper's
by Oscar,

gr. h.
-

Lem

Gustin, five years old
-

-

-

-

half forfeit.

by Mercury, dam
-

-

311

L. L. Leavell's bl. f. Streamlet, four years old, by Childers, dam
2
Grecian Princess, by Cook's Whip,
T. A. Pankey's b. h. Harkaway, five years old, by Merlin, dam
l
Isabella, by Sir Archy,
John Poindexter's b. h. Louisian, five years old, by Randolph's

dam by Ball's Florizel,
Time, 3m. 55* 4m. 2s. 4m.

Janus,

—

—

.....
....

2

2

dis.

dis.

Won

by Lem Gustin with ease.
Second day, Jockey Club Purse, $200, two mile heats.
A. V. Long's b. c. Hardy Crier, three years old by Stockholder, dam
by Timoleon,
T. M. Ewing's b. c. Snake Root, three years old, by Pacific, dam by
15s.

-11

Oscar,

'

-

-

2

2
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Dr. Geo. B. Hopson's b.

dam by Knowsley,

c.

Bucephalus, four years
-

-

-

old,

-33

by Stockholder,

-

-

[Nov. 1836.

-

L. L. Leavell's b. c. Kentuckian, three years old, by Pacific, dam by
Tiger, bolted and distanced.
Time, 4m. 2s. 4m. 12s.
Third day, Jockey Club purse $100, mile heats.
A. V. Long's b. f. Mary Jane Davis, four years old, by Stockholder,

—

-11

dam by

Arthur,
L. L. Leavell's bl. f. Streamlet, four years old, by Childers, dam by
Cook's Whip,
2 2
John Poindexter's b. h. Louisian, five years old, by Randolph's Janus,
dam by Ball's Florizel,
3 dr.
Edmund Bacon's gr. c. Wonder, three years old, by Lafayette, dam by
Hamiltonian,
dia.
Wm. H. Martin's b. c. Cromwell, three years old, by Young Timoleon, dis.
T. M. Ewing's b. f. Gulnare, three years old by Bertrand, dam by
Duke of Bedford,
dis.
Time, 2m. 2m. 2s. Track heavy.
'

-....-.
-------

—

—

Fourth day, Proprietor's purse $150, mile heats, three best out of five.
F. W. Pankey's b. c. Compact, four years old, by Merlin,
1
E. L. M'Lean's b. f. Susan, three years old, by Pacific, dam by

Whip,

2

R. K.

Latham,

1

1

2

2

Sec'ry.

Liberty (Va.) Races,
Commenced Monday, September 12, 1836.
First day

— Sweepstakes $100, h.

f.

mile heats.

Mr. Oliver's (John Foster's) ch. c, Volney, by Tonson,
Mr. Hart's ch. c. Giles Goslin, by Eclipse,
Mr. Toncry's b. c. by Marion, Time, lm. 51s. lm. 51s.
Second day

—
—First race, sweepstakes $50, h.

f.

11

-

3

-

2

-

2
3

mile heals.

11
-212
12

Mr. McDaniel's gr. f. by Eclipse,
4 3
dr.
Mr. Oliver's b. c. by Lance, dis.
Mr. Hurt's Polly Johnson, by Sir Charles,
Mr. Toncry's b. c. by
3 dis,
Time, lm. 54s. lm. 51s. lm. 55s.
Second race, Proprietor's purse $200, two mile heats.
Mr. McCargo's gr. m. Eliza Clay, by Tonson, 2 2
Mr. Phelps' Black Bird, by Arab, 3 dropt dead.
Mr. McDaniel's ch. f. Willie Walker, by Sir Charles, dis.
Mr. Harvey's gr. c. Arthur Taylor, by Leviathan, Time, 3m. 57s. 4m.
Third day Jockey Club purse $400, three mile heate.
1
1
Mr. McCargo's b. m. Sally Eubanks,
*
2 2
Mr. Toncry's ch. h. Canteen,
Time, 5m. 54s. 5m. 53s.
The track slippery from rain which fell a few minutes before the race. Willie
Walker fell dead in the second mile of the second heat of the two mile race.

—

—

,

11

—

—

—

Tappahannock

(Va.)

Jockey Club Races,

Over the Mount Clemont Course, commenced September 21, 1836.
Match, $1,000, three mile heats.
First day
Mr. Tayloe's ch. h. Robin Brown, by Monsieur Tonson, received forfeit from
Col. W. R. Johnson's ch. h. Isaac Cline, by Sir Archy.
Second day Proprietor's purse $150, two mile heats.
John P. White's ch. h. Robin Brown, six years old, by Monsieur
4
Tpnson, 1181bs.
Isham Puckett's br. c. four years old, by Timoleon, dam by Sir

—

—

11

Chiirlrs, 100)bs.

-

*

*

.

'

.

r

-

,

3

3

2
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George B. Poindexter's ch. h. Paul Jones, five years old, by Washdam by Napoleon, llOlbs.
2
William Williamson's b. c. Billy Grumble, four years old, by Sir

ington,

Charles, lOOlbs.

Time, 3m.

56s.

—

-

-

-

-

-

—3m. 52is. —4m.

-

Weather excessively

1

-

Chance, 97lbs. George B. Poindexter's b. g. Pizarro, aged, by Sir Alfred, 120lbs.
Time, 5m. 59s. 6m. 6m. 7s. Pizarro broke down.
Fourth day Silver Pitcher, $30 entrance, p. p. two mile heats.

—

—

James P. Corbin's
gar, 83lbs.

ch.

Mr. Tayloe's

three years old,

f.

-

-

-

br.

three years old,

f.

by

-

by

Sir Charles,

Star,

dam by

John

dr.

11
4

2

12

3

3
2

dis.

5
3

4

dam by Trafal-

-

-

3

2

hot.

Tliird day
Jockey Club Purse $300, three mile heats.
John P. White's br. h. Alp, five years old, by Rockingham, llOlbs. 5
James P. Corbin's ch. c. Tryo, four years old, by Timoleon, lOOlbs. 4
Isham Puckett's ch. f. Lobelia, four years old, by Sir Charles, dam
by Sir Hal, 97lbs.
Mr. Tayloe's b. g. Switch, four years old, by Whip, dam Miss

—

4

-11

-

Sir William, 83lbs. 2

White,

P.

2

Proprietor.

Jefferson (Va.) Races.

The

races over this course commenced on
match race, four mile heats, $500 a side.

Monday, 25th September, with

a

Col. Duvall's ch. h. Charley Scott, four years old, by Sir Charles, dam
by Contention,
G. C. Harness' b. f. four years old, by Star, dam by Seymour's Eagle, 2 2
Time, 8m. 40s.— 8m. 39s.
The filly ran restive, and tried to bolt throughout the first heat. In the second,
she took the lead at the start, and gradually gained on the horse until she had run
3J miles, when, being 150 yards ahead, she bolted, and threw the rider over a
fence. He got back again, and some one having caught the mare, remounted
and saved his distance.
Same day, (after match race) A sweepstakes for three year old colts, entrance

-11

-

—

$100, h.

Wm.

f.

by Agrippa, dam by Walnut,
by Sir Charles, W.
f. by Restless, dam by Archy,
Time, 1m. 52s.— lm. 57s.— 2m. 2s.
C. House's b.

J. B. Kendall's c.
Cleveland's b.

A

beautiful race.
The Restless
ner out of a half sister to Enciero.

Second day

-

f.

f.

filly

—Four mile heats, purse

3

-

-

got a bad start the

2

-

first

1

1

12

-

2

dis.

The win-

heat.

$500.

m. Camsidel, five years, by Industry, dam by Sir Hal, 1 1
Thomas Doswell's b. c. Orphan Boy, four years, by Gohanna, dam by
Tom Tough,
2 2
R. B. Tyler's ch. Deposit, five years, by Gohanna, dam by Contention, dis.
Time, 8m. 47s. 8m. 35s. Won with ease.
J. B. Kendall's b.

Third day
J.

—
—
—Best three in

five,

M. Manning's

Champion, dam by

br. g.

Sam

purse $200.
Patch, four years, by
-

-

-

,

G. C. Harness' b. g. Malton, six years, by Rattler, dam

by Top

Gallant,

-

T. Doswell's ch.

c.

dam by Napoleon,

-

-

-

-

Deceiver, four years, by Sir Charles,
-

-

-

-

J. B. Kendall's b. h. Velox, five years, by
dam by Sir Archy,
R. B. Tyler's ch. g. Sambo, four years, by

dam unknown,
John

dam by

Strider's

Oscar,

-

-

Plough Boy,
-

-

-

-

13

—

—

11

3

5441122
76122
dis.

-

Champion,

2

3

2

4

125

dr.

dis.

Jefferson,
-

3

5

dis.

L. Hoffman's br. h. Bagdad, aged, by Bagdad Arabian, 4 dis.
W. Moore's b. g. Sybrandt, six years, by Lafayette, dis.
Time, lm. 54s. lm. 55s. lm. 55s. lm. 54s. 2m. lm. 56s.
about the most interesting race ever witnessed.

—

3

Timoleon,

-

by

five years,
-

-

6

— —

—2m.

2s.

lust

"
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heats, purse $300.

11

4
Tariff, dam by Trafalgar,
L. Hoffman's ch. m. Maid-of-the-Neck, six years old, by Maryland Eclipse, dam Windflower, ."v.
G. C. Harness' b. h. Partnership, five years old, by Star, dam by
"
3
Coriander,
.
;
by
J. B. Kendall's b. c. Pythias, four years old, byJGohanna, dam

T. Doswell's

bl. h.

Moscow, by

J.

Strider's br. h.

~

-

-

Buzzard

Revenge,

dam by Gracchus,

W.

""',","

-

J. Peter's Hotspur, Jr. four years old,

dis.

-

-

-

%
ais.

I
b

by Hotspur, dam unknown,

Lafayette,

Moore's b. g.
Time, 4m. 2s.— 4m.— 4m. 6s.
The weather was fine—the track

554

"

by Monsieur Tonson,

years old,

-

Sybrandt, by

"

"

five

-

* "

-

:.

"

good order—the course well attended—

in

and every thing conducted in admirable

style.

Nashville (Tenn.) Jockey Club Races,
commenced September

Fall meeting,

26, 1S36.

one
First day, a sweepstakes of $100 each, half forfeit, for three year olds,
mile out four subscribers.
James Jackson's (Col. Elliott's) ch. f. by Leviathan, dam Morgiana, by

—

"
"
,
Pacolet,
I
,
2
Smith's b. f. by Leviathan, dam Parasol, by Napoleon,
John C. Beasly's (A. Russell's) b. f. by Pacific, dam by Gray Tail, paid forfeit.
Stokely Donelson's b. c. by Pacific, dam by Sir Hal, paid forfeit.
•

R

Time, 2m.

The established weights for two year olds, 701bs.; for three year olds 861 bs.
and progressively 1001bs., HOlbs., l'lSlbs., and 124lbs., a deduction in all cases
of 31bs. for mares and geldings.
Second day, purse $300, with the entrance added, two mile heats.
James Jackson's ch. f. "Wax Light, four years old, by Leviathan, dam by
JohnC. Beasly's (D. W. Sumner's)
Pacific, dam Wonder,
John Crow's

-

-

c.

-

"

—Track heavy from

,

-,

,.

-

3

"

"

"

"

old,

2

j
i.
by
dam

"

z

,

by Eclipse, dam by

-

-

16£s.

„.

Sir Richard,

by

-

-

Euker, three years

-

Time, 4m. 17s.—lm.

-11

Hortense, four years old, by

f.

br. c. Superior, three years old,

Conqueror,
Thos. A. Pankey's ch.

Virginian,

b.

~

"

"

~

"

-

Pacolet

"

dis.

.

late rains.

Third day, purse $500, with the entrance added, three mile heats.
ch. f. Extio, four years old, by Leviathan, dam White
"
Feathers, by Conqueror,
\
2
John Crow's gr. h. by Washington, five years old, dam by Sir Archy,

James Jackson's

•

Time, 6m. 29s—6m.

\

2

25s.

Fourth day, four mile heats, purse $700, entrance added.

James Jackson's ch. c. Wacouster, four years old, by Leviathan,
"
3
dam by Oscar,
John C. Beasly's bl. c. Othello, four years old, by Leviathan, dam
2
by Sir Archy,
dam
Col. R. Smith's ch. f. Fanny Bell, three years old, by Murat,
"
1
"
by Oscar,
L. P. Cheatham's (Col. Dickerson's) b. h. five years old, by Bertrand,

dam by Bagdad,

-

-

-

-

^

2

2

3

8-

"A

-

John Crow's b. c. by Havoc, four years old, dam by Conqueror,
T. A. Pankey's b. h. Harkaway, five years old, by Merlin, dam

dis.

dis -

-

Isabella,

1.
3

"

Time, 8m. 13s.— 8m. 12s.— 8m. 26s.
Track much improved to day, the contest was varied and doubttul

to

me close.

$250, entrance added, mile heats, best three in
John C. Beasly's (D. W. Sumner's) b. f. Hortense, four years
Fifth day, ladies' purse

old,

by Pacific, dam by Wonder,

-

-

-

five.

-71141

2
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Alexander Churchill's b. f. Donna Maria, (bur years old, by Arab, dam
3
Old Harniltonian,
Willa Viley's ch. c. Kiff, three years old, by Hephestion, dam by Sumpter

Time, 6m. 14s.— 6m.

1836.

dis.
dis.

6s.

Fifth day, one mile heats, three best in five, purse $150.
Sidney Burbridge's ch. c. Sportsman, four years old, by Brunswick,

dam by
Col.

-

Harniltonian,

ffm. Buford's

b.

-

-

-

-

Peggy Stewart,
Time, lm. 57s.— lm. 52s.— lm.

-

-

-

-

-111
-222

dam

Herodis, four years old, by Kosciusko,

f.

55s.

A. Tarlton, Secry.

Upper Marlboro' (Md.) Jockey Club Races.
Fall meeting

commenced October

4, 1836.

A

sweepstakes for three year olds, two mile heats
First day—
four subscribers, all started, and resulted thus
h. f.
Robert Gilmor's gr. c. Frederick, by Byron, dam by Sir Hal,

—

;

#100 entrance,

:

-

Charles S. W. Dorsey's b. c. Broker, by Sussex, dam by Telegraph,
Gov. Spriggs' b. f. Hortensie, by Sussex, dam by Bonnie,
Brooke's ch. f. Mitty Chew, by Sussex, dam by Ratler,
Crawford

&

Time, 4m.

16s.

—4m.

I

1

2
3

2
3

dis.

12s.

A

match race for $500 a side, two mile heats, between
Second race, same day—
Jas. S. Garrison's (W. D. Bowie's) ch. c. Charles Magic, by Sir Charles, dam
Lady Amelia, and Gov. Sprigg's b. f. Camilla, by Sussex, dam Nancy Norwood.
I
1
Jas. S. Garrison's (W. D. Bowie's) ch. c. Charles Magic,

-22

Gov. Sprigg's b. f. Camilla, Time, 4m. 9s. 4m. 10s.
Second day— Jockey Club purse $400, entrance #20 four entries.
James S. Garrison's ch. c. Bumper, four years old, by John Richards,

—

;

dam by

Sir Alfred, lOOlbs.

Y. N. Oliver's ch.

Ninon de PEnclos,
J.

M.

S.

f.

97lbs.

Clubs, four years old, by Eclipse,

----------

dam

Red Rover,

4s.

—6m.

11
22

by Combination,

six years old,

Nettletop, 118lbs.
Ed. G. Willett's ch. f. Betty Whitefoot, five years old,
dam by Edelin's Medley, 97lbs.

Time, 6m.

dam

-

-

-

-

-

-

Causine's b. h.

-

-

-

-

-

-

Queen of

dis.

by Cornwalhs,
dis.

16s.

purse $300, for colts and fillies three years old,
Columbia and Maryland; mile heats.
G. L. Stockett's b. f. Mary Selden, by Sussex, dam by Richmond,
2
T. R. S. Boyce's b. c. Broker, by Sussex, dam Jessy, by Telegraph,
Col. Jennifer's b. c. Wicomico, by Emigrant, dam by Multum in
4 3
"
"
Parvo,
,
, "
George Forbes' b. f. Lady Touch-me-not, by Sussex, dam by Van"
"
3 4
guard,
Time, lm. 56s. lm. 58s. 2m. 3s.
Fourth day—Jockey Club purse $500, four mile heats.
G. W. Duvall's b. c. Prince George, by Industry, dam by Oscar,

Third

day—Jockey Club

in the District of

11

—

lOOlbs.

—

b.

Norwood, 97lbs.
George Forbes'

f.

-

-

-

-

Gov. Spriggs'

"

-

*

Atalanta, four years old, by Industry,
-

-

-

-

__

"

2

2

3

1

1

1

-

2

2

,

b. h. Sir

.

dam by Vanguard,
T. R. S. Boyce's
bv Oscar, 1101'bs.
Sleeper's b.

4

dam Nancy

;
r
William, eight years old, by Marylander,
3
out of the dam of Republican, 124lbs.
W. G. Carter'3 b. h. Jim Crack, by Ratler, dam by Edelin's Med4
"
_
ley, 124lbs.
"Roderick McGreggor's bl. h. Prophet, five years old, by Industry,

J.

bred

f.

lOOlbs.
b. h.

-

-

Gold Boy,

five

-

"

years old, by Industry,

------

-

Ann McKim,

by Contention, 97lbs.
"Time, 8m.— 8m. 7s.— 8m.

12s.

-

dls -

dam

",„."—,'",

four years old, by Sir Charles,

dam
dis.

dis dls '
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A

match race for $340 aside, two mile heats, between Mr. J. S.
Fifth day—
Suit's b. g. Sumpter, by Sumpter, and Mr. £. S. Baldwin's ch. h. Partnership,
Florizel, dam Lady Amelia; Sumpter carrying 141 lbs., Partnership 123 lbs.

by

The

race was won by Partnership in two heats, in the astonishing time (considering the weight each carried, and the depth of the course,) of 4m. Is., 4m. 8s.
The first heat was well contested, and the whole race was one of thrilling interest.
Second race, same day, confined to saddle horses alone, for a saddle, bridle, whip

and spurs, was
Carter's Nelly

won by Mr. Thomas

J. Mudd's horse Randolph, beating Mr. J.
Wedge, Mr. T. Baldwin's North Star, Mr. R. A. Harwood's
Queen Anne, and Mr. J. Mullikin's colt B. H. The winner was closely pressed
both heats by Nelly Wedge, and the race was doubtful to the last. Time, 2m.
4s.— 2m. 5s.
W. W. W. Bowie, Sec'ry.

(From the Marlborough Gazette)

Messrs. Editors -.—One word about

the races.
Our Course was well attendgentlemen and boys and girls were there to see the sports of the turf.
The racing was very good. The first day, a fine show of horses :—Mr. Gilmors
horse Frederick, won the sweepstakes in handsome style, closely pressed
by Broker, who seemed to be unwilling however, to change positions
with Frederick
after the latter showed such a disposition to be unruly at
the start Broker did
not care to discount Fred's note on that occasion. As to the match,
Charles
Magic proved a better racer than gallant, for after making a match with Camilla,
he kept so far before her that the pretty creature seemed out of breath in keeping
up with her beau, and the crowd thought that she was badly treated by her gallant, for he would not let her come along side of him
but once, during the whole
time. This match was like many others, each one soon got
tired of keeping the
other company.
Charles won it with ease, and while he called forth the praises
of the crowd lor his speed and endurance, the lovely
Camilla enlisted our sympathies, when we saw her beau run away from her
and leave her unprotected and
alone in the back ground. The next day we had snow and
rain and did not venture forth.
Thursday we had two races. Bumper won with ease the three mile
heats, beating a splendid field.
As bumpers were the order of the day how could
it be otherwise than that a Bumper should
be the first on the course as well as the
call after every course at the social board.
The second race was as it ought to have
been the fair Mary Selden won with ease, although gracefully
attended by the
Broker, who never shaves paper if he does not take the
whole amount. 'Tis said

ed

;

ladies,

;

;

neer won fair lady ;' I conjecture his heart was not quite bold enough
win either the fair lady, or the goodly prize, although the
fair Mary was bold
enough to win not only the purse, but every stout heart over
'taint heart

to

^

to herself,

forth united shouts of a delighted people.

and

call

In justice to Broker, he made the first
DOne were killed durin his engagement with Mary
S

S

Selden
Friday Atalanta won the first heat and made
Prince George remember that
when he dares to run against her, he has something to do beside"star-cazin«r,
if he
wishes to win fame or money. Prince George won
the race to the surprise of
many; he did himself great credit whilst Atalanta lost none.
Five other ffood
ones entered and run in this race, but they had to
keep back and shroud themselves under the flay, calling upon the flay of
the course to protect them.
1 he sports of the week closed on Saturday with a match race,
between PartnerhlCh
a splendid race. After which, an interesting
P
race
lith f,A ,?T0T S Y
*£f,
f° r
Ml bndle ' &c Thus sirs > y° u h ave a concise, and
<
t>
I hope a distinct
account of what
was seen of the races during the past week bv

KS
him who

is

'

T

V\

'

as ever,

-

Your

'

Danville (Va.) Races,

oSerTaKStiSford^^^
enWeWfoie^ #*?&£* "**
Wm.

Scott Hayne's b. c. Ned Colier,
Potomac, out of Bet Bounce, S6Ibs.

^

«*

*"* '*»

by Murat, dam
-

C

°^

v.8

d

$™

h

Meg Merilies,

.

David M'Daniel's g. f. Ann Eliza, by Eclipse,
dam Director, 831bs.
Price and Bencenie s ch. c. by Gascoigne,
dam by Madison, 861bs.
James Toncray's b. c. by Hyazim, dam
paid forfeit.
lime, lm. 5os.— lm. 59s.

20

*

"^ ^^^

Fto and Frolic.

friend,

by
y
,

j

2
3

2

3
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At the tap of the drum, the gray filly and the brown colt were led off. The
Gascoigne colt rushed back. Some persons in the crowd called out, come back,
and the bugle sounded for them to pull up and come back, which summons the
The grey filly continued round at a slow pace
boy on the brown colt obeyed
and claimed the race, which was awarded her by the judges. But Mr. M'Daniel,
run
in a spirit of great liberality, yielded the decision of the race, and agreed to
the race over, as if nothing had taken place to prevent it. The bugle sounded
and the three previously named colts appeared and started. Ned Collier taking
the
the lead about half way round, which he maintained to the poles, winning
heat about two lengths. After the usual time of cooling off, the bugle sounded
them to the start. Ned Collier on the inside, running locked by the gray filly half
way round, when he drew out clear of the filly, and come home about two
lengths ahead, winning the race. After the result of the race was announced, Mr.
Haynes requested the judges to return to Mr. M'Daniel his entrance, ($100,) as
his
a compliment for having waived all claim to the race, in the first instance, in
favour,

which was done.

Second race, for colts and
I.

H.

Oliver's ch.

f.

by

three year
86 and 83lbs.

fillies,

forfeit; three subscribers,

$100

Sir Charles,

dam

$300 entrance,

olds, mile heats,

Sally Flinn,

by Virginian,

83lbs.

William Scott Haynes'

b. c.

Daniel Star by Star,

1

l

2

2

dam Peacemaker,

86lbs.

., _

Leonard Phelps' ch. f. by Leviathan, dam by Arabian Bagdad, paid
Time, lm. 52s. lm. 57s.

_ .,

forteit.

—

Second day, Proprietor" s purse, two mile heats, $200 $20 entrance.
Leonard Phelps' bl. f. Black Bird, four years old, by Arab, dam

James M'Cargo's
115lbs.

;

...

Virginian, 97lbs.

ch.

g.

-

-

-

-

Isham Pucket,
-

-

-

-

-

six years

-32

-

-

11

by Arab,

old,

David M'Daniel's c. Red Wasp, four years old, by Shakspeare, dam
4
Madison, lOOlbs.
John C. Claiborne's g. f. by Medley, four years old, dam Lady Hamilton, 97lbs.

------------

John C. Claiborne's
stitution, 861bs.

Time, 5m.

56s.

—6m.

b. c.

-

-

-

-

by Eclipse, three years

old,

4

5

James Williamson's b. f. Gertrude, four years old, by Hyazim, dam
2
by Shylock, 97lbs.
Time, 3m. 51is.—3m. 58s.
Third day, Jockey Club Purse, $400, $20 entrance, three mile heats.
dam ConI. H. Oliver's b. m. Sally Eubanks, six years old, by Roanoke,
stitution, 11 5lbs.

3

dr.

l

1

-

dam by Con-

22

4s.

heat of this race was most beautifully contested— the start was excelcolt on the inside, they went off from the stand locked, and
continued in this position during the first" two miles and nearly so to the end of
run of the
the third mile, creating the most intense and deep interest. At the
head and head. Huzza,
first mile, here they come at a killing rate, neck and neck,
little rise
a
is
my colt, was shouted from the crowd. At the back of the course
which shut them out from view. As they disappeared, side by side, the soliciNow they come—well done my gallant colt, hold to
tude became very great.
the
your place—here they come down "the quarter, side by side, sweeping past
are lost to
stand in the same unvaried position now they rise the hill now they
now— now they come. Hurra my colt, head and head—well done,

The

first

lent—the Eclipse

;

;

;

view; now—
sidei; clear
well done now they sweep round the turn— the last quarter, side by
stand the perthe track— they come, they come now they are at the distance
jump and
another
suaders used very freely now they are almost at the stand
interesting heats
the mare leads about half a neck. Thus ending one of the most
with any,
ever witnessed over this course, and one which will bear a comparison
.,
any where.
j
appeared at the
After the time allowed for rubbing and cooling off, they again
she maintained
starting post— off they go, mare inside and ahead, which position
Ine
hand.
to the end of the heat, winning the heat and the race easily and in
!

;

!

;

;

.

.
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is due to the colt for the gallant and hard fought struggle for the
first heat.
He drew forth the admiration of the spectators, and really he deserved
a better fate for his exertion.
The colt we understand broke out the next day with a terrible distemper.

highest praise

Fourth day, three mile heats, post stake.
Danville plate or pitcher, worth $400, the winner to have the plate or money
at his option.
One hundred dollars entrance, to be added to the purse. Horses
to

name

at the start, to

which there were three

entries.

H.Oliver's b.m. Eliza Clay, six years old, by Monsieur Tonson, dam
Eagle, 1151bs.
_
.
.
James Toncray's ch. h. Canteen, by Hotspur, five years old, I071bs.
3
William Scott Hayne's ch. c. Speculation, four years old, by Medley,
dam by Madison, lOOlbs.
.
.
.
.
2
1.

11

Time, 5m.

55s.

—6m.

2
3

Is.

Eliza Clay, the favourite nag— even betting between the other two till after
first heat— and then the knowing ones seemed
to be at fault, betting still even
between them. Eliza took the first and second heats without much difficulty.
the

Dayton
Commenced October 4,

(Ohio) Races,

1836.

First day

—Two mile heats, purse $125.

Fawcett

&

Wade's

dam Whip,

W.

b.

f.

Buckeye Lass, four years

-

Palmer's ch.

-

.

.

—A race, won by Mr. Evans'
Third day — Three mile heats, purse $150.

Second day

Fawcett

W.

colt

Wade's

&.

Director,

br.

-

old

by Hephestion,
.

.

three years old, by Randolph,
D. Buchanan's b. f. by Bertrand, four years old,
c.

.

dam Sumter,
-

b. c.

by

.

.

.

Fourth

-

-

-

Clair's ch. c.

.

.

.

.

Dandie Dinmont, four years

dam

dam

2
3

.

old,

by Merlin,

filly

by Burns.

day—Colt race—won by Mr. Timmons' bay

Fifth day

dis

--11

.

Palmer's ch. h. Light House, five years old, by Cherokee,

unknown,
G. H. St.

dis.

Sir Alfred.

Corinna, four years old, by Trumpator,

f.

-

11
2
3

-

2

3

—Four mile heats, $200.

Fawcett &. Wade's b. c. Duff Green, four years old, by Bertrand,
dam
Hambletonian,
.
.
_
1
Palmer's g. h. White Hawk, (alias Davy Crockett,) five year's
old
by Hephestion, dam Mendoza,
2
Mr. St. Clair's ch. m. Kate Plowden, five years old, by Kosciusko, dam

W

tywinp,

-

T he Eat ° n Ra ces are
^
Wade, won the three mile
m

Third day

Fawcett

3

'

—A country race, mile heats,

&.

Wade's

Emancipator,

Mr

3

Duff Green, belonging to Fawcett and
Mr. Aimen's b. f. four years old by RatClair's b. f. Belle Phares, tour years old bv
J

r' °^
P'd S of Truce, and Mr. St.
Sir Charles, dam by Virginian.
J?

2

also over.
race, beating

j

l

-

1

St. Clair's b.

f.

b.

f.

best three in five.

Cassandra, four years old, by Bertrand
.

-

.

Belle Phares, four years old,

_'

.

by

Sir Charles

dam
dam

,.

-22

by Virginian, .
.
.
.
Mr. Castrater's b. m. five years old, by John Richards,
3 dr
Mr. Evans' colt bolted at the first turn.
Time, lm. 57s.— lm. 52s. The track this day was fine, but all the other
days
J
it was very muddy.
Duff stands high now with us he won his best three in five
at Newport this
fall
he wins his races from one to four miles.
Z. A,
:

;

[Nov. 1836
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Haymarket

(Va.) Races.

interesting ; the
The races over the Haymarket course this fall were unusuallyHeth,
John
grand display from the stables of Messrs T. P. White,
reminding the old turhte
White J B Kendall, T. Doswell, C.Thompson, &c.
&c. and furnishing the young
of the days of Levfathan, Little John, Enterprise,
and some of the most dismountaineers an opportunity of seeing the best blood,
tinguished performers in Virginia.
sweepstakes for three year old colts and fillies,
October 5, 1836.—

™<^

A

First day,

mile heats, entrance $50

8 subscribers, 3 started.

;

day—Jockey Club

Second

W.

L. White's

ar

g. g.

-

-

Mr. Mershon's ch. c. by Adam's Red Rover,
Absalom Hickerson's ch. f. by Restless, Strother Renoe's ch. f. by Rob Roy,
Time, 2m. 27s.—Track very deep.

purse $400, four mile heats.
five years old, by Medley,

dam by

Dandy,

S

years old, by Industry,

*

*

Sir

^

dam ty

j B 'Kendall's b. m. Camsidel,
'
"
*
"
C--IT1
1
Downing,
John 'Heth 's ch. c. Experiment, four years old, by Jack
dam by Ratler, Time, 8m. 36s.— 9m. 8s.—9m. 23s.
Third day— Proprietor's purse $150, two mile heats.
by Champion
Wm. L. White's b. g. Sam Patch, four years old by
Monsieur Tonson, IJ
J P White's ch. h. Robin Brown, five years old,
Charles,
3
T. Dosvvell's ch. c. Deceiver, four years old, by Sir
Time, 4m. 33s.—4m. 23s.
five

J
I

&

purse $250, three mile heats.
1
1
four years old, by Star, dam by Walnut,
^ «
T.Doswell'sbl. h. Moscow, six years old, by Tariff,
Rockingham,
J. P. White's b. h. Alp, five years old, by
*
**
R B Tyler's ch. Deposit, five years old, by Gohanna,
dr.
s Ratler,
Chichester's ch. c. Riticus, five years old, by Mason
years old.
S. Renoe's b. g. by Black Warrior, five
L White's ch. c. Vidocq, three years old, by Carolinian.
having stopped at the
The contending horses have only been placed, the others about two lengths
beat was won by
distance post and walked in. The third
welHn hand.
between the first and third horses ; the winr. «t was

Fourth

day—Jockey Club

b. h. Sadi,

C. Thompson's

G

W

^^

.^^

The National Jockey Club Races,
Tuesday, October
Over the Washington Course, D. C. commenced
First
forfeit;

day—A

sweepstakes for three year old colts and

two mile heats— five

Francis Thompson's g.
Jas. B. Kendall's b. c.

Time, 3m.

55s.

c.

fillies

;

11.

sub. $200,

$50

subscribers.

Isaac of York,

by

Sir Charles,

dam Lady

by Henry, dam by American Eclipse,

2

-

2

—3m. 59s.

two mile heats.
Second race— Tot the Washington Plate, value $500,
Bumper, four years old, by John Richards,

Jas. S. Garrison's ch. c.
dam by Sir Alfred,

Francis Thompson's b.

f.

-

1

JohnHeth's ch.
Time, 3m. 51s.

Ormond, by
3m. 56s.

c.

—

".—",/dam w
by

Virginia Graves, by Sir Charles,
Sir Charles,

dam by

Sir Alfred,

^
3

3

dr.

bred in the DisSecond day— A sweepstake for three year old colts and fillies
h. f.; two mile
of Columbia, or within fifty miles of the District ; sub. $100,

trict

heats

—5 subscribers.
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Jas. S. Garrison (Wm. D. Bowie's) ch. c. Charles Magic, by Sir
Charles, dam Lady Amelia, by imp. Magic,
Jas. B. Kendall's (Philip Wallis') gr. f. Molinera, by Medley, dam Algerina,
Geo. L. Stockett's b. f. Mary Selden, by Sussex, out of Harriet May*•
nard's dam,
2
_ •
Time, 4m. 13s. 4m. 15s. The track very heavy from rain.

.--....-32
11

Third day

dr.

—

—

—For the proprietor's purse, $500,

three mile heats.

Gov. Sam'l Sprigg's b. f. Atalanta, four years old, by Industry, dam
Nancy Norwood, by Ratler,
Carey Thompson's b. c. Sadi, four years old, by Star, dam by Walnut, 3
Jas. S. Garrison's ch. h. Brimo, five years old, by Industry, dam by
imp. Magic,
Francis Thompson's b. h. Red Rover, six years old, by Combination,

11

dam

....--.
-------------

23

4

Nettletop,

John Heth's ch. c. Experiment, four years old, by Jack Downing, dam
by Ratler,
Gen. Geo. Gibson's (Mr. Baden's) b. h. Gimcrack, Jr. aged, by Ratler, dam by Vanguard,
Time, 5m. 53s. 6m. Track still heavy.

—

—

Fourth day

dis.

dis.
dis.

—For the National Jockey Club purse, $1,000, four mile heats.

Jas. S. Garrison's bl. c. Cippus, four years old,

Mark Antony,

-

-

-

-

-'-

by Industry, dam by
-

11

Jas. B. Kendall's br. m. Camsidel, five years old, by Industry, dam bySir Hal,
2
W. J. Stratton's ch. h. Morris, five years old, by American Eclipse,

dam Grand Duchess,

-

-

dam

-

—

-

,

-

-

'

Gen. Geo. Gibson's (Mr. McGregor's)
Industry,

2

bl. h.
-

-

Profit, five years old,
-

-

by
3

-

Time, 8m. 8s. 8m. Is.
Morris became restive and kicked
some of his near relatives have done before him.

2

43

-

dis.

in the second

heat, as

Wiley

J.

Stratton,

Sec'ry.

Halifax (Pa.) Races.
The

fall

meeting commenced over the Halifax course on Tuesday, the 11th

day of October, 1836.
First day

—A

colt stake for three year olds, mile heats

Director,

;

$100 entrance,

h.

f.

----.---32

William S. Haynes' b.
David McDaniel's g.

dam by Peacemaker,
by American Eclipse, dam by

c.

Daniel Star, by Star,

f.

Ann

Eliza,

1

Robert W. Graves' b. c. Sidney Brown, by Giles Scroggins, dam by
Shylock,
2
William McCargo's b. f. Catinha, by Monsieur Tonson, dam by Randolph's Roanoke, entered but did not start.
Time, 2m. 5s. 2m. Is. Track very heavy and raining fast.
Second day

—
—Proprietor's purse $200, two mile heats —three

James McCargo's

1

dis.

entries.

Isham Puckett, six years old, by Arab,
1
1
J. C. Claiborne's g. m. by Medley, dam Lady Hambleton,
2 dr.
D. McDaniel's b. h. Watkins Leigh, five years old, by Shakspeare, dam
by Madison,
dr.
Time, 4m. 20s. The track on the second day extremely heavy from the great
fall of rain the day before.

—

ch. g.

Third day Jockey Club purse $400, three mile heats. This day we witnessed
the hitherto unprecedented spectacle here, for one horse to walk over the course
and take the Jockey Club purse. Though there certainly were other fine horses
here, Watkin3 Leigh and others, that had earned laurels on well contested fields,
yet it seemed they prized them too highly to risk them against Mr. John C. Claiborne's unrivalled' colt Walter, three years old, by Eclipse, dam by Constitution,
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INov. 1630.

who, though but three years old, walked over the course alone. Perhaps they
had taken a prudent warning from the bold and daring contest Walter had just
given the renowned Sally Eubanks (the mistress of the turf in the upper counmaking her call
try) the week before, over the Danville course, three mile heats
Walter is a rich bay, of uncominto requisition all she had to get a half neck.
ever
made a track,
game
as
monly fine size and beauty, and seems to be as true
with great speed. He reflects credit on his sire, who may justly be proud to own

—

him.

Maryland Jockey Club Races,
Over the Central Course, Fall meeting, 1836, commenced on Tuesday, October 18.

We have never witnessed more interesting races than those at old Central in
week of October last. In consequence of the heaviness of the track the
time was very bad, but with this only exception every day's race was one of high
excitement. The sweepstakes of the first day was almost unrivalled in the intenDuring
sity of the interest with which it fixed the attention of the spectators.
the first heat Red Rat and Cumberland ran close, most of the two miles so close
that they could have been covered with a blanket, and came out head and head,
with Lady Clifden, at her ease, a few lengths behind, making it a dead heat. The
second heat was almost an exact repetition of the first, Red Rat only coming out
about eight inches ahead of Lady Clifden, and even this difference was seen by
very few except the judges, who, of course, were the only persons who could
occupy the exact central position that could detect so trifling a difference. Cumberland was too fat for endurance, and in the third heat Lady Clifden took the
lead of both him and Red Rat and maintained it with ease to the end, Cumberland
receiving a gentle hint from the distance stand that he might go to his stable. In
the fourth heat Red Rat takes the lead, but is soon passed by Lady Clifden on
the rising ground of the first quarter, who kept her lead to the last half mile,
when Red Rat attempted to recover his place by some very fine brushes, but in
vain the filly came in, in handsome style, taking the heat and the purse, which
was a well filled one. Others may have seen better running, but we never did.
The second day's race was also quite interesting. The character of Monmouth
as a two miler was well known, and caused many to venture a few trifles on him
against the field all of whom were taught a lesson on 'the bubble, reputation,'
by the result. The fact is, oats are too cheap in New Jersey, for Monmouth,
like his stall-mate, Cumberland, was self-compelled to carry too much weight in
the form of beef, and he was also sent to his stable by the distance flag in the
third heat; Virginia Graves acting as first bridesmaid in each heat to the Lady
Gabriella, who took the second and third heats and the purse.
We were not on the ground the third day, but understand the racing was very
fine between Enciero and Morris, the latter contending very handsomely for the

the third

—

—

purse.

The

report furnishes the result.

For the fourth day, but three started. Mingo brought with him from the north a
heavy weight of character, which was lost sight of in the betting circles in the
dazzling brilliance of that recently acquired by the beautiful Catherine Davis.
We heard this fine filly taken against the field, and the field against Mingo was
taken at odds by some another lesson on the bubble, horse-racing wisdom, as
the result will signify. The race was, altogether, a very good one.
The second race the same day, the produce stakes, had excited considerable
interest from the number of subscribers and the high promise of some of the produce. Only three out of twenty-one, however, came to the post, Martha Washington proving 'the better horse' in a very handsome race. This fine filly is
owned by Col. Wm. Wynn, and was trained by James S. Garrison. Before the
race $3,000 cash was offered for Martha, and after the first heat $4,000 was

—

offered, but refused.

First day

—A

colts and fillies three years old, subscription
four subscribers, three started.

sweepstakes for

$1,000, forfeit $250

;

Gen. Thomas Emory's ch. f. Lady Clifden, by Sussex, dam
3
Betsey Wilson, by Ratray, 831bs.

2

11
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Jas. M. Selden's ch. c. Red Rat, by Sir Charles, dam by Sir
Hal, 861bs.
Capt. R. F. Stockton's b. c. Cumberland, (formerly Richard of

12

York,) by Star,

3

-

-

—

Time, 4m. 16s. 4m. 17s.
Red Rat and Cumberland.
Second day
plate or

W.

21s.

-

—The

dis.

a dead heat between

first

—The Craig Plate, value $500, two mile heats

money

the winner to take

;

at his option.

R. Johnson's b.

by Shylock,

-

-

-

—4m. 21s.—4m.

f.

97lbs.

Gabriella, four years old,
-

-

-

by

Sir Charles,

-

-

dam

11

3

-

Jas. S. Garrison's b. f. Virginia Graves, four years old, by Sir
Charles, dam by Sir Alfred, 971bs.
2
Capt. R. F. Stockton's b. h. Monmouth, six years old, by John
Richards, dam Nettletop, 1181bs.

Time, 4m.

2

14s.

—4m. —4m.
3s.

2

2

13

dis.

12s.'

—Proprietor's purse $500, three mile heats.

Third day

Jas. M. Selden's b. h. Enciero, five years old, by Star, dam by
Ball's Eagle, HOlbs.
Y. N. Oliver's (W. J. Stratton's) ch. h. Morris, five years old, by
Eclipse, dam Grand Duchess, by Gracchus, HOlbs.
Gen. Irvine's b. m. Azalia, five years old, by Mambrino, dam Wren,
107lbs.
W. R. Johnson's ch. f. Canary, four years old, by Sir Charles, dam
by Trafalgar, 97lbs.
W. L. White's b. c. Sam Patch, four years old, by Champion, dam
by Contention, lOOlbs.
Time, 6m. 25s.—6m. 36s. 6m. 30s.

------------—

11
13 2

3

2

2

4

dis.

dis.

dis.

—

Fourth day, first race Jockey Club purse $1,000, four mile heats.
Gen. Irvine's b. h. Mingo, five years old, by Eclipse, dam Bay Bet,
HOlbs.
Jas. S. Garrison's ch. f. Glorvina, five years old, by Industry, dam by
.

-----

Richmond, 97lbs.
Y. N. Oliver's br. f. Catherine Davis, four years
son, dam by Sir Archy, 971bs.
Time, 8m. 25s.—8m. 26s.

-

-

old,

—A

Wm.

Wynn's

ch.

Martha Washington,* by

861bs.

W.

Sir Charles,

R. Johnson's ch.

Time, 4m. 9s.—4m.

-

gr. c.

-

-

2

-

dis.

two mile

dam Isabella,

-------f.

Archy, 83lbs.
Capt. R. F. Stockton's
Sir

2

-

by Monsieur Ton-

Second race
produce stakes for three year old colts and fillies,
heats, subscription $500, h. f. ; twenty-one subscribers, three started.

by

11

-

-

11

Bergen, by Medley, dam Charlotte Pace,

c. Carroll,

by

Sir Charles,

dam Maria,

861bs.

2

2

3

dis.

lis.

Geo. F. Miller. Clerk of the

Course.

Fairfield (Va.) Races,
Commenced October

18, 1836.

First day, a match, for $5,000 a side, half forfeit, four mile heats, between
Admiral, by Barefoot, four years old, the property of Robert Tillotson, Esq. of
New York and Margaret Armistead, by Apparition, four years old, the property
of John Heth, Esq. Admiral paid forfeit.
;

Second race, a sweepstakes for three year olds, mile heats, $100 entrance, half
forfeit; four subscribers.
Isham Puckett's b. c. by Sir Charles,
William Williamson's ch. c. Whitelip, by Gohanna,
Time, 2m. Is. Second heat no time.

—

*

Trained by J.

S. Garrison.

-

-

1

1

2

dis.

4
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Stud of Messrs.

Mr. Editor

M. $

J. Wells.

by eighteen inches, it was a single
mile and it is thought she would have
won that, if she had been permitted to
pass by the rider who was in the lead.
She is only four years old, and never
has been put to her best speed. She
is now matched to run, mile heats,
for
$10,000, and $5,500 by-bet, to come
off, 15th December next.
lost

:

I herewith forward you a list of blood
of Messrs. M. &. J.
Wells, near this place, which you will
please publish in your valuable Maga-

stock, property

zine.

B. m. Julia Crump, foaled in 1820,
(bought of Mr. Wade H. Bynum) she
was got by Lawrence, her dam by imp.
Dragon, grandam Atalanta, by imp.
Medley, g. grandam Pink, by Mark
Anthony, imp. Jolly Roger imported

—

Jenny Cameron.

Her produce :

Dick Chinn, ch. h. foaled 1832,
dam Lucy, by Orphan,

got by Sumpter,

Dick Chinn is fifteen hands three
inches high, and is in high racing
form, he is matched against Scarlet,
three mile heats, to come off 16th
&c.

December.

1831. B. f. Chastinette, by Occupant.
1832. B. f. Mignionette, by Occupant, now with Luzborough.
1833. B. c. George Elliott, by imp.
Leviathan, very large and in fine form.
1834. Ch. f. by Leviathan— dead.
1835. Ch. f. Levianfha, by Leviathan; as fine as any colt of her year.
1836. Put to Granby and now with

Very respectfully,
Your ob't serv't,
Thos. J. Wells.
P. S. Occupant was bred by Mr. J.
Jackson, of Alabama. He was hy Sir
Archy, and out of Virginia, she by
imp. Dare Devil. Lawrence's pedigree
can be found at page 371, of vol. iii. of

Luzborough.

Am. Turf Reg.
T. J. W.
Near Alexandria, La. July 26, 1836.

Granby, b. h. foaled June 14, 1829,
got by Bertraiul, dam by Sir Archy,
grandam by imp. Diamond.
Arronetta, ch. m. by Bertrand, dam

The following pedigree of Admiral
was printed erroneously in our last, we
republish it correctly.

the old Paragon mare, by imp. Buzzard,
for her pedigree, see page 364, vol. i.
of the Am. Turf Reg. Arronetta, has
produced a colt by imp. Sarpedon, and
is

with imp. Luzborough.

Wings,

b.

f.

foaled 16th

May,

1833,

by Bertrand, dam Jenny Cockracy,
by Potomac, see pedigree of Jenny
Cockracy, in

vol. vii. p. 364, of

good race nag.
Ch. f. by Kosciusko, foaled 1S34,
Rosicrucian,

full sister to

the

South Carolina Multiflora, very large
and promising.

Spencer Cooper, b. g. foaled in
1834, got by Bertrand, dam Laticia, by
Big Printer, and balance of pedigree
good, but not recollected she was said
to be one of the fastest quarter and 600

—

yards nags of her day.

Linnet, ch. m. foaled in 1832, got
by Leviathan, dam by Marshal Ney,
she has run seven races, and has won
them all, except the first, which she
21

v.8

Ch. c. Admiral, was sired by Baredam Highland Mary, her dam
Young Maid of the Oaks, out of Byrd
Willis' old Maid of the Oaks, by Expedition.
Highland Mary, was sired
foot,

by American Eclipse, and is full sister
to Medoc and Midas.
Admiral was
four years old last spring.

Am.

Turf Reg.
Wings is entered in two sweepstakes
to come off in this year of $1,000 each.
Miss Pelton, ch. f. foaled in 1832,
by Hephestion, dam by Director, a

dam by

the

R. TlLLOTSON.

August

5,

1S36.

Blooded Stock of Capt. Thomas Gibbon,
Brunswick Co. Pa.
1.

Fancy, by

Sir

Archy, (foaled

in

1823,) her dam by Bellair, the best son
of Hart's Old Medley; grandam by
Claudius, he by Janus, out of Meade's
distinguished four mile mare bv ArisJ
totle.

Her produce

:

f. by Claiborne's CaroArchy.
3. 1S29, a br. c. by Arab, which became diseased at two years old.
4. 1830, a ch. c. by Arab, trained
and promised to make a first rate racer,
but from mismanagement or other cause
was destroyed as a racer. He run once

2.

1828, a b.

linian, son of

::

TtrRF REGISTER.
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showing great speed and bottom,

but was cramped in the first heat, and
in a desperately cramped condition ran
well for two other heats, losing the first
by only a few feet. Sold to Mr. R. H.
Vaughan, Giles co. Term, for #1,000.
5. 1831, a gr. c. by Johnson's Medley died at two days old.
1832, missed to Sir Charles.
6. 1S33, a ch. c. by Sir Charles.
7. 1S34, a ch. f. by imp. Luzborough.
8. 1S35, ach. f. by American Eclipse,
and barren in 1836.
2. Lady Hamilton, a bay mare,

—

—

five feet high,

by Claiborne's

Caroli-

—her dam Fancy, as above.

nian

:

:

Her produce
1834, a ch. f. by Sir Charles.
10. 1835, a br. f. by imp. horse Sar-

9.

pedon.
11. 1836,ab. c. by American Eclipse,
and stinted to imp. Rowton.
N. B. I have no doubt the above
mare Fancy and her stock are thoroughbred. I have reason to believe s-he is
descended from the same stock of ClaiT. G.
borne's Carolinian.
12. Sally Elliott, a br. m. five
feet two or three inches high, foaled

1827— got by Director, full brother of
Virginian dam by Ball's Florizel, out
of the dam of the unequalled Timoleon,
grandamby imp. Buzzard Sims' Wildair— imp. 'Fallow imp. Driver imp.

—

;

[Xov.1836.

1830— by Col. Johnson's Medley
dam Imperatrix, above.
Her produce

:

;

her

:

23. 1834, a ch. c.

by

Sir

Charles-

missed in 1835.

Am.

24. 1836, a ch. c. by
to R.owton.

Eclipse,

and stinted

25. Fanny Green, a brown mare,
foaled 1824, five feet two inches high ;

got by Virginian— Wilkes' Potomac
old Celer Apollo.

—

Her produce
26. 1828, a b. f. by Carolinian, sold
to Col. Sam'l Mitchell, Tenn.
died
27. 1830, a ch. c. by Timoleon
one year old, of strangles.

—

28. 1833, a br. c. by Pulaski, a son
of Virginian.
29. 1835, a br. f. by imp. horse Sar-

pedon.
30. 1836, a br. c. by Chateau Margaux, and stinted to Rowton. Barren

—

in the intermediate years.

any of
Captain Gibbon would
The mares Lady
above stock.
Hamilton, Sally Elliott, Polly Medley
and Fanny Green, are at Col. Hampton's farm near Columbia, to whom applications to purchase may be made.
sell

the

Their foals are also
and for sale.

at the

same place,

;

—

—

—

Vampire.

Her prodxicc
13.
14.
15.
1G.

1833,
1S34,
1835,
1836,

:

a br.

f.

by Am. Eclipse.

missed to Am. Eclipse.
a b. f. by imp. Luzborough.
a br. f. by Chateau Mar-

—

her grandam
Milpomene, by BurwelPs Traveller;
her g. grandam Virginia, by old Mark
Antony her g.g. grandam Polly Byid,
by the imp. horse Aristotle; her g. g.
g. grandam Young Bonny Lass, by the

;

imp. horse Jolly Roger, out of the imp.

gaux, and stinted to Rowton.

Impeeatrix, foaled in 1825, a
mare five feet two inches high got

17.

ch.

by Claiborne's Carolinian her dam by
her grandam by BelBall's Florizel
g.
lair, the best son of Hart's Medley
Celer.
grandam by old
;

;

Her produce
18. 1S30, a b.
ley.
19. 1831, a gr.

f.

by Johnson's

Med-

by the Winter Ara-

Eclipse.
1835, missed to Luzborough.
22. 1836, a ch. c. by Am. Eclipse,

and stinted to imp. Felt.
18.

imp. horse Pantaloon

;

;

mare Bonny Lass, by Blank— Bonny
Lass by Snip— Easily Snake— Grey
Wilkes, sister to Clumsy, by Hautboy.
See Bonny Lass, in the English Stud

f.

bian.
20. 1S32, ach. c. by American Eclipse
called Gen. Gaines, and one half sold to
Col. J. J. Pittman, Florida, for #625.
21. 1S34, a ch. f. American, by Am.

five

the Editor of the Turf Register
Please to have the following pedigrees inserted in the Turf Register
Columbia, her dam Black Ghost
she was bred by the late Dr. Antony
Dixon, of Charles city county, Va. and
foaled in 1S06 ; got. by Lightfoot's imp.
horse Oscar ; her dam Pill-box, by the

To

Polly Medley, a bay mare,
feet three inches high, foaled in

Boole.

Pedigree of Oscar.— He was got by
the imp. horse old Saltram, his

dam by

Highflyer—King Herod—Miss Matchem, by Regulus— Camilla, by a son of
Bay Bolton— Bartlett's Childers— Honeywood's Arabian, by the Byerly
Turk, out of the darn of the two True
Blues.

Pedigree of Pa7italoon.—Kc was got
by King Herod, out of Nut Cracker, by
Matchem, her clam by old Starling

—
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Partner— Croft's bay Barb— Matchless-

—

Brimmer Dickey Pierson, son of Dodsworth, out of the Burton Barb mare.
Pedigree of Morton's Traveller. He
Was foaled in 1768 ; got by Croft's
Partner Bloody Buttocks old Grey-

—

—
—

—

—

hound Makeless Brimmer
White
Turk
Dodsworth
Barb mare.
Pedigree of old

Mark

—

Place's

Layton

Antony.

—He

was got by Partner, son of Morton's
Traveller, by the imp. horse Othello,
out of the imp. mare Moll Brazen, imported by Governor Ogle, and presented
to him by Lord Baltimore, and presented to him by the Prince of Wales.
Pedigree of the imp. horse Aristotle.
He was bred by Mr. Bladen, and got
by the Cullen Arabian old Crab
Hobgoblin Godolphin Arabian, out of

—

—

—

—old HautRoger. — He was

Cream Cheeks by Sparker

boy.
Pedigree of Jolly
foaled in 1761; was got by Roundhead,
his dam by old Partner
old Wood-

—

— Croft's bay Barb—Makeless
Brimmer—Dickey Pierson, son of old
cock

Dodsworth, out of the Burton Barb mare.
The above was taken from the Stud
Book of England, March 3, 1827.
N. B. The Byerly Turk was Capt.
Byerly's charger in

King William's

wars in Ireland,

the

year 1689.
Place's White Turk was the property
of Mr. Place, stud-keeper to Oliver
Cromwell, when protector of England
in the year 1449.
The above I believe to be correct and
true, except in not giving the sire of
Columbia, who was Sir Archy.
Wm. R. Johnson.
Petersburg, Dec. 19, 1832.
I

in

that the

certify

chestnut mare

Polly Minor, the property of Wm.
Eaton, was got by the celebrated horse
Gohanna out of a Thunderclap mare,
he out of a Diomed, and she out of a
Medley.

Thunderclap was

from Mr.

Thomas Macon, who bred

by

old
Wildair, out of Dr. Dixon's celebrated
old mare Pill Box.
This pedigree is
her, and is entirely to be relied on.

Given under
uary, 1836.

Your

my hand this 17th JanWm. R. Johnson.

sincere friend,

Wm. Eaton.
Mr. Editor:
If you think my bay colt Neo Mathla, foaled the 1st day of April last, and
sired by Andrew, the property of Wm.

R. Johnson,

:

& Howard,
worthy a place of

Va. Kenan

Milledgeville, Ga.

is

143

record in your valuable work, the Turf
Register, you will confer a favour on a
subscriber by recording him. The dam
of Neo Mathla unknown ; she is fine,
and said to be sired by the renowned
Virginian, the certainty of which I am

unable to vouch for. She was brought
from North Carolina, and from her appearance and action I purchased her
particularly to breed a colt from Andrew. Neo Mathla is pronounced by
disinterested judges to have no superiors
in point of form.

My

ch. filly Nancy Powell, foaled
the 1st day of May, 1834, and sired by
Partisan, the property of Dr. Lucas
Powell, Monticello, Ga. is, I think, the
finest formed animal of the horse kind
I ever saw.
Nancy Powell's dam was

by

Select, and he by Twig, and if I
mistake not, Twig by old Janus her
grandam was Col. Bilson's old brood
mare, a thorough Diomed, and her pedigree, I suppose, long since recorded in
your Register.
The dam of Nancy
Powell was raised by A. Eggleston, of
Amelia county, Va. and purchased by
Dr. John Baker, of Davidson county,
Tenn. from whence she was brought to
Georgia, and I became the purchaser.
You may record her also if you think
;

Yours obediently,

proper.

R.

S.

Walker.

Zebulon, Ga. Sept. 22, 1836.

Mr. Editor
I

beg you

:

to register in the

ber the pedigrees of

my

next num-

stock.

Sorrel mare Sally Jackson, eight
years old last spring, bred by Colonel
Owens, of Jasper county, Ga. ; was got
by Jackson, he by Archy, &c. dam un-

known

—now

in foal to

Young Phan-

tom, he by imp. Truffle.
Her produce

A

sorrel filly foaled the 4th of April,
1836, by Gov'. McDuffie, he by Jackson, &c.

grey filly Lovely Susan,
March, 1833 ; got by Childhe by Col. Thomas' Sir Andrew,
by Marske, &.c; her dam by Gallatin ;
her grandam by Jolly Friar, he by Eaton's Garrick ; her g. grandam by Col.
Tayloe's old grey Quicksilver, about
which horse there has been so much
controversy. Now in foal by Young
Phantom, he by imp. Truffle.
Also,

foaled 25th
ers,

Also, brown filly Amanda Embry,
1834, got 'by Bertrand, he by
Archy her dam by Josephus, he by
imp. Whip her grandam by imp. Bafoaled

;

;

—
Mi
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Bred by Jacob Embry, of Fayronet.
ette county, Kentucky, who, when he
sold her to me, gave me a certificate of
Yours,

her pedigree.

Moses Johnson.
Pedigree of John Randolph, a grey
horse raised by Geo. Gunnell, of FairHe has been serving
fax county, Va.
mares for the last three years in Christian county, Ky.
John Randolph was got by Mr. Randolph's horse Gracchus ; his dam Fanny
Archibald, by imp. Archibald
his
grandam Nancy Blue, by imp. Medley ;
by imported Clockfast Piccadilly, by
Batte and Merlin's Fearnought
by
Godolphin by the imp. Hob-or-Nob
by imp. Jolly Roger by imp. Valiant
by Tryall by Morton's imp. Traveller.
;

—

—
—

—

—

Geo. W. Coleman.

Chestatee was foaled in the spring
she was got by old Bertrand
of 1831
her dam Viola, by Gallatin her grandam Clio, by imp. Whip g. grandam
Sultana, by imp. Spread Eagle
g. g.
grandam Oscar, by Percy; g. g. g.
;

;

;

;

;

grandam by Buckskin
g.
grandam by Hero g. g. g. g.
dam by imp. Brutus g. g. g.
grandam by Tarquin, &c.
;

;

;

g.

g. g.
g. grang. g. g.

Selima was

got by Damon, out of a
blooded Ranter mare Damon by
old Fearnought, out of a thoroughbred
mare.
R. Dudley.
full

:

Pedigrees of Blooded Stoclc in Tennessee, furnished by Will. Williams, Esq.

Matilda, a gray, bred by Duke W.
Sumner, Davidson county, Tenn. lin
1S20 got by Florizel, (alias Greytail,)
her dam by imp. Jonah Gray Diomed,
;

—

—

—

son of Medley Whistle Jacket BruBandy-ball, (alias Ball)
tus
old imp.
Elisha Battle's thoroughch. Janus
bred Virginia mare.

—

—

Country Maid,
Red c. f. Red Doe,
Gr. f. Forest Maid,
Red c. f. Sun Flower,
Gr. c. John Anderson my

1829,
1830,
1831,
1832,

Jo,
Claret b.

1833,
1834,

Claret b.

f.

f.

Pandora,

<T>

—

^

hi

;

the

—

than.
1833,
1834,
sader.
1835,
1836,
than.

—

b.
b.

f.
f.

Courtesy, by Leviathan.
(dead, strangles,) by Cru-

b. c.

ch.

f.

Ridge, by Merlin.

Miss Muley, by Levia-

Alida, chestnut, bred as above, in
by Bagdad, out of Nancy Nichol, by imp. Eagle
Wilks' Wonder
Simms' mare, by Chanticleer imp.
1828

;

—

—
—

—
—

Stirling
Clodius imp. Partner imp.
Silver Eye
imp. Monkey imp. mare.

—

—

pedigrees I have found adds Jolly
Roger, but my memory confirms the
above only, and therefore reject that
cros3.

f.

Dr. Cutler's Wildair mare.
[Mr. Sumner has omitted to mention
her first four foals.]

ch. c. (dead) by Crusader.
ch. f. by Crusader.
ch. f. by Merlin.
gr. c. Van, by O 'Kelly.

1833,
1834,
1835,
1836,

Rosy Clack, brown, bred in Virginia by John Clack got by imp. Saltram, out of Camilla, by old Wildair ;
Jet by Flimnap, Broadnax's Diana, by
Clodius, &c.
B. f. by Topgallant.
B. f. by Topgallant.
1814, dark b. c. Oscar, by Wilks'
;

Wonder.
1815, ch. f. by Wilks' Wonder.
B. f. by Son of Wonder.
Ch. c. Partnership, by Volunteer.
Ch. f. Patty Puff, by Pacolet.
Gr. f. (dam of Betsey Saunders,) by
Pacolet.

Bred by the Rev. Hubbard

Saunders, Tennessee.
Gr. c. Washington, by Pacolet.
Br. c. Behemoth, by Bagdad.

Ch. c.by Bagdad.
Br.

by Stockholder, died young.
four last bred by Mr. O. Shelby.

f.

The

Note.

— Some say Clack's Camilla was

by Melzar.

Old Mr. Saunders used

me

to

she was by old Wildair.
I have tried for years to obtain copies
from the representatives of the late
Hubbard Saunders, in vain, of the above
mare and his Dare Devil and their produce, but have received the above
from such authorities that I must needs
believe it correct.
tell

Band Box,
1835,
b. c. John Howard,
1836,
Greytail, by Ball's Florizel, out of
b.

a bay, bred in Tennessee

by William Williams got by
brown Arabian Bagdad, out of Florida, by Conqueror
Rosemary (SouthCelia,
all's old mare) by imp. Diomed
by old Wildair Dance's Lady Bolingbroke, by imp. Pantaloon, &.c.
1831, b. f. Adria, by Pacific.
1832, dark ch. f. Salome, by Leviain 1827,

The

Sept. 6, 1836.

—

Oceana,

[Nov. 1830.

—

Thomaston, Ga. Sept. 22, 1836.

Red
Red

—

Will. Williams.
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Embellishment— Portraiture of Rowton.

ROWTON.
Our

embellishment for the present number is a likeness
of Rowton
a celebrated stallion imported by Dr.
Merritt, for Col. Hampton, of
South Carolina, and the Messrs. Merritts, of Virginia,
in January
last

He was

foaled in 1826, and got by Oiseau out of
Katherina, (late
Perspective,) by Woful.
For a full description of this fine horse, extended pedigree, and detail of his performances
on the turf, see his

memoir, page 402,

vol. vii. of the

Turf Register.

PRIAM PURCHASED.

We

learn from Bell's Life in

Chesterfield has sold

London of October 23, that Lord
come to America, for 3,500 guineas;
Spirit of the Times states that the
Messrs.

Priam

and a correspondent of the

to

Merritts, of Hicksford, Va. are the purchasers.

22

v.8

:
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ALERT.
This may
at

my

Harlaem, JVov. 19th, 1831.
on the 16th inst.

certify that the black filly, Alert, sold

annual public

Harlaem,

sale, at

Mr. Gibbons, was foaled on

to

the 10th of May, 1830.

was Eclipse Lightfoot, by American Eclipse, out of Lady
The dam of Alert, was my imported mare Alarm, bred by
of whom she was purchased for my account.
Grosvenor,
Earl
Alarm was landed at New York, from on board the ship New
Her

sire

Lightfoot.

York, on the 28th July, 1824, then four years old, as appears by the
following certificate, and the Slud Book, vol. ii. page 410.
'Manchester, June 12th, 1824.

'Alarm, now four years old, was bred by Earl Grosvenor, and got by
Thunderbolt, dam Zadora, grandam Nike, &c. &c. &c.
William Clark,
Trainer

to the Rt.

Hon. Earl Grosvenor.'

Thunderbolt was by Sorcerer, his dam Wewoski, by Mentor, out of
Waxy's dam by King Herod.
Thunderbolt was a black horse of large size and great beauty, and
noted runners Overseer, Sir Charles, Moscow,

was own brother

to the

and Sagany

like himself of a jet black colour, as

—

all

was

his sire,

Sorcerer.

Zadora, the

dam

was a

of Alarm,

great runner, got

dam also of
Eaton Dee, Nymph, Eccleston,

Sir Peter Teazle) out of Nike, the

Minim, Nettle,

dora, Orontes, and of Tagus.

Thus much
strain,

and

duce, to

By

it

— Eleven runners

Banassa, Mite, Theo-

of Alarm's relationship to running families in every

only remains

show her
it

from Nike.

all

to

state

her

own

performances, and pro-

value as a brood-mare.

reference to the Racing Calendar of 1S23

edition,)

by Trafalgar (by

the following racers

appears Alarm was

started for

— 1S24,

the

(the

Pocket

produce stakes

at

Knutsford, Cheshire, July 29th, 1S2S; two miles, eleven subscribers,
which she won in the following order.

Lord Grosvenor's Alarm, by Thunderbolt, 7st.
Mr. Mytton's Ostrich, by Bustard, 7st. 13lbs.
Sir F. Stanley's Maid of Milan, 7st. I3lbs
Mr. Clifton's colt, by Comus, 7st. I3lbs

Won

lSlbs.

.

.

1

2
3
4

very easily.

1823, Tuesday, Oct. 14th, at Holly well

seven subscribers, two miles, 7st. 13lbs.
Madoc and others.
Thursday, same week. The Moystown

by

...

Orator, but ran second, beating General

Hunt— a

Won

sweepstakes of

by Alarm, beating

Alarm was beaten
mile.
Mina and others.

AND SPORTING MAGAZINE.
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The same

day.
Haifa mile. She was beaten by Falcon.
1824, May, at Chester.
Alarm ran a match race against Lord Derby's Grildrig, three years old, 6st. 5lbs. Alarm carrying
7st.

—

—

lOlbs.

one mile, and was beaten her last race
when she was sold, and
embarked at Liverpool.
Subsequently to her arrival here, Lord
Grosvenor's trainer, proposed to have her sent back again at a high
price, as Grildrig,

his year.

who

beat her, turned out one of the best horses of

She was sold

in a pet, as Earl

sum on the match.
The produce of Alarm

Grosvenor had

are as follows, viz

1825, black colt by Eastham,

lost a large

:

owned by Lord Derby. Died young.

1826, missed to Mountaineer.
1827, black

filly Zadora, by Eclipse.
owned in Lancaster.
1828, brown colt Ranger, by Bassora.

Won

her match in 1830,

of $1000,

1829, black

$400,

at 17

by American Eclipse.

filly,

months

Sold

Mr. Stevens, for

old.

1830, black filly Alert, by Eclipse Lightfoot, sold Mr. Gibbons, for
$525, a year and half old.
1831, bay filly Surprise, by Barefoot.
For further particulars, reference to the English Stud Book, and

Racing Calendars,

will

Of Eclipse
well known.
But

England.
so

rate, large
'I

have

show Alarm
Lightfoot,

of the stock

and beautiful.

this

I

day "sold

to be of the best running blood in
have said nothing, his blood being

much might be said, as it is first
Charles Henry Hall.

Mr. John Lamar, Jr. of Macon, Georgia, my
Bred by Mr. Charles Hall, at Harlaem, and
Hairs sale. Alert was foaled on the 10th May,
to

black mare, Lady Alert.

bought by
1830,

is

me

by

at air.

Eclip-;e Lightfoot, out of

mare Alarm, by Thunderbolt.
Stud Book, vol. ii. page 410.

Mr. Hall's imported English
For further particulars see Weatherby's

William Gibbons.'

JYeio York, July 4, 1835.

—We

Sale of Blood Stock.
learn from a correct source, that W. B.
Meares, and A. Henderson, Esqrs., of North Carolina, have become each
one-third interested in Mr. McGehee's celebrated brood mare, Fantail, at
§2,000 for whole, $G66 665 for a third. She is upwards of fourteen years
old.

Messrs. Meares and

West have purchased

four months old, at the figure of $1500.
State,' says

her

last filly,

by Tonson,

'Thus we go Ja the

old

North

our informant.

Autocrat
the purchaser.

has been sold for $4000.

We

are not informed

who was
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We

are glad to learn that the colts and

fillies

[Dec. 1833.

purchased in England

for

Singleton, of South Carolina, arrived safely at
perfect
Charleston on the 29th of October last. They were landed in
published a
order, not having suffered in the least from the voyage.
brief descriplist of them in the October number, vol. 8, page 51, with a
Charleston
the
from
copied
here,
as
list
the
repeat
but
each,
tion of

Colonels

Hampton and

We

Much may be anticipated from this importation.
Courier, of October 31
the importations for Col. Hampton
list
of
is
a
following
The
bay yearling colt, by the Colonel, out of Posthuma, by Whalebone.

:

A

cost

$1600.

A bay filly, by Emilius, dam Ada.
A chestnut filly, by the Colonel, out of Peri— a beautiful animal.
A chestnut filly, by Priam, out of Delphine, by Whisker.
A bull and cow, of the short-horned Durham breed— a pair of really
splendid

animals—the

latter

of extraordinary size.

Six sheep, rams and ewes, of the pure Leicester breed.
Col. Singleton's importations are as follows:
brown filly, by Sultan, out of Rachel.

A
A
A

bay filly, by Tranby, out of Elfida, by Whalebone.
bay filly, by Chateau Margaux, out of Curiose.
Five couple of fox hounds.

A
A

selection of full bred setters.

couple of beautiful white English

terriers.

—

Bill. In our notice of Wild Bill, vol. vii. page 387,
'Wild Bill won the four mile race at Montgomery,
The fact is, Molo
Ala., distancing Mr. Blevins' chestnut horse Molo.'
was polled by Wild Bill, and was therefore declared distanced.

Molo and Wild

it

was

stated that

Racing Extra.

—A

very pleasant

affair

occurred a few days since at

Mr. Kendall's race course, near this city. Camsidel, Mary McHenry,
and the fine Charles filly, Mary Granville, were let out of their stables to
take a morning's airing, when they all immediately took the track, and
without waiting for rider or tap of drum started for a race at full speed.
For a mile and a half, they kept the track as beautifully as if they had been
regularly ridden, and each seemed to do her best to win, when CamsiAnother
del and Mary McHenry gave up the race to the Charles filly.
instance to prove that horse racing

and

clogs

are used.

is

not so cruel a sport as

many

persons

one from which the horse himself derives
It is the same with all sports in which horses
In the chase the horse and the hounds enjoy the

suppose, but on the contrary
enjoyment of a high order.

is

and exhibit very clear indications of anxious expectation in the
preparations for it. The same may be said of the pointer and setter in
sport,

field sports.

H. G.

Cutler, of

Newbem, N.

C. proposes

to

against Sir Pitt, two miles and repeat, over the

24th December, for $500.
govern.

The

rules

run his horse Craven,

Savannah Course, on

the

Newmarket Course

to

of the

Vol.

8.
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MEMOIR OF SKYLARK.
The

following short account of the most
celebrated and successful
imported by Dr. Merritt, is furnished for the
information of breeders.
racer, Skylark, recently

Skylark, bred by Mr. Daxon, and foaled
in 1326, was got by Waxy
Pope, winner of the Derby; his dam
Skylark, (dam also of Giles,
a

capital

four

mile horse,) was got by Musician,
out

of sister to

by Young Eagle-Parisot, by Sir Peter-her
dam Deceit,
Yellow Mare, by Tandem-Perdita, by Herod-Fair
Forester, by Sloe— Forester— Partner—
Croft's Bay Barb—Makeless—
Pirouette,

sister

to

the

Brimmer— son

of Dodsworth— Burton Barb mare.
Pope, so called from being the son of Waxy,
was out of the
famous old Prunella, who was the dam also of
Penelope, (dam of
Whalebone, Whisker, &c.) Parasol, Pelisse, Podargus,
Pioneer, Pledge,
Pope Joan, Piquet, and Prudence, all names of

Waxy

distinction.

Musician was got by Worthy, out of Woodbine,
(dam also of Music,
and Minuet, both winners of the Oaks,) by
Woodpecker—

Puzzle, by
Matchem-Princess, by Herod-Julia, by Blank—
Spectator's dam,

by Partner, &c.

Young

Eagle, own brother to Eagle, and Spread
Eagle, was got by
Volunteer— dam by Highflyer— Engineer— Cade—
Lass of the Mill,
by Traveller— Miss Makeless, &c.
Skylark made his debut on the turf in 1S29,
when three

years old.
1S29. Curragh, Tuesday, April 21, the
Madrid stakes of 25 sovs.
each ; for two year olds.
Old T. Y. C. ( 13 subs.)

Mr. Daxon's b. c. by Waxy Pope, out of Skylark,
Mr. Hunter's ch. f. Bittern, 7st. 5lbs.
Mr. Caldwell's b. c. The Little Joker, 7st. 2lbs.
Mr. Kirwan's ch.

Two

f.

others started,

by Langar, &c. 7st. lOlbs.
but were not placed.

7st. lOlbs.

1

2
3

-

-

4

Saturday, April 25, the second class of the Madrid stakes
of 25 sovs.
each, 15 forfeit, for two year olds.
Old T. Y. C. (1 subs.)

Mr. Kirwan's
Mr. Watts' b.

by Waxy Pope, out of Skylark,
by Dandy, &c. 931bs.

br. c.
c.

1

16lbs.

1

2

Mr. Caldwell's The Little Joker, Col. Standen's Tidings, and
Mr.
Noke's Messenger, also started but were not placed. Six and
seven
to four on Skylark.
Monday, April 27, Damian de Lacy, six years old, 123lbs. beat
Skylark, 3 years old, lOOlbs.;

beat

by Mount
23

100 sovs.

Three Y. C.
Skylark, carrying heavy weight, was
Eagle, Three Y. C. for the Wellington stakes.

Curragh, Wednesday, Sept.
v.8

9,
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olds, Sst. each

King's purse of lOOgs.; for three year

10, the

Thursday, Sept.

[»ec. 1836.

two miles.

;

------

1

Lord Portarlington's b. c. Skylark,
Mr. Watts' br. c. Mount Eagle,
Capt. Gamble's b. c. Sagittarius,
Mr. Caldwell's ch.

3
4

Ballysax,

c.

lOOgs.; weight
Curragh, Wednesday, Oct. 14, the King's plate of
for age

;

three miles.

Lord Potarlington's

b. c.

Skylark, three years old,

by Bob Booty, three years

Mr. Farrell's br. c.
Mr. Kennedy's b. f. Mackerel, four years

1

1

9lbs.

;

-

I9lbs.

old, 134lbs.

Friday, Oct. 16, sweepstakes of 100 sovs. each
cup.

1

old,

p. p.

1

2
3

-

and the Peel

Peel Course.

Lord Portarlington's
Mr. Blake's
Mr. Watts' br.

Skylark, three years old, lOOlbs. -

b. c.

Damian de Lacy, six years old, 124lbs.
Mount Eagle, three years old, lOOlbs.

b. h.
c.

-

1

3

h. f; with 100
Saturday, Oct. 17, sweepstakes of 10 sovs. each,
subs.)
added, &c; Northumberland mile; (13

109lbs.
Mr. Hassard's ch. m. Guiccioli, six years old,

1

-

2
Skylark, three years old, 1 I2lbs. 122lbs.;
old,
years
Napoleon, five years old, 127lbs.; Speculation, five
old, 102lbs.; Alice
Tyrant, five years old, 114lbs.; Palmer, four years
96lbs.; Tidings,
old,
years
three
Lee, five years old, lOOlbs.; Ballysax,
libs, and another also
old,
9
years
four
Agnes,
94lbs.;
three years old,

Lord Portarlington's b.

c.

were not placed.
Wellington stakes of
1830. Curragh, April 21st, Wednesday, the

started, but

SO sovs. each,

h.

Three Y. C; (10

f.;

Lord Portarlington's

b. c.

Mount

Even

betting

b. h.

De

Sst. Slbs.

1

Eagle, three years old, Sst. Slbs.

Mr. Watts' br. c.
Mr. Maher's ch. h. Speculation,
Mr. Blake's

subs.)

Skylark, three years old,

Vere,

five

five

years old,

years

on Skylark against the

9st. Slbs.

old, Sst. 12lbs.

-

3

4

field.

Wellington stakes, Three
Friday, April 23d, the challenge of the
received compromise
llolbs.
Eagle,
Mount
br.
c.
T. C. Mr. Watts'
years old.
Portarlington's b. c. Skylark, I2llbs.; both three

from Lord

for three years
Saturday, 24th April, the King's purse of 100gs.;
miles.
three
old colts, Sst.; and fillies 7st. 1 libs.;

Mr. Watts' br. c. Mount Eagle,
Lord Portarlington's b. c. Skylark,
Mr. Maher's br. c. Lapwing, brother
Col. Pratt's ch.

c.

Ballysax,

Ten

-

l

-

to

Lapdog,

-

4

to one on Skylark.
of 50 sovs. each;
Curragh, Monday, June 7th, the Kirwan stakes

Post on the Flat

;

(16 subs.)
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Regulator, three years old, 99lbs.
Lord Portarlington's b. c. Skylark, four years old, 124lbs.
c.

-

l

2

Mr. Maher's b. c. Elk, three years old, 9 libs.
3
Bustle, five years old, lOSlbs.; Runt, four years old, 109lbs.; Merry
Andrew, four years old, lOOlbs., and another started, but were not
placed.

Friday, June 11th, sweepstakes of 100 sovs. each, and the Peel
Peel Course.

cup.

Lord Portarlington's b. c. Skylark, four years old, 1 I2lbs.
Lord Milltown's b. h. Napoleon, six years old, 126lbs.

1

2

-

Same day, the King's purse of lOOgs.; for horses, &c. not exceeding five years old, 9st (I26lbs.) each
three mile heats.
;

Mr. Disney's b. c. Skylark, four years old, 126lbs.
Mr. Watts' ch. m. Urganda, five years old, Mr. Hood's ch. h- Milo, five years old,
-

-

-

1

1

-

2

-

-

3

Mr. Kennedy's b. h. Count Deibitch, five years old,
2
Mr. Battersby's b. h. Sloven, five years old,
Bellowstown, Thursday, June 24, the King's purse of lOOgs.; three
mile heats.

Mr. Disney's b.
Mr. Battersby's
Mr. Blake's

Skylark, four years old, 112lbs.

c.

b. h. Sloven, five

Napoleon, six years

b. h.

Mr. Armstrong's

b. c.

lOOgs.; for

-

old, 125lbs.

Dandy, four years

Curragh, Saturday, Sept.

-

years old, 12 libs.

old,

1

1

1

4

2

2

dr.

3

dr.

-

12lbs. -

Lord Lieutenant's Purse of
four year olds and upwards; four miles.

Mr. Disney's
Mr. Watts'

b. c.

1

the

th,

Skylark, four years old, 109lbs.

Mount

br. c.

1

-

Eagle, four years old, 109lbs.

-

1

2

-

Economist, six years old, 125lb.; and Paladour, aged, 126lbs., also
were not placed.

started but

Curragh, Friday, Oct. 15th, sweepstakes of 100 sovs. each, and the
Peel course, (6 subs.)

Peel cup.

Mr. Disney's

Skylark, four years old,

b. c.

Mr. Hunter's ch.

Mr. Kelly's
Mr. Watts'

c.

1

1

gr. c. Regulator, three years old, lOOlbs.

Alcaston, five years old,

br. h.

-

-

1

2
-

120lbs.

Five and six to one on Skylark against the

Same day, the Royal Whip, with
the King
four miles.

-

-

4lbs.

Distingue, three years old, lOOlbs.

3

4

field.

lOOgs. added to

annually by

it

;

Mr. Disney's

b. c.

Mr. Hunter's

b. c.

Mr. Watts'
Mr. Forbes'

br. c.

b. h.

Three and four

Skylark, four years old, 150lbs.

The Dandy, four years old,
Mount Eagle, four years old,

to

Childe Harold,

five

150lbs.

-

-

150lbs.

-

years old, 164lbs. bolted,

one on Skylark against the

field.

1

2
3

1
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Mr. Disney's b. h. Skylark, five years old, 1 37lbs.
Mr. Kelly's gr. c. Bags, three years old, lOOlbs.

Mr. Watts' ch.

Mount

Cinnamon, three years

c.

Eagle, five

years

old,

old,

-

3

-

lOOlbs.

129lbs.; Pioneer,

1

-2

-

four years

old,

125lbs.; Philip the First, three years old, 99lbs.; Adonis, five years

and Leather Plater, three years old, 98lbs., also started

old, 11 libs.;

but were not placed.

Friday,

annually

Oct. 21st, the

Royal Whip, with lOOgs.

weight for age four miles.
Mr. Disney's b. h. Skylark, five years
;

added

to

it

;

Mr. Hunter's ch.
Mr. Kelly's

c.

The

-

old, 164lbs.

l

Distingue, four years old, 154lbs.
four years old, 154lbs.

b. c. Silly Pat,

Fifteen to ten on Skylark against the

2
3

-

field.

1832. At Liverpool, in July, Skylark started for the Tradesmen's
cup, but ran out of the rails.

Curragh, Wednesday, Sept. 5th, the King's purse of lOOgs.; for
four year olds and upwards

Mr. Disney's

;

four miles.

Skylark, six years old, 166lbs.

b. h.

-

l

Capt. Montmorency's Leather Plater, four years old, 145lbs.

Three

to

2

one on Skylark.

Saturday, Sept. 8th, the Lord Lieutenant's

purse of lOOgs.;

for

four years olds and upwards; four miles.

Mr. Disney's

Mr. Kelly's

Skylark, six years old, 125lbs.

b. h.

-

-

Silly Pat, five years old, 120lbs.

b. h.

-

l

2

Mr. Watt's

ch. c. Cinnamon, four years old, 109lbs.
3
one on Skylark against the field.
Curragh, Monday, October 15th, the Kirwan stakes of 50 sovs. each,

Three

h.f.

Red

to

Post, (16 subs.)

Mr. Disney's

b. h.

Skylark, six years old, 140lbs.

-

l

Mr. Maker's b. c. Shamrock, three years old, 106lbs.
2
Lord Portarlington's b. c. Bedouin, three years old, 104lbs.
3
Mr. Battersby's ch. c. Barebones, four years old, lOtilbs.
4
Two to one on Skylark against the field.
Wednesday, Oct 17th. The King's purse of 100 gs. three miles.
Mr. Disney's b. h. Skylark, six years old, 149lbs.
i
Lord Portarlington's

Top, three years

b. c.

Don

old, 122lbs.

Pedro, three years old, 122lbs.

Saucy Moll, three years

2

old, 119lbs.

and Ada, three years old, 119lbs. also started but were not placed.
Friday, October 19th, the Royal Whip with 100 gs. added annually,
weight for age, four miles.
Mr. Disney's

b. h.

Mr. Kennedy's

b.

Skylark, six years old, 170lbs.

m.Mackrel, aged, I69lbs.

Five to one on Skylark.

-

1

-

2
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Next

day, Shamrock, three years old,

to

libs, beat

Skylark, six years

Post on the Flat.

old, 15 libs.

Two

1 1

[Dec. 1836.

one on Skylark.

1833. Curragh, Thursday, April 25th, the King's purse of 100 gs.
four miles.

Mr. Disney's

-

Skylark, six years old, 140lbs.

b. h.

1

Lord Milltown's ch. c. Cinnamon, four years old, I28lbs.
2
Ten to one on Skylark.
Curragh, Thursday, June 13th, the King's purse of 100 gs. weight
for age, four miles.

Mr. Disney's

Skylark, aged, lGSlbs. walked over.

b. h.

Saturday, June 15th, the King's purse of 100 gs. weight for age,

&c. four miles.

Mr. Disney's

Mr. Kennedy's

b.

Saucy Moll, four years

f.

Lord Portarlington's

Ten

b. c.

-

1

2

old, 105lbs.

Bedouin, four years old, liolbs.

one on Skylark against the

to

-

Skylark, aged, 12 6lbs.

b. h.

3

field.

The

Bellowstown, Thursday, June 27th.

King's purse of 100 gs.

three mile heats.

11

Mr. Disney's b.h. Skylark, aged, 126lbs. dis.
Mr. Battersby's ch. h. Barebones, five years old, 12 libs.
Curragh, Monday, September 2, sweepstakes of 25 sovs. each, and
Sligo Post.
the Sligo Whip.

Mr. Disney's
Milltown's ch.

b. h.
c.

Skylark, aged, received compromise from Lord

Juniper, three years old.

Saturday, September 7th, the Lord Lieutenant's purse of 100 gs.

weight for age, four miles.

Mr. Disney's
Mr. Hynes'

Cinnamon,

b. h.

br. c.

five

Skylark, aged, 12 Gibs.

-

-

1

Haphazard, four years old, 109lbs.

2

-

years old, 120lbs. Napier, three years old, 84lbs.

and The Elfin Page, three years

old, 84lbs. also started but

were not

placed.

Eight

to

one on Skylark against the

field.

Curragh, Wednesday, Oct. 16th, the King's purse of 100

gs.

weight

for age, &c. three miles.

Mr

Disney's

Mr. Bures'

Hemus,

five

Three

to

Skylark, aged, 15 libs.

1

Napoleon, aged, 15 libs. years old, 145lbs. and Saucy Moll, four years

lbs. also started

On

b. h.

2

b. h.

old,

137

but were not placed.

one on Skylark, against the

the Friday following, Skylark

field.

was beat

for the

Royal Whip,

four miles; and a sweepstakes of 100 sovs. &c. Peel Post.

1834. Skylark covered until the 4th July,
trained.

when he was

again
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Curragh, Wednesday, September 3d, the King's purse of 100 gs.

weight for age, &c. four miles.

Mr. Disney's

-

-

Skylark, aged, 168lbs.

b. h.

1

h. Shamrock, five years old, IGllbs.

Lord Loughborough's b.
Saturday 6th, he was beat by Freney and Rust,
tenant's purse of

100

gs.

2

Lord Lieufour miles, beating Lady Elizabeth,* and
for the

Barebones.

Curragh, Monday, October 13, sweepstakes of 100 sovs. each, and
the

Gold Whip,

8st. 7lbs. each,

Mr. Disney's Skylark, aged,

-,---.

four miles.

1

2
m. Lady Elizabeth, six years old,
3
Lord Portarlington's b. h. Shamrock, five years old,
Wednesday 15th, he carrying 15 libs, ran a good second for the
Richmond Hundred, beating Freney, and on Friday of same meeting,
he ran a good second for the Royal Whip, being beat only by the

Mr. Hobson's

br.

nose, and carrying 170lbs.

Skylark was

now entirely withdrawn from
won nearly thirty races of

generally with heavy weight.

It

During his
and four miles,

the turf.

racing career, he

three

has been stated, that 'Skylark's

performance has been unrivalled on any

turf,

won both classes
Cup four times, the
Gold Whip given by

having

of the Madrid stakes, the Gold Cup, the Peel

Gold Whip given by the turf club twice, the
His Majesty, three times, the Wellington stakes, the Kirwan stakes
twice, the Sligo

Whip, two matches, and twenty-four King's

"plates?

'Those who have never seen him run can form but a faint idea of
his capabilities, and as a proof of the high estimation in which he
stood with turfmen, he was handicapped to carry 15 stone, (210lbs.)
'for

In his handicap races, he generally carried

the Corinthians.'

heavier weight than any other, and often gave two or three years and

So successful was he

great odds in weight.

weights and

at

walk over, and
buted

to

in

winning with high

long distances, that he was frequently permitted to
'the alterations in the

King's plates have been

his unparalleled performance.'

in this

wonderful performer, as any thing,

which

are as

sound and

free

And, what
is

is

attri-

as remarkable

the soundness of his legs,

from blemish or injury, as on the day he

first started.

Skylark covered

in

very promising and

1835 and 1836, and his stock are said to be
admired, and to command high prices.
In

much

the spring of 1836, he

was purchased by Dr.

immediately on the close of his season
landed about the 2£d of August

Skylark
*

is

five feet three

The year

before

Lady

Merritt,

to Virginia,

and shipped

where he was

last.

inches high, a dark bay, without white,

Elizabeth, 1351bs. ran four miles in 7m. 45s.
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has good action and

of high racing form.

is

tendons, a plenty of muscle, and

uncommonly good

is

is

He

[Dec. 1836.

has large bone and

right in all the cardinal points,

in the shoulder,

and deep

and

His form

in the chest.

clearly indicates great capacity to carry weight and go long distances.

He

handsome horse, and has at once a gay disposition,
set him off to much advantage.
M.

also a very

is

and tractable temper which

PRIAM.
Mr. Editor:
There are some remarks

your November number about

in

this

celebrated racer, and great favourite of the public, over the signature

of

'A'.

These remarks,

in

my

opinion, do Priam great injustice.

says, 'high prices have been offered for him, but as yet, the

has been, no

sum

will

buy him.'

'This only means, that as

of the most fashionable blood, and
reputation, there

and

I

to

left

the turf with a

venture

most splendid

purchase him, until he shall

This may be the meaning, but

stallion, &c.'

things,

no chance

is

to assert, that

fail

may mean many

as a

other

nine out of ten of the best horses are

Many

sold before their colts are tried.

it

'A.'

answer
Priam is

causes, such as the death of

the owner, a change of pursuit, the wish to obtain a

new

cross, &c.

throw the best horses into market, not only before they are tried, but
Lottery, Chateau Margaux,
after they are proved good stallions.
Langar, Zinganee, Reveller, &c. have been sold within a few years,
and after they had become approved stallions.
'A.' thinks, Priam's colts have done him no credit; an opinion not
only premature, but as

far as

evidence goes, unjust.

It

should be

remembered that his oldest colts are only two years old, and but few
of them have started. But they have run as well as large roomy colts
In this respect Priam need
of that age, could be expected to run.
Of their first years get when two
fear a comparison with no horse.
years old, Lottery had one winner, Sultan two, Zinganee one, VelociPriam has
pede one, Emilius none, Chateau Margaux two, &c.
already had three winners, and

October meetings

at

we have

yet to hear from the three

Newmarket, and other

races,

where

it

may

be

expected that other winners will appear.
'A.'

apprehends that Priam would not improve our stock, and assigns

which is that, he wants substance. Had 'A.' seen
two
and examined Priam's form, or had he relied on the information of
But he
those who had, there might be something in this objection.
has only seen his likeness. And this likeness, perhaps not a good
reasons, one of

one, and taken

when he was

three years old.

with gentlemen, and good judges,

who have

Now

I

have conversed

seen Priam, and

they
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express a very different opinion.
They think him a horse of substance and that he is a horse of uncommon power, is
proved,

beyond

;

cavil,

by

the weights

lie

high as 154

tively, as

carried in his races considered not only posi-

but also in reference to the weights of his
he gave great odds, as a year to Lucetta the
best mare of her day, 16 lbs. to Augustus one
of Sultan's best sons,
&c.

The

lbs.,

whom

competitors to

other reason

is founded on the manner in which he won all
our Timoleon and Florizel, he was too fast for all his
competitors, but like them, his stock will not sustain his
reputation.
In all Priam's races he won by speed, &c.» This, it
strikes me,

his races

'like

;

ia

rather an

uncommon

Priam was Hoo fant for all his competitors ."
So was Eclipse so was Highflyer so was Virginian in
this country ; so was Sir Charles ; so indeed
were most of the distinguished stallions on both sides of the water.
If Priam had shown
want of stoutness or game, I grant, that would be a serious objection.
But such, I do not believe, to have been the fact. On the
objection.
;

;

contrary,

he was a stout horse, as the get of Emilius, and indeed all the
Orville
stock, generally are. In fact their bottom is unquestioned
and proverbial, and Priam himself was considered so
stout, that it has been
advised to cross the Sultan mares, (a soft stock) with Priam,
to give

them stoutness.
Chifney very seldom rode Priam, twice only I believe
in all his
This jockey it is true, is noted for riding a waiting race, if the

races.

horse has speed, but that being his general

evidence of want of game.

The

mode

of riding,

it

is

no

English jockies are very careful of the

powers of

their horses, and rarely make them do more than
enough.
generally win in the manner easiest to the horse, and the
rider
on the speediest horse, most likely prefers to wait, and win by
a brush
at the close of the race.
A slow horse must make early running or
give up all chance of the race.
A speedy horse, no matter

They

how

he
in

may

stout

need not and does not make running, because he can win
an easier manner. A horse makes running, not
because he is
be,

stouter, but

because he

rally ran pretty

is

slower than his competitors.

fonoard throughout

Priam genewas always ready
thought by many, that he

his races, and

to go ahead when called on.
And it is
would have won the St. Leger had he made his run earlier.
The instance of Timoleon and Florizel, I consider, unfortunate,

and not

in point.

Of

Florizel

I

cannot speak, for

I

never saw him.

But Timoleon was a horse of great substance, of
more substance than
any other Archy horse I know. His failure
certainly did not arise

from his want of substance.
24
v.8

His want of success as a

stallion,

and
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also that of Florizel, should,

I

l^ec. 1836.

in
think, be ascribed to a remote flaw

their blood; rather than to their great speed.

coming to
no probability, that I know of, of Priam's ever
character of so
the
injure
to
right
it
think
not
do
but
I
country,
A. E. C.
a horse, for reasons so slight and insufficient.

There
this
fine

is

BIRD SHOOTING, PERCUSSION CAPS,

&c.

animal
very fond of bird shooting— it is so exciting to the
I
such like 'small
I don't mean 'yellow hammers,' robbins, and
spirits.
touch at
game,' but woodcock, partridge, and snipe, with an occasional

am

Leave yellow hammers and robbins, snowbirds and blackbirds,
they will sit
to the flint of the grovelling poacher to hammer at; for
to rest his trembling
still while he seeks a fence-rail or a stump

lark.

his
upon, and patiently await the repeating click-clack of
it was
that
say,
them
heard
snapper— well knowing, as 1 have often
tubers, 'than
better to remain and risk the chance of a hit from such

tube

that they
fly to others

know

might perchance be wending

which they take

shelter.

not

of,'

from the regular winger, who
way in the very cover in

his noiseless

Commend me

to the

percussion cap, 'on

described.
such a day,' and let flints remain with the gentry above
he can
that
you,
tell
will
one—
knowing
a
A woodcock— especially
will say,
he
or
says
flint,'
'The
cap.
one
to
flints
ten
dodge
in
when you can get him in the humour of talking, as you have me

he—

cock on his guard by
the pellets come
before
aim,
the
dodge
to
its
false alarm by a
a
give
often
will
it
that,
only
not
and
lazily along—
this, we
Notwithstanding
pan.
the
in
flash
most
a
at
or
click
mere

writing—'the flint
click, and enable him

that of

will put a sagacious

because they often frighten us out
would'nt much rather be
of our wits, and I wish I may be shot, if I
percussion cap, than be
a
from
pellets
overtaken by half a dozen
of the lazy old flinter.'
flash-in-the-pan
the
by
death
frightened to

old cocks,' he will say, 'hate

flints

he will continue, 'the percussion does its work first,
bawls out a sumand makes its report afterwards, while the flint first
if it can find us—
us
take
to
to surrender and then comes its lead

'And then

again,'

mons

such tardy executioners ?' So much for percussion
concerned.
to the testimony of those most
according
caps and flints,
add to the cock's argument one which he has overlooked.

who'd wait
I

for

would

The

percussion cap

is

better than the flint in

wet weather.

percussion caps

I

bagged

'came about.'

an old cock some years ago, when
and my dog was too well bred to hurt
I had merely clipped his wing,
let
my dog mouth the game, and seldom
never
I
him by mouthing—
impenetrable cover, (and then he must
in
falls
it
unless
it,
'fetch'
even to
first

!
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wait for orders,) for

it

'rainy day,

I

&c.

blunts his nose.

asked the cock
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After the usual compliments,

he was 'much hurt ?' 'Not
much, sir,' said he, 'just touched in the shoulder of my left wing,
which prevents the use of it.' 'But my feelings are hurt,' said he,
'at the trick you put upon me.'
'Trick,' said I, 'what trick
I am not
sir,'

if

—

in the

habit of playing tricks

'Why

of your feather.'

upon any body,

the fact

on a rainy day we woodcock were
Christendom
in

my

—but

said he,

is,'

'I

especially

from the

safe

for this certainty of safety,

I

upon birds

always calculated that
fire

of any

gun

in

should have remained

secret cover.

two hours,

Raining and drizzling as it has done for these
had no idea that you could fire your powder, and so I

I

ventured out in search of food, notwithstanding
dog, supposing

saw you and your

I

could catch a mouthful and away before your dog
would be upon me with his paws for I feared nothing else. But
I

—

how was

astonished, when, rain and drizzle notwithstanding,

1

my

wing dropt before I had flown ten yards, and before I had had the
usual intimation by a click, whiz and bang, that lead was after me
Now how did you manage it, Mr. Ramrod?' 'Look here,' said I,
shewing him my percussion apparatus, 'it was this did the thing for
you.'

'That,' said he, 'what

size of

my

eye

— how

also in such a rain as

showed
at

it

a

— that piece of copper—a copper cup the

could that keep your priming dry, and
this

is.'

I

the astonished bird the action of the percussion.

moment and

exclaimed, 'well that beats

—

fire it

put a cap upon the nipple and

Davy

He

stared

Crockett's grin-

ning all hollow' 'let me off this time (my wing will soon get well,)
and I promise you that I will never cross your path again, whether it
rains or shines.'

exactly

fair

hands, and
it is

true,

deprived

I

for the bird, especially as

felt

with him, so

many

and

I

many

I

him go

let

Now,

a good bye.

often think of

cock went immediately

many

I

after a hearty

this

was an

with pleasure

it

a sportsman of

—

;

had not played
shaking of the

act of benevolence,

but the fact

a bag full of cocks.

is it

has

The

old

and reported the particulars of
the newly invented percussion caps, and cautioned them
against
exposing themselves to the action of such deadly instruments. The
to his friends

consequence was, that a public meeting was held at midnight on the
the hill near Pot Spring; at which all the chief cocks
of the
nation were present; many speeches were made, the
old cock

brow of

described the percussion cap, and

its action, (I expect a correct report
of the old cock's speech, and will favour you with it soon,) and
finally, a string of resolutions was adopted unanimously,
recommending
all

woodcocks

and never
all

to

to take cover whenever a percussion gun is
in the field,
venture forth in the day time when it can be avoided;

cocks are recommended

to listen to

the reports of

guns— if

the
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click of the flint lock

but

if not,

heard, they

is

may

then, to cover with despatch.

claims the attention of sportsmen.
'Resolved, That,

now

It is

[Dec. 1896

feed on in their usual safety,

One

resolution particularly

as follows

:

percussion caps have been invented, through

the aid of which our chances of escape are greatly diminished, all

gentlemen are particularly requested

to observe the

shooting us woodcock, that our breeding season

ed upon, and that our race

These precautions on

may

not be encroach-

thus be protected from extermination.'

the part of the

woodcock have rendered

Many

of cocks in a cocker's bag a thing quite novel.

among

proper season for

may

a brace

other things

but only one or two
Happening a few weeks since to be
strolling through an old field, I came across a fine covey of partridges.
They were in council, and on my approach seemed to flutter a little,
but the presiding officer soon quieted them by telling them who I was,
and that I was unarmed, when I was politely invited to take a seat
with them. After a few remarks on the destruction of the wheat and
rye crops, and my observing that I feared it would cause much suffering among them, one of the members observed that 'partridges suffered
of course somewhat, as well as their other fellow-citizens, from this
cause, but not to so great an extent as was supposed, and not half as
much as they did from the vile practices of those who claim the
name of sportsmen. Why, what do you think,' said he, 'my wife was
driven from her nest by one of these gentry, and frightened into
hysterics, only the day before she expected to present me with our
young brood besides which the brute found the nest and carried off
all the eggs in his hat.'
'Shame,' 'shame,' was the cry of every bird

have

I

more

will bear telling at this time.

picked up

the birds of the field

:

;

present, and

I

responded to the very just epithet,

'Yes,' says another,

—
— when she heard

with our young brood
eyes on

'a

shameful

act.'

'my wife was out one morning gathering food
as lovely a brood,
a rustling

among

sir,

as ever a father set

the leaves beside a fence,

and on looking that way discovered a scamp on the other side of the
fence, just taking

cluster

•,

aim

at

her and her brood,

who were

all in

she had no time to save her children or self by

a close

flight,

before

and killed six of the little creatures. The mother was
wounded and flew away, but the vagabond caught the remaining little
ones, that had escaped the shot, killed them by crushing their heads

he

fired

with his teeth, and went off rejoicing in a bag

full

of unfledged birds.'

was the universal cry. Another of the members remarked that he was an old bird, and was acquainted with
the most of the shooters in the neighbourhood.
'Many of them,'
aaid he, 'are gentlemen whom I respect highly. They always observe
'Horrid, horrid murder,'

the rules of

field

sporting

;

and never shoot out of season.

But there

—
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many more who preach about them, but practice them when conOne man,' said he, 'who pretends to be a first rate

venient only.

sportsman, and to observe

man,

all

the rules and customs of the true sports-

regularly in the habit of violating those rules whenever he

is

can do so unseen or unheard by his fellows.
name,' said he, 'for he

him

ofFend

is

too good a shot to let

I

can't mention hi3

me

escape were

but even this season he has twice been out

;

even before our birds were sufficiently feathered
not be surprised,' said he,
the havoc related

by

my

'if

to take

wing

I

among
I

!

to
us,

should

he were the very creature that caused
Various were the topics of

brother last up.'

conversation at this meeting, and

it

occurs to

me

that

I

will close

my

paper by relating, or rather translating the remarks on one of the sub-

A

jects.

lovely hen had observed that

could not be

left

it

was a hard case

even in the enclosures of orchards, gardens, grain
says

I,

that they

unmolested during the season of maternal solicitude
fields,

&c.

'Why,'

'you do not say that any gentleman hunter pursues you at such

you speak of?' 'Indeed they do,'
'my whole brood was shot by a crack sportsman in the stubble field not fifty yards from the house of my master, who remon'Your master,' says I, 'how came he your
strated against it in vain.'
master.'
'By regular purchase in your market ;' said she, 'he purchased me with my husband, took us home, fed us all winter, kept us
warm, and in the spring let us out to live in his fields and woods
therefore I belong to my master, 1 was his property, and he alone had
a time and even in the enclosures
said she,

-,

a right to take me.'

I

thought the lovely bird reasoned well, but others

gave equally good reasons for the proprietorship of wild birds resting
exclusively in the owners of the soil
I

will

sum up

when

the grounds are enclosed.

a few in general terms without confining myself to the

precise language used

by the

birds.

Most country gentlemen take

considerable pains to preserve the birds on their estates.

them

approach their barn yards, haystacks, &c.

They allow

and shelter
them by the farm hands. If the
birds are scarce, they search them out, in fields and covers at a distance where they will be likely to perish in winter, and buy them in
market, and keep and feed them till spring, when they let them out to
stock their fields, and furnish sport for themselves at the proper seain

to

for food

winter, and prohibit shooting

son.

Now

surely these facts give such persons a property in the birds,

which no one has a right, lawful or equitable, to deprive him of, especially upon his own enclosed grounds and under his own nose.
The
birds agreed that these reasons were conclusive, and determined to fly
away from any sportsman, whether crack or croaker, who should
attempt to molest them in their master's enclosures.
When I began, I intended to have given you a regular day's hunt,
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but
I

it

has turned out a mere perambulation.

my

like

It is,

[Dec. 1836.

however, just what

among the fields,
Ramrod.

day's hunt to be, a helter-skelter ramble

with an occasional

Yours,

hit.

RACING IN KENTUCKY.
Mr. Editor:

On

last

Lexington, Ky. JVbu.

Thursday,

I

5, 1836.

witnessed one of the most beautifully contested

The entries were Big John,
by Bertrand, Jim Allen, by Sir Archy of Transport, and Maria Louisa,
by Muckle John. Two and three to one were offered on Maria
against the field before starting, but few takers.
At twelve o'clock
the respective horses were brought to the stand, orders given and
riders mounted.
At the tap of the drum, they all got off in handsome style, Big John leading and Maria next. After they had cleared
the first turn, Maria came along side her friend John, to view his
three mile races ever run in Kentucky.

silken hair, and golden

mane

as

it

lay in beautiful plats

upon

his neck.

Side and side they run the whole length of the stretch, each anxious

As they run

to maintain the lead.

the full length of the stretch, all

looked with anxious expectation, and none dare speak with certainty
as to the issue.

As they entered the second

turn,

Maria

back,

fell

and then the friends of Big John poured forth shouts, that

with

fell

dead and sickening weight upon the ears of the wise and knowing
ones,

who planked up two

to

one on Maria.

the last stretch home, she again

Maria

came along

now

trailed until

side her golden haired

Laddie, to inhale his sweet and ambrosial breath and to court his
smiles;

but

all

in

His heart was set upon something else

vain.

besides beauty and fame.

It

was placed upon wealth.

maintained the lead by a few feet the

when they

reached the

first

full

Big John

length of the stretch, and

turn again, Maria

fell

back.

She again

challenged him on the back stretch and would gain a few feet in front

They now run

but not sufficient to take the track.

the full mile

She now contends
every inch of ground both on the turns and on the stretches, and
without even day-light appearing between them.

they

now

finish the race so near to

each other that a blanket would

cover them both until within a few yards of the out come,
Maria's rider gives up the heat and pulls up.

Thus

when

resulted the

first

heat in favour of Big John.

Time 5m. 56s. track good and a
The betting now changed

weights.

against the mare, two to one offered.
freely, as every

one

felt

little

over a mile, Baltimore

in favour of the

two horses

But neither taken nor offered

confident in the mare's durability.

resting half an hour, they appeared ready and willing to try

it

After
again.

—
!
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given and off they went at a killing pace.

ahead and Jim Allen by his

side,

Big John
on the back stretch Jim threatened

John the go by, and leave him to take care of the lady, who
But John had no idea of taking care
of the women and left Jim to do it himself.
Thus they run the full
length of the stretch.
Around the turn they go, close together. Jim
now makes another able effort. They are lapped, he is ahead
no
Thus they run locked until they pass the stand. Jim falls back
till he enters the back stretch, he again comes along side of his friend
to give

followed them close in hand.

!

and maintains his position until they enter the

last stretch home.
Here Jim gives up the contest and feels willing to take care of the
lady.
But she not liking his company spurned his pretensions and
left him in a moment, and almost as quick as thought was "along
side of John whose company she much preferred.
It now appeared
doubtful which of the two would hold the track, for she was about a
neck ahead and maintained it unto the turn. They run around the
turn, lapped and maintained this position the whole of the last mile,
the horse beating her eighteen inches.
Time 6m.
S.

—

RIFLE SHOOTING.
The

last

number of

the Sporting

Magazine contains an

article giving

an account of a yankee in England, shooting pigeons on the wing
with a rifle. He certainly made some good shots, but I have seen
and heard of many much better. Capt. Mason, of the army, could
pick the ear off a squirrel's head on the top of the highest tree, and

him

would throw up an apple, and then hit it
came to the ground. Of target shooting, we
have an abundance of good shots, every day furnishes its quota but
1 must be indulged with
the relation of a few anecdotes on rifle
related of

it is

with his

rifle

that he

before

it

;

Many years since, my brother-in-law, (a rifle
me with a rifle, made expressly by him for me, for
The ball it carried was only a No. 1, buckshot
Many a day have I amused myself with this little

shooting generally.
maker,) presented
squirrel shooting.

170

to the

pound.

One day

pocket piece, in shooting squirrels, target shooting, &c.
piece of
fine jet

woods near Lyons,

in

western

New

black squirrel near the top of a very

York,
tall

I

tree;

a

he had just

reaohed his hole with his head, and stopped, looked down,

we

in

discovered a

to see

who

when I touched my
The shot struck him

were, and perhaps to give us the time o'day,

trigger at

him from

the very foot of the tree.

and tipped him into his hole as handsomely as
he could have done it himself. One morning just as I rose from my
directly in the rear,

bed,

my

brother,

(who had

arrived the evening before

on a

visit,) mefc
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me at
so

the door.

much

'Come,' says he,

Very

of.'

well, says

I,

you

see

'let's

rubbing

my

[Dec. 1S36.

try that rifle

eyes, go and

He did so, while
He examined the

the size of a dollar on the side of the barn yonder.
1

loaded

my

piece, raised

mark, and returned

—

it,

'that's

and

let fly 'off

hand.'

enough,' said he,

you boast
a mark

make

in the centre.'

'just

It

—

was one hundred and five yards. So much for facts now for history.
While on a pleasant tour among the mountains of Virginia, some
years ago, 1 passed a few delightful days at Moorefield, on the south
branch of the Potomac one of the prettiest places the world can

—

and one of the pleasantest to live in too. It is surrounded
by very high mountains on all sides, so that you can stand in your
door and see mountain deer skipping and bounding from crag to crag,
and whenever you please go out at day-light and have a venison
boast

of,

steak for breakfast and a saddle for dinner.

Besides

this, the

society

Having stopt at a gentleman's house over night, I
was persuaded to spend a few days there and rest myself and horse.
To my surprise, after dinner I was invited by the young ladies to
and was much more surprised
take a game at nine pins with them
there

delightful.

is

;

on

trial to

find that

me

they could beat

that game, but in quoits, and in

very feminine character

give them

to

nine out of ten, not only in

This you will say

'ball.'
;

but wait a

is

ing their conversations were even more remarkable than their

and
I

agility in the

thought

games, and their music and drawing beat

to myself, 'this is

what a country

life

should

not a

In the even-

little.

all

be.'

skill

the rest.

But

I

am

shooting. Well, the
— was upon the subject of
one morning
old gentleman of the house got me away from the
—he would have had a job of any other time of
about day
get
tramp on the mountains with our
the day — and we took
off the

track

rifle

I

girls

light

it

at

rifles, to

a

some venison. While we were resting ourselves in the cove of an
immense rock, near the deer path, he began to talk about his rifle and
'No better in these parts,' says he, 'carries fifty
his exploits with it.
to the pound, never misses

When

I

first

fire,

nor

fails to

tell

when she does

fire.'

got her, says he, about the time of Braddock's defeat,

(every thing remarkable takes date 'about the time of Braddock's
defeat, in this part of Virginia,)

target

;

dollar,

I

thought

I

would

try her mettle at a

round spot on the barn door about the size of a
measured off one hundred yards, and let go at it off hand; I
so

I

made

a

mark exactly in the centre. Well, thinks I, that's pretty good,
must have been a chance shot so I tried it again, and on look-

hit the

but

it

;

ing for this shot could find nothing of

it

!

I

had not hit the barn door,

Well, said I, that's a
was a large one, nor even the barn
hard one any how, but I'll try it again, and I again missed the

and

it

mark, the door, and eveu the barn.

!

Dang

it,

said

I,

to myself,

I'll

keep
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something any how, and at it I went till I had fired
twelve times in all, and not a single mark of a shot could
I find on
any part of the door or the barn, and, being tired out, I gave it
upswearing vengeance upon the maker of the rifle, and almost upon
the
trying-

till

I

hit

which

would have been executed on the next rock
me that it would prevent my getting my
money back. Throwing down my rifle I opened the barn door, and
took down a fat buck I had dressed and hung up to
cool on the inside
rifle itself,

latter

had not prudence whispered

of the door, and carried

it to the house to have a fine
saddle cooked
went about my farm affairs till dinner time, deterdinner, to go to the store and have satisfaction.
At din-

dinner, and

for

mined, after

I made with my carver
the thick part of the loin, and on cutting

ner, the first cut

I

felt
it

something unusual in

away a

little,

out came a

rifle ball, and presently another and another and
another, until
twelve halls rolled upon the dish, all from the same
place, I jumped
right up in an ecstacy of delight, and ran to the
barn to examine the
door, when I found that that part of the buck in
which the balls were
found had hung exactly against the door where the first
ball had
entered, and consequently, that each of the twelve
balls had passed
through the same hole without even enlarging it!
Well, thinks I
that will do.
So I took up my rifle, restored it to favour, and it
has
been my companion ever since, and here it is now,' showing
me a
six

foot
rifle

rifle,

that required a

shooting

second Hercules

some purpose— let us

to

see

Now

to shoulder.

who

can beat

it.

this is

The

old

gentleman had scarcely finished his story, when, as I was
about
making some remark on the length of his rifle or his yarn,
I received
the heavy palm of his immense hand flat upon my
face, (he intended

my mouth,)

for

with a whisper'd %ush, hush,' as he levelled his
rifle
spur of the mountain across the ravine, at least
two hundred yards distant, where I had just time to rest
my eye
sight, when he cracked away, and I saw the antlered
monarch tumble
it

in the direction of a

down
that

the precipice.

buck

'Now,' says he, 'where do you suppose I hit
'Some where behind the shoulder, I guess,' I replied.

?'

'No,' says he, 'right in the forehead,

between the eyes.' 'How do you
meant to,' says he.
Sure enough, on examining the buck, there was the gimblet hole where he
had 'meant' it

know

?'

says

I,

'because

I

should be. 'Well,' says I, 'Colonel, (every body is a
colonel now,—
but in those times none were colonels but those who
deserved to be,)
your story was a book and this is the illustration—
the picture'.'
Now, Mr. Editor, if any of your writers can tell a better story
let me

know, and
25

I

will try again.

v.S

H AIR

Trigger.
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A Challenge— Rodolph

against

[Dec. 1836.

John Bascomb

;

OR,

The Conqueror of the West and South-west, against
South and North.

the

Conqueror of the

Lexington, Ky. Nov.

To ike owners and friends of

John Bascomb

1,

1836.

:

Rodolph in Lexington and its vicinity, propose
over the Kentucky
run him against John Bascomb, four mile heats,
the 3d week in
Wednesday,
Association Course, at Lexington, on

The

May

to

friends of

next, being the 51st, for

$20,000 a

side, (a forfeit at the option

half, nor less than one
of the owners of John Bascomb, not to exceed
The race to be run by the rules of the Central
fourth the amount.)
the forfeit in the
Course, in Maryland, and to be closed by depositing
1st February,
the
by
Lexington,
in
Branch of the Bank of Kentucky,

1837.

The

friends of

Rodolph

will

pay the

friends of

thousand dollars, to defray the expenses of his

John Bascomb, one
visit to Kentucky,

win or lose.
close
it is left at his option to
If John Bascomb accepts the race,
terms
same
the
on
enter
to
Linnet
invite
the match with Rodolph, or
is brought down to
and make it a sweepstake-provided the distance
sixty yards,

vards,

if

hundred and forty
a sweepstake, or remain at one

if

a match race.

'

If

a sweepstake

is

agreed

to,

notice

is

desired

by the

to accept,
January, to give the friends of Linnet time

by

if

first

the 1st February, 1837.

A

notice addressed to

Thomas H.

ot

they wish,

Ken-

Pindell, President of the

accept and close either of the
tucky Association, will be sufficient to

above propositions.

Mr. Editor
The pedigree
:

volume
ton,') is

to

__

.

.

-

t
Valentine, in the 7th
offered for the imported horse

'Lady WashingAmerican Turf Register, (page 239,
to refer you
sufficient
quite
so wholly untrue, that I deem it

of the

ample authority

for this assertion.

American
examination in the 8th volume of the
Register, pages
Turf
volume
2d
247-examine
Farmer, pages 231 and
414page 41 ; and volume 7th, page
376, and 567; and volume 6th,
s
Skinner
least,
not
but
and last,
examine Edgar's Stud Book, page 63 ;
acquaintance
long
a
had
I
706.
English Stud Book, 2d volume, page
related to me, when exhibiting
with Mr. B. Badger, and he has often

Commence your

Valentine, the

many

of the horse.
victories of Magistrate, the sire
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FISHING.

You may

word 'angling? Mr. Editor, if you please, but I
word that will convey my meaning, and as fishing

print the

like the plainest

embraces

all

fish catching,

descriptions, or rather, all the varieties of

you had

think

I

have used, especially as

methods of
word I
discuss some descrip-

better head this article with the

have occasion to

I shall

catching— and losing too— that it will be hard to arrange
under the head of angling— which an old lexicographer defines, '« rod,
with a fool at one end and a worm at the other.' Well,
you know
tions of fish

some of our runs in Baltimore county abound

that

the first fin,— and

many
glens.

in trout,— trout of
a day's sport has been silently enjoyed by

a disciple of Walton, in the dark recesses of those woody
But, 'trout fishing is trout fishing,' all the world over,— as my

friend Linsey

Woolsey

gaux, &c. in your
'for

many

a horse

describe

it,

is

late

a horse,

said of the portraits of

Tranby, Chateau Mar-

numbers,— 'They may be
all

like them,' said he,

the world over,'— and therefore,

but proceed to give

I

shall not

you an anecdote or two growing out

of that 'philosophical sport.'

And let me secure the good opinion of
yourself and readers, and by that means, your ready belief of what I
am going to relate, by suggesting that my informant was, is, and will
probably continue

to

be, a

trout-fisher 'of the first water,'

course a gentleman, and therefore, a

man

He had

of truth.

and of

been quite

successful in hooking trout, one fine day a few years since, and had
placed a tub or bucket under a small stream of water that issued from
a bored log; in this tub he put his trout as he caught them, with the
intention of keeping

from a small dam

them

alive

and

fresh.

built across the little

The

log conducted water

stream a short distance above,

and the end from which the water issued was three or four feet above
the tub, so that the jet resembled the pouring from the spout of a teakettle,

except in size

diameter.

Well,

— the

now

jet or

stream being an inch or more in

for the story.

After he had caught and placed

several fine trout in the tub, and returned from a short range

down

the

he went to look at them, but they were gone
He at once concluded that some poacher had been there and taken them, and, much
chagrined, went to work again and soon caught several more even
run,

!

—

ones than the first, and placed them also in the tub
taking care
keep one eye upon the tub, while the other was attending to the

finer
to

make sure this time of his game. Having succeeded -in
many as he thought would do for one mess, he unhung his

fly, to

as

went

to the tub,

'what can

this

and found his

mean

fish

were gone again.

— no person has been here

trout have disappeared.

They

taking
tackle,

'Well,' says he,

and yet my
could not get through the bottom nor
this time,
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the sides of the tub, nor have they wings to fly out of
top

— how

have they got out

He

?'

more, and keep his eye upon him

This

trout in the tub.

few minutes

;

so in a few minutes he had another

;

played about the sides of the tub for a

fish

examined the cracks and crevices, and kicked up

heels in delight at having escaped the hook;
surface of the water,
to the

from the

it

resolved to catch at least one

now

bottom and ceased

now

nosing the bottom. Presently, he descended

move, but turned a sidling glance towards

to

the surface where the jet of water was pouring into the tub.

moment he moved

body

jet,

a line with the curve

in

head pointing directly into the end of

jet, his

In a

gently round, placing himself in front of the

elevated his head, and thus placed his

of the

his

playing near the

it

as

entered

it

the water, and in the twinkling of the eye, he passed through the jet
into the log, and thence into the stream

explained the loss of

— his

This

native country.

the former fish, and

all

the gentleman soon

removed the tub from the jet of water, caught another mess of fine
trout, saved them, ate them for his supper the same evening, and yet
and laugh

lives to tell the tale

at the trick the trout served

on

will not pretend to philosophize

this story.

pass up so small and so rapid a stream
told to
I

am

me, and

let

others give,

if

—

I

only

they can, the

How
tell

him.

the story as

why and

was

it

because.

when the fish will bite freely
you a nibble an hour, and

particularly fond of angling

;

detest the dull sport that only furnishes

only that of a gudgeon.
can stand such sport.

downright indolence.
friend in

Don't
It

I

tell

me

Virginia,

— where,

!

Go

but
that
that

patience, but
to

an old

on the Eastern Shore, he sug-

might go a fishing without hook or

with gun, powder and shot

him

of the philosophy of

neither philosophy nor

Expressing these opinions one day

Accomac county,

gested that

how

is

I

the trout could

line, or seine,

but

a fishing with a shot gun, says

I,

Follow me, says he
So out we went, well
accoutred with long duck guns, shot bags, and powder flask, to an old
field, near the sea shore, wherein were a .number of very tall trees
that had been killed by girdling.
Now, says he, get behind this tree,
load your gun, and watch those fish hawks yonder. You will presently see one rise from the water with a fish in his claws under him
like the car of a balloon.
If you observe the hawk has a fine large
one, crack away at him, and he will either give you the fish to let
him off or comedown with it; but don't disturb him if the fish is not
worth the shot. I followed his instructions, and in a short time I
observed a hawk rising from the water with a fish as long as himself
in his claws.

patience,

duck

when

pray

I
1

shot, to let

?

allowed him
sent

me

him an
have the

to

approach as near as

I

could with

invitation in the form of an
fish

— which

he very politely

ounce of
did, ex-

—
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cusing himself, however, from holding any further talk with me.

For
amused myself in this way, and got half a dozen very
fine good sized fish, wounding and killing several of the hawks
which I regretted, but could not afford to forego the pleasure of this
new kind of fishing to avoid. They say on the Eastern Shore, that
several hours

I

these fish-hawks catch fish for the eagles

them

•catch

The hawk

but

;

and only yield them

for themselves,

takes the fish from the water, carries

neighbouring

tree >

when

rather guess they

I

to the eagles per force.
it

to its nest

the eagle, seemingly asleep

on some

on another

tree

near by, immediately dives into the hawk's nest and bears off the prize

own.

to its

to the

have seen the eagle attack the hawk, indeed, in the

I

hawk

but then the

ground

is

after

obliged to drop

it if it

gets

it

;

air,

and the eagle must descend

its fish

but this

it

seldom does, as

does

it

not like to approach the earth, especially in open fields and near

human

Now,

— one

know, we
of men,
1

in

me

give

you

which you

are

let

are all fishers.

men

all

take

what would

bait

Well,

to this

are fishers of

sir,

now

all

you

particularly interested, for

The parson and

forced construction, embraces
rity.

Walton say

a hint in relation to another kind

his antagonist are fishers

money, and many of popularity, but

are a fisher of suhscribers

it,

Sir Isaac

?

Mr. Editor,

of fishing

you,

Now

habitations.

kind of fishing

!

which, without a very

the above; men,

mode of doing

for the hints as to the

should be a well made compound of

much

money, and populait.

Your

the varieties of sporting,

all

mind you, a good portion of fishing, or you will lose my
you of fox-hunting, or the fox will be too cunning to be caught by you
of horse
racing, or, even if you are on Eclipse's back, you will not catch the
Such a compound, properly composed, and attentively preturf men.

including,

nibble

;

of shooting, or the bird-shooter will fly from

;

;

sented, so that each kind of fish will be able to see or scent his portion of the bait, will not fail to

secure a plenty of

bites.

You must

be cautious, however, in your deportment while fishing, or even this
bait will
to

Make no

not avail you.

make any

;

for, late

one can have luck
fish hate noise

and

noise,

at fishing in the

riots

nor allow others about you

opinions to the contrary notwithstanding, no

midst of a noisy company

— they make none

themselves, which

all

con-

and the fish for which
more than they, all quarrelsome, riotous
discard such.
(On this point I must say you

clusive as to their opinions on the subject

you

—

is

;

are a fisher, dislike, even

behaviour

—

therefore,

are pretty well qualified

thought

it

best to

as a fisher,

make my

and need no instruction, but

recipe complete.)

This

bait

and

deportment secured, with a tolerable hook, to hold those that

I

this
bite,
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line,

and pliant rod,

to

land them, you cannot

any reasonable

as ought to satisfy

appetite,

fail

which

[Dec. 1630.

of taking as
is

A

of

(From the

New

York Evening

many

the sincere wish

Fisher.

Star.)

Cochran's Many Chambered Non-Recoiling Rifle.
This extraordinary invention of a young American, native of
Hampshire, and which

is

now

being for the

first

New

time exhibited to the

American Institute, Niblo's Garden, deserves
more than a passing notice. There are circumstances connected with
it, which give it a peculiar, if not romantic interest in the history of
the arts in our country. If any thing were wanting amidst the multitude of extraordinary inventions which have, for the last half century,
public, at the fair of the

been recorded in the archives of our patent
establish the pre-eminent claims

high order,

would be

it

that

of"

office, to

and

illustrate

our countrymen to genius of a

which forms the

particular subject of our

remarks.

Mr. Cochran's father was a lawyer, and afterwards a merchant of
in Enfield, New Hampshire
and the son, John Webster
Cochran, was born there, and has invented the species of fire-arms in
question, was brought up to no particular business. At the very early
eminence

;

age, however, of sixteen, he discovered a strong taste

mechanical experiments, and was constantly occupied

and passion

for

in the construc-

which his father approving of, unlike many other
and to further the wishes of his son, expended

tion of machinery,

fathers, encouraged,

several thousand dollars in his behalf,

in

the cost of the different

kinds of apparatus required.

When

only eighteen, he made the discovery

not perfect

until

it

He

three years after.

in question, but did

then went to France and

England, and exhibited his model cannon to Louis Philippe and

William the IV.

While

at Paris

in

the Turkish ambassador to explain

London, and accordingly went
of experiments before the latter
faction that he urged
for that

Mr.

C

1S33-'S4, he was requested by

to the Turkish minister at
Woolwich, and performed a series
personage, which gave so much satisit

to

to visit the Sultan at Constantinople,

purpose provided him with the most

tions to the

Court of the Sublime Porte.

Constantinople, Feb. 11th, 1836,

and

recommendaMr. Cochran arrived at
flattering

was received with

great distinction

and introduced to the Sultan by the Grand Vizier.
His Turkish
Majesty was highly pleased with the experiments made with the
model, told Mr. C. he was satisfied it would be generally adopted,
and requested him

to cast

twelve pounders on the same principle.
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provided with elegant apartments in Pera, raised

to the dignity

many workmen as he
The treatment in fact,

of Master of Cannon, and furnished with as
required for the accomplishment of his task.

received, was equivalent to that of the rank of an ambassador.
Mr. Cochran, however, finding there was no good foundry or

which he

mechanics, was obliged to undertake the work with his

own hands

;

making machinery of
any kind, by dint of much labour and perseverance made himself all
the necessary implements, the augers and the wooden apparatus for
and though not brought up

to the business of

boring with horse power, and the preparations required for procuring
the proper castings.

By good

fortune he succeeded entirely to his

wishes, and cast and bored three cannon, two of one pound each, and
the third a twelve pounder,
fect as

proved

which

he could have desired.

last

On

was finished

this last piece to his entire satisfaction, in

the chief officers of the Turkish government,

with

He

its

fired

execution, and
it

made

in a style as per-

the 14th September following, he
the presence of all

who were

delighted

a highly flattering report to the Sultan.

off in the presence of those officers to their utter astonish-

ment 100 times
would scarcely

in fifteen minutes.

believe

it,

experiments in his presence.
accordingly

made

The

Sultan

and directed Mr. C.

The most

for this important

trial,

when he heard
to

of

it

perform the same

extensive preparations were

which was

to take place at

Tarache, on the European side of the Bosphorus.
than 3,000 troops were assembled at this spot. The Sultan
hour appointed came over from his summer residence on the
Asiatic shore, rowed in one of his splendid caiques, and preceded by
The one which
a long line of other boats of the same description.

No less

at the

announced the approach of the Sultan was manned by forty oarsmen,
and came with even more lightning speed than that in which his
august highness himself was seated. As the latter was seen nearing
the wharf, Mr. Cochran, at the suggestion of Halil Pacha, the Sultan's

son-in-law, and

commander

in chief of the land forces, fired off a

twenty-one guns (the customary number,) with the experimental cannon, which consumed less than two minutes^ and struck
As the Sultan
the assembled multitude with the utmost amazement.
Halil,
accompanied
wharf,
by the Grand
the
on
stepped
this
moment
at
salute of

making
him with

Vizier and other dignitaries, ran to his majesty, and the former
the usual salaarn of kissing the Sultan's foot,

announced

to

feelings of exultation that could scarcely be repressed, the

success of the machine cannon, as they appropriately

wonderful

named

it.

The

Sultan arrived at his tent, then sent for the master of the cannon, the
title

which was given

to

Mr. Cochran, and

with him, in which Mr. C. conversed chiefly

after a short
in the

conference

Turkish language,

—
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renewing his expressions

partially acquired, the Sultan

of kindness, requested him to perform the experiment in his presence.
feet of the piece, and Mr.
Cochran commencing rather sooner than was anticipated, the Sultan
then with his back towards the cannon was at first somewhat startled
at hearing the explosions suddenly succeeding each other with such

His majesty placed himself within a few

The cannon was

inconceivable rapidity.

fired

one hundred times as

before in fifteen minutes, during which the barrel acquired 650° of
heat, while the revolving cylinder

which contained the charges was

comparatively cool, being only 250° of temperature.

The

Sultan's

exclamation expressive of his delight was 'God save the Americans
if

such boys as you are (Mr. C. being then but twenty-one,) can
men do !'
He then asked him for the bill of expenses, and being told by Mr.

invent such things, what can your

own

went the next day at the request
The bag of gold he there
received was truly an imperial present, and enough to make his fortune.
The amount would scarcely be believed should we name it,
and we do not feel ourselves authorized to specify the sum more
C.

it

was

left to his

of the Sultan to visit

distinctly, than

may

Mr. Cochran soon

pleasure, he

him

at his palace.

be inferred from what
after

we have

said.

returned to America, with the understand-

number of

ing that he should have a contract for supplying a large

cannon of_the pattern exhibited, whenever

him to execute it.
These adventures of Mr. Cochran, yet

it

could be agreeable for

a youth, seeking in a foreign

land that patronage and encouragement which were the proper measure and appreciation justly due to his pre-eminent talents, and which
it is

lamentable to be obliged to confess, his

own countrymen would

not have bestowed upon him, recal the similar examples of West,
Fulton, Perkins and others, and are calculated

-to

reflect discredit

our national reputation, inasmuch as Americans ought
to

to

be the

upon
first

reward those inventive powers which are so emphatically charac-

teristic of, as

well as honourable to the genius of our people.

—

Description of the invention.
The invention of Mr. Cochran is
adapted to every species of fire-arms. The articles at present being
exhibited

by him

at

the Fair, are a model cannon, similar to that ex-

perimented upon before the Turkish Emperor, and a

rifle

complete,

which we shall now proceed to describe. He has fired his rifle 1200
times, 500 of which discharges were fired in rapid succession, and
without producing any expansion whatever in the chambers of the
cylinder, or giving to it a greater temperature than 100 degrees of
Fahrenheit.
will

As many

as 2,000 discharges are required before the rifle

have been properly tested

after

the rule of the war department.
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Mr. C.

is ready at any time to fulfil this complement, and go beyond
This afternoon he will fire it at Niblo's garden, 500 times in suc-

it.

cession.
The cylinder is a solid piece of iron, revolving in the plane
of the barrel, and occupying a position directly at the base of the
barrel, which it is in close contact with. The dimensions of the cylinder are in diameter about four inches, and in thickness seven-eighths
of an inch. There are in this one nine open chambers for the charges,

which chambers are perforated upon the periphery and converge like
upon the centre. The cones on which the percussion caps are

radii

placed form another series of radii concentric and within the circuit
of the chambers
a solid metallic partition dividing all the caps from
each other. Each cone for the cap communicates with its appropriate

—

chamber, and opens in the centre of the chamber, so that the whole
charge of powder is ignited at once, by which the explosion of all the

powder
so

is

much

charge

is

a half.

made in one-half the time of ordinary rifles, and therefore,
more force given to it, and consequently, a much less

the

required

— the weight of the charge being only one grain and

As each chamber

in its revolution comes in an exact line
with the tube of the barrel, the cock strikes the percussion cap
and
the explosion takes place instantaneously.
The chambers, as they
successively come into a line with the barrel in the revolutions of the

cylinder, are momentarily retained firm in this
lating dog- connected witli the cylinder where

the pin of

which dog catches

distances for

cap until

it is

its

reception.

position
it

by the regu-

joins the breach, and

small perforations made at equal
can the cock strike the percussion

in the

Nor

in exact position, for if the

place, the socket into

chamber is not in its proper
which the hammer of the cock falls has pre-

sented to

it only the metalic partitions between the
cones, and therefore,
on striking these no explosion can take place. Nor can any accident
happen from explosions of the other chambers contiguous to the one

connection with the barrel. Such an accident never did happen with
and if it should, the direction of the chambers is such, that
their charges would do no mischief.
Nor can the flash of the powder
in

this rifle,

chamber in a line with the tube of the rifle be communicated
other chambers, as the joint of the cylinder where it comes in
contact with the barrel is so close that it is air-tight, and will not
permit
in

the

to the

of such extension of the ignited powder.
The charge of one grain
and a half of powder requires a size of ball of fifty to the pound, and
the force

is

sufficient to perforate eight boards

ness at the distance of sixty

feet.

another beautiful and ingenious invention.
fitted to

barrel

each of one inch thick-

The arrangement

of the ball

Their diameter

is

is

exactly

the chamber, but larger than the diameter of the tube of the

by an increment equivalent
26
v.9

to the depth of the spiral creases
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on the inside of the
rifles,

for

it is

tube.

So that no patch

[Dec. 1836

required as in other

is

forced into the tube of the barrel, and exactly

fitted

to

by becoming compressed into a cylindrical shape, and its sides
grooved by the creases of the barrel, whereby it is kept firmly in its
course and moves steadily, and with such precision and so closely
wedged that there is no windage can get before the ball and give an
a serious inconvenience to which all other
irregularity to its motion
The aim of Mr. Cochran's rifle therefore is always
rifles are liable.
it

—

By

deadly and sure.

this

arrangement there

you have

power acquired,

for

the ball until

leaves the muzzle, and in the

it

is

another additional

the entire force of the charge behind

same proportion is the
on this

velocity augmented, and therefore, a less charge required

account as well as on account of the manner in which the percussion
cones communicate with the chambers as already stated.
of the barrel, as

throughout

its

we

The

before said, keep the ball exactly in

creases

its

place

course to the muzzle, whereas, the patch, always used

in ordinary rifles, is constantly liable to tear,

which causes the irrewhich

gularity of the ball's motion and defeats the very object for

were intended. The manner in which the percussion cones
communicate with the middle of the chambers, causes the powder to
explode in one-half the time it would if the ignition took place at the
end of and posterior to the chamber.
As an evidence of the accuracy and effectiveness of this rifle, Mr.
rifles

Cochran related a bear hunt, in which he took part, a few days since,
on the Moose mountains, in his native state of New Hampshire. He
fired at the animal with the rifle now at the exhibition, and lodged
nine balls in his brain while he was under full way, at the distance of
some four or five rods from him. The bear was brought to the ground
and the nine

and

balls recognized

identified

from the others lodged

near them, by the grooves made in them by the creases of the tubes

and by

His brother sportsmen

their cylindrical shape.

who had

until

then deemed themselves in possession of good sporting pieces, expressed themselves

in

countryman's magic

rifle.

raptures at

Another remarkable property
recoil whatever, so

that there

the

superiority of their

in this rifle is, that

is

it

young

has not the least

not the slightest jar or irregularity

in the direction.

The
noon.

rifle

will be fired at Niblo's

The

patent right for the

500 times

rifle

in

succession this after-

and pistol for the United

States,

has been sold by Mr. Cochran to the trustees of a company in this
Richard & Richardson, No. 41, South street, are
city for $300,000.
the agents for the company, and have a large manufactory at Spring-

;

:
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faster

than they can

make them.
Bomford,

Col.

Mr. Cochran's

Washington

and

rifle,

for

head of the ordnance department, United

that

was so much pleased with

at the Fair,

he ordered him

to

make one and

bring

it

to

experiment.

many chambered

Cochran's
fair

at the

Army, who was present

States

strict trial at the

the supervision of Capt.

rifle has recently been submitted to a
United States Arsenal at Washington, under

Ramsay and

A

Lieut. Scott.

correspondent

of the Intelligencer gathers the following facts from the report of
these gentlemen on the subject

'The

rifle, it

appears,

was

1,008 times, and was in the same

fired

order at the termination as at the

commencement of

the firing.

In

order to test the influence of rain and wet from other causes, water
was put into the chambers, and left there for an hour and ten minutes;
the

rifle

was then discharged, and with the same ease and

The

previously.

cylinder in this

rifle

effect as

contained nine chambers

and in a comparative trial instituted between it and Hall's carbine,
both pieces having been loaded, the whole nine discharges were made
from the rifle before a second could be made from the carbine.
During the whole trial not a single cap missed fire and at the
;

distance of 150 yards, with ten grains of powder, the ball perforated

an inch pine board, and was flattened against a brick wall behind it.
Some apprehension was entertained that, from the contiguity of

To prove the
Mr. Cochran placed loose
and around the caps, and, so

the charges, accidental ignition might be produced.

freedom of his

entire

powder

in the

circumstanced,
Capt.

rifle

from

this danger,

chambers, over the

was discharged

it

Ramsay

balls,

as safely as before.

observes, that with the closest scrutiny he could not

discover any objection to Mr. Cochran's invention
says, that for simplicity
seen,

and that

words,

'it is

its

it

and Lieut. Scott

quality as a fire-arm can be

summed up

in three

perfect."

Bear Hunting

We

;

surpasses any thing of the kind he has ever

in

Upper Canada.

are indebted to our esteemed friend 'Laddie,' for the following

by him from a friend in Upper Canada.
'You have seen many snowy days, and we have often together
admired the elegant and dazzling festoons formed by the pendant
arms of some moss-covered larch, heavily weighed down by its
extract from a letter received

——
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new

burthen of

fallen

snow

and snugly ensconced, beneath the pro-

;

canopy of some 'dark houghed

tecting

[Dec. 1830.

fir,'

watched with delight the

feathery messengers of Father Frost, as they gracefully eddied about
in

mid

a few seconds before they added their mite to the trackless

air,

waste before
think

But L,

us.

beautiful as

you

'poor, indeed,' could

it

we thought

all this,

see our snow-storms

you would

— the gigantic

children of our primeval forests, loaded to breaking, with such rich

—

their immensity and
and fanciful robes that queens might envy
wavy indistinctness fills the mind with such a feeling of awe, as
!

cannot be conveyed in language,

from such a scene

you an account

J

have but

must be

I

be understood,

felt to

'ere

;

of a day's sport

let the sublimity of the

it

now come and

proceeding to give

yesterday enjoyed,

my

scene pass from

I

must pause

to

yet aching eye-balls.

'About an hour after day-break I was listlessly lounging, not on a
Turkish Ottoman, nor even in an easy chair, but on a wooden settle
covered with bear's skin, the trophy of a hazardous engagement and

by

brilliant victory, achieved

my

some

brother John

three

moons

ago,

and which, by the way, makes a very pleasant seat when drawn near
the crackling pine logs, as they split and blaze cheerily in the wide
fire

place

stove,

;

for

have such a thing, seeing that

I

however warm, with

larder after a severe day's

but you

know

as

This

toil.

was ever given

I

I

much abhorrence

would an empty

I

a somewhat long digression,

is

prosy

to be

eschew a dark dingy
as

;

came John, a

well, in

look of joyous import in his bright black eye, his step hurried yet
firm, his right hand clutching with starting veins his faithful rifle
:

before

1

had time

to

make any

inquiries as to the cause of his ener-

getic appearance, he burst out with
off-,

his trail

is

our lambs

villains that stole

jumped

to this

in

'Come, sluggard, he cannot be

you may depend

quite fresh, and

summer.'

one of the

Now, how my

wise frater

conclusion does not appear, for he would answer no

questions, and

to

vague conjectures, yet

it

to

;

I was e'en left
must be a bear he alluded

catching

me

down my

rifle,

powder,

so, hastily pulling
Stc. I

was ready

about a quarter of a mile, by a near

left the trail,

large bear.

and there, plain enough,

We

setter bitch that

I

you wot

He

ycleped 'Bravo.'

was almost

no

lost,

at

my

once

knew

boots, and

for a start.

He

led

where he had

saw the foot-marks of a very

had two dogs, Old Blucher, a cross between a famous

no dependence on,

dry, affording

I

on

cut, to the spot

of,

and a

New

Forest blood-hound.

a splendid animal, and as good as he looks

high game.

far

on't he's

as he is

is

;

the other

we could

He

is

place

young, and had never been tried with any
and greyhound,

also a cross between a mastiff

The snow was some eight inches deep and very
and in many places so powdery that the trail

scent,

and always very indistinct: but John

is

no chicken

J

No
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work, and on he posted, myself and the dogs close

at this

in about half an
it
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hour we came

was of no great

extent,

we

gone through, and there
fresher

so

:

much

together.'

;

on we went.

'Back, Bravo,

when we want

you.'

;

much

but evidently

was John's

first

'Take time, Blucher

you young

In a

trail

Blucher began to feather, and once or

'that will do,'

;

heels

;

again found the

so, that old

twice threw his tongue
leaving the house

at his

where Bruin had entered
and we hastened round to see if he had
to a thicket

•,

word
let

us

since
all

go

you will be shy enough
few minutes more we came in sight of a
fool,

scaur with a block of limestone lying to the day, and beneath this,

we

half concealed by a luxuriant wild vine,
just wide

enough

could observe a narrow

This den must,
summer, be perfectly hid from the prying gaze, as it was scarcely
visible even in the now naked state of the vine.
We now held a
council of war, and, at last, it was resolved to let the clogs try their

slit,

to

admit the lord of the waste.

in

and see if we could get a shot when his highness was engaged
by old Blucher, for we did not reckon (as the yankees say) much
upon Bravo. Having looked to our flints and priming, we advanced
to the bottom of the scaur; the mouth of the den was some four or
five feet higher, and we encouraged old Blucher to spring up, but to
our astonishment the young one, with a bound, went right into the
teeth,

hole

and then the snort of passion from old rough jacket was heard,

•,

followed by a fierce growl from Bravo, who, with his

tail

and haunches

half hanging over the tangled-mouth, refused to back out from the

Old Blucher was now trying

monster.

to get in, but the orifice was
what the young hero would
make of it. In a minute or two we gave him a cheer, and then he
suddenly disappeared, and we could hear a desperate and deadly
struggle Old Blucher now sprung in, and we were left in the greatest,
anxiety for our poor favourites, well knowing the powers of a large

too small, and

we remained

quiet to see

;

and savage bear, when confined in such close quarters, to defend himself.
With tight-drawn respiration we waited a few seconds the
:

hounds was mingled with the savao-e
snort of old bruin, and we scarcely dared hope for both our doo-s
deep

fierce rage of the gallant

escaping with

life.

The

desperate rush to the

next

mouth

moment

a piercing yell, followed

of the cave,

filled

us with dismay

;

by a
but,

an exclamation could escape us, the foaming bloody visage of the
shaggy brute was protruded from the mouth, and we could see that
'ere

his exit
neck-,

my
me

it

was effectually prevented by both brave dogs hanging at his
was a moment to remember! 1 lifted my rifle, intending to plant

through the monster's brain, but John's hand restrained
he was apprehensive that the ball might glance and lame, if not
one of our fine assistants. Suddenly we saw Old Blucher's hold

ball right
;

kill,

—
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came rolling down to our very
young Bravo held fast by his huge

give way, and the huge grizly savage
feet,

but not alone

the glorious

:

neck, and they rolled over and over writhing amid the blood-stained

A

snow.

short 'now' was ejaculated by

my

brother, and the next,

instant the savage child of the forest rolled lifeless

on the

earth, his

upturned eyes and open jaw telling that the mysterious principle had
My ball had entered behind
left his still quivering limbs for ever.

Poor Blucher was

the shoulder, and passed right through his heart.
still

in the cave, stiff

and bloody, the fangs of the ruthless beast had

penetrated far into his neck, and he had fainted from loss of blood

We

carried

will recover.

seen killed.

New

him home, and, with good nursing and care,
The bear, when measured, was the largest
Farewell.
Yours ever,

think he

had ever
F. M.'

Sporting Magazine.

The New York
in the

I
I

of the

Spirit

Times

informed, that the article

is

October number of the Turf Register, concerning the race

between Post Boy and John Bascomb, was furnished by a correspondent if it had no signature, it was because the writer did not
;

choose to use one.
respectable gentleman

It was sent to
us by a private hand, and a
became responsible for its contents. We think

proper to enter into this

not as an apology for publishing the

detail,

article,

but merely for the purpose of showing that

torial.

As

and

facts

to the article itself,

the

if

Turf Register takes no

question,

we

it

was not

edi-

embody the arguments
Post Boy in his behalf, and as

professed to

adduced by the friends of

such, were open to refutation,

As

it

Bascomb.
any horse or turf
an insertion, even if it had

incorrect,

by the

friends of

partizan interest in

could not refuse the article

came to us anonymously, without committing ourselves as a partizan
of Bascomb. The Spirit of the Times need scarcely trouble itself
with our affairs, when informed
which it appears is necessary
that it is quite unlikely we shall consult its editor as to the propriety
or impropriety of publishing any article whatever in the Turf

—

Register.

We will remark further, that 'the considerable degree of feeling
amongst Southern Turfmen,' which the Spirit of the Times says has
been caused by the publication of the article alluded to, is confined
to the very brief precincts of the editor's

own

our intercourse with Southern Turfmen, and

all

imagination.

our

In

all

letters since its

word has been said in allusion to it. We have
some time that the Spirit of the Times is endeavourthe Turf Register in the estimation of Southern sports-

publication, not one

remarked

for

ing to injure

men, and

its

remarks on

the

publication

above

alluded

to,

are

Vol.
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intended to have that
result,

knowing,

for intelligence

We

effect.

as well as

we

179

are perfectly willing to abide the

do, the character of Southern sportsmen

The

and sagacity.

Spirit of the

Times must have

observed our unwillingness to trouble our subscribers with notices
of that paper, or answers to

its

various attacks

;

and

it

will please

consider this as the beginning and the end of such matters

in the

pages of the Turf Register.

A BEAR STORY.
The

following remarkable case of animal instinct, and wonderful escape

from deaths

is

from a

the People's Press

The

letter

dated Bradford, Maine, Oct. 2d, published in

:

am

one which has excited a great
happened, and is well worth a
conspicuous place in your paper. The facts as handed to me are these
On Friday, the 30th day of September last, near the close of the day, a
story

which

I

about

deal of feeling in the vicinity

to relate is

where

it

:

little

name of George Parks, started in
way along the path through a piece
length.
On reaching the opposite side

lad about eight years old, by the

He made

pursuit of the cows.

of woods of about half a mile in

his

of the woods he found his cattle and started towards home.
consisted of a very gentle old cow, and a

number

young

The drove

His
mother told him, previous to starting, to keep near the old cow, as she
would conduct him in a straight course home. This he was careful to
obey. But shortly after he had entered the woods on his way home,
walking by the side of the old cow, he heard a crackling in the bushes,
and, on looking round, what should he see but a large bear making
towards him with all the speed and fury that those ferocious animals are
possessed of. At this critical period, strange as it may seem, the boy
possessed presence of mind enough to make use of his alternative, which
was to jump astride of the cow's back, and, leaning forward, he caught
her by the horns, and in this perilous situation rode through the woods.
The bear seemed to envy him his elevated situation, and fain would have
pulled him down.
The cattle ran and roared, the boy screamed, but all
did not terrify the bear ever and anon she would come alongside of our
gallant rider, growling, and snarling, and striking with her paws, and
would have torn him in pieces but for the other cattle, who would as often
attack her in the rear, and as she would turn to give them battle the cow
would gain on her some rods. She would then leave the young cattle,
and come with all speed after the boy, which seemed to be her whole
aim. Several times she rose upon her hind legs to take him, and as often
would the cattle give her battle and thus they followed through the
woods, until the bear's cubs came up, and the young cattle turned upon
them. The old bear took their part, and the cow and her rider had arrived
at the door of the farm-house ere the old bear could renew the attack.
The boy was almost senseless with fright, and it was not until some time
after he had alighted from the cow that he was enabled to report to his
mother the why and wherefore.
;

;

of

cattle.
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RACING CALENDAR.
Marbley's (Henry Co. Ky.) Races,
15, 1836, a sweepstakes for two year olds, mile heats,
entrance $25, p.p. six subscribers.
Wm. Morgan's b.f. Vanity, by Traveller, dam unknown,

On Thursday, September

E. Branham's ch. f. by Arab, dam by Cook's Whip,
T. Smith's ro. f. by Ratler, dam by Moses,
Dr. D. Nettle's b. f. by Ahab, dam by Cook's Whip,
J. Smith's b. f. by Bertrand, Jr. dam unknown,
T. Drane's gr. f. by Alexander, dam Kentucky Blossom,
Time, 2m. 5e. 2m. 6s.

11
-22

-

3

-

-

-

dis.

-

-

—

3

dis.

dis.*

Eastern Shore (Md.) Races,
Fall meeting,
First day,

commenced on Wednesday, September

two mile

21st, 1836.

heats, purse $200.

The races this fall have been poorly attended, as regarded the number of horses,
only two starting for the colts' purse of to-day, to wit: Gen. Emory's three year
old filly, Lady Clifden, by Sussex, out of Betsey Wilson, and Ennalls Martin's
four year old colt Duke of Oxford, by John Richards, out of a mare by Chance
Medley. Immediately after the start in each heat, the filly took the lead, and
maintained it throughout in each heat, under a strong pull. The day was warm
and seemed to oppress every thing else in the field except the filly and notwithstanding the race was made over this track (eight feet over a mile) and heavy
from recent ploughing, it was won in quick time.

—

LadyClifden,

Duke

of Oxford,

Time, 4m.

6s.

—4m.

-

7s.

-

-

-

Betting five to one on the

-

-

11
-22

filly.

Second day, four mile heats, purse $300.
There were but two horses this day to start in the four mile race, and so unseasonably warm was the weather (the thermometer stood at 84° in the shade,) that
the owners of the horses would gladly have postponed the race had not the numerous and respectable crowd upon the field, come to witness sport which could not
well have been refused them. Under such circumstances, Irby by John Richards, out of Grecian Princess, belonging to Gen. Emory, and John Henry, by
Valentine, out of a Chance Medley mare, belonging to Ennalls Martin, Esq.
came to the starting post to engage in the reluctant contest. The pace was very
moderate, and the first heat won by Irby in nine minutes, under a pull which
irritated and seemed even to distress him. The second heat was also won by Irby
with great ease in nine minutes. John Henry having lost one of his stirrups gave
up the run and stopped in the fourth mile.

11

Irby,

John Henry,
Bets at starting

-

five to

-

-

-

-

-

-

2

dis.

one on the winning horse.

Third day, mile heats, best three in

five,

purse $100.

were Mr. Martin's colt, Duke of Oxford and Mr. HorThey went off after some trouble
sey's filly Polly Richards by John Richards.
in the start in gallant style, the horse winning this heat after a sharp contest in
2m. The second heat they both came up fresh for the contest, and it was evident
after a hard contest and
that upon this heat the result of the race must depend
close run the horse again won in lm. 58s. hardly contested and a very quick heat
considering the work which the Duke had done during the week. In the third
heat the mare was withdrawn, the Duke galloped over in triumphant style, winning the race and thus terminating the amusements of the week. All happily
and satisfactorily ended.
E. O. Martin, Sec. pro tern.

The

entries for to-day

—

*

Rider

fell off.
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Broad Rock
Commenced September

IS1

(Va.) Races,

27, 1836.

First day, post stake $1,000

entrance— $250

forfeit.

Isham Puckett's

ch, f. Mary Blunt, by Sir Charles, Col. Johnson's ch. f. Lady Barton, by Eclipse,
M'Cargo's ch. c. by Eclipse, dam Creeping Kate,
James M. Selden's ch. c. Red Rat, by Sir Charles,
John Heth's ch. c. Decatur, by Henry,
.

Wm.

-

1

1

2
3

2

-

4
5

dis.

-

1

1

2

2

-

-

-

-

.

Time, 3m. 59s.— 3m. 58|s.
Second race— same day, two mile heats, $200 entrance,
half
James Lyle's ch. f. by Sir Charles,
Brander & Murchie's gr. c. by Sir Charles,
Time, 4m. 6s. 4m. 10s.

Second day, mile heats, sweepstakes, $100 entrance, half
forfeit.
'
a mes
y™'s) ch. f. .Martha Washington,
,£\? arrison s (
£Wm.
r
Williamson's b. c. by Iphiclus,
..
.
Wm. M'Cargo's ch. c. by Lance,
Isham Puckett's b. c. by Sir Charles,
,
.
Wm. L White's r. c. by Carolinian,
Time, lm. 56is.— lm. 56s.
Third day, Proprietor's purse, two mile heats.

....

-

WmR

Johnson's gr. m. Ironette, by Contention,
J. W. Winfree's ch. h. Merchant, by Sir
Charles,
J. P. Corbin's ch. h. John Floyd, by Monsieur

-

-

^7^

Red So

-

-

old,

-

«

.

.

.

3
4
5

dis
dis ;

1

1

6
5

2
3
4

4

dis.

by

3
Time, 4m. 3s.— 4m. 2s.— 4m. Is.
Fourth day, Jockey Club purse, three mile heats,
$500.
George Goodwyn's br. f. Catharine Davis, four
years old, by
J Monsieur
-

lonson,

1

2
3

12

.

Tonson, 4
8 ch h Pe mbroke, four years old, by
TS G
Merlin,
John Zr
M. Bolts' b m Molly Cottontail, four years old, by Gohanna, 6
2
llhamson s ( Dr Minor's) ch. f. Rowena, four
years

i^

1

2

5

-

-

dis

forfeit

—

Wm w

dis

_

Win. R Johnson's br. h. Argyle, six years old, by
Monsieur Tonso'n,
James P. Corbin's ch. h. Paul Jones, five years old, by
Washington,
6
Time, 5m. 5os.— 6m. 10^s.

3 dr.

.,
2
3

2

3

'

Merry Oaks
Commenced

Friday, October

BtSdX^r^tT

yCar ° ld

7,

(Ky.) Races,

1S36

C ° ItS

#

~ entrance

mUe
'

heats nine
'

E. Mitchell's brf. Reality, by Waxy, dam
by Miander,

X$F'

C ' 1- C

^

Sir

WilMam, dam by Stump

...

P Matthews' gr. c. Whirlwind, by Jackson,
G.
Mr. Moore's gr. c. by Jackson,
Time, 2m.— lm. 55s.
-

<**<»'

-

the Dealer,

,

1

-

dam by Remus

<**

dis

£

-

j-

"

dl4

"

°

Batesville (Ark.) Races,
Commenced
S

p!'?a?

over the Batesville Course, October
12 1836
eepStakeS f° r tW year ld C ° Its and
fillies
°
°
>

^fi'r feIt

» ile

^ats, entrance

George Caldwell's br. f. Ella Wickham,
by Volcano
John Lonng's ch. f. Kate Longworth, by
'
.
Volcano,
Joseph HEgner'sch.f. Eliza Bedford,
by Stratton
Daniel Chapman's ch. f. Octavia Walton,
.
Volcano, Wm. L. M'Guire's b. f Anna Calhoun, bybyVolcano,
paid
forfeit
P
Wm. Hynson's ch. f. Eloise Bullitt, paid forfeit.
Thomas Darhn's ch. f. Eliza Crozier, paid
forfeit.

27

v.8

i

i

o
9

l

"

"

Li

a

—

;
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about
not kept accurately, in consequence of an accident— it was
-won l>y
close contest between Ella and Eliza, the first heat—
9s.
Octavio 771Mthe former by three feet. Ella carried 67, Eliza 97, Kate 82, and
Second day, mile heats, purse #175; $20 entrance added to the purse.

Time

A

B9s._2m.

Wm.

b. g. Captain Boone, four years old,
b. h. Eclipse, aged, by Eclipse,

Hynson's

John Loring's

Colderlv Crawford's ch.
iu -rv
the Dealer,

f.

Lawrence

1

-

-

Belle, three years old,
-

-

l

by Mormon,
-

2

1
dis

3

dr.

-

by btump
-

-

.

,,

,

pun.
Time, lm. 51s.— lm. 59s. No contest, the Captain winning under a tiara
$30 entrance added to the purse.
Tliird day, two mile heats, purse $230
John Loring's b.h. William, aged, by Sir William, J I J!
dr,
Thos. TunstalFs ch. c. Independence, three years old, by Tom Fletcher, 2
Time, 3m. 55s.
Much betting— Independence the favourite at long odds for the first heatWilliam beat him over every inch of the ground. This being the commencement
off well
of our races, much anxiety was felt for the result— every thing went
ever
our track is a superb one, and better adapted for quick time than any I have
;

seen

Our weights are, two years old, a feather ; three years old, 80lbs. ; four years
and upwards,
old, 94lbs.; five years old, 1061bs. ; six years old, 1121bs.; seven
three pounds allowed mares and geldings.
Distance in a mile, 60 yards ; distance in two miles, 100 yards
three miles, 130 yards ; distance in four miles, 150 yards.
120lbs.

;

;

distance in

N. of Arkansas.

Truly yours,

Pendleton (S. C.) Races.
The annual meeting over the Pendleton Course, commenced on Wednesday,
October 12, 1836.
entrance,
First day, a sweepstakes for colts and fillies, three years old, $50
Five entries two started.
p.p. two mile heats.
Mr. John S. Lorton's b. f. Lancella, by Lance, dam Lady Burton, 87lbs. 1
dis.*
Mr. C. Earp's b. c. by Redgauntlet, dam by Americus, 901bs.
Won easily. Time, 4m. 27s.
three mile heats.
Second day, Jockey Club purse, $
Mr. Covington's ch. h. Billy Johnson, five years old, by Crusader, dam

—

,

11

-

by Financier, 1121bs.
Mr. Earp's b. h. Ned Bucket, six years old, by Young Director, dam
2
by Virginian, 120lbs.
Mr. Duncan's b. h. Humphrey Clinker, six years old, by Bertrand,
3
dam by Hamiltonian,
Time, 6m. 9s.— 6m. lis.

Tliird day, purse

$

2
3

*-.

Mr. Covington's b. f. Maria Hackett, four years old, by Leviathan, dam
by Virginius, 991bs.
Mr. Duncan's ch. g. Don Pedro, five years old, by Young Virginian,
2
dam by Alonzo, 109lbs.
Col. Colhoun's b. c. Fairforce, four years old, by Redgauntlet, dam

11

•

-

Anti-tarifr, ]021bs.

Dr. A. H. Reese's b.

Time, 3m.

59.

—4m.

c.

-

-

-

-

-

Sanutee, four years old, by Redgauntlet, 1021bs.

2

3
4

3
4

5s.

Fourth day, purse $
Mr. Earp's b. h. Ned Bucket, six years
,

old, by Young Director, dam
by Virginian, 120lbs.
4 4
Dr. A. H. Reese's b. c. Sanutee, four years old, by Redgauntlet,
Mr. Duncan's ch. f. Red Zela, four years old, by Redgauntlet,
dam by imp. Sultan, 991bs.
Mr/Ferrell's (Dr. Noland's) b. m. six years old, by Powhattan, dam
2
1
by Harmony, 11 7lbs.
Time, lm. 57s.— lm. 56s.—2m. Is.
n

211
2

333

Thos. R. Cherry,

*
t

The
The

colt carried eight pounds over his weight,
mare carried seven pounds over her weight.

dr -t
,

Sec'ry.
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Chillicothe (Ohio) Races.
The

commenced on Tuesday,

meeting; of the Chillicothe Association,
October 18, and continued four days.
fall

Ohio only, purse $100.
John G. Harley's b. f. Susan Blueskin, three years old, by Printer, dam
unknown, 83lbs.
John Row's b. c. Neosho, three years old, by Tariff, dam by HighFirst day, mile heats, free for colts foaled and raised in

11

lander, 861bs.

-------22
------......
.....
-

-

Robert McFarland's

dam by

b.

Defiance, 831bs.
Micajah Harrison's b.

-

-

-

-

by Flag of Truce,

Ellen, three years old,

f.

3

Josephine, three years old, by Napoleon,

f.

unknown, 831bs. James Pryor's br. g. Roventon, three years old, by Napoleon, dam by
Whip, 831bs.
Geo. H. Sinclair's br. g. Jimmy Jenkins, three years old, by Sir Alfred,
dam unknown, 83lbs.
Time, 2m. 2m. 3s.

—

dis.

dam

dis.

dis.

dis.

Second day, three mile heats, purse $100.
Geo. H. Sinclair's b. h. Wm. R. Johnson, five years old, by Kosciusko,
dam by Cook's Whip, HOlbs.
2 1
John Fawcett's b. h. Duff Green, four years old, by Bertrand, dam by
Davis' Hamiltonian, lOOlbs.
l
dis.
Time, 7m. 40s. 6m. 42s. Duff Green came out ahead, but with 91bs. too little weight, the second heat.
From evidence before the judges it clearly appeared that Messrs. Sinclair and
Fawcett, intended to make this a booty race, to swindle the betters on the ground,
and defraud the club of the purse. The judges ruled them both off this course,
and declared the purse forfeited to the club.

—

Third day, two mile heats, purse $100.

Andrew Work's

b.

Lady

by Bertrand, dam by

Relief, four years old,

.......
------f.

Walnut, 971bs.
Micajah Harrison's
Gracchus, 971bs.

b.

-

-

-

-

-

Gehenna, four years

f.

old,

Arrnistead Doggett's ch. g. Tiptop, five years old, by Regulus,

unknown, 107lbs.
John G. Harley's
Stockholder, 861bs.

Time, 5m.

6s.

— 5m.

five,

Robert McFarland's gr. m. Blue Sow,
dam by Robin Grey, 107lbs.

dis.

-

dis,

purse $100.

five years old,
-

gr. h. Goldfinder, five years old,

by Bertrand,

111

-

-

by Ratler, dam by

2
Gray Medley, HOlbs.
E. P. Bentley's b. h. Gracchus, aged, by Gracchus, dam unknown,

124lbs.

-

-

Time, 2m.

3s.

-

-

-

—2m. 10s. —2m. 12s.

J. S.

2

2

dis.

Burnam,

Sec'ry.

(Tcnn.) Races,

the 18th of October, and continued five days.

First day, sweepstakes one mile out,

$25 entrance

;

four entered, only

two nags

for the purse,

Willis H. Boddie's b.
Polly Pinner, 67lbs.

Wm.

-

-

-

Course heavy.

Maury County
Commenced on Tuesday,
contended

dis.

Course very heavy.

7s.

Fourth day, mile heats, best three in

Andrew Work's

-

-

-

2

dam

by Contract, dam by

b. c. Carenot, three years old,
-

11

-

by Byron, dam by

Lowhorn's
Time, 2m. 5s.

c:i,

f.

g.

White Pinner, two years
-

-

old,

by Stockholder, dam

-

Martin Van Buren, three years

-

-

old, 83lbs.

-

-

I
2.
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Second day, Jockey Club purse, $490, three mile heats four entries.
f. Hortensie, four years old, by Pacific, dam by Won;

Duke Sumner's b.
-

der, 97lbs.

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1

I

G. W. Parker's gr. c. Daniel O'Connell, three years old, by Sir Henry
Tonson, dam by imported Sir Harry, lOOlbs.
2 dr.
Robert Smith's b. c. Orando, four years old, by Leviathan, dam
dis.
by Bonarges, lOOlbs.
dis.
Benjamin Greer's b. c. four years old, by Arab, dam Eagle, lOOlbs.
Time, 5m. 54s.
Third day, Jockey Club purse $275, two mile heats three entries.
L. J. Polk's ch. f. Lezinka, three years old, by imp. Leviathan, dam
I
1
Anvilina Smith, 83lbs. Thos. Goodrum's gr. f. Gray Maria, three years old, by Stockholder,
2 2
dam by Pacolet, 831bs. Henry Smith's ch. c. Logan, three years old, by Pacific, dam by Stock-

-----;

holder, *861bs.

Time, 4m.

29s.

-------—4m. 29s.

The

track

Fourth day, Jockey Club purse $350, best three in

Henry Smith's
dam by Pacolet,

b.

f.

dis.

was very muddy and deep.
five

;

four entries.

Blacklegs, four years old, by Stockholder,

3 1 1 I
97lbs.
G. W. Parker's gr. c. Daniel O'Connell, four years old, by Sir
Harry, lOOlbs.
1
2 3 2
Samuel Eagland's b. f. Queen of Diamonds, three years old, by
Leviathan, dam by Sir Archy, 831bs.
2 3 2 3
Robert Smith's b. c. Brandywine, four years old, by Contention,
dis.
dam by Oscar, lOOlbs.
Time, 2m.— 2m. 3s. 2m. 9s.— 2m. 10s.
Fifth day, race one mile out, purse .$600, five entries.
Wm. M'Crory's ch. f. Narcissa Parish, two years old, by Stockholder,
dam by Eagle, 67lbs.
1
Thomas Hiett's gr. f. Ellen Cahal, by Scroggins, dam by Standard, 67lbs. 2
Wm. H. Boddie's b. f. Miss Devers, two years old, by Stockholder, dam
3
by Wonder, 67lbs.
4
S. Donelson's br. c. Martin Van Buren,by Pacific, dam by Sir Hal, 70fbs.
Nimrod Porter's gr. f. by Scroggins, two years old, dam Ransom's old grey
dis.
mare, 67lbs.
Time, 2m. 4s.
Same day a match race was run for $100 a side, two miles out, between Mr.
Bromley's gr. colt, by Jerry, and Jessy Luton's colt by Talleyrand, both four years
old, one hundred pounds each, won by Mr. Bromley's nag easily.
Mule race in the afternoon, one mile out, won by Robert Elliott's mule in fine
style, beating Wm. T. Roberts, W. H. Boddie, and Mr. M'Fall's mules.
Time, 3m.
'

—

------..------

:

Greensburg, (Ky.) Races,
Over the Central Course, commenced on Thursday, October 20, 1836.
First day, sweepstakes for two year old colts, $50 entrance, p.p. mile heats.
Three paid forfeit, eleven appeared, each to carry not less than 621bs.
J. Murrell's b. f. Paradise, by Bertrand, dam by Aratus,
5 2
A. Wood's b. c. Don Juan, by Waxy, dam by Georgian,
3 3
S. Davenport's ch. f. by Frank, dam by Whip,
Spread
J. Craddock's b. c. Gum Elastic, by Waxy, dam by Reed's

11

7 4
6 5
B. S. Creel's br. f. Waxetta, by Waxy, dam by Kennedy's Diomede,
2 bolt.
G. Wagley's b. f. Scilla, by Waxy, dam by imp. Bluster,
J. McCorkle's ch. c. Waxall, by Waxy, dam by Buckner's Leviathan, 4 bolt.
dis.
H. Mitchell's gr. f. Ladv Greyhound, by Waxy, dam by Pacolet,
J. D. Casey's b. f. Elizabeth Winn, by Woodpecker, dam by Georgian, dis.
dis.
S. White's b. c. by Waxy, dam by Kennedy's Diomede,
W. W. Stockton's ch. c. Constable, by Waxy, dam by Kennedy's Diodis.
mede,
Time, 2m. 6s.— 2m. 6s. Track heavy from rain the preceding night. Track
67 yards short of a mile, but the distance was made up by lapping.

Eagle,

....----

Vol.

8.
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Second day, purse $125, two mile heats, entrance $12 50, to go with the parse.
gr. c. Bravo, by Waxy, dam by Buzzard, three

-'-

M. McCampsey's

years old, 86lbs.
W. Stapp's ch. h. R. M. Johnson, by Bertrand,
Whip, six years old, 1181bs.

211
432
by Cook's

-

-

dam by Cook's
-

-

Davenport's b. h. Sam Brown, by Trumpator, dam
five years old, llOlbs.
W. Lucas' br. c. Francis Granger, by Waxy, dam by Cook's Whip,
3
four years old, lOOlbs.
S.

12

Whip,

Time, 4m.

29s.

—4m. lis. —4m. 18s.

Track

2is.

—

2in.

dr.

rather better.

Third day, best three in five, mile heats, purse $75, entrance
the purse.
P. B. Winston's b. c. Robin Burns, four years old, by
3
Kosciusko, dam by imp. Bluster, lOOlbs.
G. Stapp's b. c. Splendor, four years old, by Trumpator,
4
dam by Saltram, lOOlbs.
J. Haddock's b. g. John A. Murrell, four years old, by
2
Stockholder, dam by Pacolet, 97lbs.
J. D. Motley's ch. £. James Aertsen, three years old, by
1
Sumpter, dam by Cook's Whip, 831bs.

Time, 2m. is.—2m.
good order.

3

$7

50, to

go with

111

2

2

4

12

2

2

1

3

3

3

dr.

4

dr.

3

7£s.—2m. 2£s.—2m. 3s.—2m.

8s.

Track

in

Kendall, Course (Md.) Races.
Fall meeting,

commenced on October

24, 1836.

First day, sweepstakes for three year olds,
feit $100
three entries
two started.

—

—

two mile

heats, entrance $300, for-

Jas. S. Garrison's b. f. Virginia Fairfield, by Timoleon,
ginian, 831bs.
Jas. B. Kendall's b. c. by Henry, dam by Eclipse, 861bs.
Time, 3m. 50s. 3m. 55s.

dam by

—

Vir-

-

-

11
2

2

Second day, silver plate valued at $300, the winner to take the plate or money;,
entrance $50 two mile heats six entries.

—

—

Col. John Heth's ch. c. Ormond, four years old, by Sir Charles, dam
by Sir Alfred, lOOlbs.
3
T. R. S. Boyce's ch. h. Gold Bag, five years old, by Industry, dam
4 3 2
by Oscar, llOlbs.
Col. J. M. Selden's br. f. Josephine, four years old, by Standard,
2 dr.
dam by Sir Hal, 97lbs. 1
P. Wallis' gr. f. Molinera, three years old, by Medley, dam Algerina,
2 dis.
M. Potter's br. c. Pelham, four years old, by Flying Childers, dam
by Duroc, lOOlbs.
dig.
Col.
L. White's br. g. Sam Patch, four years old, by Chamdis.
pion, dam by Contention, lOOlbs.
Time, 3m. 51s. 3m. 53s. 3m. 58s.

11

........
......
....

Wm.

—

—

Same day, sweepstakes
entrance, h.

f.

for three

year olds that never

won

a race, mile heats,

five entries.

--------

Col. J. M. Selden's b. f. Miss Phillips, by Sussex, dam Brunette, 83lbs. 1
Jas. B. Kendall's ch. f. Mary Granville, by Sir Charles, dam by Roanoke, S31bs.
2
Time, lm. 52s.— 1m. 55£s.

1

2

Third day, Proprietor's purse, $400, three mile heats, entrance $20.

Wm.

Wynn's) ch. f. Martha Washington,
Jas. S. Garrison's (Col.
three years old, by Sir Charles, dam Isabella, 83lbs.
Col. John Heth's ch. c. Experiment, four years old, by Jack Downing,
2
dam by Ratler, lOOlbs.
W. P. Greer's ch. h. Partnership, aged, by Florizel, dam Lady Amelia,
3
124lbs.

....----

11
2
dis.
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Jas. B. Kendall's b. c. Pythias, four years old, by Gohanna,
Buzzard, lOOlbs.
J. Pouder's ch. f. Ann McKirn, four years old, by Sir Charles,
Contention, 97lbs.
Time, 5m. 55s. 5m. 55s.

—

[Dec. 1836.

dam by
dis.

dam by
dis.

Fourth day, Jockey Club purse $700, entrance $30, four mile heats.
Jas. P. Kendall's br. in. Camsidel, five years old, by Industry, dam
Arethusa, by Sir Hal, 107lbs.
Jas. S. Garrison's ch. f. Glorvina, four years old, by Industry, dam by
Sir Harry, 97lbs.
Geo. Goodwyn's br. f. Catharine Davis, four years old, by Monsieur
Tonson, dam by Sir Archy, 97lbs. Jas. P. Corbin's gr. g. Dandy, five years old, by Medley, dam by Sir
Charles, 107lbs.
Levi Hoffman's br. m. Maid of the Neck, six years old, by Maryland
Eclipse, dam by Windflower, 115lbs.
Bosley's ch. h. Keno, five years old, by Ivanhoe, dam Pandora,

Wm.

HOlbs.

Time, 7m.

Won

-------52s.

—8m. 28s.

The

last three miles of the last

11
2

2

3

3

4

3

dis.
dis.

heat run in 5m. 58s.

easily.

Fifth day, Proprietor's purse $200, two mile heats, entrance $15.
owned or bred in Maryland or the District of Columbia.

Free only

for nags

Jas. S. Garrison's b. f. Virginia Graves, four years old, by Sir Charles,
Sir Alfred, 97lbs.
P. Wallis' gr. m. Lady Archiana, six years old, by Sir Archy, dam Pandora, llolbs.
4
Levi Hoffman's br. m. Maid of the Neck, by Maryland Eclipse, 1151bs.
M. Potter's br. c. John K. four years old, by Sir Charles, dam by Sir
Francis Burdett, lOOlbs.
T. R. S. Boyce's br. c. Broker, three years old, by Sussex, dam Jesse,
by Telegraph, S61bs.
Jas. B. Kendall's b. c. Pythias, lOOlbs.
W. P. Greer's ch. h. Partnership, 124lbs.
Time, 3m. 56s. 3m. 47s. The last heat the quickest time ever made on the
course.

------------

dam by

11

—

Sixth day, purse $100, mile heats, best three in five

Jas. B.

Charles,

Kendall's b.

f.

Mary

dam by Roanoke,

—entrance $10.

Granville, three years old,

-

-

-

-

by
-

Sir

111

H. Lander's ch. f. Ann McKim, by Sir Charles, dam by Contention, 4 3 2
3 4 3
J. Pouder's Cassawoga, by Timoleon, dam by Alfred,
2 2 4
J. M. Lloyd's Molly Richards, by John Richards,
Time, Ira. 56s. each heat. The track was in excellent order. The race won
under a strong pull each heat.
Immediately after whicli the Match Race came off, a single dash of one mile for
$1,000, a side, between Mr. Richard Long's b. f. Hill Mary, four years old, by
President, dam by Potomac, and Jas. B. Kendall's b. h. Veloe, five years old, by
Timoleon, dam by Sir Archy, with a ketch upon each. Won by Veloe, a most
beautiful race
they ran locked for three quarters of a mile the horse came out a
length or two ahead at the stand. Time variously stated from lm. 45s. to lm.

—

—

—

54s.

Pineville

(S. C.)

Races.

The

races over the St. Stephen's Course commenced on the 24th of October,
and resulted as follows, viz.
On the day preceding the regular races, for a silver cup mile heats.
Mr. R. Richardson's ch. f. Fair Ellen, three years old, byBertrand,
Jr. dam by Virginius,
Col. A. Flud's gr. h. Bodark, five years old, by Medley, dam Merino-ewe,
Dr. A. Darby's ch. f. Lilly Green, four years old, by Crusader, dam
3 dis.
by Hephestion,
dis.
Mr. J. Palmer's b. c. Watkins Leigh, three years old, by Van Buren,
Time, lm. 55s. lm. 54s. lm. 56s.

—

-211
-122

—

—
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two mile
A. Flud's ch.

First day

187

heats.

Kenneth, five years old, by Crusader, dam
by Buzzard,
Mr. W. H. B. Richardson's ch. f. Anna Caroline, four years old, by
Crusader, dam by Coquette,
Time, 3m. 55s. 3m. 53s.
Col.

h. Sir

-11
-22

-

Second day

—
—mile heats.

Dr. A. Darby's ch. f. Miss Waddy, four years old, by Sir Charles,
1
Mr. R. Richardson's ch. f.
Aunty Pontz Pool, by Bertrand, Jr.
dam by Gold Finder,
2
Col. A. Flud's ch. f. Go-ahead, three years old, by Virginius, dam by

1

My

...
—

Printer,

Time, lm.

55s.

."-

.

-

-3

.

2
dis.

lm. 57s.

This club has adopted the weights of the Charleston Jockey Club.
T. W. Peyre, Sec'ry and Treas.

Augusta

(Geo.) Races.
Augusta, Oct. 26, 1836.

Colt races on Monday and Tuesday, October 24 and 25, over Winter's
Course, we learn terminated as follows

The

:

was between Mr. Edmonson's filly, lone, by John
Richards, out of Lady Morgan's dam, Mr. Leverich's gray filly Miss Bathgate,
by Kirkland, out of Highland Mary, full sister to Medoc, and Gen. Thomas' filly
Mary Falstaif, by Falstaff, out of a Gallatin mare. Single dash of a mile. Mr.
Edmonson's filly came out two feet ahead, but the race was adjudged to belong
Mr. Leverich puts up
to Mr. Leverich, in consequence of alleged foul riding.
the amount won (.$300,) as a purse to be run for over the Lafayette course on
Saturday next, by the same parties, $100 entrance, to go also to the winner.
Second day, Gen. Thomas' filly, Susan Johnson, being out of order, paid forfeit.
The contest lay between Mr. Edmonson's filly, Jane Reid, by Lance, out of
Lady Morgan's dam, and Mr. Hammond's colt Daniel Boone, by Bertrand, out of
a Gopher mare, by Tiger Whip. The purse was taken easily by Jane Reid.
Time, first day lm. 56s. Second day, lm. 57s. Track heavy, and thirty feet
First

day, the contest

over a mile.

Lafayette Course.
Augusta, October 29, 1836.

Came off this day a Colt race, for three year olds, one mile out, $200 entrance.
The following colts entered, viz Mr. M. L.Hammond's gray filly, Miss Bathgate, by Kirkland, dam Highland Mary, full sister to Medoc; Mr. G. Edmonson's
:

chestnut

John Richaru out of Lady Morgan's dam, and General
Susan Johnson, by Sir Charles, dam by imp. Lucian, out of a

lone, by

filly

Thomas' bay

filly

Jaybird mare,

,

carrying 87lbs.
started well and together, Mr. Edmonson's filly taking the lead.
first turn, Gen. Thomas' filly ran on Mr. H's gray filly, which
threw her rider from his saddle, who with great difficulty recovered, consequently,
gray filly fell in the rear, where she remained during the first half mile, she then
gradually gained, and won the race with perfect ease.

The colts
On making

Time, lm.

all

all

the

51s.

Rocky Mount

(Va.) Races.

First day, sweepstakes one mile out, for a fine saddle
to receive $25, or the saddle,

and equipage, the winner

&c.

Isaac H. Oliver's ch. m. by Sir Charles,
James Casssel's ch. h. Champion, blood unknown,
John P. Burwell's b.m.by Burwell's Janus, .-

1

2
-

Alexander Ferguson's b. m. Bad Luck, blood unknown,
Ferdinand L. Claiborne's b. m. blood unknown,
Time, 2m. 26s.

-

-

-

3
4
5
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Second day, Jockey Club purse $300, three mile heats.
Harvey Toncray's eh. h. Canteen, five years old, by Hotspur,
Madison,
Wm. Scott Hayne's b. h. Joshua, five years old, by Gohanna,
-

dam

-II

2
Isaac H. Oliver's b. h. Volant, eight years old, by Eclipse,
3
A. Hughes' ch. m. Fortuna Thomas, five years old, by Sir Charles,

dam by Diomed,

-

Time, 6m. 6s.— 6m.

-

-

-

-4

-

-

dr.

40s.

Third day, Proprietor's purse $200, two mile heats.
Leonard Phelps' ch. f. Maria Smith, three years old, by Leviathan,
1
Wm. Scott Hayne's ch. m. Nelly Webb, five years old, by Industry, 3
2
A. Hughes' gr. f. four years old, by Medley,
A. L. Burwell's b. m. Sally Hood, five years old,
4
Harvey Toncray's b. c. Norfolk, three years old, by Marion, dam
by Washington,
Time, 4m. 10s. 4m. 2s.

-5

—

As the horses started in the second heat Norfolk attempted to
ing, and was killed, by one of the rails running through him.

jump

—2m.

James

Chucky Bond,

C.

Tate,

1

2
dis.

dis.
kil.

the rail-

Fourth day, Proprietor's purse $75, mile heats.
Leonard Phelps' gr. c. Jim Henry, four years old, by Medley,
1
Wm. Scott Hayne's ch.m. five years old, by Sir Charles,
3
Harvey Toncray's ch. h. Boling-greene, six years old, by Toncray's
Timoleon, dam by Americus,
2

Time, 2m.

2
dr.

1

2
dis.

Sec'ry.

(Tenn.) Races,

Nov. 3, 1836.
forward you the result of the races over the Bean's Station Course. Track
one mile fifteen feet.
I

-------------

First day, one mile out, for

Capt. John B. Profiit's br.
Lady Frolic, by Sir Charles,

Maj.

Wm.

Ainsworth, ch.

old Firetail,

Time, 2m.

c.

two year olds, 701bs.
f. Jane Bohorqua, by imp. Leviathan, dam
1

Big Mulatto, by Reveller, dam John McGhu's
2

15s.

Second day, mile heats, for three year olds, S61bs.

James Scrugg's ch. f. Lavinia Rudd, by Leviathan, dam Betsey Epps,
.
by Timoleon,
.
_
Capt. John B. Profiit's ch. f. Anna Askew, by Sir Charles, dam Sofa
Best, by Marcus Bellair,
John McGhu's ch. c. Zebedee, by Leviathan, dam Jenny Kent, by Jo

.'.

Kent,

Time, lm.

54s.

— 2m.

-

-

-

jj

22
3

Linna hard in hand. Zebedee's rider was thrown at
Third and fourth day's was taken by Zebedee,

the outset of the second heat.
there being no other entries.

The

track at Bean's Station

is

an oblong, railed in

upon good ground and perhaps not inferior to any track in the state.
It was fitted up late this fall, under the superintendence of James Mayc, the
proprietor.
Our subscription list is some $400, and is daily increasing. "
Jas. Scruggs, Sec'ry.
on

all

sides,

Officers of the

Pendleton S. C. Race Course, for the ensuing
Thomas Pinckney, President.
Edward Harleston, Vice President.

year.

Col.
Col.

Jacob Warley,

One hundred and
Epsom

thirty-three

Secretary and Treasurer.

horses

are

entered for the next Derby, at

—
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Blooded stock of John G. Winter, Esq.
of Richmond county, Ga.
Hickory John, ch. h. fifteen onequarter hands high, foaled on the 1st of
April, 1831, the property of Richard
Brue<-e, of Monmouth county, New
Jersey. He was by John Richards, Kitty
Hickory, (by Hickory,) Spillette, (by
Sir Solomon,) Aurora, (by imp. Honest John,) Zelipha, (imp. Messenger,)
Dido, (imp. Bay Richmond,) Slammerkin, (by Wildair,) imp. Cub mare.
Aurora was the dam of Roxana. Zelipha was the dam of Prize Fighter.
Dido was the dam of old Pollydore,

Grasshopper and others.

Long Measure, br. b. fifteen and half
hands high, foaled in 1830, the property
of John Connolly, of Alabama, who
raised John Bascomb and Bill Austin
by Bertrand, out of the dam of Bill
;

Austin.

Gerow, ch. c. foaled May 1834, the
property of James Bathgate, of New
York, by Henry, out of Vixen, by
Eclipse, dam of Robin Hood, &c; sold
to Mr. L. Hammond.
Gano,

b. c.

by Eclipse, out of Betsey

Richards, foaled March, 1835. Colonel
the half of him

Wade Hampton, bought
last spring.

Billy Harris,

b. c.

by Monsieur

of Ariel, foaled April
1836, belongs jointly to Joseph B. Gordon and myself.

Tonson, out

George Stanley,

Miss Accident, b. f. imported, by
Tramp, out of Florestine, by Whisker,
winner of the Derby, and brother to
Whalebone, winner of the Derby and
other great stakes, out of Flora, by
Camillus, her dam by Ruler, out of
Treecreeper, by Woodpecker, her dam
by Trentham, &c. &,c. foaled April

—

property of Ridsdale.

Sister Lottery,

br.

f.

by Tramp,

out of Miss Armstrong, by Whisker,
Stavely Lass, by Shuttle or Hambletonian, Drone,

May

Matchem,

&,c. &.C.; foaled

11, 1835.

Tramp was among the gamest horses
The
of his day, as was also Whisker.
former was the sire of Lottery, Barefoot,

Zinganee, Little

28

which won 395 prizes.
These two last named
purchased

v.8

Red Rover, and

for

me

fillies

were

at Tattersall's sale, of

Ridsdale's stud, on the 2d of August,
For high
1835, by E. J. Winter, Esq.
racing form, and combination of pure
blood and game crosses they cannot be
surpassed. They arrived in Charleston,
on the 30th Oct. 1836, in the barque

Cyrus Butler,

in fine order.

John G. Winter.
Orange Farm, Richmond county, Ga.
Nov. 4,1836.
You

will be kind enough to register
names of the following colts and
filly in your next number, viz

the

:

Son of the Mist,

by Macedonian, out of Miss Hartwell, by Ches-

Fanny Fickle,
Adair,

b. c.

6th of June, 1835.

terfield, foaled

ch.

f.

by Donald

dam Miss Roanoke, by Roanoke,

foaled 24th

March, 1835.

Tom Nimble,

c

ch.
by Tychicus,
foaled 26th April,
given to the filly Fanny

dam by Roanoke,

1836. I had
Fickle, the name of Annot Lyle, but
finding that the name is much in demand, and already claimed by two of
your subscribers, I have changed it to
the above, without setting forth my
claim to it.
Very respectfully,

Your ob't serv't,
Robt. W. W. Withers.

b. c. foaled 1S35,

by John Stanley, out of Miss Bethune,
by John Richards.

28, 1835, the

He was the sire of 163
others.
winners, up to 1835.
Whisker was the sire of 163 winners,
many

Rock

Castle,

Campbell Co. Va. Nov.

4,

1836.

Blooded

stock

of James

Scruggs, of

Tennessee.
1.

Maria Hawkins,

br.

m. thirteen

years old, 1836, fifteen hands high, by
Rutledge's Potomac, his dam by imp.
Bedford. Maria's dam is not well authenticated, although it is said to be
good, and her breeding gives the best
assurances.

Her produce since I purchased her.
1. Silverheels, b. m. six years old,
by Scrugg's Bellair, by Bellair, of Georgia, the dam of Scrugg's Bellair, by
Silverheels at two
imp. Obscurity.
years old, won the colt stakes at Redbridge, beating John McGhu's ch. f. Kitty Sumptress, by Sumpter, dam Hamilto-

—

—

:
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After which she
breeding.
nian.

was put

to

2. Serpent, b. c. four years old, by
Snake, by Shylock. Serpent, at two
years old, won the silver cup, at Redbridge, one mile out, beating three
others. Time, lm. 55s. At three years
old, he was beat by Rachel Cunningham, mile heats, owing to Serpent's
being lame in the second heat.
3. Sally Poe, b. f. three years old,
now in foal to Molo.
4. John Blevins, b. c. two years

old, 1837,

by Wild Bill— now entered
$300 entrance, and

in a sweepstakes,
closed.

5. Betsey Epps, by Timoleon, dam
by Madison, for her performance, see
Turf Register. She is now nine years

old, a chestnut, fifteen

and a half hands

high.

Her produce
1. Lavinia Rudd, ch. f. three years
Her performances:
old, by Leviathan.
At two years old, she was beaten, mile
At three
heats, see Turf Register.

won the colt purse at
Bean's Station, the account of which
you have.
Her second colt by Wild Bill, dead
her third colt by Molo, dead.
James Sckugg-s.
years old, she

Clinton,

Hinds county, Miss.

Clifton, bred in Maryland, ran and
died in Tennessee ; by imp. Clifton,
dam by Spry Childers Regulus— old
Fearnought the old Arabian, out of a

—

—
—

thoroughbred mare.

Caroline,

(Irwin's)

chestnut,

a

bred in North Carolina was got by imp.
Bedford, and came of McLemore's
Wildair mare.
;

Maria, (Hanie's) chestnut, got by
imp. Diomed, dam by Bellair Trotter's
mare, by old Wildair.

—

Hazard, bay mare, bred in 1810 by
Alexander Ewing, Tennessee got by
;

Wilks's

Wonder— her dam

—

Blackbird,

by Truxton Indian Queen.
1815, ch. c. (dead) by Pacolet.
1S16, ch. c. Brushy Mountain, by
Pacolet.
1817, b. f. by Pacolet.
1818, br. f. by Pacolet.
1819, br. f. by Pacolet.
1824, b. f. by the Arabian Bagdad.
The br. f. of 1818 is erandam of John
Dawson, and the br. f. of 1819 is dam
of John Lowry, both by Pacific, and

Dawson's dam was by Grey Archy.
Bell's filly, chestnut, got by imp. Diomed, out of Owen's Dare Devil mare.

John Bascomb, chestnut, bred in
Alabama; got by Bertrand, dam by
Pacolet imp. Buzzard— Paragon, 8tc.

—

I

have

this pedigree

sold the

Oct. 20, 1836.

[Dec. 1836.

from the

Buzzard mare

man who

to Connolly.

(bred by John Connolly of Huntsville,)
she by Connolly's Napoleon, out of

Proserpine, brown, bred in 1S23,
by S. Gowen, Tenn.; got by Oscar,
son of Wonder, dam by old Pacolet
Second Diomed—Wild Deer— Sampson Sawyer's old mare Midge, by old

Fanny

Fearnought.

I claim the name of Chiltarch, for
a gray colt, foaled March 24, 1834,

sired

by Wild

Bill,

dam Fanny

Flirt,

Hill.

Also the name of Dolbear,

for a colt
1834, sired by Don
foaled June
Andre, (a beautiful horse brought from
the gulph of California,) dam by Stockholder.
I shall soon send you the pedigrees
Very respectfully,
of my stock.

11,

James Dupree.
P. S.

I

own, and have now on

my

Topaz, by
Rob Roy, out of Flora bred by Hon.
of
Loudon
county, Va.
Lewis,
Joseph
plantation, at this place,
;

J.

D.

Betsey Malone,
;

Wacousta, chestnut, got by Leviathan, out of Lady Lightfoot, by OscarMaid of Orleans, by imp. Cceur-deLion— Nancy Mason, by imp. Saltram—
Apollo—the
Mercury
old Wildair

—

—

imp. Greenville mare.

Note.—This

colt

;

out of his Dare Devil mare. The
Dare Devil mare is to be found recordlet,

ed in the Turf Register.

was bred by Hugh

printed in the Turf
Register Greenwell. Have it published
as was the fact.

Kirkman.

It is

Will. Williams.

Pedigrees of Blooded Stock in Tennessee, furnished by Will. Williams, Esq.

Piano, gr. f. bred by the late Rev.
Hubbard Saunders, Sumner county,
Tenn. got by Bertrand, dam by Paco-

a bay, bred in

Tennessee
got by Stockholder, dam
by Potomac.

Addition to the blooded stock of Dr. E.

L. Boteler
Marylat

<§r

Co. of Washington co.

..'.

Griffin,
Industry,

b.

c.

foaled in

dam by Whip.

1834,

by

:

.

AND SPOUTING MAGAZINE.

Vol.8. No. 4.]

Blooded stock of
lisle,

A

J.

N. Menifee, of Car-

gr.

by Medley.

she is thoroughbred, and has distinguished herself on the turf.

Her produce

A gr.

c.

A bl.

f.

Lady Franklin,

foaled April,

by Amurath, an imp. Arabian.
A r. c. foaled April, 1S35, by Woodpecker, which died at four months old.
She is now in foal to Woodpecker.
18, 1834,

Susan,

;

;

Blue Beard, foaled May 10,
1832, by imp. Contract.
A ch. f. Matilda James, foaled April
24, 1833, by imp. Contract.

2.

For pedigrees of Velocity and TychiTurf Reg.
The Maid of Patuxent, is by imp.
Magic, out of Kitty Fox, she by Fox,
by imp. Venetian, dam by M'Carty's
Cub, &c. Cub by Yorick, by Silverlegs, out of Moll Brazen
Silverlegs
by Morton's Traveller, dam Jenny Cameron; Moll Brazen by (imp.) Spark,
dam by Torismond, grandam by second
brother to Snip g. grandam by Mogul,
brother to Babraham, Babraham by
cus, see

Kentucky.

m. by Virginian, her dam
I have not been able to
trace her pedigree any farther, she was
by
owned
a Mr. Goodwin, of Virginia,
who died shortly after I became owner
of the mare, but his brother assures me,
1.

b.

m. by Cannon's Whip,

(imp.) Juniper, out of Col. Tasker's
(imp.) Selima. The Maid of Patuxent
is yet
alive, being twenty-three or
twenty-four years old. She is the dam
of Go-a-head, alias Bremo and Half
Poan, alias Wellington, both capital
racers.

All the above blood stock is for sale,
except the Tychicus filly.
Your obedient servant,

her dam by Pretender, grandam by
Marshall, g. grandam by Marske, g. g.

grandam by Mendoza,
by Bucephalus.

Her produce

g. g. g.

grandam

:

Benton, by old Bertrand,
three years old last spring.
b.

f.

Mary

John H. Sothoron.
The pedigree of G. Semmes' gray
Daisy Cropper, foaled the 26th
May, 1813, got by Ogle's Oscar, dam
by Gray Diomed, (the dam also of the
gray gelding, by Dungannon, by Spread
Eagle, that beat Post Boy over the
Washington course, and was sold to the
late Col. J. Tayloe,) grandam by Hall's
Union, (the dam of Edelen's Floretta,)
mare,

A b. c. Tom

A
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Frances, three years

old last spring, by Cadmus, he by Sir
Archy, her dam by Marshall grandam
by Marske, g. grandam by Mendoza,
g. g. grandam by Bucephalus.
A b. c. Sailor Boy, by James Crop;

per, two years old last spring, out of
the dam of Mary Frances.

The above

pedigrees of 'Mary Franand 'Sailor Boy,' was furnished
me by Major Win. B.Bramen, of Bourbon county, Kentucky, who raised, and
yet owns the dam.
I am one half owner of the imported
Arabian horse Amurath.
J. N. Menifee.
ces,'

Carlisle, Oct. 29, 1836.

Leonidas, imp. Othello, George's Juniper, Morton's imp. Traveller, Selima,
by the Godolphin Arabian, imp. by
Col. Tasker, of Maryland.

Gov. Wright's capital racehorse Silis "brother in blood to Daisy

verheels,

Cropper.

Her produce

:

1819, ch. c. by Ball's Florizel, died
at three years old, without being trained
1820, b. f. by Richmond, the dam of

Reform.

5. Miss Peggy, a ch
foaled in
f.
1S35, by Tychicus, out of the Prlaid of

1821, missed.
1822, gr. f. Louisa Semmes, (Savory)
by Wynn's Rafler.
1823, gr. c. by Diomed Eagle, died
at three years old in training.
1824, gr. f. Ninon, by Wynn's Ratler, the dam of Mr. Edward Hamilton's
gray filly, by Monsieur Tonson, that
beat a good field at three years old, four
mile heats. She was afterwards kicked
and thereby rendered unfit for the turf;
also the dam of Col. Stonestreet's Isaac
of York, by Sir Charles.
1825, missed.
1826, ch. c. Sir Dudley, by Rob Roy.
1827, gr. f. Laura, by Rob Roy.
182S, missed.
Downing, by
1829, ch. c. Jack

Patuxent.

Wynn's

Blooded stock of John H. Sothoron, of

Mary's county, Maryland.

St.

Betsey Andrews,
size and form, now

a ch. m. of
in foal by
Tranby for her pedigree, see T. Reg.
2. Protest, a ch. c. foaled in 1S34,
by Timoleon, out of No. 1.
3. Indemnity, a gr. f. foaled in 1S36,
1.

fine

;

by Autocrat, out of "No. 1.
For pedigrees of Timoleon and Autocrat, see Turf Reg.
4.

Meteor,

a ch.

c.

foaled in 1S33,

by Velocity, out of the Maid of Patuxent.

Ratler.

X
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1830, gr. f. Agility, by Sir James.
1831, missed.
1832, gr. f. Miss Eden, by Astynax,

T. H. Buckner, Esq.

sold to

1S33, missed.
1834, gr. f. Omega, by Timoleon.

Daisy Cropper

is still

breed for the

failed to

Given under

my

living,

but has

last three seasons.

hand the 22d Novem-

Geo. Semmes.

ber, 1836.

Louisa Semmes, Reform, Sir Dudley,
Agility, Experiment, Mr. Hambleton's
Tonson filly, and Isaac of York, have
distinguished themselves upon the turf,
as well as their renowned ancestors,
Floretta and

Dungannon.

List of blooded stock of

Her produce
ch.

Palmer,

by

my horse

Randolph.

As Randolph has not been registered,
send his pedigree in part he was by
Davis' Hambletonian, he by Tayloe's
Hamiltonian, he by old (imp.) Diomed,
out of a Shark mare. Randolph's dam,
Lucy, was by Orphan, he by Ball's
Florizel, out of a Diomed mare; his
grandam Lady Gray by Robin Gray,
out of old Maria, by Melzar, he by
imp. Medley.

—

I

br. f. two years old, dead, by my
horse Traveller, he by Tiger, his dam
by old Gallatin, of the south, Tiger by

A

Missed to Orphan Boy,
by Archy his dam by imp. Diomed.
A ch. f. foaled June 27, by Orphan
Boy put to Orphan Boy again.
Cook's Whip.

—

2.

Rabit by Sumpter,

full sister to

Col. Buford's racehorse Almanzor.

Her produce
Ch.
April
Bl.

c.

:

Lignumvitae, foaled 25th of

last.
f.

dam by

three

a

years old, by Randolph,

Medley

horse.

Sally Stone, by Randolph, her
dam by Tayloe's Hamiltonian.
Ch. g. Peter, three years old, by
Cherokee, his dam by Quicksilver.
Orphan Boy (joint property of Capt.
Tyler, and myself,) will again stand in
Henry county, four miles west of New
Castle, at Capt. Benj. Tyler's, where he
has made three seasons, and will be let

Ch.

Wm. Palmer.
Blooded stock of Alexander Henderson,
of Mount Pleasant, Rockingham county, North Carolina.

Aurora, gray, twenty-two years
bred by Gov. Wright, of Maryland she was got by Vingt-un, her
dam Pandora, by Gray Diomed. See
Turf Reg. for extended pedigree of
1.

old,

—

Siiverheels.
in the possession of

Mr.

Gr. c. Sir Kenneth, by Monsieur
Tonson, four years old.
B.C. Devereux, by Luzborough, one
year old.
Stinted to Alonzo, by Eclipse, 1836.

:

three years old,

f.

days. Traveller never was beat,
nor never lost but one heat, till after
he was six years old.

Henderson.

Walnut Grove, Henry county, Ken.
1. Betsey Brown, by Sumpter, her
dam by Tayloe's Hambletonian.

A

N. B. Randolph was a racehorse in
his

Her produce

Wm.

[Dec. 183G.

f.

mares at $25 the season. His colts
look very promising they are large
and likely, though yet untried. You
will find Orphan Boy's pedigree in full,
with all Dr. Cutter's stock registered,
vol 5, No. 2, p, 105.
to

;

2.

Alert, by Eclipse

Lightfoot,

from the imported mare Alarm, (Mr.
Gaus.) See Turf Reg.
3.

Phillis, ch. twelve years old by

dam by Junius, by Ster(imp.) Medley, (imp.) Celer,
Dandridge's FearWildair,
Simms'
nought, Harris' Eclipse, Jolly Ro^er
from imp. Traveller; dam of Phillis
was by Fitz Medley, out of the WilFitz
mare above mentioned.
dair
Medley by Hart's Medley.
Sir Charles,

ling,

4. Coal Black Rose, she was got
by Alexander, dam by Sir Harry g.
dam by Citizen, imp. g. g. dam by
;

Medley.
5.

Butterfly, by Johnson's Med-

grandam of the famous
dam, by Bedford, Bellair,
Shark, Wildair, Lexington, Spanking
Roger, Jolly Roger, from the imp. mare
Miss Bell.

ley from the
Trifle, her

Butterfly

was

foaled in 1830.

This mare is owned by A. Henderson, Esq. and Dr. Robt. H. Scales.
6.

Wild Cat,

ch.

m. got by Stump

dam by Mercury, g. dam
by Janus, g. g. dam by Shark, Stump
the Dealer'by Diomed, dam a full bred
the Dealer;

Shark mare.
Wild Cat owned by A. Henderson,
Esq. and Col. Gale of Alabama.
7.

leon,

Mary

Douglass,

gray,

by Timo-

dam by Dungannon.

Colts foaled in 1S36.
Alert, No. 2. a b. f. by Tranby.
Phillis, No. 3. a b. c. by Tranby.

Mary
Alonzo.

Douglass,

No.

7.

filly,

by
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ROWTON.
The

in the last

him

renowned English racehorse, as presented
Turf Register, does not in my judgment do

portraiture of this

number of

justice.

the

Whilst the engraving

is

not equal to that of the living animal.

inferior, the figure presented is

On

seeing him

it

struck

me

had hitherto seen no such perfect model of his species. To a
light, tapering and slightly arched neck, more like mare than stallion,
is gracefully joined a clean head of skin and bone, with eye
sparkling
and spirited a head which few can equal and none eclipse, except in
that

I

—

size.

In

29

body and limbs the too common redundancy of beef and
v.8
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bone is supplied by strong and well defined development of sinew
and muscle. He compares, in fact, with certain stallions whose chief
boast

is

in 'rising sixteen hands,' as does the true

with the soi-disant

reminding one of the difference between the proud, erect,
and gallant game cock, and the 'Bucks county' rooster. Will you
permit me by-the-bye, to add an extract, from an elegant letter, other
only
parts of which have lately been quoted, addressed at the age of

sportsman

;

twenty-two, by Joseph Allston, afterwards governor of South Carolina,
whom, then but

to Theodosia, the ill-fated daughter of Col. Burr, to
eighteen, Mr. Allston was engaged to be married.

youthful writer was sketching in the glow of conscious verity,
of the gentlemen of his native state. Whatever of moral
character
the
may
deterioration may have been wrought in other states, and finally

The

be in

of our civil institutions, and the effect

by the nature of some

that,

must be admitted of our proud sister
temperament and traits of chawith such remarkable
racter, delineated by the then youthful Allston,
identity and distinctness
felicity, have come down, so far, in all their

of their

mode

of administration,

it

Carolina, that the fine constitutional

to her leading sons of the present day.

'The

all
genius,' said he, 'of the Carolinian, like the inhabitant of
In steadiness and percountries, is quick, lively and acute.

southern

naturally inferior to the native of the north, but this
and whenclimate is overcome by his ambition or necessity ;

severance he
defect of

is

In his
himself.
ever this happens, he seldom fails to distinguish
unsuspiand
generous,
open,
company,
of
fond
and
temper he is gay
even the appearance of
cious, easily irritated, and quick to resent
insult

•

but his passion, like the

fire

of the

flint, is

lighted

up and

hospitality
extinguished in the same moment. I do not mention his
esteemed
longer
no
are
they
common
so
and kindness, for they are

virtues; like
sessed.

Nor

common
is

it

honesty, they are noticed only

for the elegance of their

when

not pos-

manners only

sound morality

is

that the

equally con-

South Carolinians are distinguished
spicuous among them. Gaming, so far from being a fashionable vice,
of people— among gentlemen it
is confined entirely to the lower class
Many of them it is true are fond of the turf
is deemed disgraceful.
recreation, not
but they pursue the sports of it as an amusement and
occasionally
gentlemen
country
as a business. As to hunting, the
;

engage in

it,

but surely there

is

nothing criminal in this

!

From my

in it myself,
education, and other pursuits, I have 'seldom participated
healthful.'
but I consider it above all exercises the most manly and
To return to Rowton, the fact might have been mentioned, which

possesses a letter
few, except his owner would have withheld, that he
of England,
rider
and
trainer
crack
(the
Chifney,
from the celebrated

J

Vol. 8.

and

No.
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weight of judgment and authority, the Lord Mansfield
of the
who had owned and ridden the renowned Priam

in

turf) in which he,
himself, says, that

horse

he never had handled RowtonPs equal as a race-

!

CHESTATEE.
A

friend has called our attention to the dissatisfaction of Col.
John
E. Colhoun, as expressed in the November number of the Turf
Register, 'for grossly overlooking,' his gray mare, Chestatee,
in a list
of blood stock, which we published last summer.
Col. Colhoun can
certainly not have read the remarks, which accompanied
the list, or

he would never have uttered the complaint, which we notice.
did not pretend, as stated

by complainant,

We

enumerate the racing
stock of the south'
we aspired to no such task we had neither the
necessary ability nor materials. Our humble aim was simply, as
stated
in the beginning of the obnoxious article, to give a list of the
blood

—

'to

—

stock belonging to gentlemen of Hhis vicinity? Chestatee, who
had
received the just tribute of our pen on the proper occasion, was,
by

her location, cut off from the honour,

if

any honour

been, of a place in our limited enumeration.
written,

of the

was submitted

it

accuracy,

who

turf, to

mingled

it

would have
was

After the article

some sporting friends to ascertain its
it would be gratifying to the gentlemen
destination of some horses, who no longer
to

suggested, that

know

the

in the active contentions of the course,

but who for particular
reasons, were the objects of considerable curiosity and interest.
And
they furnished several names, with the pedigrees, which from this
motive, finally had a place in our

horses properly belonged to

list.

The

majority of Col. Crowell's

'this vicinity,' for

stationed and so have been ever since.

We

here they were actually

hope

this explanation will
atone for the 'unjust,' neglect, by the writer, of the claims of Chestatee
to distinguished notice. Had it been our design to have enumerated
any

stock out of our

own immediate neighbourhood, we should

certainly

not have forgotten Chestatee, whose place in the second heat on
our
three mile day, was, as her owner states, second to Bascomb.
Col.

Colhoun, however, might have been more respectful to our
motives.
as well as our actions, are it is true, of 'little consequence,'
but
what motive could we have had in not including a Pendleton nag,
in
a list, which professed to include those only of our immediate

They,

neigh-

bourhood

In

conception,

was intended to have been confined entirely to Richmond county, and finally transcended
that limit
in the way and from the motive mentioned.
Col. Colhoun will un?

derstand us,

its first

when we

say,

if

it

Chestatee had been of a different gender,
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she then had, we might
and removed from the turf, with the reputation
We
this explanation.
of
necessity
possibly have been spared the
list did not at last, with
unlucky
this
that
C.
Col.
mio-ht further assure

embrace the stock of several of
alfour industry to make it complete,
gave us no list; but we hapour breeders. Messrs. Dalby & Harm
in Elborak, Molly Long, and
interest
Dalby's
pened to know of Mr.
them, as they were then
mentioned
therefore
and
Patsey Wallace,
one of the
Nor does the list include the stock of Mr. Leverich,
here
with a
He,
county.
the
most extensive and successful breeders in
till it was
information,
necessary
the
others, neglected to furnish

few

us 'of grossly overBut" none of these gentlemen accuse
brutes,' nor ascribe to us any
dumb
their
of
reputation
looking the
too late.

motives, of much, or 'little consequence.'
Chestatee a
To settle the matter, however, and possibly to give
a bottle of
colonel
the
bet
we'll
memory,
faster hold in future on our
either the three or
on
run
she
if
Chestatee,
beat
champagne, that we
races.
four mile day of the approaching
Georgia Courier, Nov. 21, 1338.

]

Augusta, Nov. 28.
died during

fine mare, Chestatee,
regret to state that Col. Colhoun's
against Vertumnus and Clodsuccessfully
She was contending
the races.
three
entirely in the second heat of the
down
tired
having
first
the
hopper,
she was suddenly
heat,
second
the
of
round
mile day, when on the second
by which she
in her hind legs and loins,
seized with spasms, principally
great agony about an
died
and
standing,
was entirely disabled from

We

m

hour afterwards.
page
published in the November number
In the pedio-ree of Chestatee,
grandam Oreha,
be
should
g.
g.
it
Oscar,'
144, instead of 'g- &•

g^am

by Percy, &e.

TRAcrc-Tn*cT.-Gentlemen

word
of the southern turf, do write the
If you
the race course

"^ «£

of the path of
track whenever you are speaking
of your large tracts of land,
are d scoursing on the subject
sugar and tea are natural
land, you may use the t, because
know.
race courses Ave don't use tea you

friends, but

on

Livingston
N. J- has sold to Walter
Capt R. F. Stockton, of Princeton,
one of the best stallions
Trustee,
horse
splendid
his
Esq of New York,
comes of
Trustee was foaled in 1829, and

^nfout to this country.
Catton, out of Emma
skfcs, having been got by
a racn" family on both
racer himself, but is
distinguished
only been a
by Whisk-. He has not
18oo.
of the Derby in
own brother to Mundig, the winner

fver'

—
AND SPORTING MAGAZINE,
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MARGRAVE,
Winner

of the

Great Doncaster

Margrave, the best bred and

St.

LegeR.

son of Muley, and the best

best

He was

horse of his year, was foaled in 1829.

got

by Muley,

a

son of Orville (winner of the St. Leger, and most capital stallion,
having covered as high as £52,) out of Eleanor, (winner of both
Derby and Oaks, the only time it has yet been done,) the best

mare of her time, and own sister to Julia the dam of Phantom,
and Cressida the dam of Priam. Orville is the sire of Emilius, now
covering at 50 so vs. and Emilius himself
at

is

the sire of Priam, covering

30 sovs. by subscription; Plenipo, covering

winners of the Derby
Oaks, and

many

•,)

at

25 sovs.

(all

three

Sarpedon, imported, Oxygen, winner of the

other good ones.

Muley

is

also the sire of Vespa,

winner of the Oaks, Muley Moloch, Leviathan, imported, and others
of note.

Margrave's

dam was

got by Election, the winner of the Derby, and

Election was one of the best, if not the
Gohanna, the best four mile horse of his day and as a stallion equal in reputation and character to any of any age.
Election
was bred by Lord Egremont, and exchanged by him with the Duke of
Grafton for Whalebone. He died young, but not without proving
a capital racer, all distances.

best son of

himself a capital and favourite stallion, being the sire of Gustavus,

winner of the Derby, Rufus, and other fine runners.
Margrave's grandam was Fair Helen, by Hambletonian, the best
horse of his day, having beat all his competitors, and won all his races,
except once,

when he

and being held

bolted,

in the highest estima-

which he has imparted to his
His great grandam was Helen, by Delstock in an eminent degree.
Rosalind by Phenomenon Atalanta by Matchem Lass of
pini
Traveller
the Mill by Oronoko
Miss Makeless Partner WoodCroft's Bay Barb
cock
Makeless Brimmer Dicky Pierson
Burton Barb mare. This pedigree is not only fashionable and rich,

tion for his invincible game, a quality

—

but

it

—

is

—
—

—

—

remarkable for the stoutness of

the hard-bottomed

horses about

its

—
—

crosses, they all being of

Muley, the only one of all these
there ever existed any doubt in this respect, has,

four mile

whom

—
—

sort,

by the honest running of his

get, fully vindicated

and established his

character for stoutness.

Margrave appeared on the
Stockbridge, June

1831.
for

two year old

of a mile.

30

turf
8,

colts, 8st. 7lbs.,

7 subs.

v.8

when two

years old.

a sweepstakes of 50 sovs. each h.

and

fillies, 8st. 4lbs.

ft.

Three quarters

;
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Mr. Wreford's
dam,

1

Mr.

19lbs.

ch.

J. Saddler's b.

Mr. Shard's

Two

Eleanor, by Middleton,

f.

1

1

-

16lbs.

field against

— Sporting Magazine,

A

Margrave.

;

S

4

-

good

race,

and

won

1831.

Two

Winchester, August 24, sweepstakes of 50 sovs. each.
old course, last half mile

2
-

-

19lbs.

Nannette, by Partizan, 116lbs.

f.

one on the

to

length.

Margrave by Muley out of Principessa's

c.

Revealer, by Reveller,

b. c.

Mr. Maberly's ch.

by a

[Jan. 1837.

years

Margrave walked over.

4 subs.

Newmarket, second October meeting,

Oct.

1

renewal of the Clear-

8,

two year old colts, 8st. 5lb.
and fillies, 8st. 3lbs. Two year old course, 40 subs.
1
Mr. Chifney's ch. f. Emiliana, by Emilius, 115lbs.
2
Mr. Dilly's ch. c. Margrave, by Muley, 117lbs.
Doncaster by Muley, Spencer by Sultan, Lucina by Brutandorf,
Langravine, Peter Pindar, Ebony by Trifle, Fedora, and five others
well stakes of 30 sovs. each, 20

ft.

for

were not placed.
'The struggle between the two was exceedingly

started, but

filly,

a very bad start; he

likely to

is

and terMargrave had
improve as a three year old, and

by about

minated in favour of the

appears to us to be better adapted

Magazine,

vol.

ii.

Again, see page 328.

we look

to

a

distance.''

— New

Sporting

page 63.

—

starting, than is usually
'If

interesting,

half a length.

at the

most promising nag

'It must be observed
made up in a two year

he lost more

that

nature of Margrave's running, he

for the

He won

Derby.

at

old distance.'
is

certainly a

the Criterion stakes, (a

very trying race for a two year old,) in a particularly neat manner
and he ought to have the Clearwell but he had a bad start ; notwithstanding which, he went by all the other horses in the race,
:

except Emiliana,

(whom he

close second; he

is

subsequently beat,) to

a powerful colt.'

—Page

whom

he kept a

146.

Newmarket, Houghton meeting, Oct. 31, the Criterion Stakes of 30
From the turn of the land in.
ft. for two year olds.

sovs. each, 20

36 subs.

Mr. Dilley's
Col. Peel's

ch. c.

b. c.

Margrave,

Archibald,

1

1 1

-

7lbs.

1

2

17lbs.

Landgravine, Kittums, Count Ivon, Scuffle, Kate by Lapdog, and

two

others, started, but

'Betting

two

to

were not placed.

one on the

field against

Margrave,

who won

in

beautiful style.'

'That this horse ought never
well aware.'

(Meaning the

'He

to

have been beaten,

will, I suspect, turn

colts of his year.)

we

are all

now

out the flower of the flock.'

— Sporting Magazine, No.

4,

page 259.

J

Vol.

8.

No.
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'The two favourites then singled themselves out, and made a most
when
beautiful struggle, whipping to within thirty yards of the end
George Edwards again took his horse, the Margrave, by the head and
i
He had too much
sent him in a decided winner, after a severe race.'
:

stride,''

for his competitors.

won two

— Sporting Magazine, No.

races this year, one of

page 172.

He

them one of the Newmarket

'big

walked over once, and ran second

things,''

for

4,

another big sweepstakes

Newmarket, which was won by Emiliana, (whom he afterwards
beat,) because Margrave had a bad start, and was then crowded out, so
that he could not pass his opponents in time to win.
Sporting Magazine, No. 4, page 46.
Margrave was now sold to Mr. Gully for 2,600 guineas, and made
at

—

his

first

He and

appearance, as a three year old, in the Derby.

Giles were
a 'clipper,'

now in
much

—

same

the

superior to

would doubtless have won
promised

winner.

to the

stable,

and Margrave in his

St. Giles,

the winner of the Derby, and

that great stakes, if he

— See

Nimrod

St.

proved

trial

had not been comReview, and

in the Quarterly

also the Sporting Magazines.

1832.

Epsom, June

7,

the

Derby

three year old colts, 8st. 7lbs. and
half.

stakes of 50 sovs. each, h.

fillies, 8st.

2lbs.

for

ft.

Last mile and a

101 subs.

Mr. Ridsdale's
Mr. Ridsdale's

by Tramp, imported,

ch. c. St. Giles,

Mr. Vansittart's ch.

c.

-

-

1

Perion, by Whisker,

ch. c. Trustee,

2

by Catton,

8

-

Non

Margrave, Gratis, Damascus, Beiram, Emiliana, Kate, Minster,

Compos, Lazarone, Creeper, Spencer, Bedouin, Revealer, Rouncival,
Mixbury, Messenger, Haymaker, Wallace, and another, also started
but were not placed.
'The Derby was remarkable for the immense pace. Margrave
was not made use of. And had all been running to win, Margrave
would have been first, and Beiram second.' 'Margrave and Trustee
were evidently

sacrificed to St. Giles.

— New Sporting Magazine,
—

vol.

'My own opinion on the day and subsequent events
have fully confirmed it,
was, that Margrave urns by far the best horse
in the race.''
Sporting Mag. No. 6, page 196.
It is unnecessary to
iv.

page 153.

—

—

produce more evidence
in

England

at this time,

to prove what is admitted by all sportsmen
and constantly and uniformly asserted in the

sporting works of that country, that Margrave

win the Derby with

case.

He had

a

was able and ready

few days before, as there

authority for saying, beaten St. Giles, then in the

lengths in a

trial.

It

was evident

same

is

stable,

to

good

many

to the spectators of the race, that

Margrave could, with difficulty, be restrained from going a-head and
winning against the wishes of his rider. But it suited the betting of
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his owners, that another, and not Margrave, should win, and he

was

thus sacrificed to aid the designs of his owners.

Doncaster, September 18, the

Leger stakes of 50 sovs. each, h.

St.

for three year old colts, 8st. 6lbs.

and

Sst. 3lbs.

fillies,

f.

Leger

St.

course, 73 subs.

Mr. Gully's ch.
Sir R.

W.

Margrave, 11 8lbs.

c.

Bulkeley's

-

Birdcatcher,

b. c.

1

Physician, Richmond, Retainer, Julius,

1

1

2

libs.

Daxon, David, Trustee,

brother to Maria, Fang, Byzantium, Carleton, Nitvins, Roue, Ludlow,

and another
grave,
'It

started, but

who had been
is

were not placed.

Eight

to

one against Mar-

hurt on his leg a few days before.

won very easy.'' — Sporting
who won the St. Leger, was

but justice to say, that Margrave

Magazine, No.

5,

page 494.

'Margrave,

within a week of the day of running, actually uncertain whether he
could be

was

fit

to start for

it

;

as

it

was, there can be no question that he

the best horse in the race, and will,

had got a nag quite good enough
Magazine, No. 6, page 269.

when

well, dispose of either

Mr. Gully was well aware that he

of his competitors for the Leger.
to

have

won

the Derby.'

— Sporting

September 20, the Gascoigne stakes of 100 sovs. each, 30
St. Leger course, 1 1 subs.

ft.

for

three year olds.

Mr. Gully's
Mr. Fox's

ch. c. Margrave, 122lbs. (4lbs extra.)

br. c. Julius,

by Jerry,

-

-

1

2

11 8lbs.

Betting five to one on Margrave.
'The Gascoigne stakes again produced the winner of the Leger, rode
by Robinson, with an extra four pounds on his back, the reward of
his late victory; and throwing the gauntlet to eleven others engaged,

only Julius could be found to face the invincible? 'Won cleverly,
without trouble.' Sporting Magazine, No. 5, page 495.

Newmarket, first October meeting, Oct. 1, the tenth renewal of the
Grand Duke Michael stakes, of 50 sovs. each, for colts 8st. 7lbs. and
fillies Sst. 3lbs.

Mr. Gully's

Mr. Day's

c.

flat,)

Margrave,

1

1

15 subs.
-

9lbs.

br.

f.

1

2

Salute, 11 5lbs.

Lord Exeter's
Sir

(Across the

ch.

Galatea, (winner of the Oaks,)

1 1

5lbs.

-

3

Mark Wood's Count Robinson, and Lord Worcester's Copper

Captain, also started, but were not placed.

October

3,

(two days

each, for three year olds; colts Sst. 7lbs.

(Rather more than two miles,)
Col. Peel's br.

c.

Mr. Gully's ch.

to 8 on Margrave.
Leger stakes of 25 sovs.
and fillies, 8st 4lbs. D. I.
1 1

after last race,) the St.

1

7 subs.

...
-------3
...

Archibald, (beat previously

c.

Margrave,

Lord Exeter's Beiram,
Lord Chesterfield's ch.

c.

Noncompos,

by Margrave.)
-

1

2

4
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beat by a head.

Another specimen of the hammering system was exhibited in the
case of Margrave
and the result was exactly what might have been
;

Here was a horse, at Doncaster, on the 20th September,
(who in the previous week had been thought to be even unfit to run,)
had won two races, and was started to travel some six days journey
on the road; and on the 1st of October, within ten days only of his
expected.

having run

at

dragged out to

to

Michael, beating

Oaks
On the day following but one, Margrave
meet fresh horses, and not only fresh, but the best

Neivmarket, and
that the horse

Duke

Doncaster, actually wins the

the winner of the

is

is

!

then beaten only a head.

would have won

After

my

all,

at

opinion

is,

had Robinson been allowed

cleverly,

have made steady running all through, with his horse, considering

—

Old Sporting Magazine, page 270
of Margrave?
Sporting Magazine, vol. iv. pages 158, 159.

the stoutness

New

also,

•,

see

'The October meetings closed the racing season. Some of the races,
were highly important. Margrave, within ten days from Doncaster,
started for the Grand Duke Michael, against Salute, Beiram, and another, and won it. Here he ought to have stopped. But no, although
there

was only one daifs

stale,

he was started

willing horse,

for

we were

the distance the D.

rest,

As

it.

and the horse

I.

a lesson to his master not to force a

glad to see

him

But

beaten.

clear

it is

it

icas

freshness alone that enabled Archibald to win.'

New

Market, third October meeting, Margrave paid half

match with Camarine, four years

old, for

300 guineas, A.

forfeit in a

F. receiving

19 pounds.
1833.

200

Newmarket, Craven meeting, April

sovs. each, h.

for colts, 8st. 7lbs.

ft.

11, the Claret stakes of

and

fillies,

2lbs.

8st.

D.

I.

Eight subscribers.

Duke

of Cleaveland's ch.

Lord Conyngham's
Lord Exeter's ch.
Mr. Gully's ch.

c.

c.

b. c.

Beiram,

-

Margrave,

Even on Trustee, three

to

-----

Trustee, imp.

c.

Minster,

Newmarket
Ab.

first

-

five to

1

2
3

4

two against

amiss.

Spring meeting, April 22, Mr. Gully's Margrave,

received from Lord

M. 200,

-

who was

-

-

-

.

-

one against Beiram,

Minster, and five to one against Margrave,

8st. 9lbs.

Chifney,

-

-

-

S.

Conyngham's Bassellaw,

(dead,) 8st. 2lbs.

half forfeit.

'The Muleys are coming out in great force, and bid fair to prove
formidable rivals to the forty and fifty guinea stallions, Emilius and
Sultan.
Margrave won easily' (the Grand Duke Michael) 'and glided
to the front,

degree.'

with his great

'Margrave having

stride,

won

without being ruffled

three great events,

in the slightest

and travelled 130
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miles in a fortnight, without any apparent effect on him,' started for
the Newmarket St. Leger stakes, 17 subscribers.
'But, however
creditable to his prowess,

beat

him

it

In the last five

He

tired.
6,

Archibald just by a head to

little

home,

bottled up for the purpose,
was a fine struggle from the Duke's
strides, Margrave hung a little, but was not

nearly the whole summer.
stand.

enabled

he having remained

;

at

It

Sporting Magazine, No.

the largest horse of his year.'

is

pages 50-52

am

also

;

of this

I

No.

page S3.

New Sporting

Magazine,

vol. iv.

page 111.

'But

whatever Flying Childers did bona fide
do, could be done by our Sultans, Priams, or Margraves, provided
they were not trained until five or six years old.' Sporting Magazine,
satisfied, that

—

6.

Messrs. Gully and Ridsdale compromised to give

the race (the Derby) to

have toon

Giles, although, doubtless,

St.

Margrave could

See an article in the Quarterly Review by that most

it?

Nimrod.
Here Margrave's racing career ended. It would be useless to multiply extracts from sporting works to prove his unrivalled excellence,
on the turf. Without any design to bestow undue praise, and out of
excellent writer,

sheer justice to Margrave,

it

may

be affirmed as abundantly proved by

the events of his racing career, that he was fully able to do what has

been achieved once only

Derby and

St.

in fifty-six years, that

He won

Leger Stakes*

is,

carry off both the

the St. Leger, 'the

great

won with equal ease the
now known beyond a doubt.

northern event' with ease, and could have

Derby, the great southern sweepstakes, as
Priam won the Derby and ran second for the St. Leger, which he
ought to have won. Mameluke won the Derby, and ran second for
the

The Colonel ran second (after a dead heat with Cadwon the St. Leger. Winning either of these

Leger.

St.

land) for the Derby, and

great stakes, fairly and honestly, places a horse high in the

fame

;

that

Margrave was able

win both

to

is

lists

of

conclusive evidence of

his great superiority.

equally evident that Margrave was the best racer in the king-

It is

dom

He was

of his age, for two years.

also the best three year old in the
also evident, that he

It is

land.
at

This

is

plain, not

the best two year old, and

kingdom.

was the best

colt of his year in all

only by his success

in

Eng-

winning the big things

Newmarket, Doncaster, and elsewhere, but by

his beating

on

dif-

ferent occasions all the best colts of his year, the winners of the Prin-

Newmarket, the 2,000
Newmarket, the winner of the

dergast, the Clearwell, the July, the Claret, the

guinea stakes, the

Oaks

at

St.

Leger, &c. at

Epsom, and indeed the winners of almost
*

Champion won both

all

the big stakes at

these great stakes in 1800.
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A horse able to do all these things
must have possessed most extraordinary powers as a racer.
Margrave was now selected by Mr. Watt, who bred Memnon,
Lottery, and many other first rates, to serve his stud, where he covered
the most fashionable courses.

in

1834 and 1835,

the fall of

at eleven guineas,

1835 he was imported

including the groom's

into Virginia,

He

of 1836, at sixty dollars, at Pittsylvania C. H. in that state.

now gone

Jn

fee.

and made the season
is

Tennessee, and will make his next season at Nashville.
Margrave is a horse of immense power, 16 hands high, with large
to

bone, great substance, good action, sound constitution, excellent temper, and is a very fine and sure foal-getter.
His colour is a dark
chestnut, without white.

He promises

be one of the most valuable

to

of the late importations.

jyj.

BLOOD.
Great
That 'blood
day confirms

St.

will

Leger
tell'

is

—Elis — Bay
a

maxim no

Middleton, &c.

less true than trite.

Every

The winners

both of this year's Derby and St.
Leger show the value of the stock of some of our 'recent importations.'
Elis has

it.

won

the great St. Leger, in as fine style and as good time
easily
distance two hundred

—

was ever run Shi. 20s.
yards short of two miles, with 1

as

it

Won

lSlbs.

—

Elis, as will appear, is

'some-

thing like half-brother in blood to imported Autocrat (lately sold
in
Tennessee) for $4,000. Scroggins, brother to imported St. Giles,
(also in

Tennessee,) ran second, and Beeswing half sister to imported
the very station he occupied when beat in the

Emancipation third

—

Leger by Birmingham and Priam.
It had been predicted that Elis would win, and was
observed (see
our Nov. number, page 107,) that his public running should entitle
him to the first place in the betting.

was got by Langar, out of Olympia, (bred in 1815 by Lord
by Sir Oliver— her dam Scotilla by Anvil (son of Herod)
out of Scota by Eclipse
Harmony by Herod, &c.
Imported Autocrat, (bred in 1822, also by Lord Stamford,) was
got
by Grand Duke out of Olivetta by Sir Oliver her dam Scotina
by
Elis

Stamford)

—

—

Delpini (son of Highflyer the best son of Herod) out of
Scota
Eclipse
Harmony by Herod, &c. &c. See Turf Reg. vol.

—

vi. p.

by

325

for pedigree in full.

Langar by Selim, son of imported Buzzard dam by Walton,
grandam Young Giantess (Sorcerer's and Eleanor's dam) by imported
Diomed, Matchem, &c.
;

Elis has run with extraordinary success, having
already

won

eleven

;
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(5lbs. extra,) Clearwell, Criterion,

(with 7lbs. extra,) and another stake at two years old, beating large
fields

and winning an immense amount.

(Newmarket) meeting, this year, he met Bay
Middleton,for the 2,000 guineas stakes, and was beaten by half a head
after a very severe and well contested struggle, in which the field was
In the

spring

first

completely tailed

off.

They

are

said

to

have run their mile in

lm. 30s.

He next won

the drawing-room stakes, at

following day came out for the cup,

when he

Goodwood, and on

the

ran second to Hornsea

much more than ordinary disadvantage, as he carried
while his successful opponent was allowed a reduction to
In this race, both
the same extent, making the difference of 1 0lbs.
winner.
beat Rockingham, a Leger

under, however,
5lbs. extra,

Hornsea had run second to the Queen of Trumps for the Leger,
after ran Touchstone to a head, in extraordinary time,
beating the famed Gen. Chasse. Yet, at the same meeting, Elis won
the racing stakes, with 6lbs. extra. He shortly after won the Lewis
and two days

stake.

£12,000 to 12,00 being bet with Lord Lichfield against Elis, (which
he won, together Avith the stake worth £2,070, including deduction,)
by
he caused a carriage to be constructed in which Elis was drawn
contriwhich
by
a
day,
relays of horses, at the rate of eighty miles
vance he arrived perfectly fresh in time for the race.
horse of his year that
It is probable that Bay Middleton is the only
when
can compare with Elis. ('Examiner' evidently meant him,
See our Nov.
writing, probably 'Calamo Currente,' Bay Richmond.

number.)

Bay Middleton and

Elis

have one

common

paternal grand-

sire of Langar and Sultan.
sire, Selim, son of imported Buzzard,) the
fashionably bred horse in
most
the
regarded
being
Middleton
Bay
all

England,

last, to

we

repeat his pedigree, giving

which we

it

more

fully than in our

refer to the other particulars here omitted.

Jersey, was got by Sultan (he covers
of the Oaks she by Phantom y
winner
Cobweb,
at fifty guineas) out of
guineas ;) her dam Filagree
fifty
at
covered
(he
Derby
winner of the
have won the Derby,) by
to
ought
that
Riddlesworth,
of
also
(dam
Whalebone and
Soothsayer, winner of the St. Leger Web, (sister to

Bay Middleton, bred by Lord

;

;

Whisker, Derby winners,

dam

to the also

renowned Woful and

others,

and

and of the
of Middleton, a Derby winner, and of Trampoline,
Waxy,
Glenartney, Glencoe's dam,) Glencoe by Sultan she by

famed

;

Derby winner Penelope, (also dam of Waterloo, Wire, &c.) by
Trumpator ; Prunella, (dam of Waxy Pope, the dams of Partisan,
a

Tiresias, &c.)

;

by Highflyer

;

Promise, (dam of Pallas, (Pillbox's dam,)

1

8
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by Snap Julia by Blank Spectator's *
dam by Partner; Bonny Lass by Bay Bolton; Darley's Arabian;
Byerly Turk; Taffolet Barb; Place's White Turk; Natural Barb

Prizefighter, Peppermint, &c.)

;

;

mare.

Bay Middleton having won

bis races,

all

Derby

the

including

2,000 guinea stakes, beating Elis and other of the best colts of his year,
at this time takes precedence of all others and promises fairly to gain

much

as

any predecessors for
kingdom are nominated

distinction as

bred colts in the
Leger.

St.

Among

the nominations for

the following are allied to horses

IN

Own

now

The

several years.

best

Derby, Oaks and
next year's Derby and Oaks,

in

for the

America

THE DERBY.

brother to imported Trustee.

Colt by Picton, half brother to Luzborough.

Three colts by imported Shakspeare.
Colt by imported Rowton.
Brother to imported Margrave.

Seven sons of Muley,

sire to

Margrave and Leviathan.

Colt by imported Tranby.

Colt by Defence, brother to imported Design.

Brother

to Elis

— imported Autocrat's connection.

Colt out of sister to imported Truffle.

Three sons of imported Celus.
IN

THE OAKS.

by Picton.
Filly by Shakspeare.
Four fillies by Muley.
out of Autocrat's grandam.
Filly by Stumps
In July last, Tyrant, three years old, by Luzborough, won a stakes
of two miles, another of one and a half mile heats, on the same day,
Filly

—

and on the next

The

won

a

fully, as the Barefoots,

sweepstakes

The
shew

£50

plate,

two mile heats, in three heats.
now coming on the turf success-

get of recent importations are

at the last

and two colts by Valentine, that

great success of the three year olds
to be

that stock

won

both the

Union meeting.

by

Sir Charles, this season,

the best of native origin.

The produce

Ratler mares too have been greatly distinguished, as Atalanta
dustry,

Mingo by

Eclipse, Isaac of

York by

Sir Charles,

by

one of th>

Valentine winners, &c. Etc.
*

See Matchem's memoir for the famed race with Spectator and

31

v.

of
In-

Brilliant.
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THE MOST RENOWNED OF THE GET OF

[Jan. 1831.

SIR

ARCHY,

CHRONOLOGICALLY ARRANGED.
It

will be recollected Sir

at three

and four years

old.

Archy was foaled in 1805, and ran only
Having beat all competitors the autumn

of 1809, and his challenge, to run any thing in the world, not being
accepted, he begun his career as a stallion in

old colts appeared

superior to the get of

all

His three year

1810.

1814; and in 1815-6 were
others, and have since scarce met a rival,

on the

first

turf in

except from other descendants.

Eclipse and Monsieur

renowned of other blood.
Director,
Muckle John,
Lady Lightfoot,
Sumter,

Flirtilla,

Vanity,

Gohanna,

Tonson

are

the most

Marion,

Pacific,
sisters.

Reality,

Childers,

Janet, (Stevens',)

Timoleon,
Blank,

Betsey Richards,

Sally

Phillis,

Virginian,

John Richards,
Henry,

Stockholder,

Arab,

Ratler,

Janet,

Contention,

Hope,

Industry,

Crusader,
(Virginia

La-

fayette,)

Kate Kearney,
Jemima Wilkinson,

Kosciusko,

Isabella,

Gabriella,

Napoleon,

Bertrand,

Pilot,

Sir Charles,

Sir

of

the preceding forty nearly

were

all

(Wild Will,)

Charles Kemble,

Black Heath.

Transport,

Sir William,

Of

William, out

first

rate four milers

most of them have been distinguished in the stud.
The most renowned English stallions, in the ascending
the present date, with some few omissions, as follows

series,

;

and
from

:

Priam by Emilius, now covering at thirty guineas.
Emilius by Orville, now covering at fifty guineas.

by Selim, now covering
Tramp by Dick Andrews.
Sultan

Whalebone,

at fifty guineas.j

">

own

Whisker,

brothers by

Waxy.

Woful,
Selim,

Rubens,

own

brothers by Buzzard, (imported into the middle

states.)

Phantom by Walton.
by Beningbrough.
Walton by Sir Peter.
Sorcerer by Trumpator.
Beningbrough by King Fergus;.
Waxy by PotSos.
Orville
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Gohanna by Mercury,
PotSos,

l

_

King
& Fergus,

°
c 1(
Saltram,

'

)

,.

by
J Eclipse.
l

!

Mercury,

J

Trumpator by Conductor, son of Matchem.
Sir Peter by Highflyer.
Highflyer by Herod.
Eclipse by Marske.
Herod by Tartar.

Matchem by Cade.
Marske by Squirt, son of

Bartlet's Childers.

Snap by Snip.
Tartar by Partner,
Babraham,
"^

Blan k,
p,

i

,
J.

Regulus,

,

,

,

.

by the Godolphin Arabian.

J

Tlie Godophin Arabian.

Crab by Alcock's Arabian.
Partner by Jig, son of the Byerly Turk.

Flying and Bartlet's Childers by the Darley Arabian.

Fox by Clumsey, of Arabian stock.
Bay Bolton by Gray Hautboy.
The Byerly Turk, (16S9.)
Hautboy by the White D'Arcy Turk.
This goes to the origin of the English 'thoroughbred'' horses sprung
from the union of the best Arabians, Barbs and Turks, both male and
female, that had been introduced, at great expense, into England,

on

account of their blood and form.

Mr. Editor,
Is

not the pure blood of the old Maryland Stock as good as any in

the country

?

It is

unnecessary

now

to point to the Selims, Postboys,

Oscars, Florettas, and Marias, of old, but simply to refer to the dis-

tinguished winners, of Maryland origin, that have

won

during the pre-

autumn, as Atalanta, Prince George, Cippus, Bumper, Bremo,
Lady Clifden, Frederick, Charles Magic, Isaac of York, Miss Maysent

nard (Glovina) and her
If

sister,

the account current were

south,

would

it

Camsidel,

now

&.c.

carried out

between the north and

not greatly preponderate in favour of the latter

the achievements of Atalanta, Bascomb, &.c.

— adding

?

A Native Born Marylander.
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A PEEP INTO THE 'RACE HORSE REGION.'
CETUS, ZlNGANEE, SKYLARK,

Mount

In a former letter, after a visit at
in Virginia,

I

my

described

satisfaction

of the best blooded stock in the country

&.C.

Airy, an ancient family seat

on a transient review of some
the get of Autocrat, Chateau

—

Margaux, Luzborough, Timoleon, Tranby, and Tychicus, that appeared
to me to be colts of no ordinary promise, occupying the very paddocks where Bellair, Calypso, Gallatin, Sir Archy, Lady Lightfoot. &c.
had grazed,

at the

Since then,

and
I

I

same

age.

have extended

lately, at the

my

excursion in the Ancient Dominion

Reeds, another ancient

relict

;

of Virginia's aristocracy,

had the pleasure of seeing other blooded stock of high renown, both
and upon the turf the dam of Star and others of that dis-

—

in the stud

tinguished family, and some of the renowned get of Sir Charles, that

were ofTa recent campaign besides several very high bred foreigners
the renowned brood mare My Lady, in foal to Chateau, her foal
colt by Langar, (got in England;) Pirouette, in foal to Star; Camel;

—

by Muley, (own sister to Beccasine,) but,
renowned son of Whalebone, lately arrived
from England. He was bought of Sir Mark Wood, a great name on
the English turf, by one of his present owners, during the last summer,
and at a higher figure, than any other horse ever imported into America.
a

letta,

above

my

In

kind

;

two year old

all

opinion, Cetus

not only of 'the true Prunella

is

and from form, blood and performances,

some

state

filly

others, Cetus, that

service

;'

but

is

also exquisitely

is

handsome.

pretend to describe him, further than to say, he
black legs, that are

flat,

fine

sort,' the lasting

calculated to 'do the

is

I

will not

a beautiful bay,

and clean, with no other mark than a

small star in the forehead and the fetlock on the right hind leg white;

he

is fifteen

hands and an inch high, of

symmetry.

swan

fine length

like neck, beautifully set

on

England

ders, such as are said in

Withal he

admiration.

With
thought him more
It

active.

may

is

to be

docile and

of 'the American

little

five

short

of special

made

any horse

know

I

I

now remember.

that his next season will

midway between Richmond and Fredewhere understand every
accommodation of mares, and that

east of the old stage road

their quality, rather than

Within

taste,'

me worthy

good tempered, though playful

like Ogle's Oscar, than

be desirable to breeders to

ricksburg, a

long

a finer shoulder and better limbs, (not so leggy,)

be made at the Reeds, about
provision will be

nostril,

strong, oblique and thin shoul-

to

back, fine loin and tapering croup, seemed to

and

and most perfect

His true Arabian muzzle, thin and distended

for the

;

I

number, will be a leading object.

miles of Richmond, on the turnpike, from near the Oaks,

Vol.

8.

No.
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had the pleasure of seeing two

also

The renown of Zinganee,
other illustrious nobles, lately arrived.
the fleetest horse of his day, a second Eclipse, got by Tramp, the sire
of Lottery, Barefoot, and

out of a descendant from the

St. Giles,

own

imported Diomed, had long preceded him. He is an airy
gallant steed, rather taller than Cetus and a lighter bay, one or more
fetlocks white ; that one may readily imagine to have been as fast as
sister of

His neighbour, Skylark, from the Emerald

stated.

as reputed for

isle,

the frequency and the length of his conflicts, in which he was usually
victorious,

a darker

is

bay than

particularly fine shoulder, and

and a half hands.

I

without white

either,

is

;

he also has a

about the height of Zinganee,

fifteen

Waxy

Pope,

understand Skylark

a son of

is

have not seen his pedigree. These and other parfrom the proper quarter, will no doubt be communicated, in

(stout blood,) but
ticulars,

due season

B.

for publication.

IN CEYLON.

ELEPHANT SHOOTING
Mr. Editor:
In one of the recent

on

tiger

numbers of your Magazine

and elephant shooting

the description of

it,

and as

in India,

it

I

to fall far short of sport of a

regards the latter animal) in the part of the world

cannot refrain from giving you, so far as

account of elephant shooting
of a 'descriptive writer,'

my

Ceylon.

in

account

quate idea of the reality of the thing.
description, be
this

it

I last

came from,

I

Not

being, however,

much

fear will

convey but an inade-

In fact,

do not think that any

I

it

I

may, can do

justice to

noble sport.

In the

I

me from

similar nature (as

can be done upon paper, an

written in what language

first

place, Mr. Editor, instead of being

of an elephant, every
to

it

observed an article

appears to

man has

to trust to his

an active pair of legs, as the sport

endeavour

shall

tion of

My

to give

one of the

friend

F

last
,

you some

is

mounted on

own

the back

gun, and sometimes

invariably carried on on foot.

idea of

it

by the following descripI had in that island.

elephant shooting days

who

lived

some

thirteen or fourteen miles

from

me, (one of the best old souls that ever sucked in three bottles of

Madeira

at

one

sitting)

had informed

me by

Zappal,* that there was a

herd of elephants at Allow, six miles from his station, and as a further

inducement

for

me

to visit

and anxious for a shot.

him, that our friend

Allow

is

W

was with him
worthy

a village (although scarcely

of the name, there being only two or three huts at the place) situated
at a ferry

or ford on the

Maha Ova
*

river,

Post.

on the old road from Colombo
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Kandy,* and somewhere,

(the capital of the island) to

recollect, about forty-two miles distant

that he administered the

moie

circuitous,

from the former

A new

government of the

A new

place.

line of road having

of the island, the old one of which

is

disuse, except for transport to and
richest grain districts in the island.
in a state

island, the old one,

which

almost into disuse, except for transport to and

fell

Sir E. Barnes, during the period that

was

as well as I

from the former place.

having been formed by Sir E. Barnes, during the period

line of road

is

[.Jan. 1837.

almost impassable.

been formed by

he administered the government

more

circuitous, fell almost into

from Kooroonegalle, one of the
At the period 1 write of, this road

The banks

of the

Maha Oya is the
when water

favourite resort of elephants at the season of the year,

becomes less abundant in other parts of the island
two tributary streams forming the never failing

or

when

there

and tame

more

a scarcity elsewhere.

is

state, is particularly

to the health of the

The

;

this river

and one

resort of the herds

elephant, both in his wild

fond of water, and nothing contributes

tame elephant than his bath, in a river or pool,

twice or three times a day, an enjoyment which he ought never to be

deprived of

when

of a small river,

thickness, preceded

anon),

scene

once witnessed on the banks

I

elephant shooting at Kahagalla,

on all
tracker (of whom you

In creeping through the jungle, often

forget.
its

A

practicable.

when

by

we emerged from

my

when suddenly we found

on

their sides

ourselves in

— three

of them
on the ground, others were

the midst of a herd of fourteen or fifteen elephants,
at full length

owing to
more
more open

shall hear

the very thick part and got into a

space composed of lofty trees,

were stretched

shall never

I

fours,

standing listlessly about and apparently fast asleep, and a few were

enjoying themselves in the water.

and never shall

I

We

had approached unheeded,

forget the scene that ensued,

the finest and largest,

I

fired

and brought him

when,

to the

after selecting

They

ground.

were so astonished and confused that after I had fired four shots (I
had two double guns) I could scarcely get out of their way. At every
turn I took was a monster equally anxious with myself to make his
escape, but so confused that he did not know where to direct his steps,
and had had half a dozen barrels might have got a shot with each
But I fear I am wandering from my subbefore they finally left me.
ject, which v/as to give a description of one of my last clay's elephant
I

I

shooting
letter I

in

Ceylon,

made

— so

*

Kandy
until

capital.

is
it

On

the necessary preparations,

for a start next morning.

was

to continue-

receipt of

my

friend

F

—

's

which were soon completed,

Morning came, and

at

nine o'clock

I

found

seventy-two miles from Colombo, in the interior of the island, and
into our possession, it in fact may now be called the native

came

a

Vol.8.
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myself

at his

better

how

After doing ample justice to

bungaloe.

things he produced, (and
to fortify

the coodracarra*

I

must

tell

you

no man

that

to saddle the horses,

we

Editor, for a description of our

comes 'Bastian,'
some three feet

in

all the good
Ceylon knew

himself against a mid-day sun, than

was ordered

mustered and examined, and cases put on,

And now, Mr.

211

my

friend,)

and guns being

set out for the jungle.
'tail'

or retinue

!

First

which measured
in height, (one of the greatest scamps that ever did
what his master desired him,) carrying a ball ramrod. After him came
'Orderly' and 'Frog,' each with a gun, (it was the duty of these two
fellows to stick to their masters as close as wax, as on them depended
in a great measure 'master's' safety.
The guns they carried were to
a black thing in the shape of a boy,

be brought into use in case of need, and faithfully did they discharge
the duty

!)

Next 'Gobbo,' ye gods

!

a fellow with one of his legs

nearly as large as a man's body, (a sad fellow was this Gobbo, he was
afflicted

with elephantiasis, a disease

are very subject, so called,

to

which the natives of Ceylon

presume, from the resemblance the leg

I

an elephant,

—notwithstanding which

have seen

assumes

to that of

him run

three and twenty miles alongside his master's buggy, keeping

I

up with him the whole distance, and grooming his horse after he
Last, though not least important, was an attencame to an anchor
dant with the brandy and water, the rear being brought up by two or
!

three nondescripts and idlers.

The above named 'Frog,' was a servant of mine, and I cannot pass
him over without making honourable mention of him. He possessed
many excellent qualities, and I have seen him stand charges from
Poor Frog he was as fond of the thing as
elephants in good style.
!

his master.

All being ready, at about eleven o'clock (not forgetting our friend

W
we

who by the bye caused us a good deal of merriment before
home again) off we set for Allow, and after an hour's easy
arrived at that place.
On our arrival we found our tracker or
,

got

ride

tracer (a sine

qua non

to elephant shooting) waiting for us.

Having

dismounted and placed our horses under cover, we commenced the
operation of loading.
balls

It

may

not be amiss

to

mention here, that the

used for elephant shooting are a composition of lead and

sort of

pewter

in fact.

Lead

is

tin,

—

too soft, and although a mixture of tin

diminishes the weight of the ball in a slight degree, the loss of weight

more than compensated by the hardness, which is a requisite not to
These preliminaries having been gone through,
we started, each with two spare guns, carried by attendants. By this

is

be dispensed with.

*

Groom.

;
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a mile disit was half-past twelve o'clock, and we were yet half
from the place where game had been seen the night before. We
very soon, however, came on the track of the herd, which is denoted
it
by the imprint of the large foot of the animal on the ground, when

time
tant

is

at

and by several other indications not

soft,

all

Indeed, such

is

to be mistaken.

track
the tact of the tracers that they can follow the

on grassy places, where

I

defy the most experienced European ele-

any foot-mark at all. We had now arrived
some distance we
at a pretty thick jungle, and after penetrating for
told us our
attentively,
listening
who,
tracer,
by
our
were stopped
us
game was near, although at this time we could hear nothing to make
(the
crack
a
On advancing however a few yards, we heard
think so.
that they
sound of a branch breaking) on our left, which assured us
creeping
and
further,
little
a
proceeding
were not far distant, and after
the herd.
upon
came
we
jungle,
the
through
possible
as
on as quietly
and trunks
Facing us, and about twelve yards distant, with ears erect
phant shooter

to discover

As

raised" stood five elephants.
first

shots, right

and

left.

and down came one dead.
to my right, and though

My

had approached

I

first

F

took

gave his

fire

first, I

took the

the proper place,

effect in

into a

hit severely, the vital part

monster a

little

had not been

the scene
touched, and off he started. Oh ye gods who can describe
only a
thirteen,
The herd, consisting of twelve or
at this moment
thundered
and
immediately
few of whom we had at first seen, wheeled
shook, and crashat double quick time, the ground actually
!

!

off

crash— crash— went

the trees in

directions beneath

all

them, even

In a few
reeds.
those the size of a man's thigh being broken like
and
re-loading
After
minutes the sound ceased. They had stopped.
brandy
little
a
imbibing
and
bagging— not the elephant— but his tail,

and water, (thermometer in
decrees,) off

we

them

Hearing a

and
not

again.

shade about eighty-nine or ninety
and in a few minutes were up with

slight

movement

to

my left,

I

separated from F.

many places on all fours, penetrated the jungle. I had
proceeded far when I heard them thundering on in my direction

W. and

as this

in

was rather a

critical

Frog* 'was at his post.'

my

the

started in pursuit,

second gun.

moment,

Steady Frog

In a few seconds

in a 'lump,' within a

!

I

I

turned

my

head

to see that

there he was, ready again with

had four of them in view, all
I stood up the best way I

few yards of me.

could with difficulty stand upright), and fired— bang— bangOne lay stone dead, the
right and left, and down came tico of them.
but 'invaluable Frog'
rise,
to
attempted
stunned,
was
only
which
other,
elbow, and shoved another gun into my hand, which I put
could

was

(I

at

my

*

He

got this

name from

his resemblance in shape to that animal.
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to his head, (not Frog's gentle reader, but
the elephant's,) and gave
him his quietus. Guns reloaded, tails off, and after
them again. Got
into a pathway and met F
had just settled one, but soon
, who

separated from him.

Was

soon up with them, and found them quite

bothered, having lost their leader.*

Took

a side shot at the ear of a

and down he dropped as dead as mutton. Off
tail and on.
Got into a path and came up with F
once more. On we went
together, and after a short pursuit in
turning the angle of a rock two
of our friends were in view.
F
took the shot, and down one
came, the other making off. Called a halt—
brandy and water— brandy
and water— any thing but my gun for a glass
of brandy and water
fellow,

!

There

it

was, nectar

!

After a good pull at

it,

we were

them
wanted

after

and came up with an old

again,

mamma and her young one. I
a shot as he had not had one all day, and
pointed her
out to him, standing in the jungle not
fifteen yards
to give

W

distant.f

not see her for several seconds

;

she moved a

at last

little

He

could

and he

ot a
view, and bang went a ball of twelve
to the pound at her— she turned
round and went off, with your humble
servant at her heels.
In following elephants they always make a
good road for you, by clearing
every thing that comes in their
way. After a few yards she turned*,

looked

at

and ran

at

me, (her young one was by her side,)
curled up her trunk
Steady now, or never— bang went one
barrel— bang
the other, and when the smoke
cleared away, there
me.

she was lying
yards of me, dead as a stone. The
young one
remained for a short time near the mother,
and then started off It
might have been easily caught.
Loaded-off
within four or

five

tail-and

They had however

remainder.

after

the

taken right ahead, and got to a great
distance, and after trying in vain
to come up with them again, and
being pretty well done up with our
work we turned

homewar°ds
We
had not proceeded far when we came
on a single elephant, (I do not
think one of the herd,) but being
unprepared, having given our guns to
our followers, he got off with only
one shot from an attendant, who
carried my third gun, a single
rifle.
Having got back to the place where we
had left our horses, we
mounted, and were at home in time to
take a rest before a seven
clock dinner.
Thus ended the best day's sport I saw in the elephant line during my stay in
Ceylon, having killed five myself, and
n

J,I

^

ery

others

S

16

l

Jl^f
S2

there

iS

a leader more determined than the
'
others, and he

y ° U 3ll0W hIm

aS

t0
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teX

ofTr
01
jungle.
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best part to look for
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thickness
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dead at
heard next morning that two were found
killed
been
have
must
They
some distance from the scene of action.
I have three
blank.
a
that
and
shot,
one
had but
by F
two, but never on
or four times killed three in a day, and very often
any former or subsequent occasion so many as five.
the part at
Not many of my readers will be aware, I dare say, of

F

We

two.

W

.

The brain is that,
of an elephant shooter is directed.
the hollow in
are,
it
to
access
of
points
part,— and the two most easy
the part from
above
immediately
animal,
the
of
the front of the head
to avoid
high
which the trunk springs (taking care to fire sufficiently
is
animal
the
When
striking the root of the trunk), or the ear.
projected
or
pricked
generally
are
which the

fire

alarmed and retreating, the ears

is of little consequence
thus criving a favourable side shot ; however it
it points out more
that
than
further
not,
or
pricked
whether they be
kdled
1 have frequently
distinctly the particular spot at which to fire.
taken
be
must
care
but
them through the ear when it was lying back,
contained
is
brain
The
shot.
side
to avoid the jaw bone in taking the
are in
if both man and elephant
in a very small space, not easily hit
the
however,
Nerve is,
motion, which is not unfrequently the case.

although an indifferent
receives the shot, if it
he
as
shot, he will do. The animal, as soon
noise, and freslightest
the
without
prove vital, sinks on his knees
'novice in the art'
the
induce
would
which
quently retains a position
The silence which succeeds the
to suppose that he was still alive.
he has been killed, is astonshot in firing at a single elephant, when
principal thing required.

ishing he

The

is

parts

If a

not even heard to
I

man have

fall in

this,

many

have mentioned are those

instances.

which are generally aimed

at

but I have known him killed
for the destruction of the elephant,
good deal depends upon
by beino- hit in other parts. But I think a
The older of course the harder become the
the age of the animal.
sufficiently
ball cannot penetrate
the bones of the head, and the
sent a rifle
elephant
young
but
grown
full
I have myself, in a
far
of twenty
animal's head, and this a ball
ball completely through the
a double
is
sport
The best description of gun for this
to the pound.
to
objection
an
is
there
pound, but
barrelled rifle, of fourteen to the

The one used was
to carry it.
such a gun from the labour required
not rifled. If it be
pound,
the
to
fourteen
a common double barrel of

charge usually made use of is
but 1 think once and half quite
twice the ordinary charge of the gun,

stout

it

is

all

that is required.

The

sufficient.

There
the one

are
I

two methods pursued

in elephant shooting in

have just given an account

of,

that

is,

him in the jungle
into his haunts and shooting

r<

Ceylon,i

following the elephant
;

the other

method

is

1

Vol.
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where there is a herd, and to surround them with a hunor two hundred people, and drive them to a particular
place, by firing guns and beating tom-toms,* &c. the persons surrounding them being formed in a semi-circle, and gradually closing in
as they advance to the point or points at which the sportsmen are
to ascertain

dred and

fifty

There

placed in waiting.

are on these occasions generally a party of

or six, and the spots selected as stations are generally open spaces

five

where the animal can be seen well, and a fair shot obtained. I was
only present at one or two of these beats, and we could get them to
break only in one instance, and then

I

did not get a shot.

It is

con-

sidered as rather slow, and not so killing for either elephant or man.

must now conclude, but may probably trouble you again with 'A
some other head.

I

day's sport in Ceylon,' under this or

Yours, Mr. Editor, with much esteem,
New Sporting Magazine.

C. C.

M.

PRIAM.
Mr. Editor:
'A.'

your

&

has read the criticism of A. E. C. on his notice of Priam in

last

number, as that horse

Co. of Virginia,

who

importers of blood stock,

is

now purchased by

'A.'

wishes

Messrs. Merritt

of the Register, and

are patrons

spirited

discussion

to decline all further

of his merits as a stallion, but must be permitted a few observations

on the remarks of A. E. C.
'A.' stated large

sums were

offered for

has he not been purchased at a
fulfilment of

prophecy

?

much

Priam and invariably refused
and is it not so far the
;

less price,

Last spring, at the time the observations

were penned, 'A.' looked with some care into all the English publications and recollects but one winner, although his nominations are

many

from

of the finest mares in England.

Priam's splendid racing

and truly rich pedigree ensured him such a selection of mares as
perhaps no other horse in the kingdom, his

excepted, could

sire

command.
This fall his colts have done better, Cartoon made a capital race at
Newmarket, but at that time I understand Priam was already sold.
'A.' must still adhere to his opinion that his races were won by
speed, as the only race he was ever fairly called out in he lost to

Birmingham.
'A.'

fine

knew Timoleon and

Florizel well

— they were

speed and great strength, but wanting

characteristic of their stock.
stance, far

was a

from

it,

'A.'

game

—

did not allude to

both horses of

was the general
their want of subit

they were both muscular heavy horses

fault in both.
*

The

Indian drum.

;

indeed,

it

I
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form of Priam, he will soon be among us, when our
I have no doubt that on some

to the

breeders can judge for themselves, and

of our mares he will get fine racing stock

chance

for success, as

he only increases our

:

we may choose from Skylark, Rowton, Margrave,

Glencoe and Leviathan, without the chance of a mistake.

Mr. Editor
Sir,

A.

:

—Without any other

interest in the Turf, than a desire to see its

on sound principles, and that they flourish by the patronage of gentlemen ; I beg you to give place to the inclosed communication,
which appeared in the 'Spirit of the Times,' from the pen of J. C. Stevens,
Esq. In the reasons assigned by Mr. S. are indications of that habit of
thinking closely, on every matter to which they give their attention, which
distinguishes all the productions and enterprises of that family of men
say men, for none deserve the name unless for exhibitions of intellectual
power and real usefulness. They are never satisfied with doing things
in horse racing, in gunnery, in steam machinery,
in the common way
in laying down rails or building up stables, or what not, if greater
economy in any department is practicable, they never rest until they
whether by increasing speed, by lesfind out how it can be achieved
sening fuel and friction, &c. These suggestions of Mr. Stevens make it
clear as the sun at noon-day, when the day is clear, that the present
rules for testing the powers of, and awarding the purses to horses, are as
unjust as they are absurd. Yet they have been practised upon for
So long do we remain
centuries, and I dare say will continue unaltered.
sports conducted

—

—

—

under the influence of habit; even after the thick scales of prejudice
have been torn off the eyes, and we are forced, as in this case, to see
the existing rules of decision are equally preposterous in themselves, cruel
towards the animal, and calculated to throw the purses into the pockets

of blacklegs, and cunning

men who combine

public and benefit themselves.

their wits to deceive the

Mr. Stevens seems

to

be aware that on

the race course, as well as in the arena of politics, and in all the walks
to act fairly, you must make it their
and he has clearly pointed out how you can induce all
owners of horses to make their nags do their best running from the score
in a word, how you can have every horse's powers fairly tested, his
reputation fixed on a true basis, and in that way establish an honest and
genuine scale of appreciation of breeding stock, and thus secure the greatest
degree of improvement. But without attempting to 'add perfume to the
violet, I beg only to commend his reasoning to all gentlemen who patronize
not to be thought of,
the turf, for its honourable and legitimate ends
and talked about, over the champagne and to evaporate with it but to be

of

life, if

you wish men generally,

interest to do it,

;

—

;

acted on,
in the

approved. Those gentlemen sportsmen,

if

way

pointed out by Mr. Stevens, to throw

of getting bets,

of material to
alterations

who

who teach their riders,

away

heats for the sake

on management, and lay nets of whatever sort
entrap the unwary are not expected to countenance the
rely

he proposes.
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DIVISION OF PURSES.
To

the Editor of the Spirit of the

Times

:

Dear Sir,— I have at length found time to fulfil the promise I
made some months ago, of putting upon paper the plan I then sugpested of improving our horses and increasing our sport.

been

satisfied, that

mode

our present

I

have long

of testing the qualities of a horse

from being a good one. So convinced are they in England that
running heats, the best horse is as likely to lose as to win, that
they have (with the exception of a few King's Plates) nearly, if not
entirely, abolished them.
Still, I should regret to see their method
adopted in this country
for although our test is by no means a ceris far

in

—

my

one, theirs, in

tain

weights and run heats

We

one.

they can

can
test

judgment,

is

still

less so.

We

put up light

— they put up heavier weights and run a

single

comparative speed and bottom of our horses
the comparative speed, but not the comparative endutest the

rance, of theirs

;

single heat, with

for there is

on

19lbs.

1

no more certainty

that the

winner of a

his back, (their weight for a three years

would, in twenty minutes afterwards, be able to win a second,
he carried 90lbs. And there is perhaps as little risk of injuring

old,)

than

if

our horses in running heats with 90lbs. as there is in running a single
one with 119lbs. We have, besides, another very great advantage.

Our

riders,

though

far,

very

far short of theirs in skill

are far less liable to be tampered with.

enough

to trust their reputation

the keeping of a

to

twelve years old,_who would be almost sure to
cronies,

and who,

for sixpence

and experience,

Few men would
tell

be bold

boy of

ten or

the story to his

worth of gingerbread, would probably

break any promise he might make.

Most of the objections
alteration of the distance
(for

which suggestion

1

to

our mode may,

from 240

am

indebted to

admitted to be an improvement.

would, in

My

is,

think, be obviated

my

friend Capt. Stockton)

whole purse

to

one horse,

Of eleven hundred dollars, (to which amount no
who now gives $1000 would refuse to raise it,) I would
it.

—

$400,

to the

propri-

give to

horse that was second in

$100 to the winner of the second heat, 8300
winner of the third heat, $300.
that heat,

is

:

instead of giving the

the winner of the first heat, say

— the

adoption of the following plan

opinion, be a greater one

proposition

to divide

etor

my

The

I

120 yards in four mile heats,

to

— and

to

the

won the first and second heats, he should be entitled
whole purse, with the exception of the $100 given to the horse
was second in the first heat.

2d. If a horse
to the

that

3d.

A

distanced or

drawn horse should

in

no case win any thing.
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the

provided he saved his distance in the two

last.

no event be more than three heats.
6th. When a dead heat is made, the amount allotted to that heat
be divided between the horses making such heat.

There should

5th.

The

great object,

run for every heat.

We

in

it

will be perceived, is*to induce every horse to

It

is,

will be admitted that the principal reason for

we may, by

that

more speed and endurance.
either

to

means, select the fleetest and
value highest, and breed from such as have shown

racing the horse
stoutest.

-

the first heat should be distanced in the
should
go to the horse that was second in
$400

third, the

first heat,

* 8?7

won

4th. If the horse that

second or

V™-

one or the other

Is it

?

this

our present method a sure test of
to, and does it not as

Is

not better adapted

often display, the skill of an experienced manager, as the powers of

the horse
invite

?

What would

him

select (for a

hear

me

a

man

to witness a trial

of

common

sense say to me,

if I

of three or four horses, that

match or any other purpose) the

best,

should

we might

and he should over-

giving such directions as these to the riders

:

'Now

Bill,

you

—

must not run a yard for the first heat go a couple of rounds with
them get them to running and cutting each other's throats, and then
you'll fix them the next
pull quietly back, and save your distance
you have the heels of
heat—
'Tom, you must run for the first
heat.'
twenty yards behind
even
ten
or
him
keep
trail
and
Jack, so mind
him—never lap him until you get to the distance, then give her whip
and spur, and win by a brush, the shorter the better for you.' He
would, I think, be apt to ask me, after the race was over, how much

—

—

—

—

was for the trial for that it appeared to him, the simpler and
better way would be, to direct them all to do their best in every heat.
Would any sane man think, for an instant, of making a private trial in
such a way ? if not, why should a public one be so made ?
wiser

I

—

the best horse does not always win, under the existing regularegulate
tions, will not be denied ; and it may be impossible so to
wrong,
going
of
chance
the
But
so.
shall
do
racing, that he always

That

and of giving reputation, and the purse,
served

it,

will not,

by

the

mode

I

to a horse that has not de-

propose, be so great.

It

would

render this ancient and useful sport more interesting and attractive, by
making the contest a more equal one, and by giving the best horse the

—

If, in a match,
it would make it a fairer one.
is over, and
race
the
times,
three
of
out
twice
another
beats
horse
one
he is declared the best. Why should it not be so in a field ? What
three
fairer claim has a horse in a field that has been beaten two or

best chance to win,

successive heats, to a fourth or

two
If

first,

and was beaten,

he did not do his

best,

it

fifth

ought

to

he should,

trial ?

If

he did his best in the

(and in a match
if

possible, be

it

would)

made

to

do

suffice.

so, for

—
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injustice to give either credit or

money

to a horse

had been resting himself in the race, while others had been run-

that

ning;

— yet

this frequently

occurs

so frequently, that in

;

an even chance that in a large

it is

field,

my

opinion,

the best horse does not win.

The

others do, and will naturally combine against the horse they
deem most formidable.
Take as an example, the last four mile race over the Union Course.
Bumper, Atalanta, Post Boy, Gipsey, and Veto, started for the Jockey
Club purse. Bumper, won the first heat, and it was evident from the

running, that neither Post Boy, Atalanta, or Veto, had a chance with

him

for

Gipsey

it,

laid up,

for

it

contended

field

—

Bumper went

for if

(and he did do so) and won, the play was over, and their chances

At the end of three miles and a

out.

For the

and saved 100 yards in the heat.

second heat, every horse in the

Bumper, and

it

was so evident

that

half,

was dead beat by
would win the

Atalanta

Bumper

or Gipsey

heat, that Mr. Branch ordered his boy to pull back and save his mare.
This good judgment left her fresh for another heat, and won him the
money— for Gipsey, who was admirably ridden, and had been watching their struggles, the moment Atalanta was beaten, came up and
collared Bumper, and after one of the severest runs ever witnessed,

beat

him by a neck

to

Boy could do

to

the post

— Veto was
The

distanced, and

it

was

all

and fourth heats were
won by Atalanta, stoutly and closely contested by both Bumper and
Post

save his.

third

Gipsey.

Now

what a comment

is this upon our mode of selecting the best
Bumper distances Veto beats Atalanta the first two heats
beats Post Boy all three
and Gipsey the first and the last, and yet
gets not a cent of the money
Is not the injustice here most glaring ?
What chance would either of these have had with Bumper (on that

horse

—

?

—

!

day) single handed

?

she could not have

won

If

Gipsey had not saved 100 yards the first heat
the second
and if Atalanta had not rested
;

for the last half mile of the second,

she could not have

won

the third

heat.

This

not an unusual or solitary instance, as every

is

acquainted with the turf will vouch

;

so far from

it,

man

that

at

all

there is

scarcely a meeting, that events of a similar nature do not occur.
it

to

be so

It

?

allowed to the
the first heat.

consolation to

The only
is at
is

not, I think, so

variation from the

Trenton

second

Ought
$400 had been
horse that was first, $100 to him that was second in
But if it had so occurred, it would have been some
have received the $400 so fairly and hardly earned.
would

;

here

in the last

have happened

common

custom, that

$300 out of a thousand
heat

;

this in

if

is

I

am aware

of,

given to the horse that

my judgment

is

making bad worse.
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operates as an inducement not to run for the

makes the horse

that

and according

first

The

heat.

rule

that is second best in the last heat, second best

in the race, has always appeared to
field,
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to this

me

When

objectionable.

in a

rule, a horse is betted against another,

upon the amount of the bet which heat he runs for.
the bet be double the amount of the purse he will probably run
will depend

neither

— taking care only
Of

the last heat.

him,

he

it

may

to this rule,

the second

for

be ahead of the horse betted against in

this the public, perhaps,

know

nothing, and back

be, against the field, supposing, as a matter of course, that

do his best

will

to attempt.

to

it

If

win the purse, but which he will be little likely
According
to win one.
be beaten by a head in

to

He would scarcely risk $2,000
a horse may win the first heat

—run a dead heat

—

for the third,

and yet have neither name

or place in the race, because he was second in the fourth to some

horse that had been, perhaps,

had run

be,

first

it

may

do his

best,

or second in neither, and,

and one, too, that

for neither,

if

compelled

to

or keep pace with the others for either of the first three heats, might
have been distanced instead of being second in the last. But give a
portion of the purse to the winner and to the horse that is second in
the

first

heat,

and the inducement

to lay

up

is

taken

away

according to the amount given for the heat, and there
that the credit

The
is

or lessened

is little

doubt

and money they get they will honestly earn.

makes

rule that

second in the

the winner of a heat better than the horse that

last, is, like

most

A

others, not infallible.

horse

may

and be beaten six inches by one that can
win no other and he may be second each time to the winner of the
having contended for all, and beaten the winner of
last two heats
out of three times, he would be entitled to the
heat
twice
first
the

contend for the

first heat,

—
—

second place.
oftener,

much

But

how

oftener,

often does this case occur

happen

Does

?

that the horse that wins, or is

it

not

second

In a field where all are doing
first ?
two may beat the others one hundred yards or more in the
But
first heat, and yet neither be first or second in any other heat.
instead of beating the others by one hundred yards, suppose they had
done so by five only, would not the chance be four to one that one of
these would have enough left in him to win the second heat. It might,

the last heat, has not run for the
their best,

and perhaps has happened, that a horse has been able to beat another
100 or 120 yards in a first four mile heat, and yet be unable (though
restrained to the speed of his antagonist) to win the second. But if it
has, or does so happen,

it

happens so rarely as

to

make

it

an excep-

tion to the general rule.
It

may

be objected, that in running three heats only,

horses each win one,

it

will not be decided

which

is

if

three several

the best: granted,

—

!
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but

according to the present rule,

as,

worst horse in the race wins, and he

can see no reason
the

or last heat

first,

last; or

why

he that

in the race.

In

is

;

the rule

frequently happens that the

it

is

only made

may not

as well

or he that wins the

second the

221

best

make

first,

and

and wins the two

first,

my humble judgment,

by

the ?'ule 7 I

the

winner of

is

last

second the
heats, best

the chance of selecting the best,

and when every heat would probably be run
by the old method.
yet another inducement to this change, and though

in either case,

greater than

There

is

deemed

will not be

least in the eyes of those

who own

for, is

last, it

the horses, or

How few owners are
them do their utmost for three
successive heats, of four miles each, were it not to decide the bets
made by others upon a horse, that he has in some measure made
public property, by entering for a public purse, but would gladly
forego his- chance for the money and send his horse to the stable? I
those

who

there of

humanity.

witness their exertions

good horses,

that after seeing

who

sincerely believe that nine out of ten of those
at a race,

would gladly sanction

sary to task so severely,

if

are but lookers-on

would render it unnecesthe powers of so noble and

a rule that

not uselessly,

generous an animal.

How many
efforts

of those

who

witnessed, in their memorable race, the

of Black Maria and Trifle for three successive heats, and their

struggles for a fourth, with a competitor comparatively fresh

— who

day and marked the meek expressive glance cast
towards the judges by one of these doomed ones, when brought up to
that

was present

that

struggle through a

fifth,

will forget

it ?

I,

for one, shall not.

If there

were no other inducement save only this one to alter the present law,
the remembrance of this race and its effects should, with me suffice.
Of the three that started, one was for months but the shadow of herone was crippled and laid up for a year, and the other died in a
self
few months after. Was the purse a compensation for a tithe of all'

—

this mischief?

And

here, too,

present law.
half a length

beats Maria

is

another striking illustration of the justice of the

Maria, after a severe contest, beats Trifle the

— the

is

ahead of her

If a trial

to start again,

and

is

three successive heats,

in the last

of skill between the owners, as to

v.8

is

placed before Trifle because

and direct his horse or his rider in the race,

33

heat by

for the third.

but she, although beaten in

allowed by the rule
she

first

a dead heat between the two, and Trifle

to sticks

She did not run for
;

is

Now, Lady Relief was in this race,
by both Maria and Trifle in all three heats.
the first, and for aught I know, might have run

by a neck

and was beaten

for neither

second

who

is

can best manoeuvre

thought of importance
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now stand answer the purpose, perhaps as well as
any we can make; but if a trial between the horses is the object, the
sooner, in my humble opinion, they are altered, the better.
The various ways in which this alteration would benefit the pro-

the rules as they

prietor of a race field, are so apparent as scarcely to need mention.

would add

to their profits

by adding

to the interest

It

and attraction of

It would induce many a man to train and enter a horse that
would not think of doing so under the present rule; for though he
might not be able to beat Post Boy or Mingo the race, he might win
It would render racing
a heat and so pay the expense of the trial.
less of a monopoly, by dividing among a number that which is now

the race.

given (and often unjustly) to one.
the advantages of this change,

it

In short, were I to enumerate all
would occupy more of my time and

either of us could well spare.

your paper than

Your

John

obd't serv't,

C. Stevens.

N. Y. Spirit of the Times.]

WILD
[The following

letter sent to us

mislaid at the time.

We

give

it

BILL.

sometime ago by Mr. Blevins, was accidentally

a place

now

with pleasure.]

Green co. 111. May 23, 1836.
American Turf Register, that your valuable
horse Wild Bill is put down as running at New Brunswick, and also
He never ran at either of these places the
at Kingwood, N. J.
former race was won by my mare Lady Relief, and the Pilot that was
Jerseyville,

Dear

Sir,

—

I

see in the

—

beaten by her, was raised,

Long

Island,

same

Pilot

The

owned and run by Mr. John Jackson, of

and was got by Henry, the competitor of Eclipse

was

also beaten at Poughkeepsie,

Kingwood, was
by Mr. Joshua Bond's

Pilot, that ran at

rather a gelding) got

—

this

by Peggy Madee.

still

another bay horse (or

Eclipse,

who was by

First

Consul.
I

take the liberty of addressing

Wild Bill was once in the
knowledge of the above.
John Blevins, Esq.
as

Mr. Editor
Sir,

— In

Yours

this subject

perhaps,

you

with freedom,

are not in the

respectfully,

E. A.

Darcy.

:

the treatise

diffusion of useful

on the horse published by the society

for the

knowledge, under the head of breaking-in, we are

told that 'a head stall is put
to confine

you on

east, and,

on the

colt

and pinch the nose, affixed

and a caveson, or apparatus

to

it

with long

some of your correspondents furnish a drawing and
caveson, and mode of applying it, and oblige a

reins.'

Will

description of the

Tyro.
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OLD KENTUCK TO JOHN BASCOMB.
Mr. Editor
Having

Lexington, Dec. 16, 1836.

:

a little leisure time,

send you a small history of the anti-

I

Kentucky turfmen. You have read the banter of
Rodolph against Bascomb, which, as yet, is not accepted. A letter
reached here a few days ago, containing news of Col. Crowell's
intending to accept, but that he wanted to bring other horses with
Bascomb, and would do so, if there were any purses worth running
cipations of the

for next spring.

of course,
will

If this

we may now

the excuse he offers for not accepting,

all

is

consider the race as closed

run a week with him

material as an inside stake

he wishes

if

upon every

it

race

:

;

;

for,

Old Kentuck

and plank up the raw

or she will bait her

with any kind of sweetmeats to suit the appetite of the colonel,

hook

if

that

any inducement to come. Old Kentuck bids him welcome ;
and says come on with John Bascomb and his bravest soldiers. And
take care, colonel, lest you should feel like some of the Tennesseeans
before the close of the week, quite anxious to get rid of such flesh and
will be

stamina as Rodolph and his soldiers, of which there

There

name, 'Big John,'
the
hill

who showed

Forks of Elkhorn

was

a sin to

mouthful

to

be

who

is

the

this last fall.

not a few.

knowing ones a thing or two at
For the way he can jump down

Maria Louisa-, who, by-the-bye

rammed down

grease and prepare.
Miller,

is

a horse they call 'John,' not 'John Bascomb,' but a greater

is

is

another pretty big

one's throat without due warning to

But there are

a

few more, John Crittenden, Sarah

quite a heroine, Kentuckian, and

bloods too numerous to mention.

And

if

many

other noble

the colonel Ins

any mile

hundred yards, or quarter of mile nags, bring them on,
and we will give them all, (as a lawyer here says) 'h 1 under
If he don't meet with a gentle breeze, that will blow
the shirt.'
nags, or three

—

him every way but the right way, then say I am no prophet. When
the match between Rodolph and Angora was closed, I had recourse
to my stars and foretold that Rodolph would lick her up like salt.
And, sure enough, you see 1 was right. And if Bascomb will condescend to preach to one of his native brethren, (Rodolph) why, I'll
consult my knowledge box of astrology again, but I wont tell you of
it, Mr. Editor, for you are such a news-carrier that every body would
know it in a week, and there would be no chance to gather any of
this world's blessing hy my foreknowledge.
This I hope will poke a
little brass into the colonel, and make him come up to the rack.
Respectfully,

S.
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DIVISION OF PURSES.

We

New York Spirit of the Times of December
New York Jockey Club, convened at the Washington

learn from the

24, that the

Hall on Thursday afternoon, 2-2d of December, to receive a proposi-

John C. Stevens, Esq.

tion from

and

relative to a division of purses,

the transaction of other business.

In the absence

Commodore

of

Ridgely, the President of the Club, John A. King, Esq. was appointed
President, pro

remark
the

The
who have

tern.

to those

members of

attendance was general, and

we need not

ever 'touched knees under mahogany' with

this club, that the

utmost harmony and good feeling

prevailed.

The

causes which elicited the proposition for a division of purses,

having been detailed

at length,

spirited discussion, that

meeting of the N. Y.
tion, the

it

first

after a

prolonged and

By

is

SHOO?)

The winner

heat will also receive $100.

given to the winner of the third heat,

it

$300

of

will be

having been

Resolved, That a horse winning neither the
Avhich was adopted after

spring

not subsequently distanced, and the

the second heat will receive $300, and the remaining

heat shall be ruled out.

first

the terms of this proposi-

heat, (in four mile heats, purse

first

§400, provided he

second horse in the

was resolved

C. for 1837.

J.

winner of the

will receive

it

be adopted, and take effect at the

first

nor the second

by us last week, and
a warm debate, made no part of Mr. S's
This

rule, suggested

proposition.
In no event will but three heats be run.

When

a dead heat

is

the proportion of the purse belonging to the winner of that heat

be divided between the horses.
first

and second heats, can

wins the

first

Two

horses only, the winners of the

start for a third heat.

and second heats, he

is

run,
is to

If a single

horse

whole purse of
the second horse in

entitled to the

$1100, deducting only $100, which is given to
The purses for two
first heat, if he is not afterwards distanced.
and three mile heats are to be divided in the same proportion with
the

those for four mile heats.

A

resolution, having for

its

object the abrogation of the 51st rule of

the club, relative to trainers, jockeys, and rubbers, was lost. However,
the rule was so modified, that no exceptions,

We

to its provisions.

we

trust, will

do not clearly see the necessity

for

it

be taken
as

it

now

merely expresses the views entertained upon the subject
by every gentleman upon the turf. The adoption of the rule implies

stands, as

it

a necessity for
exists.

it,

However,

have nothing

to

and we can hardly believe that such a necessity
it

was

carried, after a spirited debate, therefore

unre ajrainst

it.

we
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rules adopted at this meeting take effect at the

meeting of the club for 1837, and for that meeting only.
spring meeting is controlled by the proprietors, and the

by the

tions adopted
that

may

club, are to be

be abrogated

o.r

viewed

spring

first

The second
new regula-

in the light of experiments,

passed into laws after an impartial trial.
[New York Spirit of the Times.

IMPROVED

RIFLES, PISTOLS, &c.

Mr. Editor:
you give us some amusing anecdotes
some of which would have made Davy
facts stated, for I would not express even a

In the last Sporting Magazine

connected with

Crocket grin

rifle

— not

shooting,
at the

doubt of the correctness of the statements, but

performances.

at the

Placing twelve balls in succession exactly in the same hole, at a hundred yards, offhand, beats
will give

my

good

that a

reasons

may

it

may he

and a

be.

Now

?

this will assist

I

!

rifle,

not place a second ball

third, fourth, Sue.

and of course

Well, if he
same aim, same powder, and
there
exactly in the same place;

shooter can place one ball in the hole

rifle

can do that, why, with the same
lead,

It may be so however, and I
Your readers will all admit

Kentuck.

all

why

—

think

I

have proved

your correspondent

it

can be done,

in proving that

it

has

But let that pass, I took up my pen to say a few words on
the improvements recently made in rifles, which have made wonderful
changes in that excellent implement of war and sport. The patent

been done

pocket

!

rifles,

sold by Hutchings St Co. of Baltimore are truly

won-

took one with a barrel only three inches long, and sent a
ball through a seasoned yellow pine board, an inch thick at fifty

derful.

I

By

yards.

a

little

practice

— the

I

missed

The

few inches of the centre.
so short a barrel

was able

I

diameter, at least as often as

to hit the

mark, three inches

and always coming within a

it;

only difficulty

slightest variation

is in

taking sight over

making a wide gap

in

the

your horsemen would say. The great merit of these
rifles appears to be derived from the fineness and solidity of the metal
of which they are made, and the manner of drilling them cold. The
long barrels throw a ball proportionably far and equally correct, so

coming

that a

out, as

two

feet barrel will

be as effective as the long heavy

They

common

worthy of examination by all
rifle shooters.
But I have recently examined a still greater improvement in the rifle. I allude to Cochran's many chambered non-recoilrifle,

ing

and more

rifle,

so.

are,

I

think,

an extended notice of which you published in your December

number. This

is

on examination,

the best thing
is

I

ever saw of the kind.

The

very simple, and excites surprise that

been thought of before.

The

cylinder,

principle,

had not
which contains the chambers
it
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movable, so that half a dozen of them

for the load is

may

be made for

the same piece, and as fast as one is exhausted, another can be put in
its place in as little time as is required in placing a capon a percussion

lock, and

much

quicker than a

flint

gun can be primed. Each cylinder

contains nine chambers, so that with six cylinders the shooter will be

which he is able to fire in tico
he can at least fire them as fast as he can raise
minutes if necessary
take
sight
to
and lower it to reeock. As fast as you can
the piece
cock a common gun, raise, take sight, and draw the trigger, lower it,
fifty-four charges, all of

armed with

—

cock again, &c. just so fast you can fire
required in loading and priming is saved.
to carry than the

common

The

rifle.

this rifle; for all the time
It is

cylinder

no more inconvenient
about three inches

is

diameter, and one-half to three-fourths of an inch thick, and

is

made

chambers radiating from the
centre to the circumference, and each exactly corresponding and fitting
The lock is sunk in the under
to the barrel as the cylinder revolves.
to

fit

into the breech horizontally, the

hammer forming
common gun, with

side of the breech, the cock or

resembling the guard of a

guard within

it.

an arch,

All descriptions of fire-arms are

principle, pistols, muskets, carabines, cannon, &c.

when down,

made on

It

and

trigger

the

seems

the

to

its

same

me

that

must be
them
with
men
hundred
Certainly one
invincible except in a charge.
For
arms.
common
with
thousand
than
a
balls
could fire more
As it can be applied to
sportsmen the improvement is invaluable.
an army furnished with

duck guns,
bird shooter

rifles like

muskets

and indeed

bird guns, deer rifles,

might

these, or

all

either,

A

kinds of arms.

or six times before a flock of birds could
deer hunter would certainly get a shot at all

fire five

get out of his reach.

A

All the loading would be done
the deer that he might find together.
nothing but the gun and
consequently,
going
out,
to
previous
home
at

cylinders need be carried out.

company
principle,

son's,

is

now manufacturing

and that they

No.

4

1

South

I

all

learned from Mr. Cochran that a
descriptions of fire-arms

are for sale at Messrs.

street,

New

York.

Richards

&

upon

this

RichardS.

—

Obituary. Tychicm is no more! he has been cut off in the morning
of his days, from the effects of a cold produced by nocturnal exposure to a
He was but eight years old, and
violent storm, on board of a steamboat.
was but entering-, as supposed, upon an extensive sphere of usefulness.
Star too, like his illustrious sire, has met a premature end, at eleven
years of age. His death was caused by a fall, when playing in his lot.
His name will doubtless be as durably inscribed in the stud as upon the
Newmarket,
turf, on which he ran a short, but brilliant career. He won at
running two miles in 3m. 46s. In succeeding weeks he won races of four
mile heats, beating Polly Hopkins and Kate Kearney.

—
Vol.

8.
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PRIAM, SHAKSPEARE, CHATEAU MARGAUX,
From

a

published

list

in Bell's Life in

London

for

November

6,

we copy

lowing, presuming that the performances of the get of
lately

imported stallions will be interesting

we
who may

In our next

shall publish the

those

be disposed to

Bay Colt, by Priam,

whole

make

to

dam by

many

of our readers.

further importations

out of Idalia; Mr. Giffard's.

Filho, out of Deposite's

dam

the fol-

some of our

for the information of

list

W.

heating Mr. Bower's b. c. Lord Stafford, Mr.
Shrigley,

&c.

of 'winners of two year old stakes in 1836,' in England,

;

—260

:

at

Newton,

Turner's ch.

by

f.

Mr. Skelmerdine's

b.

f.

Mr. J. Millar's ch. c. Agamemnon, by Langar, out of Woodbine
Mr. Dawson's b. f. by Partisan, out of Liska Lord Westminster's b. f.
by Pantaloon, out of Ambuscade Mr. Mostyn's ch. f. sister to Puss, by
Teniers, out of Cora; and Mr. E. Peel's b. f. Cantata.
Tillah

;

;

;

:

Bay Filly, by

—

Priam, out of Miss Fanny's dam Mr. Powlett's. 550
Duke of Leed's Wrestler, and Mr. Turner's ch. f.
;

at Doncaster, beating

by Recovery, out of Primrose.

Bay Filly, by Shakspeare, out of Twatty, 6st. Sir S. Graham's.
105 at Newmarket second October meeting, beating Duke of Portland's
b. c. by The Colonel, out of Thebes, three years, 8st. lOlbs.; Mr. Gardnor's
Lord Litchfield's ch. c. The DrumMr. Dawson's Fair Jane, three years,
8st. 21bs.; Mr. Baker's ch. f. Spruce, three years, 7st. 61bs.; Lord Suffield's
b. c. Morrison, two years, 6st. 61bs.; and Col. Anson's b. f. Marchesina,
by Tramp, out of Marchesa, two years, 6st. 61bs.
ch. c. Partner, three years, 8st. 81bs.;

mer, three years,

8st.

lOlbs.;

—

Cassandra, by Priam, out of Gillah: Lord Litchfield's The Nursery
Houghton meeting, carrying 7st. 41bs. beating Mr.
Sowerby's Ruby, 7st. 91bs, Col. Peel's Fantasia, 8st. 41bs. Gen. Grosvenor's Laodice, 7st. 121bs. Lord Suffield's Anvil, 7st. lOlbs. Mr. Foster's
Wrestler, 7st. 91bs. Lord Chesterfield's Edgar, 7st. 91bs. Capt. Williamson's King of Clubs, 7st. 61bs. Lord Exeter's Creusa, 7st. 2ibs. and Lord
stakes of 225, in the

Chesterfield's Marchesina, 6st. lolbs.

Cartoon, by Priam, out of sister to Portrait
Lord Litchfield's.
Divided 100 with Mr. Greville's Zimri, in the Newmarket second spring
meeting. Won the Prendergast slakes of 675 sovs. in the second October
:

ch. c. by Cetus, dam by Blacklock, out
Corban; Lord Exeter's ch. c. Gauntlet,
by Redgauntlet, out of Marmora Mr. John Day's b. f. Chapeau d'Espagne, and Lord Orford's b. f. Armenia.

meeting, beating Sir
of Altisidora;

M. Wood's

Lord Exeter's

b. c.

;

Edgar, by Shakspeare, out of Eva's dam
the second October, beating

the T.

:

Y. C.

Laodice, by Priam, out of
first

—

Lord Chesterfield's. 50 in
Lord Exeter's Candia, who gave 121bs. over

—

General Grosvenor's. 100 in the
Icaria
October meeting, beating Mr. Hunter's f. by Gustavus out of Peggy.
:
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Madeira, by Chateau Margaux,
mont's.

—65 in the

Exeter's br.

f.

out of Whale's dam
Lord EgreOctober meeting, carrying 7st. 121bs. beating Lord

first

Creusa,

183T.

7st. 61bs.

:

Mr. Sowerby's ch.

f.

Virago, by Revel-

out of Vaultress, Sst. 7lbs. and Mr. Pettit's b. c. by Tranby, dam by
Abjer, 7st. 91bs. 60 at Lewes, beating Captain Berkeley's b. f. Grapeler,

—

—

by Chateau Margaux. And 50 in the second October meeting,
beating Lord Chesterfield's Oddums, who received 51bs. over the T. Y. COddums, by Zinganee, out of Ginnum's dam Lord Chesterfield's. 50
skin,

—

:

in the second October, beating

Mr.

Greville's Grapeskin,

even weights.

T. Y. C.

Parolees, by Augustus
Derby's.

—50

or Shakspeare, out of Miss Craven:

at Liverpool, July, beating

dam by Comus,

the latter receiving 21bs. T.

Rosabee, by Shakspeare, out of
first

Mr. Patten's

f.

Lord

by The Colonel,

Y. C.

Electress

f.

—

—

200 in the
by Priam, out of Zillah

Col. Peel's.

:

October meeting, beating Lord Litchfield's

;

and Mr. Greville's Mariette. And 250 in the Houghton meeting, beating
Lord Litchfield's Cassandra, by Priam, out of Zillah.
Zimri, by Zinganee, out of Ambiguity Mr. Greville's. Divided 100
with Cartoon, in the second spring meeting.

—

:

The renowned Henry is expected to stand the next season in the neighbourhood of Richmond. Independent of his blood and brilliant achievments on the turf, the sire of Post Boy, of Alice Grey, Henry Archy,
Celeste, Robin Hood, Screamer, Camilla, Tarquin, Dosoris, &c. cannot
fail to be extensively patronized, on his return to his own native land,
That he should have been so successful, under
after his long absence.
discouraging circumstances abroad, leaves scarce a doubt of his success,

where the means are so much more abundant.
worked sufficiently to do him any injury.

The

celebrated

Henry has not been

American Eclipse has been removed to Kentucky, and
Mr. Edward M. Blackburn,

will stand the ensuing season at the farm of
in

Woodford county, on

at his

the rail road leading from Lexington to Frankfort,

former price, $100.

Cook's Whip.
of Cook's

had two,

Whip

—A correspondent suggests

that gentlemen in speaking

Whips is meant, for he
Mr. E. M. Blackburn, of Kentucky, purchased

should designate wiiich of his

full brothers.

one of them, and owned him twelve years. This horse is frequently called
Cook's Whip, but he would be better known as Blackburn's Whip, as he
(Blackburn) never

owned but one horse

—In

called

Whip.

answer to the quere in the October number, page 92,
Di Vernon, we are authorized by Mr. McDermot, part
owner of the mare, to say, that 'she was got by American Eclipse,' out of
imported Alarm, by Thunderbolt.

Di Vernon.

as to the

dam

of

J

Vol.
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RACING CALENDAR.
Gallatin, (Ten.) Races.

Mr. Editor

Gallatin, Ten. Sept. 17, 1836.

Below you

will find a report of the first meeting of our Jockey Club races
over the Gallatin race course, Sumner county. Our course is one of the best in
the west, on fine rich soil, a little undulating, but entirely safe.
It is picketed in
all round in a superior manner, and is destined to be one of the most fashionable
courses in the state.
Our purses are good, (the money hung up,) and will hereafter be better.

Tuesday September

13,

for three year old colts

and

First day,
$•200, h.

f.

a sweepstake, two mile heats, entrance
four entries.

fillies,

f. Fanny Bell, by Murat, dam by Oscar, 83lbs.
1
1
Gift's br. c. Saladin, by Pacific, dam by Pacolet, 861bs.
2 dis.
The Hon. Balie Peyton's ch. c.
Benton "by Crusader, dam Patty Puff by
Pacolet, and George A. Wilie's ch. c. by Leviathan, dam by Sir William, pd. ft.
Time, 4m. 4s. 4m. 6|s. Track heavy, from recent rains.

Jesse Hanies' ch.

W. W.

Tom

—

In justice to Mr. Gift's colt, it should be stated, that he was evidently in no
condition, being too low in flesh.
Both heats won easily.
Major Wilie's entry was sold and carried to Alabama previous to the race, for
the small affair of two thousand dollars, where it is expected he
will {rive a £ood
account of himself.
Second day, Jockey Club purse #400, entrance $40, three mile heats.
John C. Beasly's b. c. Othello, four years old, by Leviathan, dam bv
Sir Archy, lOOlbs.
.
James Jackson's ch. c. Wacousta, four years old, by Leviathan, dam
by Oscar, lOOlbs.
.
.
.
.
.
2 2
A. P. Yourie's b. c. Balie Peyton, three years old, by Bertrand, dam bv
Whip, 861bs.
.
.
.
.
3 dr..
Smith C. Franklin's ch. m. Matilda Routh, five years old, by Stockholder, dam by Truxton, 107lbs.
.
4 dr.
Time, 7m. 15s. 6m. 5S.
The track deep and heavy— first heat won in hand—second, beautiful and
well
contested, won by a length.
Third day, Jockey Club purse 500, entrance $50, four mile
heats.
$
James Jackson's ch. f. Waxlight, four years old, by Leviathan, dam
Pi-eon
by Pacolet, 971bs.
.
.
.
1
S. C. Franklin's b. c. four years old, by Leviathan,
dam by Oscar, lOOlbs dis
Time, 10m. 15s.
Track still deep and very tough. Mr. Franklin's colt choked up

--11

—

suddenly
(Having been distempered) after running three miles, otherwise
the race would
nave been more interesting.
Fourth, day, purse
J. Hanies' ch.
831bs.

f.

$300, entrance $30, two mile heats.
Bell, three years old, by Murat, dam by Oscar,

Fanny
-

.

.

.

.

--11

James Jackson's b. f. Levinteen, three years old, by Leviathan,
dam
Harriet, by Sir Archy, 831bs.
.
.
John C. Beasly's b. h. Vidocq, five years old, by Sir Archy, dam
by
Ogle's Oscar, HOlbs.

Time, 4m.

The

14s.

—4m.

-

-

.

.

-

-

2

2

3

dr

10s.

track heavy, though

much improved.

Both heats

won

easily.

This fine filly, Fanny Bell, the victor of the
first and the last day is a deep
chestnut very large and likely, exhibiting both power
and symmetry, and is destined to toll the death knell of many a proud
competitor.
I am yours, &c.
G. W. Parkeb, Art. Sec'ry.

N. B. The Nashville rules have been adopted throughout,

34

v.8
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1887.

Races.

annual meeting commenced on Tuesday, October 4, 1836.
year old colts
races of this meeting opened with a sweepstakes for two
and fillies, one mile out, $20 entrance four entries.
1
W. M'Neely's g. f. by Covington's Director, dam by Gallatin,
2
W. T. Rowland's b. f. by Archer, dam by Virginian Whip,
b t.
Tonson,
Monsieur
by
dam
Luzborough,
'imp.
P. E. Duncan's b. c. by
blt
J. M. Cureton's ch. f. by Redgauntlet, dam unknown,
most
The chestnut filly was decidedly the favourite. The colt led the way in
(1121bs.)
he carried
gallant style for a short distance, when the weight which
the Gauntlet reprebeo-an to tell against him, and he politely yielded the track to
the gray filly in
stretch
;
sentative, who passed him at a killing pace on the back
when she began to
the meanwhile trailed closely, until nearing the last quarter,
nags,
show mettle, beautifully closing up the gap between herself and the leading
chestnut filly and tfte
the game evidently in her own keeping. At this crisis the
with many lengths to
colt both flew the track— the gray winning in fine style,

The
The

first

;

-

.

spare.

Time, 2m.

12s.

Second day, three mile heats, purse $200; two entries.
Virginian,
P. E. Duncan's ch. g. Don Pedro, five years old, by Young
"
"
- "
dam by Alonzo,
,,
W. Blasingame's ch. f. Red Zela, four years old, by Redgauntlet, dam
•
by imp. Sultan,
„,
Time, 6m. 30s.
.,
,,.
„
,,
gelding,
The first heat was beautifully contested—the mare the favourite. The
misplaced, on a
however, had strong friends, whose confidence did not seem
view ofhis fine size, form, and high racing appearance.
a lengtn
The first mile was merely easy play between tnem, the mare trailing
inup the quarter stretch the pace was ev idently

-----

,

or so in the rear. Coming
style, and at a killing
creased ; and the second mile was performed in beautiful
the track during this
pace. It was the evident game of the mare to take
were in vain; ri e fiad
round ; but all her exertions to lock her fleet antagonist
a
foot, and
calculated without her host; for the Don clearly had the
winning the heat ir fin style
tantalizing distance from his beautiful competitor,
condition for another heat,
with several lengths to spare. The mare not being in
was drawn ; being seriously cramped by one of her plates.
]

W* ^ ™f
i

Third day, two mile heats, purse $150 two entries.
old, by BerBlasingame's b. h. Humphrey Clinker, seven years
;

W.

-

-

"

-

trand, dam by Lightfoot,
P. E. Duncan's b. g. Leopold, five years old,

.

"

.

.

-

by Douglas' Wonder,

^

^

^

^

"

by Young Virginian, dam

quarters.of z mile
iSfirtrmUe was contested in gallant style and for three ab le to pass both
jump, neither
both nags ran side by side-it was jump for
in this manner th **
P a se *
could have been covered by a blanket. It was
J
AlMvas no
clump of maples
from the view of the spectators, behind a thick
inker-he
CI
Again they appear-they no-it is Humphrey
breathless anxiety.
however,
it is but a short distance,
has drawn out ahead of his swift competitor—
brush, on the q^ter-stretchbetween them. They ascend the hffllagain they
pull and
horse keeps the track under a hard
tlie gelding can't come it-the
bi,
prudently drawn, having been
wins thereat with great ease. The gelding was
;

^

w

in training but three weeks.

gate and entrance money, value
Fourth day, mile heats, purse consisted of the
5

®P ^Duncan's

b. g.

W°U^S

By

Leopold,

r

ch.

f."

Red

five

years old,

by Young Virginian, dam

Zela, four years" old, by Redga"unflet,

^

dam^

by imp. Sultan,

down the back stretch under a
?nTfifly was badly rode, and suffered to run
before she reached the last quarloose rein; consequently she soon 'run out,' and
ter, bolted.
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The

regular races were closed on this day. The club, however, made up a
purse for the next day, Saturday, open to any horses owned by the citizens
of the
district.
The following entries were made
P. E. Duncan's b. m. Lady Matilda, five years old, by Youns; Virginian
:

dam by Ajax,

W.

llllbs.
L. Yancey's ch. g.

-

-

-

Kinderhook,

dam unknown, 95 lbs.
Moses Duncan's b. f. Madelaide,
by

W.

,

971bs.

-

-

-

-

five years old,
-

.

-

-

-

-

--.-...

Blasingame's ch. g.

known, llolbs.
Time, 1m. 59-Js.

Ben

-

-

-

2

by Young Virginian, dam

four years old,

-

-

-

i

by Cambridge Eclipse,

_

.

Skinner, five years old, sire and

_

dam

3
undis.

Great expectation was excited from the known game of several of the nags.
All started in beautiful style but Lady Matilda and Kinderhook soon puslfed
from the crowd, and the race evidently was between them, the mare leading at a
rapid pace, and the gelding trailing a length or so in the rear, under an easy pull.
At the end of the half mile, the gelding was seen to lock the mare, by a few
leaps, in most gallant style
when, unfortunately, he threw his rider, and the
check which the falling rider gave him, brought h'im nearly to a stop. The nags
in the rear, however, were closing up, and he again resumed his gallop, coming
in within three lengths of the Lady Matilda, who won the race
Madelaide under
whip and spur, just dropping inside of the distance pole— the chestnut gelding
;

;

—

distanced.
It is but justice to Kinderhook to say, that he was an untrained nag, contending with nags which had been in training four or five weeks.
The track a full mile.
Thus have terminated the first annual races on this course. The course is to
be restricted to horses owned in this district another year. By that time we hope
to have some nag3 among us, which will be able to compete honourably with
those owned by our knowing friends of other districts.
W. L. Yancey, Sec'iy.

Cynthiana (Ken.) Races.

We

have organized a Jockey Club at

this place, called the Cynthiana Jockey
Club, to continue five years. The proprietor Mr. Jas. J. Allen, is making extensive arrangements— the track is excellent and is precisely a mile, and will be
railed in by spring.
Alex. Givens ha3 been elected President, and J. W. Mcintosh, Secretary.

The fall meeting over the Cynthiana Course, commenced on October 12, 1836,
and continued four days. For two year olds, a feather, for three year olds, 75lbs.
year olds, 90lbs. for five years olds, 1031bs. for six year olds, 114lbs. aeed,
J
5

for four

1201bs.

First day, sweepstakes for two year old colts, mile heats, purse $75.
Dr. J. N. Menifee's bl. f. Lady Franklin, by imp. Amurath, dam by
Virginian,
.
.
Jas. E. Hutchison's b. f. Miss Bertrand, by Bertrand, dam by Darnaby's

.'.

Diomed,
Alexander Miller's gr.

-

.

.

.

.

.

21
12

c. Charles Clinton, by Clinton, dam by Pacolet, dis.
In making the second turn in the second heat, the Amurath filly ran inside of
the pole of course lost the race.

—

Time, 1m.

59s.

—2m.

2s.

Second race, same day, a match, mile heats, $ 100 a side.
Dr. J. N. Menifee's gr. c. Bluebeard, four years old, by imp. Contract,

dam by

Wm.

Virginian.
Hollady's b.

-

-

f.

-

-

-

three years old, by Bertrand,

Time, 1m. 54s.— 2m.

.

.

-

-

-

Second day, three mile heats, purse $140.
Givens' b. h. Severe, five years old, by Kosciusko,

Lamme &
Virginia

Whip,

-

-

-

.

.

.

Jas. E. Hutchison's b. h Bill Martin, by Buck Elk, dam imp.
Alex. Miller's b. c. Citizen, three years old, by Cherokee,
Pacolet,

Francis Coleman's

Time 6m.

lis.

ii
2

2

Is.

bl. h.

dam by
.

j

j

Diomed, 2
dam by
3

2

Alamanzar, by Cherokee, dam by Atlas,

— 6m. 20s.

4

dis.

dis,

;
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Second race, same day, purse $40, mile heats
J.

Shawhan's ch.

filly,

R. Soward's ch. filly,
Time, lm. 59s.— 2m.
Third, day,

two mile

James

Hogan's

J.

-

[Jan. 1837.

-

for

two year

olds.

-

-

-

11

-

22

Is.

heats, purse $90.
b. f. Fanny Hill, four years old,

dam by Saxe Weimar,

-

-

-

by Stockholder,
-

-

-

Shawhan's ch. f. Polly Hopkins, three years
dam by Pantaloon,
Time, 4m. lis. 4m. 32s. Track heavy.
Second race, same day, mile heats, purse $20.
James Howard's ch. h. six years old, Thos. Corder's ch. h. six years old,
J. W. Mcintosh's b. f. four years old,
Dr. A. H. Innis' b. m. six years old,
Time, lm. 52s.— lm. 57s.— 2m. 7s.
Jos.

by Cherokee,

old,

-

-

—

-

-

11

2

-

3

-

-

3
2

1

-4

-

tract,

dam by

Virginian,

Matthew Given's ch.
head,

-

four years old,

c.

-

by Cherokee, dam by Double-

.......
-

-

-

-

Lewis P. Hollady's
Diomed,

11

122

-

-

2
dr.

di3.

Fourth day, mile heats, purse $95.
Jos. Shawhan's ch. h. Benj. Sutton, by Cherokee, dam by Comet,
2
Dr. J. N. Menifee's g. c. Bluebeard, four years old, by imp. Con-

11
22

-

-

b. h. Bill Martin,

-

4

-

by Buck Elk, dam by imp.

3

54

dr.
dis.

Francis Coleman's b. h. Alamanzar, by Cherokee, dam by Atlas,
6 5 dr.
Wm. Miller's b. g. Buck, five years old, by Bertrand, dam by Tiger, 3 dr.
Jas. E. Hutchison's b.f. Black Jaw, three years old, by Trumpator, dr.

Time, lm.

56s.

— lm. 56s.—2m.

W. McIntosh,

J.

Sec'ry.

Louisville, (Ken.) Races.

—

Inclosed you have an account of races run over the Oakland course at
Sir,
the annual fall meeting, which began Oct. 19th. The weather was fine on the
days of running, though a very heavy rain the night before the two mile race,
which made the track quite muddy. The sport each day was quite good and
well contested, though not numerously attended. The racing in September
proved to be quite enough for one fall near our city.
First day,
rides 75lbs.

poststakes, for

Lewis Sanders, Jr's b.
James W. Fenwick's
Ball's Florizel,

c.

b.

mile heats, entrance

colts,

by Bertrand, dam Lady Gray,
2
c. Morehead, by Woodpecker, dam by

-

-

two year old

-

-

-

-

-

Wm.

Buford's ch. c. Tippecanoe, by Collier, dam by Bertrand,
James Shy's b. f. by Tiger, dam a quarter mare,

$100

11

3
4

2 2
3 dis.*

1

dis.

Time, lm. 58s.— 2m. 2m.
Second day, two mile heats, purse $200.
Sidney Burbridsje's ch.

c.

dam by Hamiltonian,

Sportsman, four years old by Brunswick,
-

-

by Waxy, three years

-

-

-

dam by

Tiger,
Wm. Buford's b. h. Daniel Webster, five years old, by Bertrand,
Bluster, by imported Bluster,

Thos. Scruggs'

Time, 4m.

26s.

g. c.

—4m. 49s.

old,

11
3

2

2

3

1

1

dam
-

Track very heavy.

Third day, three mile heats, purse $400.
br. f. Maria Louisa, four years old by Muckle John,

James Shy's

dam

by Gallatin,
Sidney Burbridge's ch. c. Big John, three years old, by Bertrand, dam
by Hamiltonian,
Robert Burbridge's, g. m. Sarah Miller, five years old, by Cherokee,
dam by Whipster,
Thomas B. Scruggs' c. h. Master Burke, seven years old by Aratus,
Time, 6m. 19s.— 6m. 26s.

22

-33

*

Caused from stopping him and not

letting

him run

out.

dis.
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Fourth day, mile heats, three best in five, purse $150.
Wm. Buford's ch. h. Adam, five years old, by Brunswick, dam by
Prince Richard,
Sidney Burbridge's ch. c. Sportsman, four years old, by Brunswick,
.
dam by Hamiltonian,
James Shy's ch. c. Sir George, four years old, by Ratler, dam by
Potomac,
2 3 dis.
Thos. B. Scrugg's ch. f. three years old, by Shakspeare,
4 4 dis.
Time, 2m. Is.— lm. 56s.— 2m.
A. Tarlton, Sec'ry.

-111

------St. Stephen's Parish, (S.

C

)

322

Races.

In accordance with a rule of the St. Stephen's Jockey Club, adopted at
annual meeting, I send you the result of the races for publication.

The

races

commenced on

its last

the 24th of October, 1836.

On

the day preceding the regular races, for a silver cup, mile heats.
Mr. R. Richardson's ch. f. Fair Ellen, three years old, by Bertrand,
Jr. dam by Virginius, 90lbs.
2
Col. A. Fluds' g. h. Bodark, five years old, by Medley, dam Merino

Ewe,

1121bs.

-

-

---...
...
-

-

.

.

1

Dr. A. Darby's ch. f. Lilly Green, four years old, by Crusader, dam
by Hephestion, 1021bs.
3
Mr. J. Palmer's b. c. Watkins Leisrh, three years old, bv "Van

Buren, 90lbs.
Time, lm. 55s.

-

-

-

— lm. 54s. — lm. 56s.
$— two mile heats.

1

122

.

dis.

dis.

First day, purse

Col. A. Fluds' ch. h. Sir Kenneth, five years old, by Crusader, dam
bv
Buzzard, 1121bs.
.
.
.
Mr. W. H. B. Richardson's ch. f Anna Carolina, four years old bv
Crusader, dam Coquette, 1021bs.
.
-

-11

Time, 3m. 55s.—3m.
Second day, purse $
Dr. A. Darby's ch.
1021bs.

-

2

— mile heats.
f.

Miss Waddy, four years

-

.

.

old,

.

by Sir Charles

-11

.

-2

Mr. R. Richardson's

ch. f. My-Aunty-Ponty-Pool, three years old by
Bertrand, Jr. dam Goldfinder, 901bs.
.
1
Col. A. Fluds' ch. f. Go-ahead, three years old, by
Virginius, dam bv

Printer, 901bs.

2

53.

-

Time, lm. 55s.— lm.

-

-

.

57s.

.

.

T.

Franklin

-

W. Peyre,

2

3 dis
Sec'ry.

(Ken.) Association Races.

We

have received from the secretary of the Franklin Association,
the following
account of the fall races. Having been present at several of
the races, we cannot
omit this opportunity of bearing testimony to the good order
and uniform propriety with which the races were conducted.
The performance of the horses as
will appear from the minutes of the time, was such
as would have done no discredit to the most celebrated tracks in the Union.—
Commonwealth.
Races over the Franklin Association course, commenced Nov.
2,

First day, sweepstakes,

$50 entrance nine entries, six paid
J. Sanders, Jr's b. c. Phaeton, by Bertrand, dam
Lady Gray
Henry Daniel's b. c. by Bertrand, dam by Gallatin, John Harper's b. c. by Brunswick,
.
Time, 2m. 2s.— 2m. 4s.
;

-

2

1

l

1

2

dr

Hi-

Second day, purse $300, three mile heats.
Sidney Burbridge's Big John, by Bertrand, dam by
Hamiltonian
James Shy's b. f. Maria Louisa, four years old, by Muckle
John,
by Gallatin,
.
.
_
_
~T. J. Robinson's b. c. Jim Allen, four years old,
by Sir

-,.

1836.

forfeit.

Archy of

Time, 5m. 56s.—6m.

l

1

2

2

dam
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Third day, purse $200, two mile heats.
b. f. Eliza Bailey, four years

Mason Thompson's
dam by Stockholder,
George

W.

-

-

-

Wm.

Tarleton's g. c.

old,

[Jan. 1837.

-11

by Columbus,

-

-

-

Harrison, three years old,

by Trum-

3
dam by Doublehead,
4
Sanders ch. h. Unit, five years old, by McDuffie, dam by Sumter,
Peter Gatewood's b. f. Fidget, four years old, by Trumpator, dam by
2
Gallatin,

pator,

W.

Time, 4m.

2
3

........
4s.

dis.

—3m. 52s.

Fourth day, purse $100, mile heats.
1
f. Mary McFarland, three years old, by Columbus, 1
2 2
Major Stephenson's ch. c. by Shakspeare,
Time, lm. 57s. 1m. 52s.
Same day, sweepstakes, $25 entrance four entries.
Benjamin Luckett's Chilton, four years old, by Seagull, dam by
Wonder,
Major Stephenson's ch. h. Drunkard, five years old, by Sumter,
2 2 2
dam by Moses, 3
John Harris' Bob Collins, five years old, by Ratler,
T. W. Noel's b. h. Dey of Algiers, by Seagull, five years old, dam
4 dis.
by Sumter,
Time, lm. 56s. lm. 57s. lm. 52s. Each horse carrying 801bs.

Mason Thompson's b.

—

;

-'-

-311

-------

13

—

—

Zanesville (Ohio) Races.
Commenced on Tuesday, November

1.

First day, three year olds, mile heats.

Mr. J. Fawcett's (E. Clackson's) ch. c. Altorf, by Cadmus, dam
4
by Bertrand, 86lbs.
Mr. Lewis' ch. f. by Sir Charles, Jr.
2
Mr. Webster's bl. c. by Surprise,
Time, lm. 58s. lm. 59s. lm. 54s. 2m. Five others distanced.
Second day, two mile heats.
Fawcett &. Wade's br. f. Corinna, four years old, by Trumpator, dam
by Director, 971bs.
Col. Stockton's br. g. Col. Jack, four years old, by Gracchus,
Mr. Palmerly's b. h. Gracchus by Gracchus, six years old,
Three others distanced.

1

1

3

2
3

12

—

—

—

--11
2
3

2
3

Third day, three mile heats.

11
12 2

4
Mr. Stockton'3 ch. g. Crouder, four years old, by Pirate,
W. L. Thompson's br. h. Van Buren, six years old, by Kosciusko,
Fawcett and Wade's b. h. Duff Green by Bertrand, dam by Ham-

bletonian,

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

r. o.

Mr. Stewart's ch. h. Waverly, and Mr. Ball's br. f. Spark, also started.
[The foregoing report, with remarks, comes to us anonymously. We have made
the best report

very

we

could out of the matter furnished by our correspondent, but it is
We cannot publish the remarks of Fair Play, on

from being complete.

far

anonymous

authority.]

Newberry,
Fall meeting 1836,
First day,

Town

(S. C.)

Jockey Club Races.

commenced Tuesday, Nov.

Jockey Club purse $300, three mile

and Smith's

Virginian,

-

bl.

f.

22.
heats.

Blackbird, four years old, by Arab,

-

-

-

-

-

James H. Adams' ch. h. Sir Kenneth, five years
dam by Buzzard,
Mr. G. Edmonson's br. f. Mary Jackson, four years
Col.

dam by

Janus,

-

Time, 6m. 12s.— 6m.

-

10s.

dam by

-11

-

old,

by Crusader,

....
-

old,

-

22

by Jackson,
dis.

.
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Second day, Jockey Club purse $225, two mile heats.
Adams' b. f. Hebe, four years old, by Gohanna,

Col. James H.
by Sir Charles,

dam

2
Town and Smith's b. h. Paul Pry,* five years old, by Monsieur
1
Tonson, dam by Contention,

Time, 3m.

-

-

55s.

'

—4m.

Third day, Jockey Club purse, $150, mile heats.
Town and Smith's b. f. Leanah, three years old, by Seagull,
Whipster,
G. Edmonson's b. f. Jane Reed, four years old, by Lance,
Expedition,
James Criswell's ch. c. Jim Henry, three years old, by Murat,

Time, lm.

-

-

-

Director,

58s.

-

-

-11

-

money

32

-23

dam by

—2m.

Fourth day, entrance

1

dr.

dam by

dam by

-

-

1

2

of this and the preceding days, purse, $180, mile

heats, best three in five.

James H. Adams' ch.
dam by Buzzard,

Col.

h. Sir

Kenneth,

-

Crusader,

five years old,
-

-

by

22111
11222

-

Town

and Smith's ch. f. Miss Newbury, four years old, by
Rob Roy, dam by Hephestion. G. Edmonson's b. f. Jane Reed,f four years old, by Lance,
dam by Expedition,
James Criswell's ch. c. Tom Ruffing
Monsieur Tonson, dam Betsey Ruffin, -

—

-

-

—

—

-

three years old,

4

dis.

3

dr.

by

-

—

Time, lm. 55s. lm. 55. lm. 58s. lm. 58s. 2m.
This was one of the handsomest and best contested races ever run over this
course, every heat being a very close one, and hardly contended for between Sir
Kenneth and Miss Newbury.
Our track will be much improved by the next annual meeting, at which time
two sweepstakes races will come off, the one for two and the other for three year
R. Stewart, Sec'ry.
olds.
St.

Commenced Nov.

Matthew's

Races.

(S. C.)

22d, 1836.

First day, colt stake,

two mile

heats,

$100 entrance,

h.

f.

nine subscribers.

Wm.
J. I.

Sinkles' ch. c. by Bertrand, Jr. dam Carolina, by Buzzard,
Moore's ch. f. by Bertrand, jr. dam Leocadia, the dam of Little

Venus,

-"-

-

-

-

two

-322

-

-

by Valentine, dam by Sir Solomon,
Time, 4m. 10s.— 4m. 15s.—4m. 22s.
Same day, colt stakes, two mile heats, $200 entrance,

M.

P.

Oil

Buller's b. c.

3

-

dis.

p. p. four subscribers,

started.

g. c. by Monsieur Tonson, dam by Oscar,
McRay's ch. f. by Godolphin, dam by Kosciusko, Time, 4m. 12s.— 4m. 30s.

J.

H. Adams'

-

-

P.

Second day, three mile heats, purse

$

....
.......

Gallatin,
D. Rowe's b. h.

Defiance,
A. Flud's g. h.

Ewe,

-

-

-

Vertumnus,

five

-

-

years old,

Time, 6m. 16s.— 6m.

five

-

1

1

2

2

dr.

1

dig.

by Eclipse, dam by
.

Bowdark,

1

2

—

3
Dr. Ginyard's ch. g. Clodhopper, four years old,
Capt. Harrison's g. m. Chestatee, five years old, b5r Bertrand, Jr.

dam by

1

2

years old, by Medley,

.

dam Merino
dis.

17s.

Paul Pry was drawn after the second heat, in consequence of becoming lame.
Jane Reed was distanced in consequence of the rider pulling up so as to lose
a distance in the first quarter, and held on until it was too late to recover the
*

t

distance.
t

Tom

Ruffin

was evidently out of order and drawn

after the first heat.

..
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Third day, two mile heats, purse, $
D. Rowe's ch. m. Lady Morgan, five years old, by John Richards, dam
.
by Expedition,
.
Capt. Harrison's ch. m. Eliza Hicks, by Timoleon, dam by Potomac,
2 2
Time, 4m. 6s. 4m. 7s.
Fourth day, two mile heats, purse $
D. Rowe's b. h. Vertumnus, five years old,
1
1
J. H. Adams' g. c. three years old, by Monsieur Tonson,
2 2
Wm. Sinkle's ch. m. five years old, by Claremont,
3 dr.
Time, 4m. lis. 4m. 14s.
The track is a very heavy one, which accounts for the bad time. Some horses
were here that had the week previous, at Camden, made fine time. The sport
was fine, every day well contested. In the three mile race there was great disappointment in the result. The first heat was won by Vertumnus—he took the lead
the second heat, but gave out after running a mile and a quarter and was stopped.
Clodhopper won this heat, beating the gray mare about a foot. The third heat
Chestatee run locked with Clod, for two and a half miles. She save way in one
of her hind lee;s, on the back stretch of the last mile, was instantly stopped, and
it was with difficulty she was taken to the stable, where she died in three hours.
She made, the week previous, a fine race at Camden, and was rated among our

-11

—

—

—

best horses.

Opelousas

(La.)

commenced on November

Fall meeting,

10, 1836.

----------

First day, a single dash of a mile for
entrance $15 ; four subscribers.

Antoine Dupre's

bl. Buck,
Pouponne Petre's Corral,
Benjamin Andrus' ch. g. Dick,

Pierre

Andrew

Lastrapes' b. g.

Time, lm.

Races.

Tom,

-

unmixed

Creole horses, purse $100.
1

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

2
3
4

59s.

Second race, same day, mile heats, purse $150, entrance $25.

Andrew
Thomas

Lastrape's Lord Marmion,
Quirk's filly,

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Benjamin Andrus' b. h.
Second day, two mile heats, purse $250, entrance $50.
Jos. D. Thomson's ch. sr. Sir William, bv Clay's Sir William, dam

fox, lOOlbs.

E.

-

-

...
....

-

.

W.

Taylor's dk. g. George Washington,
Third day, three mile heats, purse $300, entrance $75.
Jesse Lum's b. g. Irishman, six years old, by Bertrand,

Officers of the Opelousas (La.) Jockey Club.

Jacques Dupre, President.
Jesse Andrus, 1st Vice-President.

Amos Webb, 2d Vice-President.
E. W. Taylor, Secretary and Treasurer.
B. F. Linton, Corresponding Secretary.

Stewards.

Andrew

Lastrapes,

Lastie Dupre,

Stephen

W.

Lewis Andrus,
John L. Garrett.

Auguste Dejean,
Jonathan

Hams,

1

1

dis.

Polli-

-

1

dis.

dam unknown, walked

over the course.

WikofT,

2
dis.

William Link.

Vol.
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Stud of Thos. Barry of Gallatin, Tenn.
1. Nell Saunders, a ch. m. foaled
in 1814 or 1815, about fifteen hands
high, she was got by Wilks' Old Wonder, (sire of Tennessee Oscar,) her
dam Julietta, by imp. Dare Devil, her
frandam Rosetta, by Wilkins' Centinel;
er g. grandam Diana, by Clodius; her
g. g. grandam Sally Painter, by imp.
horse (Evan's) Starling; her g. g. g.
grandam the imp. mare Silver, got by
the Bellsize Arabian.
Nell never had
but one colt trained, that was got by
Cotton's Volunteer, which was a very
distinguished race nag in Louisiana.
Nell also produced the dam of the celebrated four mile mare Piano, and her
full sister, who has produced one or
more winners by Stockholder.
Her produce, since the property of T.
Barry.
1834, a b. f. by Cock-of-the-Rock.
1835, a b. c. by
do. (dead.)
1836, a ch. c. by
do.

Now

stinted to Cotton's

John Daw-

son.

Nell

is

same price

for sale, price $1,000.
The
is asked for her ch. colt.

2. Gemina, a gr. f. fifteen and a half
hands high, foaled in 1833 she was got
by Sir Henry Tonson, her dam Proserpine, (who beatGustin's Mercury three
mile heats, at Nashville, winning- the
first heat in 5m. 50s. under a hard pull,
the track a few feet over a mile, Pro;

serpine won several other races,) was
got by Tennessee Oscar ; her grandam
by Old Pacolet; her g. grandam by

Second Diomed her g. g, grandam by
Wild Deer her g. g. g. grandam old
Samson Sawyer's mare Widge, by imp.
Fearnought. For Second Diomed and
Wild Deer, see Turf Reg. vol. 3, page
487. Wild Deer is there called Wilda'ir,
;

had three other colts by Stockholder,
two of which were winners, and two of
them were distinguished as hard bottomed nags.
Her produce, since the property of T.
Barry.
1833, ch.

c. by Crusader, sold at nine
old, for $450, since at $1500.
1834, b. c. by Cock-of-the-Rock, for
sale, price $3,000.

months

by Cock-of-the-Rock,

1835, ch. c.

for

sale, price

$2,500.
1836, ch. c. by Cock-of-the-Rock, for
sale, price $1,500.
1836, stinted to imp. Leviathan.
Gallatin, Tenn. Oct. 22, 1836.

W. R.

Stud of

Peyton, of Gallatin,

Tennessee.
1.

Old Ratler,

(full

brother to

Sumpter, Childers, and Flirtilla,) a ch.
and three-quarter hands high,

h. fifteen

foaled in 1815, for sale, price $3,000.
2. Ch. c. fifteen and one-quarter
hands high, foaled in 1833, got by Old
Bertrand, out of the Duchess of Marlborough, for sale, price $3,000.

B.

and a half hands high,
by Old Bertrand,
dam by Cherokee grandam by imp.
Buzzard, g. g. dam by imp. Pretender,
&c. &c. Price $1,500.
3.

foaled

c. fifteen

in

1834, got
;

4. Black
fifteen hands

Kitty Clover,

a

bl.

m.

one and a half inches high,

foaled in
she was got by American
Eclipse, out of the dam of the renowned racehorse Sir Lovell. See Turf Reg.

Her produce

:

;

through mistake. Gemina is short-leged, with a very deep and heavy body,
she has never been trained she was
put to imp. Autocrat, the spring of
1836, but did not stand, and in July afterwards was put to Cock-of-the-Rock,
and is certainly with foal. She is for

—

sale, price

$600 cash.

Patty Puff,

a ch. m. foaled in
1822, fourteen and three-quarter hands
high.
She was got by Old Pacolet, out
of Rosy Clack, (dam of Tennessee
Oscar, Washington, Hyena, Partnership,
and other distinguished runners,) Patty
is the dam of Angora, by Leviathan,
and of Byron, by Stockholder; she
3.

35

v.8

1833, ch. f. by Old Ratler, for sale,
price $2,000.
1835, b. c. by Old Bertrand, matched
against Linnet's full sister, for $5,000.
1836, a c. or f. not seen, in Kentucky,
Bertrand, stinted to do. left with Tranby, imported.
2. Is said to be by a good judge

much like John Bascomb, but
rather superior to him in form. Any
one wishing to buy any of the above
stock will apply to T. Barry, in the
very

owner's absence.
October 22, 1836.

Stud of Nicholas Stonestrcet, of Charles
county, Maryland.

Peggy White, (brood-mare,) purchas?d 31st Dec. 1832, of Augustus
Mordecai.

'

:

:
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Mr. Editor
I send you for publication in your
valuable A. T. Register, a continuation

Ch. m. six years old, was foaled on
27th February, spring of 1826. She
was got by Robt. Boiling's, of Petersburg, imp. Arabian horse Syphax, her
dam was got by Timoleon ; her grandam by Wilkes' Wonder, (who was got

byOldDiomed,)

g.

list of my blooded stock.
Thomas Emmet, ch. c. (dropped

of the

July, 1836,) out of Sweet Erin, and
Sweet Erin died last
got by Leopold.

grandam,by Chan-

The

grandam by Gray Diomed.
; g. g.
mare colt by her side was foaled

this

summer, and was by William R.

ticleer

August.

Beau Catcher,

Nov.

Fairfield,

Jr.

3, 1833.

Produce of Peggy White.
Ch. f. by Sir Charles, (mentioned
above by Mr. Mordecai, ) which I purchased with the mare, and have named
Rebecca the Jewess. This filly is in
foal to Hotspur, 1836.
2. Ch. f. by Velocity, foaled spring
1S34, named Jeannie Deans.
3. Missed to Tychicus, spring 1836.
4. Br. c. by imp. horse Autocrat,
1.

foaled spring 1836.
5.

Stinted to Chateau

Lama,
George

Margaux, 1836.

(brood-mare,) purchased of
Simms, of Prince George's

Grey mare

foaled spring 1827,

was

Rob Roy, (which was bred by

John Randolph, of Roanoke,) her dam,
(Daisy Cropper,) by Ogle's Oscar
grandam (Old Daisy,) by Gray Diomed;
g. grandam by Hall's Union, which was
;

also the dam of Dr. Edelen's celebrated
Floretta.

mare

Produce

three years old last
f.
(bred by Jacob Van Dyke,
Esq. of New Jersey,) by Col. Wm. R.
Johnson's Medley, out of Rosalinda, by
See A. T. Reg. vol. 3,
Ogle's Oscar.
page 369.
Sydney, b. h. seven years old last
spring, by Col. Wm. R. Johnson's Sir
Charles, out of a Ratler mare.

Passport, b. f. (dropped August 5,
by Barrister, out of Lame Nettletop, by Andrew Jackson, by Gray
Eagle. See A. T. Reg. vol. 6, p. 531.
The following is a true copy of a
1835,)

certificate

from

Wm.

J. Phillips,

Esq.

a very aged and respectable sportsman
of New Jersey, viz.
This is to certify, Gray Eagle, (whose
pedigree is called for in the A. T. Reg.
vol. 6, page 531,) was never owned by

He was

Hunt.

bred by Mr. Hilliard,

of Burlington county,

was

county, Maryland.
got by

(dropped

spring,

correctness of the

John Minge,

above.

f.

by Leopold.
Fleta, gr.

Augustus Mordecai.
to the

certify

ch.

July, 1836,) out of Cranberry, and got

Johnson's famous horse Sir Charles.
The Timoleon mare the dam of the
Syphax mare I sold this fall, eleven
years old and blind, for $550.
I

[Jan. 1837.

latterly

New

Jersey, and

owned by Capt. Davison,

English, of the said county,

and Mr.
and was got by Sylvanus Hutchingson's
gray horse Messenger, by imp. Messenger.

Gray Eagle's dam was got by

imp. Paymaster, out of a mare by imp.
Bay Richmond—Paymaster was imp.
by Dr. Norris, about forty-seven years
ago.

horse Gen. Andrew Jackspoken of in the A. T. Reg. vol.
6, page 531, was got by the above Gray
Eagle; his dam was the ch.m. Matilda,
owned by Anthony Taylor, of Penn.
which mare he purchased of Bond and
Hughes, was got by the Virginia horse
Mogul, (who was also the sire of Georgiana,) his grandam was Gen. Gunn's
Permilla, who was a full sister to Gen.
Wade Hampton's Paragon, by Flimnap.
Given under my hand this third day
of July, A. D. 1836, at Lawrenceville,
Hunterdon county, New Jersey.
Wm. J. Phillips.
Signed,

The gray

:

son,
1.

leon,

Ch.

f.

foaled spring 1834,

by Timo-

named Rowena.

2. Gr. f. foaled spring 1835,
chicus, named Lily.

by Ty-

3. Br. f. foaled spring 1836, by imp.
Autocrat.
4. Stinted and in foal to Hotspur,
(sire of Mazeppa,) 1836.
Isaac of York, gr. c. foaled spring
1833, by Sir Charles, dam (Mr. Edw.
J.Hamilton's mare Ninon del'Enclos,)
by Thornton's (Wynn's) Ratler; grandam (Daisey Cropper,) by Ogle's Oscar ; g. grandam Old Daisey, by Gray

Diomed

;

g.

g.

grandam by Hall's

Union, which was also the dam of Dr.
Edelen's celebrated mare Floretta.
N. Stonestreet.
Nov. 5, 1836.

The

following are two certificates

from Jesse W. Seaman, of New York,
and John C. Van Derveer, of Flatbush,

Long
wit

Island,

now

in

my

possession, to

:

AND SPORTING MAGAZINE.
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This

Henry

to certify that the bay horse
Arehy, that I have this day sold
is

E. A. Darcy, was bred by the late
Abiel Brush, of the city of New York,
to

was eight years old last spring, was got
by Henry, (the celebrated competitor
of American Eclipse,) his dam was
got by American Eclipse his grandam
was got by Mr. Van Derveer's Hamlet;
his g. grandam by imp. Messenger, out
;

of Capt.

Codwise's imp. mare,

who

was imp. by the Captain, about the
time that Baronet and the PotSos mare
were imp. by Mr. Constable.
Signed, Jesse W. Seaman, Ex'tr
of the estate of the late Abiel Brush.
New York, July 11, 1836.
Hamlet was got by Tippoo Saib; his

dam by imp. Messenger,which mare was
the dam of Empress, who was the grandam of Ariel, Lance, O'Kelly, &c. ^Tippoo Saib, was got by imp. Messenger,
out of the imp. mare by Northumberland;
her dam by Snap, &c. See A. T. Reg.
Signed, John C. Van Derveek.
Flatbush, Long Island, June 9, 1836.
The above is a true copy now in my
possession, from Mr. Van Derveer.
Signed,
Jesse W. Seaman.

New

York, July 11, 1836.
Green county,

Jerseyville,

Nov. 22, 1836.
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never since appeared on the
oldest of his colts are

turf.

The

now

just grown
up, and it is but reasonable to calculate
that some of them will soon find their

way upon

the turf, if so, they may yet
upon the noble ancestry

reflect credit

from which he himself has sprung. He
is a rich blood bay, with black legs,
mane and tail, and just fifteen and a
half hands high, under the standard.
He is of a fine form, combining great
strength and stamina of bone and muscle, with an attractive beauty rarely
surpassed. It should be borne in mind
too, that

he

half brother to Polly

is

Hopkins and Betsey Ransom, who were
amongst the most celebrated racers of
their day, and the only two mares, I
believe, ever exported from the United
States to England, while to Shakspeare, Lafayette and Arietta, (Johnson's,) as well as to the unrivalled Mercury, he bears the same relation.
P. E. Duncan.
Greenville, S. Carolina, July 1, 1836.

Blooded stock belonging to Charles W.
ill' Clanahan, Big Lick, Va.
1. Ch. m. sixteen years old, sired by
Assiduous, dam by Montezuma, grandam by imp. Bedford, See.

E. A. Darcy.

Patsey Colbert,

2.

br.

m. eight
dam by

years old, sired by Sir Archy,

Mr. Editor

Hal grandam by imp. old Bedford;
grandam by imp. Diomed g. g. granRosetta, by Wilkins' Sentinel;
g. g. grandam Diana, by old Clau-

Sir

In compliance with a request contained in a recent number of your valuable Register, to have the pedigree of
all thoroughbred stallions recorded, I
send you that of a horse owned by me
and now standing at this place, called
Young Virginian. He was bred by

Gen. W. Thompson, of this District,
and foaled the spring 1824, was sired

by the celebrated racehorse Virginian,
whose pedigree and uniivalled performances on the turf are too well known
to require comment now from any one.
His dam Young Favourite, a eray mare,
raised by Col. Wyche, of Sussex county, Virginia, was sired by imp. Bedford ; his grandam by imp. Diomed, &c.

g.

;

;

dam
g.

dius,

&c.

Lady Badger,

b. m. eight years
by John Richards, dam by
Sir Solomon
grandam out of the dam
of Sir Walter g. grandam Nettletop
;
g. g. grandam by imp. Shark
g. g. g.
grandam by Lindsay's Arabian
g. g.
g. g. grandam by Mark Antony, &c.
4. Donna MARrA, ch. m. six years
old, out of No. 1, by Sir Hal.
5. B. m. four years old by Shaks3.
old, sired

;

;

;

;

peare,
colt

dam

the

dam

of R. F. Stockton's

Cumberland.

Betty White,

ch. f. two years
by Alonzo, out of No. 1.
Manonme, ch. c. two years old,
by Monsieur Tonson, out of No. 2.
6.

See A. T. Reg. vol, 4, p. 655
his g.
grandam by Col. Tayloe's Bellair, (he
by old imp. Medley,) see Turf Reg. vol.
1, No. 7, p. 197
his g. g. grandam by
Clockfast g. g. g. grandam^by Partner,
Traveller, and the Godolphin Arabian.

old,

Young

Virginian's blood is not only
pure, but he is of the richest crosses,
having descended from a noble ances-

old,

try on both sides, every

one of which,

for several generations,

were amongst

cotts Mills, Md.
Apparition, imp. nine years old,
by Spectre, dam Young Cranberry, by

;

;

;

the best racers of their day.
He was
put in training at three years old, but

from a permanent injury received, has

7.

8.
old,
9.

Malek Adhel, ch.

c.

three years

by Worman's Henry, out of No.

Mary Booker,

br.

f.

by Mercuiy, out of No.

1.

one year
2.

Blooded stock of T. R. S. Boyce, Elli1.

Thunderbolt.
2.

Goldboy,

five

years old, by In-

:

'
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dam

dustry,

Ogle's Oscar,

dam

Vidocq,

of Re-

3.

Broker, three years old, by
dam Jesse, by Telegraph.

Sus-

Joshua, five years old, by Gohanna, dam by Eclipse Herod.
5. Daniel Star, three years old, by
Star, dam by Peacemaker.
6. Fathom, two years old, by Appa4.

by Bertram!,

jr.

dam

officer.

These

mond

colts

were

foaled in Rich-

all

county, Georgia.
Respectfully,

J. G. M'Whorter.
Augusta, Geo. Nov. 21, 1836.

rition.

two years old, by Apparition, dam by Tuckahoe.
8. Filly, by John Richards, dam
by Tuckahoe, dropped in the spring of
7. Filly,

1836.

White Silk, gr. m. by Carolinian,
her dam Sweet Mary, by Sir Walter
Raleigh her grandam was called Phoeher g.
nix, and was by Barmecide
grandam by One Eye her g. g. grandam was by Janus, and her g. g. g. grandam was by Janus. Carolinian was by
imp. True Blue, out of Duke Johnson's
old Medley mare. One Eye was a Janus
horse, and acknowledged to have been
one of the speediest sons of that remarkable horse. Walter Raleigh and Barmecide were good sons of the great
Mark Antony. Sweet Mary and PhoeIt will be
nix, were good race nags.
seen that White Silk, combines in a
great degree, the blood of imp. Medley,
Mark Antony, and imp. Janus.
Barber Allen, gr. f. four years old,
last grass, by Washington, out of White
;

by Maryland Eclipse, dam
Selima, by Top Gallant, recently ownWallis, Esq. All the
Phillip
ed by
9.

c.

April 18, 1836. I have
never heard of but one namesake of
Vidocq, and no one will be likely to
confound him with Napoleon's police

Nell, foaled

becca Coleman.
sex,

b.

[Jan. 18J7.

Colt,

;

;

above are bays.
10.

Bay mare,

thirteen years old,

Tuckahoe, dam by Hickory.

by

In foal

to Apparition.
11.

Ch. m.

five

sieur Tonson, dam
Dec. 23, 1836.

years old, by Monby Paragon.
T. R. S. Boyce.

Mr. Editor
In your November number, I find a
considerable dispute between Dr. Shorb
and Mr. Bowie, about their rights to a
particular

name

for

their

respective

from which I learn, that they
must have been pretty hard run to get
names, that were not already appropriated.
Lest I might, by delay, and the
fillies,

great increase of blood stock, get into
the same predicament for my colts, I
now take the liberty of informing the
sporting world, through the Register,
that they will be called, as below. I
hope there will be less danger of con
founding them with any others, than
there is of confounding JLnnot Lyle

with Annot Lisle.

Courier,

ch.

c.

by Grand Turk,

dam Roseman, by old Gallatin. Grand
Turk is by Eclipse, out of Blank.
Foaled

May

13,

1835.

Victory, b. c. by imp. Victory,
dam Nell, by Duroc, grandam Stargazer, by Hopperboy, full brother to Miller's Damsel, (dam of Amer. Eclipse,)
g. grandam May Flower, by Wildair
g. g. grandam by Sourkrout.
Imp. Victory was drowned in the
Philadelphia dock last April, and was
by Waterloo, out of Adeline, (sister of
Adeliza,) by Soothsayer.
"Waterloo was by Walton, out of
Penelope
Penelope, by Trumpator.
was also the dam of Whalebone.
Duroc was by Diomed, and Hopperboy by Messenger.
;

Victory is believed to be the only
colt of his sire south of the Potomac,
and was foaled April 19, 1835.

Silk, untried.

Wona, b. f. two years old last grass,
by Monsieur Tonson, also out of White
very handsome.
R. Carter Hilliard.

Silk,

Nash

co.

N. Carolina,

JLvg. 1836.

Blooded stock belonging
Esq. Charlotte
1.

Peruvian, a bay

to

Mack

co.

Va.

Goode,

stallion, sixteen

hands high, foaled 1831, got by Gohanna,
his dam by Madison, grandam by Watkins' Dragon, Ball's Florizel, Old Celer,
Twigg, old Fearnought.
2. Zoe, a dark bay mare, got by Edmondston's Janus, Green's Oscar, son of
old Diomed, Picture, Sweet Larry.
1835, b. c. Alonzo, by Marion.
1836, bl. f. Melessa, by Eclipse Lightfoot.

Put
foal in

to Shark, and supposed
December, 1836.

to be in

Winnefred, a very

highly form3.
ed bay mare, formerly the property of
Thomas Graves of Chesterfield county,
Va. foaled about 1820, fifteen hands
high, got by Shylock— Sting, by old
Diomed Cade's, 'by Wormley's King
Herod Primrose, by Dove Stella, by
Othello Tasker's imp. mare Selima.
1836, b. c. Stephen Olen, by Mon-

—
—
—

soon.

I

—

am

sir,

your ob't

ser'vt,

Mack Goode.
Charlotte county, Va.
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attempts to controvert.

to posterity

;

and 'form

is

so says the book.

pedigree of

Bay Middleton

run in England for twenty years

;'

(said to

be 'the best horse that has

of course since Highflyer,

Row ton, Camarine, Plenipo, and

if

supe-

Queen of Diamonds
of the first water') has been heretofore published, shewing him to be.
most 'fashionably bred,' and closely connected with many renowned
winners
with Cobweb, Phantom, Tiresias, Soothsayer, Bronze,
Mameluke, Waxy, Ditto, &.c. St. Leger, Derby and Oaks winners;
besides with Sultan, the better horse, which ran Tiresias to a head in
rior to

Priam,

—

86

v.8

the

—
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the

Derby

;

Glenartney second to Mameluke, Glencoe, Selim, Walton,

Sir Peter, Penelope, Highflyer, Eclipse, Chiklers,

His pedigree runs back maternally
English pedigrees;
to a natural

5

'

&c. &c.

to the usual 'ne plus ultra of

beyond Place's White Turk,

in

Cromwell's time,

may have been imported

Barb mare, whose dam

of Henry VIII. or Queen Elizabeth
there

[Feb. 1837.

;

and

to a

in the reign

high oriental pedigree

scarce a limit, as they are sometimes given for four hundred

is

years.

Bay Middleton's lineal maternal ancestry is as follows Cobweb
by Phantom Soothsayer Waxy Penelope by Trumpator PruSnap Spectator's dam by Partner Bay Bolton
nella by Highflyer
Darley Arabian— Byerly Turk—Taffolet Barb— Place's White TurkNatural Barb mare, that is by Barb progenitors, imported from Bar:

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

bary into England.

—

by Sultan Selim
His lineal paternal ancestry is as follows
Woodpecker
Herod
Tartar
Partner Jigg Byerly
Buzzard
Turk.
Sultan by Selim, dam by Williamson's Ditto, brother to Walton,
sister to Colonel, by Mercury (son of Eclipse)
(sons of Sir Peter,)

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

:

—

—

—

— —
—

—

Herod Marske Regulus Spot -Fox-cub Bay Bolton
Coney's
King Hutton's Bay Barb Byerly Turk, &c. to Bustler as in
Marske's remote pedigree, 'regarded as one of the most ancient,
running

to the reign of

Charles

—
—
—

;

I.'

Phantom by Walton Julia, sister to Priam's dam, by Whiskey,
son of Saltram Diomed Matchem Babraham Foxhunter Partsister to Chanter by Ancaster
ner Roxana by the Bald Galloway
Turk Leedes' Arabian Spanker, (son of D'Arcy's Yellow Turk

—

—
—

—
—

—

—

concluding as the maternal ancestry of Flying Childers.

Soothsayer by Sorcerer, best son of Trumpator, and the best grandson of Matchem,

8tc.

Selim by Buzzard, out of the famed Alexander brood mare, &c.

concluding as the maternal ancestry of Sir Archy.

Were

the pedigrees extended in the collateral branches, the various

relationship to Eclipse, Snap, Childers, &c.

would be shewn.

RODOLPH— JOHN BASCOMB.

—

Rodolph. This fine horse has been sold by Mr. M. W. Dickey,
company of gentlemen in Mississippi, for S15?000.
A match has been made between Rodolph and Col. O. Clairborne's
Hinda, (formerly Susan Yandell,) to come off on the 29th April next,

to a

over the Pharsalia course, at Natchez, for $10,000 a side, half

forfeit.
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following letters of

Col. Crowell settle all surmises about the future career
of Bascomb.
Col. Crowell of course was not aware of the sale

of Rodolph to

Mississippi.
(From the

New

York

Spirit of the Times.)

Bascojmb's Reply to Rodolph's Challenge.
Augusta, Ga. Jan.

8, 1837.

Sir,— I have seen a proposition of the friends of Rodolph,
in Lexington, Ky. published in your paper, to run
him against John Bascomb, over the Kentucky Association course at
Lexington, on the

May

21st

next, four mile heats, for twenty thousand
dollars.
In
must remind the friends of Rodolph, that I had
previously
proposed to run Bascomb, over the Augusta course,
four mile heats,
against any horse, mare, or gelding in the
United States, for twenty
thousand dollars, if taken by the first day of this
month but if not
taken, he would be let to mares the ensuing
season at this place.
Augusta was named as the place of running the
race, because it
was believed to be about the centre of the racing

reply

I

;

people of the United

States

seems to me, that if the friends of Rodolph
had
been anxious to meet Bascomb, they should have
either taken up his
challenge or made such propositions as would
have placed Bascomb
on equal grounds with Rodolph. Not believing
they had done so, I
prepared an answer, proposing to meet them on
equal grounds, and 'to
pay them for it but before mailing the letter
Bascomb became quite
lame, and it was not sent; that lameness has
continued
it,

;

therefore,

;

to

and proves

to be the curb,

which has induced

me

to take

increase,

him

off the'

and put him to covering the ensuing season
at this place, and if
it meets the entire
approbation of the friends of Rodolph, I
propose to
run the get of John Bascomb against the
get
Rodolph,
turf

of
the sprint
they are three years old, one or two
thousand dollars entrance, over
any course that may be agreed upon as
equal ground.
Respectfully, your ob't serv't,
J

no Crowell.
.

Hickory John's Challenge to Rodolph.
For $20,000 a side, or $25,000 vs.
$20,000.
-Augusta, Ga. Dec. 15, 1836.
i> ir

,—l wrote you not long

Rodolph

as

proposed

and

since, declining to run

Bascomb

in his challenge, for the reasons

against

therein stated,

I had
therefore, determined to withdraw him
from the
where he had won an imperishable fame, and to
place him in the
where my friends and myself could have his
services

turf;

stud'

in another sphere
wrote you, Hickory John had not entirely
recovered from his lameness.
As he is now free of it, I am prepared to
match him against Rodolph, to run four mile
heats, upon the following

At the time

when

I
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be from $3,000 to $8,000, at his option.
Hampton course, near this place. The
by him, not earlier than the first of
fixed
time of running may be
The weights to be
first
of June next.
the
than
later
nor
March,
On these terms I will bet
1 12lbs. on each, (hoth being of same age.)

terms

The

:— The

forfeit

come

race to

him $25,000

may

off at the

§20,000, or Hickory John shall meet him upon equal
may name, between the

to

terms, for $20,000 a side, on any day that he

middle of April and the middle of May, at Washington City, Central
forfeit
course at Baltimore, the Camden, Trenton, or Union course
;

the same.

Either of the proposed matches
forfeit

money

one of the banks

in

may be

closed by depositing the

in Lexington,

Ky. within one week

of the reception of the challenge in that place, of which I must be
promptly advised by mail, directed to me at this place ; on receipt

of which advice

I

will deposite the required

and remit or place the

institutions here,

sum

in

one of the moneyed

certificate in the

hands of the

president of the club at the place of running, and he shall thereupon

Your

do the same.

THE BEST BLOOD
The

Jno. Crowei.l.

ob't serv't,

IN ENGLAND.

horses of most renown unite the blood of the two renowned

imported horses, Diomed and Buzzard. Bay Middleton and Elis,
winners of the Derby and St. Leger, unquestionably the two best
three year olds of the year, are descended from both of them.
It is

evident

the best horses, of late years on the turf in

some of

England, have been recently imported, as well as the most fashionable

and successful blood.
Bay Middleton it has
Glencoe, and Elis to

dam's

side to the one,

The two

first

been shewn

and by the

My

nearly allied to imported

On

the

sire of the other.

favourites for the next

Middleton, and Jereed by Sultan,
of

is

imported Autocrat and imported Felt.

Derby

(sire also

are the brother to

Bay

of imported Glencoe,) out

Lady, imported by Messrs. Corbin, that produced, in Virginia,

by Langar,

last spring, a colt

Leger, or the Tasker
colt to be

first

sire

to Elis.

in this country,

favourite

Were

ought not

there a Derby, St.

my

Lady's Langar

?

Priam, about to be imported, has been regarded as the best racehorse of the present century in England. He too is descended from
Diomed. Zinganee, that was esteemed the best racehorse in England,
when he won the Ascot gold cup, beating The Colonel, Cadi and and

Leger and Derby winners,) Bobadilla, kc. is deand got by Tramp, sire to
sister to Diomed
Index.
Lottery, the best horse of his day.

Mameluke,

(all

St.

scended fjsom the

own

—

;
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of the Whip.

This beautiful and favourite young English stallion was
imported
into Virginia, by Dr. Merritt, in August, 1836, together with
the celebrated four mile horse Skylark, on account of himself and
William H.
E. Merritt, Esq.

Zinganee was bred by Lord Exeter, and foaled in 1825. He was
got by Tramp, sire Lottery, (who has had more winners for
four
years than any horse in the kingdom,) Dangerous and
St. Giles,

winners of the Derby, Barefoot, winner of the St. Leger, Little
Red
Rover, winner of the Whip, Donegani, Liverpool, and
very many
others of high note.
Zinganee's dam Folly, was got by Young
Drone, and was dam of several other capital racers, as Fanatic, Bohemian, Byzantium, Mopsus, Conviction, &c— her dam Regina
by
Moorcock out of Rally by Trumpator— Fancy, sister to Diomed by
Florizel— Spectator— sister to Horatius by Blank— Childers— Miss
Belvoir by Grey Grantham— Paget Turk— Betty Percival,
by Leedes'

Arabian

— Spanker.

Young Drone was got by Drone, one
his dam Anna, sister to Dido, by Eclipse

of the best sons of Herod
;

her

dam by

Spectator, out

of Lord Leigh's Diana by Second.

Moorcock was got by Highflyer— his dam Georgiana, sister to
Conductor, Alfred, &c. by Matchem— Snap, &c.
In 1827, Zinganee, two years old, started for the
July stakes at
New Market, for which he was first favourite, but was beat. He
afterwards beat the winner.
Stamford, July 21.
A sweepstakes of twenty sovereigns each,
for

two years old colts, 8st. 6lbs. fillies Sst. 4lbs. T. Y. C.
Lord Exeter's b. c. Zinganee by Tramp, I18lbs.
Mr.

Platel's b.

f.

Ianthe,

1 1

-

6lbs.

l

2

New Market, second October Meeting. Zinganee ran a good
second to Merchant for the Prendergast stakes,
(27 subs.) T. Y. C.
beating Kildare and ten others, among them the winner
of the July
stakes, and he afterwards beat the winner of the
Prendergast, 1828.
He was
beat.

the

Even

New

first

favourite for the Underley stakes, in

which he was

betting on Zinganee.

Market,

first

Spring Meeting.

stakes of fifty sovereigns each, h.
7lbs. fillies Sst. 2lbs.

ft.

Renewal of the

New

D. M. twenty-three subscribers.

Mr. Chifney's b. c. Zinganee, by Tramp, 119lbs.
Mr. Payne's b. c. Mufti, by Merlin, 1 19lbs.

...

Lord Grosvenor's
87

Market

for three year old colts, 8st.

b. c.

Navarino, by Blacklock,

1

-

19lbs.

i

2
-

8
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Charon, Enthusiast, Jenkins and five others, also started, but were
Enthusiast and Zinganee favourites.
In May, though dead amiss with the distemper, he ran an excellent

not placed.

Cadland and The Colonel, who made a dead heat for the
Epsom, beating Aleaston, Merchant, Lambtonian, Omen,
Lancastrian, Navarino, John de Bart, Rioler, Scipio, Challenger, and

third to

Derby

at

Palemon.

beat Cadland and

Next year he

The

Colonel very easily a

longer distance.
'Chifney' sparty, a short time previous to the day, strongly fancied

which they bought of Lord Exeter; but he
was unluckily attacked by that bane to young horses, the distemper,
almost immediately after his arrival at Epsom and came to the post
looking most wretchedly though with the help of a good heart, and
their horse (Zinganee,)

;

;

hand of the Sam, he ran a much better horse than even
1828.
the party themselves expected.'— Sport. Mag. No. 23, for
stakes
Craven
The
20.
April
Market Craven Meeting,
1829,

the inimitable

New

of ten sovereigns each, A. F. (ten subscribers.)
Mr. Chifney 's b. c. Zinganee, three years old, 116lbs.

His Majesty's

b.

m. Fleur de

Lord Cavendish's

b. c.

Amphion, four years

1

-

Lis, six years old, I35lbs.
old, 127lbs.

-

3

another
Oppidan, Goshawk, Brocard, Goldpin, Gaberlunzie, and
'A
favourites.
the
were
first
two
The
placed.
not
started, but were
Calendar.
beautiful race, and won by a head.'—Johnson's Rac.
as is
'Amongst the nine that started for the Craven stakes were,
quite
not
though
and
note,
great
always the case, some horses of
equal in number to former years, they were quite so in qualifications.
victory
Thirty yards from home, Fleur de Lis seemed to have made
followed by
her own, being a neck first; at the very best pace,
Amphion, who run a very good horse and after him Zinganee rode
those
by Chifney, about a neck from the second; when by one of
passed
Chifney
impossibilities,
on
bordering
astonishing efforts
;

Amphion, and to complete the wonder, beat Fleur de Lis 'a short
head.'— Sport. Mag. No. 24, 1829.
Same Meeting. The Claret stakes of two hundred sovereigns each,
for rising four year old colts, 8st. 7lbs. fillies 8st. 2lbs.
Mr. Chifney 's b. c. Zinganee, by Tramp, 1 19lbs.

Mr. Molony's

ch.

c.

Rough Robin,

1

19lbs.

Ditch In.
-

-

1

-

_
3
Cadland, 11 9lbs.
Cal.
Rac.
Johnson's
easily by a length.'—
paid forfeit,
'The Claret of two hundred sovereigns each— three
seeing; for, from the
worth
well
sight
a
post,—
the
to
came
three
and
animals never
foundation of the world to the present hour, three finer
Chifney,
them,—
upon
riders
stood beside each other, or three better

Duke
'Won

of Rutland's br.

c.
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Buckle and Robinson, and to the credit of their trainers, horses could
fit to run ;— for after so severe a run race, and such a
distance, not one of them turned a hair.
Cadland made strong

not be more

running across the

and

freely,

according to his

flat,

no doubt

to the satisfaction

followed him close up

and he did

forte,

of his friends

;

kindly

it

Rough Robin

Cadland had made play by desire or
this severe running took place,
who has a license to go any where (particularly when riding for
himself,) was a long way behind, and when he thought they had
amused themselves as long as it was amusement, he came up gradually,
as if

;

Chifney on Zinganee, while

reward.

between the turn of the land, and the Duke's stand, and passed them
Covent Garden, when he had got them

both, and like the Irishman in

down, he kept them

so,

by taking

Rough Robin, who by

lead even of

extraordinary exertions and Buckle's fine riding had done the same
thing to Cadland
mortification of

of

and thus

:

many, and

Ascot Heath, June

Mr.

ft.

W.

ended

—

is

all

beats The Colonel, who beats
Mag. No. 25, 1829.

two miles and

a half.

Zinganee, four years old, 119lbs.

b. c.

Col. Standen's ch. h. Conrad, five years old,

Lord G. H. Cavendish's

ro. h.

Lord Mountcharles'

b. c.

Six subscribers paid

ft.

to the

;

the best horse

Oatlands stakes of thirty sovereigns

for horses of all ages,

Chifney's

amazement of

who

Sport.

The

16.

to the

proof that Zinganee

Cadland,

his year, by beating

every thing to the North.'

each, 20

it

to the

Rapid Rhone,

1

12lbs.

-

1

-

2

5 yrs. old, 120lbs. 3

Rasselas, four years old, 103lbs.

Six to four on Zinganee.

-

4

''Won easily?

'Conrad named by Mr. Sadler, on account of his being a year older,

and receiving weight besides, took the
but Lord Mountcharles' Rasselas took
desperate running,

though

Rhone followed

may

—

is true,

it

much

too

he was

still

I

would have done so,
from him, and made most

lead, or
it

should say, for his

as well as he could, but the

be blotted out sure enough.

own

welfare,

more favoured with weight.

The

of which Arnull

made judicious use

was only playing

into the

little

first

he has

part of his
left, is

Rapid

name

stoutness,

but all this good management
;
hands of Chifney on Zinganee, who waited
a considerable way behind, no doubt enjoying the thought, what a

when he came up with
At the end of about two miles, he crept up by o-entle
degrees, and at the turn, was in his favourite position, ready to do
what no man can do so well as himself, which is to win by five yards
Conrad second.' Sport. Mag. No. 24, 1829.
out of twenty-five.
pretty figure they will cut with their stoutness
his speed

!

—

Same

June

The

gold cup, value one hundred sovereigns,
the surplus in specie, by eighteen subscribers of twenty sovereigns
place,

18.

each, for horses of all ages

— two miles and

a half, (18 subs.)
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Lord Chesterfield's b. c. Zinganee, four years old, H4lbs.
Mr. Gully's b. h. Mameluke, five years old, 124lbs.
His Majesty's ch.

Duke

Lord Exeter's b.
Lord Sefton's br.

Duke

The

Colonel, four years old, 114lbs.

br. c.

Cadland, four years old, 114lbs.

c.

of Rutland's
f.

f.

Green Mantle, three years

of Rutland's ch.

Col. Wilson's

two

Betting,

b. h.

old, 9 libs.

Bobadilla, four years old,

1 1

-

-

Oppidan, four years old, 114lbs.

c.

Lamplighter, six years old, I29lbs,

one against Zinganee, three

to

libs.

1

2

to

-

one against

The

Colonel, four to one against Mameluke, four to one against Green

Mantle, and higher odds against any other.
length.''

—Johnson's Rac.

'•Won very easily by a

Cal.

'Thursday was considered by

all

as the grandest

day ever seen

at

Ascot, both as to numbers of people, elegance in dress, and rank in
life

•,

and what they came to see was never equalled in the memory
man nor recorded in history. The value of the horses

of the oldest

;

was considered by good
be worth the enormous sum of forty-five thousand pounds. This will be less surprising, when it is considered that amongst them, are two winners of

for the gold

cup on the morning of the

judges, and

men moderate

race,

in their calculations to

the Derby, a winner of the great Doncaster

Oaks, one of

this

cup

St.

last year, besides the

Leger, a winner of the

winner of the Craven

and the Claret at Newmarket with others of equal value and
which I merely mention here as the great attraction.'
'Now for the cup, nothing but the cup, which had it been as large

stakes,

character,

as the devil's

punch bowl, and full of nectar, could not have made a
more anxiety. It was not, however, on

Greater noise or created

account of

its size, its

tention for

it,

beauty,

more than the wealth of some
turers

;

and

at

S40 sovs.

value, or

its

states into the

contents; but the conit,

as well as consigning

hands of certain adven-

who really had in his possession, the
The cup is worth 100 sovs. the stakes

once deciding,

best racehorse in

England.

after the

morning of

its

and the honour of obtaining

second horse had withdrawn his stake.

this eventful day,

his horse Zinganee, the

first

it

On

the

transpired that Mr. Chifney had sold

favourite, to

guineas, to be delivered after the race

;

Lord Chesterfield

for 2,500

and should he win, his lord-

ship to have the cup and Chifney the stakes of 340 sovs.' 'In passing

us the

first

making play

time,
for

Oppidan was taking the lead with strong running,
it was said
but how he could make play

Cadland as

;

Cadland without equally benefiting the others, is out of the range of
my abilities to fathom ; G. Edwards, on Bobadilla, thinking it not good

for

enough took the lead near the Swinley post, and went down the hill
at a flying pace, then the body with Green Mantle at their head, all the

Vol.
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the bottom of the course, a

ahead

dilla still

at least fifty yards,

and Mameluke the
hill

last

but one,

when they began

;

most slaughtering pace, and Bobaand from Zinganee who was last,

fifty

close a

to
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yards more, to the rising of the
but not change their places.

little,

As Zinganee came up, Wheatley advanced. If Chifney took a pull,
Wheatley did the same, as if the orders given to the one where to be
executed by the other. When they came to the turn each took his
station, not exactly in front, but not far

stand, Chifney

and

and Wheatley, as

if

by

from

once showed their superiority;

at

Mameluke,

Opposite the betting

it.

signal, called

upon

their horses

much

Zinganee as

before

Mameluke was before the rest proving Zinganee the
best horse in England ; Mameluke second
the rest holding those
elevated situations, to which their former grand exploits so justly
entitle them.
Those who saw the race on Tuesday for the Oatlands,
as

;

;

will agree with me, that Zinganee ran exactly the

cup

waited behind in the same place

;

place

again waited the same

;

;

;

and finished

as for the
in the

same

in that beautiful style

— Sporting Magazine, No.

peculiarly his own.'

same

caught his horses

so

24.

This was decidedly the best field of horses that ever started in
England or any other country. The Colonel had been kept fresh for
this race, as indeed was the case with most of the others
and yet
;

Zinganee,

who had

run three times previously

this year,

and once

this

week, beat them easily and in the finest style.
'Ascot which has gradually risen in importance under the gracious-

patronage of our great and glorious king, this year reached
interest,
last

its

greatest

the Colonel's

year's performances, and his having been

majesty's stud, expressly as

it

were

for this cup,

for a long time highest in public favour; but

into estimation

he

From

from the splendid entry from the cup.

left

amiss

;

;

purchased into his
he undoubtedly stood

Zinganee gradually crept

and though some pains were taken the week before

Mickleham

for Ascot,

induce people to believe he was

to

yet his appearance for the Oatlands, speedily put

all

doubts

and when he was found capable of giving
horses his year and seven pounds, very little judgment

on that subject

away to fair
was required

to

to flight,

name

the winner of the

arrayed against him, containing as
the

Derby, one of the

it

did,

no

cup.

Still

less than

the phalanx

two winners of

Leger, one of the Oaks, and the winner of

St.

made men more cautious than the result
was any occasion for, Zinganee winning easily.' The
writer then ascribes his falling off after 'these most extraordinary performances' to a change of hands.
Sporting Mag. No. 25.

the cup the previous year,

showed

there

—

Zinganee

now changed

trainers

and though he started several times,

and always ran well, he never came

to the post in his

usual high form.

.

.
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At Doncaster he ran second to Tyke by Tramp, being beaten by half
a head, one mile and a half, beating Zamboff and another seven to

—

two on Zinganee.
At Newmarket he ran second

to

Cadland for the Audley End
Won by a head. 'Some

stakes, A. E. C. beating Bolivar and another.
affirm that Arnull

was remiss

in calling

Be

might have been recorded.

tale

opinion, but

Mag. No.

is

it

and had he and Zinganee (both up

;

one time expected,
tug of war.'

1830.
for the

'

;

good as any thing
mark) met as was

to

in
at

Doncaster cup, then would have 'been the

— Sporting Magazine.

Newmarket Craven

meeting, Zinganee ran second to Seraph
Craven stakes (twelve subscribers) A. F. beating Cadland and

several others

land

for the

give an

— Sporting

of his races during the year 1829.

all

'His (Velocipede's) performances are quite as
the South

different

;

certain this is not Zinganee's running.''

These were

24.

on his horse, or a
it may
I cannot

this as

seven to four on Zinganee

:

ten to one against Seraph.

Johnson's R. C.

a length.'

light weights,

was

;

three to one against Cad-

'A good race, and

won by

only half

'Zinganee second, but the young one at

at the last rather too

quick for him.

said that

It is

a boy, one of the light weights, ran against him in the race;

was no wonder he should be
damages.'
Sporting Mag. 2d

—

defeated, as there
series

No.

was no time

if so, it

to 'repair

1

At Ascot Heath he was beaten for the gold cup by Lucetta The
Colonel and Green Mantle, five to two on Zinganee, four to one
against Lucetta. 'One would have fancied himself at Ascot on the
:

—

never to be forgotten morning of Zinganee's triumph.'
Sporting
Mag. 2d series, No. 1
At Goodwood, Zinganee, ran second to Fleur de Lis, two and a
half miles, (giving her two years and one pound,) beating The
Three
Colonel, Green Mantle, Tranby, Hindoo, and three others.
to one against Zinganee, seven to two against Fleur de Lis, eleven to
two against Hindoo, seven to one against Lady Emily, eight to one
against

The

Colonel.

'Then followed that grand event which alone brought thousands
from their homes to witness, viz the race for the most splendid gold
cup ever manufactured in this kingdom, and the almost unprecedented
:

sight of the three best horses in Europe, belonging to royalty, about
to start for
it.

it.

Knowing

Beautiful and magnificent in the extreme, indeed, was
the orders issued

by

his majesty, to behold this race

and never were orders issued by a master for each one of his horses
do his

best,

more

strictly

and implicitly obeyed.

race belonged entirely to his majesty's three

From end

— each one

;

to

end the

to

of the three

decidedly intended winning, showed the beauty of the struggle

;

but old

a

Vol.
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difficult winner, by about a
John Day, I think, might have managed it, had he gone
first or last, I never saw a
to work a few strides sooner on Zinganee
and the mare, though not
horse answer so truly when called upon
whipped, was hard spurred to enable her to keep ahead of him. Next
came The Colonel, by no means a bad third. The pace throughout
was most awful.' Sporting Mag. 2d series, No. 1.
At Newmarket, first October meeting. Zinganee paid to Lucetta for
the cup and 200 sovs. each. B. C.

Fleur de Lis was at last declared the rather

clear length.

;

;

—

'Zinganee paid to Lucetta in consequence of a hurt in one of his
legs, the disgraceful act

of a revengeful boy, but

is

going again, and

sound and healthy constitution, it is hoped, will again
place him in that high situation he filled so well and held so long
Sporting
situation for which a thousand may try and not one obtain.'
his naturally

—

Magazine, 2d

series,

No.

—

2.

At Newmarket, second meeting, still amiss, he was beat by Cadland
Six to four on Zinganee.
for the whip. B. C.
Tuesday's racing finished with any thing but pleasing reflections.
If the best horse had won the whip it would have been an honour
worth wearing. His majesty's Zinganee puts one in mind of a fine
old ship very much out of repair, badly manned, and worse steered.'
Sporting Magazine, 2d series.

No.

2.

'Poor Zinganee in this meeting was compelled to undergo severe

punishment, because he was considered

to

have some honesty

left

This horse had been amiss ever since his race at Goodwood, and had in fact been some weeks on his road to Newmarket.'
Sporting Magazine, 2d series, No. 2.
1831, Zinganee challenged for the whip and walked over for it.
about him.

Cadland resigning

B. C.

it.

1832, he covered at Newmarket, at eleven sovereigns, groom's fee
included.

In 1833, at Bretby Park, at the same.
In 1834, at

Newmarket,

at sixteen sovereigns.

In 1835, at Bretby Park, at sixteen sovereigns.
In 1836, at Bretby Park, at sixteen sovereigns.

At the close of the year he was purchased by Dr. Merritt, and
imported into Virginia.

Zinganee
lar,

is

a

good bay,

fifteen

and possessing good bone.

hands two inches high, very muscuis a horse of fine action and great

He

of the most faultless form, the justest proportions and most
;
symmetry, I have ever seen. I am fortified in this opinion by

strength
perfect

the best judges in England.

In the

November No. of
we have

Magazine, for 1830, the editor says, 'the print

the Sporting

the pleasure
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and honour of presenting to our numerous subscribers, this month, is
engraved by Woodman, from a faithful, careful, highly-finished picture
of Zinganee, by Marshall.

Those who have seen a proof agree in
saying, that horse painting and horse engraving were never carried to
a higher degree of excellence, either in the present or past ages,
neither was any horse

more worthy of being handed down to posThose who breed racehorses would do well to look upon
a model
as he is large where strength is wanted, and small

terity.

him as
where that quality
;

a perfection.

is

The New

Sporting Magazine, vol. ii. page 300, in some remarks
on Zinganee, says the race for the Newmarket stakes, 'brought
Zinganee strong into notice for the Derby ; the odds against him,

Cadland, and

when he

The

Colonel, being pretty nearly the same,

declined a

little,

till

the day,

the fact of his being dead amiss naturally

affecting the confidence of the public

;
despite of this the Chifneys
continued sanguine, and, although little better than a dead horse, he
ran up in a most surprising manner.
He was so terribly shaken by

this race, as to be unable to

season, however, he

came out

run again that year.

The

following

colours— he began by win-

in his true

ning the Craven stakes after a tremendous race with Fleur de Lis, &c.
In the same meeting he met Cadland and Rough Robin for the
Claret,

Zinganee

won

in

a canter, and Cadland was

did triumph awaited

him

at Ascot,

where

last.

A

more splen-

still

after beating

Conrad, Rapid

Rhone, and Rasselas, for the Oatlands, he won the gold cup, the field
opposed to him being beyond a doubt, the best ever seen on this or any
other race course. Previous to this race, Zinganee was purchased by
Lord Chesterfield for three thousand guineas. Few horses can stand
the severe system of training adopted

by the Chifneys, still fewer
they have got into fresh hands, there cannot
be a doubt that Zinganee's constitution had in some degree suffered
from his race at Epsom, and the subsequent preparation for Newmarket
and Ascot. Zinganee is a racing-looking horse he has left the turf
any account

turn to

after

—

with the reputation of having been one of the best four year olds ever
bred, and will very probably get good stock.'
It is

well

known

that the celebrated

Sam Chifney

is

of opinion that

Rowton, Zinganee, and Priam, are the three best horses he ever rode.
And this coming from a jockey who has rode the best English horses
for the last thirty years is high praise

;

in this opinion

very

many

concur.

Zinganee's colts have performed very well. The oldest are now
three years old, (1836,) and he has had eight or ten winners this
year.
Two or three of them have won six or eight races apiece,

winning sometimes

at

broken heats up

to three miles,

and

all distances,
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believed that nearly every one of his colts that has appeared in

It is

public, has proved to be a winner.

Eulogy on such

out of place, and nothing but truth need be told,
front rank of all fine horses.
In a short notice of the

Ascot races

in the

a horse

to place

Turf

would be
him in the

Register, vol.

i.

pp.

remarked that Zinganee was not only the best horse in
England, but the best which had appeared for many years previous
51, 52,

it is

to IS-29.

In reply to some inquiries made by an American gentleman a few
years ago concerning the relative standing of Serab and Barefoot, with

Zinganee and others, an English gentleman thus writes. 'Serab was
esteemed a very speedy horse at three and four years old and ranked
altogether higher than Barefoot.
The running of both of them was
very variable and I do not think that either of them enjoyed such a
;

decided reputation for

now

Colonel

do.'

racing qualities as Zinganee and

first-rate

— American Turf Register,

vol.

ii.

The
M.

p. 2G.

FOX HUNTING.

Why

do your foxhunters remain

silent ?
Is it possible that they
are so selfish as to desire all the pleasure of their favourite sport
to

be confined to themselves

?

I

asked a very

Nimrod

of the Middle-

town valley hunt, why he did not favour the public with accounts of
some of his fine runs on the Catoctin mountain, and what do you
think his reply was ? why, that to most of your readers, who
are
unacquainted with the

localities, such sketches would be 'all Greek'
hunting was fox hunting all the world over, and the variations
incident each case presented, 'must be seen, to be understood.'

that fox
in

The same argument would
and acted upon

annihilate the press, if generally adopted

for, in

the abstract, every thing has been described
but, like the kaleidescope, the world presents every thing
new
;

;

at

every turn— as, for example, there never was two fox chases
exactly
and incidents. As well might the portrait

alike in all their aspects
painter, after finishing

one likeness of a man, lay aside his pencil and
all mankind, here is the likeness—
my
labours are ended'— simply because all men have hands,
legs, arms,
faces, heads and eyes, and these he has drawn.
No, no, foxhunters,
pallet,

that

saying,

'I

have painted

excuse cannot avail you,

By

so,

the way, Mr. Editor, have

give tongue

!

you ever enjoyed

the music of the
chase on the Catoctin mountain ?
If not, seize the first occasion for
doing so. Never mind the laurel thickets,— you
can brush through
them; nor the ivy thickets, for they appear more
formidable than they
are; but have a care of the black-jacks.

S8

v.8

These

latter are

no

trifles,

—
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man and

but even these can be overcome by a proper

an anecdote
foxhunter's

have been tested by them.

for the chase

qualifications

Our brethren over

Many

horse.

mishaps they have caused, and many a

told of the

is

[Feb. 1837.

the water,

may

succeed wondrous well in leaping

hedges and ditches, ravines, whins and what not, but let them beware
they are the crucibles that

of the black-jack thickets of this country

—

And many

try and prove the mettle of the foxhunter.

a foxhunter,

both biped and quadruped, has been proved and approved by them.
There was one, an honest Dutch farmer, that occupied a small farm

who was

near the mountain,

crow

— and a

more

little

so,

I

as fond of a fox chase as

should judge

He was

opportunity of enjoying one.

he was of his

— and who never missed an
poor, and kept no special

appointments for his favourite pastime, but depended upon the occurWhenever he heard the sound of
rences of chance for a day's sport.
the horn, whether ploughing in his field or threshing in his barn, he

—

away and it would
any body was in at the death before him.
And his only hunter too was his plough horse. Many a time has he
heard the horn while ploughing in his field, stripped the harness off,
clapped on the saddle and bridle, taken the lead in the chase, and
One morning he had left his
obtained the brush as his trophy.
plough, saddled his horse, and went to the barn, for his whip possibly,
would prick up

his ears, 'saddle old Surry' and

be something

boast

when

to

his wife

came

of, if

to

the door,

where

his horse

and friend stood

On

waiting, and took the saddle from his horse into the house.

John saw

return, honest

dis

V

'Your

'Mine

wife,' said his friend.

vife

vat de
— vat you means
— vrow
you
un
un
and py — you kot un
pe
mine Got— pring de saddle — fox

Got

vife

!

tivel

!

his

'who tit
mine vrow mine

his horse stripped, and called out,

cal,

kit

if

will

te

—

You

?

—

too dis again,

chiles,

you do ver well

lost.'

The

fact

was, his

wife expected an affair of delicacy during the day, and wished her
spouse John not to be out of the way ; but John had provided her

with a female helpmate

—

'un cal'

— and

day's sport on account of such a
lose his fox

;

John was never known

to

mischances of the chase be what they might, John
plough horse never returned without giving a good

account of the game; and

withdrawal of

all

him climbing

by the
was a scene worthy of

a time has he been left alone

who drew Bonaparte

It

crossing the Alps, to see

the precipitous mountain sides at full gallop, leaping

to spur,

shudder.

many

others from the chase.

the painter's attention

man

could not think of missing a

let the

and his old

from spur

trifle.

and mounting

Many

acclivities that

would make a

foot-

a time have those in the chase halted in admi-

ration of these his daring exploits.

The

pleasures of the chace here are wonderfully enhanced by the

Vol. 8.
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of the mountain above the scenes of fox chasing

elevation

The music

generally.

of the hounds in this high and pure atmos-

phere can only be conceived by those
inhabitants of the valleys
to those
tain are

mon

engaged

event.

who

enjoy

The runs of the
From thirty to forty

One gentleman,

it

—and

the

to

scarcely less exhilarating than

is

it

in the chace.

foxes on this

miles

the same alluded to at the

is

moun-

no uncom-

commencement
down to the

has frequently run them from the cover

article,

Point of Rocks, about

back again on the other side of

fifteen miles,

down

the mountain, and

and

below

often wonderful.

of this
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a second time,

making about

forty-five miles,

through occasional black-jack thickets which were not
say nothing of the laurels and ivies. But the greatest run I

this too,

few, to

was made by

ever heard of

Maynadier, of Ann Arundel,

a fox and pack of

many

years ago.

hounds

They

started

started

by Col.
from the

neighbourhood of Annapolis, the hunters followed them for some
hours when they lost the (ox and hounds and returned home. The
hounds, however, true to their game, kept up the chase until they run
the fox

down

neighbourhood of Col. Johnston's,

in the

in Frederick

county, nearly eighty miles, in a straight line, from the scene of

No

breaking cover.

one

in the

neighbourhood knew the hounds, but

they were carefully taken care of by Col. Johnston, and a

week or

two afterwards it was discovered to whom they belonged.
But to return to the Catoctin and the Hack-jacks. On a certain
occasion the Nimrod of Middletown valley, alluded to once or twice
before, was out with a party, two of whom were desirous of enjoying
a run on the mountain, and boasted a great deal of their exploits in
fox hunting.

Our

I

am

offered

friend

not certain that they were not 'from beyond
to

show them

sea.'

a sample of his fox hunting, and

secretly determined to put their sportsmanship to the test of the black-

These

jack thickets.

thickets are

composed of a very scrubby growth

of the oak, called black-jack; which there grows only from four to six
feet high,

The

and

compact

in

thickets, covering

sometimes several

acres.

tops spread out and the rough limbs intermingle with each other

so closely that a

man

can almost walk on them as a carpet.

They

and scraggy growth, so that man
or horse becoming entangled among them must expect to loose a little

are of an extremely crooked, knotty,

'leather

and prunella,' unless he knows

as his horse.

It

may

how

taking cover in these thickets, offering as

manage them,
is

Well, our

one of these

sportsmanship.

as well

very fond of

they do, his very best

new comers were very soon

chance of escape.
tests of

to

be remarked too, that the fox

led into

For a time they struggled ahead

as well as they could, our friend far ahead, but occasionally casting a

sidelong glance behind him, to see

how

his test worked.

They very
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soon, however, began to cry out for him to stop, and on their coming

up with him one of them had

lost a valuable

promised his wife

whip, which would be

go back

like looking for a needle in a haystack to

after; the other

had

be back by five o'clock, and he found he would

to

be belated, besides the clothes of both were torn

in tatters,

hanging in

shreds and patches, and various other excuses were put in for 'calling
But, says our friend,

off.'

so

let's

harder to go back than to go forward,

it is

After another desperate struggle they extricated

go ahead.

themselves from the thicket, took the straight path for home, and have

never since been

known

to

come

in contact

with the Catoctin black-

jack thickets, nor to boast of their fox hunting exploits

— they

had

been tried in the crucible.

But 'ma conscience,' where have I been running to. I only intended
some of your foxhunters to afford us a little sport
on paper, by recounting to us through the Turf Register some of their
moving incidents, when, like a hound that has snuffed the tainted air,
I went off and have fairly run you over and around the Catoctin,
to give a call to

swamped you
biography.

in its black-jack thickets,

and given you honest John's

Where is that crack
much amusement in this

But, 'never too late to do good.'

foxhunter, that aforetime afforded us so

way

?

You know who

and the ready
he

1

mean

He

?

tact for describing

it

lost all taste for the sport, or has the

sponge

in its political

Come

and mercenary

had the

that

taste for the sport

amusement of

for the

others.

Has

world absorbed him like a

cells

?

Tell him to

sound of the horn,
While the dawn scarcely lights up the sky,
And list to that exquisite music of morn,
Heard alone from the hounds in full cry.
forth at the

Nimrod, the Younger.

Performances of Col.
Ratler's pedigree

is

to be

E,

M. Waggener's Horse Ratler.

found

American Turf Register,

in the

vol. vi. p. 636.

At two years old he had no competitor

for the

sweepstakes purse,

over the Columbia course, no one venturing to start against him.
1835. October 16, Ratler received forfeit from Polly Hopkins,
and beat Caldwell's Kosciusko horse over the Columbia course, two
mile heats distancing Kosciusko the first heat with great ease, for
:

the sweepstakes purse and large inside bets.

1836.

October

14,

he ran a match against Mr. King's Bertrand

horse, (by old Bertrand,

Burksville course, giving

dam by Sir Archy,) one mile out, over
him odds of 8lbs. and a distance. He

the
beat

Vol.

6.

No
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Bertrand, but lost the race.
to the starting post
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carried ISOlbs. to 122lbs.

he advanced

in

In

coming

springy style with his hind feet

well thrown under him, rearing too high with his front.

word, he sailed

and to one

aloft

threw his rider out

side,

and behind the saddle, causing

of,

His jockey being a Purely or an

side.

At the

which (from the high
Jlrthiir,

it

to turn

effort.)

on his

stuck to him strug-

gling to regain his seat for a quarter and half before he could fairly
set

By

him.

this

time Bertrand, doing his best

gained and was leading

now

takes a set, a pull, and

ground had been

makes a dash

On

lost.

;

all

the time, had

'Legrand' on Ratler,

or sixty yards.

fifty

but too

late.

Too much

taking the last stretch home, he comes

up with Bertrand near enough

to

tell

him 'howdy.'

At a hundred

yards below the distance pole he locks or laps him. 'Legrand' seeing

'moneys gone,' made no
Time, lm. 56s.
the

On

effort for the

two hundred yards.

last

the next day, at nine o'clock, he ran his mile out, over

course, in lm. 52s.

up out of a

lot

It

is

due

to

him

to

same

say that he had been taken

only twelve days previous to these two runs.

October 29, he beat Dr. Warfield's sorrel horse Bertrand, (by old
Bertrand out of Sophy Winn,) over the Columbia course, two mile
heats

:

distancing Bertrand the

touch of whip or spur.

November

1

1,

heat in leisure style without the

first

— Time, 3m. 52|s.

he beat Judge Bridges' renowned Cherokee, (by old

Cherokee,) mile heats, over the Burksville course for the Jockey

Club purse and premium

Time,

first

2m.

heat,

In each heat Ratler

one, and stove out

;

two others of

December

out,

in

2m. with I36lbs. on his back.
barefoot, having thrown off

He

13, Ratler

Cherokee was considered

his plates.
is

a crack horse.

ran

his

mile

over the

Burksville

and on Saturday following he ran his two miles
over same course, against time. The track very heavy and the

course against time

field

heat,

came out almost

invincible at high weights.

1836.

and a large amount of inside stakes.

— second

;

covered with snow eight inches deep.

He made

lm. 55|s. and his two mile run in 4m. closing the

lm. 53s.

In both of these runs as

his mile
first

on a former occasion, he slung

one or two plates and stove out from under his

run

mile in
off

feet all the rest:

coming out worse than barefoot. From the depth and heaviness of
by the freezes and thaws he ploughed into the depth of
three to nine inches at almost every stride.
It was evident to all
knowing ones that had the track been in good order, the atmosphere
the track

;

moderate, and his plates stood firm, he would have made his mile in
lm. 46 or 8s. and his two miles in 3m. 46 or 8s.
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On

a trial race

shoes on

he has made his mile in lm. 50|s. with his training

equal to lm. 46|s. with plates.

:

These
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are all the races Ratler has made, and they

Those who know something about

a corner.'

were 'not done

of the turf horse, will be at no hesitation to say Ratler

racehorse

judging under

;

he has run

He was
fort

in,

all

the circumstances he has run

He

occasions warrants the opinion.

live by his side,

He

the true

the time

His main
all

has never started against any

make him run his best the
when he was in racing order.

a rich deep bay, black mane,

is

;

His wind and game on

horse that could

and hock

is

with the weight carried.

never trained nor run further than two miles.

believed to be four mile heats.

is

in

the powers and speed

joints, right hind foot white.

and legs above the knee

tail,

A

race out, or that could

small snip on the tip of the

nose about the size of a cherry-leaf.
He stands near sixteen hands high, of great length and depth of
carcass, of perfect symmetry and beauty, and as gay and elastic as the

He

wild maiden doe.
Russell or

Wayne

will

be stationed spring

county for public service

;

1837, in Adair,

having recently been

purchased by a large company of gentlemen in those counties

who

have associated together for the purpose of improving the breed of
horses in that section.

a

little

The

He

sold for the

sum

of four thousand dollars,

over half his value.
purity of his blood, his high performances, the blood and per-

formances of

all

his ancestors

on the

turf,

together with his appear-

ance and the high promise of his produce must ensure to him a
Like old Sir Archy, he prolarge and liberal share of patronage.
:

duces, 'the finest sort of colts from

all sort

of mares.'

Edmund M. Waggener.
Adair

co.

Ky. Dec. 20, 1836.

N. B. The Burksville course is adjoining the town of Burksville,
Cumberland county, Ky. immediately on the bank of the Cumberland
It is laid off in an oblong form, having two stretches of six
river.
hundred yards long, almost a perfect level. Soil good. Inferior to
no course in America, well planked and railed in. A Jockey Club
formed and composed of gentlemen of high character.

Its rules

and

regulations of the very best kind, well calculated to ensure order,

harmony

—a

fair

and honourable adjustment of all subjects and things
The country rich and fertile around. The

pertaining to turf matters.

citizens of town and country, high-minded, generous and benevolent.
This place and this course must sooner or later become the rallying
point at which the south and south-western sportsmen will meet and

contend for victory and for fame.
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THE TURF NOT DEGENERATED.
When we

refer to the

brilliant

achievements of those

—

head of the English turf

lately at the

to

now and

Priam, Rowton, Camarine,

Queen of Trumps, Hornsea, Touchstone, Bay Middleton, Elis,
or to those at the head of our own Turf, Fanny Wyatt,
John Bascomb, Postboy, Atalanta, Mingo, Rodolph, &.c. we conclude
there has been little or no degeneracy on either side of the Atlantic.
That there are just as good horses now as at any former period.
When, until the two exploits by the daughters of Sir Charles, have
the

Venison, &c.

;

three year old fdlies beat the best horses, in the meridian of their

fame, four mile heats ? John

Bascomb

is

probably as good a racehorse

Leviathan, Gallatin, Florizel, Sir Archy, Timoleon, or Eclipse.

as

There

is

no cause to doubt that Priam, Rowton and Camarine were
any distance, as Childers, Eclipse or Matchem. Lucetta

as good, at

was beat by Priam, at even weights, giving her year she ran to
Duke's stand, on the Beacon course, in seven minutes, nearly
The Queen and Bay Middleton
time of Flying Childers.
;

much

regarded as

the
the
are

Fleur de Lis, Camarine and

superior to Lucetta.

were nearly contemporary, were also her superior.
four miles, or four mile heats, have been run, there has been no
others, that

When
falling

was exemplified by Skylark. Those of the present
day have shewn as much endurance as at any former period. Elis
performed greatly the last and present year, at two and three years
old.
Venison this year has won twelve or more races, some of them
off in bottom, as

which he was

three and four miles, since the Derby, in

won

rine, at three

and four years

Lucetta was

twenty-seven times a winner.

old,

twenty-seven prizes, most of them cups.
races,

won

forty-four plates,

winning

Cama-

beat.

seventeen successive prizes.

at

Longwaist also

won

Marksman, of seventy-four
eighteen years old
Such
.'

achievements too as Euphrates and Jocko's have rarely been equalled.
If

horses rarely run over the Beacon course, or in races of four mile

heats,

owing

to the

change of the fashion

to

running

at

two and three

years old, and at short distances, with heavy weights, instead of waiting until five and six as formerly

;

it

does not follow, that they are

not as stout and of as good game, as at any former period.

The

English Sporting Magazine has expressed the belief 'that whatever

Flying Childers did bona

fide do,

could be done by Sultan, Priam or

Margrave, provided they were not trained until

American Eclipse was probably indebted

to

five or six

his

years old.'

fame that he run

colt, and then in 'the autumn he was four years
which age Sir Archy retired from the Turf, having filled up
the measure of his glory.'

but one race as a
old

;

at

;
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TURF PROSPECTS.
From

match between Eclipse and Henry, whose

the period of the

extraordinary performance demonstrated the purity of their lineage,
the greatly increased interest taken in the concerns of the turf has

been auspicious of

success.

its

Within thirteen years its amusements have been extended upon the
American continent, along the Atlantic states, from New York to
Louisiana

;

and from the ocean

Mississippi, the lakes and the St.
to

to

the territory bounding

Lawrence

;

and from

upon the

New

Orleans

Quebec, several thousand miles apart.

This has enhanced the value of our thoroughbred stock
inquiry several periodicals have been established

Book has been

;

to aid

the English Stud

republished, with an American supplement, and a

complete American Stud Book*

Every breeder

;

is

about

to issue

will hereafter be able to

value of blood, native and foreign

from the press.

judge for himself upon the

and the same

;

scientific principles,

have regulated breeding in England, will be observed in

that

country

—

for success will

repay

this

care and expense.

its

Gentlemen of the first respectability, for character, for station,
and wealth, having patronized the American turf, extensive

talents

studs of the best blood have been formed, and horses of the

imported.

celebrity

pre-eminent

in

Priam, Lapdog,

first

Priam, Rowton, Zinganee and

Glencoe were

Besides the Derby and

Leger winners,

England.
St. Giles,

Barefoot,

St.

Rowton and Margrave, not

a few

of scarce less renown have also been imported during the last ten
years, such as Cetus, Chateau

Luzborough, Fylde,
in the

Non

Margaux, Tranby, Serab, Leviathan,

Plus, Trustee, Consol, Shakspeare, second

Derby, and perhaps a few more. Many mares too, distinguished
and achievements, have been likewise imported Clara

—

for blood

Howard

produce of one of them by imported Barefoot.

the

Sir

Archy, the best stallion ever known in America, it will be recollected
was by imported Diomed out of imported Castianira. A foal in Virginia,

by Langar out of

My

a leading favourite for the

From such

is

believed to be brother to Jereed,
St.

Leger.

importations a distinct class will be doubtless raised

and the question be shortly
to the native

Lady,

Derby or

bred horse

;

settled

whether the English be superior,

the produce of English mares by English

horses, or by American bred horses out of the American mares, as

descended from Medley, Shark, Diomed, Citizen,
mixture of blood

may

not improve both classes.

'the true Prunella sort' are constantly arriving
*

See the notice of the American Stud Book

&.c.

or whether the

When

horses of

upon our shores, an

in the present

number.

Vol.
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improvement of our racing stock can scarce be doubted, with the
and breeding from the most judicious

greater attention given to blood,

We

crosses.

know

all

that the stoutest

and best horses

in

England

are descended from the judicious union of the Herod, Eclipse

Matchem blood

and

crossed with each other and with Snap, descended

;

from Flying Childers, the most prized stock was produced.

It is

also

known that many of the best horses now in England are descended
from Diomed and Buzzard, that were imported into Virginia, between
thirty and forty years ago.
From their union of blood John Bascomb is descended, as well as Ellis, winner of this year's St. Leger.
The experiments in breeding, and the greater number of races now
run in this country and Canada, will probably bring upon the turf

many more

fine horses, if

The

former period.
little

not superior to the best of them, than at any

great stakes too, the winning of

which

will be a

fortune to any American citizen, will develope the powers of

To

(he best horses.

rear such colts as are likely to bear off the

palm, greater care will be given to breeding, to avoid

blood as well as

to

all

spurious

breed from the best, and no attention spared in

bringing them up.

When

to these

circumstances,

be able to pursue the scientific
in

England,

liancy

is

it

it is

adverted that every breeder will

mode of

breeding, so long adopted

can scarce be doubted that a day of unexampled bril-

about to shed

its

radiance upon the American

turf.

TAMING WILD HORSES!!
Mount Farm,

Mr. Editor
Some three

Clinton Co.

III. }

December 24, 1836.

:

>

years since, while residing at Kaskaskia, near the con-

fluence of the river of that

looking man, apparently

name with

five

the Mississippi, a bluff, hearty

and thirty years of age, named Mount,

and hailing from Ohio, made his appearance there, and 'gave out' that

he could,

in

an hour or two, tame the wildest horse that could be

produced.

This declaration excited the astonishment of our Creoles, who had
always believed that the world afforded no match for them
business

— having

acquired the

art, as

at that

they thought, in perfection, in

their repeated subjugation of the wild 'Point horses,' to the discipline

of the rein

;

to

accomplish which, a week or more

expended, and, not unfrequently, a

As

to the

manner of taking these 'Point

informed your readers, in an article
at

total failure

in the fifth

page one hundred and twenty-nine.
39

v.8

was usually

had occurred.

horses,'

I

volume of

have already
the Register,
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Mount, notwithstanding the incredulity manifested, and the ridicule
to from the bystanders by his bold declaration to

he was subjected

what they believed an impossibility, so far succeeded,
however, as to induce some of them to promise to catch a 'Point
horse' and bring to him on the next day, engaging if he failed, to pay

perform

all

expenses, and treat them besides; but

if

he succeeded, the owner

of the horse should pay him five dollars.

There was then

roan gelding, that had, since his

Point,' a noted

first

castration, effectually resisted every attempt to break him.

in 'the

capture and

Being one

of the most indomitable horses that then ranged the woods, he was

number of Frenchmen

selected for the experiment, and a competent

furnished with the laso, immediately went in pursuit of him, and with

They brought him

the usual trouble, succeeded in catching him.

Mount
him

at the

in a close stable

;

and entering himself with a bridle

excluded spectators, and carefully closed the door.

now on
was

to

appointed hour well haltered, and by his direction, put

and

tip-toe,

many

a laugh

confidently anticipated.

half an hour,

when Mount

was

The

in his

hand,

Expectation was

in store for him, as his failure

scene changed, however, in about

reappeared

crowd, the horse

the

in

He was then
was stopped occasionally, and his feet raised
up and handled in every part without any difficulty. Whenever
Mount stopped him, he would apply his hand to the mouth and
After the lapse of an
nostrils of the horse, and pat him familiarly.
hour, he harnessed him with another horse to a wagon, and drove
him all over town, crossed the river with him in a ferry flat, and went
following him like a dog, without halter or bridle!
bridled and led about,

five or six

miles into the country, ascending and descending in the

route, several steep hills.

He

returned the next morning with the

team, the roan working as true and
fectly obedient to the rein

The

astonishment of

all

and

tfs

to the

gentle as an 'old stager,' per-

word of command.

was now complete,

for

such a change was

not believed possible, as roan was notorious for his perverse and
wicked disposition, the most skilful trainers having been, more than
once, baffled by him,

—

in fact,

he had been given up as too

much

of

a devil to break.

Mount

liked the horse so well, that he purchased

with him.

Before leaving, he told the secret

five dollars each,

to

him and drove

off

several persons at

under injunctions however, and pledges, that they

should not divulge

it

to others.

Since then, they have had no trouble

there in taming wild horses, his preparation having proved a perfect

panacea for

all

the wickedness and 'deviltry,'

horse kind possess.

1

say preparation, for

I

which many of the

when Mount
mouth and nostrils,

conjecture,

applied his hand so frequently to the animal's

that

it
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could easily detect the smell

I

of the oil of anniseed while the operation was going on, and the
probability is, that partial stupefaction was produced, which, with
gentle and proper handling, accomplished the object.

operandi

is

of the Register, by

whose

modus

Fennimore Cooper, Esq. our celebrated

J.

novelist?

'Spy' and 'Pioneers,' to say nothing of his other works, will

monument

ever be an enduring
If I

If so, the

not very unlike that detailed in one of the early numbers

am

right in

consideration, and

may

lating drugs,

my
it is

it

this

If the

:

horse

is

worthy of

operated upon by stimu-

not produce some lasting injury, and deprive him

in a great degree, of that fire

be ranked with the dull ox
are produced.

to his fame.

conjecture, a question presents itself

If so,

and

spirit,

Mount

?

then surely

it is

without which he can only

insists that

no such bad

effects

a secret worth knowing.
'

;

'What drugs, what charms
What conjuration, and what mighty magic
(For such proceedings he was charged withal,)

He

tames his horses with.'

Sigma.

TURF MATTERS.
Mr. Editor
Change,

:

sir,

seems

to

be the order of the day, yet every change

not an improvement, and such

The

deem

by Mr. Stevens

in a letter addressed

Times.

I

to the editor of the Spirit of the

alterations there proposed, are in

lated neither to increase the sport or

is

the alterations lately proposed

my

opinion, calcu-

enhance the value of the horses,

but on the contrary to diminish the one and depreciate the other.

If

by any change, the races on the Long Island turf should be only
attended by the northern sportsmen, every one must admit, they
would lose more than half their attraction, diminish the purses, and
no gentleman south of Pennsylvania will attend them

;

the expenses

of travelling are so high, that the present purses will scarcely justify
the risk

;

but in the value of the purses, and sectional rivalry, high

prices are obtained for winners,

which

is

an inducement to encounter

the chance of loss and the certainty of expense.

Suppose a horse wins three jockey clubs worth $1,000 each, and
$6,000 now divide these purses into three parts
$1000, running the same distance, and his
owner encountering expenses that under no arrangement can he divide
in the same way
then must this horse lose at least one-half, if not
this

horse sells

at

;

each, and he wins but

;

two-thirds his value

;

for I

deem

it

certain that

it is

the

amount of

the
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— competition imparts interest

to the

sport and value to the horses.

purse to each horse winning a heat.
Honest horses, like honest men, should, in my opinion, alone find
favour among us ; and I object to the change, on the ground that it

proposed

It is

may

to distribute the

our blood horse.

alter entirely the character of

game which

be brought

approve a system which

to

It is

gives value to the horse, and

of speed and

may

I

the union

can never

alter the estimate of his

qualities.

In a

low,

mere betting point of view, and where the moral standard

it

heat a race

horses;

but

;

fear this

I

who

are sufficient for the
said that

it is

cations of

act improperly,

he

life,

I

—

say the true course

is

the present regulations

government of honourable men.

under present regulations the best horse

by management,

times beaten

turf nor the

would improve neither the

be intended to prevent collision,

if it

to exclude rigidly all

If

is

be well not only to curtail the distance, but make each

may

to this

who manages

answer, that in

I

best, succeeds

best,

—

all

is

some-

the avo-

that intellect

jockey clubs as well as elsewhere, and they will scarcely be

rules in

make laws which

shall attempt to remedy the mental
members.
It has become fashionable to shorten the distance.
I am and
always have been in favour of sixty yards to the mile. I have seen

induced

to

defects of its

many

much

a horse

troubled to save his distance in the

in the conclusion of

the race has beaten

showing

at the termination,

won

first

the

Racing

is

heat

now

all

game, speed, and condition, while he that

barely able to finish on the right side of the

is

admitted on

hands

all

to

be the best possible

of encouraging a superior breed of horses, at least
nations.

It is

unite stoutness, or game, to speed and action

long repeating races

is

is in the repeat that

game

imported, was truly a

his eighteen

the best test

pounds

—

;

flag.

mode

civilized

which

shall

and our old plan of

others say what they may,

tells.

Rowton, a horse

it

lately

performer, and confessedly a horse of

first rate

I

think with Camarine, he carried

they made a dead heat, on repeating

in

riding

all

attribute his loss of the race to the influence

•,

of the weight in the repeat; and
in

let

;

or weight

In one of his races,

the mare beat him,

one

among

therefore important to pursue that system

the finest game.

heat, that

first

the horses with ease,

England questioned

his

I

fact.

No

Let us continue our old

mode

have no question of the

game.

him who wins two heats in the race, have the
pay those who win, and others will hope to do so;
but divide the purses, and the sportsmen must, like Sancho in his
of running, and let

purse,

—

this will

kingdom

of Barataria, abdicate or starve.

The

success of one will

Vol.
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adventurers,

—but

let the
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New York

gentlemen of

divide their purses, they will then have the course entirely to themselves;

no one

will pursue a

game where they must

lose and cannot

win.
project

If this

adopted,

is

it

will lessen the sport, deteriorate the

A.

horses, and depreciate their value one-half or more.

THE USEFULNESS OF SPORTING.
("The Norfolk Herald a

payment

for its publication, for

except of course

may have

editorials.

its

in consideration of
it

few weeks since, contained the following article
hope the intelligent editor did not demand

We

an advertisement.

as

its

towards

the best article in

give

it

its

columns,

a place in the Turf Register,

He

self-interest in the writer.

—

ments

and expects

for sale,

was

intrinsic merits, notwithstanding the slight leaning

about sporting,

its

it

We

pleasures and effects

;

this to benefit his

has told the truth

he keep sporting impletrade, he is entitled to it for

and

if

his ingenuity.]

'By various sports,
O'er

hills,

through valleys, and by

Is life both

rivers' brink,

sweetened and prolonged.'

has often been said, that the benefit from any exercise, depended

'It

much upon

very

that those

the immediate effect on the mind and feelings
and
amusements were consequently the most useful, that pro\

Of

duced the greatest portion of gaiety and hope.

all

the active

relaxations that can be enjoyed, few rank in the production of those

charms of

life,

with the various modifications of sporting.

pendent of the simple exercise which can be practised

mind and

the

heart

become so

interested, that

in other

few of the

ills

Inde-

modes,
of

life

can 'bear with heavy hand' on the enthusiastic railer, or the industrious hunter of the

woods.

He

forgets in the all-absorbing excite-

ment, the pains of body, or of mind diseased, throws aside the pressure
of care, and loses in the thrilling luxury of the
lections of distresses that

who

had almost borne him

are fond of those amusements, are enabled

moment, the

recol-

the earth.

Men

to

by the simple exhila-

through exposure and fatigue, that in more
moments would have produced overwhelming exhaustion

ration of mind, to pass

dispassionate

and disease, and in the infatuating enjoyment of
feel

transported to a state of bliss

;

successful sport,

the recollection of

which

'Will well repay,

For many

To

a long cold night and weary day.'

a sportsman, the sight or sound of a gun, of a hunting dog, or

— and

game

bird,

many

a pleasure of days gone by;' and even in the 'sear and yellow

has music in

it

that will reach his very heart

recall
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leaf of existence,

I

have seen the remembrance of
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long

field delights,

since faded in the vista of years, recall a juvenescence of feelings that

seemed

rob

to

of

life

advantages of sporting

its

tedium, and age of

to the health, too

Of

feebleness.

its

much cannot

the

be said, and in

the words of a writer, 'some of the alarming complaints of the lungs
are

more

removed by sporting

certainly

— whether

confined to the

diminutive circumference of a boat, or roaming the wild ranges of

mountain

forest

— than

by

the

all

humbugs

This

nonsense of the 'regular bred.'

of quacks, or scientific

have often seen exemplified in

I

cases that had long been targets for medical archery, and would
live in spite of the doctors

been used

when,

;

after

still

every regular means had

to 'kill or care'' in vain, the patient

has turned back on

quackeries of science, and fled to the more grateful medicaments of

country

and sylvan music

air

vain hope by bread

:

— and

instead of being cajoled into

frightened to death by long

pills, or

consoled into certain health, by administering lead
into a long life

by being

able to the sight.

at the

death of

who

If citizens

many

a

pills,

bill,

bills,

he

is

and charmed

far more agreemost part

are closely confined for

of the day, instead of contenting themselves with a quiet ride on

—

horseback, would shoulder their guns,

(if they have them
otherwise,
Tabb's Sporting Establishment, where there is a

step into E. P.

large and beautiful assortment just opened,
real

Simon's) and march away

;

— and

select

one of the

occasionally, even for a few hours,

it

would produce a renovation of strength, as well as spirits for business, that would counterbalance even in its pecuniary results, for all
from the cares of

their abstractions

life,

and the addition

to

their

stock of healthy, pleasant bodily feelings, would contribute vastly to
the aggregate of their earthly happiness
this world, 'all the

;

and make them

luxury of a poet's dream.'

realize in

'

BOILED EGGS FOR SPORTSMEN.
Was you
in the

fore

hungry

I

ever hungry, Mr. Editor?

am going

If not,

?

to

say

benefit of those

;

trifle

to

you

but

who

I

are.

could have swallowed

no

I

mean, was you ever out

woods, marshes, &c. without any thing

day

all

carry with

to eat,'

are unable to appreciate the value of

nevertheless wish
I

the

you

you

to

publish

all

and there-

it

many a time been so hungry
game in my bag, feathers and all.

have

what

for the
that

I

It is

a supply of provisions, and ordinary

excursions are made without them.

Now

let

me recommend

the use

of hard boiled eggs to every sportsman, two of which will be of more

Vol.

8.

No.
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service than a

They

of cold meats.

full

large quantity of nutriment in a very small space,

of this to the hunter

He may

very great.

is

contain a very

and the advantage

eat a couple of them,

will satisfy his appetite without overloading his stomach,

which

much work without

thus he will be able to accomplish

There

is

and

fatigue.

nothing so disables one for travelling as an overloaded

may be

stomach or an empty one, and both

Let the experiment be

hard boiled eggs.
not adopted on

future occasions,

all

A GOOD

A
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good gun,

it

I will

conceded,

successful day's shooting; but that

is

I

and

the practice be
S.

SECURE.

apprehend,

not

if

pay the expense.

GUN— HOW TO

will be

avoided by the use of

tried,

all that is

is

necessary to a

necessary.

You

must have good powder, as well as a good gun, and then what are all
these worth in the absence of a good flint
or, what is belter, good

—

percussion caps

?

And

yet

all

these are of no avail to the sportsman if

he be not provided with good wadding.
easiest tiling in

Now

the world to obtain, provided

a good gun is the
you have the where-

my remarks on that
what is the use of obtaining a good thing if
you cannot keep it good ? I was going to treat of keeping a good gun,
not of obtaining one.
Well, you have got a good gun
that is, you
have got one that will fire when you wish and carry your pellets
where you wish, for I consider that the beginning and the end of the
description.
To keep such a one, or to keep one such, you must
keep it clean, wipe it out occasionally through the day while using it,
and at the end of the hunt let not your appetite for supper, nor your
desire for sleep, prevent a thorough cleansing of it before you put it
withal

;

and therefore your readers will think

subject uncalled for; but

;

away, that the saltpetre

smooth surface.

The

may

best

not be

left

in the barrel

method of doing

to

corrode

its

this is to take the barrel

and lock from the stock, pour into the barrel boiling water and mop
it well with a whisp of tow on the screw of the ramrod, if you have
not a cleaning rod for the purpose.
clear, after the

As soon

as the water

becomes

successive rinsings in this way, dry the inside of the

barrel with dry

tow on the ramrod, and the heat of the

barrel

from

using boiling water, will speedily evaporate any remaining moisture.
After the barrel has

become cold put a cork

into the muzzle,

and a

peg into the nipple or touch-hole. Then clean the lock by
wiping it thoroughly with a dry linen or cotton cloth, restock, and
soft

away with

the assurance of having a good

another day's good shooting.

Don'l mind what people say

put your good gun

gun for
to you
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about cleaning your gun with vinegar, &c. use the boiling hot water,
it

will not melt

your gun, though

may burn your

it

fingers a

little,

makes your gun look like
a 'stub and twist,' it will shoot none the worse for that. You now
know how to possess a good gun you must next know how to
Dupont's sporting powder is good, but it is
get good powder.
variant in power and cleanliness, and you will be obliged to try it
Rub a little between your thumb and
before adopting it for use.
and

takes off a

if it

little

of the varnish that

—

If it do not soil your fingers you may venture to flash a little
on a sheet of letter paper if it leave nothing on the paper, and does
not soil it much, you may venture to charge your clean gun with it,
and fire it off". Then wipe the gun with some clean tow, and you
If its cleanliness be satisfacwill be able to see whether it be dirty.
tory, charge your gun and fire at a mark at thirty to fifty yards,
If the pellets fall below the mark,
that you may ascertain its-power.

finger.

;

after a sufficient

number of

trials, it is

small a charge, or the powder

even though they do not

certain that

weak

;

you have

and the same

if

either too

the pellets,

below, do not enter the target to a

fall

When you

sufficient depth.

is

tried your powder and found it
enough of the same parcel to last a
although you may easily enough obtain

have

satisfactory, take care to secure

time

considerable

;

for,

powder at all times equally good, it will vary more or less from that
you have become used to, and hence your shots will be more or less
bad until you have become acquainted with the power of every new
supply.
A sportsman will always be more successful who always
uses one kind of powder, though

who
The

it

be in

fact inferior,

than the one

uses various kinds even though they be of a superior quality.

reason

is

obvious, in the one case

you know exactly the power
Take three charges of

of your gun, and in the other you do not.

powder, each from a
grade, and

Now

you

though

different manufacturer,

will find the

power of each

different

of the same

all

from the others.

and when you become used
Hence the necessity of a good supply of that to
which you have become habituated, that you may not be continually
trying and proving new supplies. Now you have good powder, the flint
is next, if you use flints, and as there are some old fashioned fellows
to

it

either of the kinds will do for use,

will be the best.

that will persist in their use,

I

they need compassion, as do

all

must drop a hint

who

that they cannot be beaten into a better one.

edged

of a clear horn colour.

flint,

for their benefit

;

for

are so set in the old beaten track

Adjust

it

Select a

smooth sharp

properly in the cock,

taking care to arrange the edge exactly parallel with the face of the

hammer.
glad of

it

you will say, is known already.
shews the correctness of my remarks

All this,

—

it

Very
then.

well,

But

I

am

if it is

Vol. 8.
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hammer
much to be

have seen the face of the

I

was

scarred and gored, and so injured that a miss-fire

as

all owing to the bad flint or its
Whenever the flint becomes dull, throw it away if
your flint you will of course succeed in firing your gun
the edge being serrated, scratches the face of the hammer

expected as a quick shot, and

arrangement.
pick

;

bad

you
but

;

then

soon renders a

new one

Instead of picking your

necessary.

—

always put in a new one

and
flint

But don't use them at all.
Get a nipple put upon your gun, and a percussion lock, and then use
percussion caps, on the selection and use of which I have nothing to

say, for

you cannot go

that's the

The

various cut waddings are

it

punch made

to get a

but

;

for

has been said about wad-

much improvement

and

deserves

Much

astray in either.

ding,

it

way.

my

all

good

gun.

I

never found a cut wad

I

was

silly

used pasteboard, as

the English shooters, and old hat bodies, and

made in it.
enough
directed by

has not been

for nothing.

all

sorts of fabrics, but

answer as good a purpose as the old tow
wad. This will never fail you, and I recommend that you remain
Oakum makes a good wad, but every body cannot
satisfied with it.
get it in the country, and if they could, I do not know of any advantage
It is in fact only a coarser kind of the same
it possesses over tow.
thing, with a little tar in it, which latter I cannot imagine does it any
to

The tow should be clean, free from the chaff or small pieces
wood of the flax. A moderately firm wad should be put down
upon the charge of powder and rammed well home the wad upon

good.

of the

;

the

shot should be barely sufficient to keep the shot in their place

while carrying the gun, and pressed

down

rule

charges of

the length of the

gun can arrange the proportions of each

practice with each

One

to

and strength of powder, and therefore nothing but

barrel, size of bore,

charge.

The

lightly.

powder and shot should be regulated according

I

may be

permitted to lay

down

— never

to

a

overload

your gun for you can never be certain of hitting the object with it,
and it might 'knock its owner over,' which would serve him right.
All guns have the power of consuming a certain quantity of powder,
and all powder put into them above this quantity becomes wadding
\

of the worst possible kind, and
there

a great excess,

is

very dangerous.

gun

will

The

thrown out of the gun unburnt.

is

forms a wadding like that of sand, and

it

proper charge for any gun

consume the whole of before

can be easily ascertained.

Take

it

that

is

If
is

which the

leaves the barrel, and this

a quire or

two of

printer's paper,

and lay the sheets side by side, forming a line thirty or forty yards in
length.

Then

charge your gun with the quantity of powder you

judge about right, give

it

a proper wadding,

of sheets of paper lengthwise.

40

v.3

If

and

you had put

fire

it

in too

over the line

much powder

—
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you

will

grains scattered over the paper

find

enough, you

will,

of course, find none.

paper reduce the charge a

found

on

charge a
last

the paper

;

none

is

if

too

find

or just

little,

powder on

the

and try again, and so on until none
found

after the

first fire,

is

increase the

time until you do find some, and then adopt the

at a

little

if

little,

;

you

If

[Feb. 1637

previous one as the proper charge.

Now

good gun, powder, flint, percussion, wadding,
keep them, and therefore you are prepared for
1 wish
you success but there is one thing more
a first rate shot.
necessary to be known by you, if you don't know it already, which
I presume you do, before you can have a good gun, or become a good
shot and if you do not practice it then all my advice has been
thrown away, and you had better throw away your gun too. To
enable you to have a good gun whenever you want it, you must
If you lend your gun, ten chances to one
resolve never to lend it.
you cannot have it when you want it, and when you do get it you
The lender of a gun can never have a good
will find it out of order.
one unless he has one for himself and one to lend, and follows my
For I never
directions with that which he reserves for his own use.

you have

&c. and know

how

a

to

;

;

yet

knew

the borrower of a horse, a dog, a gun, or an umbrella, to

use them well and return them

you

to

beware of borrowers,

if

at the

you want

time promised
to

;

so

I

advise

keep a good gun.

Ramrod.

Winners of

Two Year

old Stakes in England, in 1836.

[See January No. page 227, for those of this

Arrow, by

list

heretofore published.]

—

Cadland, out of Edith Captain Williamson's. 105 sovs.
at Epsom, beating Mr. Montague's br. c. Actonian, by Jerry, out of Butterfly's dam
Mr. Ash's b. f. by Theodore, out of Christine and Mr.
Farrall's br. c. by The Colonel, out of Pinions.
Armenian, by Mulatto, out of Angelica Lord Orford's. The July
stakes of 780 sovs. at Newmarket, beating Lord Exeter's Corban
Col.
Peel's gr. f. by Sultan, out of Fille de Joie; Lord Chesterfield's b. f.
Venilia, by Velocipede, out of Charity Mr. Wilson's ch. c. by Comus,
dam by Figaro, (foaled in 1829,) out of Cora Mr. Pettit's b. c. by Tranby,
dam by Abjer, out of The Duchess and Sir S. Graham's b. f. by Shakspeare, out of Twatty. The first was a dead heat between the Armenian,
Corban, and Fille de Joie filly.
Anvil, by Gaberlunzie, out of Swallow's dam, 8st. 71bs; Col. Peel's.
The Rutland stakes of 2G0 sovs. in the New market first October meeting,
;

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

r

M. Wood's ch. c. by Cetus,
Duke of Grafton's br. f.
Algebra, by Ranvilles, out of Zeal, 8st. Slbs and Duke of Rutland's b. f.
by Bedlamite, out of Flame's dam, 8st. Slbs. And 90 in the Houghton
Meeting, beating Mr. W. Edward's f. by The Colonel, out of Basilea.

beating Lord Exeter's b.

dam by

c.

Corban, 9st; Sir

Blacklock, out of Altisidora,

8st. 71bs

;

;

—

——
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Abraham Newland,

— 55 sovs.

kins's.

out of Chat
sovs. at

;

at
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by Malek, out of Queensberry's dam Mr. Wilbeating Mr. J. Smith's ch. c. by Velocipede,
;

Durham,

and Mr. Medcalfe's

York October Meeting,

b. c.

—

Pompey, by Waverly. And GO
H. S. Thompson's br. f. by

beating Mr.

f. The Cuckoo, two years;
Mr. Thompson's br. g. Algiers, six years Mr. Gill's b. f. by St. Nicholas,
Lord Chesterfield's b. c. Moulsey, two
out of Miss Wilkes, three years
years Mr. Bowes's b. f. Miss Julia, three years and Mr. Harland's ro. g.
by Borodino, dam by Whisker, four years.
Bay Colt, by Longwaist, dam by Cato Captain Williamson's 90 at
Bath Spring Meeting, beating Mr. E. V. Fox's b. c. Doncaster, by BusMr. S. Herbert's b. c. Bulbridge,
tard, dam by Orville, out of Rosanne
by Humphrey Clinker Bolivar's dam and Mr. Hervey's b. c. by

Velocipede, three years; Mr. Heseltine's b.
;

;

;

;

—

;

;

—

—

;

Wrangler Miss Craven's dam.
Bay Colt, by Peter Lely, out of Phantasima Captain Gardnor's.
120 at Ascot, beating Mr. Sadler's ch. c. The Hermit (now called Delusion,) Lord Exeter's b. f. Candia, Captain Williamson's b. c. Arrow,
(31bs. extra,) and Sir G. Heathcote's b. f. by Shakspeare, out of Coma.
Bay Colt, by Emilius, out of Misrule Mr. ThomhiU's.-— 50 at Newmarket July Meeting, beating Lord Chesterfield's Edgar; Mr. Irby's b. c.
by Shakspeare, out of Clansman's dam Colonel Peel's br. f. by Edmund,
out of Medora Mr. T. Carter's b. c. Caricature, by Shakspeare, out of
and Lord Exeter's b. f. Creusa, by
Plantagenet's dam, by Andrew
;

;

;

;

;

Priam, out of Varna.

Bay Filly, by The

—

dam by Comus; Mr.

Patten's.
00 at
by Langar, out of Roseleaf.
Bay Colt, by Voltaire, out of Comedy. Received 25 sovs. at Richmond, and
sovs. at Stockton.
Bangalore, by Battledore, out of Miss Patrick Sir R. Bulkeley's.
305 at Liverpool July meeting, beating Sir T. Stanley's b. c. Pammon, by

Colonel,

Lancaster, beating Lord Stanley's ch.

f.

—

—

;

Lord Derby's ro. c. Parolles Sir J. Boswell's b.
and Mr. R. Turner's ch. c. Portland, by Recovery, out of
Caifacaratadaddera. And 90 at the same meeting, beating Calendar, and
Lord Westminster's b. f. Sarcasm, three years.
Beggar-my-neighbour, by Partisan, out of Bustle; Mr. E. Peel's.
75 at Burton-on-Trent, beating Mr. W. Lacey's ch. c. by Granby, out of
Priam, out of Baroness

c.

Calendar

;

;

;

—

Amana.
Brother to Marpessa, by Muley

;

Mr. Etwall's.— 100

at

Bibury,

beating Captain Williamson's Arrow.

Brother to Glaucus, by Partisan, out of Nanine; Sir M. Wood's.-cReceived 100 sovs. from Lord Lichfield's Hector, in the Newmarket first
October meeting.
Cantata, by Muley, out of Prima Donna Mr. E. Peel's.— 45 at Walsall, beating Captain Lamb's ch. c. by Winton, dam by Humphrey
Clinker, out of Gadabout, and Mr. Giffard's b. f. by Cadland, out of
Eliza
And 100 at Nottingham, beating the Chat colt, and Captain Tay;

—

lor's

Lincoln, by Negociator, out of Theodosia.

Candia, by Sultan, dam by Captain Candid

;

Lord Exeter's.

— 50

at

—
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Brighton, beating Lord Egremont's
odore

f.
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Madeira, and Mr. Ash's

f.

by The-

— Christine.

Castaside, by Mameluke or Camel, out of Rowena; General Yates's.
at Huntingdon, beating Mr. Petit's c. by Tranby, dam by Abjer, and
Mr. Greville's Mariette, by Priam, out of Maria. And 40 in the Houghton meeting, beating Mr. Greville's Grapeskin Lord Lichfield's Kathleen;
Duke of Beaufort's c. by Young Emilius, (by Emilius, out of Cobweb,)
out of Taglioni, by Gainsborough and Captain Williamson's Arrow.
Cardinal Pcff, by Pantaloon, out of Puff; Lord Westminster's.
660 at Doncaster, beating Duke of Cleveland's Henriade Mr. Skipsey's
Slashing Harry Duke of Cleveland's b. f. by Emilius, out of Maria Mr.
50

—

;

;

;

;

;

by Priam, out of Miss Fanny's dam; Mr. S. King's b. c.
Vernal, by Actason, out of Melrose's dam Sir R. Bulkeley's ch. c. Bangalore
and Mr. Vansittart's br. c. by Catton, out of Darioletta.
Calendar, by Canteen, out of Hambletonia Sir J. Boswell's. 310 at
Liverpool Spring meeting, beating Sir T. Stanley's gr. f. by Dr. Syntax,
Powlet's b.

f.

;

;

—

;

dam by Walton, out of Lisette Sir R. Bulkely's br. f. by
Gwynne; Lord Derby's ro. c. Parolles Mr. A.
;

of Nell

;

Velocipede, out
Phillips's ch.

f.

by Recovery, out of Cinderella Mr. Mostyn's ch. f. Sister to Puss Mr.
Clegg's br. f. Victoria, by Bay Bolton, out of Polly Oliver Mr. Allanson's br. c. Sir Bamfylde, by Tramp, out of Kite
and Mr. Dawson's br.
c. Bonny Jack, by Jack Spigot, out of Fair Jane's dam.
Chestnut Colt, by Velocipede, out of Chat; Mr. J. Smith's. 270
at Manchester, beating Mr. Walter's b. c. The Prime Warden, out of
Mr.
Zarina
Mr. Phillips's ch. f. by Recovery, out of Cinderella
Giffard's b. c. by Priam, out of Forester Lass; Mr. Shelmerdine's b. f.
Mr. Hesseltine's b. c. CowTillah, by Recovery, out of Reuben's dam
boy, by Voltaire, out of Dairy-maid Mr. W. Barrow's ch. f. by Recovery,
dam by Swiss Mr. Dawson's b. f. by Partisan, out of Liska and Mr.
Mackreth's b. f. Creusa, by Priam, out of Zephyrina. And (now Captain
Lamb's) 60 at Chesterfield, beating Mr. Skipsey's Cowboy, Mr. Barrow's
;

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

b. c.

by Waverly,

dam by

Abjer, and Mr. Lacey's Subaltern.

Chestnut Colt, by Young Filho, dam by Comus; Mr. Garforth's.
Received 50 at York August meeting.
Chestnut Filly, by Recovery, out of Cinderella; Mr. Phillips's. 90
at Newton, beating Mr. W. Turner's br. f. by Filho, out of The Nun;

—

and Sir

J.

Boswell's ch.

c.

Master Will, by Brunswick, out of Bella.

—

Chestnut Filly, by Bedlamite, out of Garcia; Colonel Peel's. Won
the Clearwell stakes of 700 at Newmarket second October meeting,
beating Mr. J. Day's Chapeau d'Espagne Mr. Sowerby's br. c. Ruby,
;

by Reveller, out of Turquoise; Lord Exeter's b. c. Corban; Lord
Exeter's ch. c. Champion Mr. Cooper's b. c. Fantastic, by Bobadil, out
of Lady's Slipper; Mr Greville's br. c. Mango, brother to Preserve Mr.
Forth's ch. f. by Bedlamite, out of Hatfield's dam and Lord Chesterfield's
;

;

;

b

f.

Venilia.

Chapeau D'Espagne, by
John Day's.

—Won

Dr. Syntax, out of Chapeau de Paille; Mr.

the Criterion stakes of 760 sovs. in the

Houghton

meeting, beating Mr. Cooper's Fantastic, Lord Exeter's Corban (21bs.

—
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Waresti, (21bs. extra,) Lord Egremont's
Lord Exeter's Creusa, Mr. Carter's Nelson, byLamplighter, out of Naiad, Captain Williamson's King of Clubs, and
Mr. Vansittart's c. by Catton, out of Darioletta. And 175 in the
same meeting, beating Lord Chesterfield's Venilia, and Lord Exeter's
Champion.
Clints, by Argantes, out of Francesca Mr. Attwood's. A stake at
Richmond, beating Duke of Leeds's ch. f. Darling.
Corban, by Sultan, out of Miss Cantley; Lord Exeter's. The Chesextra,)

Mr. Wreford's

Madeira,

sister to

(21bs. extra,)

—

—
—

;

terfield stakes

Grand Cairo;

of 660, in the July meeting, beating General Yates's b. c.
Sir M. Wood's ch. f. by Langar, out of Isabel; Mr. Gre-

Lord Exeter's ch. c. Champion Mr. Newton's b.
f. Mariette
by Cetus, out of Brillante Colonel Peel's gr. f. by Sultan< out of Fille
de Joie; General Grosvenor's b. f. Laodice and Mr. Cook's b. c. WinAnd the Buckingham stakes of 900, in
ford, by Stumps, out of Ulrica.
ville's ch.

;

;

c.

;

;

—

the

first

October meeting, beating the Fille de Joie

filly.

—

Countess, by The Colonel, out of Jane Sir G. Heathcote's 30 at
Reigate, beating Mr. Farrall's b. c. by The Colonel, out of Pinions.
Cuckoo, (The), by Waverly, out of The Saddler's dam; Mr. Skip50 at Doncaster, beating Mr. Dawson's f. by Partisan, out of
gey 's.
And a stake at Northallerton, beating Mr. Dawson's f. Parthenia,
Liska.
two years, 6st. lOlbs; Mr. Wormald's f. Miss Charlotte, three years, 8st.
lOlbs. and Mr. Heseltine's b. f. Meg Merrilies, three years, 8st. lOlbs.
Defender, brother to Defensive, by Defence, dam by Selim Mr.
325 at Stockbridge, beating Mr. Rawlinson's b. c. Chadlington,
Sadler's.
by Fungus, out of Ruby Mr. Sadler's sister to Delightful and Mr. HerAnd
bert's Maid of the West, by The Colonel, out of Charlotte West.
the Molecomb stakes of 350 at Goodwood, carrying 51bs. extra, beating
Lord Exeter's Candia, Mr. J. Day's Chapeau d'Espagne, and Lord Egre;

—
—

;

—

;

j

mont's

f.

—

Madeira.

Delusive, (formerly The Hermit,) by Defence, out of Artichoke; Mr.
110 at Epsom October, beating Mr. Carter's gr. f. by Stumps,
Sadler's.
out of Sweet Majorum; Mr. Phillemore's br. c. Ich Dien, by Camel, out
of Verbena; and Mr. Balchin's br. c. Profligate, by Wanton, dam by

—

Blacklock.

—

Doctor (The), by Dr. Syntax, dam by Lottery; Mr. S. Fox's. 60 at
Richmond, carrying 6st. 81bs. beating Mr. Nuttall's br. f. Elizabeth, by
St. Patrick, dam by Catton, two years, 6st. 51bs. Mr. Metcalfe's ch. f. by
Actseon, out of Giglet, two years, 6st. 51bs. Mr. Bell's ch. f. Golden
Drop, two years, 6st. 51bs and General Sharpe's ch. c. Sadek, three
And 85 at Carlisle, beating Lord Kelburne's ch. c. by
years, 8st. lOlbs.
Albany, dam by St. Patrick, and Gen. Sharpe's ch. g. Mirza, by Malek
;

—

Leda.

Garforth's ch. c. by
at

Young

sister to

;

c.

Beverly, beating Captain Taylor's b.

Eoerfa,

—

Justitia
Mr. M. Foulis's 60 at Malton,
by Comus, out of Spotless's dam; and Mr.
Filho da Puta, dam by Comus. And a stake

Eaglet, by Falcon, out of
beating Mr. C. Wilson's b.

c.

Lincoln.

Ceres, by Emilius; Mr. ThornhilPs.

—The

Hopeful

;
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first October meeting, carrying 8st. 41bs. beating Mr.
Wreford's br. c. Wintonian, 8st. 1 libs Lord Exeter's b. c. Corban, 8st.
91bs
General Yates's b. c. Grand Cairo, 8st. 61bs; Colonel Peel's ch. f.
by Bedlamite, out of Garcia, 8st. 41bs
and Lord Chesterfield's b. f.

stakes of 450, in the

;

;

;

Oddums,

8st. 41bs.

Fifer, by The Colonel, out of Leopoldine

Roman

ceived 50 from Lord Lichfield's

— ReYates's. — 50

Lord Stradbroke's.

;

(dead).

Grand Cairo, by Camel,

in
out of Gabrielle; General
Spring meeting, beating Mr. Stephenson's b. f. Fanchon, by Lapdog, out of Scuffle ; Mr. Ridsdale's b. f. Venilia, sister to Valiant Mr.
W. Edwards's ch. f. Princess Augusta; Mr. Greville's ch. f. Epaulette,

the

first

;

by The Colonel, dam by Partisan, out of Pawn and Mr. Marsonn's gr.
And 125 in the second Spring
c. by Gustavus, out of Emma, by Orville.
meeting, beating Mr. Stephenson's b. f. Fanchon Lord Exeter's ch. c.
Champion Lord Chesterfield's ch. c. by Priam, out of Olga's dam Mr.
Wilson's ch. c. by Comus, dam by Figaro; and Mr. Marsonn's b. f. by
;

—

;

;

;

Cetus, out of Adelaide.

Golden Drop, by

Actaeon,

dam by Whisker

;

Mr.

Bell's.

—40

Stockton, beating Mr. Wormald's Fieschi, and Mr. Clairidge's

at

Lady

—

Fitzhugh, by Actaeon, out of Adelicia. 80 at Richmond, beating Colonel
Cradock's b. c. by Voltaire, out of Comedy ; Mr. Blakelock's bl. f. Yarico,
by Waverly, out of Fancy and Mr. Foljambe's bl. f. by Vanish, out of
;

—

Helga. And 80 at York October meeting, beating Lord Chesterfield's b.
Mr. S. L. Fox's br. c. Dirmid
c. Moulsey, by Sultan, out of Rachel
Mr. Wilkins's ch. c. Abraham Newland Mr. Welch's ch. c. by Brutan;

;

c. by Young Filho, dam
by Comus and Mr. S. King's b. c. Vernal.
Grey Filly, by Gustavus, out of Peggy Mr. Hunter's. 60 in the
second October meeting, beating Mr. Gardnor's b. c. Skirmisher, three
years; Lord Exeter's b. c. Jemmy, three years; Mr. Sadler's ch. f by
Reveller, out of Design, two years
Mr. Greville's b. c. by Moses, out of
Victorine, two years
General Yates's br. f. Castaside, two years and
Lord Chesterfield's b. f. by Tramp, out of Amaryllis, two years.
Guess, by Jerry, out of Stays Colonel Peel's. Received 100 in the
July meeting. And 70 in the Houghton meeting, beating Mr. Sadler's f.
by Reveller, out of Design, two years Captain Gardnor's Partner, three
Lord Exeter's Jemmy, three years Mr. W. Edwards's c. by
years
Young Phantom, out of Miss Camarine's dam, two years Mr. Langham's Nelson, two years, Lord Jersey's f. by Priam Ishmael's dam, two
Chamois, two years.
years and Mr. Clover's Ibex, by Emilianus
Henriade, by Voltaire, out of Matilda; Duke of Cleveland's. 140 at
Duke
Catterick, beating Mr. Whitelock's b. f. by Waverly, out of Gin
of Leeds's b. c. Rubicon, by Waverly, out of Mrs. Rye Mr. Ridsdale's
Colonel Cradock's b. f. by Actaeon, out of
b. f. by Partisan, out of Liska
Lady Emmeline and Mr. Hudson's b. f. Columbine. 240 at York
spring meeting, beating Mr. Bell's ch. f. Golden Drop Mr. T. O. PowMr. Wilkins's ch. c.
lett's b. f. by Priam, out of Miss Fanny's dam

dorf, out of sister to

Swinton Mr. Garforth's ch.
;

;

—

;

.

;

;

;

—

;

—

;

;

;

;

—

—

;

—
;

;

;

—

;

;

;

Abraham Newland

;

and Duke of Leeds's

br. c.

Wrestler.

— 175

at

New-

—
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Major
castle, beating Colonel Cradock's c. by Voltaire, out of Comedy
Yarburgh's The Doctor, by Dr. Syntax, out of Belinda and Mr. Marley's
b. f. The Hind, sister to The Stag— And 80 at Northallerton, beating Mr.
Skipsey's Slashing Harry, and Mr. Rhodes's Conservative.
Jereed, by Sultan, out of My Lady Colonel Anson's. The Hornby
;

;

—

;

York
Champagne

stakes of 350 at

And

Duke

of Leeds's Lothario.

stakes of 725; at Doncaster, beating Mr. Rhodes's
Conservative, by Voltaire, out of Carlton's dam Major Yarburgh's

the

br. c.

spring meeting, beating

;

Eaglet; Mr. Wormald's ch. c.
Fieschi, brother to Rapid; and Sir J. Boswell's b. c. Calendar.
Lady Stepney, by Jerry, out of Lady Easby Mr. Ramsay's. 140 at
the Western meeting, beating Sir J. Boswell's ch. c. Master Will, and

br. c.

The Doctor; Mr. M.

Foulis's gr.

f.

—

;

Lord Eglinton's

br.

f.

Young

Palestine, by

Blacklock, out of Q,ueen

Bathsheba.

Mr. Houldsworth's
Vanish

b. c.

—

Lady Stafford's dam. 125 at
by Doctor Syntax, dam by Walton
Combat; and Sir J. Boswell's ch. f. Vision, by

Lord Stafford, by Langar,

out of

Chester, beating Sir T. Stanley's gr.

f.

;

— Ultima.

—

Lupus, by Laurel, out of Nannette Sir G. Heathcote's. 70
beating Mr. Harrison's gr. c. by Albany, out of Agnes.
Magnet, by Reveller, out of Morisca Lord Conyngham's.
;

at

;

Epsom,

—Received

;

Egham.
Master Will, by Brunswick

40

at

Sir J. Boswell's.

— Received 50
—

at the

Western meeting.
Obadiah, by Dr. Faustus, out of Mary; Mr. Bristow's. Received 60
And won 100 at Warwick, beating Mr. T. Walter's
at Cheltenham.
The Prime Warden, and Mr. Rawlinson's b. c. by Fungus, dam by
Whalebone.
Pocket Hercules (The), by St. Nicholas, out of Fickle; Mr. Osbaldeston's.
The Champagne stakes of 200, at Heaton Park, beating Mr.
E. Peel's Clifton, by Cain, out of Mouche and Lord Westminster's f.
Brocade, sister to Snyder's. And the Claret stakes of 270, at the same
meeting, beating Lord Chesterfield's b. c. Moulsey, (brother to Hampton,)
by Sultan, out of Rachel; Sir R. Bulkeley's Bangalore; Mr. Heseltine'3
b. c. Cowboy, by Voltaire, out of Dairy-maid
Mr. E. Peel's b. c. Beggar
my Neighbour Lord Stanley's ro. c. Parolles and Mr. T. Johnson's br.
or bl. f. by Olympus, out of Proserpine.
Princess Augusta, by Augusta, out of Princess Victoria; Mr. W.

—

—

;

—

;

;

;

Edwards's.

—Received 25

Slashing Harry, by

in the first October meeting.

Voltaire, out of Arinette;

Mr. Skipsey's.

—200

Duke

of Leeds's b.

f.

Meliora, by Waverly, out of

—

at

Comedy
Lady Mowbrav and

Catterick, beating Colonel Cradock's b. c. by Voltaire, out of

;

;

gr. c. Clints.
400 at York August meeting, beating Lord
Westminster's Brocade ; Mr. Rhodes's Conservative; Mr. Clarke's b. c.
by Sir Hercules, out of Roue's dam Colonel Cradock's br c. by Voltaire,

Mr. Attwood's

;

out of Galena; Mr. Attwood's gr.
Voltaire,

c. Clints; Colonel Craufurd's b. f. by
Mr. L. Fox's b. c. Dirmid, by Waverly Mr.
by Falcon, dam by Blacklock and General Sharpe's ch. c.

dam by

Peck's gr.

f.

Figaro

;

;

;

;
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Mirza.— And 50
Comedy,

at Northallerton,
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beating the colt by Voltaire, out of

—

40
Sheriff, by Laurel, out of Lady Anna's dam; Mr. Phillimore's
Mr. Sowerby's b. f. Horatia, by Young Emilius, out
of Lady Henry. And 70 at Bedford, beating Mr. Stevens's b. f. Talebearer, by Incubus, out of Tell-tale's dam Mr. Cookes's b. f. Paphian, by
Stumps, out of Venus; Mr. G. Ongley's ch. c. by Gameboy, dam by
Gulliver, out of Historia and Mr. Lautour's ch. c. Glenvarloch, by Nigel,
at Hertford, beating

—

;

;

out of Esperance.

—

Mr. Lacey's. 50 at Lichfield,
to Cadet, by Filho
by Winton.
Sister to Waresti, by Sultan; Mr. Wreford's. 195 at Salisbury,
beating Mr. Sadler's Delusion, Captain Williamson's King of Clubs, and
Mr. Herbert's Bulbridge.
Teresa, by Langar, out of Lady of the Tees Mr. S. Fox's. 150 at
York spring meeting, beating Mr. Skipsey's The Cuckoo, and Mr. Hebden's Newmarket, by Priam, out of Barbara.
Wintonian, by Camel, out of Monimia Mr. Wreford's. 290 at Winchester, beating Captain Williamson's br. c. King of Clubs Mr. Herbert's
Mr. Sadler's ch. f. by Reveller, out of Design Mr. R.
b. c. Bulbridge
Brown's b. c. by Defence, dam by Reveller; Mr. Gardnor's ch. f. Magic
The Lavant stakes of 450, at
and Lord Conyngham's ch f. Magnet
Goodwood, beating Duke of Richmond's c by Muley, out of Anna, Lord
And 50 at
Chesterfield's Oddums, and Mr. Sadler's sister to Delightful.
Newmarket second October, beating Sir M. Wood's ch. f. by Langar,
out of Isabel; Lord Exeter's ch. c. Gauntlet; Lord Oxford's br. c. by Perchance, or Grand Duke, out of Petulance, by Partisan Mr. Ellis's b. f.
Miss Sophia, sister to Matilda, by Shakspeare, out of Maud Colonel
Peel's gr. f. by Sultan, out of Fille de Joie; Lord Suffield's b. c. Morison
Mr. Sowerby's ch. f. Virago Lord Bemers's br. c. George, by Oscar, out
of Spotless; and Mr. Newton's b. f. Fauchon.
Wrestler, by Waverly, dam by Reveller, out of Lisette Duke of
Leeds's
The Champagne stakes of 195, at Catterick, beating Mr. Wormald's ch. c. Fieschi
Colonel Craufurd's b. f. by Voltaire, dam by
Figaro; and Mr. Skipsey's b. f. The Cuckoo, sister to The Saddler.

Subaltern, brother

beating Mr. Cross's

;

c.

—

—

:

—

;

;

;

;

;

—

—

;

;

;

;

—

;

[Bell's Life in

Sale of Blood Stock.

—

London.

Reziu D. Shepherd, Esq. of Baltimore, has
whole of his fine imported blood stock to Henry Shepherd, Esq.
of Shepherdstown, Va. consisting of three brood mares, four colts and
fillies, fifteen head of improved Durham short-horned cattle, seven head
of Ayreshire cattle, and twenty improved Dishley sheep. One of the
mares is by Tramp, one of the fillies by Lottery, one by St. Nicholas, and
one of the colts by Priam. We are gratified, since this valuable stock was
to be sold, that it has passed into the hands of one so capable of its proper
management as is its present owner. This, added to his former fine
stock, will make it one of the most excellent collections of blood horses
and cattle in the country. We understand that Mr. Shepherd will dispose
of some of the animals.
sold the

Vol.
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PRIAM.
Mr. Editor
As to Priam, your correspondent

January

:

exactly agree.

have

I

but

some

add, on

to

little

14, 1837.

and myself cannot,

'A.'

it

seems,

my

points, to

As however, it is now certain
country, an event which was very im-

remarks in your December number.

Priam

that

coming

is

when

probable

to

this

wrote before, and as his character becomes,

I

way, a matter of much interest

in this

must ask leave to
say something on the communication of 'A.' in your January number.
'A.' repeats his statement that 'large sums were offered for Priam

and invariably refused
price

?'

I

answer, no

was actually paid by
in

assertion.

this

never offered as

no one

that

much.

much was never

know, on the

much

as

lie

At least

this

him

much

I

which
time,

it

am

terfield, his

I

hazard nothing

am

I

as well satisfied

not the

As

fact.

surprise,

of, that

Dr. Merritt has had

and the probability

when

offers,

to the sale of
it is

is

very strong

had they been made,

known

Priam

that

in fact

thrown

his

whole stud

into the market.

also remark, by the way, that the prime cost of Priam

than the

at this

Lord Ches-

owner, has recently sold Zinganee and Glaucus, as well

and has

as Priam,

may

is

would excite no

think

And

assured

for a long time,

have learned

I

I

country or elsewhere, ever offered as

he would have heard of the larger

that

less

best authority, that Dr. Merritt

at last paid.

else, either in this

the refusal of

much

before offered for Priam, as

his recent purchasers.

I

I

has he not been purchased at a

;

as

;

our breeders,

to

sum mentioned

in the sporting

is

I

greater

works of England and

this

country.

Another word on

this subject.

I

think that Priam was bought at

a higher price, than was ever yet paid for an English stallion.
price then, as far as

it

proves any thing, proves him superior to

the stallions in England, at
I

His
all

any time.

have occasionally dipped into the English sporting works, but

I

own, I should hardly have consulted them, last spring, to enable me
to pronounce on the character of a stallion, whose first colts were
dropped in 1834.

should have waited

I

racing season, lest

my

valuable stock, might not be fulfilled.

mares put

to

Priam,

I

at least

prophecy about the

As

till

the close of the

stallion's

failing to get

to the character of the

do think that he had many tried ones.

He was

and though he had good mares,
do not think his harem was very select. His high character has

limited to thirty besides his owner's,
I

caused his colts to be

much sought after, and many

carried out of the country.

of them have been

In point of the quality of the mares,

believe Sultan to have the advantage of all the English stallions.

41

v.8

I
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'A.' still

thinks Priam's 'races were

he was ever

fairly called out in,

he

won by

he never would have come

attention, or

speed, as the only race

Birmingham.'

lost to

read the English sporting

sure, could not have

[Feb. 1837.

'A.' I

am

works with much

to this conclusion.

Had

game, would not the English sportsmen have
found it out, and the sporting works have published it ? Is it safe to rely
on a single race, out of nineteen, and when it is known that Priam

Priam been

ran

many

deficient in

longer races than

the stoutest runners, long

that, beating

on the single fact of defeat, when
the circumstances, if known, would doubtless make as favourable an
impression here as in England ? Is there any evidence that Priam

And

distances ?

is it

right to rely

failed, or gave back, in his race with Birmingham.
Out of fifteen starts * in two years, Priam won fourteen times, and

by Birmingham, half a length. To what
owing ? Some say, to the excessively hard trainsome say, to his long travel from Newmarket just
ing of Chifney
before the race some say, to the deep and heavy state of the ground
some say to the manner in which he was ridden some say to his
staleness; some say to his not making his own running, or not running

was beaten for
cause was this

the St. Leger,

defeat
;

;

;

;

soon enough some who indulge suspicions
was designed but I have never before heard
;

too readily perhaps, say

it

want of
game. It is expressly said in one of the sporting works, that Priam
'ran a good horse,' and in another, 'that the contest was stoutly main;

And

tained to the end.'

is it

it

attributed to his

not strange, that, while seeking the causes

of this unexpected result, for the betting was even on Priam against the
twenty-seven other horses that started, no one should yet have found

out that

it

were the

was brought about by Priam's want of game

fact, is

it

not stranger

that

still

those

?

And

who were

if

such

present,

good horse' and 'stoutly mainwas this race from shaking
the confidence of Priam's friends, that Mr. Chifney immediately
offered to match him against Birmingham for one thousand guineas,
should have told us that Priam ran

tained the contest to the end

a longer distance, giving

'a

So

?'

far

This

Slbs.

offer,

Birmingham wisely,

as

the sporting works say, declined.

As

to the

speed.

bottom of Priam,

Lucetta,

her day.

A

fine

I

consider

it

as well established as his

known, was the stoutest and best mare of
writer, whose treatise on horses, &c. has been

it is

well

recently republished in the Spirit of the Times, after pronouncing

Lucetta the best mare of her day, says she 'must not be eclipsed by
Lucetta with Sst.
the flying daughter of Juniper, the last of his get."f
9lbs. (1211bs.)
* I

met the Duke of Grafton's Oxygen,

should have said engagements.

\

(a

winner of the

The famous Camarine.
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7st. 2lbs. (lOOlbs.) one six years old, and the other four,
Jockey Club plate, at Newmarket, Beacon course. Lucetta
won, and the speed was very little short of Childers, as they were but
seven minutes in coming to the Duke's stand.'
Now Priam beat Lucetta when in her prime, a match for two hundred guineas, T. M. M. at Newmarket, (two miles,) one four and the

Oaks,) with

for

the

other

'Won

119lbs. each.

five,

easily.'

The

next year, Priam,

five

years old, 154lbs. beat Lucetta, six years old, 16Slbs. for the king's

Round course, at Newmarket,
'Won easily.' Another work says it was 'won in a
common canter.' And this race was run within a fortnight of the
race of Lucetta and Oxygen.
And Priam gives a year to this cele-

purse of one hundred guineas, the
nearly four miles.

mare and beats her two miles

brated

easily,

and not only

again beats her four miles with king's plate weights,
canter

And

."

this

that,

'in

but he

common

a

time, within a fortnight of her extraordinary

last

Oxygen, when she

rivalled the speed of Flying Childers
Priam won eight or ten prizes, longer distances, than the St. Leger
course, and against the stoutest and best horses, and often with exces-

race with

sively

!

heavy weights, and he never lost a race of two miles or a longer
What more could he have done ? What better evidence of

distance.

bottom

The

?

sporting works are full of very complimentary remarks on

Priam.

I

quoted.

shall

In

refer to

one place

speed, or last with him

appears in the

list

two only, out the hundreds that might be
said, 'that nothing could run with him for

it is

for

stoutness.''

of stallions; and

if

In another,

it is

and blood, be recommendations, he cannot
popular of his day.' This last quotation

fail

is

I

should do wrong

quote

many

to

passages to

is

this

New
its

Sporting

praises of

high praise extorted from

take up more space in your paper.

show

now

of becoming the most

from the

Magazine, a work that always was more niggardly in
Priam, than any other, and yet

said, 'he

speed, stoutness, honesty, shape,

I

it.

might

the opinion of English sportsmen, that

Priam was a stout, honest horse. But it cannot be necessary to prove
what I have seen no where doubted. I know that Chifney thinks
that Zinganee and Rowton were better than Priam, but such is not
public opinion, nor
these evidences

is

that the

Take
Priam is

evidence of public running.

of public running, and public opinion, and

the best horse that ever started in

England.

But the important question for breeders is about Priam's stock.
That a horse so superior to his contemporaries as Priam unquestionBut I did doubt
ably was, would get superior stock, I never doubted.
whether his two year olds would do much, not only because Emilius
did nothing the first year his

two year olds appeared, but

I

knew

it

—
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happened that the colts of the best horses did nothing when
turf, and in addition I had heard that Priam's colts
were large strapping colts, likely to improve with age, and train on,
but not so likely to win at two years. However Priam's colts have

of'tened
first

brought on the

performed creditably, and

and character of
I

I

go further and say, that take the number

his winners,

and they have had extraordinary success.
stallions, and do not

have looked over the get of the most successful

any to equal him.
Priam has five winners, one of them winning the Prendergast
stakes, and beating easily the winner of the July stakes, and the
winner of the Criterion stakes all these stakes at Newmarket.
Sultan
Emilius (now covering at 50 sovs.) had none the first year.
(now covering at 50 sovs.) had two winners. Lottery (covered eightyThe Colonel had four
Jive mares, Priam thirty, &.c.) had one winner.
winners.
Camel had none. Velocipede had one winner. Mulatto
had none. Acteon had three winners. "Voltaire had none. LampCain had one winner.
lighter had none.
This list might be extended, but the result would be about the
same, and would show that the favourite stallions in England do not
average more than one winner, the first year their two year olds run.
And not one of the stallions, for many years past, has had a winner,
the first year, of any of the big things, except Sultan and Priam.
Priam has had more winners than the best stallions have had he has
had Jive times the average number of winners-, and he alone of all the
stallions, for many years (Sultan excepted) has had a winner of any
see

;

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

;

of the largest sioeepstakes.

If this

is

not success enough,

I

cannot

well imagine what more would be required.

Priam has not only had more two year old winners than any horse,
but as far as public running goes, the best two year old colt in the

kingdom

is

A. E. C.

by Priam.

AMERICAN STUD BOOK.

We

would suggest

to

owners and breeders of blood horses the pro-

priety of forwarding without delay complete lists of their stock for
the American

publication

in

published.

The

source of lasting regret
as

we

Stud Book, which will very soon be

omission to do so may, and most likely will, be a
to themselves, as

well as to the public.

we
Book

can judge from a specimen of the work that

from the table of contents, the American Stud
we should think

valuable work, indispensable

to all

So

far

have seen, and
will be a very

breeders and

owners of the blood horse and, what is rather singular in these times,
it is published at a lower price than any work of the kind that has
;
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heretofore been

modelled

after the

The

work

is

pedigree department, which

is

before the public.

laid

certainly excellent, particularly the

281

plan of the

English General Stud Book, giving the pedigrees

of brood mares, with their produce in chronological order, and the
sires

of the

This brings

latter.

one view

into

all

the produce of each

Some persons

mare, showing their connection on the maternal side.

have expressed their dislike of
understand
sion.

it

but to us

:

it

this plan,

seems the

easiest possible of

pedigree of the mare

First, the

saying that they could not

comprehen-

given at length, 'then her

is

No Joke, by Go-ahead, bred by Tasker 1829,
by The Winner. Now suppose we want the pedigree
of either of these
say, No Joke by Go-ahead, out of Imagination,
&c. Go-ahead's pedigree will be found in its proper place in the
same way, and so on, the pedigree can be extended to its extremities.

produce, 1S28,
b.

f.

The

b. c.

;

Belle,

—

We

understand the American Stud Book

in February, several unexpected

unlooked

for delay.

We

may

be expected

to

appear

circumstances having caused

subjoin a

list

this

of the contents.

Contents of the American Stud Book.
(For ivhich subscriptions will be received at

The memoirs and
English horses.
racehorses.

portraits

of Sir

(Brood mares and produce

Winners 1835-6.

Derby, Oaks, and

St.

Best

this office.

Archy and
;

—Price

Eclipse.

historical notes of

Three

stallions.

$5.)

Elite of the

renowned

classes of blood.

Leger winners, with extended pedigrees.)

Origin

American thoroughbreds. Imported horses of both sexes. English
race courses.
Examples of speed. American pedigrees. Stallions.
Obituaries.
Reference to American studs, as published in the Turf
Register.
Rules and regulations of American Jockey Clubs. American
Turf History. Racing Calendar to 1837. Copious Index.
of

SHOOTING EXTRAORDINARY.

We

have seen

rifle

shooting in our time, and heard of shots that
barrel of Munchausen,

We have read of the bent

really beat all natur.

which from being too slightly curved, took
were sitting on the other side of a

birds that

a late English paper,
discreditable

in the

from

ways

marksman
but we can record a fact
town of New London, in Ralls county, which

seems equally improbable, but
to

In an extract

see an account of yankee prowess no

a western

to

which occurred

we

off only the legs of the
hill.

;

which, we are ready
At a shooting match re-

for the truth of

vouch, upon the testimony of a score.

New London, one of the marksmen raised
and having drawn aim, pulled the trigger, at that
instant a large pointer dog ran in between the rifleman and the target.

cently held in the

town of

his piece to his eye,

—
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and within a few

feet

of the

The dog

money.

escaped, and

scar will probably be to

However, that
having happened

to a

hunting with his

rifle,

The

latter.

came out

the dog, entered his hip,

him

now

to

gentleman

in

when he saw

and actually won

the

perfectly well, and a slight

memento

the only

priming

ain't a

ball true to its aim, struck

at his flank,

is

[Feb. 1837.

of his peril.

we have heard often, as
county. He was one day

a story
this

a deer at the distance of probably

one hundred yards, he raised his piece and fired, and the ball rebounded and fell within a few feet of the spot from which he fired.
He went to the place, and found that his bullet had passed through
the bodies of two deer, only one of which he had seen, struck an
oak tree, and then had been repelled. The ball, as could be seen
from the impression, had struck a knot in the oak, which it was unThese facts will go far to throw some doubt on
able to penetrate.
the general belief of the inferiority of the
distance

is

concerned

a writer in a recent

;

a popular opinion

number of

rifle to

the musket, as far as

which has been rebutted by

Turf Register.

the

L.

[Marion, Missouri, Journal.

Imported St. Giles, we

learn, will not stand the ensuing season, being

out of condition.

Imported Glencoe, is in fine health and condition. A list of mares
him in England, shows the very best. He covered forty-nine,
amongst them the dams of Bay Middleton and Velocipede. He will

covered by

doubtless get as
is

many mares

His action

as he will be permitted to cover.

said to be of a very superior order.

RACING CALENDAR.
Trenton
Over the Eagle Course

November

—second

(JY. J.)

Races,
commenced on Tuesday,

meeting, 1836,

fall

8.

— — 114

121
First day, Purse $200, seven entries, mile heats, weights 126
3lbs. to mares and geldings.
90lbs.
James S. Garrison's b. f. Virginia Fairfield, three years old, by

104

—

—

411
522

Timoleon, dam by Virginian,
James B. Kendall's ch. f. Mary Granville, three years old, by Sir
Charles, dam by Roanoke,
H. A. Conover's imp. br. h. Flatterer, five years old, by Muley,
Aurelia, four years old, by Lance, dam by
Daniel Abbot's ch.
Revenge,
Bond Willett's br. h. Tranby, five years old, by John Richards, dam
3
by Hickory,
Charles Lloyd's ch. h. Patriot, five years old, by Barefoot, dam by

-------------i*.

Ratler,
N. S. Rue's gr. c.
Oliver,

-

-

•

by Medley, three years

Time, lm. 51s.— lm. 50£s.— lm. 524s.

-

-

old, out of the

-

dam

13
24

dis.

5

dis.

6

dr.

6

of
dis.

3
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Second day, Purse $300, four entries, two mile heats.
H. A. Conover's (R. L. Stevens) ch. h. Tom Moore, five years old, byEclipse, out of Lalla Rookh,
Jos. H. Van Mater's ch. f. Lady Van Buren, four years old, by Jack2
son, dam Lottery, by Expedition,
James S. Garrison's ch. h. Bremo, five years old, by Industry, dam by
imp. Magic,
J. H. Holmes' br. h. Stranger, five years old, by Valentine, dam by

11

.

2

33

Revenge,
Time, 3m. 51^s.

-

-

-

-

-

4

-

-

— 3m. 52s.

4

Third day, Citizens' purse $1,000, four mile heats, $300 to go to the second
horse.

John C. Stevens'

dam by

...
....
------

ch.

Sir Hal,

Fanny Wyatt,

f.

three years old, by Sir Charles,

li

S. Laird's (Gen. Irvine's) b. h. Mingo, five years old, by Eclipse, out
2
of Bay Bet, by Ratler,
James B. Kendall's br. m. Camsidel, five years old, by Industry, dam
4
by Sir Hal,
Carey Thompson's b. h. Enceiro, five years old, by Star, dam by Ball's
3
Eagle,

--------

Time, 7m. 50s.—7m.

2

3
4

53s.

Same day, after the above came off" a sweepstakes for three year olds, mile
heats, subscription $300 each, and $100 added by proprietors.
James B. Kendall's ch. f. Mary Granville, by Sir Charles, dam by
Roanoke,
2
D. Kelly's b. f. Julia Montgomery, by Eclipse, out of Wren,
1
N. S. Rue's gr. c. by Medley,
53
lm. 53s. lm. 55s.
Time, 1m.
Fourth day, Purse $200, mile heats, best three in five, two entries.
Mr. S. Bradhurst's b. f. Itasca, four years old, by Eclipse, out of
Betsey Ransom,
Samuel Laird's ch. c. by Mark Richards, four years old, dam by

311

'

—

—

2
3

2
dr.

111

-

Eclipse,

Time, lm.

57s.

-

-

-

—2m. — 2m.
3s.

colt

-

2,

1837,

$200

rest paid forfeit.
Col. W. Hampton's b. c. Lath, three years old,
Pocahontas, 90lbs. -

Col. P.
bolted.

M.

f.

4s.

-

-

-

-

-

-

f.

2

four started,

-

dam Poor

Girl, full

-

-

-

-

-

by Valentine, three years

11

32

dam Lady

Daisey, three years old, by Godolphin,

Butler's b. c.

Time, 4m.

-

-

entrance, h.

by Godolphin, dam

Convention, by Bertrand,

b. c.

2

Races.

(S. C.)

sweepstakes came off on Jan.

Col. J. R. Spann's
sister to Transport,
B. F. Taylor's ch.
of the Lake, 87lbs.

2

7s.

Columbia
The

-

old, 901bs.

2

3

run restive and

— 4m. 6s.

Second day, four mile heats.

Wade Hampton's

b. m. Bay Maria, five years old, by Eclipse, out
Lightfoot, 1091bs.
Capt. Rowe's ch. g. Clodhopper, four years old, pedigree unknown,

Col.

of

Lady

-

991bs.

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

---.-...

]

i

2

2

3

3

Capt. J. J. Harrison's b. c. Kite, three years old, by Bullock's Muckle
John, out of Eliza Splotch, 90lbs. stopped in the third round of second
heat,

Time, 8m. 35s.— 8m.

10s.

Third day, three mile heats.
Capt. J. J. Hai-rison's b.

f.

Henry, dam by Oscar, 991bs.

Towne

&.

Smith's

by Virginius,

991bs.

bl.

f.

Lady Vandyke,
-

-

four years old,
-

-

-

-

-

by
2

-

Blackbird, four years old, by Arab,
-

dam
3

11
12 2

2

—
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J. J. Winter's bl. h. Long
120lbs.

dam by Timoleon,

Measure, six years

[Feb. 1887.

by Bertrand,

old,

.....
-

-

-

Capt. Rowe's b. h. Vertumnus, five years old, by Eclipse,
by Defiance, 1121bs.

Time, 6m. 2s.— 6m. 13s.— 6m. 21s.— 6m.
Fourth day, two mile heats.
Col. J. R. Spann's ch.

Whipster, 871bs.

-

dig.

i

old,

by Crusader,

-

-

-

-

-

11

dam by

years old, by Seagull,

-

-

-

2

-

Capt. Rowe's b. m. Lady Morgan, five years old, by John Richards,
dam by Expedition, 1091bs.
4
Col. J. H. Adam's ch. h. Sir Kenneth, five years old, by Crusader, dam
Beggar Girl, 11 21bs.
5
Mr. A. Flud's ch. f. Miss Waddy, four years old, by Sir Charles, dam

by

Sir Alfred, 991bs.

r. o.

dam

25s.

Betsey Baxter, four years

f.

dam by Little Billy, 991bs. Towne & Smith's b. f. Leannah, three

433

-

-

2
3
4

3 5
Capt. J.J. Harrison's b. c. Alarick, four years old, by Jackson, 1021bs. 6 6
Mr. Powell McRae, Jr's b. f. Zela, three years old, by Godolphin, dam
dis.
by Kosciusko, 87lbs.

Time, 4m.

£s.

-

-

-

-

-

......

—4m.

Fifth day, mile heats, best three in five.

Captain D. Rowe's b. h. Vertumnus, five years old, by
dam by Defiance, 1121bs.
3
Captain J. J. Harrison's ch m. Eliza Hicks, five years
old, by Timoleon, dam by Potomac, 1091bs.
2
Col. J. H. Adams' ch. h. Sir Kenneth, five years old, by
Crusader, dam by Buzzard, 1121bs.
Col. R. Singleton's ch. f. Celeste, four years old, by Cru-

Eclipse,

111

2

3

13

2

3

2

751323

sader,

dam Roxana,

991bs.

Towne

-

-

-

Mr. A. Flud's g. h. Bowdark,
dam Merino Ewe, 1121bs.

five

1204

-

dr.

years old, by Medley,
-

-

-

4

4

5

dr.

&

Smith's ch. f. Miss Newberry, four years old,
6
by Rob Roy, dam by Hephestion, 99lbs.
Mr. P. M'Rea, Jr's ch. c. Eclat, three years old, by Godolphin, dam by Kosciusko, 901bs.
5

Time, lm.

56s.

...
—

— lm. 56s. — lm. 59s.

2m.— lm. 59s.— 2m.

6

dis.

dis.
Is.

Sixth day, a beautiful set of silver plate, value $400, is to be run for, two mile
heats, four entries, at $100 each.
Col. Hampton's b. f. Charlotte Russe, three years old, full sister to Trifle.
Dr. Guignard's ch. g. Clodhopper, four years old.
Col. Spann's ch. f. Betsey Baker, four years old, by Crusader, dam by Little
Billy.

Capt. Harrison's ch.

f.

Mary Cooper,

four years old,

by Childers, dam Lady

Hunter.

Union

(S. C.)

Races.

December, 1836 First day, three mile heats.
Smith &, Towne's bl. m. Blackbird, by Arab,

dam by

Virginian, walked over

the track.

Second day, two mile heats.

Smith

&.

Towne's

b.

m. Leannah, by Seagull, dam by Whipster,
dam by Virginius,

Dr. Nott's ch. h. Ormond, by Crusader,
Third day, mile heats.
Capt. Ellis' gr.

Smith

c.

& Towne's

her rider.

by Rob Roy, dam by Bedford, m. Gertrude, by Hiazim, dam by Shylock

Chariot,
b.

Track severely

1

1

2

2

-

—

fell

1

and threw

frozen.

-...-----1

Fourth day, one mile out.

Smith
tion,

& Towne's

ch.

m. Miss Newberry, by Rob Roy, dam by Hephes-

2
Jno. Gist's b. m. Betsey Anderson, by Cultivator, dam by Sir Archy,
3
Col. Sims' ch. c. Lycurgus, by Rob Roy, dam by Moore's Republican.
R. J. Gage, Sec"ry.

—
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Carolinian, Jr. the property of
Edmund M. Waggener, of Adair

Col.

Co. Ky. A rich deep bay horse, black
mane, tail and legs, right hind foot
white, sixteen hands high, of uncommon bone, substance and stamina, of
high metal, game, and animated appearance bred by Col. Thornton Buckner,
of Va. raised by his brother, Judge
Richard A. Buckner, of Green Co. Ky.
was got by Claibourne's distinguished

—

racehorse Carolinian, whose portrait,
pedigree and performances, embellish
and adorn the 4th vol. of A. T. R.

His dam Charlotte, by Col. John
Tayloe's beautiful Arabian horse Selim,
his grandam Diana, Jr. by Fitzhugh's
celebrated racehorse Regulus, his g.
grandam Diana, by imp. Mexican, his
g. g. grandam Diana, Jr. by Lindsey's
noted Arabian horse, his g. g. g. grandam Diana, Senr. by old imp. Fearnought, out of Gen. Spotswood's noted
Cullen Arabian mare, who was also the
dam of the noted running horse Apollo.
Diana, Sen. and Apollo were full brother

and

sister.

Selim, sire of Carolinian, Jr's dam,
was a beautiful and genuine Arabian
horse.

See A.T. R.

vol. v. p. 211.
ses, who sired

He

vol. ii. p. 358 and
sired Buford's Mo-

dam

of Rodolph.
He sired the grandam of Tayloe's renowned racehorse Tychicus.
Regulus, a capital racer was by imp.
Fearnought, out of the imported mare
Jenny Dismal. Fearnought and Jenny
Dismal were the grandson and grand
daughter of the Godolphin Arabian.
See A. T. R. vol. i. p. 55 and 466.
Mexican, imp. was the grandson of
King Herod, through his best son
Matchem, who ran las four miles in
England in 7m. 20s. Linsey's Arabian
was the true Arabian horse, and of high
the

bine more true Arabian, and good old
English blood than any horse to be
found in the books of the present day.
He is not only full blooded, but he is
rich, pure, and thoroughbred, in all his
veins.
Yea, as rich as the mines of
He will give bone, sinew,
Peru.
strength and stamina to our present
stock in Kentucky.

Edmund M. Waggener.
1. Dewdrop, a ch. f. by John Richards, out of Sally Baxter, vide Turf
Reg. vol. iii. pp. 148, 150, bred by
Gen. Forman, of Rose Hill, near Cecil-

ton,

Md.

now

foaled in 1831, and

in

foal to Barefoot.
2. Boletas, a b. f. imp. foaled in
1832, bred by Mr. C. Day, got by Fungus, out of Zelinda, by Rubens, her
dam Zuelika, by Gohanna, out of Frinidada, by Young Woodpecker, out of
Flag, by
Platina, by Mercury, Herod
See G.
Crab, Childers, &c.
Skim
Stud Book, vol. iv. pp. 353, 356.
3. Piccolina, a b. f. foaled in 1833,
bred by Sir G. Heathcote, got by Partisan, out of Espagnolle, by Orville,
her dam Barosa, by Vermin, out of

—

—

Nike, by Alexander
p. 106, stinted to

—Nimble,

Count Pono

vol. iv.

— died

on

W. S. Stott.
the passage.
Petersburg, Va. Dec. 19. 1836.

A

list

1.

of the Blooded Stock of Samuel
Bunch.

Maria Shelby,

full

five

feet

high, of great stamina and finish, ch.
m. foaled in 1830, by old Stockholder,
out of the famous mare Patty Puff, she
by old Pacolet, out of Bosy Clack, the
dam of Tennessee Oscar, the dam of
Angora, &.c. &c. See the pedigree of
Stockholder, old Pacolet, Rosy Clack,

where he produced the finest stock.
See A. T. R. vol. i. p. 67.

&c. Sic. Maria Shelby is in foal by
imp. Leviathan.
A ch. c* out of Maria Shelby, by
imp. Leviathan, foaled in May, 1835,

Fearnought, imp. was the grandson of Godolphin Arabian, through his
son Regulus. His dam White Nosely
by the Darley Arabian. The dam and
all the grandams of Carolinian, Jr. from
Diana, Jr. to Diana, Sen. were the property of Mr. Wm. Fitzhugh, of Chatham, Stafford Co. Va. It is evident
that Carolinian, Jr. does unite and com-

near five feet high, of uncommonly
blooded appearance and the highest
order of finish and style in appearance.
He is entered in a sweepstakes to come
off at Bean's Station, East Tennessee,
The
October, 1837, entrance $300.
above stock are for sale upon fur terms,
distance
to
of
great
the
on account
Sam'l Bunch.
choice stallions.

celebrity

in

Maryland

and Virginia,

* This colt was named in the above Oseola, but as that name has already been
appropriated two or three times, wo suggest that some other be adopted. Ed.
T. R.
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Blooded Slock of J. Thompson, Jr. and
H. J. Rose, of Amherst Court House,

Young Veteto,

a gr.

now

f.

by Orphan Boy, who
Archy, dam Diomed, owned

three years old,

was by Sir
by Win. M. Cuttier, Young Veteto's
darn was Win. Srnally's old Veteto,
who was by imp. Archibald, grandam Mary Bell, by Bellair. (I would
like to know what Mary Bell came out
this
of, as old Mr. Smally overlooked
important item, though he calls her a
distinguished mare.*)
2. Servillia, b. f. by Tychicus,

dam by Washington, grandam by

Sir

Harry," ibaled 1st of April, 1836.
Ch. f. foaled spring 1836,
3.
Young American Eclipse, dam by
hanna, grandam old Madison.

by
Go-

John Thompson,

Blooded Stock of R.

Marcella,

§

J.

M.

Pindell.

a chestnut, about

fif-

Med-

of Sir Hal,) imp. Saltram— imp.

by imp. Aris—Young Aristotle, he Lucifer

The

totle.

pedigree of

re-

is

R.

of Va. and the papers of her late ownShe is the dam of Fanny Wright,
er.
(now Chestnut Maria,) who beat Dick
Chinn, of Red River, and Chorister,
winner of the two mile day over the
Oakland Course, spring 1836, and
She is in foal to Bertrand.
others.
2. B. f. by imp. Sarpedon, out No. 1.
3. Miss Tiger, g. m. nine years old,

—

by Tie;er Darnaby's Diomede Wild
Medley Marquis of Granby, out of a
thoroughbred mare. This mare is out
of the dam of McDonough, whose only
race is the best mile race in Kentucky,

—

second heat lm.
See Turf Register, vol. ii. p. 561.
Miss Tiger's first colt Blank, won-the
Pool race, spring 1836, over the Oak48s.

land Course, at three heats, not pressed,

lm. 55s.

— lm.

57s.

Turf Reg. July No.

— lm.

55s.

1836.

She

Columbus.
4. Kate Biddle, b.
yearling, out of No. 3.

See
is

in

foal to

We

f.

by

Pindell.
Ken. Jan,

of his son-in-law, Mr. Pearsall, was
foaled in May 1822, got by Sir Solomon, (for his pedigree, see Turf Reg.
vol.

i.

Collier, a

p. 113,)

dam Young Romp, by

Duroc, grandam Romp, by imp. Messenger, (full sister to Miller's Damsel,
of American Eclipse) g. grandam
Pot8os, imported by Mr. Constable
Godolphin AraCripple
Gimcrack

bian.

heat lm. 52s.

& J. M.

Blooded Stock belonging to B. B. Seaman, of Richmond Co. New York.
1. Agnes, b. m. bred by Gen. Coles,
of Long Island, and purchased by me

ders, of this state who furnished the
above pedigree, certified by Dr. Turpin,

—
—

—

—

dam

in

31st,

6. Broken leg mare, bay, by HamilThis
Medley.
tonian Fearnought
mare's dam was brought from Virginia,
more than thirty-five years since, we
are informed by Mr. John Pickett, the
old gentleman who brought her, that he
came from near Bolingreen, that the
mare was of Col. Hoome's stock and
thoroughbred, that he once had her
She and her colts show
pedigree.
blood in the highest degree.
7. Pat Brown, ch. c. foaled spring
1835, by Muckle John, out of No. 6.
8. Hagar, b.f. foaled spring 1836,
by McDonough, out of No. 6.

corded in Turf Reg. vol. iii. p. 639.
This mare was purchased from Mr.
Lewis Smith and Mr. George N. San-

first

May

2, 1837.

Jr.

teen years old, brought from Virginia
to this state, by the late Mr. Horatio Turpi n __by Sir Alfred— Lucifer, (the dam
ley

by Wood-

Carlisle Place, Fayette Co.

H. J. Rose.
Tlth, 1836.

December

1.

gr. c.

3, foaled

1836.

Virginia.
1.

Birdcatcher,

5.

pecker, out of No.

—

—

Her produce

while mine:
1831. B. c. by Henry, ringboned
and sold a gelding.
1832. missed to imp. Barefoot.
1833. B. c. Dustyfoot by imp. Barefoot, star

and snip, with black mane and

tail.

1834. Missed to Col. Johnson's

An-

drew.
1835. B.

f.

by

Col. Johnson's

Med-

ley, dead.
f. by imp. Barefoot, dead.
In foal to Barefoot.
2. Ch. m. with four white feet, and a
blaze, foaled June, 1821, got by Bussorah Arabian, dam Matilda, (generally
known as the Flynn mare) by imp.
Baronet, grandam by Captain, (a full
bred son of imp. Lath) Jolly Sportsman, (also by imported Lath, out of an
imp. mare,) &c.
Her produce:
1829. Ch. c. by Henry, sold to J. B.
Yates, Esq.

1836. Ch.

are unable to give the information.

Ed. T. R.

—

:
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1830. Ch. c. by Count Piper, gelded
and made a carriage horse.
1831. Ch. f. by imp. Barefoot, gelded
and made a carriage horse.
1832. Ch. f. by American Eclipse,
sold to John Boyd, Esq. of Columbia
Co. N. York.
1833. Ch. f. by imp. Barefoot, sold
to John Boyd, Esq. of Columbia Co. N.
York.
1834. Missed to Johnson's Andrew.
1835. G. f. by Col. Johnson's Medley, sold to

Mr. McCoun.

1836. Ch.

founder

(stolen) got

f.

Emiliana,

3.

by a

Bell-

colt.

ch.

m. foaled

in 1832,

bred by Charles Green, Esq. got by
American Eclipse, out of Green's imp.
Filho mare, in foal by imp. Daghee.
B. B. Seaman.

grandam by imp. Sterling, g. g. grandam by imp. Highflyer, g. g. g. grandam by old Celer, g. g. g. g. grandam
Leonidas was
by imp. Fearnought.
got by Graves' Florizel, a thoroughbred
son of Ball's Florizel, out of a Diomed
mare, she out of a Bedford, she out of
a Girncrack, and she out of a Medley
American Eagle and Paragon
mare.
are both sons of imp. Spread Eagle,
the former out of a mare by imported
Shark, and the latter out of a mare by
Bellair, and both trace to imported
mares.
The above certified to by Doctor A.
C. White, of Caroline county, Va. and
Mr. John White of Kentucky, brotherin-law of the late Mr. Clayton.
Produce of Lady Clayton
1834.
1836.

Bay
Bay

filly,
filly,

Bott, by Ratler, grandam by TipSaib, g. grandam by Brimmer, g.

poo
g. grandam by Babraham, g. g. g. grandam by the imp. horse Jolly Roger, g.
g. g. g. grandam by the imp. Silver
Eye, g g. g. g. g. grandam by the imp.
horse
2.

Monkey.

A

b.

m. by Carolinian, dam by

Bedford, grandam by Superior, g. grandam by Quicksilver, g. g. grandam by
imp. Shaik, g. g. g. grandam imported.

A

m. by Carolinian, dam by
Lawrence's Diomed, grandam by old
Medley.
4. B. f. two years old, the 20th of
July next, got by Goliah, dam No. 2.
Roscow C. Dickinson.
3.

ch.

W. Battaile.

Caroline Co. Va. Dec. 18, 1836.

Tennessee.

Lady

by Roanoke.
by Richmond.
F.

Blooded Stock of R. C. Dickinson, of
1. Wormwood, a beautiful gray, ten
years old, next spring, upwards of fifteen hands two and a half inches high,
was got by old Sir Archy, his dam

2S7

Stud of Benjamin Ogle Tayloe, of Va.
See vol. 6, page 157, American Turf
Register.
1828. Ch. m. Cornelia, by Ratler
Indiana by Florizel Thornton's MedHall's
ley imp. Highflyer (Cragg's)
Union, &,c. (This pedigree is repeated
because of the omission of Highflyer,
as published.)
1835. Gr. f. Constance, by imp.
Autocrat
American Eclipse
Hamimp.
bletonian, (by imp. Messenger)
mare, by Cottager Trenthain Henricus Regulus. (The dam of Constance
sold to John Lamar, Esq. of Macon,
Georgia.
1S36. Gr. f. Sophrone, by imp. Autocrat
Fertility, by Boxer,
Trumpaimp. Trumpettor's dam by Hickory

—

—

—

—

——

—

—

—

—

—

—

&c.
N. B. Mr. Tayloe's stud has been

ta,

Pedigrees of blood stock imported
into Baltimore, in January, 1837, by
Rezin D. Shepherd, and sold to Henry
Shepherd, of Shepherdstown, Va.
Bay filly, by Lottery, out of sister to
Goshock, grandam Coquette, two years
old, spring of 1836.
Bay filly, by St. Nicholas, dam by
Tramp, grandam the dam'of Blacklock,
one year old, spring of 1836.
Bay colt, by Priam, dam by Tramp,
as above, foaled spring of 1S36.

offered for sale, enquire of J. S. Skinner, Esq.

Lady Clayton, b. m. foaled June
1830, was bred by the late Mr. Arthur
Clayton, of Louisa county, Va. and
was got by Leonidas, her dam by American Eagle, grandam by Paragon, g.

sweepstakes at Washington.

1835. B. c. Reliance, by imported
Autocrat, out of Lady Culpepper
bred by H. G. S. Key, Esq. and sold by
him for $700, to George Forbes, Esq.
of Charles county, Md.
1835. B. f. Czarina, by imp. Autoout of Aurora, by Arab descended from Fanny Wyatt's ancestry, the
Thrift mare.
Engaged in a great

—

crat,

She com-

bines the blood of two renowned three
year olds on both sides of the Atlantic,
Elis winner of the St. Leger, and the

famed winner

at

Trenton.

—
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List of Blooded Stock, belonging- to Livingston L. Leavell, of Christian Co.

Kentucky.
1.

by Dr. Barry's Medley, g. grandam by
Stem, g. g. grandam by Pilgarlick, as
R. Cage.
above."

Chii.ders, ch. h. foaled March,

1S25, bred by Col. W. Buford, of Ky.
He was got by Haxall's Moses, Moses
by imp. Sir Harry Moses' dam the
imp. m. Mermaid, by Waxy, of Eng-

—

Childers' dam Mary
&c. £cc.
Bedford, by Duke of Bedford, by imp.
Bedford Mary Bedford's dam by imp.
land,

—

Speculator, &,c. &.c.

For a more ex-

tended pedigree of Childers, see Turf
Reg. vol. iv. pp. 653-654, and vol vii.
p. 333.

m. by Tiger, he by
Parasol's dam by
President, grandam by imp. Royalist,
g. grandam by Morton's Darius, her g.
g. grandam by the imp. Fearnought.
President, the sire of Parasol's dam,
2.

[Feb. 1837

Parasol,

ch.

Cook's Whip, &c.

was

a racehorse of the first order, having beaten Gen. Jackson's Truxton
twice was by Goliah, and he by TipSigned,
Wm. Buford.
poo Saib.

—

Her produce:
1830.
1831.
1832.
1S33.
1834.

Twins, by Almanzor, dead.
Ch. f. Volant, by Almanzor.
Ch. c. by Alexander, dead.
Bay colt by Pacific.
Ch. f. Ellen Jewett, by Chil-

ders.

1835. Ch.
1836. Ch.

f.

c.

by Childers.
Jim Jackson, by imp.

Leviathan.
3. Atalanta, gr. m. foaled 1829, by
Stockholder, her dam by Arab, and he
by Dey of Algiers. Atalanta's gran-

dam by

old Medley.

Her produce:
1835. Colt by Childers, dead.
1836. Colt by Childers, August foal.
4. Polly Douglass, ch. m. raised
by James Douglass, of Sumner county,
Tenn. for pedigree read the subjoined
R. Cage.
Pedigree of a chestnut filly, sold by
James Douglass to L. L. Leavell, I do
certify that the above named chestnut
filly, was got by imp. Leviathan, her
dam by old Pacolet, her grandam by
Dragon, her g. grandam by Truxton, g.
g. grandam by Rinaldo, her g. g. g. grandam by Capt. Hadley's Arab. Rinaldo
was got by Dawson's Mousetrap, his
dam by Pilgarlick, he by imp. Janus
dam by imp. Jolly Roger, grandam by
imp. Silver Eye. Dragon, was got by
imp. Dragon, dam by Truxton, grandam
certificate of

The

Mr. Editor:
You will oblige

a subscriber, who is
interested in the stock of a mare, im-

ported by Charles Green, Esq. to publish the enclosed correction of her pedigree, recorded in the 2d vol. of the T.
Reg. p. 519.
Nameless, b. m. imported by Chas.
Green, Esq. into New York, in 1829,
was foaled in the spring of 1825, and
got by Filho da Puta, out of a full sister
to Rosetta, bred by Mr. Long Kinsman,
in 1802, (who also bred Rosetta) by
young Woodpecker, out of Equity, by
Dungannon Justice (sister to Vulcan)
Regulus Starling Snap's dam.

—

—

—

I venture to correct an error in the
pedigree of Ariel, vol.vi. p. 5 of your
useful work.
For the true pedigree of
imp. Spark, see in the same vol. pp.
159 and 208, evidence from the best
possible authority, also see 2d vol. page
1070, Skinner's Stud Book.
I recommend that Pacolet in the
same pedigree, should in all references

be called Hopper's Pacolet. Col. Hopper owned and run him.
I will also state that Palafox was not
out of the dam of Pacolet. For his
true pedigree, see Register, 3d vol. p.
583.

Heavy work, hunting
digrees.

traditional pe-

W.

Yours,

Blooded Stock belonging to Thos. W.
Chinn, Esq. and Dr. Ira Smith, of
West Feliciana, La.
Arbaces, b. c. three years old, on
the 1st of April last, sired by Bertrand,
(the dam of the celebrated mare
Multillora) by Rosicrucian, grandam
by Young Bedford, g. grandam Arion,

dam

g. grandam by Brilliant, said colt
was bred by J. Erwin, Esq. Lexington,
Ky.
Glaucus, ch. c. by Bertrand, dam
Betsey Baker, by Director, grandam by
Sertorius, g. grandam by imp. Clockfast
bred by Mr. N. L. Lindsay, Ky.
Both the above colts took the premium
at the Lexington Ky. fair in 1835.
African Filly, bl. m. by Mercury,
dam by old Pacolet. This is thorough-

g.

—

bred, but the full pedigree

hand.

is

not at

Ira Smith.

stock of Dr. Ira Smith will be published in our next number.

fedi
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Embellishment— Portraiture of Mazeppa.

MAZEPPA.
We

have the pleasure of presenting the

portrait of the fine horse

Ma-

zeppa to our patrons, in the present number, drawn on stone by A. C.
Smith, of this city, from a painting by Troye.
must observe here,
in justice to the horse, that the painting was taken while he was in running order, and after some pretty severe work, when he appeared very
much 'tucked up,' and 'leggy.' He now makes a very different appear-

We

ance.

On

reference to the

list

of stallions for 1837, which

we

publish in

our present number, it will be observed that Mazeppa is to make his first
season near Winchester, Va. the former location of the deceased horse
Industry, under the charge of Hector Bell, Esq.

43

v.8

;
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Mazeppa, bred by

H. Minge, Esq. of Virginia, was got by
grandam by Jack Andrews, (imp.)

Wm.

Hotspur; his dam by Francisco

dam

she was the

also of

[March, 1837.

;

Jemima Wilkinson, &c.

g. g.

dam

(full sister

to Collier Harrison's celebrated horse Brutus,) by Dare Devil

;

g. g.

g. dam by imported Clockfast.
Francisco, was by imported Hambleton his dam by Chanticleer,
g. g. dam by Bur(best son of Old Wildair,) g. dam by Jolly Roger
g. g. g. g. dam by
well's Traveller
g. g. g. dam by Mark Anthony
;

;

;

;

Aristotle.

Jack Andrews, (imported by Wm. Lightfoot, of Virginia,) was got
by Joe Andrews his dam by-Highflyer g. dam by Cardinal Puff;
g. g. g. g. dam by Godol"
g. g. dam by Tatler
g. g. g. dam by Snip
;

;

;

;

phin Arabian.

Dare Devil, (imported by the late Col. Hoomes, of Virginia,) was
by Magnet his dam Hebe, by Chrysolite g. dam Proserpine, by
Marske g. g. dam Spiletta, by Regulus g. g. g. dam Mother Western, by Smith, son of Snake; g. g. g. g. dam Lord D'Arcy's old
Montague mare g. g. g. g. g. dam by Hautboy g. g. g. g. g. g. dam
by Brimmer.
Clockfast, (imported,) was by Gimcrack, (sire of imported Medley)
dam by Regulus g. dam by old Sedbury g. g. dam by Bartlett's
Childers; g. g. g. dam by Counsellor; g. g. g. g. dam by Snake
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

g- g- S- S- g- dara

b y Lu £g s

'>

E- S- S- S- g- g-

dam h y

Daville ' s

Wood-

cock.

Hotspur, was by the celebrated Timoleon; his dam by Old Sir
Archy g. dam by imported Magic g. g. dam by old Wildair g. g. g.
dam by Mark Anthony ; g. g. g. g. dam by Old Fearnought.
Hambleton, (imported by Wm. Lightfoot, of Va.) was got by Dunganon;— Snap,—Blank,— Starling,—Miss Meynell, by PartnerGreyhound,—Curwen's bay Barb,—D'Arcy's chestnut Arabian,—
Whiteshirt,— Old Montague mare.
Mazeppa was not long on the turf before he gave way, (in consequence of being run when lame, and complaining in two of his legs)
but whilst there, his performances were of the most brilliant order.
His first appearance was at the Central Course, where he won,
beating the following
g

m

.

47s.

;

;

;

— Sm.

50s.

field, in

1834, Central Course,
for colts

and

the best time ever

— winning with

fillies,

fall

meeting, October 24.

three years old,

$500

heats, twelve subscribers, five started, viz

W. H.
W. R.

Minge's

b. c.

Johnson's

gr.

A. J. Donelson's

gr.

made on

A

Bolivia,

:

sweepstakes

entrance, h.

f.

two mile

:

11

Mazeppa, by Hotspur,
f. Columbia Taylor, by Medley,
f.

the course

the most entire ease.

by Bolivar,

-

-

2

2

3

3

Vol.8. No.
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John Heth's

gr. c. Cut-throat,

Wm. Wynn's
Time,— 3m.

ch.

f.

by Medley,

-

Trumpetta, by Monsieur Tonson,

dis.
dis.

-

— 3m. 50s.

47s.

His second appearance was on the
the

291
-

Timonium

course, Maryland, at

meeting, 1834.

fall

October 28,

first

day, sweepstakes, two mile heats, for colts and

three years old, entrance

fillies,

one dead, two

forfeits,

started, viz

$500,

h.

six subscribers, three

f.

:

11

Wm. H. Minge's b. c. Mazeppa, by Hotspur, 2
2
John M. Botts b. f. Rosalie Somers, by Sir Charles,
Time, 3m. 53s. 3m. 52s.
His third appearance was at New Market, Virginia, spring 1835,
in a sweepstakes, two mile heats, which he won without contest.
1

—

—

New

1835,

Market, Va. spring meeting,

for four year olds,

subscribers,

W.

two

two mile

started, viz

R. Johnson's

O. P. Hare's

No

contest

b.

heats,

A

8.

sweepstakes

$200

forfeit,

four

:

Virginia Carey,

11

-

by Marion,

2 dr.

-

— time upwards of four minutes.

The week

following, he

won

— 5m.

48s.

— the

Washington
Lady Connah, and Azalia, in

the three mile heats at

City, beating with ease Sally Eubanks,

5m. 51s.

May

entrance,

Mazeppa, by Hotspur,

b. c.

f.

$500

best second heat that has been run on the

course.

May

1835, Washington City Jockey Club, spring meeting,
prietor's purse
J.

M. Selden's

b. c.

Jas. S. Garrison's b.

Roanok

W.

m. Lady Connah,

by Hotspur,
by

five

1

years old, by

-----b.

1

--42

f.

-

-

-

-

Gen. Geo. Gibson's

The

old,

-

-

L. White's b.

Time,

Pro-

Sally Eubanks, four years old,

f.

-

imp. Valentine,

was

Mazeppa, four years

,

brino,

13.

$400, three mile heats.

Azalia, four years old,

-

2

3

3

dis.

Mam-

by

— 5m. 51s. — 5m. 48s.

next week, being out of order, and in miserable condition, he

beat,

two mile

Philip, in

3m. 50s.

heats, for the Craig plate at the Central course,

— 3m.

52s.

The

was out of order, he having the
seconds

previous

fall

made

his race in

many

less.

1835, Central Course, spring meeting,

May

For the Craig

20.

$500, two mile heats.
L. White's ch. c. Philip, four years old, by Janus,

plate, value

Wm.
dam by
Jas.

by

time of this race, proves that he

-

Trafalgar, lOOlbs.

M.

Selden's

spur, lOOlbs.

b.
-

c.

-

Mazeppa, four years
-

-

-

old,

1

1

2

2

by Hot-
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W.

H. Minge's

Archy, dam by

Time,

— 3m.

bl. c.

50s.

His next and

last race

won

in his left fore

was over

— 6m.

3s.

and hind

1835, Central Course,

the Central Course,

J.

Barefoot,

the race, that his pastern in

Mazeppa, four years
bl. h.

old,

A

sweepstakes for

three subscribers.

f.

by Hotspur,

1

f.

-

-

-

1

Ame-

--22

Shark, five years old, by

______
b.

meeting,

and although he won with appa-

meeting, October 19.

fall

-

C. Stevens'

Time,

b. c.

R. Johnson's

rican Eclipse,

fall

Before starting in this race, he was

legs,

three mile heats, $1,000 entrance, h.

E. Dorsey's

dis.

a sweepstakes, three mile heats, Shark his only

was so lame behind, after
walking, sunk nearly to the ground.

Wm.

Sir

3

rent ease, he

J.

by

— 3m. 52s.

competitor, in 5m. 56s.

all ages,

old,

-

Sir Hal, lOOlbs.

1835, where he

lame

Black Heath, four years

[March, 1837.

Clara Howard, four years old, by imp.

— 5m. 56s. — 6m.

pd.

ft.

3s.

—

Angora. It is stated by an anonymous correspondent that Angora
was out of condition for three days before her match race with Rodolph.
He says she eat little,, was costive and feverish,, so much so that all preIn illustration of this assertion he asks, 'did
were unavailing
ever any one hear of a four mile nag, in condition, becoming exhausted
The above is the pith of a commuin running one mile and a quarter ?'
scriptions

nication just received by us from an

much

of

it

unknown hand, and we make

this

public merely for the purpose of eliciting the facts of the case

an authentic form. Facts, like those assumed in the communication
at least the
to, should be accompanied by the name of the writer

in

alluded

;

name should

be communicated to the editor as his authority for their

Ed. T. R.

publication.

Dear
I

Batesville, {Ark.) Jan. 16, 1837.

Sir:

would take

it

as a great favour, if

you

will give

your views in

tion to the practice of standing horses (while in training) in cold

rela-

water ?

What think you, of bathing a horse's legs in warm water (after a sweat or
hard exercise) and immediately bandaging them with flannel? There are
many novices here in the management of the thoroughbred, and they are
anxious to obtain information on the subject.
The star of Leviathan is again in the ascendancy, Linnet having won
her match.
I

Is there

no

way to

bring her,

Bascomb and Rodolph together?
Bascomb to

think she would certainly beat Rodolph, and at least run

the eye brows.

The last fall has proved fatal to some very valuable stallions Industry
and Star are great losses. Crusader's death you will think no great loss
I it think fortunate for our state that he died thus early.
N. of Arkansas.
Truly yours,
:

;
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Memoir of the Celebrated Imported Stallion

SHAKSPEARE.
Shakspeare was purchased by Dr. Merritt while in England,
in the
autumn of 1835, for himself and William H. E. Merritt. Esq. and
imported into Virginia in December, of that year.
Shakspeare, a brown horse, bred by Mr. West, in 1823, was got
by
Smolensko, out of Charming Molly, by Rubens, her dam
Corned v, by
Beningbrough,— Mrs. Jordan, by Highflyer— Harriet, by Matchem—
Flora, by Regulus— Bartlett's Childers— Bay Bolton—
Belgrade Turk.
He did not make his appearance in public until the Derby, 1826,
(57 subscribers,) for which nineteen started.
1826. Epsom, May 25, the second year of the renewal of the
Derby stakes of fifty sovereigns each, h. f. for three year old colt?,
8st. 7lbs. ; and fillies 8st. 2lbs.
Last mile and a half, (57 subscribers.)

Lord Egremont's b. c. Lapdog, by Whalebone,
Mr. West's br. c. Shakspeare, by Smolensko,

-

-

i
•

_

•

2

Dervise, Black Swan, Tirailleur, Hobgoblin, Scamper,
Composer,
Justice, Carthago, Monarch, Bolivar, The Moslem,
Clothier,

The

Truth, Syntax, Baron Munchausen, Collegar, and Premier,
also started,
5 to 2 against Premier, 5 to 1 against Tirail-

but were not placed.

leur, 7 to 1 against Dervise, 7 to

1

against Monarch, 10 to

Carthago, 13 to 1 against Shakspeare, 25 to
and 50 to 1 against Lapdog.

1

1

against

against Black Swan,

Shakspeare 'ran second to Lapdog, and but for the
circumstance
of his being ridden by a lad, would inevitably have
carried off the
stakes.'
New Sporting Magazine, vol. vii. p 2.
'At the signal they

went oft' at a good pace. Shakspeare took the
and made the running up the hill to Tattenham Corner,
with
Carthago, Dorina, Twatty, Dervise, and The Moslem, closely
laid to
him. Soon after the*y got tolerably well landed at Tattenham
Corner,

lead,

Shakspeare

still in front; at the ropes, Twatty came
up and got
ahead, keeping the lead with Shakspeare and Dervise
close at his
quarters; they continued at a famous pace to the end.'

Sportino-

Magazine,

New

No. 18, p. 69, 70.
'The sport upon the whole was quite equal to our most sanguine
expectations.
The race for the Derby was prodigiously fine and
had Mr. West had an old jockey upon his horse'
(Shakspeare,) 'he
could not have lost it.'
Same work, page 71.
Series,

;

'And a very

fast,

honest, true-run race was ended by Lord Egre-

mont's winning the Derby of 182G.'
Vol.

9,

p 373.
4

4

v.8

Annals of Sporting

for

1826
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writer expresses a confident opinion, that Shakspeare

The same
lost the race

by being badly rode; and says that if the boy who
rode properly, 'I do think, he would have won.'

rode him, had

Same

page.

'But oh

Mr. West, and oh

!

winners of the Derby,

to put

stakes lay in your grasp.'

Mr. Crouch, you that have trained two
up a hoy for that race, when those great
'A strong resemblance in both Derbys
!

—

(1817 and 1826,) here struck me both races being won by outside
Sporting
horses, and the second horses being the best of the lot.'

Mag. New Series, No. 18, p. 206.
Another writer in the Sporting Magazine, same volume, page 219,

'Now

why

Shakspeare was ridden by a boy,

I

am

mood

says,

in the

for asking questions.

Permit

me

to ask,

Sam Barnard had weighed
for the purpose, and in the very face of the public ? And what would
some losers have said, had the horse belonged to a man who knew
how to manage a good horse, when he had one, if he had done so ?
And why did not Mr. West put up his wife's waiting woman, and
make his winning the Derby a certainty ?'
Yet another writer, Nimrod, in the same work, page 222, says,
'Mr. West's chance was given away in a manner still more annoying.
after

His horse Shakspeare was right well; his
satisfied his

owner

that

he had a

post on very unequal terms
against

all

first

— with

with Claude Loraine

trial

rale nag

but he came to the

;

only a country boy

to ride

him,

This celebrated writer then
Shakspeare's stable, and pronounces

the best jockeys in England.'

gives an account of his visit to

him almost

perfection in form,

'a

racer of the highest form.'

Lapdog was the winner of the Derby by great good luck, and Mr. West's
kindness in putting up a lad on Shakspeare against George Dockery.
I say luck, because in the £50 plate which he won, Lamplighter was
a better horse, having beaten him in his turn the other day, while
Shakspeare and even Dervise have both beaten him since the Derby,
'The

at

last

spring meeting introduced the public to Lapdog.

even weights.'

See remarks of the Old Forester, Sport. Mag. No.

19, p. 138.

In one of the English sporting works, it is stated, that even the
jockey of the winner, George Dockery, frankly owned that accident
gave him the race, and that Shakspeare lost the Derby, by the bad

riding of 'the country lad'

who

And

rode him.

elsewhere, another

writer speaking of the most celebrated stallion Smolensko, sire of

Shakspeare, says, that he had a winner of the

St.

Leger, a winner of

the Oaks, and he 'had almost said a winner of the Derby,' (Shakspeare.)
It

is

'whose

fault

was

it

that

he had not

?'

useless to multiply extracts to prove

what

is

every where
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admitted, that Shakspeare could have won, and ought to have
the

The Bibury

Bibury, June 20.
15

won

Derby of 1826.
ft.

stakes of twenty-five sovs. each,

&c. with thirty sovs. added, for horses of

all

Two

ages.

miles.

(12 subscribers).

Mr. West's
•Mr.

Shakspeare, three years old, 123lbs.

br. c.

Ormsby Gore's

Mr. Rawlinson's

ch. c. Rapid, four years old,

m. Reality,

b.

five

years old, 123lbs.

Won

'Seven to four on Shakspeare.

-

1

2

17lbs.

1

3

-

easily.'

Next day, sweepstakes of fifty sovs. each, h. ft. for three year olds.
Red Post in, (ti subscribers.) Mr. West's br. c. Shakspeare, walked
over.

Warwick,

The Leamington

Sept. 5.

with one hundred sovs. added, for

of twenty-five sovs. each, &c.

Two

all ages.

miles, (37 subs.)

T. Stanley's ch. c. General Mina, six years old, 1 18lbs.
Mr. West's br. c. Shakspeare, three years old, 96lbs.

Sir

Mr. Yates

b. c.

Cain, four years old, 107lbs.

Mr. F. Bulwar's

br. c. Cricketer, four

Lord Exeter's ch.
Mr. Tomes's b. h.

c.

Enamel, four years

Sir

Gray,

-

-

years old,

1

3
4

lbs,

1 1

old, 123lbs.

5

-

years old, 1211bs.

five

1

2

6

-

Five to four against Cain, three to one against Shakspeare, three to

one against Enamel, and seven

Same

old colts, 8st. 6lbs. and

Mr. GifFard's ch.

Mr. West's

c.

to

one against the winner.

Sweepstakes of ten sovs. each, for three year

place, Sept. 7.

fillies 8st.

2lbs.

Shakspeare,

br. c.

one mile, (10 subscribers.)

Leviathan,

1

-

-

2

Mr. Beards worth's b. c. Chesterfield,
Northampton, Sept. 5. The cup, value 100 gs. by

bers of

1

gs. each, for horses of all ages,

Mr. West's

c.

Mr. Maberly's ch.

New

— about three miles.

Barytes, four years old,

br. c.

116lbs.

ch.

Mr. Wyneham's
Logic, Lionel
started, but

I6lbs.

1

2
-

3

Fifty pounds, for three

...--_

years old and upwards.

Lord Exeter's

1

-

Velasques, four years old, 116lbs.

c.

Market, Houghton meeting, Oct. 22.

Mr. Payne's

-

Shakspeare, three years old, 96lbs.

br. c.

Mr. Payne's ch.

3
fifteen subscri-

A. F.

Shakspeare, three years old, by Smolensko,

c.

Hobgoblin, three years old, 112lbs.

b. c.

Lapdog, three years

Two

to

3

old, 116lbs.

and another

Lincoln, Premier, Parapluie, Busk,

were not placed.

i

2

one against Shakspeare, four

to

one against Lapdog. Won easily.
'Among these may be reckoned the grandees and dons of the day,
Hobgoblin.
Shakspeare, who ought to have won the Derby, first
one against Lionel Lincoln,

five to

;

—
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Lapdog,

;

who
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win the Derby, third

did

note, but without a chance.

;

Cliff rode the winner,

with others of

and though

far

advanced in years, equal to any thing in his younger or best days,
and obtained for himself a name that will last as long as England is
true to herself,

— namely,

Shakspeare^s

Cliff.'

Sporting

Mag. No.

19, p. 59.
It

very remarkable, and shows the great distinction of Shak-

is

speare, that he should have conferred

on two persons their distinctive
owner Mr. West, having been known as Shak-

appellation, his former

speare West.

Same meeting, Oct. 24. Match for 200 gs. A.
Mr. Payne's br. c. Shakspeare, three years old,

F.
107lbs.

1

2
Lord G. H. Cavendish's b. h. Bizarre, six years old, 128lbs.
Two to one on Shakspeare. Won easily.
'It was a fine set-to in Abingdon's mile bottom, where the young
one totally defeated him, and won easily at last.' Sporting Mag. No.
19, p. 60.

'The Old Forester'
'the best of the

in

same volume,

p. 141,

pronounces Shakspeare

south-country horses.'

Another writer in same volume,

p.

364, 365, speaking of the best

Smolensko, names Jerry, Shakspeare, Banker, Picton, and
Borodino, and adds that 'Shakspeare was unquestionably one of the
colts of

best three year olds of last year'

Nimrod
Alscot,

in

now

his

— 1826.

'Yorkshire tour,'

better

known

in

visits

his

friend

Mr. West, of

the racing world as Shakspeare West,

from having bred that celebrated horse, and also there being another
Same work, No. 20, p. 181.
Mr. West on the turf.'
1827.

Newmarket Craven

The Craven

meeting.

stakes, of ten

sovs. each, for all ages, A. F.

Duke

of Portland's

Mr. Payne's

Mr

br. c.

Ridsdale's ch.

Millicent,
started, but

Madam

b. c.

The Alderman,

four yrs. old, 125lbs.

Shakspeare, three years old, 116lbs.
f.

Lunacy, two years

Poki, Scamper,

Tom

old, 84lbs.

-

1

2
3

Tit, Salix and Adeliza, also

were not placed.

Five to four against Shakspeare, three to one against Adeliza, and
Shakspeare fell lame in this race,
four to one against The Alderman.

from a fracture or dislocation of his ankle.
it, so as to run in his proper high form.
1828.

Shakspeare paid

forfeit to

He never

recovered from

Bobadilla, and started once at

Newmarket.
Newmarket, second October meeting. Handicap stakes of
sovs. each, for horses of all ages. T. Y. C.

ten

AND SPORTING MAGAZINE.
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Mr. Payne's

Duke

Shakspeare, five years old, I26lbs.

br. h.

Mr. Walker's ch.

b. c.

three yrs. old,

'For a stakes of ten sovs. each, for

Shakspeare, carrying 9st.
fleet horse,)

rest

1

won

and two others

it

2

by Tyresias, &c. 96lbs,

Soldan, four years old,

b. c.

-

Helenus, aged, 126lbs.

h.

of Portland's

Mr. Jrby's
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all

1

12lbs.

ages,

3

4

-

T. Y. C. four

started.

cleverly, beating Helenus, (a very

that a break down and a year's
Looking, however, over the list of

showing

;

do not destroy all horses.

training,

it must be allowed, that their standing the necessary
and preserving their former speed, is not a common occur-

rence.'

Sport.

unfortunates,

Mag. No. 23,

p. 5.

In 1829, he started once, but
It

being

now

was

beat.

proved that the injury his ankle had received,

fully

would prevent his running successfully, or supporting his reputation
on the turf, he was withdrawn from it.
In 1831 and 1832 he covered at Newmarket.
In 1833 and 1834,
he was farmed, and afterwards purchased by the celebrated and
extensive breeder, Mr. Wilson, and covered at eleven sovs. at Bil-

was purchased or farmed by Mr. Tattersall, and
after which he was purchased for America.
1836, he covered at $60, in Brunswick county, Virginia.
In 1835, he

deston.

covered
In

at

Dawley Farm

Shakspeare

;

in the

New

hands high, of a

a horse of the largest size, sixteen

is

He

highly finished and magnificent form.
Sporting Magazine, vol.

described, in his

is

vii.,

memoir

as 'a fine, noble looking

Smowas the best son of the famous
and was perhaps the most popular and favourite stallion in

animal, with a good deal of the Smolensko form about him.'
lensko, the
Sorcerer,

sire

of Shakspeare,

He

England of his day.

got Jerry, winner of the

popular stallion of the present day

;

winner of the Oaks, and many other

first-rate

Beningbrough, Highflyer, Matchem, Regulus,
&c.

it is

unnecessary

were

as Smolensko,

to

much

say

first-rate,

;

St.

Leger, and a

Picton, a capital horse

for

it is

runners.

and not only

Gulnare,

Bartlett's Childers,

known

No

&c.

that they, as well

first-rate,

the best stallions of these respective times.

;

Of Rubens,

but decidedly

blood courses in

Shakspeare's veins, that was not esteemed the best, aye, the very best
of

its

Such being the

time.

further into detail.

who pay much
this

It

may

case,

it

is

thought superfluous

to

go

be well enough to say, however, to those

attention to blood, that Shakspeare's blood

is

new

to

country, and would probably nick well with our native stock.

Shakspeare,
reputation.

when bought

At

first,

Mr. Wilson had him

for this country,

was a

stallion of rising

he got few or no good mares, but in 1833, when
at Bildeston,

the produce of those mares,

he covered some good mares, and

two years old

in 1836,

have performed
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and fully met the most sanguine expectations of his

friends.

When

it is

known

that a

young

stallion in

how

England, no matter

promising or good, rarely has more than one or two, two year old

winners the

more

the

first

season, the success of Shakspeare's colts will appear

and complimentary.

flattering

except Priam, has had as

stallion,

young

year old winners in

has four winners last year, already known,
some of the races have not yet been heard
except one, were Newmarket winners. The following

may have

from.

believed that no

He

1836, as Shakspeare.

and

It is

many two

All,

others, as

races of his colts are selected and given in extenso, because they

were run

at

Newmarket, and

against the get of the best and most

His colts have run well elsewhere and won.

fashionable stallions.

Newmarket second October

Handicap sweepstakes

meeting, 1836.

.--_.-

of fifteen sovs. each, for two and three years old, T. Y. C.

Graham's

Sir S.

b.

Twatty,

Duke

f.

c.

c.

The Drummer, by The
Jerry, three years old

old, out of
i

by The Colonel, &c. 2
3
Partner, three years old, by Partizan,

of Portland's b.

Mr. Gardner's ch.

by Shakspeare, two years
three years old,

Colonel, three years old

Spruce, three years old

;

;

Fair Jane, by

;

Morrison, two years

and Marchesena, two years old, also started, but were not placed.

old,

Same meeting.

Lord Chesterfield's

Lord Exeter's

beat

b.

f.

b.

c.

Edgar, by Shakspeare,

Candia by Sultan, a match. T. Y. C.

fifty

Sweepstakes of

100

sovereigns.

1836.

Newmarket

first

October meeting.

two year old fillies, 8st. 5lbs. each, T. Y. C.
Col. Peel's br. f. Rosabel, two years old, by Shakspeare,
2
Lord Litchfield's b. f. two years old, by Priam, &c.
3
Mr. Greville's ch. f. Marietta, two years old,
Shakspeare's stock are uncommonly fine and racing-like, and from
the good performances of those of his get, which have run, and the
great promise of his young stock, he is likely to prove one of our
M.
most useful and valuable stallions.
sovs. each, h.

ft.

for

l

Novel Fox Chase.

—The

Dedham,

(Mass.) Patriot states, that a

fox accidentally got on a track, before the engine, on the Providence
road, a few days since, and

rail

it

being rather slippery, was nearly

Reynard was aware that if he attempted to
the enemy would be upon him, and he was obliged

jump

run down.

turn, to

ofT,

to scratch for

afforded considerable sport to the engineer, to observe

dear

life.

how

nicely the cunning fellow calculated the distance

It

the final leap.

when he made
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ON

DIVISION OF PURSES.

Mr. Editor:
In giving publicity to the letter of Mr. Stevens, published in your
Jan. number, your readers are to presume that it is with the view of
inviting a discussion, that Mr. S. has so fully, in the article referred to,
discussed the expediency of some regulation as a correction to an ex-

which, he alleges, prevails in our present mode of racing.
some objections to his proposed division of the present purses, it is questionable whether the object professed by Mr. S.
will be accomplished by the adoption of his suggestions ; if not

isting abuse,

Independent of

would follow as a necessary consequence, that, admiting the expediency of some regulation on this subject, he has failed
Such is my conclusion. His object
to suggest the adequate remedy.
it is to induce every horse in the field to do
is sufficiently distinct
accomplished,

it

;

his best for each heat

;

and this he proposes

to

accomplish by divid-

ing the existing purses into three separate purses, or a purse for each
These several purses, he thinks, will cure an evil which he
heat.
says does

now

exist in the present

sufficiently great to

demand

regulation, perhaps a stronger and
applied.

mode

of racing.

the interposition of a

more

In the ordinary legislation in

different

remedy ought

efficient

human

If the evil is

new and

to

affairs, penalties,

be

and

not bounties, have been most generally adopted to remedy existing
abuses, because it has not been considered sound policy to make the
execution of laws to depend on the discretion and option of those

who may

have an interest

in violating

them.

If

the abuse

is,

there-

which I should infer
fore, of a character to require a strong correction,
as will most
applied
be
remedy
a
such
let
statement,
S.'s
from Mr.
effectually restrain the abuse.

best horse does not win,
to every racing

and

If,

field

in

our present mode of racing, the
does, it would occur

management

man, that the shortest and surest remedy would be

to

or cannot run.
attach a penalty to the horse that either does not
he has already
friend,
of
a
suggestion
the
at
states,
S.
Mr.
That remedy,
but it appears from
distance
the
shortening
by
applied,
part
in
extend that remedy still
his letter that the abuse still exists ; if so,
;

by a still further reduction, and you at once correct the abuse
His proposed regulation must assume that
of which he complains.
equal, or nearly so, for if one horse is
are
they
horses,
of
field
in a

further,

decidedly superior, the proposed regulation will have no application,
the three purses in two
for, in the absence of accidents, he will win
an equality does exist,
where
cases
in
only
therefore
It is
short heats.
that the regulation is called for, or will apply.
are equal,

it

occurs to me, that the winner of the

If,

first

therefore, they
heat,

which,

in

300
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the event of such equality,
his interest

by laying back
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must have been a hard

heat, will consult

the second heat, particularly as he has

already bagged the

first purse of $400, calculating that a rest in the
second heat will give him a decidedly better chance for the last.
The winner of the second heat by the withdrawal of his competitor

in the first heat, will naturally adopt the same policy, and thus
both,
unless they think they can win the third purse with ease, instead of
running, will merely run to save their distance
both are winners,
and both have reputation with purses, and it would be folly to risk
;

either in a struggle which, if successful, only adds a purse of

but

if

unsuccessful, jeopardizes a character

$300,
and a purse already

If such would be a probable result, there would be withdrawn from competition in the field, the presumed two best horses,
who, like prudent sportsmen, after having bagged the greater part of
the game, would hardly deem it advisable to expend more of their

acquired.

shot.

But how

different

would be the management of the same

field

under the present mode of racing ; the winner of the first heat, unless
he runs for the second heat, gets nothing, and at all events, must run
for the third heat;

but

if

the contest

might, perhaps, lay back the second,

was severe
to

for the first heat,

he

prepare for a struggle in the

third; but run he must, in either one or the other, or he loses
the
success in the first, but will no more lay back under the

fruits of his

present rule the second heat than he would in that proposed by Mr.
and if he does in both, he does it with this advantage under the
;

S.

proposed regulation of Mr.

S., that as he is already a winner, he has
running for the second heat than if he was not. The
winner of the second purse has also an interest, equally decided in

less interest in

not making the contest a close one in the third heat. Having secured
of, perhaps, a severe exertion in the second
heat, his owner

the fruits

will instinctively feel the importance of

husbanding his resources for
if he cannot win, to

the third heat, and therefore direct his rider, that

drop within his distance, he running to a disadvantage against the
winner of the first purse, who has already recovered himself by the
mode in which he was run the second heat. Tims, I repeat the two
best horses are withdrawn from the competition in the field, at once
defeating the great object of Mr. S's proposed

Mr.

heats, 'the

chance

amendment.

under the present system of running
best horse does not win
so much so, that it is an even

S. states, in his letter, that

;

in a field that the best

horse does not;' and for the purpose of
establishing this broad assertion, he refers (o the recent four mile
race
on the Union course, in which Atalanta was the winner. For the

purposes of

my

remarks

in

answer

to

Mr.

S.

it

is

not necessary to
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prove that Atalanta was the best horse.
It is sufficient to show that
under Mr. S's proposed regulation, the evil of which he complains in
the instance of the race of Atalanta would still exist, as she would still
have been a winner, though of a purse inferior in amount to that
which she received. As a winner under Mr. S's rule, she would

have been entitled

to the last

purse of

$300

;

whereas,

if

he

is

cor-

rect in his estimation of the relative character of the horses in the

without the actual accident that did occur, she could not have
been a winner under the old regulation. He states, she was inferior
to Bumper and to Gipsy, either of whom, single handed, could have
beaten her.
If so, under the old rule she could not have won, as the
field,

race

would have been decided

in

two short heats

rule, this nag, so inferior as to be the subject of

but under Mr. S's

;

Mr.

S's

animadver-

upon the present system of racing, must necessarily have been
one of the winners, and entitled to one of his purses, provided the
heats were broken.
Thus far her position would not be materially
sions

changed, with this exception, that she would have divided the purse
with her competitors, instead of receiving the whole herself.

But

is

there any thing in the race of Atalanta that can be

an abuse so great as to

call for the interposition

of

new

deemed

regulations,

unknown, unacknowledged upon any track, neither justified
by precedent, nor as yet matured by experience ?— regulations that

heretofore

strike the mind as legislating in reference to a particular case, which
was more the result of accident than a probable event in the future

racing annals of the turf?

marked and decided
Mr. S. is to make horses
so

Is there, I repeat,

any

as to be termed an abuse

feature in that race
?

If the object

of

would follow, that if Atalanta did her
best, she furnishes in her person no reason for the adoption of his
rnle.
That she did her best is to be inferred from Mr. S's statement,
for he says, 'Bumper won the first heat, and it was evident that neither Post Boy, Atalanta, or Veto, had a chance with him for it
for
run,

it

;

the second heat, every horse in the field contended
three miles

and a

;

at the

end of

Atalanta was dead beat by Bumper.' If neither
had a chance with him in the first heat, that conclusion must have been drawn from the fact of their all running for
half,

of the three horses

it
if so, Atalanta did her best, and in the second heat, he says, she
contended until within half a mile from home, when Gipsy took up
the running, in consequence of the inability of Atalanta any longer to
;

continue the contest.
assertion for

If

Atalanta did

all

this,

and

we have Mr.

S's

her conduct in that race furnishes no application for
the argument urged by Mr. S., founded upon an abuse which I am to
it,

presume did not occur on that occasion, and therefore that race
illustration of the necessity of a

45

v.

8

change

in

is

no

our present regulations,
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because

and

that

all

all

that is required

is,

Mr.

dead

half, until

beat,

Bumper

pears she did not keep up the contest with

she did

But

could ask under his proposed regulations.

S.

1837.

compelled to run,

that horses shall be

she did run for seven miles and a

if

[March,

ap-

it

she

after

was

dead beat, and that her owner, on finding she was dead beat, ordered
her to be pulled up. Now suppose the same race to be run under

Mr.

S's rule,

what would have been

under the same circumstances.

gone

for the heat,

the field

When

and her chance

beat,

would not her owner have given the same

pull back and save her

to his rider, to

management of Atalanta

dead

for the next heat

;

directions

particularly,

came up and took up the running. She could
not win the heat, and if Bumper won, the race was decided but in a
severe run between him and his competitor, there was a chance that
both might be blown, and she, Atalanta, by taking this short respite,

when

the other horse

;

be in a situation

to

both regulations, the
same, and she did
S's inferences

contend for the third heat.

mode

all

If,

therefore,

under

of running of Atalanta would have been the

she could to win both heats,

from that race are not

fairly

follows that Mr.

it

drawn, and that in

itself it

furnishes no ground for the discussion of an abuse which did not, in
the instance referred

to, exist.

Whether

p'roposed regulation ought to be adopted,
is

sufficient, in the present instance, to

any existing abuse, and
best horse does not win,
that race

;

is

a different question, but

show

that

is

not founded on any

we

unkindly in regard

can suppose cases where
to a

horse in reference to

uncalled for

it is

that the broad assertion of

but even as a general proposition,

objections, and

no

as a general proposition, the

fair

it

is

Mr.

S., that

it

by
the

conclusion from
subject to

many

would operate most
whom there would be

it

difference of opinion.

We

cap suppose a race under Mr. S's rule, in which the winner of
may have run out head and head the winners of the first

the third heat

We can suppose him to have contended for the
and second heals.
second was laying back, to have
first heat, while the winner of the
the winner of the first heat in
while
heat,
contended for the second
was dropping within his distance, and in the third heat we
him to have nearly distanced his competitors ; and yet
suppose
can
and the universal
this winner of the third heat, to whom the old rules

his turn

sentiment of the turf would have awarded all the honours and the
profits of the race, receives for his extraordinary exertions only $300,

while his competitors, who with difficulty have saved their distance,
with the
receive $700. Such a distribution would surely not meet
approbation of the gentlemen of the turf, unless they mean by its
adoption to reverse the order of racing.
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other objections that naturally occur to that part of Mr. S ? s

plan of limiting the

number of

heats,

is

many

the objection that in

instances a horse that could have the reputation of a winner, under
the old rule,

may by

an accident be only one of two or three winners,

leaving undecided the question of character.

which

If to

in its present integral state, is scarcely a

winner, he

is

the loss of a purse

compensation

also to be deprived of the opportunity,

of the heats, of establishing a reputation on the

a most serious injury not only

turf,

to the

by a limitation
it must result in

owners but the breeders of race
horses.
To the former, who have smarted and are now smarting
under the extravagant claims of racing upon his private resources, this
to the

will be particularly objectionable.

It

requires

all that is

now given

to

the winner to compensate the

and risk he runs in the
perty,
stable.

owner of a racing stable for the expenses
management of this delicate species of pro-

and the many disappointments that attend the best selected
To an amateur sportsman it is at best a losing game, in which

with the best trump in his hand he is playing at odds. This question
of character, Mr. S. proposes to leave to the regulation of a club,

which may or may not be arbitrary, and which in fact is leaving to
chance, or at best to an erring judgment, a principle in racing, that
the winner of a race can be that horse only, that does

competitors did do, and

if

more than

his

a heat terminates leaving that question

undecided, the contest ought to be prolonged until a decision is had.
If three horses each win a heat, there is no decision and no winner,

and

it

is

rather arbitrary to declare

there shall be none

when

the

reputation of one of the winners requires there should be one; and

Mr.

S.

himself would have

felt

the full force of this objection,

if in

the great twenty mile race (had the proposed regulation been then in

existence) the honour of that day, had by regulation been divided
between Lady Relief and his favourite Maria, and that she who on
that day acquired the laurelled honours of the turf, was decreed to be
no better that a competitor whom he says, on that occasion, 'he had

beaten to sticks.'

The
makes

principle that authorizes a club to
that horse a winner.

three winners,

when

shall be but one.
is

A

The

award a purse to a horse,
would therefore create

three purses

the established law of racing has decreed there

club

it is

true

may

declare

which of the winners

best for the decision of bets, but that declaration can be of

to the reputation of the horse.

which

is

It is

so objectionable, that refers to an arbitrary judgment what

can and ought to be settled by the horses themselves.
rule.

The

race

would have presented the objection under the proUp to the fourth heat, Black Maria and Trifle would

just referred to

posed

no value

therefore the injustice of a rule
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have been both winners

no advantage over
thousands
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Maria, under Mr. S's rule, having acquired

;

but by prolonging the contest she added

Trifle,

her value and earned that fame so justly decreed to her

to

in the racing calendar.

This proposed limitation of the

As

was suggested by this race.

Mr.

heats,

has

S.

left

us to infer,

far as the reputation of his

mare was

concerned, he would have suffered greatly by the adoption of his own
proposition ; and it is also in reference to that race, that he so strongly
urges

the

the racehorse

is

their exercise,

The

of humanity.

plea

difficult to appreciate

for if a

;

force

pronounce the

will equally

is

it

powers, and to limit

to control the direction of his

it

argument

of this

sensibility to the sufferings of

morbid

condemnation of

entire

the whole system of racing, not only the system of racing but the

improvement

entire system of every

in the arts

and

in literature,

and

indeed every system that has heretofore required the untiring exertions
and perilous exposure of life. Most of the gems of the world to

which genius has given
every privation, and
health.

If,

repeat, this

I

have been sought and acquired under

birth,

expense of present comfort and future

at the

an argument, we

is

may

at

once return to

those days of racing, in which a horse that could run four miles in
eight minutes

was a miracle, and

at

once

sacrifice all that art

But

perience have added to the system of training.

be indulged,
position

made

it is

apparent that

assumed by Mr.

to run, or, in other

Without pretending
ordinary sportsman,

horse

I

to

it

S. that

must be

at the

if this

and ex-

plea

is to

expense of another

horses that will not run, must be

words, of increasing the pace of the horse.

more information than falls to the lot of an
it would be less inhuman to run a

should think

five heats in the

time taken by the

field in the

by Eclipse and Henry

than in the three heats run

;

twenty-mile race,
it is

the rate and

not the distance that distresses this noble animal, and I think it will
not be pretended that either Trifle, Maria, or Lady Relief suffered so
severely as the two matched champions of the north and the south in
the great race of 1823.
If the limitation of the race to three heats, is

argument than

that

which

horse a prolonged exertion in a race,
class of our sportsmen

who

founded upon no other

derived from a desire to spare the race-

is

it

will find

few advocates

in that

believe that his powers are not yet fully

developed.

Whatever countenance Mr.

New
No.

York

club,

it

of the Turf Register, that

unfriendly hand,

S's propositions

have received from the

appears from a subsequent extract in the same

who

it

did not escape the iron gripe of

either for the purpose of defeating

ing racing on the Union Course

still

more perilous and

it

some

or render-

severe,

has

;
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imposed a

restriction

heat, so that

on the number of horses

without a dead heat, under the
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starting for the third

new

regulation there are

only two purses and two winners, instead of three purses and three
winners, thus narrowing
the

first

$300 of

The

down

heat, unless distanced

the result to this, that the winner of

and there being no dead heat, receives

the purse.

propriety of adopting this regulation, as

pass without further remark, satisfied that

winner too

in great time if there is

it

it

now

stands, I shall

creates a winner,

any power

and a

in the field that starts,

but leading to this probable result, that hereafter no horses will start

on the Union Course but horses of well established reputation on
the turf.
Its effect will

but

I

more

by the proprietors of

best be anticipated

cannot conceal
liberal purses

my

apprehension that

being given, and

may

excludes

it

that track,
all

hope of

possibly lead to a reduction

of those already established, an event that would instantly put

down

A Sportsman.

every racing stable in the north.

ON IMPORTED
Mr. Editor:
As the current of public opinion

is

HORSES.

now

imported horses in almost every quarter,

decidedly in favour of

it

behooves

all

who

are

breeding from them, to examine not only into the form, blood and
racing powers of the horses themselves, but into the running of the
colts of

horses,

such as are old enough to be on the turf. If any of those
which have been recently introduced, can stand a rigid scru-

tiny into the performances of their colts,

have been fairly

tried,

and appear

heretofore brought to this

ought
fears

to

they

may

be said to

be patronized with liberality and great confidence, and no

need be entertained by breeders about the success of their colts

in this country.
in bold relief,

of

when

compare with such as have been
country, and with those left behind, they
to

any age

The

racing career of several of these horses, stands

when compared with

the running of their predecessors

— even Eclipse, Childers or Highflyer.

Priam's oldest colts were last season only two years old, and
nothing more need be said of them, than they

won

the Prendergast,

Hare Park, Nursery and other stakes at Newmarket and elsewhere
and that he had more toinners of this age than Sultan, Emilius, Velocipede, or any other stallion in the loorld!

Shakspeare, one of the most magnificent animals ever seen, had the

same number

ivith

Sultan, of two years old winners and they had a

larger number than any other stallions.

—
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Zinganee, whose memoir was published in the last number of the
Turf Register, and of whom nothing more need be said, besides,
what may be seen in that memoir, where it seems he was considered
for some time, to have been the best horse of his age, and in the
opinion of many, the best horse of any age, had colts one year older

By

than Priam's.

a reference to the racing calendars of 1835,

appears, that he had eleven colts and

On

examining the sheet calendars

and

many

fillies

for

engaged for the

1836, he had eight winners

of them very good ones, winning

miles and even king's plates and cups.

them have won from
which run with great

Nearly

all

distances

up

to three

believed three or four of

He had

each.

on the continent,

credit

haps, Belgium and France.

all

It is

to eight races

five

it

last year.

in

other colts

Germany, and per-

of his colts that have started,

have been successful, which is saying much for him as a stallion.
Cetus, who came over with Zinganee, is a well bred and handsome
little

He commenced

horse.

covering the same year that Zinganee

and of course his colts are of the same age with the colts of the
latter horse.
They have been tried both as two and three years old,
did,

and not been successful, although one of them ran second

They have

colt in a sweepstakes.

to a

Priam

started frequently.

Flexible has colts several years old, but he has had few mares until
Latterly he has covered

recently.

some very good mares,

as

Mercan-

dam of Trapball, Signorina, Rufina, sister to Velocipede and
others.
He has been encouraged by Mr. Mostyn and other sportsmen of high character. He is in pedigree the 'personification of
perfection,' a half brother of Chateau Margaux, Whale and Cetus,
and a well-shaped, plain, and very strong horse. He has had some
dotti, the

winners

at

broken heats

— even three

but few of his stock have

The

tried,

and

it is

believed four heats

being mostly too young.

most of the other horses are too young to have been
being only two years old, except two which may be

colts of

tried, the oldest

said to be tried horses in the United States.

Of Chateau Margaux
known,

that

I

much

so

shall almost give

has been said and he

him

the go-by.

He

is

so well

has had the

season six or eight winners in England and one in America
Singleton's

Pomona, twice

and supposed

to

;

last

Col.

a winner here, at two and three mile heats,

be a very good one.

His colts

won

several very fine

races in England, and very few colts are there thought to be equal or

superior

to

Queen Bess, Marcian, Hock, Connoisseur, Wyndham,
He was a capital four mile horse, and

Madeira, and several others.

quite speedy too, and will improve our stock.

Leviathan covered one season at Lord Chesterfield's, and had pretty

much

the

same mares

that

Priam and Zinganee afterwards had.

He
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has had three or four winners of quite inferior note

known

here

to

favourite stallion

which

will
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but he

:

any commendation. He
with many, if his colts should go
require

is

too well

continue a

will

the distance well,

soon be tested.
the other horses are

colts of

younger, and several have

left

now

only two years old and

no stock from thoroughbred mares, or

Some were taken from the turf and brought over forthOf such no comparison can be made but whenever a horse's

none

at all.

with.

:

have been

colts

and

tried

failed

it

;

ought

to satisfy breeders that little

success can be expected from breeding from such horses, and the

sooner they are dropt, the better

made no

it

will be for our stock.

invidious comparisons, but merely stated facts and

have

I

mean no

Indicator.

offence.

THE CANADIAN TURF.
[We

copy from the English New Sporting Magazine for November,
1836, the following article on the turf in Canada,
are sorry that the
writer should have found it necessary to make so long a voyage to reach
the public eye, and would suggest that he hereafter take passage in our

We

ship.]

Mr. Editor:

While your excellent and entertaining Magazine has been so long
of sporting intelligence from the 'far Ind'
and for
which your readers in every quarter of the world are deeply your

—

the receptacle

debtors,

—

it

has lately afforded

sport in this 'the

far

west,'' to

infinite gratification

find that

to

the lovers of

your publication has been

opened to some of our humble doings in this remote, but still loyal
and attached portion of the empire, by the insertion in your number
for

June

last,

of the capital communication of 'Chasseur

made some palpable

hits at the

well as told a true unvarnished tale throughout.
seur,'

that

may be induced

to

renew

the approaching 'season'

;'

who

I

hope

that 'Chas-

his correspondence with

may

you

Hunt.'

It is

particularly to be

Morris, nor any other sportsman,

is

;

and

be such as to afford him ample

space, and verge enough, as well as plenitude of sport to 'the
treal

has

enemies of sporting in general, as

hoped

Mon-

that neither the redoubted

destined to experience a renewal

of any of those local obstructions and petty political annoyances

which have hitherto disgraced the Papineau and Roebuck snarlers
this otherwise most happy country ; but on the contrary, that
honest Jean Baptistef will soon be made to learn who are the real

in

i

friends of this distracted province

— the Papineau

Chasseurs du Hoi."

to politics

1

But a truce

:

clique, or

the subject

is

'•les

sacres

becoming

—
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absolutely stale here

;

and the only anchor of our hopes of present

safety and future peace and prosperity,

who

William IV.

IMarch, 1837.

his

is

most gracious majesty

has lately condescended to become the patron of

the sports of a portion of his empire with which his majesty has been

long and personally acquainted, and munificently to confer upon

an annual king's plate of

How this

came about,

guineas

fifty

it

!

the object of the present communication

it is

inform you, Mr. Editor, and, through the medium of your far-famed

to

Magazine, the sporting world

many

for

at large.

Be pleased

know,

to

then, that

years back, both hunting and racing have been carried on

with considerable

spirit in this province.

How the

and conducted during a long series of years by
in this part of the world,

I

its

former was begun
respectable father

again beg leave to refer your readers to

the correct and judicious statements of your correspondent 'Chasseur.'

And

as to the latter,

received, so

noblemen

it

it

will

only be necessary

— the king's representatives — distinguished

and private

virtue.

These were the

it

Duke

late

for every public

of Richmond, and

But the following documents, which,

Lords Dalhousie and Aylmer.-

are destined to be perused

1 trust,

to observe, that if

could not but have merited the patronage and support of

by your readers

all

over the world,

throw additional light on a subject that has of late become peculiarly interesting from the fact already stated, that our 'sailor king'
will

— God

himself

bless

him

!

—has

condescended

to

become the royal

patron of 'sport' in his Canadian dominions.

On the 29th of July, 1835, being the second and last day of the
Three Rivers races for that year the following address was personally presented by the trustees and stewards to his excellency Lord
Aylmer, his lordship being then on the eve of his departure from
;

—

the province
l

May

it

:

please your lordship,

—We, the

trustees and stewards, for

the time being, of the Three Rivers race course, respectfully beg per-

mission to approach your lordship with the expression of our sincere
regret at the annunciation and prospect of

from

this province, of

your lordship's departure
whose public counsels and social happiness your

lordship has been so long the guardian and ornament.

'We feel it to be a duty especially incumbent upon us, to thank
your lordship for the manner in which you have been pleased to distinguish the Three Rivers race course ; for having at once patronized
the

same with

a liberality

worthy of a true sportsman, and, for three
handsome silver cup to be run for by

successive years, presented us a

horses bred in the province

amusement

in a

:

thus generously promoting innocent

country as yet but young in the sporting world, and
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the rural and agricultural interests of one of the most valuable pro-

vinces in the British empire.

"And now,

my

lord, farewell

!

We

beg

common with all classes of his
province, we shall ever entertain a
in

high

;

that,

of your lordship's

sense

distinguished worth in public, and in private

sportsman

your lordship,

to assure

majesty's loyal subjects in this

and that we shall always rejoice

to

life,

as well as a liberal

hear of your lordship's

welfare and happiness,
'In conclusion,

we beg

that

your lordship may be pleased

to

convey

Lady Aylmer the sentiments of our sincere esteem, and of our
grateful remembrance of the countenance which her ladyship was so
kind as to confer on the Three Rivers races. July 29, 1835.
To this address his lordship was pleased to reply in terms expresto

—

sive of thanks and gratified feelings

him

to learn

—

so favourably considered, and that in

of so

much

it was also satisfactory to
Three Rivers races had been
doing what had proved to him

that

that his attendance at the

personal pleasure and satisfaction, his lordship had, at

same time, been so fortunate as in a measure to contribute to the
rural and agricultural interests of the province
his lordship then
assured the trustees and stewards that he took leave of them with
regret, he should never forget their kind attention on every occasion
the

:

of his attendance at the races
and then concluded by alluding to the
kind expressions in their address towards Lady Aylmer, which he
should not fail most certainly to communicate to her ladyship.
;

At the same time the trustees and stewards delivered into the hands
Aylmer the following memorial to the king, with a request
that he would be pleased to convey it to the foot of the throne.
His
of Lord

lordship kindly replied, that he would comply with the wishes of the
memorialists, and gladly embrace a fitting occasion of presenting their
address, and, he had no doubt, with success.

"May

it please your majesty
That with the view of promoting in
your majesty's province of Lower Canada, those rural sports
which have contributed so much to the harmless enjoyment, and
!

this

manly character of our fellow-subjects

in our beloved father-land, as
well as for the purpose of exciting emulation in improving the
breed
of horses throughout this portion of the British empire, your

memo-

obtained ground, and for several years established and maintained a race course, called 'the Three Rivers race course.'
rialists

'That your majesty's excellent representative in this province; the
Right Honourable Lord Aylmer, has been pleased to patronize this
race course, and for three successive years to present to your
memo-

and their predecessors, a handsome silver cup
competed for by maiden horses bred in the province.
46
v.8

rialists

to be

run and
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'That as his lordship
infinite regret
as,

is

now

[March, 1837.

about to leave the province,

to the

of your memorialists and of every good sportsman

;

and

in the humble and respectful opinion of your memorialists, nothing

could so much tend to the promotion of their original object, as the
royal countenance and patronage of your majesty, they have ventured
to place this

memorial

in the

hands of

my

Lord Aylmer, in the hope
your majesty will be gra-

his lordship's kind intercession,

that, at

ciously pleased to confer upon the Three Rivers race course, for the

such amount,

benefit of the province at large, an annual king's plate, of

and under such rules and
munificence,

may be

articles as

your majesty,

pleased to determine and

your royal
And your

in

command.

memorialists, as duty bound, shall ever pray for a long and happy
reign to your majesty over this great empire.

Three Rivers, July

29, 1835.

The

following correspondence

readiness and liberality with
to

comply with

is

which

a clear and gratifying proof of the
his majesty is uniformly disposed

the reasonable wishes of his

good and loyal

subjects,

and also another proof of the determination of his majesty, that Canada shall not be given up either to

wherever they may be situated

;

radicals or republicans.

'Dear Sir

Quebec, June 8, 1836.

:

enclosed a letter from Lord
'I have much pleasure in handing you
Herbert Taylor, by which
Sir
from
enclosure
an
me,
with
Aylmer to

you

will observe that

in procuring

we have succeeded

jesty, a 'king's plate,' to be run for in the

from his ma-

lower province

;

and by the

enclosed copy of a letter from Mr. Walcott, the governor's secretary,
you will perceive that his excellency Lord Gosford has fixed the

Three Rivers course
for this season.

You

to

be the one on which the plate is to be run
goodness to make this communi-

will have the

cation to the gentlemen of the turf club.
will, I

have reason

The Three

to believe, take place in the last

week

Rivers races
of July, and

of last year's
that the conditions of the race will be the same as those
obedient
your
sincerely,
sir,
I am, dear
given Lord Aylmer.

cup

Matthew

servant,

Bell.'

William Forsyth, Esq. Montreal.

'My Dear Lord Aylmer:
'I have had the honour
the king,

who

Windsor
to

submit your

Castle, April 17, 1836.

letter of the

10th

inst. to

will have great pleasure in giving annually a king's

province of Lower Canada,
plate of fifty guineas, to be run for in the
may think proper to
governor
the
as
province
in
the
places
at such

His majesty desires you will
stewmake a communication to the above effect, to the trustees and
indicate in the early part of each year.

No.
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ards of the Three Rivers race course, in reply to their memorial, and

you

that

will inform Sir

whom the fifty
be, my dear Lord
to

Henry Wheatley,

his majesty's privy purse,

guineas should be paid in London.

Aylmer, yours sincerely and
(Signed)

Mr. Bell

to

H. Taylor.'

v

Carleton Hotel, Regent

My Dear

me

Believe

faithfully,

"

street,

London,

j_pr u 2 l, 1836.

:

)

5

hasten to transmit you a copy of a letter I have received from
Sir Herbert Taylor, in answer to the petition addressed
to the king
by the trustees and stewards of the Three Rivers race course, which
'I

was entrusted
In

my

that

I

to

me

previous to

my

reply to Sir Herbert Taylor,

I

departure from Lower Canada.
have taken upon myself to say

assured that the intelligence of his majesty's gracious intensum of fifty guineas for a king's plate to be

felt

tions to give annually the

run for

at

such place in Lower Canada as the governor shall indicate

in the early part of each year,

would be received with heartfelt gratiwhich his majesty takes

tude, as an additional proof of the interest
in

all

matters connected with the welfare of his majesty's faithful
Lower Canada.

subjects in

'I beg you will do me the favour to
communicate his majesty's
gracious intentions to the trustees and stewards of the Three
Rivers
race course, and to the members of the Montreal turf club,

and that

make me acquainted with

you

will

land

who may

tion

of

names of the persons

the

in Eno--

be appointed to receive annually his majesty's
donaguineas, in order that I may be enabled to make
the

fifty

necessary communication to Sir Henry Wheatley, as directed
in Sir
Herbert Taylor's letter. I remain, dear Mr. Bell, with great
truth and

regard, your very faithful servant,
<Sir

Castle

:

(Signed)
of

St.

Aylmer.'

Lewis, Quebec, June

1836.

7,

'His excellency the governor in chief, having taken
communication
of the letters which you have transmitted for his perusal,
respecting
his majesty's gracious intention to give annually the
sum of fifty

guineas for a king's plate, to be run for

at

such place

in

Lower Canada

as the governor shall indicate in the early part of each
year
received his excellency's commands to request you to

I

;

have

acquaint the
trustees and stewards of the Three Rivers race
course, that he has
been pleased to name Three Rivers as the place at which
the king's
plate

that

is

run for

to be

he leaves

it

this

the races shall take place.

obedient humble servant,

The Hon.

year

;

to the discretion

M. Bell

I

and his lordship desires
of the stewards to

have the honour
(Signed)

fix the

me

to add,

time

when

your most

to

be, sir,

S.

Walcott

'

Civil Secretary?
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Immediately

after the receipt of this
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communication, a meeting of

Three Rivers race course was convened, when the following resolutions were passed, expressive of their
the trustees and stewards of the

deep sense of gratitude

to

his

and indicative of the sincere
they were inspired
the

majesty for his munificent donation,
of duty and loyalty with which

spirit

may be

a spirit that

;

throughout

said to prevail

whole of Lower Canada, however adverse the

political feelings of

parties.

'At a meeting of the trustees and stewards of the

course, holden on the

lth of June 1836, Mr.

1

The Honourable Matthew

Bell having

a letter from the right honourable

Three Rivers race

Dumoulin

communicated

my Lord

in the chair.

to the

meeting

Aylmer, enclosing copy of

a letter to his lordship from Sir Herbert Taylor, intimating that his
majesty had been graciously pleased to bestow upon this province a
king's plate of

guineas, agreeably to the memorial of the said

fifty

trustees and stewards, to be run for annually over such course as his

excellency, the governor,

of Mr. Chisholme

it

may deem

proper

to indicate.

On

the motion

was

'Resolved, That Lord

Aylmer be

convey

solicited to

to the foot of

the throne the humble and dutiful thanks of the meeting for this
and respectfully to
gracious token of the king's royal munificence
;

assure his majesty, our royal benefactor, that this meeting will never

ceaee to be gratefully affected with a due sense of the honour and
favour thereby conferred on his majesty's loyal subjects in

Canada; being, as

this

meeting believes, the

first

Lower

instance of a similar

royal donation having been conferred on any part of the king's domi-

nions abroad.
'Resolved, That

remembrances of

the
this

grateful

acknowledgments and affectionate
to Lord Aylmer, the

meeting be conveyed

constant and generous patron of the Three Rivers race course, for

our memorial before the king, and secured to this province so great and beneficial a mark of the royal bounty as a king's

having

laid

plate of

fifty

guineas.

'Resolved, That Mr. Bell be requested to transmit a copy of these
resolutions to

my

Lord Aylmer, with the most ardent prayers of

this

meeting for his lordship's health and happiness.'

you have a sketch of the rise, progress, and complete
establishment of the manly and interesting sport of racing in those
hyperborean backwoods, and to which I trust you will be induced for
I
the future to devote a small portion of your attention and regard.
beg leave to enclose a memorandum of this year's sport at Three
Thus,

Rivers,

sir,

which

ground there

I

is

hope may prove gratifying to your readers. The
inferior to none in the world ; and for extent and
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always am, dear Mr.

I

your sincere admirer,

Editor,
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A

Subscriber.

Three Rivers Races.
First day,

Entrance

Thursday, July 28.

pounds

five

heats,

;

horses bred in the province of
plate, or
8lbs.;

sweepstakes

five

year olds,

Mr. A. P. Hart's

b.

•

dam

king's plate of

Lower Canada,

open

won

that never

to all

match,

three year olds, 8st. 2lbs.; four year olds, 9st.

six year olds, and aged, lOst.
m. Brunette, aged, by Cock of the Rock
-

-

-

_

.

3

W.

Sharp's b. m. Witch, five years old, by Sir Walter,
_
Countess,

Mr. W. M'Grath's b. g. Shellaleh, aged,
Mr. M'Donald's c. m. Canada Lass, aged,
Mr. M. David's b. g. Vivian, four years old, by

-

11

122
2
4

-

Brilliant, out
of the imported mare, Berwickshire Lass,
5
Mr. Gibbs' b. f. Victoria, four years old, by Sir Walter,

dam Roxana,

guineas.

fifty

distance,

9st. 9lbs.;

out of Noblesse,

Mr.

—The

two miles and a

3

dis.

(bolted.)

Maurice stakes of forty dollars, open to all horses, entrance
dollars
heats one mile and a distance
weights, three year olds,
St.

;

;

four year olds, 9st. 3lbs.

7lbs.

;

olds,

and aged,

1

;

year olds,

five

9st. 9lbs.

7st.

Ost.

Ladies' purse of

dollars, heats

five

six year

;

Mr. Yarker's g. g. five years old,
Mr. Judah's c. h. Walterson, aged, by Sir Walter, out of an
imported mare,
_

The

dis.

dis.

fifty dollars,

open

one mile and a distance

;

to all horses,

11

22

entrance ten

gentlemen riders

weights,

;

lOst.

cm.

Mr. Yarker's

Rival, aged,

-

-

_

Lieut. Weir's (32d Regiment) b. g. Shamrock, aged,
Mr. A. P. Hart's b. m. Childers, aged, -

Mr. Provandie's
Capt. Smith's b.

1

2

2

-

-

c.

l

4
3

5

—The

Three Rivers stakes of fifty pounds, open to all
entrance five pounds heats two miles and a distance weights,

Friday
horses,

m. Juno, six years old,
m. Bessy Bedlam, aged,

-

;

three year olds, 7st. 4lbs.

;

;

four year olds, 9st. Slbs.

six year olds and aged, lOst.
;
Mr. Yarker's c. m. Rival, aged,
Mr. Cuvillier's c. h. Walterson, aged,

;

five

year olds,

9st. 9lbs.

The Produce
the district of

-

-

that never

won

1

2

match, plate, or sweep-

;

three year olds, 8st. 2lbs,

four year olds, 9st. 3lbs.

•,

1

2

stakes of twenty pounds, open to all horses bred in

Three Rivers,

stakes, entrance five dollars

9st. 9lbs.

_

-

;

heats,

six year olds, 9st. 12lbs.

one mile and a distance

;

aged

lOst.

;

five

;

weights,

year olds,

;
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Mr. J. Bell', b. g. Minatoo, four years old,
Mr. C. Carter's b. m. Adelaide, aged, (bolted,)
Mr. Judah's.b. c. Baptiste, four years old,

The

[March, 1837

-

-

11

-

-

2

2

Farmer's purse of forty dollars, to be run for by Canadian

agricultural horses, bred

Three Rivers, heats one

in the district of

mile and a distance, entrance ten

shillings.

Mr. H. Denis's

b. g.

Vassal walked over.

The

beaten plate, entrance five dollars, to which the stewards will

add forty dollars, open
mile and a distance.

to all

horses beaten at the meeting

Weights

to

Mr. Hart's b. m. Childers,
Mr. Judah's c. b. Walterson,

A

-

-

-

Lieut. Weir's (32d regiment) b. g.

11

-

-

-

private match for twenty-five sovereigns.

Mr. Hart's b. m. King's-Own,
A good race.

heats one

;

be handicapped by the stewards.

Owners

Shamrock,

late Brunette,

2

-

on.
-

-

-

2

1

2

-

On the Physical Disposition and Capabilities of Horses
for labour.
'To decide by the outward appearance of a horse, on the latent
he may possess, and what he will prove on continual exer-

qualities

a perfection of

cise, is

judgment scarcely

in

experience to confer

appearances are so deceitful, that those most skilled in the subject
will find themselves occasionally mistaken,

much must

advice,
I

be

left to

take the above lines for

and even

after the best

the operation of chance.'

my

text

they are the commencing obser-

;

vations of an introduction to a very clever and amusing pamphlet,

published in India by Lieut.

Company's
vious

to

service.

my

J. P. Pigott,

was fortunate

1

leaving that

country

;

of the Honourable East India

in obtaining

one of them, pre-

and although

my

veterinary

professional duties were but short, being compelled to resign from
health,

it

was

sufficient to enable

me

he gives the peculiarities of fourteen

to

confirm his remarks.

In

different casts of horses,

ill

it

with

other instructive, and, to the horseman, highly entertaining information

;

the

book

is

small, consisting only of thirty-seven pages

with your permission,
with extracts from

The

I

;

and,

should be happy occasionally to furnish you

it.

willingness of a horse for labour, with the physical capability

of doing that which his energetic mind suggests, must be allowed

be the two great essentials to make a good horse,
states

must

exist in all horses

that

— and

to

these two

have performed extraordinary

No.

Vol. 8.

feats,
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horses must be very indifferent animals that do not

possess these requisites, namely, the will, and the power.
is an observation, common even among horsemen, that it is
nonsense about the make and shape of horses ; for, say they, the
but, on
best horse I ever possessed was the worst shaped horse

There

all

;

inquiry,

you

will

and must

the will and the power
is

of

little

often do

we

he possessed

a great degree

in

— they must accompany each other— the one
What

use without the other.

without the power, or

How

find, that

if

avails

he has the power, and

is

if

it

he

willing

is

not willing

?

see in the field a horse of fifteen hands, with

thirteen or fourteen stone

on his back,

of a long day

at the close

fresh and in a condition for continued labour; while the horse of six-

teen hands, and of twice his bulk, with ten or twelve stone on his

back,

is

beaten before the day

this capability for labour.

It

is

How

half over.

essential, then, is

exists, technically speaking, just in

pro-

degree of nervous excitability of that fart of the brain
and nervous system which influences the muscles of locomotion ; and

portion

to the

when

in all cases

this peculiar

This peculiarity

is

nervous excitability exists

accompanying

degree, there will be found

in a great

a peculiar formation.

it

not easily described, but must be learned by atten-

tive practical observation.

In such a horse, however, the muscular

and tendinous structure will be beautifully developed in horseman's
the term is a good one ; and in
language, he is called a wiry horse
;

—

every case accompanying this formation, in a greater or less degree,

you have a
he

is

choleric disposition or temper, or, in horseman's language,

a horse of high courage.

Opposed to
whose

this,

totally contrary character;

be found

ill

defined

;

his

the horse

muscular and tendinous structure will

he puts on a

a horse-skin stuffed with wool.

you have

external formation has a

of the dull phlegmatic temperament,

soft, faulty,

From such

pulpy appearance, like

a description of horse,

—

no one should expect extraordinary doings, his muscular powers
are exceedingly limited, his temper is inactive, and he tires on slight
exertion.

Some
anxious

persons, though accustomed to horses
to

become judges, never can

select

their lives,

all

from appearances

;

and

while

those differently gifted, can swear to a good one, to a considerable
extent, the instant they behold him.

And

themselves to a judge on purchasing the
are,

—

if

he can ride him

?

if

the questions that suggest
first

description of horse,

he will not prove too

much

he will be sufficiently under his control with hounds?
getic disposition will suffer the

How

trammels of harness

for
if

him

?

if

his ener-

?

essential a consideration is this subject to the breeder

;

that

he should not be wholly taken up with the make and shape of either

—

!
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his stallion or mare, but should direct, in a great degree, his best

on both sides

attention

to the

bottom, or in other words, to the state

of nervous excitability of that part of the brain and nervous system

which influences the muscles of locomotion,
moves
If

the

were possible

it

for

"'tis

this

power

that

machinery

mould a horse

to

way formed

form, in every possible

symmetrical

in a perfectly

for speed,

—

without that

still,

would

great essential, that peculiar nervous excitability, he

at best

prove but an indifferent animal.
Reflect on the extraordinary powers, and beautiful form of Eclipse

but

if

he had been deficient

in this point,

he could not possibly have

obtained such high renown.

Could the best judge, on looking
bilities

?

Certainly not

all

;

have foretold his capa-

at Eclipse,

he could say was, that his blood and

appearance were in his favour.

Does any one suppose,
equal in speed,

owing

is

why we

that the reason

to not having

have not had his

had his equal

in

shape and

—

make ? If they do, they are undoubtedly in error, for, doubtless,
we have had many horses whose animal machinery indicated as well
as that of Eclipse

— but

if

they were equal

in

form, they wanted that

great essential.

A

gentleman of great mechanical genius, and

who

has devoted con-

siderable attention to the construction of locomotive carriages, once
said,

while conversing on horse matters, to a friend versed in the

subject, 'Oh,
fast

I

can always select the fastest horse, for

was properly answered,
with immense wealth.'
the

know

I

horse must have great length of muscle, with long levers

— 'Then go
To

to the next St. Leger,

He

and return

a certain degree he was right, as far as

mechanism of the horse was concerned

the hidden propelling power,

that a
!'

— How the

;

but he never thought of

steam stood

!

!

[.New Sporting Magazine.

TAMING WILD HORSES.
We

were never more

of the vouchers,

we should

of Drinnen (see vol.

i.

our philosophy, than

at fault in

the subject of taming wild horses.

Were

it

we

are

on

not for the respectability

unhesitatingly pronounce the pretensions

pages 177 and 285,) and Mount,

(vol. viii.

page

That an animal can be brought from the
wilderness in a natural, wild state, be stript of his natural habits, and
made to assume others which are unnatural to him which deprive
261) sheer impostures.

;

him of
mere

his liberty,

art of a

man,

and reduce him
in a

to the condition of a slave,

few minutes,

is to

by the

us incomprehensible.

All

Vol.

AND SPORTING MAGAZINE.
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other cases, are

made

to

assume new habits by patient and persevering application. The old
habits must be removed, and the new ones adopted by a steady prevention of old practices, and the continual practice of the

And even with

new

habit.

mode, the greater part of wild animals are perindomitable,
indeed there are very few that can be tamed at
this

—

fectly

immense numbers of the animal kingdom, how many are
there which have ever been perfectly tamed ?
When we name the

Of

all.

the

horse, the ass, the ox, the elephant, the camel, the sheep, the hog, the

we embrace nearly the whole catalogue of tamed animals, and
what proportion does it bear to the whole ? It cannot be said that

dog,

others have not been tried; on the contrary, the most persevering
efforts

have been applied

to all

animals that were supposed to possess

a single quality useful to man, but
cases alluded

We

to.

all

in vain,

state is the condition natural to animals,

and the

state is unnatural,

man

sible for a
life

except

docility,

to take a horse

How,

then, can

from his native wilderness,

his wildness,

and reduce him

— and that too, without, as

it

of the animal

But

sible.

men have

of the

a few minutes,

to a state of gentleness

and

of breaking the

effect

ns the thing really does seem to be impos-

not the worst of the case.

this is

be pos-

stated that these

It is

equal power over vicious and refractory horses, which

much more

consider a
that

To

?

in

it

full

appears, resorting to any severe

measures or remedies which could have the
spirit

very few

and that the tame or civilized

effect of habit.

and the temper of his nature, and suddenly,

overcome

in the

therefore are authorized to infer that the wild

difficult case

have contracted vicious habits,

we

Those horses
we consider much more difficult

than wild horses.

to reduce to the condition of perfect docility, than those absolutely

And

wild.
it

to practice.

because

The

it

last

we

whose

We

comes

are

say

bound

to believe that all this

we

veracity all confidence

to

all this

— and

we

are so,

the statement, (Sigma, page 261, vol.

one of the courts of

has been often stated,

men,

can be done, that

neither difficult to acquire, nor

are bound to believe

who makes

gentleman

then, all that has

is

us vouched for by the most respectable persons.

to

a judge of

viii.) is

it

yet

has been done; and that the art

may

Illinois,

be placed.

and a gentleman in

The

other gentleman,

equally entitled to respect.

Admitting
been stated on the subject of the power of these
is

tame wild horses, we have another question

absence of any satisfactory solution of which,

throw doubt over the whole subject.

Mount, could perform these
habit of practising

them

'feats

If

is

to

state,

these men,

Drinnen and

of horsemanship,' and were in the

for the small fee of five dollars,

why

has the

secret not been obtained for the benefit of the public, or at least

47

v.

8

the

well calculated to

by
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country

who would

A

?

practise

it

secret so important,
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as a profession in all parts of the

it

would seem, could not possibly

be kept from the prying eye of cunning, and if it could,
could not escape the grasp of all conquering enterprise.
clude for the present, by suggesting to our friend in

it

surely

We

con-

Illinois, 'Sigma,*

that the
the propriety of purchasing the secret at some price, and
have no
remunerated.
editor of the Turf Register will see him

We

an ample fund, in three months, from our
doubt that we
Will Sigma let us hear from him
of it.
purchase
the
subscribers, for
could raise

on

this subject?

Since the above was written,
a respected correspondent.

We

we have

received the following from

heartily respond to his call

upon us.

Ed. T. R.

TAMING WILD HORSES.
Mr. Editor
This mysterious subject is again started in your last number. It is
this secret
a most remarkable circumstance, that the possessors of
and it isoperandi;
modus
the
communicating
have died without
did not
generally,
horses
of
traders
and
owners
the
astonishing, that
:

such pecuniary
during the lives of the persons possessing it, offer
the knowwith
inducements as to benefit themselves and the world,
M. p. 177,
N.
of
communication
ledge of so important a fact. The
vol.

i.

A. T. R.

first

called attention to this

subject— and

was

this

But the time had
ten years after he was
was then
Drinnen
matter.
the
disclose
to
was
he
when
not arrived,
the
dead,— he had no heirs, no relations to be benefitted in any way
this
When
void.
motives to secresy then were rendered null and
in possession of the secret.

;

editor in a
argument was urged in a subsequent No. by N. G., the
with a
deal
to
had
we
but
impression,
note said, 'we had the same
elevated
and
honour,
nicest
the
of
judgment,
best
the
gentleman of
pecuniary temptation ; we
in fortune and principle far above any
is comcontent, therefore, with the assurance that the secret

were

mitted

to

would thus survive every accident to its
But unhappily, Mr. M. was blown up in a steam-

writing,

possessor, Sec'

and

secret with him,
boat on the Mississippi several years since, and the
came next
communication
A
informed.
well
is
this
of
writer
as the
the rod
of
the power
in order from Cincinnati by J. C. L. showing
soever,
successful
The course here suggested, how
in a close pen.
Drinnen.
of
that
with
compared
is not desirable to be pursued, when
has
also possessed this remarkable faculty, as

A man named

been well

'Ring'

attested, in as great a degree as

any person

that ever lived.

;

AND SPORTING MAGAZINE.
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He

never

Sullivan,

communicated

knowledge even
but

his

equally celebrated,
to his son.

the

Irishman,

without communicating his

died

believe there

I

can find no reference to him

I

Then comes

secret.

who
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— the

was an Englishman

also,

secret did not survive him.

And now, sir, we come to 'Mount,' who three years ago, according to
Sigma, came to Kaskaskia, and exhibited his powers in taming an
animal and rendering him perfectly tractable in a short time, which
had resisted all previous attempts, and was deemed indomitable. It
can hardly be supposed, that the same methods were pursued by
these various persons, at remote ages and places.
I hope that a
strong effort will be

seems

that

made

'Mount' sold

to prevent this secret

it

strong injunctions not to divulge

thousands in

this country,

to be possessed of

you

in tracing

it.

I

it.

who would

It

under

should suppose that there are

give double and treble this sum,

Your correspondent 'Sigma,' would no doubt, aid
that we may all have it in our power, for a

—
—

by

to profit

animal, five years old this spring

subdue her.

lost.

'Mount'

valuable consideration

to

from being

for five dollars, to several persons,

Many

process of breaking

—

his discovery.

I

have a valuable

that has as yet resisted all efforts

noble horses are utterly ruined by the usual

— which

dering them nearly valueless.

literally

is

The

breaking the heart, or ren-

by 'Sigma,'
upon by stimulating drugs, may be deprived
of his fire and spirit, must now be sufficiently tested— as it has often
been tried at Kaskaskia according to his own statement. Such an
objection was never raised against the methods of Ring or Drinnen.
N. M. states that he had seen that of the latter tried successfully in
objection suggested

that the horse operated

several hundred cases.

—

I regard this matter as all important,
many persons object to raising horses, because of the difficulty and trouble in breaking them.
I

have myself latterly, been strongly tempted to abandon it, for the
same reasons. Look calmly at the advantages of possessing this

The sportsman may let his colts run
moment arrives to commence training. Some, too,
secret.

of the racehorse, are notoriously vicious and
but

it

seems, that this power

dispositions.

The

farmer

without loss of time, or

is

alike operative

may commence

at large,

until

the

of the best families

difficult to

on

all

manage

tempers and

operations in the spring,

with his three year olds.
highly probable too, from the statements made, that a horse in
harness will be always rendered safe.
The saving of life and limb
difficulty, or danger,

It is

becomes, therefore, a matter of serious consideration. I will not
pursue this subject farther at the present,— but, Mr. Editor, I shall
calculate on

your strong co-operation

— being

firmly convinced, that

the pages of the Register cannot be better occupied.

G.
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GAME LAWS.
[A

New

writer in the English

have game laws
soon

too,

we

in the

United States

shall ere long

would

I

call

Why

we have

If

1

have no game

have laws

lish absurdities, but let us

may

Sporting Magazine, for November, has
cannot we
of England.

game laws

the following remarks on the

to protect.

our game.]

to protect

many of your readers, who perhaps
an act recently passed, which will operate

the attention of

not be aware of

to

it,

rather severely against a class of sportsmen,

common

—

I

and that very
Let us avoid Eng-

not,

mean those who, running

now

I

believe, pretty

the risk of a surcharge, neglect

to take out a certificate, and enjoy their sport at the expense of the true

The

sportsman and game preserver.

any one who

which

act to

I refer,

enacts that

shall hereafter be surcharged shall be liable to a double

duty, without giving the commissioners any power of mitigation.

Thus, instead of having merely

to

£3

pay the

13s. 6d.

he will be

charged with seven guineas, and at the same time, be subject
penalty which he

man now

is

fool

may have

enough

This

incurred.

to risk a surcharge,

is

but

he deserves

to

and

fair,

if

any
any

to suffer.

I

think the commissioners should have had a power to mitigate at their
discretion as

in

many

shall
I

am

which might

cases there are circumstances

operate in favour of the party offending.

I

always have done, and

always deprecate the self-accusing system of the surcharge, and
I wish the cerit occasions a great deal of perjury.

convinced

tificate

had been raised

£5, or

to

an offender were resorted

to,

that

any other method of convicting

than his being brought before a bench

of commissioners and condemned quickly of an offence, unless he can
clear himself

by

own

his

my

oath.

without mentioning a circumstance which
came under my observation the other day, and which proves the new
game laws to be a perfect anomaly. A noted poacher, and I need
hardly add an uncertificated one, was convicted before the magistrates
of killing a pheasant in the middle of August, and was fined £l, and
I

cannot close

costs, for killing
trates

it

letter

out of season, being the highest fine the magis-

could adjudge.

Now

had he shot

this

bird

in October,

he

would have been liable to £5 penalty, for killing game as an uncertificated man, and yet for killing the same bird nearly six weeks
just one-fifth of the fine
before the law allows, he is only fined £l
Would not the
he would have incurred had he killed it in season.
fair construction of the act have been, to have fined him £5 for
shooting without a certificate, and an extra £l for killing game out

—

of season.

However, such

is

the law, as

it

now

stands,

and

every sportsman must agree with me, that nothing further
to prove its absurdity

and inefficiency.

Yours

is

I

think

wanting

truly,

Toho.

Vol.

No.

8.
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of Iron as a material for Gun-caps.

has always been to

It
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me

a matter of surprise

why

man who

the

invented the cap system for gunnery, preferred copper as the material

which appears

for caps,

to counterbalance

which is
ing world, and you will
particular plan,

follow

But
fortunate enough
defects.

find

very

it

it is

to

qualification sufficient

ever thus

adopt any

;

succeed with the sport-

difficult to

convince those

under a prejudice to their

that they are labouring

it

no

to be possessed of

many

its

who
own

inconvenience.

Now, sir, I will, in as plain a way as I can, show you what I mean.
Twelve months ago I tried the following experiment, wishing to
ascertain what it was that in many instances made guns (in other
respects good and correct) miss

even in moderate weather.

fire,

took four single guns and loaded them, and

I

having flashed them

(after

on two of Walker's and two of Joyce's best anticorrosive,
to stand all night in the open

off) put

copper caps, and having allowed them
air, tried
fire,

and

them
I

repeated several

when

except

Now

fire.

all

morning, when two out of the four caps missed

in the

times, and

was very damp, and then the whole would miss
must have occurred to almost every person who is at

the air

this

the habit of shooting in winter or in foggy weather.

in

cause of

Whenever powder

this.

nipple of a gun, the residue

will

I

is

It

has

I

endeavour to explain the

flashed or exploded around the

left attracts

moisture instantaneously.

follows, then, that (after recharging) this

damp on

It

coming

the nipple

contact with the copper of the cap, creates an instant galvanic

action, which,

does not

if

allowed

fail to effect

to act for

Now,

sir,

primed

is

would prevent

iron caps

an hour or two

;

this, as

I

when

;

weather,

miss-Jires.

they, being of the
I

have

tried

could refer you to several persons in London, to

gave a portion of them, and

lence

damp

and hence the

nature as the nipple, would be antigalvanic caps.
of them, and

in

a considerable decomposition of the fulminating

mercury with which the cap

I

I

the result invariably the same,

found

know occurred to me twenty times.
I am not much of a chemist, but

in

This

found the nipple-hole stopped with a soft paste.

who

same

many

whom

can bear witness of their excel-

they are (from their hardness) a great deal easier exploded, and
so, are vastly superior to

does any part

fly or

even the best copper caps.

become detached,

stick in the heads of the

cocks

:

or ever expand so

they are

much

In

no case

much

as to

cleaner, not staining

the hands like copper; they are perfectly free from becoming rusted,

by a peculiar process

:

and some time or other, during these days of

I would send a box to you if I could
Walker of Birmingham, who is going to bring them out this

reform, they will be cheaper.
see Mr.

season.
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send you the foregoing remarks, to the end that

I

advantageous to the sporting world, you

if

you consider

may communicate them

it

and

confer a favour on an admirer of your spirited journal.

Your most obedient

servant,

William Greener.

Newcastle on Tyne, July, 1836.

[New

Sporting Magazine.

Winners of Cups in South Carolina since 1816, over the
Washington Course, Charleston.
#500 value.
Gen. Wynn's b. f. Lady Lightfoot,
R. Singleton's ch. c. Kosciusko,
Gen. Wynn's ch. h. Sir William, entered by R. Singleton,

Gen. Wynn's ch. c. Childers, entered by R. Singleton,
B. F. Taylor's ch. f. Sally Taylor, entered by R. Singleton,

____-____-----------

500

'the challenge cup,'

R. Singleton's ch.

Crusader, silver cup, over the

c.

Man250

chester course,

R. Richardson's ch.
1836,

W.

Hampton's

ch.

f.

f.

The above account

500

500
500

Fair Ellen, silver cup at Pineville,

Charlotte Russe, 'the

Hampton

150

Plate,

of winners of cups in South Carolina,

400
is

sent for

American Turf Register and Sporting Magazine, which the
A Subscriber.
please insert.

record in the
editor will

Columbia, January 9, 1837.

Obituary.

—We

have hitherto omitted

splendid horse Industry, and

we

to notice the

suitable obituary have not been furnished us.
from the Winchester, Va. Republican, of December

Monday

death of that

now the materials for a
The following is copied

regret that even

14, 1836.

November, the noted
horse Industry. He had been attended by his groom in the evening as
usual, who fed him and left him without discovering any symptoms of
indisposition.
But the first thing he saw in the morning after opening
He was dissected by
the stable door, was the noble animal lying dead.
Drs. Fauntleroy and Snyder, who at once came to the conclusion that his
sudden death was caused by his stomach being eat to a perfect riddle by
He had occupied the stable in which he died for the last five seabots.
The
sons, and received upwards of one hundred mares every season.
last season he received one hundred and forty-four. The late performance
of his colts on the turf had gained for him a reputation which entitled him
'Died in his stable on

to stand at the

head of the

list

$ 100 to insure, and

it

for

his price,

any

less.'

It

was

his next season at

#10,000 had been offered for him by
and lately $7,000 for one-half of him. $20,000
and the day before his death he could not have been bought

to

$10,000 a year.

three different persons,

was

of stallions in the United States.

made

$60 the season, and
was estimated that his services would have been

intended that he should have

worth from 5

night, the 21st of

Vol. 8.
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of the best proofs of 'the great things' which fine blood will

do in racing,

is in

numerous trophies

referring to the splendid and

which have been gained by the descendants of old Prunella. Nimrod
is quite enthusiastic about this blood, and says that without it 'no
man should attempt to breed.' Her pedigree is indeed, (as the connoisseur would say,)

'a

perfect gem,' running back not only to

Bay

Bolton, Darley's Arabian, and the Byerly Turk, but beyond the Lord
Protector's

White Turk (generally the

'we

plus

number of our

celebrated

By

racehorses have some

blood in their veins, either lineally, or from their

our best
ker,

stallions

have or have had

;

Many

far

the greater

Prunella

of the

sires, as

for example,

Camel, Partisan, Chateau Margaux.

of pedigrees,) to

ultra''

the Taffolet Barb, and the Natural Barb mare.

several of

Whalebone, Whis-

of the best horses

of the present day are directly descended from this celebrated mare
for instance,

whose

Bay Middleton, (winner of

breeding,

the opinion of betting

if

men

to be in high estimation, as the 'brother to

backed

at the

Derby

the
is

any

this

year,

;,

and

criterion, appears

Bay Middleton'

is

now

short odds of thirteen to one for the next Derby,)

Pussy, Wedge, and Cyprian, winner of the Oaks, being a daughter of
Partisan, has also

some of

the Prunella blood.
[N. S. Mag.

BURKSVILLE RACE COURSE.
Mr. Editor
Permit me through

Burksville, (Ky.) Jan. 18, 1837.

:

you a descriptown of Burksville, Ky. The
track is laid off on a beautiful level plain, near the Cumberland river, and in full
view of the town. It is exactly a mile, of an oblong form, having but two turns.
Consequently, making two beautiful stretches of near six hundred yards each.
Its width is about twenty-six feet, planked all round on the outside, with one
the

medium of your

useful magazine to give

tion of the race course, lately established near the

rail all round on the inside, and at the late races over said course, many
gentlemen from a distance, pronounced it to be not inferior to any in the western
country. It seems to me that nature has never fixed a handsomer situation for a
turf; it has a slight elevation in the centre, running parallel with the stretches
from one end to the other, which affords the spectator a full view of any part of
it.
The land upon which the track is situated, has been lately purchased by a

strong

company of gentlemen, who will spare no trouble or expense, in addition to what
has already been done, to make it inferior at least to none, if not superior to any
in the

United States.

And

from

its

central position,

it

will sooner or

later

become the grand rendezvous or rallying point for the sporting public, both from
Kentucky and Tennessee. It is 110 miles from Nashville, 100 from Knoxville,.
150 from Huntsville, 120 from Louisville, and 120 from Lexington.

Very

respectfully,

Gr.

Bowman,

Pres't of B. J.

C
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RACING CALENDAR.
Central Course
Commenced under
day Sept.

a

new

(Tenn.) Races,

Mon-

organization of the Club, at Jackson, Tenn. on

26, 1836.

First day, a sweepstakes for

two year

olds,

one mile out.

Col. Sharp's b. c. Milo, by Benahan's Archy, dam Royal Medley,
1
M. B. Stewart's b. f. Highland Mary, by Marshal Nay, dam by Sir William, 2
3
Dr. Bowles' b. f. Betsey Mosely, by Star, dam by Alfred,
Dr. Goode'sb. c. Cock of the Walk, by Cock of the Rock, 4
Time, 2m. Track an exact mile, in good order.
unfortunate mistake in the trainers caused a false start, off they dashed
before the drum was touched, Betsey Mosely running entirely round under whip;
Highland Mary under press for three-quarters of the mile ; Milo drawn up at the
end of the first quarter, and Cock of the Walk in the second quarter. Twentyfive minutes allowed for rubbing off and correcting mistakes, then coming up
well together, they started again at the tap of the drum. Betsey Mosely was
induced to draw up by a cry of 'come back,' from the crowd, by which she lost
thirty or forty yards ; she then made play beautifully, and each second was
rapidly filling up the space so unfortunately lost, but it would not do. Poor
Betsey morning dawned on her, the favourite of the favoured, and the 'dewy
eve' found her weeping over unmerited misfortune. Cock flew at the first turn,
but came out in the same stretch.

—

An

!

Second day, poststakes, $300, entrance, horses named at the post, mile heats.
B. Davidson's ch. f. Roda Crump, three years old, by Sir Charles, dam
by Sir Alfred,
G. C. Hurt's ch. c. Henry Hare, three years old, by Monsieur Tonson,

-11

dam by
Col.

Sir Archy,
T. Hale's ch.

dam Georgiana,

f.

Mary Margery,

-

-

three years old,

-

-

-

first

-3

-

by

2

Sir Charles,
-

-

— lm. 58s. —Mary Margery cramped

57s.

Third day,

-

2

dis.

after the first heat.

of the Jockey Club, purse $200, two mile heats.

g. c.

by Powhatan,

-

-

-

Time, lm.

G. C. Hurt's

-

Shylock, four years old, by Johnson's Medley,
-

-

-

-

-

-

dam

-

-11

B. Davidson's (John N. Fenner's) ch.c. St. Patrick, four years old, by
2 2
Leviathan, dam Maria Louisa, by Pacolet,
dis.
J. Tim's ch. c. Henry, four years old, by Jackson, dam by Gallatin,
pull
throughout.
Shylock
under
a
swinging
15s.
2s.
4m.
4m.
Time,

—

—

Fourth day, Jockey Club Purse, $300, three mile heats.

G. C. Hurt's ch.
Powhatan,

h.

by

Sterling, five years old,
-

-

B. Davidson's (J. S. Lyon's)

b.

-

m. Jane

Sir Charles,
-

-

dam by

-

Phillips, five years old,

-11

by

2
Gohanna, dam by Knowsley.
Time, 6m. 2s. 6m. 14s. Sterling at his ease.
Fifth day, Jockey Club Purse $500, four mile heats.
Hannibal Harris' b. f. Obiana, four years old, by Telegraph, dam by
imp. Bagdad,
B. Davidson's b. g. Pilot, seven years old, by Grand Consul, dam by

Tammany,

-

G. C. Hurt's

g.

Bayler's Diomed,

-

-

-

-

-

2

-

—

—

St.

-

-

-

m. Lucy Gray, six years

old,

-.-

-11
-32
Timoleon, dam by
-23
-

by

-

---------------

-

-

-

by Sir Archy, dam by
Dr. Goode's g. h. Master Burke,
imp. Saladin,
Col. T. Hale's g. c. Sam Houston, four years old, by Medley, dam
five years old,

dis.

dis.
by Printer,
Time, 8m. 13s.— 8m. 30s.
This race excited bright anticipations in the hearts of all lovers of sport, the
day was beautiful, track" fine and purses open. When the lists opened, Lucy Gray
was 'the star of the goodlie companie,' and as she 'walked in beauty,' seemed to

receive as her right, the smiles of admiration, and offers of bets, of three to one,
which followed her queenly step. The lovely Obiana was rather restless at find-

;

Vol.
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ing herself eclipsed by her stately rival, but as she passed
the stand where the
elegant purse was waving in the wind, in all the fluttering splendour
so allurin<to her sex, her neck arched gracefully, and her eye flashed
as if in anticipation of
a triumph. Pilot, as became his age, was reserved and dignified,
but seemed to
look suspiciously at the ladies, as if aware that they were
dangerous. At length
the trumpet breathed its signal and up they came
'With glancing eye and quivering ear,
As if they loved the sound to hear.'

Owing

to their high excitement a false start was made, but they were
called
back, and at length, off they dashed as the drum was
touched— Lucy lead the
rant, Obiana, in unobtrusive modesty, seemed
doubting whether to challenge
her right to lead off or not, but there was a slight expression
of scorn in the toss
of her neck, which gave indication to those who

knew

brewing.

the sex that a storm

was

was a gentleman of too much discretion to interfere in ladies'
quarrels and was content to maintain a respectful distance,
and the rest being
young ones followed his example.
They sweep around two miles, and still the
proud belle maintained her place, but the young gentlemen in the
rear are becoming more respectful in their distance.
They enter the third mile, and Obiana,
like 'a woman vexed,' can bear it no longer; she
makes play beautifully; she is
certainly gaining
they are even she is passing clear light between them
Obiana forever will Lucy stand this ? no, her blood is warm, its her
place, she is
bearing up they are even again now Lucy has her place, Obiana
is too modest,
she is diffident of her powers— no, she is trying it again— again
she comes up even
and now she is in the lead, oh what a struggle for pre-eminence.
But look at
Lucy, she challenges again, there, she has regained her old place,
and now they
pass the stand, Obiana is satisfied— away round the fourth
mile, they are in the
last half mile, Lucy still leading— oh the manner
of female competition, Obiana
is making another set at har, she is passing
again.
She is ahead—now Lucy—
but no, Lucy gives it up— there is a cloud upon 'her brow of
spotless white,' she
tails behind several lengths, the youngsters
are distanced, and Pilot has drawn up
Pilot

;

;

;

!

!

;

much dignity, on getting within the distance stand.
The bugle sounds and up they come again— they are off. Pilot leading gallantly, till on the back stretch of the second
mile, Obiana made play and after a short
struggle, resumed her place in front
Lucy fifty yards behind, Obiana coquetted

with

;

with her gallant attendant, but he seemed determined not to be trifled
with, for
before they made the next, he was again in the lead, and maintained
to the closing quarter on the third mile, again the lady swept ahead about
half a length, at
which distance the animated flirtation was maintained till the flag fell.
They
have left poor Lucy 'in the sear and yellow leaf.' Pilot bore his misfortunes
like
a hero, his last spring was performed as gallantly as his first step.
It is impossible to refrain from noticing the masterly style in which Davidson
rode Pilot. The
rider of a losing horse is seldom praised, but shouts of applause
greeted his performance as the race closed. Not the slightest jostle was apparent
throughout
the race, in all its vicissitudes he 'sat erect and fair,' he seemed the
reality of the
Mexican description of the Gotupins, who invaded their country under Cortes;
himself and horse seemed one animal. The writer of this article had witnessed
splendid feats of horsemanship in the wilds of the far west, where men's
only
habits are to eat, and sleep, and ride, but this day surpassed them all.
Tims too,
rode Obiana to the best possible advantage.
Sixth day, Proprietor's purse, $250, mile heats, best three in five.
G. C. Hurt's b. m. Twilight, five years old, by Sir Charles, dam by
Aristotle,

-

-

-

.

.

.

-Ill

.

John Tims' (Mr. Bumpuss,) b. f. Betsey Singleton, four years old,
by Benahan's Archy, dam by Florizel,
3 2 dis.
B. Davidson's b. h. General Brook, six years old, by Van Tramp,
dam Aggy-up, by Sir Archy,
.
2 dr.
Col. T. Hale's gr. f. four years old, by Melle Melle, dam Medley,
4 dr.
Time, lm. 54s. 2m. lm. 54s.
Same day, a sweepstakes for three year olds, mile heats, $100 entrance.
Col. T. Hale's Mary Margery,
.
.
1
1
Major J. W. Chalmer's Oseoia, .
2
2
.

.

—

—

Capt. Byrns' Bill Barland,

Time, 2m. 3s.— 2m.
48

8s.

X
v.

S

-

— Weather

-

fine,

.

.

.

-33

course in good order.
C. Henderson. Sec'ry.
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Burksville (Ky.) Races.
The

came

race? over the Burksville course
October, 1836, as follows
first fall

off on

Wednesday

the 12th

:

two year

First day, sweepstakes, mile heats,

Daniel Trabue, Jr's ch.

f.

Betty Stotts, by

olds,

$50 entrance.

Waxy, dam Kennedy's

2
1
1
2
Sally Hunter, by Waxy, dam Aratus, 83lbs.
Edmund M. Waggener's Sir Oliver, by Ratier, dam Tempest, 84lbs. 3 3 dr.
Time, 2m. 6s. 2m. 8s. 2m. 10s. "There was an inside bet between Sally
Hunter and Sir Oliver of $100. This was a closely contested race, no heat was
won by more than a length, and the last by a neck.

Diomed,

80lbs.

-

Alfred King's ch.

12

f.

—

—

Second day, being jockey club day, there was no horse entered, in consequence
of a match race, which had been previously made between Capt. E. M. WaggeThis race created
ner's horse Ratler, and Alfred King's horse Bertrand, Jr.
very great excitement, and was run amid the acclamations of a large concourse
of people in one minute fifty-six seconds. Bertrand, five years old, carrying
On the two following days we had good
Ratler, six, carrying 1291bs.
124lbs
A. King, Sec'ry.
running, but not necessary to note. Respectfully,
;

Mobile

Jockey Club.

(Ala.)

Commenced on Wednesday Nov.

16, 1836.

First day, purse $1,000, four mile heats.

Vance Johnson's
by Pacolet, 115lbs.

b.

m. Red Maria,*

six years old,

by Bertrand, dam

-

2
R. B. Harrison's b. h. John Dawson, six years old, by Pacific, dam
by Grey Archy, HSlbs.
James J. Pittman's b. c. American Citizen, four years old, by
3
Marion, dam by Harwood,
-

-

-

.....

Time 8m. 12s.—Sm. 24s.—Sm..

12

....
....

Henry, dam by Dungannon, 107lbs.
Robert Chapman's b. c. Sidney Burbridge, four years
pator, dam by Hamiltonian, lOOl'bs.
Time, 6m. 7s. 6m. 4s.

—

Same

day, sweepstakes, one mile out

Major Kennan's ch.
Timoleon, 97lbs.

f.

Capt. Harrison's ch. h.

sub.

;

$

,

old,

1

1

2

2

3

dis.

4

dis.

by Trum-

with $100 added by the

------Carnalookee, four years old, by Clanus,

Mad

.

Bill,

1

2

-

-

.

dam by

Third day, Purse $500, two mile heats.
Vance Johnson's g. m. Forsaken Filly, five years old, (alias
Lucetta,) by Jerrv, out of imported Stoughton Lass, 1071bs.
Col. Jas. J. Pittman's b. c. American Citizen, four years old, by
2
Marion, dam by Harwood, lOOlbs.
Col.

Time, 4m. 2s.— 4m. 8s.— 4m.

2

dis.

48s.

Second day, purse $700, three mile heats.
Vance Johnson's b. m. Betsey Rochleans, five years old, by Arab,
dam by Conqueror, 107lbs.
R. B. Harrison's ch. f. Queen Elizabeth, three years old, by Stockholder, dam by Marion, S31bs.
Jas. J. Pittman's ch. m. Mary Doubleday, five years old, by John

club.

11

12

1

1

2

13s.

Fourth day, purse $300, mile heats, best three in five.
Vance Johnson's b. f. lone, four years old, by Pacific, out of Sum-

ner's Matilda, 97lbs.

-

Time

-

-

Robt. Chapman's b. h. Sidney Burbridge,
pator, dam by Hamiltonian, HOlbs.

five

-

years old, by
-

-

not given.
*

Red Maria,

carried six pounds extra.

-

1

1

1

2

2

">'.

Trum-

tof.

8.
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Pelmirah, Mo. January 10, 1837.

Mr. Editor:
I find

327

that you have not received from the secreraces, that took place on the 15th September, 1836.

by examining your Register,

tary a return of our last

fall

First day, purse $200, four mile heats, five entries.

John Frost's ch. h. Laplander, six years old, by Flagellator, dam by
American Eclipse,
2 2
Mr. Bune's ch. g. Paul Jones, six years old, by Kosciusko,
3 dis
Mr. T. Lane's b. c. David Crockett, four years old, by Bertrand,
dis.
ch. h. Venitian, aged, by Virginia Mowbray,
Mr.
dis.
Mr. Price's ch. c. Pompey, four years old, Time, 9m. 9s.—9m. lis.
The time I think was long, and it would be but justice to state that the track
was knee deep in mud, and in more than one place they were obliged to cause-

11

the track with rails, in order to keep the horses from miring, and run over
Laplander won this race in two heats, distancing all but Paul Jones,
which barely saved his distance in the last heat. Laplander shewed on the last
quarter stretch on the second heat that he had not run in this race, but the last
three hundred years, when he was let out, and he dropped Paul Jones, his only
contending horse in the last heat, in this distance full fifty open yards.

way
the

rails.

Second day, purse $150, two mile heats.
1
1
Mr. Shacklett's b. m. Lady Pest, aged, by Carolinian, 1211bs. 2 dis.
Mr. Price's b. f. Fanny Kemble, four years old, by Merman, lOOlbs.
Mr. John Frost's ch. c. Franklin, four years old, by Flagellator, dam
dis.
by American Eelipse, lOOlbs.
dis.
Doct. Bozel's b. f. three years old, by Trumpator, 83lbs.
worse,
track
The
good.
time
not
Time, 5m. 50s.— Second heat no time kept—
than yesterday.
the time, day and night.

if possible,

Lady Pest won with

ease,

it

continued to rain,

Third day, purse $100, mile heats, the best three in five.
c. Pompey,* four years old, 971bs.
b. c. David Crockett, four years old, by Bertrand,

Mr. Price's ch.
Mr. T. Lane's

-

lOOlbs.

Dr. Bozel's
chestnut

A

b. c. four

years old, by Trumpator, lOOlbs.
-

colt,

-

-

Time long, track deep with mud.
The same weights are carried here
some

little

write from

from the correct account, as

as
I

111
2

2

2

dis.

-

-

-

-

all

-

dis.

on the Baltimore track, this may vary
kept no memorandum at the time, but

A Member

memory.

Mr. Editor:

of the Club.

Natchez, (Miss.) Jan. 20, 1837.

here send you an account of a little race we had at St. Catharine's race
course to-day, six hundred yards, three hundred a side, between Fawcett and
Watt's gray horse Snowball, (alias Schedoni,) and Mr. Reiser's bay horse Arab,
which was won by the former very easily.
thought the old horse was dead and forgotten, but these young men it
appears got him at the east, and are now from the Buck-eye state. They
dropped in, nobody knew them or the horse, but the cry at the start was the old
horse forever. We have heard since that Fawcett has sold his half to Watt for
$350. He is eleven years old next spring, and though he is getting old to be
Excuse me for
sure, we think him the champion of the United States yet.
Mississippian.
carrying the subject so far. Yours respectfully,
I

We

0Cf=Why do not writers of articles
knows what or who the 'old horse,'

like the
is.

above give us the particulars

'Snowball (alias Schedoni,')

indefinite description of him.

is

?

Who

a very

Ed. T. R.

In justice to Pompey, we would add, he came out ahead the three straight
heats, but the judges gave the money to David Crockett, that was only second in
the race
in the third heat the mud was so deep that Pompey fell down, he being
on the lead, and some distance ahead, and while Pompey was getting up David
Crockett came up, and Pompey in his struggle happened to blunder against
David, and the judges ordered the purse to David, and for this judgment tha
*

—

owner of Pompey agreed

to treat all the assembly.

:
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TURF REGISTER.
Blooded stock belonging to Doctor Ira
Smith, of Troy, West Feliciana, La.

Powhatan,
May,

b. h. five years old, last

got by Arab,

dam by

Southall'3
Sir Archy,

Rockingham, grandam by
grang. grandam by imp. Diomed, g. g.
dam by Wildair. For his performances
vi. p.
vol.
on the turf, see Turf Reg.
In December, 1835, in run521, 576.
ning a four mile race against John
Beasley, he let down, and was necessarily withdrawn from the turf, raised by
P. J. Burns, Esq. of Tennessee.
Pocahontas, b. m. five years old

3.

Miss Cutter,

high, got by

b.

m. 15 hands

Monmouth

Eclipse, sired

by American Eclipse, her dam by John
Richards, sired by Sir Archy, grandam
by Oscar, g. grandam by Hickory.
4. Cricket, ch. f. produce of No. 1,
got by Henry, sired by Sir Archy,
See No. 1.
foaled' May 26th, 1835.
5.
Lady Collins, br. f. got by
Dashall, by Sir Archy, the property of
Captain Rob't F. Stockton, U. S. N.
See No. 1.
foaled May 18, 1836.
James Cook.

by Sir William, dam
by Oscar, of Tennessee, grandam by
Sir Archy, g. grandam by imp. Diomed,
now in foal
g. g. grandam" by Wildair
to Powhatan— raised by Mr. M. B.

Blooded Stock of Thomas M. Parker,
of Pittsburg, Pa.
1.
Veto, by Sir Archy, dam by

Murfree, of Tennessee.

ton's Ratler,

last spring, sired

—

Clementena, gr. m. four years old
last May, sired by Sir Richard, dam by
a son of old imp. Medley, grandam by
Tyon, belonging to Reuben Tally, of
Granville, N. C. g. grandam by Celer
horse, belonging to J. Huckaby, of
Franklin, N. C. g. g. grandam by Fearnought, g. g. g. grandam by Mark Anthony—in foal to Powhatan—bred by
Mr. D. M. Garrett, of Tennessee.
RuBY,b. m. six years old last spring,
sired by Bertrand, dam by Cook's
Whip, grandam by Robin Gray, for
extension of pedigree, see Turf Reg.
for

January, 1835.

Feliciana, ch. f. dropped
sired by Medoc, dam Ruby.
Ira Smith.

last April,

Blooded Slock of James Cook, of Hights
Town, Middlesex county. N. J.
1. Lady Nimble, ch. in. 15J hands
high, bred by Dr. Alexander Hosack,
late of Hyde Park, foaled in 1831, and
by him sold to Walter Livingston, Esq.
then on Long Island, purchased of him
by Rob't L. Stevens, Esq. of New
York, for the subscriber. Said mare
was got by American Eclipse, her dam
Transport, bred by the late Col. Singleton, of South Carolina, got by Kosciusko, wbo was sired by Sir Archy.
In foal by imported Trustee.
2. Lady Mostyn, h. m. imp. 15|
hands high, purchased of Capt. R. F.
Stockton, U. S. Navy, foaled in 1831,
got by Teniers, her dam Invalid, by
Whisker, grandam Helen, by Hamiltonian, g. grandam Susan, out of Drowsy,
See English Stud Book
By Drone.
and Weatherby's Racing Calendar. In
foal by imp. Trustee.

Citizen.
2.

3.

Robin Redbreast, by Thorndam Lady Hal.

Guy

Goodltjck, ch.

c.

four years

next spring, by Sir Henry,
Lady Transport, by Kosciusko.
old,

dam

4. Dangerous, ch. h five years old,
next spring, by American Eclipse, dam
Fan, by Ploughboy.

Helen Mar,

b. m. by Sir
dam by imp. Wonder, out of
Adelaide, her dam Tullia, by Chanti5.

Charles,
cleer,

grandam by Pantaloon,

g.

gran-

dam by imp. Fearnought, g. g. grandam
by Morton's Traveller. Wonder was
out of a Diomed mare.
Her produce:
B.
B.

f.

c.

by Veto, foaled 1835.
Stephen Decatur, by imp. Vic-

tory, foaled 1836.
In foal to Veto.
6. Hyena, br- m. foaled 1821, by
Young Wonder, dam Rosy Clack.

Tier produce
Virginia Street, br. f. by Veto, foaled
1834.
B. f. by Veto, foaled 1835.
Evadne, b. f. by imp. Victory, foaled
1836.

In foal to Count Bertrand.

Mary Stewart,

b. m. by John
Oscar, grandam
imp. Messengrandam
by
by Duroc, g.
ger, g. g. grandam imp. Trumpetta.
Her produce:
B. f. by Veto, foaled 1835.
B. f. by imp. Victory, foaled 1836.
8. Caroline Jacobs, b. f. by Veto,7.

Richards,

dam by Old

dam Sally Smith, foaled 1834.
Guy Goodluck, Dangerous,
Jacobs,

and Virginia

Street

Caroline
are in

training.

Any of the above stock are for sale
Thomas M. Parker.
Feb. 1837.

——

:

Vol. 8.
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Blooded Stock of Win. B. Meares, of
Wilmington, N. C.
1.

Eliza Walker, b.m.

foaled 1828,

bred by Wm. B. Meares, got by AmeEclipse, dam by Moore's Sir

rican

Archy, grandam

Lady Chatham, by
grandam by Jolly Air, g.

Bainbridge, g.

grandam by Whynot, g. g. g. granf.am by Skipwkh's Black-and-all-Black,
g. g. g. g. grandam by Apollo, g. g. g.
g. g. grandam by imp. Silver-eye, g. g.
g. g. g. g. grandam by imp. Jolly Roger,
out of imp.

Mary Gray.

Her produce

5.

Lady Clinton,

Wm.

1831, bred by
Giles Scroggins,

Virginia.
1S37. In foal

1836. B.

Lady

gaux.

Now

1837.
in foal by Monsieur Tonson, and will be stinted to imp. Rowton.

Jenny Deans,

m. foaled 1824,
bred by C. Lutterloch, got by Virginian, dam Lady Chatham by Bainb.

bridge, as above.

Her produce

by Wm. B. Meares.
1832. Missed to Monsieur Tonson.
1833. Br. c. by American Eclipse,
bred by Wm. B. Meares.
1834. Jenny Deans— dead.
The foregoing produce are now in
the stud of Wm. B. Meares.
1837. Molly Brown is now in foal by
Festival.

Little Punch,

b.

m.

foaled

Wm.

1830, bred by
Giles Scroggins,

B. Meares, got by
dam Caroline Smith,
by Sir Archy, grandam Diona, by imp.
Dion, g. grandam Miss Selden, by imp.
Diomed, g. g. grandam Wiley Jones'
celebrated Wildair mare, by Wildair,

grandam by Flimnap, g. g. g.
grandam by Flimnap, g. g. g. g. g.
grandam by imp. Janus, g. g. g. g. g. g.
grandam by imp. Jolly Roger, out of
g. g. g.

g.

Mary

Gray.

c.

by

Festival.

Wm.

b.

m. foaled 1832,

B. Meares,

full sister

of

Clinton.
1836. She was stinted to imp. Leviathan, and is now in Kentucky, to breed
on shares.
7. Fantail, br. m. foaled 1822, bred
by Thomas McGehee, of Person Co.
North Carolina, was got by Sir Archy,
dam by imp. Knowsley imp. Dion

old Celer

—
— Tristram Shandy.

by imp. Chateau Mar-

gaux.

1832.

Br.

f.

Catharine Davis,

by

Monsieur Tonson, bred by Thomas
McGehee, purchased by W. B. Meares
and

Wm. M. West

in 1834.

Susan Lindsay, by Marion, bred by Mr. Thos. McGehee,
and purchased by Wm. B. Meares and
1833. B.

Wm. M.

f.

West

1834. B.

c.

in 1835.

by imp. Fylde, bred by

Mr. Thos. McGehee.
1835. Missed to Monsieur Tonson.
1836. Br. f. by Monsieur Tonson,
bred by Mr. Thos. McGehee, and purchased in 1836, by Wm. B. Meares and
Wm. M. West.
1837. Missed to Monsieur Tonson.

Wm.

B.

Meares.

Florantha, ch. m. fifteen yearspurchased of Dr. Thos. Hammond,
of Virginia, and raised by James Montgomery, of Harford county, Maryland,
whose certificate of her pedigree is in
the following words: 'Mr. Dennis A.
Smith of Baltimore, purchased the dam
of Florantha, from Gen. Tayloe, of
Washington, her sire was Knowsley,
and he by the imp. Knowsley; (for
pedigree of Knowsley, see Turf Register,) by Sir Peter Teazle, dam Capella,
1.

old,

1S37. Will be stinted to

Rowton.

4. Last Scrap, ch. m. foaled 1829,
bred by Wm. B. Meares, got by Giles
Scroggins, dam Irby's Calypso, by Bellair, grandam the dam of Contention,
by Dare Devil— Wildair— Botts and
Macklin's Fearnought— Godolphin
imp. Hob or Nob— imp. Jolly Roger
imp. Valiant— Tryall, who was by imp.

Traveller, out of imp.

1829. Br. c. Sir Walter, by Monsieur
Tonson, bred by Thos. McGehee.
1830. B. c. by Gohanna, bred by
Thos. McGehee.
1831. B. f. Mary Lee, by Timoleon,
bred by Thos. McGehee.

Blooded Stock belonging to Thomas
Van Swearingen, of Fayette Co. Ky.

Her produce :
1836. Bl.

Sertorius,

Her produce

gins, bred

imp.

m. foaled

:

1830. B. f. Molly Brown, by Giles
Scroggins, bred by Wm. B. Meares.
1831. B.c. Coharian, by Giles Scrog-

3.

dam by

Lucy Betts,

6.

by imp. Chateau Mar-

b.

B. Meares, got by

grandam by imp. Black Sultan, g. grandam said to be by imp. Diomed, out of
a mare sent to him by Col. Hoomes, of

bred by

c.

329

:

1835. B. c. by imp. Fylde.
1836. Stinted to imp. Leviathan.
1837. Do.
Do.

Her produce

2.

—

:

mare Blazella.

—
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by Herod, Miss Ease, by Regulus,
Black Eyes, by Crab, Warlock Galloway. I have always esteemed Florantha, as full blooded and of excellent
Signed, James Montgomery.'
stock.
The dam of Florantha, (purchased by
Dennis A. Smith, Esq. of Gen. Tayloe,
of Washington, and owned by Gen. C.
Irvine, of Philadelphia) is Alexandria,
half sister of Lady Lightfoot, by imp.

Alexander, he by Lord Grosvenor's
Old Alexander, son of Old Eclipse,
grandam Black Maria, dam of Lady
She is now
Lightfoot, by imp. Shark.
in foal to Derby, imported by R. D.
Shepherd, Esq. of Baltimore.
2. Ella, b. f. two years old, by Sea

dam No. 1.
Woodville, b. c. foaled
by Sea Gull, dam No. 1.
Gull,
3.

Hannah

4.

Mab.ee,

in 1835,

ch.f. four years

purchased of Henry Shepherd, Esq.

old,

of Virginia, by Gohanna,

dam

Sally

Maree, by Carolinian, grandam by
imp. Driver HighJack Andrews
Col. Richard Johnson's Ariel
flyer

—

—

Col.

Gaines'

See Turf Reg.

—

Careless

—

vol.

p. 207.

iii.

imp.

Lucy Gwynn, (Sussex's sister) has
a b. f. by Autocrat, of the same age as
Czarina, and probably your correspondent took her for the relative of Elis
and Fanny Wyatt.
H. A. T. on his route
left

Lucy Gwynn (with

to

foal

Alabama,
by Tychi-

cus) at Leviathan's stand.
You may register our yearlings.
1836, April 24th. Josephine Clifton,
f. by Tychicus, dam Multiflora, by
Mason's Ratler, grandam by Tom
Tough, g. grandam by Hoskin's Sir
ch.

Peter.

1836,

May

4th.

Fourth of May,

b.

f.

by imported Tranby, dam Zuleika, by
Gracchus, grandam Miss Chance.
1836, May 5th. Clementina, b. f. by
Chateau Margaux, dam Miss Chance.
Clementina is the finest filly of her
age, I ever saw, and is in a produce
stake to be run over the WashingtonCity Course, spring of 1839, $1,000 entrance, 21 subscribers.

Wm. H. & H. A. Tayloe.
Mount Airy, Feb. 15, 1837.

Janus.

Lady Grey,

(formerly Alice
Grey) gr. m. five years old. bred by
Solomon Clark, of Tennessee, and purchased of A. Barries, Esq. of Stafford
Hall, Maryland, by Sir Richard, half
sister to the celebrated Hinda, dam
Lucy Clark, by Sappington's Oscar,
5.

[March, I837v

grandam by imp. Knowsley, g. grandam
by imp. Diomed.
6. The Captain, ch. c. foaled in
1836, by John Richards, clam No. 5.

Santa Anna, b. c. will be three
years old, next May, a dark bay without any white, was gotten by Grey
Beard, his dam Betsey Robbins, (the
property of B. F. Taylor, Esq. of S.
Carolina) Betsey Robbins was by Kosciusko, her dam by Hephestion, see
Turf Reg. vol. ii. p. 355. Grey Beard's
pedigree, see Turf Reg. vol. ii. p. 518,
a remarkable promising colt.

John

B. Coles.

Feb. 10, 1837.

Thos. Van Swearingen.
Blooded Stock of Dr. Abner Crump, of

Mr. Editor:

Powhatan

send you the pedigree of Aurora,
her produce and their engagements,
I

having to correct the errors of a correspondent, in the colour of Czarina, vol.
viii. p.

287.

Aurora, purchased

at

Petersburg,

Va. Oct. 10, 1833, foaled in 1828, by
Arab, out of an Archy, and her dam
was Old Agnes, by Bellair.

Her produce

:

1S34. Feb. 18, Howa, ch, f. by imp.
Luzborough. In a produce stake at
In a sweepstakes at
Fairfield, Va.
Tappahannock. In the Dorsey stakes,
sixty-four subscribers, Baltimore.
1835. May 7. Czarina, g. f. by imp.
Autocrat. In a sweepstakes at Washington city.
1836. Missed to Chateau Margaux.
do.
do.
1837. With foal bv

1.

Co. Va.

American Pomona,

a blood bay

mare, with black legs (without any
white) bred by W. J. Barksdale, Esq.
foaled in 1820, got by Sir Alfred, out
of a bay mare bred by the late Wm.
Haxall, Esq. (well known to the racing
public as a breeder and importer of fine
horses) who certified her pedigree, as
follows: 'She was got by Sir Harry,
out of the imported bay mare Pomona,
bred by Christopher Wilson, Esq. foaled in 1803, (as his certificate in my
possession and the General Stud Book,

1

will

show)

brother to

got

by Worthy,

Waxy, by

(own

Pot8os,) out of

Comedy, by Buzzard, grandam Huncamunca, by Highflyer, (dam of Champion, Sophia, Miss Bailey, late Dollolla, &c. &c.) g. grandam Cypher, by
Squirrel, g. g. grandam by Regulus,

:

<Vol.S.

No.

(the dam of Tribble, Snap Dragon,
Curiosity, Angelica, Chequino, &c.)
g. g. g. grandam by Bartlett's Childers
Honeywood's Arabian dam of the

—

—

two True Blues. See General Stud
Book, pages 158, 351, 376.
Regulus was got by the Godolpbin
Arabian Squirrel was got by Traveller
Highflyer, was got by King He-

—

—

——

rod
PotSos, was got by O'Kelly's
Eclipse Buzzard, was got by Woodpecker, out of Curiosity, by Snap, dam
of Pantaloon.
Pomona was named by me after her
arrival in Virginia.
She ran at Newmarket, in the Craven meeting, Tuesday, April 8, 1806, as Mr. Wilson's b.
f.
by Worthy, in a produce stakes
across the flat, for 100 gs. each, was
the winner, and immediately bought by
my brother, on my account, and shipped on board the ship Sheffield, Capt.
Cowper. The late Col. Miles Selden,
declared Pomona, the finest imported
mare he had ever seen. She unfortunately died soon after bringing the
above bay mare, which mare was never
trained, but her brother was run by me
in the name of Highflyer, and proved a
horse of much speed and good bottom.

Wm. Haxall.'
Petersburg, Jan. 8, 1833.

Produce of American Pomona.

Gohumpy, by Gohanna

—

this

is

a

horse of the richest dark bay colour,
with very black legs and without a
white hair; he was foaled in 1831, but
has never appeared on the turf in consequence of a dislocation of the spine,
sustained at birth.
Various gentlemen
of the turf, have expressed the opinion
that but for this injury, he must have

made

a capital racer.

A ch.

f. by American Eclipse, foaled
John Heth—the
same which won the sweepstakes, six
entries at $500 each, for colts and fillies,

in 1833, sold to Capt.

Course, in spring of 1836.
ch. c. by Gohanna, foaled in 1834,
foaled in the night and was suffocated
by having his head enveloped by the

at the Central

A

membranes.
colt

by Chateau Margaux,

foal-

ed March, 1S36, entered in produce
stakes at Fairfield in
1839.
I have named

the

spring of

him Confirma-

tion.

Again put

to

Chateau Margaux, in

season of 1837.

Fairy Queen, a dark chestnut
summer of 1826 got
by Sir Charles, out of Nancy Robertson
2.

mare, foaled in

(or Cleyburn's mare) she by the late
Col. Selden's favourite horse Hornet,
out of a Bedford mare. The extraor-

dinary racing powers of little Nancy
Robertson, in the days of her youth,
were well known to some of the racers
in Virginia.

Fairy Queen was never trained in
consequence of having been foaled
very late in the season she died suddenly in October 1836. She was in
beauty of form, and elegance of action,
unsurpassed by any animal of her spe-

—

cies.

Her produce

A

ch.

f.

with white streak in her

face, foaled in 1S33, got

—

by American

Eclipse sold to Mr. J. Puckett.
blood bay colt, with a small white
mark around her left nostril, (no other
white) foaled April 7th, 1834, got by
Gohanna is now in the hands of Mr.
J. Puckett.

A

—

Abner Crump.
February

8, 1836.

Be good enough

to insert in

your

valuable Register, the following certificates of the pedigree of Forward, purchased by a committee of an association
of gentlemen, for the purpose of improving the breed of horses in this
county, from Mr. Sleeper, of Baltimore.
'I hereby certify, that the brown
horse Forward, sold by me this day to
Lashells, Eyer and Snyder, was got by
Maryland Eclipse, he by the American
Eclipse, his dam Betsey Richards, she
by Sir Archy. Forward, is five years

old this spring, and no more.

And

fur-

do bind myself to procure from
Gen. James Sewall, of Cecil county,
Maryland, the breeder of Forward, his
certificate of his pedigree, age, &c.
which shall correspond with the above
certificate, as to Forward's sire, dam
and age.
Signed,
J. Sleeper.

ther, I

Baltimore,

May

14, 1834.

certify that I raised a brown colt,
which was sold to John Glenn, Esq. of"
the city of Baltimore, and by him to
'I

Mr.

In 1834, she failed to Timoleon.

Bay
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—

Sleeper, as I understand from Mr.
Glenn, and which said brown colt, I
in the possession of Mr. Sleeper,
several times.
This colt was out of the
celebrated race mare Betsey Richards,
and got by Maryland Eclipse. Betsey

saw

Richards, was by Sir Archy, and Maryland Eclipse, was got by American
Eclipse, of New York, dam of Maryland Eclipse, the Lady of the Lake,
grandam Maid of the Oaks. This colt
was not named when sold by me, and

—

—
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cannot therefore designate him more
particularly, nor do I recollect ever to
have heard of his name.
Signed,
James Sewall, Breeder.
Baltimore,

March

6,

B. c. two years old by Chantibred by E. T. Broadnax, dam by
Arab, &c.
4.
b. c. five years old, by Gas3.

cleer,

A

dam Roanoka, by

coigne,

1835.

[March, 1837

Ball's Flori-

zel.

Yorick, b. h. eight years old, next
May, the property of De Wilton Snowden and W. W". W. Bowie, Esq. was
got by Sir Solomon, dam was Primrose.
Sir Solomon was by old Sir Solomon,
and out of the Maid of Northampton,
(see vol. i. No. 3, of Turf Register,
for pedigree of old Sir Solomon,) Maid
of Northampton, was by Clifton, dam
was Jane Lowndes, she was by Thornton's Driver, out of Modesty, she by
Hall's Union out of Madge— Madge
was out of Col. Tasker's imported g.
considered superior to any mare
ever imported into Maryland. Primrose, (dam of Yorick,) was by Lee
Boo, her dam by Snap Dragon, and he
by imp. Deer Driver Le Boo, was by
Mr. O. Spriggs' Le Boo (see Turf Reg.
for his pedigree) and his dam was
Juliet, she by Whistler, out of Rosher's
imported mare. The above pedigree is
verified by certificates in possession of

ra.

—

De W. Snowden, and

W. W. W. Bowie.
January 20, 1837.

Fanny Kemble, br. m.

foaled 1832,

—
Andrews—
— — Monkey—

by Monsieur Tonson

Sir Alfred

Patsey Allen, by
imp. Jack
Dandridge's Fearnought
Fitzpartner
Dart,
imp. Bolton imp.
&c.
Patsey Allen, was bred by Walter Coles, of Albemarle county, Va. the
Bolton mare was purchased by Isaac

—

Coles, of Halifax, at the sale of old
Lightfoot, of Sandy Point, near
sixty years ago.
The above is a true copy, given by
M. W. Hancock, who now owns the

Wm.

dam of Fanny Kemble.
Fanny Kemble is now

in

foal

by

Chateau Margaux.

Hope Butler,

col.

man.

5. B. c. four years old, by Monsieur
Tonson, dam Jet, by imp. Bluster.
Two last bred by John Randolph, of
Roanoke, and purchased at his sale, by
R. V. Michaux.

Blooded Stock of David Corpenwg, Esq.
of Burke Co. N. C.
1. Lady Flinn, b. m. sixteen years
old, by old Peacemaker, he by imp.
Diomed dam by imp. Buzzard, out of
a thoroughbred mare.
2. Out of No. 1, a b. f. one year old,
by John Flynn, he by Monsieur Tonson, dam by Virginian, &x.
3. Aladdin, b. h. highly formed,

—

feet two and a half inches high,
by Murat, he by Virginian, dam by
Arab Di rec tor importe d Kn o wsley
Saltram— Celer (Meade's)— Stirling-

five

got

—

—

—

The
Arabian.
Old Silver
above horse was bred by Maj. George
Wilson, of Pittsylvania county, Va.
and trained by A. J. Davie.
R. V. Michaux.
January 16, 1837.
Belsize

Hannah Botts, the property of
John Wimbish, very dark mahogany
bay, five feet three and a quarter inches
high, was got by Gohanna, her dam by
Decatur, he by Wiley's Marske, and he
by the imp. Diomed; Marske's dam by
the imp. Medley— Decatur's dam by

imp. Emperor, g. grandam by
Mountain Leader, he by Wildair, his
dam by Mousetrap, her g. g. grandam
by the Duke of Argyle, her g. g. g.
grandam by the imp. Silver Eye, (Go-

the

hanna's pedigree

is

registered.)

the property of M. F.
Jackson, deceased, of Halifax Court
House, Va. light bay, five feet three
inches high, full in all his muscles,

John Flinn,

black legs, mane and tail, and as fine a
body as belongs to his race said to be
more like the portrait of the Darley
Arabian than any other horse in Virginia, was got by Monsieur Tonson,
dam by Harrison's Virginian, grandam
by Shylock, g. grandam by Diomed, out
;

Blooded Stock of R. V. Michaux, of
Morgantoivn, N. C.
1.

Amnetto,

a ch. m. eight years
Hart's
Sir Hal

by Contention
old Medley.

old,

2.

—

Flora McEver,

years old, by

—

of a

ch. m. seven
Davenport's Florizel he

by Ball's Florizel
Diomed.

—

— Saltram — imported

full

sister to the celebrated horse

Peacemaker.
sieur
tered.

The

pedigree of

Tonson and Virginian

Mon-

are regis-

John Wimbish.

Halifax C. H. Feb. 13, 1837.

AND SPORTING MAGAZINE.
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Additions to the Blood Stock of J. B.
Kendall, of Baltimore, Md.
1. Master Henry, a b. c. foaled
the property of David W. Jones, Long
Island, May 1833, fifteen hands high,

was got by Henry, his dam Pocahontas,
by American Eclipse, grandam Gray
Tail, by Mambrino, g. grandam imp.
Baronet, g. g. grandam by Figure,
which was also the dam of Van Ranst's
Potomac, g. g. g. grandam Bashaw.
Mambrino, was got by imp. Messenger,
dam by Sour Krout, grandam by imp.
Whirligig, g. grandam Slammerkin, by
imp. Wildair, out of the old Cub mare.

5.

Henry A. Wise,

br. or

dark

foaled 16th

Please extend the pedigree of these

two mares, the stock of Alex. Ewing,
Tennessee.
See December number,
vol. viii. p. 190.

Hazard, produced
let,

a br.

f.

by Paco-

in 1819.

The Pacolet mare' s produce:

by Shannon's Gallatin.
by Sumner's Archy.
by Lytle's Sir William.
f. by Bagdad, died.
Bl. c. by
do.
Ch. f. by Timoleon.
B. c. John Lowrey, by Pacific.
Br. c. by Pacific.
Ch. c. by do.

1823.
1824.
1825.
1826.
1827.
1828.
1829.
1830.
1831.

—

b.

15 hands high, foaled the property of
Thomas Rotch, Esq. Philadelphia, from
whom I purchased him, foaled spring
1834, was got by Dick Dashall, by Sir
Archy, out of the dam of Robin Hood,
and Ecarte, the dam was by Hickory,
and has been published.

f.

hanna, for this filly I refused $1,000,
in cash, at nine months old.
J. B. Kendall.
February 7, 1837.

b. c. foaled 1834,
15£ hands high, by Wm. R. Johnson's
celebrated horse Andrew, out of the
above Eclipse mare also foaled the
property of David W. Jones, the two
are now the joint properly of D. W.
Jones and Jas. B. Kendall.

3.

gr.

March, 1836, was got by the imp. horsTranby, out of Mary Randolph, by Goe

Balie Peyton,

2.

333

Lady Canton,

c.

Died

Bl. c.

Gr.
Br.
Br.

c.

c.

in 1831.

Lady Littleton.
1828. Ch. m. 15 hands high, by Timoleon. out of the above.

Mary

4.
Granville, ch. f. 15 hands
high, foaled May 7th, 1833, was got by
Sir Charles, out of Lady Granville, by

Her produce :
B.
B.
B.
B.

1832.
1833.
1834.
1835.
1836.
1837.

Randolph's Roanoke. Lady Granville's
pedigree is published in Edgar's Stud
Book. The two two year old colts, are
very promising, and when tried, I hope
will prove like their illustrious namesakes, Wise and Peyton, not found
wanting.

c. Bill

by
by
c. by
c.

f.

Gordon, by Pacific.

Pacific.

do.
do.
to do.

Missed
With Margrave.
T. Alderson.

Nashville, Jan. 7, 1837.

—

Correction. In the pedigree of Carolinian, Jr. (see February number,
285,) Mr. Waggener, suggests that the fifth paragraph should commence thus:
Mexican, imp. by Snap, (sire of old Medley and Sir Peter's dam,) his dam by
Matchem, by Cade, by the Godolphin Arabian, &c.
p.

Barefoot.
isville,

Ky.

—Imported Barefoot has been sold

We

Priam arrived.

—We

are

much

have arrived safely in James River.
condition.

makes

By

reference to our

his first season near

Esq.

49

to

Mr. Lewis Sherley, of Lou-

have not learned the particulars of the

v.8

list

pleased to

They

learn that

Priam and Coronet

are reported to be in fine order and

of stallions

Richmond, Va.

sale.

it

will be perceived that

at the stables

Priam

of Rob't C. Williamson,
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Embellishment— Portraiture of Apparition.

MEMOIR OF IMPORTED APPARITION,
Apparition was imported into New York, in the year

^-ff
1

f SO,

by Mr.

He was
Captain Bunker.
Connah, and arrived in the ship Hamilton,
of
spring
the
in
foaled
was
got by Spectre out of Young Cranberry,
1827.

He was brought

to

Maryland, for the

first

time,

by

his pre-

he covered fifteen mares, (being
sent owner, in March, 1831, where
of his owner intending to train
consequence
in
number,
limited to that
mares, and among
him) out of which there were nine full blooded
Armistead,) and
them the dams of Rebecca Coleman (now Margaret

50

v.8

33S
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They all proved in foal except two, but out of those
only three were ever trained, Rebecca Coleman and Ellen Tree,
the other got lame and never ran.
Ellen Tree.

living,

Immediately

and placed

after the

season in 1831, he was taken from Maryland

in the stable of

Mr. Joseph K. Van Mater, of

New

Jersey,

but from his having been injudiciously travelled over the peninsula,

from Frenchtown
he was badly

to

Newcastle, to be

surfeited,

in time for the

Delaware

boat,

which, combined with a cough from a cold,

contracted no doubt in the steamboat, caused him to be thrown out of
training,

spring,

was

it

The

following

Bristol,

where he

being found impossible to get him in order.

Mr. Connah sent him

to

Mr. Bela Badger, of

trained and proved himself in all his trials, to be an

uncommon

fleet horse, having beat the Flying Dutchman, and other fast ones in
Mr. Badger's stable; but while thus training on promisingly, he un-

fortunately got lame,

At

which caused him

Mr. Connah went

this time,

be again put out of training.

to

Europe, leaving him in the hands

to

of Mr. Badger, and on his return in 1832, wrote to his present owner,

Mr. T. R.

S.

Boyce, offering him for

Mr. Connah.

when he purchased him

sale,

In the spring of 1833, he stood

on Elk Ridge, and limited him

to forty

In the fall of this year

alive.

two

heat in 3m. 51s. second heat in 3m. 57s.

See Turf Register, vol.

He was

old carried 118lbs.

colts

from which are

he was trained, and ran

won

town, Md. for the two mile purse, which he

a mile.

v. p.

1

of

at his residence,

mares, out of which number

there were but three thorough bred mares,

now

him

in

— course

two

at

Hagers-

heats.

First

thirty feet short of

Apparition being six years

54.

then travelled from Hagerstown, over a

stone turnpike road upwards of sixty miles, to the Central Course,

where he ran

Jockey Club

for the

repeat, against Ironette,

and Veto.

Duke

In this race there

plate,

of $500, two miles and

of Orleans, Miss Mattie, Paul Clifford,

was an inside stake between Apparition

and Veto, of $500, and his rider, a miserable one, had orders to wait
on Veto, and win the inside stake, regarding nothing else. The heat

was run

in

Sm. 55s. and he was pulled up soon

after getting within

The second heat was run from the score, between
and the Duke of Orleans, and run in Sm. 49s. Apparition

the distance.
Ironette

—

within a few feet of the distance stand,
certificate of the distance

within his distance,

judge) and could have been a long

was again

to the race,

far

trained,

the four mile day, against Ohio,

Previous

the flag dropped (as per

way

had his rider been awake and made his run

sooner than he did, having left Veto
1 lSlbs. and the winner 97lbs.
Spring, 1334, he

when

behind.

Apparition carrying

and appeared

Fanny

at

Timonium,

for

Cline, Drone, and Tyrant.

he had been complaining in his near fore

leg,

—
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any consequence.
but his owner was in hopes it would not prove of
pace and led for two miles
In this race Apparition went off at a killing
48s. by half a
and three-quarters, running the two first miles in 3m.

48s.— See Turf Register,
complaining in his leg
was
vol. v. p. 537.
for the next week,
him
on
match
a
having
owner
his
drawn,
and was
race closed his
This
compromise.
a
made
he
lame,
continuing
but

The

dozen watches.

heat was run in 7m.

After the heat, Apparition

He

racing career.

Not many

carried 124lb. the winner but lOOlbs.

heats have been done in this

country, shewing more speed

for four

miles than this race, carrying the same weight.
most admirable
In all his training, he has ever stood his work in the
temper, of
manner, proving himself of most excellent constitution and
which his stock now coming on largely partake. His colts are large
that
and very promising. By reference to his pedigree it will be seen
note,
horses
of
imported
recent
he runs into most of the crosses of the
such as Priam, Autocrat, &.C. &c. Of Apparition's stock, but two
have been tried, having stood in a neighbourhood where there are not

many full blooded mares but where is there a better than
Rebecca Coleman (now Margaret Armistead) ? She has done what no
one,
other nag of her age has ever excelled, having run seven races of
of
forfeit
received
and
beat;
never
was
and
heats,
two, and four mile
prehad
she
whom
York,
New
colt
of
crack
the
Admiral,
from
$2500
viously beaten in a match for $5000 a side, four mile heats. Rebecca

a great

;

Coleman has

beat the

now renowned Bumper,

Cippus,

Atalanta,

of other good ones, the

Prince George, Experiment, and a number
former five times, thus proving that the get of Apparition

is

equal

to any stallion of the present day, whether native or imported.
Apparition is a large, powerful horse, of commanding appearance,

being

and

He is a fine
uncommon fine back

sixteen hands one inch high, of great length.

full

He

bay, black legs, and a small star.

has an

and take him altogether will bear comparison with any

loin,

horse.

For the performances of

'Spectre,' his sire, the following letter

Chester, England, will be sufficient

Dear

Sir

Chester,

:

from

:

30th November, 1830.

your request transmitted to Mr. Jackson, I herewith
hand you the pedigree and performances of 'Spectre,' a brown horse
foaled in 1815, got by Phantom out of Fillikins, by Gouty, grandam
by King Fergus, great grandam by Herod.
In 1818, he won six times and was beat twice.
According

to

In 1819, he
In

won

won seven times and was beat five.
won five times and was beat once.

1820, he
this

year

at

Ludlow, the stakes were given

to the

One

race he

second horse,
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Spectre's rider having omitted to carry Slbs. extra, for winning the

Ludford stakes.
In 1821, he was beat twice at Chester, for the Grosvenor stakes by

He was

Eryx, and for the Stand cup by Tarragon.

beat for the

Cheltenham cup by Claudius, and broke down when running for a
stakes at Ludlow, won by the Main
he had nearly won his race
when the accident occurred. The amount of his winnings are £2875.

—

During

his racing career, he

Newmarket;

won

the Gloucestershire stakes;

the

Mostyn mile; and four gold cups; and
Minstrel
the following horses were beat by him at different periods
late Secundus, (who ran second to Interpreter for the 2,000 gs. stakes)
Oatlands

at

the

:

—

Rhoda, Venus, Trojan, Leofric, Jupiter, Soota, Dictator, Truth,
Deans, Etonian, Duplicate, Sybil, Carolan, Zenith,

Fitzorville,

Effie

Sove-

Wouvermans, Algerine, the Flyer, Joke, King
Lady Heron, Espagnolle, Phillip,
Shamrock, Halston by Langton, Elastic, Champignon, Fanny, Antireign, Indus, Advance,

of Diamonds, Sir Petronel, Strephon,

radical, Ethelinda,

Young

Doctor Eady, Swindon, Eryx, Fitzlangton, Belvidere,
Magician, Mandeville, Teniers, Alderman

Cestrian,

Brunette, and several others.
hi eh

weights

He always had

Wood,

the misfortune to be

when handicapped.

^k

I

am, dear

sir,

yours, &c.

Robert Bowers.
Dear

March

Sir:

In reply to your note of the 28th February,

was one of
between
rition,

Ironette,

and Veto,

Duke

when

I

in

Jockey Club

dropped the
I

plate,

and

It

that,

in the

3m. 49s. Apparition was within a few

I

am

second
feet

of

flag.

respectfully,

your obedient servant,

George Cooke.

To Mr. Boy ce.
N. B.

6th, 1837.

to state, that

of Orleans, Miss Mattie, Paul Clifford, Appa-

for the

;

the stand

have

the distance judges in the race, at the Central Course,

which M as run

heat,

I

will

and 1834, except

be observed that Apparition did not stand in 1832
to a

mare of Capt. Taylor's,

called Patty Snags, in

the latter year.

The accompanying

portrait of Apparition is an excellent likeness

was drawn and lithographed by Mr. A. C. Smith, of
heretofore presented some good specimens of his
has
who
city,
this
art through the medium of the Turf Register.
of the horse.

It

May

—

We have the painting of this splendid horse now
hands of the engraver, and hope to be able to publish it in our
number. We think we may promise our friends a good one.

John Bascomb.
in the

—
,

Vol.

8.

No.
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DRONE.
Mr. Editor:
Sincerely sympathizing with breeders in their regrets for the losses

they have recently sustained in the death of a Henry, a Star, and an
Industry,

seek to remind them of the claims of Drone on their

I

patronage, on the score of his pedigree, form, feats, and defeats; and

though

as to the last,

it

my

be not an article in

horse for what he has not done, but which he
done, forsooth

;

yet were

it

creed to bepraise a

may and

not for these same defeats,

have troubled you to give him

this place,

however
amongst

nor should

brilliant his pedigree

;

ought

to

hope

should not

I

however high his form,
I any where be found

his advocates as a propagator of his species.

Drone, a rich chestnut, was foaled during the spring of 1S30 ,and

Wm. Wynn,

bred by Col.

He was

of Va.

got by Monsieur Tonson,

out of Isabella, by Sir Archy, Black Ghost, Dixon's Pillbox, Melpo-

mene, Virginia, Polly Byrd, Young Bonny Lass, Bonny Lass, Darley
Arabian, Byerly Turk, Taffolet Barb, Place's White Turk, Natural

Barb mare.
produced

Isabella
1st.

Anvil, a capital racehorse,

by Monsieur Tonson, who won three
He was sold, after his excellent

out of four of his sweepstakes.
racing, fall

1833, at Norfolk and Treehill, where he started against

Tuberose, Tychicus, Muckle John, Ariadne, Festival, Mohawk,
Dolly Dixon, and Lady Roland, and was conqueror of all but the first
Trifle,

named,

to

Mr. James B. Kendall, with Drone,

Wynn

each, as Col.

for

$10,000, or $5,000

says in the American Turf Register.

Anvil was

sold during the next spring to the Hon. B. Peyton of Tenn. for $6,000.

2nd. Drone, also by Monsieur Tonson.

Harkaway, by Merlin, foaled spring

3rd. Cade, afterwards called

1331.

Martha Washington, by

4th.

For her
ber and

brilliant

Sir Charles,

December numbers of

the sixth volume.

the Times, a correspondent speaks of Col.

$6,000
5th.

Col.

foaled

Feb. 22, 1853.

performances, see American Turf Register,

Novem-

In the last Spirit of

Wynn's having

refused

for this valuable filly.

Colt by Luzborough, which, a short time after

Wynn

is

said to have

pronounced her best

was

it

at that

age

foaled,

;

foaled

for the

family

spring 18o4.
6th.

The produce

of Drone.

of 1835 was by Eclipse.

blood or performance

;

an ancestry which through his

breed on, ins-tead of running out.
51

So much

His ancestry was of the very best, whether

v.

8

And

is

we regard
dam seems to

not this aptitude to breed

—
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the best to any superior stallion the surest test of the purity and value
?
of Isabella's blood ?— a proof that it is unsullied by any foul stain
of
stallions
by
produce
her
that
presumable,
not, too, fairly
Is

it

unexceptionable blood, to leave brilliant achievements and superb form
purchase
entirely out of the question, will, like her, reward those who
or patronize them, with a valuable progeny. So

much

His form

held out in the pure blood of Drone.
It is so far faultless, that, knowing him, as

I

is

for the promise

not less excellent.

have, since 1833,

I

have

it.
neither myself found out, or heard another point out a defect in
He is full" 15| hands high, of the finest action, having a clean game

head, yet temperate countenance

—

a sure index of his gentle disposiof the wither*,

tion—neck long and arched, coming well out
joined to

the head— ear small and pointed

and well

— withers well declined

never saw Byron or Tonson, but I do
power, polish, and carriage, combined,
the
equal to any American stallion I ever saw, always excepting
stallion
splendid
inimitable Sir Charles, who was decidedly the most

back, loins,

legs— capital.

think that Drone

I

saw

ever

in

is,

I

for size,

any country.

PERFORMANCES.
His

first

appearance in public was

at the

Central course.

Register, vol. v. p. 159.

Extract from American Turf
sweepstake for 3 year olds, $500 entrance,

'First day, a

h.

2 mile

f.

heats, eleven subscribers, G forfeited.

Col.

W. Dorsey's Anne Page, by Maryland
Wynn's Drone, by Monsieur Tonson,

Col.

Wm.

C.

S.

R. Johnson's

A. P. Hamlin's

St.

filly,

by

Sir

Archy,

Leger, by Eclipse,

-

--42
-23

Eclipse,

-

Drone well

-

3 dis.

-

5 dis.

heat.

enough, being, like other drones, too

fat.

up.'

Second race
time,

fast

1

-

-

Capt. Stockton's Powhatan, by Monsieur Tonson,
*
*
Drone alone had been held in reserve the first

But Drone was not

1

at

Norfolk, Va.

fall

1833, he won, beating Kirby's colt;

3m. 54s.— 3m.— 5m. 53s.— 4m.

After this race he

became the

property of Mr. Kendall.
mile
Third race.— He was beaten at Fairfield, following spring, 2
others,
six
beating
but
heats, by Eliza Drake and Patrick Henry,
Time,
race.
Drone close up he was very much too high for any
;

3m. 50s. 3m. 50s.
ran third in first
Fourth race, at Timonium, same spring. Here he
drawn. Hundreds present
then
was
and
second,
the
in
second
heat,
feet during and
knew that the blood and matter ran from Drone's
Time,
Apparition.
and
Tyrant
In this race he beat
after this race.
7

m .4Ss— 8m.

6s.

and 7m. 59s.
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appear again until the

to

of 1835.

fall

Indeed it would have been impossible to train him with his feet as
He shed his hoofs in the intermethey were masses of corruption.
diate time, and reappeared at Charlestown, Jefferson county, Va. to

The

contend for the four mile purse with Camsidel, Enceiro, and

He was

Captain.
at

He

beaten by the two former.

beat the Captain,

Washington, during the following month, run three miles
Extract from

Am. Turf Register,

vol.

vn. p.

who,

5m.

in

5T)s.

1,31.

was severe between these three. In
broke, by which he lost thirty
leather
Drone's
stirrup
third
mile,
the
Time, 8m. lis.— 7m. 59s.
yards, and ran under great disadvantage.'
'In the second heat the contest

Camsidel he subsequently distanced
Sixth race.

Enceiro.

— He

was

again,

at Baltimore.

same

—

Time 8m. 6s. 8m. 15s.
See Am. T. Reg.

fall,

by

beaten at Washington

'Track very heavy from rain the

night before.'

Seventh race.
fall

— At

Baltimore, Kendall's course, he was the same

beaten by Sally Eubanks, but beat the rest of the
Jesse,

sidel,

Drone won

and Gimcrack.

the second heat,

field, viz.

Cam-

Time, 8m. 13s.— 8m. 6s.— 7m. 52s.
and was second and well up at the ter-

mination of the race.
I

not interested to the value of one farthing in this horse

am

;

and

indeed, though a pretty extensive breeder of the thorough-bred horse,
I

shall not, for reasons entirely

send any mares

to

him

unconnected with

this season.

I

my

opinion of him,

have done him but

justice.

have not said a word about him which ran be disproved, and
nion

may go only

person

;

but

mares give

for

what

adventure

I

this

young

it is

to

worth, namely, as that of an

predict, that

B.

Drone

I

opi-

unknown

should the owners of good

stallion a preference, his get will not disgrace

Veritas.

his high lineage.

N.

my

will stand during the

ensuing season at the stables of

Hector Bell, Esq. near Winchester, Va.

CETUS,

&c.

Mr. Editor:
'The truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth,' is expected
Its
from your valuable work, and ought to be rigidly enforced.
Many important
importance is obvious, and will not be denied.
facts that have been, and will be hereafter communicated by the Turf
Register,

may

be otherwise made questionable.

No

communication

should be made as 'ex cathedra,' unless the writer fully understands
his subject.

Inquiries modestly preferred,

it is

presumed, will

elicit

Where the entire subject is
unknown, that part should be qualified by some intimation to that
effect.
Heretofore 'Fair Play' has brought to light some very mate-

information,

if

such be the object.

—
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— such

imported horses

in the notices of

winning horse, by which
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appeared the second was

as that of the

first; the

advan-

renowned horse, by the difference of weight
in his favour
which was also overlooked also the notice of the
only four mile race as such, that a third renowned horse had ever run,
(in which he was beat,) the omissions to enumerate a race and forfeits lost by a fourth renowned horse, &c. &c.
All these and such other omissions, I would fain ascribe to want of
tages derived by another

—

;

knowledge, an idea that they were unimportant, or to carelessness.
But where copious extracts are made, from various Sporting Magazines, the Racing Calendar and Stud Book, in a memoir that runs
through many pages, the reader

is

apt to conclude that the writer

very knowing; has overlooked no important fact;

is

and, with great

pains bestowed on the subject, has given all the information that

could be desired, and in the clearest manner possible.

Your

readers, with but

few

exceptions, are supposed not to have

the Racing and Sheet Calendars.

Those who

refer to

them cannot

be too particular, in their extracts or reference.

For example

—

is

the writer of an article in the last

number of the

—

American Turf Register, (vol.viii. p. 305) prepared too at a moment
ichen such a hint might do the owners irreparable injury
unless
they recover legal damages for a libel,
certain that 'the handsome
little

—

horse Cetus' has never got a winner.

This communication was doubtless made by some disinterested
friend to the breeding community, as one interested in the other celebrated horses referred

to,

would have seen the impropriety of appear-

ing to raise for them, by detraction, a reputation
rival.

upon

But the writer has omitted

even

at the

expense of a

to the brilliant career

—

same Cetus that at Newmarket, on WednesMav, 1331, in a handicap plate, across the Flat, being

the turf, of this

day, the 4th of

to refer

then four years old, carried

8st. Gibs, and heat Bustle, four years old,
This same Bustle was imported, in the Manchester, together with Priam and Coronet ;
and is reported under the
signature of M. to have been 'an excellent runner all distances'
to
have 'performed the extraordinary feat at three years old, of winning

carrying

7st. 3lbs.

—

a king's plate, four mile heats, giving
lbs.

—

away a year and carrying 147

Verbum

against four year olds.'

Philadelphia,

Skylark.

—A friend informs

horse, strong at

all

performances pleases

points,

me

me

March

that Skylark, imported,

is

Sap.

13, 1SS7.

a very fine

and of superior form. The account of his
any recently imported horse

better than that of

he ran often, mostly for plates, carrying heavy weights, was very successful, and when withdrawn from the turf was as sound as a roach.
[Spirit of the

Times.

Vol.
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THE TURF.
[From

A

the

London Quarterly Review.]

Treatise on the Care, Treatment, and Training of the English Racehorse,
By R. Darvill, Veterinary Surgeon, 7th Hussars.
In splendour of exhibition and multitude of attendants,

Newmarket,

Epsom, Ascot, or Doncaster would bear no comparison with the imposing spectacle of the Olympic Games; and had not racing been
considered in Greece a matter of the highest national importance,
Sophocles would have been guilty of a great fault in his Electra,
when he puts into the mouth of the messenger who comes to recount

Nor

the death of Orestes, a long description of the above sports.

these the only points of difference between the racing of

are

Olympiaand

Newmarket. At the former, honour alone was the reward of the winBut still,
ner, and no man lost either his character or his money.*
great as must have been in those old days the passion for equestrian
distinction, it was left for later times to display, to perfection, the full
powers of the racehorse. The want of stirrups alone must have been
With the well-caparisoned war-horse or the highlya terrible want.
finished cheval cVecole, even in

the rider

may

down upon

sit

his gallopade, capriole, or balotade,

his twist,

and secure himself

in his

saddle by the clip which his thighs and knees will afford him
there

is

none of

that (obstando) resisting

power about

his seat

We

enables him to contend with the racehorse in his gallop.
that a

admit

modern days but whoever has seen the print of
John Oakley, on Eclipse the only man, by
;

—

the celebrated jockey,

Of

but

very slight comparison can be drawn between the racehorse of

ancient and that of

*

;

which

the training and

nately left in ignorance

management of

—

all

the

Olympic racehorse we

are unfortu-

that can be inferred being the fact, that the eques-

names and send their horses to Elis
games commenced, and that the
charioteers and riders, whether owners or proxies, went through a prescribed
course of exercise during the intervening month. In some respects, we can see,

trian candidates

were required

to enter their

at least thirty days before the celebration of the

They had their course for full aged horses, and
and their prize for which mares only started, correspond-

they closely resemble ourselves.
their course for colts

;

Epsom Oaks Stakes. It is true, that the race with riding horses
was neither so magnificent nor so expensive, and consequently not considered so
ing with our

royal, as the race

with chariots, yet they had their gentlemen-jockeys in those

number were Philip, king of Macedon,
Olympic ode of Pindar, indeed, is
inscribed to the latter sovereign, in which mention is made of his horse Phrenicus,
on which he was the winner of the Olympic crown. Considerable obscurity,
however, hangs over most of the details of the Olympic turf, and particularly as

days, and noted ones too, for amongst the

and Hiero, king of Syracuse.

The

.first

regards the classing of the riders, and the weights the horses carried.
rally

sworn

supposed these points were
to

handicap.

do justice; and here

left to

we

the discretion of the judges,

have a faint resemblance

It is

gene-

who were

to our

modern
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the

way who

could ride him well

—

be convinced

will

the fulcrum of stirrups, he could not have ridden
the style in

which he

[April, 1837.

him

;

as,

from

nose almost sweeping the ground, he

ran, his

would very soon have been pulled from the saddle over

Cowper

without

that,

at all

says, in bitter satire

—

his head.

'We justly boast
At least superior jockeyship, and claim
The honours of the turf as all our own !'

The

abuses of the turf

however, be forgotten

we

abhor, and shall in part expose

possession of the noblest animal in the creation

Remember,

horse.

some

to

be idle

it

not,

— the thoroughbred

poor human nature cannot exist without
even the rigid Cato says, 'the man who has

too, that

sort of recreation

no time

let

;

had we no racing, we should not be in

that,

;

Inclosures, the gradual refinement of

a slave.'

is

manners, have already contracted the

England has been so celebrated

circle of rural sports for

and we confess we are sorry

;

which

for this,

we certainly give many of them the preference over racing.
Hawking has disappeared shooting has lost the wild, sportsmanlike

for

;

character of earlier days

Fox

;

and hare hunting has

hunting, no doubt, stands

fallen into disrepute.

ground, but fears are entertained

its

Fox hunting suspends

even for the king of sports.

the cares of

life,

whilst the speculations of the race course too generally increase them.

The one

steels the constitution, whilst the

have a contrary

The love
of man by the

effect.

screwed into the soul
pursuit of the other

is

anxious cares of the other

of the chase

may

be said to be

noble hand of nature, whereas the

too often the offspring of a passion

we should

wish to disown. The one enlarges those sympathies which unite us
in a bond of reciprocal kindness and good offices ; in the pursuit of
The one is a
the other, almost every man we meet is our foe.
pastime

—

the other a game, and a hazardous one too, and often played

into

bad company: the modern turf

of the worst.

any man
becoming the very manor
we are not for abandoning

Lastly, the chase does not usually bring

at fearful odds.

All this

we admit

;

is fast

but

still

a thing only for evils not necessarily mixed up with

Having seen the English
witness
the

its

decline

;

but

turf reach

fall it

must,

whole system appertaining

to

if

its

acme,

it.

we should

be sorry to

a tighter hand be not held over

Noblemen and gentlemen

it.

of

fortune and integrity must rouse themselves from an apathy to which

they appear lately

to

have been lulled

;

and they must separate them-

selves from a set of marked, unprincipled miscreants,

who

are endea-

vouring to elbow them off the ground which ought exclusively to be
No honourable man can be successful, for any length of
their own.
time, against such a horde of determined depredators as have lately

Vol.

8.
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the most princely fortune cannot sus-

such villainous combi-

tain itself against the deep-laid stratagems of

nations.

Perhaps
racing

it

may

not be necessary to enter into the very accidence of

but on the authority of Mr. Strutt, 'On the Sports and Pas-

;

times of England,' something like
reign.

it

was

set agoing in

Athelstane's

by Hugh Capet, in
Athelstane, when he was soliciting

'Several racehorses,' says he, 'were sent

the ninth century, as a present to

A

the hand of Ethels witha, his sister.'

more

distinct indication of a

sport of this kind occurs in a description of London, written by Wil-

liam Fitz-Stephen,

who

of

lived in the reign

us that horses were usually exposed

Henry

II.

to sale in Smithfield,

He

informs

and in

order-

prove the excellency of hackneys and charging horses, they were
Indeed, the monk gives a very
usually matched against each other.
to

animated description of the

and

start

finish

of a horse race.

In

John's reign, running horses are frequently mentioned in the regis-

—

John was a renowned sportsman he needit does not appear that he made use of his
running horses otherwise than in the sports of the field. Edward II.
III. and IV. were likewise breeders of horses, as also Henry VIII.
ter of royal

expenditure.

ed a redeeming quality

who

— but

imported some from the east

;

but the running horses of those

days are not to be associated with the turf;

at least

we have

reason to

believe the term generally applies to light and speedy animals, used
in racing

and

perhaps occasionally, but chiefly in other active pursuits,

in contradistinction to the

powerful, to carry a

twenty stone.

man

war-horse, then required to be most

cased in armor, and never weighing less than

In fact, the invention of

gunpowder

refining the native breed of the English horse

nize the

symptoms of a

many

scientific turf in

Take

of the days of Elizabeth.

;

for instance

did

much towards

and we begin

to

recog-

of the satirical writings

Bishop Hall's

lines in

1597:—
'Dost thou prize

Thy

brute-beasts' worth

by

their

dams' qualities

?

Sayst thou thy colt shall prove a swift-paced steed,

Only because a jennet did him breed ?
Or, sayst thou this same horse shall win the prize,
Because his dam was swiftest Tranchefice ?'
It

is

quite evident, indeed, that racing

during this reign, although

it

in

considerable vogue

much
we may be sure, have
Kenil worth. The famous George

patronized by the queen, otherwise

formed a part of the pastimes

was

does not appear to have been

at

it

would,

Earl of Cumberland, was one of the victi?ns of the turf in those early
days.
In the reign of

James

I.

private matches

between gentlemen, then

—
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their

own

became very common

jockeys,

public race meetings appear

The

art of training also

and the first
Yorkshire, Croydon, in

England

;

Chase, the prize being a golden

Surrey, and Theobalds, on Enfield
bell.

in

at Garterley, in

LAp'il, 1837.

may now

be said to have

commenced

;

food and exercise of the horses, but
the effect of weight was not taken into consideration, ten stone being

was paid

strict attention

generally,

we have

to the

reason to believe, both the

James patronized

of what the horse carried.
a vast price in those days

Duke

—

of Newcastle, was of

for

maximum and minimum
racing, he gave £500

an Arabian, which, according to the

little

value, having been beaten easily

by

Prince Henry had a strong attachment to racing

our native horses.

was cut

as well as hunting, but he

off at

Charles

an early age.

I.

was

well inclined towards such sports, and excelled in horsemanship, but
reign prevented his following these peaceful

the distractions of his

According

pastimes.

Boucher, however, in his Survey of the

to

of Stamford, thejirst valuable public prize was run for

Charles

I.'s

time, viz. a silver

and

Town

at that place in

cup and cover, of the estimated

gilt

value of eight pounds, provided by the care of the aldermen for the

Edward Harwood laments

time being; and Sir

the scarcity of able

horses in the kingdom, 'not more than two thousand being to be found

number of French horses

equal to the like

which he blames
Newmarket, also in
the Merry Beggars, or
for

comedy called
we make a fling to London, and see how
Spring Gardens, and in Hyde Park, to see

Hyde

Park, as appears from a

Jovial

Crew, 1641

—

'Shall

the spring appears there in
the races, horse

;'

In 1640, races were held at

principally racing*

and foot

P

The wily Cromwell was

not altogether indifferent to the breed of

—

Place's
running-horses, and with one of the stallions in his stud
White Turk do the oldest of our pedigrees end. He had also a;

—

famous brood-mare, called the Coffin-mare, from the circumstance of
in a vault

her being concealed

time of the restoration.

during the search for his

Mr. Place, stud-groom

conspicuous character of those days

White Turk was

He

patron of the race course.
his presence,
at

where he

rebuilt the

also visited

Downs,
*

Some time

his horses

after

and, according to some, the

Charles

to be

II.

was a great

run in Datchet Mead, as also

were entered

in his

own name, and
I.
He

decayed palace of his grandfather, James

other places at which

in particular

effects at the

Cromwell, was a

frequently honoured this pastime with

and appointed races

Newmarket, where

;

property.

his individual

to

—

(since

this the

Morocco Barb, were brought

to

known

Duke

as

—

were instituted Buford
Bibury race-course, so often

races

of Buckingham's Helmsley Turk, and the
England, and greatly improved the native breed.

—
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when regent)— as witness

the doggrel of

:

'Next, for the glory of the place,

Here has been rode many a race.
King Charles the Second I saw here
But I've forgotten in what year.

The Duke of Monmouth here also
Made his horse to sweat and blow,'
At
than

this

time

;

he.

appears that prizes run for became more valuable
they formerly had been.
Amongst them were bowls, and
it

various other pieces of plate, usually estimated at the value of one
hundred guineas ; and from the inscriptions on these trophies of victory, much interesting information might be obtained.
This facetious

monarch was likewise a breeder of racehorses, having imported mares
from Barbary, and other

parts, selected by his Master of the Horse,
sent abroad for the purpose, and called Royal Mares—
appearing as
such in the stud book to this day. One of these mares was the

dam

of Dodsworth, bred by the king, and said to be the earliest
racehorse
we have on record, whose pedigree can be properly authenticated.

James II. was a horseman, but was not long enough among his
people to enable them to judge of his sentiments and
inclinations
respecting the pleasures of the turf.
When he retired to France, however, he devoted himself to hunting,

patrons of racing
sors, but

;

and had several

first rate English
and his queen were also
not only continuing the bounty of their predeces-

horses always in his stud.

William

III.

adding several plates

to their former donations.
Queen
Anne's consort, Prince George of Denmark, kept a fine
stud, and the
Cur wen Bay Barb, and the celebrated Darley Arabian,
appeared in

The queen also added several plates. George I. was no
he discontinued silver plate as prizes, and instituted
the
King's Plates, as they have been since termed, being
one
this reign.

racer, but

hundred

guineas, paid in cash.

George

II.

cared as

little

for"

racing as his

encourage the breed of horses, as well as to suppress
low
gambling, he made some good regulations for the suppresson
of pony
father, but to

races,

and running

for

any sum under £50.

In his reign the

Godol-

phin Arabian appeared, the founder of our best blood—
the property
of the then Earl of Godolphin.* George III. though
not much a lover
of the turf, gave it some encouragement as a national
pastime
in the
;

The

reigns of king William, queen Anne, and George
I. and II. are remarkable in the annals of the turf, as having been the
days of the noted Treo-onwell
Frampton, Esq. a gentleman of family and fortune, in
the west of
of the Horse during all the above mentioned
reigns
*

Eng^nd^rer

who had

a house at Newmarket ; was a heavy better, and if not belied, a
great rogue. The horrible
charge against him, however, respecting his
qualifying his horse Dragon for the
race, by a violent outrage on humanity,
and alluded to by Dr.
;

'Elysium of Beasts,'

52

Hawksworth

is

supposed

v. 8

to be

unfounded.

in the

—
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fourth year of his reign, however, Eclipse

may English racing

period

George IV. outstripped

be dated

was

[April, 1837.

foaled,

his royal predecessors

all

and from that

!

on the

turf, in

the

ardour of his pursuit of it, and the magnificence of his racing establishment. Indeed, the epithet 'delighting in horses,' applied by Pindar to
might have been applied to him, for no man could have been
Hiero,

—

—

fonder of them than he was, and his judgment in every thing relating
He was the breeder of several
to them was considered excellent.

which was Whiskey, the sire of Eleanor,
Our
the only winner of the Derby and Oaks great stakes, &c*
taste
no
has
element
another
upon
bred
monarch
present gracious

first rale

racehorses, amongst

—

—

fortius sport; but continued

it

for a short time after his brother's

death to run out his engagements, and also with a view of not throwIt
ing a damp over a pastime of such high interest to his subjects.

one time given out that his majesty had consented to keep his
horses in training, provided he did not lose more than £4,000 per
annum by them, but such has not been the case. A royal stud, how-

was

at

ever,

still

at

exists

horses and mares are
IV.,

by (eheu!)

Hampton Court, and

now there,— namely,

the late

John Malcolm

Sir

Tranby, and Ranter, as stallions
besides several

some

If

an Arab, given to George
the Colonel, Waterloo,

;

Maria, Posthuma, Fleur-de-Lis,

other mares, some with

to Sultan, .ZEmilius,

the day.

;

the following celebrated

foals to his

own

horses, and

Camel, Priam, and others, the best horses of

we may judge from

eighteen bringing within a

breeding not a losing game

the last

trifle
;

and

of

two

sales of the yearlings

£4,000— his

it is

majesty

may

find

worthy of remark, that in his

For example,
Tranby an
Delpini,
a
Colonel
the
Trumpator,
Waterloo°is out of a
anecdotes
amusing
Some
mare.
Beningbrough
a
Ranter
Orville, and
association of our
incongruous
rather
the
touching
record
are on
stud, a regard

is

paid to what

is

termed stout blood.

sailor-king with the turf, one of

Previously to the

first

which we

will venture to repeat.

appearance of the royal stud in the

name of

humbly
William IV. the trainer had an audience of his majesty, and
should
pleasure
royal
was
the
it
horses
what
requested to be informed
king, 'some of them
said
the
squad,'
whole
?
the
'Send
down
be sent
I

suppose will win.'f

should only have been parallittle remarkable that Eleanor's success
Queen of Trumps, by
Moyston's
Mr,
1S35,
In
present.
the
and
year
leled last
year Lord Jersey's
present
the
and
Leger,
St.
the
and
Velocipede, won the Oaks
Elis, (by Langar,) the TOBay Middleton, by Sultan, won the Derby, and beat
* It is

a

ner of the St. Leger, without a struggle.
withdrawal of the royal stud was compensated
+ It is proper to remark, that the
the Jockey Club of
King's Plates, and by his majesty's present to

by additional
the

splendid challenge prize-the Eclipse Foot,

keeping.

now

in

Lord Chesterfield

s

—
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Previously to 1753, there were only two meetings in the year at

Newmarket*
and another

purpose of running horses, one

for the

the following terms:

—The

Craven, in compliment

on the Monday fortnight following

The

Monday

in that

month

;

in

The

1771.

the Second Spring,

;

The

a fortnight after that, and instituted in 1753.
early in that month, instituted 1753.

the late Earl

to

Craven, commencing on Easter Monday, and instituted
First Spring,

the spring,

in

At present there are seven, distinguished by

October.

in

July,

commonly

First October, on the first

the Second October, on the

Monday

fortnight

following, instituted 1762; and the Third October, or Houghton, a

With the

fortnight afterwards, instituted 1770.
ing, which,

there

is

weather permitting, generally

last

lasts a

mentioned meet-

week, and

at

which

a great deal of racing, the sports of the turf close for the year,

with the exception of Tarporley, a very old hunt-meeting in Cheshire,

now

nearly abandoned

;

and a Worcester autumn meeting; chiefly for

hunters, and the horses of the farmers within the hunt.

At Newmarket, though there were formerly six and eight mile
there are

now

races,

not more than four over the Beacon Course, or B. C.

as it is called, which is four miles, in all the seven meetings. This is
an improvement, not only on, the score of humanity, but as far as

regards sport, for horses seldom
ing run that course.

heat disliked, that,

two.

It,

Indeed, so

when

it

in near to

much

is

each other after hav-

the system of a four mile

does occur, the horses often walk the

indeed, sometimes happens otherwise, as in

Chateau Margaux and Mortgage,
all

come

who remember

in

one of the meetings of 1826

the struggle between those

first

of

the case

but

;

two noble animals

the very best of their kind, perhaps never exceeded in stoutness

— and

the state in which they appeared at the conclusion, can only think of
it

with disgust.

Chateau's dead heat with Lamplighter was something

like a repetition of the scene

;

but, to

the

honour of

their

owners,

they were not suffered to run another, and the plate was divided

between them.

The Currah

of Kildare

nothing can be superior

to

is

said to be in

some

Newmarket heath

nightly workings of the earth-worms keep

it

*

it is

equal, but

The

it

is

never

known

But the great superiority of

Although other places claim precedence over Newmarket

of public horse racing,

its

in that state of elasticity

favourable to the actions of the racehorse, and

be hard, although occasionally deep.

respects

as a race course.

to

this

as the early scene

nevertheless the metropolis of the turf, and the only

place in this island where there are more than two race meetings in the year.

It

does not appear that races took place there previously to Charles II. time ; but
Itimon d'Ewes, in his journal, speaks of a horse race near Linton, Cambridgeshire, in the reign of
nisrht

of the race.

James

I.

at

which town most of the company

slept

on the
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ground consists

in the variety of its courses, eighteen in

ed to every variety

in

a

flat,

hill

a speedy jade

;

A

down

stout horse ends his race

hill

;

another goes best over

whilst there are a few that have no choice of ground

whom
•it

and
Almost every racehorse

match-making.

has a marked peculiarity in his running.

up

number, adapt-

in age, weight, or qualifications of the horses,

hence of vast importance
to advantage

[April, 1837.

none

The Newmarket

will suit.

—and some

judge's box being on wheels,

moved from one winning post to another, as the races are fixed
which is the case nowhere but at Newmarket.*
The office of judge at Newmarket varies from that of others filling

is

to end,

He

similar situations.

the term

is,

neither

horses in the race.
that of every

jockey

neither sees the jockeys weighed out or

in, as

he required to take notice of them or their

is

He judges, and proclaims the winner by the colour,
who rides being handed to him before starting.

Indeed, the horses are seldom seen by him until the race begins, as

they generally proceed from their stables to the saddling-house by a

The

circuitous route.

best possible regulations are adopted for the

proper preservation of the ground during the running, and
of nothing to be found fault with, unless

allowed

it

we know

be the horsemen being

up the course, which injures the
heavy iron roller is emthe meetings, but this cannot always

to follow the race-horses

ground when
ployed upon

it
it

is

wet.

It

is

true, a very

every evening in

be effective.

The

racing ground on the

heath has been

the property of the

Jockey Club since the year 1753. A great advantage is gained here
by giving the power of preventing obnoxious persons coming upon it
during the meetings; and it would be well if that power were oftener
exerted.

Betting posts are placed on various parts of the heaths, at

some one of which
race, to make their

the sportsmen assemble immediately after each
bets

on the one

that

is

to follow.

than half an hour elapses between the events, the scene

animated description, and a stranger would
tongues of Babel were

let

loose

again.

heavens, however, produces such a scene as
difficulty in reconciling the

imagine that

No
this,

all

the

country under the

and he would

feel a

proceedings of these gentlemen of the

betting-ring with the accounts he might read the next

*

As not more
of the most

is

morning

in the

Great improvements have from time to time been effected on Newmarket

by the exertions of the Duke
These have been chiefly accomplished by
manuring, sheepfolding, and paring and burning, by which means a better sort of
covering to the surface has been procured and likewise by destroying the tracks
of old roads, particularly on that part called the Flat, which is undoubtedly the

heath, but particularly within the last twenty years,

of Portland and Lord Lowther.

;

AND SPORTING MAGAZINE.
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newspapers of the distressed

my

this race,

lord

says a vulgar-looking man, on a shabby hack,

?'

'with a shocking bad hat.'
l

So do

says the leg.

/,'

'I

'I'll

want

my lord. 'I'll take
my lord. Pll double
i

'Treble

the peer.

wanting
in those

'No.'

back the

field,'

six^ exclaims the leg.
it, '

bellows the leg.

The

bet

is

my

says

lord.

200 you don't name the
'I'll

bet

it

'Done,' shouts

entered, and so

much

for

back the field; but in love, war, and horse-racing, strata-

to

gem, we

UP

to

bet 500 to

winner,' cries
you,' roars

'What do you bet on

England.

state of

353

believe,

is

Scores of such scenes as this take place

allowed.

momentous

half hours.

All bets lost at

Newmarket

are paid

the following morning in the town, and £50,000, or more, have been

known
The

to

exchange hands

in

one day.

Newmarket

principal feature in

is

the

New Rooms

for the use

of the noblemen and gentlemen of the Jockey Club, and others
are

members of the Rooms

affording every convenience.
his entrance,

Each member pays

at

present

is

fifty-seven:

and

thirty guineas

and six guineas annually, if he attends

The number

nothing.

who

only, situated in the centre of the town,

— two

on

— otherwise
black balls

exclude.

On

town from the London side, the first object of
by the late Duke of Queensbury,

entering the

attraction

is

the house long occupied

but at present in a disgraceful state of decay.

now

used as a

(sic transit gloria!)

'hell,'

;

'Kingston house,'

is

and the palace, the joint

work of so many royal architects, is partly occupied by a training
groom, and partly by his Grace of Rutland, whose festivities at
Chevely, during the race meetings, have very wisely been abridged.

The

Earl of Chesterfield has a house just on entering the town, and

the Marquis of Exeter a most convenient one with excellent stabling
attached.

of the

turf,

The Duke

of Richmond, Mr. Christopher Wilson, father
and several other eminent sportsmen, are also domiciled at

Newmarket during
notoriety.

But the lion of the place will be

the meetings.

the princely mansion

now erecting

for

Mr. Crockford, of ultra-sporting

The pleasaunce

of this insula consists of sixty acres
already inclosed by Mr. Crockford within a high stone wall.
The

houses of the Chifneys are also stylish things.

renowned jockey,
nished

—The

the meetings.

and

when

is

Duke

That of Samuel, the
and very handsomely furof Cleveland occupying apartments in it during
upon a large

scale,

That of William Chifney, the

finished, will be perhaps,

trainer, is

still

barring Crockford's,

larger,

the best

in Newmarket.
Near to the town is the stud farm of Lord
Lowther, where Partisan and a large number of brood mares are kept
the latter working daily on the farm, which is said to be advantageous to them. Within a few miles, we have Lower Hare Park, the

house

—

—
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Mark Wood, with Upper Hare Park, General Grosvenor's,
The stables of Newmarket are not altogether so good as we

seat of Sir

&c. &c.

should expect

Of

them.

find

to

the public ones, perhaps those of

Robinson, Edwards, Stephenson, and Webb's (now Mr. Crockford's)
are the best.

That noble

gift

of Providence, the horse, has not been bestowed

upon mankind without conditions. The first demand upon us is to
treat him well; but, to avail ourselves of his full powers and capacity,
we must take him out of the hands of nature, and place him in those of
art; and no one can look into old works published on this subject, without being surprised with the change that has taken place in the system
of training of the racehorse.

The

'Gentleman's Recreation,' published

nearly a century and a half back, must draw a smile from the modern
trainer,

when he

then subject

—a

reads of the quackery to which the racehorse was

good sack having been one of his daily doses.

pint of

Again, the 'British Sportsman,' by one Squire Osbaldiston, of days

long since gone by, gravely informs

its

necessary to prepare a horse for a race

;

or taken from grass,' he might require two.
juleps and syrups

—'enough

make

to

month

readers that one

but,

he be very

'if

fat

is

or foul,

This wiseacre has also his

a horse sick'

—indeed,

finishing

with the whites of eggs and wine, internally administered, and chafing

On

the legs of his courser with train oil and brandy.
if

these worthies could be brought to

to hear, that

twelve months are

racehorse quite

at

life

now

the top of his

again,

it

considered requisite to bring a

mark

to the post.

system

— exercise,

The

objects of

by medicine, which

the training-groom can only be accomplished
purifies the

the other hand,

would astonish them

which increases muscular strength

and food, which produces vigour beyond what nature imparts.
this is

the superfluities of flesh and

sary to

beyond
skin

To

added the necessary operation of periodical sweating, to remove

is

fat,

their ordinary powers.

his

which process

is

more or

less neces-

animals called upon to engage in corporeal exertions

all

complexion

;

With

and whether

it

either a

man

or a horse, his

be the prize-fighter

jected to this treatment, a lustre of health

is

who

strips

been sub-

in the ring, or the racehorse at the starting-post, that has

exhibited such as no

other system can produce.

The most

difficult points in the trainer's art

have only been called

into practice since the introduction of the one, two, and three-year

old

stakes,

never dreamed of in the days of Childers or Eclipse.

Saving and excepting the treatment of doubtful
has to do in his stable

a young one quite up
wanted.

is

comparatively

to the

The cock was

legs,

whatever else he

trifling to the act

of bringing

mark, and keeping him there

till

he is

sacred to iEsculapius by reason of his well-
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groom be shut

watchfulness, nor should the eye of a training

known

whilst he has an animal of this description under his care, for a change

may

him

take place in

which, like a frost over the blossoms,

in a night,

The immense
now attains in the market,
and much credit is due to the

value again, which

hopes of his success.

will blast all

a very promising colt

adds greatly

to the

charge over him

trainer

who

brings

;

The

whether he be a winner or

his engagements,

him well through

treatment of the seasoned racehorse

is

straight forward, with the exception of

such as are very

keep in place, by reason of constitutional

peculiarities.

have been
cluded

:

work

at

we mean when

are thus treated,

— by indulgence

in their exercise,

not.

comparatively easy and
difficult to

Those which

the season

they are suffered

is

to

con-

gather

to enable them the better to
two hours' walking exercise,
If frost sets in,
they must have a gentle gallop, to keep them quiet.
they are walked in a paddock upon litter, it being considered danWhen the weather is
gerous to take them at that time from home.
flesh, or

become

;

is,

but, in addition to

commence

favourable, they

term

the

'lusty,' as

endure their physic

a course of physic, consisting of three

A

doses, at an interval of about eight days between each.

vast altera-

strength of the doses given, and conse-

tion has taken place in the

quently, accidents from physic

now more rarely

of Barbadoes aloes form the

largest dose at present given to aged

Eight drachms

occur.

horses, with six and a half to four year olds, six to three year olds,
five

to

physic

and

two year

— and

in about

commence

olds,

after

and from three

— they

Christmas

two months before

their first

regular sweats

their

to

four to yearlings.

After

begin to do rather better work,

— the

engagement comes on, they

distance generally four miles.

who are to ride them generally give
by way of feeling their mouths and rousing them,
become shifty, as it is termed, with the boys, who
power over them. The act of sweating the race-

After their last sweat, the jockeys

them a good
for

gallop,

they are apt

to

have not sufficient
horse

is

always a source of anxiety

great

to his trainer,

and particularly so

which he may be a favourite. The
weight of clothes with which he is laden is always dangerous

on the eve of a great race,
and often
ascertain

fatal

to

his legs,

for

and there

is

generally a spy at hand to

whether he pulls up sound or lame.

been written by the author of a

work

late

Some nonsense has

(Scott's Field

about omitting sweating in the process of training
the Chifneys say to this

horses in the

would

find

it

work

They

?

the art, but they are also

are

Sports,)

but what would

;

acknowledged pre-eminent in
to be very severe on their

acknowledged

—and,

without sweating them

necessary to be

much more

in

clothes, they

so than they are.

certain that horses cannot race without doino- severe

work

It is

quite

— but

the
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main point
to resting

to be attended to

As

not to hurry them in their work.

many weeks at a time, as was formerly the case,
now entirely exploded amongst all superior judges,

them

that practice

is,

[April, 1887.

for

is

and experience has proved that not only the racehorse but the hunter
kept going the year round

for being

best

is

With

course.

each,

with man, idleness

as

—

times, gently, of

at

the parent of mis-

is

fortune.

Thucydides says of Themistocles,

he was a good guesser of

that

the future by the past; but this will not do in racing; and not only

prudence but justice
tried at

public

to the

obviously to ascertain the

demands

that a racehorse should be

The

of his training.

different periods

maximum

great point is

first

speed, and the next to discover

how

that is affected by weight; but here there are difficulties against
which no judgment can provide, and which, when the best intentions

have been acted upon, have led
horses, with

which he

is

may

tried

ground, and the manner of running
his capabilities or his action,

The

to false conclusions.

not be quite up to his mark on the day of

and

trial

not be so

it,

may

horse

may

or the horse, or

the nature of the

not likewise be suited to

and

the trial

:

—

his race

may

be very

Chifney, in his Genius Genuine, says, the racehorse

differently run.

Magpie was a hundred and fifty or two hundred yards a better horse
Tiresias won
some days than others, in the distance of two miles
!

Duke of Portland in a canter, to the ruin of many
of the betting men, who thought his chance was gone from his preIt afterwards
vious trial with Snake, who beat him with much ease.
the

Derby

for the

had been owing to the
boy who rode him and he was a bad horse to ride:
indeed, we remember his taking old Clift, his jockey, nearly into
Epsom town before he could pull him up, after winning the race. We

came

out, that his being beaten at the trial

—

incapacity of the

much

are compelled, however, to observe, that

has been resorted

to,

by false accounts of

horses favourites for the great stakes

—

deception in late years

trials,

and thereby making

as in the instances of Panic,

Premier, Swap, the General, Prince Llewellyn, and others

whom
good.

were found

But the

to be as

trial

—some

bad as they had been represented

to

of

be

many years back, at NewA match was made between the
Frampton and Sir W. Strickland, to run two

of trials took place

market, in the time of George
notorious Tregonwell

I.

horses over Newmarket, for a considerable

sum

of

money

;

and the

was heavy between the north and south country sportsmen on
the event. After Sir W. Strickland's horse had been a short time at
Newmarket, Frampton's groom, with the knowledge of his master,
betting

endeavoured
the tveights

to induce the baronet's

groom

to

and distance of the match, and thus

have a private
to

make

trial,

at

the race safe.
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Sir William's

his master of the pro-

posal,

to

be sure to deceive

by putting seven pounds more weight in the stuffing of his
own saddle. Frampton s groom had already done the same thing, and
the other

1

in the trial, Merlin, Sir William's horse, beat his

'Now,' said Frampton

length.

opponent about a

'my fortune

is made,
our horse can run so near Merlin with seven
pounds extra, what will he do in the race?' The betting became
immense. The south country turfites, who had been let into the

and so

is

yours;

to

his satellite,

if

by Frampton, told those from the north, that 'they would bet
them gold against Merlin while gold they had, and then they might
sell their land.'
Both horses came well to the post, and of course
the race came off like the trial.
secret

(To be continued

)

HENRY.
Henry, the renowned competitor of Eclipse, has speedily followed
the shades of Star, Industry, and Tychicus.
He died on the 10th
February last, at his stand, near Richmond, Va. from an attack of
gravel.*

Henry must be regarded
not as

as one of the best sons of Sir Archy.

If

much esteemed on

the turf as Timoleon, Virginian, and Sir
Charles, nor in the stud as the latter or Bertrand, he gained
immortal

honour by his contest with Eclipse. It was not credited in England,
notwithstanding the exploits there, with heavy weights, that
a colt,
not quite four years old, with lOSlbs. on his back, should
run four
miles in 7m. 37s. or that he should repeat, after half an
hour's inter7m. 49s. Carrying the Virginia weight, lOOlbs. for 4 year
he had, the preceding fortnight, won the four mile heats at

val, in

olds,

Newmarket

in the best time

on

that course, with

of four seconds between the heats.
beat in four heats of two miles,

1819.

In

1822-3,

by Washington.

he gathered

only the difference

Tiie preceding year he had been

his

laurels

He was

on the

turf.

foaled in

He

has

name in the stud by the exploits of Post Boy, Henry
Archy, Robin Hood, &c. Eclipse's get out of their dams were
not
equally good.
Would not an impartial judgment be now in Henry's
inscribed his

favour, in comparison with Eclipse?

*A

Richmond paper attributes the death of Henry to an enlarge'A post mortem examination,' says this writer, 'in the presence of a physician of eminence, was made, and the
disease proved to be an
writer in a

ment of the spleen.

enlargement of the spleen, or melt.
the spleen

was such,

that curiosity

The

extraordinary size and appearance of

prompted

its being weighed, and it was found
shape was that of a ham of venison, its length 29 inches,
breadth 13 inches, at the widest extremity, and
attenuated to a longer point at

to

weigh

lt^lbs.

Its

the other end.'

53

.

v.
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ON
Dear
I

Sir

have

DIVISION OF PURSES,

[April, 1637.

&c. &c.

Batesville, Arks. Feb. \2th, 1837.

:

felt

much

curiosity to

know your

ideas relative to a 'division

of purses,' as proposed by John C. Stevens, Esq. and adopted by the

'New York Jockey

When

Club.'

I

shall

have that curiosity

gratified,

would require something of a prophet to foretell, as the November
number of the 'Turf Register,' is the latest date that has been received
The exalted opinion I entertain of Mr. Stevens as a
at this office.*
and the great weight his judgment and experience touching
turf matters have with me, led to a close and an attentive investigation
of the subject on my part. I regret to say I differ widely with him.
turfite,

If in this

country, as in England, single heats were only run, the matbut the American people believe more

could be easily settled

ter

;

strongly in botlom than in speed, and hence it would require much to
make them dispense with heats. The cases cited by Mr. Stevens to

show

that

superior

acknowledge

have had to yield

horses

in a division of purses, but in a different

by Mr.

to

inferior ones,

are strong arguments in favour of a change.

manner

to the

I

I

believe

one proposed

S.

Give the second best horse Virginia rules a certain portion of the
purse, say three-tenths ; the balance to the winner ; a distanced horse to
receive nothing

;

then shorten the distance in four mile heats to eighty

best
yards, and there will be no fear but that every horse does his
heats,
mile
three
in
yards
sixty
distance
the
Make
start.
from the
forty-five yards in

two mile

the doctrine that 'speed

is

heats,

and so on.

I

believe

somewhat

in

bottom.'

hopes the Old Dominion would have had the
Priam, I presume, will
services of Leviathan the coming season.
fashionable horse of
most
the
decidedly
is
he
figure
stand at a high
part,
I would as soon breed from
own
For
my
importations.
the
all

was strongly

I

in

;

Chateau Margaux, Leviathan, Tranby, Luzborough, Rowton, or GlenThe New Yorkers should procure Bertrand, sen. Pacific, or
coe.
Stockholder. Their stock would be benefitted by crossing with either
of the three.
of Eclipse.

The

Old Kentuck has acted wisely in securing the services
few years more and blooded stock will be plenty.

A

importations have been

comprise

many

made with much judgment,

for

they

of the very best English racers and stallions.

scarcely say that the numbers of the Turf Register have
Probably the overloading of
regularly
to all our subscribers.
mailed
been
season,
the mails during the winter, which may be called the documentary
numbers
of
our
some
loss
of
the
possibly
and
;
delay,
the
occasioned
has

[*We need

but

we may now hope

for relief, for a time, at least.

Ed. T. R.]

have not had the leisure

I

of
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my

to take a

Some

hear hunt this winter.

They found them

friends have been out.
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rather scarce, though

they killed some. John Barnet had a beautiful fight with an old he.
Out of six dogs, four were dreadfully crippled, and one killed. It
was a tremendous bear, a huckleberry above poor Davy Crockett's,
for, though very lean, it weighed upwards of 400
had it have cut
;

about eight inches, the weight would have been 800.

John

killed

an old she and three or four cubs that he found in a hole a few weeks

ago

;

and since

that,

Deer

used up a couple of old panthers.

abundant; a man between

this

and the Rock killed forty

Turkies are as thick as 'Benton mint drops' among the

Geese have been very plenty

— swans

are very

in three days.
'spoilers.'

Truly yours,

scarce.

N. of Arkansas.

PRIAM.
Mr. Editor:

The

by the

great interest manifested

splendid horse, 'the

first

of

public, in relation to this

or perhaps, any day,'*

his,

high estimate of the value of this importation.
for several days, feared that

was

he was

lost, as the

shows

At one time,

it

their

was,

ship in which he came

said to be badly supplied with hands, and in a leaky condition

when she

sailed.

have been

much

But

this,

exaggerated.

most other rumours, turns out to
Priam has arrived safely, and is safely

like

and breeders may congratulate themselves that they have an
;
opportunity of getting stock from 'the best horse of modern times.'*
He is likely to be the most valuable and highly prized of all imporlanded

tations ever

made

into this country, as he unquestionably enjoys the

highest character, and

is

withal the most costly.

no horse of the present century
and

believed by

it is

many

England,

in

that he

is

country.

He

poraries.

At three years old, Priam

bad management.
five

The

At four years

the best horse ever bred in that

won

years old, he started four

beaten once, a mile and a quarter,

Priam against the

field,

five

all

eight times, and

he

when

his

cotem-

was beaten,

inferior, for the Leger,

won six times
times, won three

old,

character of

so high as Priam's,

stood in public estimation vastly before

half a length, by Birmingham, greatly his

At

is

without
times,

and was

the betting was 4 to

horses starting, and

when

by

losino-.

1

on

he ought to

have won.

Priam won
quite

13,000

Camarine, and a
*

three years, seventeen prizes,

in

gs.

and

lost

forfeit to

These

twice.

He

amounting

also paid a

to

nearly or

compromise

Emancipation, giving him 9lbs.

in a

are quotations from the English sporting works.

to

match.
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His losings were less than 400

He

miles or upwards

gs.

carried \bAlbs.

[April, 1837.

He won all his races of two
when five years old, beating

Round course, nearly four miles.
under the present system of handicapping, by which Priam
He was always handioften carried more than his proper weight.
the best mare of her day, easily, the

And

this

capped highest, and always the favourite.

A

career so splendid, so successful under unequal circumstances,

so perfectly decisive of his great superiority overall his cotemporaries,

cannot be found

in the sporting

Let any one

annals of any country.

take the trouble to look over the performances of Shark, Buzzard,

at

most distinguished
any time, and compare them

with Priam's, and he will be astonished

at the unparalleled brilliancy

DIomed, and

the other best imported horses, or the

horses that have figured

England

in

of his performances.

Priam has been covering

in

England,

at thirty-one sovereigns,

and

has had some of the best mares, amongst them the dam of Rowton,
He covered a
the dam of Velocipede, the dam of Glencoe, &c. &c.

number of mares. I learn it is intended by his present owners
put him at the same price, at which he covered in England, say

limited
to

$150, with the privilege of putting again,

case

in

of

failure,

for

owner of the mare
may choose. All things considered, he covers on more favourable
terms to the breeder than any horse I know. However, the price of

money

nothing, or having the

such a horse as Priam,

is

less an object of

his being limited to such a
justice at his hands,

returned, as the

which

importance than the

number of mares
is

as shall receive

the intention of his owners.

of

fact

ample

Many

mares are already engaged, and on their way to him or with him,
such as Isabella, Flirtilla, Flirtilla, jr. Sally Hope, Bustle, Pera, Water

fine

Witch, Clara Fisher, &c. &c.
Priam, I have seen, and found him a handsomer horse even than
expected.

He

indeed a most splendid horse

is

;

I

large, being full sixteen

hands high, with a plenty of bone and muscle, very strong and very
No painting that I have seen, has done him justice. The
beautiful.
picture in the English Sporting Magazine, and the one in the New
Sporting Magazine, both
It is

so well

known

success last year, that

fall

short of the original.

that Priam's colts ran with great credit
it is

unnecessary

to

andI

speak particularly of them

he had more two year old winners than Emilius, Sultan
or
any other stallion, and several very good winners, is
Velocipede,
His stock have all oi
sufficient evidence of his getting racing stock.

The

fact that

them shown

great stoutness.

In speaking of
I

Priam's terms being very favourable

to the breeder,

mean, viewing his price of covering in England, his cost, the per-

:

Vol.

8.
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colts, his blood, his size

and form, his

racing character, and the privilege of putting again in case of failure,

Priam's terms are more favourable to our

equivalent to an insurance.
breeders, than they were

to

breeders in England,} since

the

much by

horses have risen in price very

crossing the Atlantic

some
;

one

($15 and $-5) covering here
Who that has
at $80, and some others presuming nearly as much.
a fine mare would hesitate about giving $50 or $100 more for a
and 5

that covered there at 3 gs.

Priam
price?

colt, rather

Would

gs.

than breed her to any inferior horse at an inferior

not the greater value of the Priam colt more likely

exceed $500, than the extra

$50

or

$100?
A, E. C.

REGATTA AT

ST.

SIMON'S ISLAND.
Frederica, January 2Qth, 1837.

The

Aquatic Club of Georgia met at Frederica,

with their rcee boats on the 13th January.

Simon's island,

St.

The weather was

fair

and

calm, and the following races took place
1st.

Col. Dubignon's boat Goddess of Liberty, against Mr. Demere's

Columbia, both six oared, and about the same size

;

but,

by agree-

ment, the Goddess was rowed with four oars only, and the Columbia

with her

full

complement

— and

for this advantage in favour of the

Columbia, the Goddess was given two lengths, (sixty-four

feet.)

The

was against the tide, and the distance half a mile. Won by the
Goddess by eight feet, not including the odds allowed her for giving
race

vp

tivo oars.

Time

not reported.

2nd. Col. Dubignon's Goddess of Liberty, against Capt. Richard

Floyd's Devil's Darning Needle

— each

six oars.

This match pro-

duced much excitement, and considerable betting. The boats had
contended last year at St. Mary's, running with the current, and the

Goddess was victorious, but her friends thought
the tide, she could beat the Goddess.

The

Devil's Darning Needle

was

steered

that in a race against

by Capt. Richard Floyd,

and rowed by Mr. Nightingale's famous oarsmen. The Goddess was
managed by Capt. Thomas F. Bryan, and rowed by his oarsmen, not
less

famous than Mr. Nightingale's. A bend in the course of the
from the spectators, at starting, but the firing

river concealed the boats

of a gun announced that they were

off,

and every eye was eagerly

directed to the first point for their appearance.

The Goddess was

about half a length ahead of the Darning Needle, and she
continued to maintain this advantage in their rapid approach to the
seen

first

judges' stand, while the rival oarsmen put forth the utmost skill and
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On

strength for victory.

and

fifty

[April, 1837.

turning a second point, about one hundred

yards from the judges' stand, the Goddess being inside, or

nearest the point, was approached so near

by the Darning Needle

that

the forward oars of the latter struck on the larboard quarter of the

Goddess, and a small

Goddess

her, and she

ensued among the oarsmen, in which the

Capt. Bryan, however, succeeded in extricating

came out alone

having halted

fiat,

which was unavoidable,

as the boat is

and was steered by an oar on a pivot, which

the steering difficult, even

determined in

Darning Needle

to the judges' stand, the

after the accident,

extremely long and

made

scuffle

an oar.

lost

on a

favour of the Goddess

Time

three quarters of a mile.

The

straight line.

— distance

(of the

a

Goddess)

good, considering that the race was against a strong

was

and a half

five

minutes, including that lost by the entanglement, which

race

upwards of

little

is

extremely

tide,

and the

course was serpentine.

For a description of the Goddess and the Devil's Darning Needle,
their celebrated race at St. Mary's last year, see Turf Register for

and

March, 1836.
3d. Mr. Demere's Columbia, six
Volant, four oars,
half a mile

won by

— time not reported.

savannah Georgian

oars, against

the former

by two

Mr. Samuel Floyd's
Distance about

lengths.

Henry Dubignon,
Charles R. Floyd,
Secretaries A. C. G.

]

(Extract of a Letter to the Editor.)

DORSEY STAKES,
A

rainy day has given

me

&c.

an opportunity to look

Stakes over the Central Course, Baltimore, this spring.
race well worth seeing

—

better

entries forty-eight are got

English stallions, as follows

worth the winning.

by American
:

stallions,

at the
It

Dorsey

must be a

Of sixty-two

and fourteen by

—
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Could you

much

not, (without

how many

trouble.) ascertain

April

number

?*

I

am

many would

sure

prospects for the great race.
the training stable.

Col.

I

be

know nothing of others.
commenced training

P. White has

J.

expects to

come

—

I

pleased to

first

know

the

and in

in fine order

campaign, and

for the

The Tappahannock

in for a share of the big things.

Jockey Club races probably may be the
river

much

Nos. 36 and 57 are

of

your

these sixty-two colts are in training, and inform your readers in

James

races north of

guess there will be two sweepstakes, the proprietor's purse,

and the Jockey Club purse of $300, three mile heats. This course
has always been well attended, and the next meeting promises to be
unusually interesting, as more horses will be on the turf this spring,
than ever before in the country.

Georgetown, Ky. Feb. 22, 1837.
Mr. Editor
The February number of your Register, contains two communications from Col. E. M. Waggener, of Adair county, Ky. in one of
which the writer says, 'he (Selim) sired Buford's Moses, who sired
for Col. Buford and
the dam of Rodolph.' This is a small mistake
:

;

the

all

authorities

(except

Col.

Waggener) say

The

Buford's Moses, was got by Sir Harry.

that

Haxall's or

Arabian Selim then

is

not

but doubtless
the common ancestor of Carolinian, Jr. and Rodolph
these distinguished horses are related in some other way. At any rate
;

they ought to be cousins

Of

if

they are not.

Col. Waggener's horse Ratler, and

mances over the Burksville course,

his extraordinary perfor-

cannot speak as positively as in

I

the Selim case, having never heard before of the horse or the race

course.

not be

believe Burksville

I
'-in

a

corner,''

is

not quite a city, and though

yet by some,

is

it

it

may

considered rather out of the

However, the Burksville course will be famous through all
it was that Ratler ran his mile in lm. 58s.
and two miles in 4m. the while 'the track very heavy and the field
covered with snow eight inches deep!!'' I would advise the Col. to
re-examine his facts, and ascertain whether the course was measured
way.

time to come; for there

by stepping or by chain
may be) was too short

— whether the

step or the chain (as the case

— whether the second

fast

*

enough
So

far as

;

for

we

although time

can learn nearly

heard of none that are not.
t

all

hand of the watch ran

not have different paces,! some-

may

the colts are in training.

We

have so

far

Ed. Turf Reg.

Shakspeare somewhere says that time has many paces; if this be true (and
is high authority) perhaps Ratler in his match against time, did not

Shakspeare
find his

adversary in the best

mood

for a race.
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times watches have.

or Rodolph, or any

world

the

And

if after

this

scrutiny, the Col. shall be

every thing was right, he need not fear

satisfied that

made of horse

thing

[April, 1837

flesh.

to

meet Bascomb
beat

Ratler can

leisure style without the touch of whip or spur.'

'in

fame instead of being confined to Burksville and thereabouts, should- be co-extensive with the United States; and then>
$4,000, now 'a little over half his value,' would be scarcely one-

Then

his

Ky.

fourth of his price.

OLD PEDIGREES,

SWISS,

MERMAN, MARGRAVE,

&c.

[The following letter from one of our oldest and most valued correspondent, accompanied some pedigrees, which will be found under the
are not sure that the author intended the letter for
proper head.

We

name. His opinion of horses, howand Ave therefore preserve it in this form.]

publication, and therefore omit his

ever,

is

too valuable to be lost,

Mr. Editor

February

:

have now, and for some time

I

past, so little

sporting public and with other breeders, that

mation for the Turf Register, and but

The above

is,

in

my

little

I

19, 1837.

intercourse with the

have very

little

infor-

stock for the Stud Book.

opinion, worthy of preservation.

Fanny Foster

was a splendid mare. Her four fillies by Cceur de Lion were very
good, and Mary Morton, Louisa, and the Bagdad filly of last spring, rank
Weakley's little grey mare is in good form, and
well with fine stock.
skin as soft as

silk.

Royal Medley was by imp. Royalist, of the

Medley mare brought here by the President, her dam by Old Fearnought, Old Jolly Roger, &c. Bompard was brought from Virginia
by Obscurity, out of a Fearnought, and Weakley's Wildair was by
Sy mines' Wildair out of a Fearnought, but their remote ancestry on
the dam's side

I

am

unable here to trace.

Swiss has just arrived

man

is

at

Sumners'.

1

have not yet seen him.

very game-like, but rather slender.

stock are plain, but prodigiously powerful.
as

any horse of his

size.

Margrave

is

Mer-

Colden says the Muley
Leviathan

is

as

comely

not only the most powerful,

but with the exception of his head, has as

much symmetry, and

as

high racing form as any horse I have seen. The head is bony, the
eye, lips, and nostrils superior, but the ear is too large, and not in

good form, and head too long and awkward, and requires repeated and
close examination to

make

it

even bearable.

Yours

truly,

.
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ON BREEDING HOUNDS.
While the hunter has been the subject of almost constant panegyric
it seems to me somewhat strange that the merits
in fact,
of his companion, the hound, should be so much overlooked
I scarcely know of an author who has done justice to his combined

with sporting writers,

;

good

and stoutness.
'Nimrod' would take the hound under his protection, and

qualities of sagacity, courage,

Oh

that

from his stores of information show him up as he deserves

It is

.'

true

he has described the shape of certain hounds; but from such a pen as
his I should glory in seeing their -performances recorded.

he become the biographer of celebrated hounds,

increased interest the monthly appearance of the
difference

I

call

N.

S.

The

M.

in-

have witnessed on so many occasions has often exceed-

Out of a

ingly surprised me.

who

Should

should expect with

I

of one hundred and

field

fifty

persons,

themselves sportsmen, you will not see more than two or

three noticing the hounds.

men, who, from
saddle, and

After spending the evening with sports-

their conversation,

who seemed

earthly enjoyments,

I

to

might be supposed

to live in the

consider hunting as the greatest of

all

have gone into a kennel the next morning with

those very men, and observed that though they constantly and regu-

hunted with them, they did not

larly

hound; and while

I

know

the

name of

a single

have been in conversation with the huntsman,

have seen them stand with their backs against the wall as unconcerned
as

if

they were amid a flock of sheep.

me

he stands before you, and show

Look

at a perfect

fox-hound as

an animal in the whole creation so

admirably formed for speed and endurance

!

Although, during a chase,

he not unfrequently covers nearly twice as much ground, yet he
the fox, the deer, and the horse.

In pursuit of his

plunges into the rapid stream, dashes impetuously
steep,

game he

down

tires

fearlessly

the dangerous

and unhesitatingly forces his way through the prickly gorse

and thickly entangled thorns and

briers.

Look

at

morning, as with a groan, expressive of his pain, he

him

the next

stiffly rises

from

the bench, his chest raw, his stern half stripped, his nose swelled, and
his eyes sore

;

and although he can scarcely see you, yet when he

hears your voice, he gently hails

Your kindly
his activity,

you with

a

whine of recognition.

notice cheers him, he forgets his sores, soon recovers

and

is

ready for your service again.

The man who ean

witness this, and be unmindful of the merits of the hound,

is

unworthy

of participating in the joys of the chase.

Although

I

have

said, in a

every description of hound.

I

former number, that

would not have

it

I

have possessed

supposed that

I

am

a

person of extensive possessions, and keeping a splendid hunting esta-

54

v.8
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blishment; on the contrary,
I

sum

set apart a certain

I

have a very limited income, out of which

and am desirous of obtaining
expense, and

for hunting,

the greatest possible

quantum of

have so contrived

as to have

it

at the least possible

it,

had

I

days a week during

at least four

Although

the season, for the last thirty years.
cultivated neighbourhood,

[April,1837

and highly

in a rich

have, from the kindness of the surround-

ing gentrv and farmers, an unmolested range over a great extent of
country.

and
to

to

my

have thus been enabled to indulge in

1

make those experiments with hounds, which

favourite fancy,
I

am now

about

communicate.

The hound

I

had been accustomed

who was

hunted, and

was a

to in early life,

legged bony harrier, kept by a relation with

whom

so prejudiced in favour of his

short-

I

constantly

own

breed, that

he refused to cross them, and bred in and in for such a length of time
After he gave
that they became very slack, and had no press in them.
them up, I accidentally saw Lord Maynard's beagles out, and was

As a proof of

delighted with them.

their excellence, they

were con-

sidered worthy of a place in the kennel of George the Fourth.

succeeded in procuring a couple of bitches

was every thing,
They would kill

as far as their

in

power went,

I

whelp, and the produce
that

had anticipated.

I

was

their first hare beautifully, but if the country

deep, from their want of bone, before they could finish the second

they were spun up.

I

long had a notion that the disparity in the

olfactory organs of dogs of different kinds,

was not so great

was

as

generally supposed, but that the difference lay in the application of
their

powers

;

and

I

was confirmed

day, in rabbit shooting, a Butch

in

my

opinion by observing one

pug go away with

a hare,

which he

ran for a quarter of an hour as steadily as any harrier.
I

next resolved

to

make

some

by which

the beagles the standard

old Southerns, and tried them at a

trail

stain of sheep,

ten minutes to do
lost

my

mazes of

what might be done

in one,

and

I

am

in killing their hare, if

the Southern the objection

is still

I

must confess

when
but

;

warm

;

1

the

all
it

done

care not

how

I

like

they do but keep moving.

greater.

I

a gentle feel

delighted to see

by the hound

quick to keep us something like

long they are

is

difficulty.

the chase fairly unravelled

sufficiently

At a dirty gate-

they would hunt inch by inch, and take

patience at seeing them pottering so long,

forward would get over the

might

first

complaint against the beagles was a want of press.

way, or the

[

mixed with them
on some grass land. My

test the excellence of every kind of hound, and

His dull monotonous

To
toll

unpleasing, for after throwing up his head with a roar, sufficient to

shake the

tiles off a

house, to announce that the hare has done some-

thing which she alone could do for herself, he will go back five

;

Vol.

8.

No.

minutes
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same spot and again make proclamation of his disis no enduring this on a cold day, unless with

after to the

Now

covery.
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there

The

a great coat on, and the ears stuffed with cotton.

activity of the

beagle at least gives you hope, although they bustle about and cover,

no more ground than,

to

their activity is exciting,

use an elegant term,

my

round

'all

and keeps the mind occupied.

hat,'

yet

In the harrier

you run into the other extreme; there is a flashiness about them that
makes you fear they have gone with their heads up, over the scent
and you never feel satisfied that the ground has been fairly covered
for instead of trying for

it

they are looking at each other, and

hound puts his nose down, they dash
push him on, more particularly if they
If the scent is

good, and but few

a merry burst

for forty

of good old steady line

him, and should

at

if

be

it

a

riot,

are too free with their tongues.

they will give you
you have a couple or two
hunting hounds, you may get up to puss and

minutes

difficulties occur,

and

;

if

kill her.

My

was with

and

I

heard so

much

extraordinary tenderness of their noses, that

I

watched

this

next

trial

a blood-hound,

ment with more than common
after he

attention.

I

entered him at hare, and

had been well blooded, a steadier or better hound

would wish

to follow,

had better back,

legs,

of the

experi-

never

I

but he could not stand the work, although he

and

feet than

blood-hounds generally have

;

the

pace told on him, and he betrayed a want of stoutness.

had long been prejudiced

I

have a

to

man,' the

late

I

which he had had

in a draft

very steadily, and

found

had

on

satisfied

and

;

stain,

They

from Lord Fitzvvilliam.

this great

entered

advantage in them, that after they

themselves where the line of scent was, they would

country where your hare

all

have entered

many young fox-hounds

feel

constantly running

the others were puzzling about

they would go forward beyond

satisfied, that a

is

Perhaps ten times a day

this is of essential service.

would occur, and while

sheep
I

I

in a turnip

through sheep,
this

favour of the fox-hound, and in order

in

was presented by that real 'old English gentleMr. Hanbury, with a couple of large powerful bitches,

fair trial,

it,

on the

and recover the scent.

since, and

feel

thoroughly

fox-hound will hunt as low a scent as any species of

let him alone, and that the only difference lies in
manner they are hunted. Take a long pole, and go on foot, and
you may teach them to hunt a hare from morning till night, as well

hound, provided you
the

as a

pack of Southerns.

noise about

it,

It

is

as well as the bellowing of the other.

am

not fond of a 'tonguey' hound, and

opinion, that a

hound cannot be

make
show you

they will not

true

but the feathering of the one will
I

freely

am

so

much

the line,

acknowledge, that

entirely of

I

Mr. Meynell's

too silent, particularly a

young one.
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If

he

tongue as a puppy, he

free of his

is

a babbler; and of

A

contagious.

a pack, that

all vices in

hound, like man,

of education; what

is,

of a fox than any other hound

is,

almost certain to become

is

the greatest and the most

is

in a great measure, the creature

called a fox-hound,

is

[April, 1837.

is

not naturally more fond

but from his size and power he

better adapted for that particular chase, and

man

is

has encouraged him

it, and made it his business.
When I had the two aforesaid bitches
from Mr. Hanbury, and nobody will deny that they were thoroughbred, one of them was rather wide in a field one day, when a fox

in

jumped out of

down wind.

From

hearing

a shout, and seeing the others, she dashed at him, but the

moment

she crossed the line of scent, she stopped suddenly short.

About a

week

a hedge and ran past her

ago, a fox rolled out of a stubble shock before those

I

have now,

and although there are several young fox-hounds among them, yet

when he broke view
of them

them,

they did not care to hunt

my

and came to

left

indeed a couple

it;

horse, and instead of being angry with

The

regarded their indifference as a proof of their steadiness.

1

others were very careless about

and soon gave

it,

it

When we

up.

we

consider the care and attention with which fox-hounds are bred,

need not be surprised

However breeders may

at their excellence.

opinions as to large and small ones, there can be no

differ in their

doubt but they agree
their steadiness

breeding from hounds which are noted for

in

and invincible stoutness.

In hare hunting with

dwarf

fox-hounds, you must be as silent as an oyster crossed in love, and

keep

far

enough behind them.

When

on

any mischief, and the least
make them flashy but sit
still, hold your tongue, and let them alone, and you will find they
will hunt through their difficulties, and give you a beautiful run of an
hour and a half. But if you mar the spit, and cap them to views,
their mettle they are ripe for

noise or pressing upon them will be sure to

and halloos,
if

there

is

why

in fifteen or

a scent

—

if

distinguishes them,

not,

if

twenty minutes puss

you may hunt

it

is

yourself.

in the hare case,

The dash

properly regulated, will render them

They

whatever they pursue.

;

that

fatal

to

which

are like a high couraged horse,

properly handled will be every thing you can wish, but hurry or
irritate them, and they will both get into mischief.
Young hounds
are often

condemned

for being slack

and not entering, but

hesitation in saying that the very best hounds,

slow

to enter;

and Beckford.
arrogance on

and
It

in that

opinion

I

am

sometimes appears

my part,

my

purpose

is

answered.

it

I

have no

have ever seen, were

borne out both by Somerville

me

to attempt a subject

have so well and so ably written, but
another,

to

I

an unpardonable piece of

on which the above authors

amuses me, and

if it

amuses

AND SPORTING MAGAZINE.
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Vol. 8.

As

it is

my

rather applicable to

purpose,

I

3G9

cannot in a better place,

Mr. Lethbridge, in

notice the observations of your correspondent,

volume 10th of the N. S. M. page 138. I was
he mentions, and saw the 'white Collar,' and

human countenance,

I

know any one

do not

at the
if

I

beg

The

small hounds the best

question he appears to raise

And he himself seems

?'

small ones, and so would any one

Any

as well.

feeder will

can be kept at a

much

you

tell

when

an
of

if

is,

'are large

prefer the

to

they would answer the purpose

hounds

expense than forty couple of large ones

less

is

an object

these

is

;

difficult

subscriptions, like an old maid's valentines, and a 'poor

gentleman's' rents,

come slowly

kennel in

its

with him

in selecting a neat

centre,

In a light country,

in.

and for short days,

with the Cambridgeshire,

hounds?

spirit

that fifty couple of small

and the keep of ten couple of hounds
times,

same

in the

combat his reasoning on the comparative excellence

to

of the different packs.
or

of the

less inclined to say

unkind or ungenerous thing than the wearer, and
fairness,

warren on the day

am any judge

I

Their kennel

is

I

with the

go the whole length

will

little hound.
But how stands the case
which are designated as coarse looking
quite out of their country, and more than

four miles from their nearest cover, (for the warren

only a prelude

is

two most distant ones, viz. Brampton and
Madingley, twenty, making an average of twelve miles to cover;
their country too is exceedingly heavy, and chiefly under the plough.
Now what could such hounds as the little bitches of Mr. Dansey

to a

draw,)

and

their

(which are held up
at half past

for admiration) do,

seven in the morning, (as

eight in the evening, with perhaps a
leg, the greater part of the

How

often have

I

hill,

;

and

how

1

was

kennel

pound of clay hanging

to

each

?

at the

the

a stickler for small hounds,

work
I

little

ones frisking in

end of twenty minutes more, on

often have

away from them, and doing all

to leave their

often the case.) and return at

seen in the morning, the

front for thirty minutes

climbing a heavy

day

were they

is

I
!

seen the big ones stealing

When,

like

Mr. Lethbridge,

often asked myself

if I

could be

right in entertaining an opinion opposite to the practice of the present

renowned John Warde and observation
me I was wrong, and I am not ashamed
to avow it; and if I were to become a breeder of fox-hounds, I should
'Whatever you
adopt the advice of the dying huntsman to his son
I now take the opportudo, Tom, breed them with plenty of bone ."
nity of offering a suggestion, which I hope will be taken up by some

father of fox-hunting,

the

;

and experience has convinced

:

influential individual,

and which, about ten years since,

Mr. Hanbury, the intimate friend of Colonel Cook,

was compiling

his

—

book on Fox-hunting, and who,

I

who

I

hinted to

at that

time

have every reason

;
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adopted the sentiment.

to think,

but

do remember about

I

have not, indeed, seen the work,

I

that time,

[April, 1837.

in the

some observations appeared

Old Sporting Magazine, by Nimrod, opposing it on the ground that no
two men had yet agreed what a perfect fox-hound is. What I ventured
to suggest was, that there should be annually at Tattersall's, on the

Monday

Derby week, when

in the

the greater part of the masters of

hounds are in town, an exhibition of young hounds of that season;
and that a cup of the value of thirty or fifty sovereigns, raised by
subscription, should be presented to the breeder of the best.

It

cannot

be denied that the breed of cattle has been improved, and that the

beauty of flowers, and the speed of greyhounds have been increased

by competition
the shade

in

cups

why

;

then should the fox-hound languish

hope the day

I

when huntsmen

not far distant

is

enabled to point out to the

be

will

for

?

field

Hhe hound that won the

cup.''

I

cannot close this article without calling the attention of

men

to

an

which,

evil

snaring of foxes.

poachers

and

done

is

know where

in

is

all

sports-

increasing; and that

When

the following manner.

the hounds meet, they go into the high

runs with double snares

set several

fitting

It

regret to say,

I

that

;

is,

are,

wood

two snares exactly

They

each other, and pegged on each side of the run.

themselves between the snares, which

is,

the

then place

perhaps, forty yards apart,

and as the hounds bring him round they drive him into the snares
and as he is double pegged, he cannot turn to bite or break the wire.

They

pop him

instantly

get clear off; and

a hundred

into a sack,

all this is

till

they have an opportunity to

frequently done in a cover surrounded

sportsmen, without one

suspecting, the cause of reynard not

of them discovering,

making

by

or even

his appearance.

Thistlewhipper.
New

Sporting Magazine.]

OLD VAN TROMP— INQUIRY.
Mr. Editor

Columbia, Adair Co. Ky. March 10, 1837.

:

Having recently purchased a brown stallion as being 'Old Van
Tromp, bred by Mr. John R. Eaton,' by Sir Hal, dam by imported
Coeur de Lion

— imp.

Mexican

— Old

Cub

— Old

Fearnought

—Jolly

— imp. mare Kitty Fisher— did intend sending you an additional
memoranda for publication in the Register, — but on examination of
Roger
P.

N. Edgar's Stud book,

one eye

!

Now

of Eaton's old Van

of 'one eye,'

—

I

the horse

this

find
I

Tromp,

he

is

there recorded as being blind of

have bought comes up
in

to the description

every particular, except the blindness

horse having two good eyes.

I

am

therefore, as

Vol.8. No.
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well as those around me, led to doubt whether

371

my

horse be the 'Old

There may have been a fraud practised
on me in the sale of him. It may be that Mr. Edgar is mistaken in
I therefore withhold any further
recording him as 'blind of one eye.'
notice of him until the fact be ascertained and put to rest through your
Register.
For which purpose I hope you will make the proper inquiry
in your next number, by requesting all, or any person who knows

Van Trornp'

bred by Eaton.

Van Tromp, bred by Mr.

'Old

Eaton,' to give information touching the

point of 'blindness of one eye'

raced

—

is

the information asked, and

ness do so

to

—

as

I

hope will with pleasure and prompt-

must be conceded

it

a duty

such information when requested

all

last

Messrs. Eaton, or some other gentleman, surely can give

stood, &c.
all

— how old he — when and where he
— whom sold — where he

his character as a racehorse

we
when

channel through which
fraud and imposition
attempted.

The

horse

we owe each

it

may hereafter be
me a high price from
Van Tromp bred by Eaton, I am

shall

have been, or

—

claims on the public attention until

to press his
I

do hope you will aid

the Register to set the matter to rights with as

am

mode and

have bought has cost

I

those doubts are cleared up> and

I

other to give

being the only

it

can arrive at truth, and put a check to

the doubts held of his being the

unable and unwilling

—

sir,

little

me

through

delay as possible.

respectfully,

Edmund M. Waggener,

COCK SHOOTING
Towards
in

IN

THE FOREST.

the close of the last season,

Lord Westmoreland's

forest,

when

I

was out

several times

our business being rabbit shooting,

only flushed the woodcocks incidentally, not beating for them
regular manner.

In this

in a morning, and

and

I

felt

to

my

after this

I

friend,

woodcocks alone

was called from home, and on

mise in mind, and determined
in

and on mentioning

;

Mr. Berkley, he promised to gratify me.

my

too far advanced for any prospect of sport.

cocks

any numbers,

a

or two couple of cocks were killed

extremely desirous of having a day set apart,

to beat the forest for

wish

way one

we

in

to be

this season,

I

return the season

however bore

upon the

amongst them.

It is

first

my

Shortly

was

his pro-

appearance of

a noble place, that

far-spreading old forest, well stocked with well-grown trees,

among

which the towering oak is the most conspicuous, affording excellent
covers for game of all kinds, and food for them in abundance.
Here
are partridges in great plenty when the stubbles are pecked and the
fields become bare, and woodcocks and snipes in great flights as
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The

and hares, pheasants, and rabbits always.

forest extending over

many thousand

strictly

acres, is

preserved by

From its extent, and
Lord Westmoreland, and a noble preserve it is.
the variety and abundance of game within its boundary, it is unquestionably one of the first in England.
In my estimation half the delight
arising

from

sports consists in having a fine wild country to beat

field

over; the majesty of the rising hills and calm beauty of the valleys,

studded with woods, and intersected by streams, have charms in themselves for the mind, even

A

the excitement of sport be wanting.

if

day having been appointed, we agreed

meet

to

and beat towards Reedshaw's and thence back

to

at Gordon's-lodge,

Moorhay-lawn, the

keepers having reported that several cocks had been seen

the

in

two previous days. Well knowing the uncertainty
of the stay of the woodcock, I was not without apprehensions that
they might have shifted their ground during the day and night which

ridings during the

had elapsed since

was

I

invited to join the intended party.

It

is

observed in an intelligent and most interesting work,* that the snipe
family in general, and woodcocks in particular, seem to be amongst
the

most meterological of

birds.

cious shifting of their ground,

is

That sudden, and seemingly

capri-

doubtless determined by a perception

of approaching changes of the weather, which to our comprehension

appears almost prophetic.

We

found the men and dogs ready

— the

latter

very

for,

and might expect

but

little

to

amuse

to see in

As

such a domain.

spaniels,

fine

steady, and free from hare and rabbit; just such as one

would wish

there generally

is

in the record of a day's shooting, in a well-stocked

preserve in the heart of England, although the death of every bird or

hare
I

may

possess an interest with the sportsman

will therefore forego

any lengthened attempt

ceed with such incidents and information as

who

brings

at description,

may

it

down,

and pro-

appear worthy the

'notice of the sportsman.
I

was

which

I

the

first in

the forest

the bird close at

my

tance he was off

when

I

was unable

We

to find

who had

The

brought down.

To my

foot.
I

him

fired,

—

a shot that day, at a large cock,

shot was an easy one,

on going up

to the spot

this occasion, so I

became

degree a retriever myself, and ultimately recovered
plan of looking for him was the following

:

where he

I

my

called for

*

for n^ar a

hundred yards, and

in a great

game.

My

one of the

keepers to bring a steady spaniel, and with his assistance,

on a hare track

fell,

had been only winged.

in short the bird

had no retriever with us on

having flushed

I

surprise, considering the short dis-

I

followed

there, beneath a small

Mudie's 'Feathered Tribes of the British

Islands.'

8

vol.

No.

s.

and Sporting magazine.

y.j

we found

alder,

wounded

the

bird.

very open place, and no retriever
given

to be

or grass,

resignation to

is

loss

its

hand,
but

;

path which presents

itself,

if

I

fall

winged,

in a

believe the best advice

among underwood

it fall

down

will either remain there or run

it

woodcock

a

If

is at

o't'S

the

first

and by following on the

hare or rabbit
of these,

trail

if

more than one, the sportsman will, in live cases out of six,
We went on successfully for
with almost any dog, recover his bird
near an hour, two and a half couple of cocks having been bagged without any incident worthy of note, except that some were declared to be
well killed as they fell to the gun, and others took two and even three
From the excellence of the dogs, and
shots before they came down.
there be

the

good

which we kept, no bird had hitherto escaped

line

the

;

first

that

went away without a shot was flushed

line

of guns, and came careering across me, and almost immediately

two hundred yards of

after pitched within

saw him go down,

as

I

On

were wrong, and
vance.

I

to find

one

A

who was

itself,

cock was

stood.

more open space, was of
it

at least fifty

walked on and flushed the

or a riding or any track-way

regard

I

me

struck

that

yards further

where

bird

I

in

the

we
ad-

expected

There was an open space

near, the cocks will not pitch

is

these places.

in

to pitch as to the place

Thus,

itself.

wood,

the side of a high

six yards into

it,

while on the other hand,

wood,

mostly alight

will

In

marking a cock as

be paid to the neighbourhood of the place where he

is to

young spring by
it

I

of the

yards from the oak, and whenever such a spot presents

fifty

seems

left

experience in woodcock shooting will enable any

amongst the underwood, but

much

in a

shot on a similar occasion.

to get a

about

that the

little

where

the place

our drawing near the spot

therefore

it.

extreme

thought, very clearly, to the right of an oak,

and one of the beaters,

same opinion.

to the

in

it

if

a bird drop in the

will assuredly run about

if it

pitch

some open space

in

among the high
Woodcocks

it.

feed only during the night, or in the twilight, reposing

all

day.

They

generally select for their resting place a dry spot, at the roots of trees,

where the

fallen leaves are

strewn thickest, or where the withered

is always made in the near
which form their principal, though
by no means exclusive feeding grounds. The woodcock's bill is
extremely sensitive, which will account for the otherwise inexplicable

grass

is

long.

This

selection,

neighbourhood of marshy

cause of

its

sudden

flight

however,

spots,

and re-appearance, accordingly as the frost

upon the earth's surface or the atmosphere affects the
worms and insects upon which the bird feeds. They always wash

or dearth acts

;

their bills after feeding,

springs,

and hence

by the margins of

rivulets

it

is

that so

many

these birds lesort towards inorning for that purpose.

j5

v.

are taken in

and other small streams,

to

which

—

:
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one o'clock we had finished our luncheon and were ready

for a

fresh beat, the last hour and a half having been rather unproductive of

The number of cocks killed up to this hour was five couple.
Whatever might be our success among the woodcocks during the

sport.

afternoon, a rich treat awaited us in the beautiful forest scenery that

was displayed

most pleasing aspect

to us in its

we continued

as

to

beat for our game.

For half a mile we had

to traverse a declivity clothed with all the

richness of the autumnal foliage, at the bottom of which there flowed
a gentle stream, while
trotted

slowly

down

the deer grazed in quiet along

its

banks, or

To

the avenues at the bottom of the valley.

show

to the beauties of the scene, there

was

gregated on the

probably by

hill side, attracted

a fine

its

sheltered situation,

and the sunshine which then mildly beamed upon

The bushes seemed

alive with hares

and rabbits;

among

spaniels were hunting beautifully

add

of pheasants con-

it

from the west.

— twelve

couple of

the fern and long grass before

us, while the partridges rose in packs from the more open spaces,
which in this part of the forest are both large and frequent. Four
woodcocks were flushed amid the whirring of pheasants and the rush
One of those
of the partridges, two of which were brought to bag.
which escaped did so in a manner which I have often witnessed
being very shy, it was twice flushed without a shot, and marked down

the last time near a large thorn, but our endeavours were fruitless to
get another view of him.

It is

extremely rare that a cock will

rise a

remember an instance of this kind in Aversley-wood,
where one of the party, who was an old sportsman, had marked down
third time, and

I

a cock near a maple, and after

of an hour,

we

we had

caught

at length

it

beat for

it

in vain for a quarter

under the said maple, in a decayed

part of which, close to the root, the bird had crept, and

Whenever,

therefore,

to get a shot at

him

it

happens that a cock
leave the place for

is to

have practised

is

some short

it

closely on your return.

it

was not attempted to-day, our route taking us

spot.

Shortly after this

possible size for

I

I

fired at a

woodcock shooting

cock

this

to a distance

—using No.

from the

7 shot, the best

— and brought him down dead

unless clearly beyond the range of your gun,

game

time, and beat

with success, although

sixty-two paces, a proof that you should always

decidedly best with

was skulking.

thus lost the best plan

fire

at

at a cock,

— and that small shot are

of this kind, and generally so with most

others.

Our

when
we came back to Nassington, where
from whence we returned to Oundle to dinner.

sport continued with

little

interruption until four o'clock,

having had a day's excellent sport,
our horses were,

There

is

an observation

to

be made in conclusion, and

it is

this

:

that

;

Vol.

in

No.

8.
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cock shooting,

woods,

in small

one beat should be taken

at least

after

3/5

having beaten them through,

round the outside.

In an

immense

it is

very rare

place like the forest this rule falls to the ground, and
that a bird reaches-

boundary without being flushed near

its

New

it,

and

N. W.

then marked down.
Sporting Magazine.]

A

FEW HINTS UPON FOX HUNTING.

send you a few hints, Mr. Editor, in consequence of the disregard

I

by those who profess to follow the chase, but who
are larking, and only thinking who shall get over the
without much minding whether they are after the hounds

frequently paid

more frequently
fence

first,

or before them.

my

not

It is

wish

the ardour of the

to restrain

aspirants for fame in the field, but only to point out to

may

they

which,

I

exert their

full

presume,

is

it

powers, without detriment
their

wish

to

first

a

all

little

that sport,

to

Imagine a fox well

enjoy.

found in a favourite cover, and, of course,
master of the hounds excuses at

young

them when

anxious for a

start

•,

the

haste and ardour in the

settle,

after one or two admonitions to 'hold hard !' the hounds
and seem determined on mischief, and all goes well but after

fifteen

minutes

and

field,

now

a good pace, difficulties arise

that the temper of the master of

it is

tried.

to

;

at

dog, difficult ground,
singe cigars, or what

that

is

a check

;

Instead of every person in the field pulling up, to allow a cast

be made, (supposing the check

down,

and
hounds and huntsmen are
there

;

many

&.c.)

is

from sheep, shooters, cur

."

perhaps to some boy

who

doing his duty, by exerting his lungs

defending his master's

fire

to

worse, just as the hounds put their heads

is

cry 'hark halloo

to

moment

to arise

begin talking aloud, striking

late

sown wheat.

To

unluckily at

to the

utmost in

prevent this unsports-

manlike conduct, allow me to request the attention of your fox hunting readers, more particularly of the younger ones, to the following
remarks which are committed to paper purely from a desire to promote the science of fox hunting, for it is an inattention to the science
that is the chief cause of the mischief that is done in the field.
While
the cover is being drawn, keep away from all the points that the fox
is most likely to break at, if he does not go away when first found
;

if

the cover

attention

is

is

a small one, remain stationary

necessary

to

not losing a start; keep

;

if

a large one, great

avoid heading the fox, and at the same time

down wind

of the hounds, and as near them

as the situations of the ridings will admit, turning as they turn,

which

your horse than getting badly away, and having
Allow hounds a fair start; when settled, keep
to race to catch them.
your eye forward, and if you see any probable impediment to the

will take less out of

straight course of the fox, such as shooters,

men

ploughing, hedgers,
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a road, &,c. pull

to

your

cautiop others to do so; ami hy that

horse.,

means, should the hounds come

make

own

their

where

make

to

cast

fail,

the

huntsman

Within thirty yards of the hounds, for

if

lane, ride

pressed at that time they are

when

apt to go beyond the scent, and of course a long check ensues;

you

hear a halloo, only

first

halloo!'

ing

it

listen,

to

know

will

Never when running down a road or

his.

room

a cheek, they will have

to

and should that

;
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do not immediately shout 'hark

which prevents the. men working with the hounds from hearwhich is of much importance, as they from experience

distinctly,

can generally decide whether

is

it

you most

likely will head him, or

When

a false halloo, or not.

fox gains a cover, do not ride around to view
if

he

is

him away, as by

the

so doing

before you, bring the hounds

While they are hunting slowly, and particularly with a
beaten fox, it is wrong to go forward up the ridings of the cover which
the hounds are pointing for, as the fox will most likely run them.
Never allow your spirits to be too much elated when a fox is sinking,
as often when you think the hounds cannot miss him, by a few injudito a

check.

cious cheers, you get their heads up, the fox slips through a farm yard,

round the corner of a cottage,

you

are

all

astonishment

how

is

run by a cur, confusion ensues, and

he could be

lost.

When

be careful to keep your horse away from the hounds,

him, as

at that

a fox

is

killed,

when worrying

time the quietest horses will kick hounds.

There are many more circumstances that occur during a run that
are of great importance, but a knowledge of which can only be acquired
by a due attention

to the science of hunting.
Masters of hounds often complain of their puppies being sent in
from quarters long before the regular time, which is in April, as soon

—

as hunting

is

over

;

who

those

not send them in so soon,

if

are kind

young hounds, by being

till

the hunting season

is

in

it

them, would
it

does to the shape and make of

kennel from the time they are sent in

over, as before that period proper attention

An Old Sportsman.

cannot be paid to them.
New Sporting Magazine ]

Destruction of Foxes, &c.
are

to keep^

they were aware of the inconvenience

causes in the kennel, and the injury
the

enough

— While

the sportsmen of England

husbanding 'these varmint' with such care, as the source of the

finest sport

they have,

we

perceive by the official report of the Massa-

chusetts legislature, that no less than 3,270 of them have been destroyed

within that state under the bounty law, since April

ber,)

sury

was

1835.

In addi-

killed a small sprinkling of wild cats, (14 in

and one bear, for

—

4,

numwas paid $1,710 out of the treathe bounty on foxes being 20 cents a head, and $5 a piece for

tion to this, there

other animals.

all

of which

1
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RACING CALENDAR.
St. Louis (Mo.) Races,

These races commenced on the 12th October, 1836. The course is within
three and a half miles of St. Louis.
Weights carried are the same as those on
the Central Course, at Baltimore.
First day, four mile heats, purse #400, entrance #50, to be

added

to the purse.

John Frost's ch. h. Laplander, six years old, by Flagellator, dam by
American Eclipse, 118lbs.
Dr. E. A. Darcey's Henry Archy, eight years old, by Henry, dam by
Eclipse, 124lbs.

-

-

-

-

-

-11
-22

Time, 8m. 23s.—8m. 23s.
Those were the only entries, notwithstanding, there were a great many

fine

horses on the ground. The track thirty-five yards over a mile, and track heavy.
This race had created considerable excitement, as Laplander had gained some
celebrity by carrying off two of our best purses here, one in the fall of 1835, and
the other in the spring of 1836, and by winning two of the best purses the same
fall and spring, at the Diamond Grove Course, Illinois, and particularly by winning three weeks previous, the four mile purse at Palmyra, Missouri, beating a
Henry Archy bad
fine field of four, and distancing all but one, Paul Jones.
acquired some fame by winning a four mile race at New York, beating the
famous Black Maria and others, winning the race in 8m. the first heat, and second
heat, in 8m. 15s. and other races in New Jersey, a three mile race at the Eagle
Course, New Jersey, and a two mile race at Monmouth county, New Jersey, and
his having been purchased by Dr. D'Arcey at New York, and brought all the way
from there to the far west, for the express purpose to beat Laplander with, seemed
to some as a matter of course, that he was to win any how, the betting commenced
in favour of Laplander, one hundred to twenty were freely offered and taken.
Those were the current bets on the first heat. At twelve o'clock both horses appeared, Laplander appeared in fine condition, but rather high, notwithstanding he had
travelled three hundred miles, and ran sixteen miles in races, besides his common exercise, in the last three weeks. Henry Archy appeared in fine condition,
lean, and his coat looked glossy and fine, and he appeared very lively. Laplander
had the track, W. H. Frost rode Laplander, and Isaac Landon, rode Henry Arohy.
At the tap of the drum they got oil' well together, Laplander took the lead, Henry
Archy trailing, and every now and then Henry would put out a feeler, but it
would not do, Laplander had the foot of him, in this position they continued
throughout the heat, Laplander winning the heat with ease, in 8m. and 23s. The
bets now rose to one hundred to fifteen on Laplander, but few takers at that,
although Henry Archy's friends stood manfully by him and took the odds,
depending on his game and stoutness in the second heat, as in former days of the
Union and Eagle. After the usual time between the heats, both horses were brought
to the post, they had cooled off well, and both appeared fresh and fine. At the tap
of the drum they got off, Henry about two lengths ahead, and commencing his
running from the score, intending to shew his adversary no favours, but to keep
him steady up to the mark, as it was very evident to all that Laplander had the
foot of him ; Laplander, notwithstanding he got a bad start, his rider made a
dash to keep the track, and betimes they had gone two hundred and fifty yards
Laplander was clear ahead, and in this position they continued throughout the
three miles and a half, Laplander never attempting to leave him, until on the last
five hundred yards, when Mr. Frost made a motion to his rider to go along and
leave Henry, and in the last five hundred yards, I would say, Henry Archy was
left behind one hundred yards, thus shewing plain to every one that Laplander
had not been put up any part of the race. Time of the second heat 8m. and 23s.
I am of the opinion that this race is as good a one as Henry Archy ever ran at
the east, notwithstanding the time appears to be long, when you come to take
into consideration the state of the track which was heavy.
I am authorized by a
gentleman of veracity, to say for him, that he was one of the persons selected to
assist the county surveyor in measuring the St. Louis race track, he states to me
that the track measures thirty-five yards over a mile, measuring three feet from
the poles, which will make in running four mile heats, one hundred and forty
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now how long will it take a horse to run one hundred
end of every lour mile heat deduct that, furthermore, this
track is made on a narrow neck of land, which makes the track long and narrow,
and of course the turns must be very short, so much so, that it is impossible for
a horse to keep his run at full speed, instead of long and gradual turns, then of
course, there is a great difference between such a track as this and your eastern
tracks now subtract that from that, and you will find it will make better time
than Henry Archy won in at Long Island,*8m. the first, 8m. 15s. the second heat.
in each heat;
forty yards at the

yards

and

—

:

Second day, three mile heats, purse $300, entrance $35 to be added to the purse.
W. Lott's b. m. Kitty Crausor, six years old, by John Richards, dam
Solomon,
Dr. E. A. Darcey's b. h. Sidney, aged, by Sir Charles, dam by Rafter, 3 2
*
2
T. W. Lane's b. c. David Crockett, four years old, by Bertrand,
4 dr.
John Frost's b. f. Olivia, four years old, by Seagull,

J.
by Sir

•

-11

•

Time, 6m. 50s.— 6m. 37s.
Track rather heavy from a slight rain in the morning previous. Kitty Crausor
was the favourite, and was bet against the field. At the tap of the drum they all
got of well together, Kitty Crausor taking the lead, closely followed by Olivia,
for two miles and a half, when she gave back, and David Crockett came up and
took her place. Sidney did not make any running for this heat, and just dropped
within his distance, Kitty Crausor came in at her ease. Second heat they got off
well together, and by the time they had left the first half mile pole, Kitty Crausor
had taken her position in front, and closely followed by David Crockett, who was
second, and Sidney close up by the time they had gone one mile and a quarter,
Sidney had taken his station second, and shew as though he intended to go and
the mare continued to
to keep the mare a going along, and to show no favours
lead, Sidney close up until on the last running on the straight side, when the
mare was ordered to go on, and she dropped Sidney twenty yards, and Kitty
Crausor won the second heat. David Crockett so lame he could scarcely get to
;

;

the stable.
Tliird day,

two mile heats, purse $200, entrance $20, to be added to the purse.
f. Molly Long, three years old, by Tom Fletcher, dam

B. B. Urrel's ch.

by Janus,
John Calvert's ch.

-

-

c.

-

-

-

Florizel, not placed.
John Frost's b. f. Olivia, four years old,
Time, 4m. 14s. 4m. 15s.

—

by

-11

-

Franklin, three years old, by Bertrand,

dam by

Seagull, not placed.

Fourth day, one mile and repeat, purse $100, $15 entrance, to be added to the
purse.

Dr. E. A. D'Arcey's b.

Lady

W.

Forest,

Lane's

-

-

-

W.

dam by

-

old,

by Lance, dam

-

-

-

Alfred,

-

old,

E. J. Halfield's ch. g. Charger, five years old, V. Pearson's ch. f. Wild Goose, three years old, Time, 2m. 6s. 2m. lis. Third heat walked over.

-

-

-

-

-

Charleston

(S. C.)

the Washington Course,

2

3

dis.

dr.

dis.
dis.

-

—

Commenced over

1

by Rob Roy,

-

-

-

dam Maid
-

-

b. h. Rattle-the-Cash, three years

-211

-

-

-

Baxley's gr. h. Fulton, five years old, by Medley,

S.

of Lodi,

T.

Lancer, four years

c.

by Tormentor,

Races,

Wednesday, February

22, 1S37.

Jockey Club Purse, $1,000.
m. Bay Maria, five years old, by Eclipse, dam

First day, four mile heats,

Col. Hampton's b.
Lightfoot, 109lbs.
4
Col. Fludd's ch. c. Rienzi, three years old, by Bertrand, jr. dam
3
Carolina, by Buzzard, 901bs.
Mr. Winter's g. c. Kite, three years old, by Bullock's Mucklejohn,
1
dam Eliza Splotch, 90lbs.

Lady

*

David Crockett

in the second heat

broke down.

1

1

3

2

2

3
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Col. Edward Richardson's ch. m. Lady Morgan, five years old, by
John Richards, dam by imp. Expedition, 1091bs.
2 dr.
Mr. Richard Richardson's ch. f. Sweet Emma, three years old, by
Mucklejohn, dam Desdemona, 87lbs.
dis.
Time, 8m. 3s. 8m. 5s. 8m. 9s.
Bay Maria took the track from the start in the two last heats, and was never
headed, which may account for the indifferent time. Kite won the first heat
cleverly, and Rienzi, athough 'the last of Romans,' promises in another year, if
properly managed, to prove the first of horses.

—

....

—

Second day, three mile heats, $600, Jockey Club Purse.
Dr. Guignard's ch. g. Clodhopper, four years old, 991bs.
Col. Spann's ch. m. Betsey Baxter, four years old, by Crusader,

by

Little Billy, 991bs.
Col. Hampton's ch. c. Lath, three years old,
hontas, 90lbs.
-

—

1

1

-

3

2

by Godolphin, dam Poca-

Lath was only

in last heat, winning easily.
heat, to afford sport, as he was evidently amiss.

2 dr.

-

-

-

Time, 6m. 6m. 8s.
Clodhopper pulled up
first

-

-

-

-

dam

started in

—

Second race same day, two mile heats, $S0.
Capt. Rowe's b. h. Vertumnus, five years old, by Eclipse,
fiance, 1121bs.

-

-

Mr. Richardson's

-

m. Fanella,

ch.

-

-

five

years old, by Claremont,

Goldfinder, 1091bs.
Capt. Spann's b. g. Dangerfield, aged, 1231bs.

Time, 4m. 6s.— 4m.

--11

dam by De-

-

-

-

-

-

-

dam

-

3 2
2 dr.

Ss.

Third day, two mile heats, $400, Jockey Club Purse.
Col. Hampton's ch. f. Kitty Heath, three years old, by Eclipse,

dam by

4

1

1

1

2

2

Mr. Winter's b. c. Southerner, three years old, by Bullock's Muckledam American Eclipse, 90lbs.
2
Mr. Taylor's ch.f. Daisy, three years old, by Godolphin, dam Lady

3

3

Alfred, 87lbs.
Col. Fludd's ch. f. Miss
by Alfred, 991bs.
-

-

four years old,
-

-

-

-

-

Waddy,

john,

by

-

-

-

-

Sir Charles,
-

dam
-

'

of the Lake, 87lbs.

-

-

-

Time, 3m. 55s.— 3m. 56s.
Kitty Heath and Daisy in

— 4m. 2£s.

-

Won

-

-

-

3 dis.

easily.

—

heat carried 31bs. over weight in second heat,
still with 3lbs. over weight.

first

Daisy carried proper weights, Kitty Heath

Fourth day, handicap race, three mile heats, purse $640 75.
Dr. Guignard's ch. g. Clodhopper, four years old, 991bs.
Capt. Spann's b. g. Dangerfield, aged, 87lbs.
Mr. Richardson's ch. m. Fanella, five years old, by Claremont,
Goldfinder, a feather,

Time, 5m.

59s.

—6m.

-

2s.

-

Won

-

-

-

-

-

1

1

2

2

3

3

dam
-

easily.

Tuesday, Feb. 28, citizen's purse, three mile heats, $1200.
f. Kitty Heath, three years old, by Eclipse,

Col. Hampton's ch.
Alfred, 87lbs.

Dr. Guignard's ch. g. Clodhopper, four years old, 991bs.
Col. Fludd's ch. c. Rienzi, three years old, by Bertrand,
lina, by Buzzard, 90lbs. -

—

dam by

-

-

jr.

dam Caro-

-

11
2

2

3

3

Time, 5m. 54s. 5m. 59s.
Col. Hampton's ch. f. Charlotte Russe, full sister to Trifle, and Col. Singleton's
br. m. Medora, imp. were entered, but did not start, both proving amiss.
To the honour of Col. Hampton, it should be noticed, that he entered Kitty
Heath at the post from the most disinterested motives, in order, that as two of
the favourite nags were prevented from starting, the citizens should not be disappointed in a race, the best he had it in his power to afford from his stable with
the distinct understanding, also, that should Kitty Heath win, the purse should

—

;

go towards defraying the expenses of a
be erected on the Washington course.

new grand

stand for the ladies, about to

:
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Second race same day, mile heats, $220.
Capt. Howe's ch. m. Lady Morgan, five years old, by John Richards,
2
dam by imp. Expedition, li)91bs.
Capt. Spann's ch.
Betsey Baxter, four years old, by Crusader, dam
4
by Little Billy, 991bs.
Mr. Richardson's ch. f. Sweet Emma, three years old, by Mucklejohn, dam Desdemona, 87lbs.
Capt. Harrison's b. f. Flora McDonald, three years old, by Eclipse,

1

1

3

2

1'.

--

dam by Timoleon,
Time, 1m.

53s.

S7lbs.

-323

-

-

-

-

— lm. 56s. — lm.

-

4

1

dr.

59s.

Francisville (La.) Races,
Commenced January

16, 1837.

A

match race was run over the above course this day which excited much interest between Mr. F.Duplaiities' horse John Beasley, and Messrs. Smith & Chinn's
colt Arbaces, two mile heats for $2,000 a side.
Messrs. Smith & Chinn's b. c. Arbaces, three years old, (bred by Mr.
Erwin of Lexington, Kentucky,) by Bertrand, dam, the dam of Multiflora, 861bs.

-

Mr. F. Duplan ties'

-

-

br. h.

-

John Beasley,

old Rarity, 11 Olbs.
On the morning of the race
-

-

-

six years old,
-

-

-

1

-

1

-'-22

by Mercury, dam
-

John was greatly the favourite, having run many
and never was beaten but once, and that by
the celebrated horse Hardheart. His owner appeared not to think him in condition, still as Arbaces was almost an untried colt, and giving John eight pounds
weight, the friends of John was willing to bet more than was taken. The day
before the track was very muddy, and on the morning of the race frozen hard, by
twelve o'clock it had thawed, and the track was not only a bed of mud but very
slippery.
First heat Arbaces took the lead, but was passed by John at the end
of the first quarter, Arbaces then trailing until he came to the last quarter when
he made a brush and passed John, beating him four feet.
Time, 4m. 3s. 4m. 7s. Second heat easily won by Arbaces.
races, from one mile to four miles,

—

At a meeting of the South. Carolina Jockey Club, held Feb. 28, 1837,
the following resolutions were unanimously passed.
Resolved, That the thanks of this club be presented to Col. Hampton,
for his very disinterested conduct in coming forward this day, and tending the use of his stable of horses to the club, by which a very handsome
purse has been added to the funds of the club, and the sport of the
citizens promoted.

Resolved, That the officers of the club, cause to be procured a suitable
with an appropriate inscription, and that the same be presented to Col. Hampton in the name of this club, in testimony of the
deep sense entertained, of his high minded disinterestedness and worth.
From the minutes,
John B. Irving, Sec'ry S. C. Jockey Club.
plate or cup,

Mr. Editor:

Henry Co. Ken. March,

S,

1S37.

Yesterday the citizens of this county met for the purpose of organizing
a Jockey Club, and Stephen T. Drane being called to the chair, the following officers were duly elected, to wit

John Miles, President.
Joseph Pollard, Vice-President.
Orvil Ford, Sec'ry and Treasurer.
The course is precisely one mile in length, it is of an oblong form, and
on first rate ground. The rules of the Central course govern this course.
This club is to be styled the Mobly Jockey Club. The purses will be
The proprietor will leave nothing
respectable, and good order observed.
on his part undone to afford rare sport and general satisfaction to those
that attend the races.
A Subscriber.

—
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Property of Baylor and Townes, Jefferson county, Virginia.

Zitella, a ch. f. well formed, fifteen
hands high, bred by John N. Walker, of
Norfolk, Virginia, got by the imported
horse Luzborough, dam Zitella, by
Virginian, (son of the celebrated racehorse, old Sir Archy,) her grandam by
imp. Eagle, g. grandam Lady Chesterfield, by the imp. horse Old Diomed;
Lady Bolingbroke, by imp. Pantaloon,
Cade's, by Wormley's King Herod
Primrose, by imp. horse old Dove,
Stella, by imp. Othello, Col. Tasker's
Selima, by the Godolphin Arabian.

Baylor
N. B.

dam
the

I

of this
filly

&.

Townes.

have taken the name of the

was

dam

died when
weaned, and as the dam

filly,

as the

was the only mare at that time by
Yours with respect,
name.

that

Robert W. Baylor.
February 16, 1837.
Property of Henry Maclin, Hicksford,
Virginia.

Skyrocket, br. f. by Luzborough,
dam Pego;y Madee, foaled March 12,
1834, entered as produce of Peggy
1.

Madee, in sweepstakes at Belfield and
Newmarket, for this spring, and in a
produce sweepstakes for
and next fall at Fairfield.
2.

Miss Debar,

rough,

ch.

f.

this

spring

by Luzbo-

Newmarket.
Secret, br. f. by Luzborough,
dam Peggy Madee, foaled February 21,
1835, entered as produce of Peggy
Madee, in a sweepstakes at Newmarat

3.

ket, for spring 1838.
4.

Myrtle,

Peggy Madee,

rior action

— seven

years old 24th of

August next, sired by Phenomenon, he
by Sir Archy, dam Peggy Blair, by
Snipe, he by the famous old Gallatin

grandam by

old Sertorius.

The above

combines the most fashionable crosses
of the day, the name of Gallatin itself,
(the vein which renders old Bertrand
so renowned) is sufficient evidence that
her produce will be equal, if not superior to any in the world, in both speed

and durability.

Her produce:

Coal Black Rose, a bl. f. two
years old on the 15th April next, of fine
size and beautiful appearance, was
sired by Nullifier, he by the celebrated
running horse Eclipse ; the above colt
took the premiums at the Edgefield, S.
C. Fair in 1835 and 1S36.
Petersham, is a beautiful bay with
black legs, one year old on the 21st
April next, carriage very lofty, bone
and muscle equal to the wild doe of the
forest.

1836. Missed to Col. Goode's fine
horse Tuskeno.
1837. This spring she will go to the
unrivalled John Bascomb.
R. C. Griffin.

Cameo,

b.

f.

by Tranby, dam

Rebecca, foaled April 4, 1836. I puichased Rebecca of Mr. A. Wherry.
6. Paroquet, gr. f. by Eclipse, dam
Mary Tucker, foaled June 1, 1836.
Mary Tucker is by Bullock's Mucklejohn, dam byHarwood.

Yours respectfully,

Henry Maclin.
Hicksford, Va. Feb. 18, 1837.

56

Mr. Editor

:

send you the pedigree of my horse
Bertrand the Younger, raised "by the
late Governor, J. B. Richardson, of
South Carolina, also the pedigree of
my stock. Lucy Forrester the property of W. J. Alexander, in my possession, to raise on half stocks. For her
pedigree see Turf Register, 1833.
I

Her produce :

ch. f. by Eclipse, dam
foaled February 9, 1836,

entered as the produce of Peggy Madee, in a sweepstakes at the Kendall
course, for spring 1839.
5.

Fairy QuEEN.br. b. with blacklegs,
mane and tail, of high form and supe-

dam Jane

Shore, foaled April
14, 1834, entered as produce of Jane
Shore, in a sweepstakes at Lawreneeville for this spring, and a produce
sweepstakes for this spring and next
fall

Blooded stock belonging to Dr. Richard
C. Griffin, of Cambridge, Abbeville
District, South Carolina.

v.

8

A

yearling colt, out of Lucy Foreshe is a bright chestnut, by Singleton's Godolphin, he by Eclipse.
ter,

1. Polly
Morgan, a ch. c. three
years old this spring, got by Monsieur
Tonson, her dam by Timoleon, her grandam by Alexander, and he by Sir Archy;
her g. grandam by imp. Dare Devil
her g. g. grandam by imp. Fearnought.

2. Smiling Billy, a ch. c. two years
old this spring, by Bertrand the Younger, his dam said to be by Gallatin.
3. Sally Ridge, by Bertrand the
Younger, dam by Citizen, he by Ruffin*s

Citizen.

—

;;
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4. Yearling colt by Daniel Morgan,
out of the dam of Smiling Billy.
5. Spinnet, by Daniel Morgan, dam

Bay

unknown.

&.c.

6.

by

Kitty Smith, got by
Whip, dam by Medley.

Bertrand the Younger, is of a
beautiful red sorrel colour, 15£ hands
high ; seven years old this spring. He
is possessed of uncommonly fine action

Blackburn's

Stinted to Sir Andrew.
The above stock is all my own except Lucy and colt. E. P. Miller.

Bertrand the Younger, was

got
the very celebrated Bertrand of Ky.
stallion
in
Amenow the most popular
rica, and one for which the largest price
has been ottered and refused, that was
ever offered for any horse in America

by

Mr. Lindsey, of Kentucky,
having refused thirty-five thousand dol-

his owner,
lars,

for

this

of Newcastle Turk,

Taffolet's natural Barb,
Place's white Turk natural Barb mare,

three years old this
Riot, dam unknown.

7.

Duke

by Urly Turk,

Bluehawk,

spring, got

Bolton,

[Af>r», 183?.

distinguished racehorse

The colts of Bertrand,
and stallion
have proved themselves to be possessed
of the quickest speed and most lasting
bottom, of any colts in America. It is
presumed to be useless to say more of

and great vigour, and every mark lor
speed may be seen in his form. There
probably never was a horse that exhibited a more blood-like appearance.
To a fine head and neck, are added aii
uncommonly deep and well thrownback shoulder, a short back, a deep
chest, and a set of limbs never surpassed for delicacy and handsome proYoung B. is known to be
portion.
uncommonly fast, but his vicious disposition and habits of bolting, have
rendered him an unsafe and uncertain
E. P. Miller.
racer.
Burke county, N. C. March 1, 1837.
Pedigrees of Stock furnished by
W. W. of Tennessee.

Col.

Bertrand's pedigree or performance, as
his fame as a first rate racer and breeder,
The
is co-extensive with his name.
dam of Bertrand the Younger, or Pirate,
was the beautiful and high bred mare,
Goldfinder; was bred and owned by
Col. Richardson her dam, the full bred
mare Miss Fortune, who was never
beaten but once ; her grandam, the
imp. mare Anvelina, by the Prince of
Wales' famous running horse Anvil
her g. grandam Col. O'Kelley's favourite and celebrated brood mare Augusta, by his renowned stallion, Eclipse,
her
(of England,) her dam by Herod
grandam by Bajazette, Regulus, Lonsdale Arabian, Bay Bolton, Darley's
Arabian, &c. Anvil, the sire of Anvelina, was got by Herod, dam by Feather, grandam by Lath, g. grandam by
Flying Childers, was own sister to Snip.
Virginius, the sire of the Goldfinder
mare, was got by old imp. Diomed his

Fanny Foster, chestnut, bred in
1795, by Mr. Stark, of Greenville co.
Virginia, and sold when young to John
Foster, Esq of Franklin county, North
Carolina, and purchased of him in 1806,
certified as follows
got by old Wil->
old Partner old Fearnought
dair
old Jolly Roger, and I have learned
from a well informed source that Stark's
Partner mare traced as above to Mary

grandam by
Eclipse his g. grandam by imp. Shark;
his
g. g. grandam by imp. Silver Eye
g. g- g- grandam by the imp. horse
sired
Fortune,
by
Miss
was
Valiant.
the imp. horse Star, he by Highflyer,
his dam by
sire of Sir Peter Teazle

1809. B. f. Maiy, by Cceur de Lion.
1811. Ch. c. by" Smiling Tom.
do.
1812. Ch. f. by

;

;

;

dam by Chatham

;

his

;

;

:

of Sir Peter's dam his grandam by Riddle, sister to Pumpkin,
Maiden, Purity, and by Matchem, out
of Mr. Pratt's celebrated Squirt mare
her dam. Lot's dam by Mogul Camilla, by Bolton, out of Lady Sterling's
dam by Pallier's chestnut Arabian Roswood "Bustler; his g. sire Snap, by
Snip, out of a Fox mare Gipsey, by

Snap,

sire

;

;

;

—

—

:

Gray.
1800. Ch. c.
cident.

1801.
1802.
1803.
1804.
1805.
1806.

by Twig,

killed

by

ac-

B. c. by Twig.
Ch. f. by Cosur de Lion.

Missed to Chariot.
B. f. by Cceur de Lion.
Ch. c.'by
do.
B. c. by Cceur de Lion, cast
from jumping.
1807. Missed to Phcenix.
1S0S. Ch. f. Fanny, by Cceur de
Lion.

The mare died this year. Fanny
was used under the saddle some years,
then sold, and removed south.

Mary,
1816.
IS 18.
1820.
1822.

bay, bred as above.

B. f. by a country stallion.
do.
B. f. by
B. f. by Cook's Royalist.
Ch. f. Mary Moreton, by

Cook's Royalist, sold and removed.
Mary Moreton, ch. bred as above.
1826. Ch. f. by Young Pacolet.
1828. Missed to Bagdad.

:
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Missed to Timoleon.
B. f. by Confederate.
B. f. Louisa, by Pacific.
B. f. by Pacific, crippled.
Ch. c. by Ocean.
Missed to Ocean.
Br. f. by Bagdad.
Rode the missing and intermediate
1829.
1831.
1832.
1833.
1834.
1835.
1836.

years.

Louisa, bay, bred as above.
1837.
by Gunpowder.
Abstract from Cook's letter, March

Henry Cook.
Weakley's gray mare, bred in
dam by FitzMedley
Bompard Weakley's Wildair
Barley Ann, by Lee's old Mark
Anthony, out of Croker's race mare
Fan, by old Janus.
1832. Ch. f. by Talbot's Carolina.
1834. Ch. f. by Ocean.
got by Royal Medley,

—

1835. Br.
1836. Gr.
1837.

by
do.
c. by
do.
by Gunpowder.

f.

Bey

of Tunis.
1831. Uwharie, ch. c. by Washington, foaled April 18, 1831.
1832. Hualpa, gr. c. foaled March
S. C.

for #1,500.

1833.

Tom Ruffin,

ch.

c.

1. Kilton, ch. h. imp. from England
by Thomas H. Perkins, of Boston, in
1834, bred by Mr. Russell, in 1831,
got by Figaro, dam by Blacklock, grandam Selina, by Delpini, g. grandam by
Benningbrough, out of Katharina, by

2. Borodino, b.
h. foaled spring
1833, bred by Walter Livingston, Esq.
of New York, got by Henry, out of

Young Romp

;

grandam Old Romp, by

Old Romp by Messenger, out
of the PotSo's mare, imp. by Mr. Con-

Duroc

;

stable.
3.

Sir Harry, b. h. foaled April 30,
by J. N. Lloyd, Esq. on

1830, bred

Long Island, got by American Eclipse,
dam Grasshopper, by Roman, grandam
Garland, by Duroc; g. grandam young
Damsel, by Hambletonian g. g. grandam Miller's Damsel, (the dam of
Eclipse,) by old Messenger.
The above is the correct statement of
their pedigrees, as given to me by J.
C. Stevens and J. R. Snedecor.
;

J. F.

Maria,

Sir Archy; g. grandam Sultana, out of
the mare, and by the horse sent as a
present to President Jefferson, by the

Major Win. Eddins of

Louis, Missouri.

A. Sanford.

Stud of James Creswell, Abbeville District, South Carolina.

Blooded Slock belonging; to Dr. W. R.
Holt, of Lexington, N. C.
Betsey Ruffin, ch. m. no white,
foaled June 15, 1826, by old Virginian,
(the sire of Polly Hopkins,) .dam by
Shylock (Irby's) grandam Lady Burton, (the dam of Coutre Snapper,) by

25, sold to

Blooded stock belonging to Messrs. J. F.
Ji. Sandford, and T. J. Payne of St.

Highflyer.
20,

1827,
'Cook's Royalist was bred by Henry
Cook, got by imp. Royalist, Mauley's
grey mare, by Cook's Bellair, out of a
good mare, Virginia bred. Cook's Bellair, by Taylor's Bellair, dam by Independence, (son of Fearnought,) out of
a splendid Virginia bred mare. Royalist died my property, spring 1814.'

—
—
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by Mon-

sieur Tonson, foaled March 1, sold out
of a pasture at two years old to Major
for #1,000.
1834. Bay filly by Monsieur Tonson,
foaled April 20, sold to Col. Hargrave
at a year old, for #500.
1835. Bay filly by imp. Luzborou^h,
foaled May 16— $800 refused for this
filly at a year old.
1836. No produce as I rested her the
year previous.
1837. Ch. c. by imp. Emancipation,
foaled Feb. 18, very large and fine.
Will be sent to Rowton.
March 8, 1837.
W. R. Holt.

spring,

was

m. ten years old this
by the justly cele-

b.

sired

brated horse Director, who was full
brother to old Virginian, her dam by
the Duke of Bedford, he by the imp.
Bedford, her grandam by Hamilto-

by Diomed, his dam by Shark,
grandam Spot, by Apollo.
Her produce
1. Brunette, ch.m. foaled spring of
1830, was sired by Phenomenon, he by
old Sir Archy, his dam by Virginiusu
his grandam by Bedford, out of old
Roxana, by imp. Marplot, &c. Brunette
was trained fall of 1833, then three
years old, and run two mile heats against
Queen Adelaide, at the Deadfall Jockey
Club course, which she won with ease
in two heats
fall of 1834 she ran four
races, two of four mile heats, and two
of two mile heats, and was a winner
twice and lost twice fall of 1S35 was
run for the Jockey Club purse at Pennian, he

his

;

;

dleton, South

Carolina, beating Fairford, by Gauntlet, in two heats in good
time, notwithstanding, the leaders of
one of Tier fore-legs gave way within a
half a mile of the post, and" she came
out on three legs. She is stinted this
spring to Col. Wade Hampton's imp.
horse Rowton.
2.

Piquet,

old Sir

gr.f.

Archy,

his

by Rob Roy, he by

dam

imp.* Psyche-
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she trained and entered in colt stake
two years old, mile heats, at Newbury,
C. II. South Carolina, against Col.
Spann's Sea Flower, and three other
fine colts, which race she bolted, after
running near three-quarters of a mile,
near a distance a head. She has never
been trained since, she has a promising
colt from Hedgeford, foaled this spring,

and stinted to Cowper.
3. Sir Peter, ch. h. by Murat, he
by Little Billy, from Wynn's Lady of
the Lake, and by many, deemed the
finest two mile horse in South Carolina,
For
of his day, foaled spring 1823.
Murat, see Turf Reg. vol. 7, No. 9,
page 432.
4. Bonny Lass, b. f. foaled spring
1S34, by Bacchus, he by old Sir Archy,
his dam Ratler, who was sired by old
Shark.
5.

Tommy Tonson,

gauntlet, he
1835.

by

Sir

b. c. by RedArchy, foaled spring

Maria was stinted last spring to Redgauntlet again, and missed, she is now
stinted to Cowper this spring.
May 24, 1836.
1. Kate, a ch. m. supposed to be fifteen years old, but of her exact age I am
not certain, raised by Gen. Williams, of
Maryland, (whose pedigree of the mare
is in my possession,) was got by Tuckahoe, her dam by Pantaloon, her grandam was the famous running mare
Bradley Bean's Maria, by imp. Punch.
For Tuckahoe see Turf Reg. vol. 1,
pa-res, 375, 376, 427, 592, &c.
For Pantaloon, see Turf Reg. vol. 2,

pages 310—416.
JVlaj. B. Bean's Maria, see Turf Reg.
vol. 1, pages 15, 328, 472, 590, &c.
Punch, see T. Reg. vol. 1. pp. 14, 55.
2.

Mary Punch,

old, last

lander.

b.

f.

three years

August, out of No. 1, by MarySee his pedigree, Turf Reg.

vol. 1, pp. 417, 435, 489, 532, 533, 576.
It will be seen that No. 1, is nobly

Her Punch blood

is highly
valued, and No. 2, is out of her, by
equal to
is
stock
whose
Marylander,
any other horse. They were both sent
last May to Judge Wilkins' splendid
young bay horse Sandusky, that has
shown speed and bottom, and both are
believed to be in foal by him. He,
Sandusky, was got by Pirate, see Turf
Reg. vol". 1, pages 167, 369, 415, 488,
491, 523, 530, 533, &c. his dam was
the Moses mare, see vol. 1, Turf Reg.

descended.

pa2,e 522, and was raised by Col. Buford
and sold to Col. R. J. Breckenridge,
now Rev. Mr. Breckenridge of Balti-

more.

L April,

1837.

Those mares are owned now by A.
Hays, and are at Gov. McArthur's near
They will be sold
Chillicothe, Ohio.
at a moderate price (for their blood,)
owner not being able to attend to
them properly. Letters on the subject
the

of purchasing these mares may be addressed (post paid) to Gov. McArthur's
son-in-law, Wm. Marshall Anderson,
Esq. of Chillicothe, Ohio.
March 15, 1837.

Property of Henry Baldwin, Franklin,
Tennessee.

Edinborough, foaled spring of 1836,
by imp. Luzborough, dam Betsey Bateman, by Timoleon, grandam the dam of
Chesterfield, by Wilkes' Madison, g.
grandam by imp. St. Paul, g. g. grandam by imp. Diomed, g. g. g. grandam
by Meade's old Pilgrim, g. g. g. g. grandam by Baylor's imp. Fearnought, g. g.
g. g. g. grandam by imp. Jolly Roger,
g. g. g. g. g. g. grandam by imp. Valiant,
g. g. g. g. g. g. g. grandam the imp.
Jenny Cameron.

He
to

is

come

now entered in a sweepstakes
off in the fall of 1839, over the

Nashville course, $500 entrance, three
or more to make a race.

Blooded Stock of W. L. Eyre, of Eyreville, Northampton, Virginia.

Mr. Editor

:

herewith send you a list of my
blooded stock, I have lately gone into
the rearing of such stock, and of course,
have but few to enumerate, though few,
they are a 'little of the best.'
1. Circassian, a ch. m. six years
old, foaled April 12, 1831, the property
of Hugh Campbell, Esq. of King and
Queen county, Virginia, by Hotspur,
her dam Lady Alfred, by Haxall's old
Alfred grandam by imp. Wonder g.
grandam Dixon's Thunderclap, (full
I

;

;

brother to the famous old Chanticleer;)
g. g. g.
g. grandam old Wildair
grandam by Mark Anthony, for further
pedigree see Turf Reg. vol. 3, 638.
Lady Alfred, Hotspur, by the famous

g.

;

Timoleon, the
Archy, &.c.

Her produce
2.

best

son of old

Sir

:

Chevvyton, a

ch. c. foaled

March

Wm.

R. Johnson's Agripby old Archy, &c. for old
Archy's pedigree see Amer. Turf Reg.

22, 1S37, by
pa, Agrippa
3.

Henrietta Temple,

a

br.

f.

by William R.
Johnson's Sidi Hamet,by Eclipse, dam
W. L. Eyre.
Princess, by Defiance.
foaled

March

5,

1837,

March, 16, 1837.
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JOHN BASCOMBE.
The

present

number of the Turf Register

is

embellished with the

portrait of this very fine horse, engraved

by Francis Humphreys, of
Philadelphia, from a very superior painting, by E. Troye.
We have
the more pleasure in presenting our patrons with the
portrait of
Bascombe, in consequence of some late strictures upon our course,
apparently
especially
idea, that
tried

of

endeavouring to impress upon the public mind, and
upon those of the friends and owners of Bascombe, the
the Turf Register was unfriendly to Bascombe
that it had

—

to injure 'this

Bascombe

in the south,

Register best,

57

celebrated southern horse,' &c.

and
v.8

who

who have known

have most reason

Those

friends

the course of the

to

Turf

be sensitive on this
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subject,

know how

Turf Register

utterly

knows no

unfounded

party, nor can

such suggestions

all
it

[M«»'. 1837.

feel partiality for

are.

The

any horse.

can therefore, with the more propriety, act as the medium for discussing the pretensions, and ultimately for recording the judgment
Thus much in vindication of our course hitherto, not
of the public.

It

with the friends and owners of Bascombe, for
they did not require

we

feel

assured that

it.

six years old this spring, light chestnut, of fine
His head and neck are very superior, delicately
formed, and finely finished; indeed this description applies with equal
One of our very best judges of horses
force to the whole horse.

John Bascombe

is

form and action.

declared, on examining the painting from

was taken,

that

it

was

which the present

portrait

the best representation of a racehorse he had

should be borne in mind that the painting of Bascombe
in training condition, immediately, we believe, after
when
taken
was
his great match race with Argyle.
He was bred by John Connolly, near Huntsville, Alabama, and sold
ever seen.

It

Major Blevins, who, in 1835, sold him to his present
Many
proprietor, Col. John Crowell, of Fort Mitchell, Alabama.

by him

to

name have appeared in the public prints,
concur
in the simple fact, (which is all that
however,
which,
all of
Connolly in
is of any consequence,) that he was named by Mr.
compliment to the Rev. John Bascombe, who was then in the
versions of the origin of his

neighbourhood.

PEDIGREE.

John Bascombe was got by Old Bertrand, out of Grey Goose, she
by Pacolet grandam by imported Buzzard, g. grandam by Wade
Hampton's Paragon, g. g. grandam by imported Figure, g. g. g.
grandam old Slammerkin mare by the celebrated imported horse Wildair
Wade Hampton's Paragon was got by
out of the imported Cub mare.
imported Flimnap out of Camilla, and she by Burwell's Traveller;
his grandam by old Fearnought, g. grandam Calista, imported by
;

Burwell's Traveller was got by Morton's Traveller out of

Col. Bird.

Col. Bird's Calista.

PERFORMANCES.
1834. Huntsville, Alab.

November

15.

Mile heats

>

best three in

he ran second to Stockholder, beating Rachel Johnson, Whalebone, and Samuel O'Rourke. Time, 2m. 4s.— 2m. 3s.— 2m. 5s.— 2m.

five,

5s.

— 2m.
1835,

won
first

5s.

November

18, at

Montgomery, Alab. three mile

heats, he

the purse, distancing Samuel O'Rourke, his only competitor, the
heat, in

6m. 52s.

—
Vol. 8. No.

1935,

second

9]
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November

24, at

Mount Meigs,

Alab. three mile heats, he ran

December

10,

Volney, by Industry.

—

Daphne. Time, 6m. 6m. 3s.
at Columbus, Geo. three mile heats, he beat
Time, first heat, 6m. Volney having broke

to Bill Austin, beating

1835,

3S7

down.
1336, January 13, at Augusta, Geo. three mile heats, he beat
Chestatee,
Clifford

it;

Ormond, Col. Townes' Truffle colt, and distanced Paul
first and Vertumnus in the second heat, in 5m. 54s

—

the

5m. 56s.
1836, April 12, at Augusta, Geo. in a match of four mile heats, he

This
first heat, in 7m. 44s.
on
Col.
and
Argyle
on
$15,000
$17,000
match was for $32,000,
Crowell's stable, consisting of Bill Austin, Lady Nashville, John
distanced Col. Hampton's Argyle the

Bascombe, and Bolivia; Bascombe having been selected.
1836, May 31, at the Union course, L. I. in a match of four mile
heat, $5,000 a side, he beat Post Boy, in two heats. Time, 7m. 49s.
7m. 5l^s.
1336,

December

9, at

Augusta, Geo. four mile heats, he beat the

grey colt Kite and Lady Morgan, in two heats.

Time, 8m.

Track 33 feet over a mile.
For the details of the performances, see Am. Turf

Is.

— 8m.

Is.

6,

page 310; vol.

7,

Register, vol.

pages 236, 283, 328, 423, 4S9, 490, 544, 552,

562.

ROBIN HOOD.
Robin Hood is a beautiful chesnut, five feet three inches high, with
bone and muscle, and his movements easy and graceful. He was
bred by Nelson Lloyd, Esq. of Long Island, and dropped the 18th
was got by the celebrated racehorse Henry, the comApril, 1828
fine

—

petitor of Eclipse,

and

sire of Alice

Grey, Post Boy, and

many

other fine

racehorses. His dam was got by Hickory, and he by imported Whip,
who was a racehorse of the first celebrity and blood, and beat Post

Boy, Maid of the Oaks, Floretta, and all of the best horses of his day.
His grandam was got by Tippoo Sultan, the best racer of his 'day,
who was matched against Eclipse's dam, and she paid the forfeit, and
he by Tippoo Saib, one of the best sons of imported Messenger. His
grandam was got by Potomac, another distinguished son of imported Messenger. His g. g. grandam was got by imported Sourcrout.

g.

His g. g. g. g.
g. g. g. grandam was got by imported Figure.
grandam was got by Bashaw. And his g. g. g. g. g. grandam was got
by Wildair, out of a Delaney mare.
His
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PERFORMANCES.
Robin Hood ran his first race over the Union course in the fall of
1832
two mile heats, nine starting and was beat ten feet by

—

—

Jackson.

At the same meeting, he ran mile heats, and
Time, Ira. 52s.
lm. 53s.

—

field.

The same

winter he

won

a

won

against a line

match against Roman, one mile.

Time

lm. 50s.
In the spring of

1833, he ran a match with

De

$2,000, two mile heats.
distanced the

first

Witt Clinton, for

Time, 3m. 44s.

heat.

The same winter he
won with ease.

De

Witt Clinton not having his weight, was

ran a match with Quaker Boy, one mile, and

In the spring of 1834, he ran half a mile with

Quaker Boy, and

won with ease.
He ran a match with Roman, one mile, and won. Time, lm. 46s.
The next day he won the Jockey Club purse, two mile heats, beating

Monmouth, and

He was

several others.

$2,000, and Lexington paid the
In the
field

Time, 3m.

49s.

— 3m.

49s.

then matched against Mr. Craig's Lexington, one mile, for

fall

forfeit.

of the same year he ran two mile heats, against a fine
;

of horses, over the Washington City course, for the

g500

plate,

and won with ease.

The

next week, he

with ease, against a

Two

days

after,

won

the Craig plate, over the Central course,

fine field of horses.

he ran four mile heats with

Kemble, and others, and the race was won by
fa

behind.

He was

Time

Trifle, Shark,

Trifle,

Charles

Robin Hood not

of last heat, 7m. 49s.

then travelled to Georgia, in the winter season, and ran

three mile heats, at Augusta, quite out of condition, and

was beaten
by Rattlesnake in which race his legs failed.
He was then patched up, and run two races since.
It will be seen that Robin Hood lost but two races, until his legs
failed him, at Augusta; and by reference to the Turf Register, it will
be seen that his time, one and two miles, is the quickest on record in
;

John Crowell.

America.

The Turf Register, during the remainder of the present volume, wilt
be published every two months ; as follows, the tenth number will be
published on the first of July, the eleventh number on the first of September, and the twelfth number on the first of November, for reasons
more
to

fully explained

enable us to

on the cover of the present number. The object is
the next volume on the first of January next.

commence

—
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DIVISION OF PURSES.
In the last

number of

Turf Register,

the

there

an article upon the

is

subject that heads this communication, and the writer does
justice in supposing that the letter he alludes to

view

to elicit discussion.

was so

It

and

:

did

I

me

but

was written with a
hope to have seen

extended in favour of the proposed alteration some helping hand,
wielding with the same zeal and conviction a pen as able and as

The same

eloquent as 'Sportsman's.'

can safely boast of

— the same ability

willingness and conviction

I

do not lay claim to. But since
help me, I must grapple as best I
I

no such hand has been put forth to
may, at the hazard of being deemed tedious, with the ingenious inDiffer,

and not less ingenious deductions, of my talented opponent.
most widely, we certainly do, from the beginning to the very

end, in

many

ferences,

of the premises and in most of the conclusions.

'Sportsman' begins by stating that

some

'Mr. S. has discussed the expediency of

mode

of racing.'

Now,

I

by 'Sportsman,'

object in the outset to the terms used

giving a colour to this discussion, that

way

regulation as a correc-

an existing abuse, which, he alleges, prevails in our existing

tion to

is

evidently retained

through, and not warranted by any thing said or

never used the term abuse, or alleged that
the expediency of correcting

How could
invariably

I

it:

—

consistently complain

by myself, whenever

resulting too, as

I

it

of,

was

it

felt

all

by me.

law

the

complained

I

say again, then, that

thought

it

my

interest to

object to

the policy of the law that

it is

— not the abuse of

'Sportsman' says

of.

as an abuse, a practice followed

do

and therefore practised and deemed honourable by honourable
I

I

prevailed, or discussed

does, naturally and of necessity, from the law

it

as

the

so,

itself,

men

?

question and

I

it.

:

questionable whether the object professed by Mr. S. will be

'It is

accomplished by the adoption of his suggestions

;

not accomplished,

if

would follow as a necessary consequence, that, admitting the expediency of some regulation on this subject, he has failed to suggest
the adequate remedy.
Such is my conclusion.'
it

And

such, too,

is

mine.

propose prove inadequate,

it

not accomplished.

object

is

better

mode than

the present

I

willingly admit, that

I

believed,

58

he should do his best
v.8

(and do so

one of selecting the

horses might be devised, by making
a horse that

if

remedy

the

I

follows as a necessary consequence, the

in

it

that

still,)

fleetest

the interest of every

every heat.

This

some

and stoutest

is

owner of

the object,

—

—
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and 'Sportsman' admits
say that

propose

I

be 'sufficiently distinct

to

it

accomplish

to

[May, 1837.
;'

and goes on to

'by dividing the existing purses

it

into three separate purses, or a purse for each heat;' this the reader is
left to

suppose

the

is

have been as well,

whole scheme.

whole proposition

stated the

so

Is this

argument sake only,

for

if

My

?

proposal

would

if not,

?

it

that 'Sportsman'

is

not

had

(not separate

to give

purses) certain portions of the purse to different horses, and to give

one portion of
the

way

inducement

do his best

all

the

Under the old law, a rider finding he could not win
would as soon be third or fourth as second under the

the heat,

:

rule,

endeavour

remedy

he would be paid

for being second,

and therefore would

'Sportsman' says that

to be there.

'Penalties,

and not bounties, have been more generally adopted

to

existing abuses.'

not the loss of

five

hundred

dollars, out of a purse of

penalty upon the owner of a horse for being neither
the

second in

as should be

for each to

through.

proposed

Is

owner of such horse

to the

it

heat, as a further

first

first

heat?

I

should count

it

first

a pretty severe

$1100, a

or second in

As

one.

for

'attaching the penalty to the horse that either does not or cannot run,'
I

confess

know

1

of no feasible

spur don't answer,

I

mode

should think

it

of getting at

the evil complained of had been partially remedied
distance.

'Sportsman' says

*Extend that remedy

If

it.

a case past cure.

I

whip and

stated that

by shortening the

:

further and

still

you

once correct the abuse

at

of which he complains.'

But might not the remedy be worse than the disease

Admitted.

'Sportsman' might cure a corn on his toe by cutting off his

he would probably

mode

first

leg,

?

but

seek some other, though perhaps less efficient

of remedying the

evil.

Shortening the distance to such an

extent as would insure each horse to do his best or be shut out.

would,

I fear,

his antagonist a

who might

should breed for

— we should prize a horse that could beat

few yards

in a single heat

more than

be able to beat him double that distance

had he not been (by a bad
says

We

inevitably lead to single heats.

speed rather than endurance

start

his competitor

in a

second heat

perhaps) shut out in the

first.

'S.'

:

'His proposed regulations

must assume

they are equal or nearly so, for

if

one horse

that, in a field
is

proposed regulation will have no application
accidents, he will
therefore, only in

of horses,

decidedly superior, the
;

for in the absence of

win the three purses in two short heats. It is,
cases where an equality does exist, that the regula-

tion is called for or will apply.'

;
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Now,

insist that the

I

assume any such
all

thing.

proposed regulations do not, nor need not,
I

admit that a horse decidedly superior to

the field, in the absence of accidents,

either

under the old or

391

new

would win

two short

in

deems unim-

that 'Sportsman' has forgotten to mention, or perhaps

portant, viz. that all

were doing

assert, also, that

when one

it is

show

and

their best

horse

proposed regulations will have most
horse, the fairest chance to

heats,

but with this very natural proviso,

rule,

is

for

both heats.

I

decidedly superior that the

effect,

by giving him, the best

that superiority.

Under the old

a horse, though decidedly superior to each singly, might

to

fail

rule,

prove

so against their combined forces, and where there was no inducement

One would attack him
What would 'S.' say, if, on a

and another the second

for all to run.

the

heat.

difference of opinion as to our

first

to him to run a mile
would follow quietly on behind
and see fair play, and before he had recovered from the fatigue of the
race, or had even done blowing from the exertion, insist upon his

relative speed or endurance,

my

or two with

starting against

should propose

I

neighbour, while

me, (who claimed to be his equal)

circumstances which was the best

would seem, yet

a proposal
testing the

I

man ?

this is the

to decide

under the proposed

'Winner of the

to

with no friendly feeling.

'S.'

such

as

mode, the every-day mode, of

powers of a horse, and even the attempt

apparently looked upon by

under such

Absurd and unfair

remedy

'S.'

it is

says, that

rule, the

first

heat will consult his interest by laying back

the second, particularly as he has already bagged the

first

purse of

$400:'—
And that
'The winner of the second heat

will

with ease, instead of running, will merely run

to

win the

third purse

save their distance

both are winners, and both have reputation and purses, and

be

folly to risk either in a struggle,

purse of $300, but

which,

same

naturally adopt the

policy, and thus both, unless they think they can

if

it

would

successful, only adds a

unsuccessful, jeopardizes a character and a purse

if

already obtained.'

Of

this,

different,'

and of the succeeding paragraph, commencing 'but
&c. &c.

it

is

but

fair to say,

superstructures, raised though

furnished by
first

'S.'

According

or second heats

Admit

my

plan, neither the

would bag anything

that their chances are

many

how

pretty

upon foundations whose materials

to

until then, neither are winners,

they contain

until the

are

winner of the

end of the race;

and neither have reputation or purses.

good

for portions of a purse,

how

are

those chances lessened, or their reputations jeopardized, by running

—
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the last heat in the least possible time either one

What

[May,

is

capable of doing?

possible inducement can there be for holding back

last heat

money

— each

has

won one

— reputation

be gained by running for

is to

by doing

less

than their best.

'S.'

He may

it is

the

conjecture,

I

says that

'Under the present mode of racing, the winner of the
unless he runs for the second heat, gets nothing, and at

run for the third

—

they can neither win, or

save their distance by doing their best, they will not,
better their chances

?

and double the amount of
If

it.

1837.

,

all

first

heat,

events must

heat.'

run for the second heat also, and getliothing

;

and how

is

Bumper won the first, and Gypsey
second what obligation was there that Bumper should run for
third ?
None that I can see; so far from it, that if Bumper had

he obliged
the

to run for the third

?

;

the

been as well managed the third heat as Atalanta was the second, and

had saved himself the

last half

last half mile of the second,

mile of that heat, as Atalanta did in the

he would in

all

probability have

won

;

would from being less blown, at least have been
The owners of both Bumper and Gypsey will excuse me

his chance to do so,

mended.

for remarking, that neither,

it

appeared to me, displayed their usual

good management, (and in a field too, where good management could
do so much,) by both contending for a heat, all the way through,
against a nag, that, if winner, was obliged to start for a fourth, and
when there was no obligation by the law to do so. 'S.' says
'It is sufficient to shew, that under Mr. S's proposed regulation, the
evil of which he complains in the instance of the race of Atalanta
would still exist, as she would still have been a winner, though of a
purse inferior in amount to that which she received.'

Now,

I

contend that the

not have existed.

evil,

been a winner, as under the

back the

Bumper

first

under the proposed regulation, would
all human probability,) have

Atalanta would not (in

heat,

new

rule,

laid

to beat

the second, and in that case Atalanta could not have been a

winner, or have received the $300.

her

Gypsey would not have

and therefore would not have been able

to be) to

both

'S.'

says that, inferior (as

Bumper and Gypsey, under

I

stated

the old rule 'she could

not have won, as the race would have been decided in two short
heats.'

The

race

was run under the old

Bumper

rule and proves the reverse of this;

two short heats, the race
was not decided, for Gypsey, by saving her distance the first heat,
was enabled to do for Atalanta what Atalanta was unable to do for
and yet Atalanta won.
herself: viz. beat Bumper the second heat
that
by
remarking
paragraph
'S.' ends his

for although

did beat her (Atalanta)

—

—
Vol.

'Thus
with
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her (Atalanta's) position would not be materially changed,
that she

this exception,

would have divided the purse with her

competitor, instead ofreceiving the whole herself.'

Now

this

an exception with a vengeance; but however

is

may deem

little

owner of Atalanta would (I judge) be
apt to esteem it very material indeed, as he would receive $300 in
one case, and $1,000 in the other; and the owners of Bumper and
Gypsey would be just as likely to think the exception material, as
they in one event would have received $700 between them, and in the
other, nothing.
Even 'S.' might, perhaps, be led to deem such an
material

'S.'

exception material,

him

to

asks,

'S.'

'If

my

all

there

the

it,

— with

an abuse so great as to

feeling,

can be deemed

in the race of Atalanta that

call

bequeathing

the exception of seven

and apparently with some degree of

was any thing

my

of

for instance,

in the event,

ten race horses

for the interposition of

new

regulations,

unknown, unacknowledged upon any track, neither justified
by precedent, [how could new regulations be justified by precedent ?]
nor as yet matured by experience ? regulations that strike the mind
heretofore

—

as legislating in reference to a particular case

Now

I

regret exceedingly, for

should have supposed

any such motives or

it

many and

possible that

making the proposed

feelings in

of the sort alluded to by

'S.'

mention

and that

this,
I

will

it

I

but that only

my

tration of a case, recent and, in

many

for

I

— by

at Baltimore, beating
J.

I

will

excuse

beat

me

therefore,

in the field.

that

object, not to the abuse of

I

if

Mr.

and

Busiris,

sort of

Mr. Johnson, and

them both.

It is

much

in the

him and others with Annette, by

horse

'If it is

owned O'Kelly.

by taking of him the same

perhaps others, will remember his serving O'Kelly

managing (Mr.

as well as others,

I

O'Kelly while Busiris and Celeste were running

the last half of the mile heat.

way

it

apt.

Union Course, between O'Kelly,

resting

I

for a mere illusAs some proof of

intended

judgment,

was deemed honourable by myself

Celeste, O'Kelly beat Busiris

advantage

alterations

years, and they

have made of her, no feeling

mention one instance that occurred while

In a race over the

'S.'

could have been actuated by

I

have known the gentlemen owning Atalanta
at least, I trust, will see in the

?'

various reasons, that

S's intention to

for saying)
I

it.

same

skilfully

certainly not the best

say again, to the policy of the law
'S.'

says:

make horses

run,

it

would follow

that

Atalanta did her best, she furnishes, in her person, no reason for the

adoption of his rule.'
'S.'

Now,

then goes on
as

my

to infer,

from

my

statement, that she did do her best.

inferences are exactly opposite to those

'S.'

draws from
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my

statement,

flowing from premises which
to be inferred that Atalanta,

heat, because

first

deemed necessary

will not, I presume, be

it

should follow out, or endeavour
I

to

deny

[May, 1837.

confute a long

to be

mine.

'S.'

list

asserts that

heat,

first

and

it

was evident from

the running, that

him

neither Post Boy, Veto, nor Atalanta had a chance with

deny the inference

the

of

the horses

that

best,

me, unaccountable cause) was bad enough.
Atalanta had

little

or no chance to beat

did not contend for

As

it.

for

for

it.'

Atalanta contended for

it is no less true, that
Veto was the only one that did do
on that day, to be sure (for some, to

it

started,

His

his best for the heat.

Boy or
may seem,

neither Post

;

and strange as

heat,

first

all

it is

Post Boy, and Veto did their best for the

have stated that

1

'Bumper won the
'I

that I

of results

—

Bumper

was evident

It

that

the heat, she therefore

Post Boy, he started with a determina-

Finding she made
boy pulled him back. As for Gypsey, her
being within a few yards of the distance, was evident enough she did
I can safely appeal to those who witnessed
not mean to run for it.
tion not to run for the heat except Atalanta did.

no struggle

for

it,

the

the race for the correctness of this statement.

from

S's version of

and shews plainly

it,

varies very materially

It

how much

is

expected from

management.

Now,
lations,
it

suppose the race to have been run under the proposed regu-

would

it

(or

probable

is it

it

would) so have happened

Can

?

be credited that three out of four of the supposed best horses in the

race

would

let

five-sixths of the

without an exertion
portion of

it

save

to

afterwards

I

?

it,

whole purse

that they

slip

cannot believe

If

it.

from

their grasp

some inferior
they would not be

might run

for

would endeavour, by running for the heat, to gain
would be lost to them, it would be reason good and

likely to do so, but
that

which

else

with reasonable men, to make the experiment:

sufficient,

producing the results

in

and better

test

I

it

fairer

of the powers of the racehorse, by inducing every

horse to run for every heat;
sanguine

fails

if it

have predicted, or in proving a

if,

we can

will not)

entire, the regulations

I

in

say,

it fails

to

do

this,

(which

I

am

an instant restore, unchanged and

and laws so esteemed and venerated by

S.

S. says that he 'can suppose a case under this rule that would be a

hard one.'

I

admit that he can; but as most human institutions are

liable to objections,

my

I

am

scheme, (experience

with the old method,

gentlemen were

to

content he shall pick half a dozen holes in

may mend them)

it is

proved

start three

to

provided, in a comparison

have fewer

faults.

Suppose three

horses in a race of four mile heats,

pledging their honour that each would run his best for each heat, and

—

—
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no event should there be more than three heats, and that the best
would such a race be desirable, and

horse should receive the wager

—

would

S. if

he could, put racing generally on that principle

why

and

if

?

attainment?

'Among

—

he would, what regulation would he suggest
S.

says

if

not,

for its

:

other objections

that a horse that could have the

is this,

may by

reputation of a winner, under the old rule,

an accident be

only one of two or three winners, leaving undecided the question of
character.'

Now, what

accident does S. allude to

he mean the accident of

If

?

not being able to win two out of three heats, and of getting paid for
the one he does win,

I

confess

I

cannot condole with him on this

he has three times the chance for reputation that
most of the high-priced English horses have, and if an American horse

accidental loss

:

cannot make reputation worth having in three heats, he will not (in

my judgment)
and

be likely to do so in double that number.

three horses each

'If

is

it

win a

heat, there

is

S.

says:

no decision and no winner,

rather arbitrary to declare there shall be none,

when

the

reputation of one of the winners requires there should be one; and
again,

the

three

would

purses

create

winners,

three

when

the

established law of racing has decreed there shall be but one.'
If

such an improbable case as

when each was doing

S.

supposes,

viz.

ever happening)

—
are — equal.

its

truth,

by declaring them, what they really
by such declaration

say,

I

if,

it

horse's reputation suffer
contest

two reputations would certainly

as certainly

racehorses.

speaks of?

—a

establish

it,

?

By

How

would a

continuing the

and three constitutions

suffer,

of the winning horses may,

one winner, but

if

In a dead heat
?

by the law, and
in case of Elis

is

The

ft.

as

is

not

The owners
heat to make
rarely done.

and Mr. Waggs r

Newmarket Houghton Meeting,

sweepstakes of 200 sovs. each, h.
?

?

he

and the every day

they please, run another

For instance, which was the winner
ran a dead heat at the last

the 'established law'

of racing,

two or three winners

this is not required

agreed to divide the stakes

S. find

any such principle

the purse divided between the

who

I

serious injury, as S. says, to owners and breeders of

And again, where does
Does the English law

practice under

so rare that

should so happen, declare the

doubt

;

each to win a heat y

(a case

his best for all three

for a

Lord Lichfield and Col. Peel

English Racing Calendar furnishes

repeated cases like the one cited.

'The principle

makes

that authorizes a club to

that horse a winner.'

award a purse

to a horse,
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not Mingo then, in two recent instances, over the Eagle course

when second to Post Boy in one case, and to Fanny Wyatt in another,
made a winner? He received a purse, as S. calls it, ($300 out of
$1000) for beating the others in the race. If then, in England, horses
when by their test they are proved equal, are oftentimes so declared
and receive each a part, instead of the whole purse, why should they
not here, when proved equal by our test, (and that test three heats) be
so declared and the purse divided ? As to the regulation (that S. supposes) which might make Lady Relief equal to Black Maria, who had
beaten her four heats out of
regulation

would be about

horse (without question or complaint)
of

making such a

the chance of a club

five,

as great as that they should declare
last,

when he was

S's

opinion

in the

all else, first.

Nor

did

would seem

boast, as S.

I

Lady Relief

to insinuate, that

I

'had beaten

as an illustration of the injustice of this law,

to sticks,'

and particularly with regard

to Trifle,

severe contest, beat Trifle the

first

I

stated that 'Black Maria, after a

heat a length

—

the second

is

a dead

heat between these two, and Trifle beats Maria a neck for the third.

Now, Lady

by both

Relief ran in this race, and was beaten to sticks

Maria and Trifle

in all three heats.

She did not run

for the

first,

and

know, might have run for neither of the three but she,
although beaten by both for three successive heats, is allowed by the
for aught

I

;

rule to start again, and

her in the

Now,

placed before Trifle because she

is

with

all

due deference to S's opinions,

this is a striking illustration of the

solicitous to preserve, and

I

I

would forego

I

must say

I to

would prefer never

I

have never ceased

to start

another

;

Was

Trifle,

Lady

so

its

it,

I

mare by running her
of knocking the 'arts

produce such dire results

Relief,

to regret

rather than do

twenty instead of twelve miles, and take the risk
and literature' on the head. But how limiting the contest
is to

think

be apprised of the certainty of

the rare chance of improving the

instead of twenty miles

I

S. is

repeat, even at the risk of incurring the

Were

the seeming necessity.

see.

ahead of

rank injustice of the rule

reproach of a 'morbid sensibility,' that

happening,

is

last two.'

I

to

twelve

do not clearly

or Maria better enabled to run in the

next week, the next month, or the next year, by running these twenty
instead of twelve miles

— or has a horse

ever been seen or heard

of,

was bettered by running more than twelve miles ? Horses, in
the days that it was 'a miracle to run four miles in eight minutes,'
went as long distances, both in their training and racing, as those of
We must look to some other source to account for their
later times.
that

improvement.

Vol. 8. No.
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his conjecture that
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'it

time taken by the

five heats in the
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less

inhuman

to

in the twenty-

field

mile race, than in the three heats run by Eclipse and Henry,' the

following facts will show:
his feet,

Henry
case,

was but

— Eclipse,

except from a slight soreness in

the worse for his race, and in three days after,

little

distanced and in good time a fine field of horses.

In the other

Maria was for months but the shadow of herself

— Trifle was

lamed and did not run again

for a year,

and Lady Relief died shortly

afterwards.

The

was an iron, though not an unfriendly
would gladly have dispensed with it. I take this occasion

gripe that S. mentions

one, and

I

to say, that I

do not wish

protest against

it fail, I

its

to

be considered as advocating

involving in

its

should

it;

consequences the Division

of Purses, or of being deprived of the opportunity of testing alone and

untrammelled, the value of the alteration
succeed and be adopted,

it

that S. apprehends

aught

know,

I

from the

follow.

I

I

I

have suggested.

claim none of the merit.

I

have

my

new

it

will be given up.

1

it

should gall the mare's back or the boy's knees,

give up racing, but clap on the old one until
to

that, if

it

does

have long had a notion to try a

fashioned saddle, which springs in the stirrup leathers; but

do, and

my

I

I

if

I

will not

can find a better.

As

proposal, limiting the test of a racehorse to three heats, de-

claring horses equal that really are so, and dividing the purses

those

for

apprehensions too, but

they are not of so serious a character, from believing
not answer,

results

amendment, may,

'iron gripe' of this

confess

Should

—The

who do most

in the belief that
object,

among

to deserve them, reflection has but confirmed

me

has truth and humanity for

its

it

cannot

and sooner or

fail.

It

later the time will

come when

the claims of this

noble animal to be relieved from the cruel necessity of struggling

through four, or staggering through
allowed.

Why

should

they not

?

five heats, will

that an

be listened to and

additional

bet

may

be

decided, or an additional flower added to a bloody wreath.

John
N.y.

Spirit of the Times.]

J\relv

C. Stevens.

York, March 27, 1827.

—

Sports of the Turf in France. A friend, now in Paris, informs
us that the French are turning their attention, in good earnest, to the
improvement of the horse. There is a stud belonging to the government,
to which some first rate English stallions have been added within two or
three years.
Among them are Cadland and Dangerous, winners of the
Derby, and famous Lottery, besides many others of less note. Our friend
informs us that he is a member of the Paris Jockey Club, and promises to
supply a page or two for the Turf Register, should any thing occur at
the meetings worth sending.

59

v.8
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;
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THE TURF.
A Treatise on the

Care, Treatment, and Training of the English Racehorse.
By R. Darvill, Veterinary Surgeon, 7th Hussars.
(continued from page 357.)

The Jockey Club Law

very

is

strict as

to trials at

Newmarket,

notice being obliged to be given to the keeper of the trial-book within

one hour

after the horses

£10

for neglecting

also

severely dealt

was a

trade at

present day

;

it

with.

Newmarket, nor

enforced by a penalty of

is

it

done away with

quite
to

is

trials

at the

who

believe that the better

by such means would very

who

often happens that the jockeys

It

nothing of the result beyond

trial

watching

formerly,

to information obtained

soon break down.
fastest, as

tried,

Nevertheless,

though we have reason

should trust much

know

have been

and any person detected watching a

;

ride trials

which horses run

the fact of

they are kept in ignorance of the weight they carry

good load of shot being frequently concealed

—

in the stuffing of their

saddles.

But
horse.

to return for a

moment

to the

effect

of weight on the race-

Perhaps an instance of the most minute observation of

effect is to

be found in a race

at

this

Newcastle under Lyne, some years

back, between four horses handicapped by the celebrated Dr. Bellyse
namely, Sir John Egerton's Astbury, 4 years old, 8 stone 6 pounds

Mr. Mytton's Handel, 4 years

Wynne's Taragon,

old, 7 stone

4 years old, S stone

3 years old, 6 stone 13 pounds.

Of

the

three heats

there

pounds

1 1

Thomas

Sir

—

Wm.

Sir

Stanley's Ced-

—

The following was the result
was no winner, Taragon and Handel

ric,

first

—

:

being each time nose and nose; and, although Astbury is stated to
have been third the first heat, yet he was so nearly on a level with
the others, that there

was a

difficulty in placing

second heat, Mr. Littleton,
Doctor and two other gentlemen
the

and

do

In

to

him

as such.

After

steward, requested

the

look steadfastly at the horses,

it was impossible to
Taragon and Handel had struggled
they reeled about like drunken men, and could

try to decide in favour of

so.

who was

one of them, but

the third dead heat,

with each other

till

scarcely carry their riders to the scales.
after the first heat,

then came out and

Astbury,

won

;

and

who had
it is

laid

by

generally be-

lieved the annals of the turf cannot produce such a contest as this.

So much for a good handicap, formed on a thorough knowledge of
the horses, their ages, and their public running.

Taking

into consideration the

immense sums of money run for by
them form an important

English race-horses, the persons that ride

branch of society

;

and although the term 'jockey'

is

often used in

a metaphorical sense, in allusion to the unfair dealings of men, yet

AND SPORTING MAGAZINE.
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now

there ever have been, and

whom

nothing would induce

jockeys of high moral character,

are,

to

every day qualifications
;

much

:

a union of the following not

— considerable

personal intrepidity

to provocation, bordering

nent

—

in a race

the tongue.

— can get

Independently of trust-

do wrong.

worthiness, their avocation requires

compass

399

;

bodily power in a very small

— a kind of habitual insensibility

upon apathy, which no
the better of;

of an oppo-

efforts

and an habitual check upon

Exclusive of the peril with which the actual race

is

The

attended, his profession lays a heavy tax on the constitution.

at times work hard, but, the hardest of all tasks
must work upon an empty stomach. During his preparation
indeed, it too
the race, he must have the abstinence of an Asiatic

jockey must not only

— he
for

often

—

happens that

at

meals he can only be a spectator

during the period of his wasting.

To sum up

all

— he

— we

mean
work

has to

hard, and deprive himself of every comfort, risking his neck into the

—

?
Why, for five guineas if he
The famous Pratt, the jockey
Gimcrack, (of whom, man and horse,

what

bargain, and for

wins, and three

he looses a race.

if

famous

little

portrait,

of the no less
there

is

by Stubbs,) rode eleven races over the Beacon Course

a fine

one

in

day, making, with returning to the post on his hack, a distance of
eighty-eight miles in his saddle.

Of course we must go

to

Newmarket

for the elite of this fraternity,

and this reminds us that Francis Buckle is not there. He is in his
grave; but he has left behind him not merely an example for all

young jockeys

proof that honesty

to follow, but

for he died in the esteem of

all

is

the

best policy,

the racing world, and in the possession

What

of a comfortable independence, acquired by his profession.

Greek

said of Fabricius

been as

difficult

to

might be said of him

have turned the sun from

turned him from his duty; and having said

its

this,

that

it

the

would have

course, as to have

we

should like to

more of him. He was the son of a saddler, at Newmarket
no wonder he was so good on the saddle and commenced in the

say a

—

—

little

—

Honourable Richard Vernon's stables at a very early age. He
rode the winners of five Derby, seven Oaks, and two St. Leger stakes,
besides, to use his own words, 'most of the good things at New-

late

market,' in his time; but

guished himself

at

it

was

Epsom by

in

1802 that he so greatly

taking long odds, that he

distin-

won

both

Derby and Oaks, on what were considered very unlikely horses to
win either. His Derby horse was the Duke of Grafton's Tyrant,
with seven to one against him, beating Mr. Wilson's
considered the best horse of his year.

Young

Young

Eclipse,

made

the play,

Eclipse

who contested
From Buckle's fine

and was opposed by Sir Charles Bunbury's Orlando,
every inch of ground with him for the

first

mile,

judgment of pace, he was convinced they must both

stop, so follow-
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and watching them with Tyrant, he came up and won, to the

surprise of

won

all

Derby.

a

giving him

who saw him, with one of the worst horses that ever
The following year Young Eclipse beat Tyrant,
Buckle, having made one of his two events

4lbs.

had then a fancy

win the Oaks

that Mr. Wastell's Scotia could

safe,
if

he

were on her back, and he got permission to ride her. She was beaten
three times between Tattenham's corner and home
but he got her
up again in front, and won the race by a head. The Newmarket
;

people declared they had never seen such a race before, snatched out
of the

won

as

fire,

it

were, by fine riding.

In another place,

an extraordinary race against a horse of the

(Lewes) he

Mr. Durand's,

late

on which he had a considerable sum of money depending, thus
his race, but losing his money.
He rode Sancho for Mr.
Mellish, in his great match with Pavillion, and was winning it when
winning

He

broke down.

his horse

won

also

the Doncaster

Leger with

St.

Sancho.

we have

Buckle, as

already said,

very early age, but his

first

commenced

appearance

in

public

riding exercise at a

was on a

Mr.

colt of

Vernon's in 1783, when he rode one pound short of four stone, with

He soon

his saddle.

with

whom

entered the service of the late Earl Grosvenor,

he remained

to

his death.

His weight was favourable,

being seldom called upon to reduce himself, as he could ride seven
stone eleven pounds
past his sixty-fifth

with ease.

He

year, and his

continued riding in public until

nerve was good even to the

last,

although, as might be expected, he was laterally shy of a crown, and
generally cast an eye to the state of the legs and
ride

he did not know.

a horse

ever, for

after the tricks

father and

in private

life,

that

was unshaken.

But

Buckle stood well.

it is

not only

He was

a kind

husband, and a good master, and his acts of charity were

conspicuous for a person in his situation of

have gotten

all

he possessed,

the risk of his

little

to

she played with him before starting,

that even then his courage

in public, but

at

when asked

Lord Exeter, in the second October meeting, 1828, and

winning with her,

showed

feet,

His jockeying Green Mantle, how-

life.

'a

life,

who might

be said to

by the sweat of his brow, and then

In a short biographical

peculiarities are noticed

says his biographer,

first

in rather

sketch of him, his

an amusing

style.

'He was,'

great patron of the sock and buskin, and often

bespoke plays for the night in country towns. He was a master of
hounds, a breeder of greyhounds, fighting cocks, and bull-dogs,
In the language
(proh pudor!) and always celebrated for his hacks.
of the stud book, his first wife had no produce, but out of the second
he had several children. We may suppose he chose her as he would
a race-horse, for she was not only very handsome, but very good.'
He left three sons, who are comfortably and respectably settled in

;
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— one

a

one a druggist, and the other a brewer.
nephew, and considered a fair jockey, though

solicitor,

'Young Buckle'

is

401

his

he does not ride so often as

was

his uncle

upon

called

But

to do.

Frank Buckles are scarce.

The

present Samuel Chifney presents the beau ideal of a jockey,*

elegance of seat, perfection of hand, judgment of pace

power

saddle beyond any

in his

in one.

It

man

scarcely necessary to add, that he

is

celebrated jockey of his name,

by

all united,

and

of his weight that ever yet sat
is

son of the late

the daughter of a training groom,

to which he is a first-rate
James Robinson may slip him, but no

consequently well bred for his profession,

Such a

ornament.

man

can struggle with him at the end, and his

during the

They
is

rider as

are,

few

last

however, peculiarities

own

of what his

crowded one

too,

he

is

number of horses

among

he creeps up

to his brother

it is

in the

Excellent judge as he

averse to making running, sometimes even to

certain to be

But

without example-

horse and others are doing in a race, and in a

Let whatever

a fault.

in his riding.

the saddle,

efforts in

strides of his horse, are quite

Chifney

start,

is

almost

the last until towards the end of the race,

jockeys

in a

manner peculiarly

rush he makes at the finish that he

we said
own horse,

is

his

when
own.

so pre-eminent,

His

powers unexampled by any one.

exhibiting, as

before,

riding his

Zinganee, for the Claret Stakes (Craven meet-

was

ing, 1829,)

a fine

specimen of his

style,

when contending

against

Buckle and James Robinson, and wi nn n g to -the astonishment of the
field.
In height, he is about five feet seven, rather tall for a jockey
i

and not a good waster.
get to the

In fact he

Derby weight.

he does, his horse
father before

him

at

is

subject to

much punishment

Samuel does not ride

rises

in

the market, as

one period of his

was

to

whenever

often, but

the case with his

life.

* How much is it to be lamented, that we have no faithful representation of the
Olympic jockies of Philip on his brother to Bucephalus, or the king of SyraWe are not to expect that they were dressed a la Chifney
cuse on Phrenicus

—
!

but

we

could not see deformity on such classic ground.

Dation, nothing can be

more neat

As

suited to their occu-

—nothing more perfect—nothing more

ng, than the present costume of the English jockey; but a century

deformity personified.

'Your

clothes,'

says the author of 'The

him jockey

—

'

should be of coloured

silk,

it

was

Gentleman's

Recreation,' in his direction to his race-rider— for by the print annexed
decline calling

in keep-

back

we must

or of white Holland, as

being very advantageous to the spectator. Your waistcoat and drawers (sans
culottes, we presume) must be made close to your body, and on your head a little
cap tied on.

The

Let your boots be gartered up

fast,

and your spurs must be of good

—this

—

'figure of fun'
was placed
upon, also bade defiance to good jockeyship, being nearly a fac-simile of that
upon a child's rocking-horse ; and which, from the want of a proper flap, as well

metal.'

as

saddle that this

living

object

from the forward position of the stirrup-leathers, gave no support to the knee.
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Some anecdotes

Clift)

him thus

his horse, he addressed

who won

say

when

The boy drew back his horse,
to a struggle, we need not

came
Chifney's method of

ensued, but

fine race

it.

it

general theme of admiration on the

:

'

:

Stay with me, and you'll be second.'

and a

—

Observing a young
making very much too free with
Where are you going, boy ?

others the following

son of the celebrated

(a

1837.

are related of Chifney, confirming his great cool-

among

ness in a race, and

jockey

[May,

turf.

his race

is

the

'Suppose,' says he,

'a

man

finishing

had been carrying a stone, too heavy to be pleasant, in one hand,
would he not find much ease by shifting it into the other ? Thus,
after a

jockey has been riding over his horse's fore legs

when he

of miles, must

it

not be a great relief to him

saddle, and, as

it

were, divides the weight more equally

required,'

is

he adds,

many

back

in his

But caution

?

preserve a due equilibrium, so as not to

'to

Without doubt,

disturb the action of a tired horse.'

performer imbibed

for a couple

sits

celebrated

this

excellent lessons from his father, but he

is

considered to be the more powerful jockey of the two.

James Robinson,

the son of a training groom,

also

a jockey of

is

the highest celebrity, and, as far as the art of horsemanship extends,

He may owe

considered the safest rider of a race of the present day.

much

of this celebrity to his having,

when

a boy,

had the advantage

Newmarket

of being in the stables of Mr. Robson, the chief of the

and riding many of the

trainers,

When we

studs.

state

that

trials

of his extensive and prosperous

such a rider as Robinson

is

considered

equal to the allowance of three pounds weight to his horse,

account
day.

It

is

the St. Leger, receiving

weekj

latter

fulfilling, as

;

and

some

We

in the

following year he went

is

married

asserted, a prediction

may

which we have reason

As a jockey, he

Derby and

the

from a Scotch gentleman (a great

He won Derby, Oaks, and was

to other authorities, a bet.

him.

we can

sportsmen of the

won

In 1823, he

his time.

£ 1,000

winner) as a reward for the
a step beyond this.

his family,

first

supposed that he has ridden the winners of more great

any jockey of

races than

the same

employed by the

for his having been

all

in

— according

also notice his kindness towards
to

believe

is

most creditable

to

perfect.

Clift is next entitled to notice, as one of the oldest, the
and best of the Newmarket jockies, and famed for riding
William Arnull, who has
but he has taken leave of the saddle.

William
steadiest,
trials,

ridden for most of the great sportsmen of the day, has long been in

esteem at Newmarket, and considered particularly

He

has been

much

afflicted

with gout, but

when

to excel in

well,

is

a

matches.
fine rider,

and steady and honest, as his father was before him. Being occasionally called upon to waste, he feels the inconvenience of his
disorder,

and the following anecdote

is

related of him.

Meeting an

;
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towards the end of a long and

itinerant piper

old boy,' said he,

why

should

'

and walk before me
the Mourning Bride.

name

'A good

conduct in the saddle, as well as
celebrated jockey

Well,

— has acquired

Come, play a

?

tune,

Perhaps he had been reading

Newmarket.'

to

and by uniform correct

as a precious ointment,'

is

'

have heard that music cheers the weary soldier

I

not enliven the wasting jockey

it

403

painful walk, —

John Day

the stable,

in

—a very

The endow-

that of 'honest John.'

ments of nature are not always hereditary, and well for our hero that
they are not, for he is the son of a man who weighed twenty stone,
His winning the Newmarket
whereas he himself can ride seven
!

Oatlands on Pastime, with nine stone six pounds on her back,
considered his chef d'osuvre.

ability,

and

—

horseman, with remarkably

a singularly elegant

Wheatley

temper.

who

is

Hamp-

resides at Stockbridge in

where he has a large training establishment, and several raceSamuel Day, his brother, is also a jockey of great

shire,

horses of his own.

and

He

rode for the celebrated O'Kelly, and

He

Pratt.

is

fine

son of an eminent jockey of that name,

the

is

contemporary with South

a fine horseman, and esteemed a dangerous oppo-

nent in a race by reason of his tact in creeping up to his horses,

when

when least expected. He is
when punishment is wanted, and has a
He has ridden Mameluke in some of his

thought on, and winning

little

likewise a severe punisher
character free from taint.

races, and exhibited a
memorable contest between

best

specimen of his

rare

art in

the ever-

race-horse and Zinganee, with

that fine

Ascot Heath never

Chifney on his back, for the Ascot cup, 1829.

—

was honoured before by so many good horses, and, alas never
George Dockery stands high
again by the presence of George IV.
on the list as a powerful and good horseman, with excellent nerve in
but he is a bad waster, and is much punished to bring
a crowd
himself to the three-year-old weights. Frank Boyce is very good,
!

;

and esteemed an excellent

starter, a great

advantage in the short races

Young Boyce,

Richard, or

of the present day.

he

as

is

called

at

Newmarket, a very pretty horseman, with a good head, has given up
Conolly, who has been riding
riding, owing to being too heavy.
successfully for Lord Chesterfield and Verulam,

Newmarket.

He

horse, and his

hand and head are good.

rider,

and conies light

Crutch.
Earl

has a bad Irish

Natt

is

to the scale.

Wright

He

per

high repute at

in

is

very strong upon his
is

also a steady

annum

call

to

for the

him

good

has been very successful on

and

engaged by the

is

rode the winner of

Arthur Pavis has the

£l00

is

James Chappie, very good and very

seven stone without wasting,

market, worth

but he

a very improving jockey,

of Chesterfield.

this year.

seat,

light weights at

at least.

light,

Derby and Oaks

He

is

in

New-

very high
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practice in public and private, and never being called

upon to waste,
more races in the year than any
As practice makes perfect, Pavis is ap-

great request, and perhaps rides

is in

other jockey in England.

proaching perfection, and

no doubt, arrive

will,

a very elegant seat, being cast in the
full

power

of

Samuel Mann

man

lightest

of

He

famed

Newmarket

all his

a very superior horseman,

is

and

brethren, and

Macdonald, another Newmarket

of course very often employed.

jockey,

He has

at it in time.

for a jockey,

is very
Another of the clever light weights is

for his size.

— the

mould

whose

skill

is

not confined to

for riding

and driving trotting matches, having

ridden Driver against

Rattler,

and driven Mr. Payne's Rochester

against Rattler in the

disputed match.

the

turf.

shines

is

He

has

to

and
en-

Darling, a very eminent country jockey, has lately been

counter.

riding for Lord Exeter at

Newmarket, where we hope he

employed, as he has been very true

often

capital nerve,

upon savage horses, which many would be unwilling

will be

his clients, Messrs.

to

Houldsworth, Ormsby, Gore, and others.

The name

of Goodison has long been associated with

many

the late Richard Goodison having been so

Duke

of Queensberry,

whom

with

the

Newmarket,

years rider to the

present jockey,

Thomas

Goodison, began, by winning the famous match on Pecker, against

C,

Bennington, in 1795, B.

only

4st. lib.,

and six

hundred guineas

five

to four

on him

a-side, then riding

His father accom-

at starting.

panied him on a thoroughbred horse during the

latter part

of the

was riding against an experienced jockey, and perhaps
Thomas Goodison rode much
instructions enabled him to win.
race, as he

the late King, but his

York,

for

whom

he

'first

master,' as the term

won many

was

is,

the

Duke

he also

won

Derby)

the

ing Morisco, Posthuma, and

judgment

of

three

(with

Craven meeting of 1823, beat-

in the

He

in riding the race.

for

great races, and particularly distin-

guished himself by winning the Claret Stakes with Moses

whom

his

good ones, by extreme

other

has ever been distinguished for his

patience and decision, and the turf lost a

jockey when he

first rate

retired.

There are more Edwardses
at

Rome, and they

Edwards, as he

is

called

the jockies that bear

jockey,

who

in

his
is

Newmarket

than there were Caesars

James, or Tiny

were, by instinct.

excellence of course

—

is

father of all

and also of William, formerly a
majesty, and has a pension and part

that name,

trained for his

for the Earl of Jersey,

so

it

—par

of the palace and stables at

jockies

at

ride, as

all

and

late

Newmarket,
is

preparation for the

as his reward.

considered

Derby

course.

who

Harry, (the one eyed man,

Fitzwilliam,) a very elegant horseman

first rate,

;

The

lived

James

trains

and particularly
cleverest of the

with the

late Earl

and our Caledonian friends
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winning the King's Plate on Terror.

will not forget his

forgetting Frederick,
old

When

man.

Lord Jersey's
that

at Ascot,

was 'Edwards,'

?'

—

own

majesty saw his

late

and the answer

'Who

every question of

to

an

horses mixed with

exclaimed the king, what

'Bless me,'

is

ones, not

better than a child, but with the seat of

little

his

George

young

likewise very good, as are Charles and Edward,

lots

is

of

woman breeds !' It happens, however, that they are the
produce of three different marriages, so the glories come, as Garter

jockies that

We

would say, from the Baron, not the Femme.
Samuel Barnard has lost his eye-sight. He

are sorry to say

was a steady, good
jockey, and rode for the Duke of Rutland, Lord Henry Fitzroy, and
several of the best sportsmen on Newmarket heath.
But we must
not conclude without mentioning old Forth, as he
the

Derby

He

thought of before starting.

on the event, and has now a
It is said

market

also

won

very large

a

they equal to them

in

but

their calling;

those

now

alive

he has

but

retired,

situated

in

one of the

is

the

Duke

noted Billy Pierse,

is

little

money

New-

to

speaking generally,

remarkable for the

and

oldest, best,

who

used

to ride

Hap-

his nest well,

hospitality of his house,

Robert Johnson

we may

excellent

At the head of

Having feathered

of Cleveland.

town of Richmond.

the

come

many very

jockies have always been to be found in the North.

hazard for the

of

true they do not appear to such advantage

It is

in the saddle as their brethren of the South, nor,

are

sum

string of horses in training.

of the Yorkshire jockies that they should
a seat.

for

who won

is called,

1829, at the age of sixty, with a horse very

in

add,

is

likewise

most successful of the

northern jockies, having ridden Dr. Syntax throughout his glorious

and been four times winner of the

career,

St.

Leger stakes

Jackson eclipsed him, having experienced that honour no
often again

nearly

—

won

a circumstance unparalleled

among jockies

;

and he very

Gallopade for Mr. Riddel 1, the winner of the Doncaster cup

John Shepherd, an

old jockey,

is still alive,

Shepherd was supposed

Malton.

four mile race of any

man

to

Leger

St.

Hamilton, and
rich; but the

five

times

in

in all four times for his

at

be the best judge of pace in a

of his time.

— three

last year.

keeping a public house

We

are sorry to hear that

John Mangle, another eminent Yorkshire jockey,
the

but John

Johnson trained and rode

a ninth time, on Blacklock.

it

;

less than as

succession

Grace.

is

—

blind.

for

the

He won
Duke of

Ben Smith has

renowned John Singleton, one of the

retired

riders of Eclipse,

first winner of the Doncaster St. Leger, 1776, for the late
Lord Rockingham, died a pauper in Chester work-house.
George Nelson is a very conspicuous man among the northern

and the

jockies, and the

more

so, as

having been thought worthy of being

transplanted to the South, to ride for his late majesty, in the

60

v.8

room of

—

—
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the second best jockey at

brought up by the

Newmarket,

viz.

late Earl of Scarboro', in

high, and his lordship confirmed

it

by

[May,

Nelson was
whose opinion he stood

Robinson.

He won the
He was

a pension.

St.

for the Earl on Tarrare, a very unexpected event.

very successful in his exertion for his
also had his reward

late majesty,

from

first

one year on the

less than eight times in

distinguished himself in a race at York,

Tommy

Lye, as he

good winner
light,

called, is a

is

for the

Duke

is

William

is

very

Scott,

little

and perhaps for hand,

inferior to

when

any one.

Duke

the

first

two,

latter.

He

riding only 5st. 4lbs.

of Leeds' rider, and

But the Chifney of the North
seat,

and science

in a race,

very excellent print of the

viz.

with the Colonel and

latter

horse and himself has

been published by Ackerman, from a painting by Herring.

men

he

He rode St. Giles, the winner of last
and won the Leger for Mr. Watt, once

(on Memnon), and for Mr. Petre twice,

A

he

very celebrated northern jockey, a

also stand high.

year's Derby, for Mr. Ridsdale,

Rowton.

whom

of Cleveland and others, and rides very

Templeman,

and very well.

Thomas Nicholson,

Leger

likewise

but his great performances were upon Lottery,

;

Fleur de Lis, and Minna, having never been beaten on the

and winning no

1837.

But such

as Scott, Chifney, and Robinson, generally appear to advantage

they are in great request, and consequently are put on the best horses
in

and have the best chance

the race,

to

distinguish themselves.

William Scott

is

possessed of considerable property (part in right of

his wife) and

is

brother to the well-known Yorkshire trainer of his

name.
(To be continued.)

RULES OF THE
'The

rules of

inquired

for,

Georgia,

'to

to publish

Thomas Turner

PIT.

of Virginia,' have been so frequently

especially since the challenge of Mr.

the Cockers of Hagerstown,' that

them.

They

Edmondson, of

we have been induced

are taken from an old printed copy, furnished

by a gentleman, himself an amateur and long conversant with the
subject. These rules were extracted from the 'Red Lion Rules, by
which they used to fight in England, and adopted by a company
They merely
of gentlemen from Virginia and North Carolina.
omitted such of the English rules as did not apply to our
fighting;

in other respects

Thomas Turner merely had them
Turner's rules

:

mode

of

they are the same as those of Red Lion.
printed,

and hence the term Thomas

Vol.

No.

8.
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RULES TO BE OBSERVED IN CONDUCTING A SHOW OP A MAIN OF COCKS.
Art.

I.

— On

decide by lot

the

morning the main

who shows

It is

first.

to

to

is

obtaining choice generally chooses to weigh

When

last.

cock-house

the

parties

first,

and consequently

show first as the party showing first,
show is made by that party, the door of the

obliges the adverse party to

weighs

commence, the

be remembered that the party

;

be locked, and the key given to the other party,

is to

who

immediately repairs to his cockhouse, and prepares for weighing.
provided a good pair of scales, and weights as low

There ought

to be

down

an ounce.

One or two judges to be appointed to weigh
Each party, by weighing the cocks intended for the show
a day or two beforehand and having a bill of their respective weights,
would greatly facilitate the business of the judges. There should be
two writers to take down the colours, weights, marks, &c. of each
cock.
There ought to be no feathers cut or plucked from the cocks
as half

the cocks.

before they are brought to the scale, except a few from behind to keep

them
II.

clean,

and their wings and

— As soon

tails

clipped a

little.

as the cocks are all weighed, the judge, the writers,

the principals of each party, and as

many

besides as the parties

They

agree on, are to retire for the purpose of matching

make

even matches

all

first,

then those within half an ounce, and

afterwards those within an ounce

by breaking an even
III.

is

be remembered

first battle

to

it is

be done.

battle is to be fought.

heaviest;

the

This

weight.

fighting

first battle

them

It

winning the show gains also

with any particular cocks in the

Afterwards, they begin with the lightest pair

match.
to

more matches can be made,

if

only one

that the party

the choice of fighting this

up

but

;

or a half ounce match,

— On the day of shewing,

to

may

are to

in

rotation as

too will fix the

mode

first,

and so on

they increase in

of trimming.

RULES TO BE OBSERVED ON THE

PIT.

—

Art. I. When the cocks are on the pit, the judges are to examine
whether they answer the description taken in the match bill, and
whether they are fairly trimmed, and have on fair heels. If all be
right and

fair,

the pitters are to deliver their cocks six feet apart (or

thereabouts) and retire a step or

two back

should be produced, the party so offending
II.

—

All

allowed

to

other kind
battle.

heels

be
of

that are

fair;

any

heels,

;

but

round from the socket

pitter bringing a

if

a

wrong cock

forfeits that battle.

to the point are

cock on the

except by particular agreement,

pit

with any

forfeits

the
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III.

—

If either
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cock should be trimmed with a close, unfair hack,

the judge shall direct the other to be cut in the same manner; and at
that time shall observe to the pitter, that if he brings another

cock in

the like situation, unless he shall have been previously trimmed, he
shall forfeit the battle.

IV.

—A

when he

pitter

delivers

cock, shall retire two paces

his

back, and not advance or walk round

his

cock

until a

blow has

passed.

— An
VI. — No
V.

minutes

interval of

termination of one battle and the

shall be

allowed between the

commencement of another.

pitter shall pull a feather

out of a cock's mouth, nor from

over his eyes or head, or pluck him by the breast

to

make him

fight,

or pinch him for the like purpose, under penalty of forfeiting the
battle.

—

VII.
The pitters are to give their cocks room to fight, and are
not to hover or press on them, so as to prevent or retard them from
striking.

VIII.

—The greasing,

any other external

peppering, muffing, and soaping a cock, or

application, are unfair practices,

and by no means

admissible in this amusement.
IX.

—The judge, when required, may

suffer a pitter to call in a

of his friends to assist in catching his cock,

who

diately as soon as the cock

no other instance

judge

is

to suffer the pit to be

caught

All

its

XII.

—

If

canvass, he
pitters are

pitter

is

on

it,

have a wing given him,
but his pitter

proper position, and not to

when

be given except

is to

is

are to be immediately turned over

their

unless his adversary

gently in

in

the

on

their respective pitters at all times.
is to

it,

and

broken.

backs
— cocks on
by
XI. — A cock when down

X.

their bellies,

;

few

imme-

are to retire

to

whose cock

he needs

the cock.

wing

And no wing

be hanged in himself, in the pit or

be loosed by his pitter; but

immediately

if

to place the

absolutely necessary.

either cock should
is

lift

is

to lay

if

in his adversary, both

hold of their respective cocks, and the

hung, shall hold him steadily whilst the adverse

is

party draws out the heel and then they shall take their cocks asunder
a sufficient distance for them fairly to
XIII.

— Should

which fought

last,

he shall,

at his discretion, direct the pitters to

their cocks to the middle of the

unless either of them
that

is,

is

pit,

and deliver them beak

carry

to beak,

blind, in that case they are to be shouldered,

delivered with their breast touching, each pitter taking care

to deliver his

hand.

renew the combat.

the cocks separate, and the judge be unable to decide

cock

at

this,

as well as at all other times, with one

Vol. S.
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— When both
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then in the

power of

the pitter of the last fighting cock, unless they touch each other, to

demand

who

count of the judge,

a

which, when counted out,

shall

count forty deliberately,

not to be counted again during the battle.

is

Then

the pitters shall catch their cocks and carry

of the

pit,

blind,

is

and deliver them beak

Then,

as before.

if

either

them

to the

be shouldered

to beak, but to

cock refuses or neglects

middle
either

if

to fight,

the judge shall count ten, and shall call out 'once refused,' and shall
direct the pitters to bring their cocks again to the middle of the pit,

and put

to as before

and

;

and

shall count ten again,

if

the

call

same cock

in like

manner

refuses, he

out 'twice refused,' and so proceed until

The judge

one cock thus refuses six times successively.

shall then

determine the battle against such cock.

XV.

—

If either

cock dies before the judge can finish the counting of

the law, the battle

to be

is

given to the living cock; and

if

both

die,

the longest liver wins the battle.

—The
XVII. — No
XVI.

pitters are not to

touch their cocks whilst the judge

is

in the act of counting.
pitter is ever to lay

draw out the

to

Then

heel,

hold of his adversary's cock; unless

and then he must take him below the knee.

there shall be no second delivery,

that

he

after

is,

he shall not be touched until a blow

delivered

is

once

is

unless

struck,

ordered by the judge.

XVI II.

— No

pitter shall

touch his cock, unless

men-

times

at the

tioned in the foregoing rules.

XIX.
on

—

If

any

pitter acts contrary to these rules, the judge, if called

give the battle against him.

at the time, shall

ADVENTURES
Dear
I

IN

THE ROCKY MOUNTAINS.

Sir:

accept the invitation to occupy a few pages of your Register with

a description of

my

horseback adventures

to

and beyond the Rocky

mountains, the fear of the devil* notwithstanding.

prove instructive or interesting to your readers
are in vain, and

tions
fifty

my

first

Louisville,

*

The

Ky.

if

I

hope

not,

my

bantling dies for want of nursing.

were soon made for the
to the pound, a compact

trip

in April,

— consisting of a

little

blankets, a butcher knife, and of
left

;

light

may

it

labours

Prepara-

Tryon

rifle,

horse below fourteen hands, two

powder and

ball

quantum

1834, low in flesh, lower in

suff

spirits,

writer had expressed to the editor a dread of appearing in type

the printer's devil, therefore, that our respected correspondent alludes to.

;

I

and
it is
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who reminded me

teamster,

that

was

I

mable blessings of liberty and democracy
he bawled out,
and gun

'What

when

that

is
it

'see here Bet, did

Hell-low mister

?

?'

inquired

mountains.

Now,

itself off.

sir,

I

encountered a

enjoying the inesti-

— when

in the act of passing,

tighter

fit,

horse,

man

'You've forgot one thing.'

sir.'

'A coffee-pot to put the whole works in

I.

death, thought

replied not a word,

I

I

1837.

at least

you ever see a

'Well,

!'

Zounds and

rains.'

hour

In the course of an

as sensitive as the plant.

[May,

I,

shall

I

ever get to the

and smothered rage soon sweated

never bear malice, for

I

like

On we

though they do hurt sometimes confoundedly.

such fellows,
trotted, horse,

gun and little i, without further bruise or blow, to St. Louis. Let us
now, 'all on horses, gee up and gee oh,' set off for the mountains.' I
hope you will not anticipate my dullness and fear that I am about to
put a journal on to you. No, I shall not, I will delay you only long
enough in the states, to say that the counties of Jackson and Fayette,
on the south bank of the Missouri, are as beautiful and rich as 'bella
Italia,' which Byron declared was 'the world's granary, ploughed by
the sun-beams only.'
Such ploughing would give but a light crop
any where I opine. Our company consisted of but thirty-seven men,
headed by a good trapper and a brave man

—

all in all,

just such a one

—

you would like to know gods what a country this would be, if
every man was such as he. This tall Jackson-faced, raw-boned brave,

as

is

W.

L. Sublette, with as quick an eye and steady a hand as ever lead

company

or shot a Blackfoot.

When

in

camp, he resembled an old

bruin in one respect, and that was, that you could touch in no place,
that he was not ready to fend off.
on the Blue, the day we expected

upon

us, three sly-looking

republicans.
the river

They

But, to the
to

trip, at

a dinner's halt

reach the Platte, there sneaked

naked Indians, who proved

to be

Pawnee

informed us that a large party were encamped on

some miles above

a buffalo hunt, taking with

us,

on

their

way

to the

Arkansas

to

make

them, as our informants said, none but

good hunters and great warriors. As we were obeying the order of
'catch up,' one of the yellow-jackets threw his Opishomo (a piece of
buffalo robe to ride on) on to his shabby steed and fi^w up the river.
The other two remained with us for two or three miles, or until we
directed our course from the Blue towards the Platte,

dashed off with savage speed in the direction of the
lette directed

had just

left,

my attention to a blue line of hills,
my unpractised eyes discovered a

something which seemed
says he, 'that

to

beyond the

Mr. Subriver

we

scarcely perceptible

move along their brow. 'There they are,'
up by the red rascals. Let us move on

the dust kicked

we must reach that hollow before they overtake us.' In a
we were snugly unpacked and picketted in one of those
which run from the prairies into some near stream. From the

quickly,

short time
ravines

is

when another

first.
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we commanded

When

tant.

all

was done, each horse and mule

an eminence or

hundred yards

rather elevation in the ground riverward, about a

fast to his

own

dis-

picket,

and each man's lungs relieved of the long breath, Sublette standing on
our

on his gun, his eyes fixed on the

right, leaning

little rise,

said in

no man here who would

a low but distinct voice,

'I

rather walk than

That was understood. Now, sir, I may be a
I do know, but indeed, I did not feel very

man

brave

for

ride''

suppose there

aught that

pugnacious about that time, and

was

scared,

ever

if I

— laugh who

my

drawn up

impertinently asked

thirty fellows in

Then,

oh where

sir,

did'nt feel funny,

I

it

like a

man. An awful pause!

could observe that the red bellies

and that there were indeed pale faces among

right,

I

had neglected the caution, and was

I

therefore compelled to stand and take
I

if

In one minute after our

in battle array before us.

coffee-pot, where.

gad, though

were

am

will.

comprehensive speech, one hundred and

captain's

paint were

was

will say yes

I

is

not to insinuate that any were cowards in that

little

band

us.

—

I

mean

from

far

it,

though their cheeks did blanch, their lips quivered not, neither did
their knees shake ; and I am bold to declare, from after knowledge,

for

that there

But

I'll

was

spin

spoke a

little

good game

as

my

in

thread faster

Pawnee

to

some of them

— our head

desire the

sent

tall *

as ever pulled a trigger.

up a young man who

men

come

or captains to

down, but by no means were any others to leave the place where
they had halted on.
Immediately one rode from the ranks and after
addressing a few words to the hunters and braves, descended accompanied by three others to our burrow.
A talk ensued, which forthwith banished

all

my

apprehensions, for after diplomatically inquiring

and whalfor, they graciously

into our whereabouts, whereto

signified

we made something like
our goods and catties. To this we demurred*

their willingness to let us depart, provided,

an equal divide of

They

fell

we were

being as

up with
Still

what

all

a few snakes, they
friends

a bundle of guns, a

too deep
will

would condescend then

— another

?

more

grunts, and the bargain

these

men

when

to accept a third,

they would put

from one mouth to another.

etc.

Well,

Five pounds of tobacco, ten bunches of blue

beads, and six papers of paint

;

— then

few sacks of powder and one or two

— huh, huh, went

you give us

demurrer

— another

was

the articles

closed.

'huh,' a

Mark

agreed on were

ministers plenipo, a light smile rippled around the

few words, many
the shrewdness of

placed

before

mouth of

our

their Tal-

among Indians, constitute a universal language, those made by one
being used or understood by all others— the sign for chief or captain being
one finger placed by the side of another so as to be longest—when two are equal
* Signs,

tribe

they are placed evenly together.
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who had

leyrand, and at a sign from his hand, the four
together, paired

off,

[May,

hitherto stood

and touching his companion and pointing

others, said, 'we are

one

to the

This was

and there stands another.

village,

1837.

enough, we paid duty to two ports. Before I close this letter, I will
merely say that the Pawnees of the Platte, reside in four villages and
have their separate, independent chiefs, though they are all one

on the

Platte.

—

—

Grand Pawnees the Pawnee Loups the
Pawnee Republicans. That day we tented
Marshall.
Adieu, yours, &.C.,

people originally, viz

the

:

Pawnee Topagies and

the

Fashionable Blood

— best

Stallions and Racehorses in

England, 1836.
That blood
public

important to the racehorse no one denies.

is all

in order to prevent

any

would be the

examples,

as

they

falling

losers,

occur,

it

away
is

of

its

well to advert occasionally to the

show

that

Yet,

by which the

properties,

the

superiority

of

certain

crosses.

Bay Middleton, and

winners of the 1836 Derby and

Elis,

and undoubtedly the two best

any predecessors,

if at all,

colts of their

have been shewn

imported horses Buzzard and Diomed
of Glencoe, Felt, and Autocrat.

The

;

year
to

— scarce

Leger

St.

inferior to

be descendants of our

and not remote connections

former, supposed

by some

to

be

the best horse that has run in England since the unrivalled Highflyer,

combines the blood of the most renowned horses that had been imported, 'lang syne,'

into

Virginia

— Shark,

Diomed, and Buzzard.

The excellence of the Shark and Diomed union
at home by Florizel, Virginian, Lady Lightfoot,

has been exemplified

&c.

and Buzzard by John Bascomb and Woodpecker.
ton, got

by Sultan, and

Elis,

;

that of

by Langar, are paternally great grandsons

of Blizzard, as well as collaterally related to Diomed, of

has crosses both by sire and dam.
blood, got

Their

by Selim, best son of Buzzard;

'the speediest

Diomed

Both Bay Middle-

whom

Elis

sires are nearly brothers in

Sultan's

dam by W's ditto,
own brother to

son of Sir Peter;' Langar's by Walton,
Langar's

Ditto, but of earlier and equal fame.

dam was

half sister to

the famed Eleanor and to Cressida, Priam's dam,

which were out of
Young Giantess, (Sorcerer's dam) by Diomed, Matchem, &c. Sultan's
maternal ancestry goes

still

more

direct

Ditto, to Mercury, Herod, Marske, &c.
time, for the next

Derby

is

is

the fountain head, after
first

Jereed, by Sultan, out of

Virginia, with a Langar colt at her foot

a shade between them,

to

The

brother to

;

favourite,

at this

My Lady, now in

and the next favourite, scarce
Bay Middleton. (By way of

—

Vol.
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parenthesis, once more permit the repetition of what, in turf language,

To

are and are not half brothers or sisters.

words of a

late

An American
It is

illustrate this point, the

English writer, Craven, are here but slightly varied.

turf writer lately spoke of Felt as 'half brother to Elis.'

was Langar, but upon the

true the sire of each

Two

interpret such consanguinity.

colts

and

;

we do

foals there are 'out of their

dams,' not out of their sires as sometimes at the north.

well for the conductors of turf periodicals,
to remember these distinctions, which
more than once forcibly presented to

The

the

not so

Neither are horses i siredJ

datn, are alone considered 'half brothers.'

nor of course 'dammed' in England

turf

different sires, out of one

by

if

It

might be

not all other turf writers,

Hon. John Randolph perhaps

their consideration.)

following extract from an English article shews the value of a

Uuder the head of 'winning horses,

three year old in England.

1S36:'—'By

Sultan,'

'Bay Middleton, Lord Jersey's; theRiddlesw orth
T

2,600.,

and 150

at the

Newmarket Craven, 1,000 in the first spring, the Derby of 3,475 at
Epsom, 550 at Ascot, the Grand Duke Michael of 1,150 at the Newmarket first October, and 300 at the Houghton meeting, seven prizes:'
equal

to

9,040 guineas, about $45,000.

Besides the purses

much

enhanced and present price of the

The

in bets

some

1836,' will give

stallions in

England.

ten prizes and more.

This

As

list

in

in addition to

;

and
which the

twice,

colt is to be taken into the estimate.

following synopsis, abridged from

horses,

owner won

be supposed his

to

it is

perhaps six or eight times, as

'a

complete

list

of winning

idea as to the present estimation of

embraces

all

the sires of winners of

the Stud Book, the figures to the

left

denote the year the horse was foaled.
1816. Sultan, by Selim, sire of 20 winners of 51 prizes (including the

Derby) amounting

to

20,725 gs.

1817. Langar, by Selim, sire of 24 winners of 52 prizes (including the
St.

Leger) amounting to 8,780 gs.

Tramp, sire of 16 winners of 41 prizes, including Sheet
Anchor, winner of the Portland handicap.
1825. The Colonel, by Whisker, sire of 12 winners of 36 prizes, Lieu-

1820. Lottery, by

tenant.
1825. Velocipede,

by Blacklock, sire of 16 winners of 32 prizes, The
1st and 2d in the Leger; the former winner

Queen and Hornsea,
also of the

Oaks.

1820. Emilius, by Orville, sire of 15 winners of 26 prizes, Marmalade,

Egeria.

Whalebone,
by Haphazard,
1811. Partizan, by Walton,
winner of the Oaks.

1822. Camel, by

sire

1819. Figaro,

sire of

61

v.8

sire

of 10 winners of 25 prizes, Touchstone.

8 winners of 25 prizes.

of 10 winners of 24 prizes, Cyprian,
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Waverly, by Whalebone,

1817.

sire of

|May, 1837

8 winners of 23 prizes, Loco-

motive.
1824. Defence, by

Whalebone,

sire

of 7 winners of 20 prizes, Defender.

1821. Jerry, by Smolensko, sire of 9 winners of 16 prizes.
1822. Acteon, by Scud, sire of 6 winners of 16 prizes,

Gen. Chasse.

1822. Cain, by Paulowitz, sire of 7 winners of 16 prizes.
1812. Filho, by Haphazard, sire of 6 winners of 16 prizes.

Comus, sire of 9 winners of 15 prizes.
Tramp, sire of 7 or 8 winners of 14 or 19 prizes,
Taishteer, by Whisker or Zinganee.
Cation, by Golumpus, sire of 8 winners of 14 prizes, Mundig.

1815. Reveller, by

1825. Zinganee, by

1809.

1816. Teniers, by Rubens, sire of 5 winners of 13 prizes, Japhet.
1824. Battledore, by Sir Oliver, sire of 4 winners of 11 prizes, Bangelore

and Trapball.
1823. Bedlamite, by Welbeck, sire of 7 winners of 11 prizes.
1811. Dr. Syntax, by Paynator, sire of 4 winners of 10 prizes,

Beeswing

and Chapeau d'Espagne.
Chateau Margaux, by Whalebone, sire of 5 winners of 10 prizes,
Madeira, 2 years old.
Luzborough, by W's Ditto, sire of 3 winners of 10 prizes, Tyrant.
Voltaire, by Blacklock, sire of 4 winners of 10 prizes, Henriade and
Slashing Harry, 2d and 3 Leger favourites.
Priam, by Emilius, sire of 5 winners of 5i prizes, Cartoon, winner

1822.

1821.
1826.

1827.

of the Prendergast.
1824. Pantaloon, by Castrel, sire of 4 winners of 5h prizes, Cardinal Puff,
the next Leger favourite.

would seem Sultan and Emilius have changed places. 1831
winners of Emilius' get were twenty-three and Sultan's eleven.
Whalebone,
Langar's but two, and for several years not many more.
Whisker, Blacklock, Filho, Tramp, Lottery, Catton, &c. on some
years got as many winners as Langar and Sultan now, and sometimes
It

more the get of Blacklock once numbering as high as thirty-five.
But the value of the stakes should be also regarded as a criterion of
;

the sire's estimation.

The

get of Blacklock,

Patrick,

Wamba,

were nearly

Comus, Humphrey Clinker, Royal Oak,

Lamplighter,

Memnon, Muley,

St.

Mulatto, Peter Lely,

as large winners as those at the close of the

preceding

catalogue.

Index.
Col. Robert Smith, of Murfreesboro', Tenn. has
serious loss in his racing stable, in his beautiful ch.

out of Parasol, by Napoleon, two years old.

from Natchez

to

diately disappeared.

—

won

met with another
by Imp. Leviathan,

In transporting his stable

Alexandria, on board a steamboat, the

got frightened by the carelessness of a boy
nessee, and

f.

She was one of the

filly

in question

—jumped overboard and immefinest fillies of

her age, in Ten-

the race, mile heats, at the recent Vicksburg meeting,

lm. 58s. lm. 59s. track very heavy, beating Kinloch and several other
IN. Y. Spirit of the Times.
good ones.
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—

the Three Marias
Descent, &.c.

Lineal

in

Mr. Editor:

The

following article furnishes additional evidence,

if it

be wanting,

of the value of blood and of care in rearing colts, as well as the
superiority of certain stock as derived from high-bred ancestry
It is

the prevailing opinion

among

those

who have

:

given the subject

their attention, that the 'perfection' of a horse not only 'depends

upon the

parentage,' but 'most

female.'

the famed Prunella and Giantess;

dam
dam

in

For example,

of Black and

Bay Maria, and of Shark,

;'

upon

England,

Madam Tonson,

our country,

of 'the three famed Tennessee brothers

in

and Lady Lightfoot,

of equal

if

not greater

fame.

With the exception only of

the Prunella family, none other for

three connecting generations has been

more distinguished than Lady

Lightfoot.

Her

great grandam, Maria, as well as her sire, Regulus,

were of the

first

renown upon the

turf in the colony of Virginia, before

The celebrity of the first Maria's daughter, by
Clockfast, is only known in our turf history, by the fame of her
produce, Vingtun, by Diomed, that won for Gen. Wade Hampton, of
our revolution.

S.

C. the cup at Washington, D. C. in 1S03, (beating

Hoomes' Volunteer, the
renowned Maria, by Shark.
Col.

No

among

others

favourite, four miles) as well as the

three in proximate lineal descent,

it is

believed, have been

now
more

famed than Col. Tayloe's Black Maria, by imp. Shark Maria, (Lady
Lightfoot,) by Sir Archy, and Mr. Steven's Black Maria, by Eclipse
;

to

say nothing about collateral branches and other connections.

From an incomplete memoir
Register, vol. 3, page 2-20,
limited'

—

it

of the

first,

in the

American Turf

seems 'her powers' were thought 'unshe was

that after proving the best of her year in Virginia,

sent (1800) to conquer the best horses in South Carolina, Gen.

W.

Washington's Shark, Ariadne (Fairy,) Eliza, Bertrand's dam (another

famed

sister to Gallatin)

besides others.
races

won by

The

Roxana, Leviathan, names well known

object being accomplished, in

some

to fame,

six or eight

her in South Carolina and Georgia, Black Maria returned

and there terminated her

to the scenes of her nativity,

career, leaving her daughter

by

Sir

brilliant racing

Archy, a rich heiress

to

her fame.

John Tayloe, of Mount Airy, in Richmond
county, Virginia, Lady Lightfoot (Maria) was foaled June, 1812, at
Bel Air, the residence of Benjamin Ogle, esq. in Prince George's
Bred by the

late Col.

county, Maryland, where her
there to be covered

by Oscar.

dam

shortly after died, having been sent
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The

[May, 1837.

was removed to Oaken Brow, one of Col. Tayloe's planupon the Rappahannock river, in King George's county)
Virginia.
She was reared with the greatest care, and being allowed
the range of the corn field, when the ears were quite young, the
overseer, Mr. Greenlaw, remonstrated with his employer at the injury
foal

tations,

done;

and

amazement
field,'

that

is

it

how he opened

well remembered

at the reply

—

might be estimated

to run occasionally

upon

the

at

his eyes

with

is

worth your whole corn

near $3,000.

She was also allowed

her alone, she

'let

wheat

field,

which

that excellent farmer,

Mr. G. also thought a strange fantasy.
Prince George's county and the Rappahannock country, below tide
water, are well

known

as ancient racehorse regions, the native places

ofSelim, Belair, Virago, Gallatin,

The

&c.

Stc.

former has latterly

given birth to Argyle, his half brother Prince George, and to Atalanta.

While Lady Lightfoot was running

Thomas

the neighbours, Mr.

Oaken Brow, one of

at large at

Bernard, entered her

in a

sweepstakes,

then composed of yearlings, in King George county, to run two mile
heats, in the field adjacent to the court-house, the

fall after

they should

be three years old.

The preceding
Mount Airy and
;

spring she was broke under Col. Tayloe's eye, at
in a trial

with a capital quarter nag, he was not a

little

disappointed at her being beat, though she ran wide of the path being

During the
summer, she was sent to Culpepper county, to be trained by Larkin,
an old Newmarket groom, together with Revenge, own brother to
the two being engaged in a large stake at Washington, in
Defiance
which Col. T. and Major Roberts were partners, it being understood
but partially broke and rode by an inexperienced lad.

—

the best
to

was

clothes, cantering
at speed, but

There

to start.

have seen their

first trial

—

the writer of this article recollects to
after a sweat,

with a blanket under their

two miles slowly; continuing on two other miles,

without coercion, which were run

in

3m. 50s. the watch

held by one of the Generals then of our army, Lady Lightfoot winning

On which

by several lengths.

Col. T. expressed himself confident

of success, adding his belief she was 'the best three year old in the
country,'
fall

in

— 'no better bred nag

good hands,

connection with the

The

as he

in the

world;' and his wish she should

was decided

to sell

and

to

hold no further

turf.

correctness of his opinions have been confirmed 'a la

She won her

stakes, proved herself the best of her year,

cellence of her blood, not only by her

of her distinguished progeny.

transcended

all

achievements, but those

She and Vanity, her cotemporary,

their predecessors of the get of Sir

shortly after rivalled

Charles, Sic. &c.

own

lettre.'

and the ex-

Archy, though

by Timoleon, Reality, Virginian,

Ratler, Sir
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As Lady Lightfoot's memoir has been imperfectly given in the
volume of the Turf Register, her achievements are recapitulated,

third

the errors being corrected as far as understood.
1.

1815, Oct.

tancing the

Won

sweepstakes, 2 m. h.

excellent time, not

field, in

Washington, D. C.

at

dis-

now remembered.

1815, Oct. two days after, won the first heat, for a J. C. purse, 3ro
during which she was sold for $1,500 to Mr. A. Robinson, and was by
him drawn it being understood he had bet heavily against her, beyond
the value of the purse.
This caused such sensation as to originate a law
2.

h.

;

in the club, in reference to like cases.
3.

1815, Oct. shortly after

won

the

King George sweepstake

— one of

the field barely saving her distance.

1816.
During the
mange, by which she

early part of the year, she had the distemper or

nearly all her hair.
On a trial by Mr. Arthur
Taylor, he expressed the opinion 'she could not run.'
4.

lost

However, late in the fall, she ran a race, 2 m. h. against Timoleon, 3
was beat by him. She now passed into the hands of Gen.

years old, and

Wynn.
5. 1817, Feb. at Charleston, S. C.
beating Lottery and three more.

6. 1817, Feb. two days
Susan and three more.

after,

won

won

the cup, value $400, 2

m.

h.

a J. C. purse, beating Blackeyed

7. 1817, Feb. next day, won the Handicap purse, beating Transport,
winner of the 4 m. h. (dam of Bertrand, jr.) the famed Haney's Maria,
Little John (subsequently a respectable competitor to Eclipse,) and
Merino
Ewe (Gohanna's dam.) She was then given the name of Lady Lightfoot
to distinguish her from the other Maria.
On this occasion Lady Lightfoot
was preferred to Timoleon.
8.

1817,

May,

at

Newmarket, won

J. C. purse, 3 m. h.
Vanity, run by
dead in the track, leaving the question of
superiority undecided— immense bets depending as also on the four
mile
day, when Gen. Wynn with Timoleon beat Col. Johnson's Reality. Lady
Lightfoot now passed into the hands of Dr. Gustavus Brown.

Col.

W.

R. Johnson,

fell

;

under the name of Virginia, she
Fauquier or Prince William county, Va.

9. 1817, Oct.
h. in

won

a J. C. purse, 2

m.

won the J. C. purse, 4 m. h. at Marlborough, Md. beating
famed Hermaphrodite (Swallow,) and distancing two other good ones,
two heats, and extraordinary time for that course, 7m. 52s. 7m. 53s.

10. 1817, Oct.

the
in

11.

1817, Oct. next week,

her only competitor,
12.

the 4

drawn

won

the 4

m.

h. at

Washington.

Tuckahoe,

after the first heat.

1817, Oct. next week, at Hagerstown, Md. was beat by Swallow,
h. a very close and severely contested race throughout.

m.

two days after, won the 2 m. h. The famed Partnership
second heat and broke his leg.
14. 1817, Nov. at Fredericktown, won 2 m. h.
1818. The hiatus for the year 1818, the writer is unable to supply.
He
understands she was beat in the spring at Broad Rock, 2 m. h.
by Beggar
Girl, run by Gen. Wynn, and was also a winner in Virginia.
She passed
into the hands of Mr. Sleeper, and won in Pennsylvania
and Maryland.
13.

fell

1817, Oct.

in the

—
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(On the supposition L.L. ran five races in 1818.) 1819, Oct. Avon
m. h. at Washington, D. C.
1819, Oct. won 4 m. h. at Hagerstown, beating Swallow.

won 4 m. h. at Baltimore, beating Ratler.
won 4 m. h. next week, at Annapolis, beating Ratler.
Oct. won 4 m. h. a fortnight after, beating Vanguard and

21. 1820, Oct.
22. 1820, Oct.

23. 1820,
Rattler.

24. 1821, Oct. beat by Am. Eclipse, 4 m. h. the first meeting on the
Union Course, L. I. The first heat closely contested the second no
contest, the mare wholly out of condition.
31. 1822. During the year she won all her seven races at L. I., Elkton,
Baltimore, and Washington. The last beating Tyro, three years old,

—

four mile heats.
32. 1823, June, at Baltimore, she resigned the

palm

to

Betsey Richards,

and the following September, received the embraces of Eclipse.
The produce of Lady Lightfoot were
1824, August, a filly, died at six month's old.
1825, July, Eclipse Lightfoot, by Eclipse, subsequently sold

for

$10,000.

1826, June, Black Maria, by Eclipse, sold to J. C. Stevens, #8,000.*
do.
do.
1828, April, Screamer, by Henry,
1829, March, Terror, by Eclipse, $6,500.t
1830, April, Shark, by Eclipse, subsequently sold for $15,000.

1831, April,

Bay Maria, by

1833, April,

filly,

1834, April,

filly,

We
Turf

conclude

Eclipse, subsequently sold for $7,000.

by Eclipse.
by Eclipse, $5,000.+

this article

by quoting from the third volume of the
Wynn's opinion of this fine mare

Register, page 175, General

:

ever saw, was the safest and

best, at

'Ladv Lightfoot, of all the nags I
any "distance having the best and most uniform constitution, being
Index.
very fleet, and of the most perfect bottom.'
;

memoir of Trustee, given in
the American Turf Register, which

the

In the

I

December number, 1835, of

chanced to see some months

noticed the following errata, that are worthy of correction,
For 'optima'' read 'opima
perhaps, even at this distance of time-

ago,

I

spolia,' for setting Hoo," read 'setting
1

tute

co?itemporary.

Some two

to,">

and for cotemporary, substi-

or three names, as well of

men

as

horses, were, in like manner, mutilated, and, as they are things,

it

example,

it

were well

to restore

them

to

their

integrity.

As

for

should be Col. Peel,§ not Fell, and Consol, not Consul. There are,
sense of one or
besides, some errors of punctuation that affect the
two passages, but these I will not trouble you with indicating.
*

Could be had

for her.

t

Offered.

t

Asked

for her last filly.

brother to the celebrated Sir Robert, the tory leader,
longo interrullo, in the Commons' House of Parliament.
§ Colonel Peel

is

own
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the property of Messrs.

is
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indisputably the best son of the renowned Lottery,*

considered the best son of Tramp,

when regarded

who must

in the

is

be

double light

of a racer and a well tried stallion.

To

have beaten Consol and

winner of the Leger,
to the

low

figure at

reflects

to

have twice defeated Margrave^

high credit upon Trustee; and, looking

which he was purchased

at

Newmarket, (owing

to peculiar circumstances) to the character of his family

own

and his

personal pretensions, he cannot but be deemed a good bargain, as
well as a valuable acquisition to the select stud of his present owner.

Cetus will cover the ensuing season at 'the Reeds,' near the White
Chimneys Post Office, Caroline county, Va. He will serve mares at
his New Market price, viz: 15 guineas, or about $75.
As Cetus
defeated the winner of the Oaks twice and Augustus^ once, for the
Ascot Cup, a prize for which the best horses of the day are usually
entered, it is just to say that his reputation at New Market, was
as high as that of any horse of his year, Priam's alone excepted.
With a remarkable turn of speed, he united in an eminent degree the
qualities so characteristic of the

Whalebones, a generous temper, good

nerves and enduring game.

IMPORTATION OF ARABIAN HORSES.
To

the politeness of J. S. Skinner, Esq.

we

Commodore

are indebted for the follow-

U. S. Navy,
announcing the acquisition by him of an Arabian stallion and two brood
mares, of undoubted blood. It is understood that the commodore intends
sending them home this spring, and therefore they may be expected very
ing letter and documents from

Elliott, of the

soon. They will doubtless be a valuable acquisition to the country.
knows but that some future Godolphin, or Darley Arabian, with

long line of illustrious descendants
tion?

Who

name

naval achievements

trace

its

as far

down

1

Port Mahon, Oct.

29, 1836. }

U. S. Ship Constitution.

have

this

the

the stream of time as any of his

Sir;
I

their

origin to this importa-

Elliott Arabian may not hand

shall say that the

gallant commodore's

may

Who

summer

obtained a

full

)

blooded Arabian stud, of an iron

gray colour, about four years old, and two full blooded mares, one
iron gray, and one a bay, both with foal, and will drop them in the

The gray

spring.
*

Now

is

almost 'functus

very like Mary Randolph.
officio' is

a stallion.

He

is

I

have the

the property of the

certifi-

French

government.
f

Mr.

Tattersall, Sen. says in a note to the writer hereof that

supposed to be the second best horse at Newmarket.'

'Augustus was
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and sure that there can be

cates in Arabic and Italian, and so strong

no doubt about

They

their blood.

[May, 1837.

are from Jericho, near the

Dead

While in Alexandria, in Egypt, every person who saw them
wondered how I could get such animals out of the country, as there

sea.

laying for a twelvemonth, for anibut none are to be had. I had
description,
and
character
their
of
mals
the assistance of our newly appointed vice-consul at Jaffa, who is a

are orders there, that have been

man of high standing, through whose
succeeded in 'getting them, though they cost me a

very rich Armenian, and a
agency,

finally

I

good deal of money.

I

office attached, in addition

have his seal of

to the certificate, that there

may

be no doubt whatever.

herewith enclose you copies of the certificates, which
you may know more of them.

I

I

had trans-

lated that

As ever

truly,

your most obedient servant,
J.

J. S. Skinner, Esq.

[COPY OF

We

D. Elliott.

THE TRANSLATION.]

the undersigned, do declare, that the horse and mare,

which

Mr. Elliott, American admiral, bought from us, are as follows the
horse is a Merlano of the Bedouin horses, of the race of Jirbaa, and
:

mare

the

with

is

foal,

ration

is

also a Merlano, of the race of

by a horse of a famous

race,

and the said mare is
consequence, this decla-

Hegage

and

in

written for the admiral, so that he

;

may be

satisfied

that the

which we give the pre-

said horses are really Bedouin, in faith of

sent affirmation.

(seal.)

Signed,

(seal.)

Signed,

Jaffa, 15
I

Gemad

Ahmed Said el Mestafani,
Ahmed el Ebab.

Acher, 1252.

mare above mentioned, which
are Bedouin horses of a famous

the undersigned, that the horse and

Commodore

bought at Jaffa
and that the horse by which the mare is with foal is of
the race of the Chepitan Bedouins, and in consequence, I hereby give

Merlano

Elliott,

race,

the present testimonial.

(seal.)

as
Jaffa, 15

Murad

Signed,

Gemad

American

Actin, Jucaricato,

consul, for Jaffa

and Jerusalem.

Acher, 1252.
[copy of translation.]

I

the undersigned, do declare regarding the bay mare

Commodore bought from me, that she
Gase of the race of Adiba,

is

in faith of all

which the

of the Bedouin horses of

which

I

give the present

testimonial.

(seal.)
Jaffa, 15

Signed,

Jemad Acher, 1252.

Antonio Micael Cassar.
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the undersigned, do testify, that the above mentioned bay
mare,

I

which the commodore bought

in this place, is of the

of the race of Ediba, in faith of this
(seal.)

Murad

Signed,

Bedouin horses,

give the present testimonial.

I

Actin, Jucaricato,

as American consul for Jaffa and Jerusalem.

Jemad Acker, 1252.

Jaffa, 15,

SPORTS OF THE TURF IN AMERICA.
[The following,

taken from an excellent account of the races at
Charleston, from the Courier of that city, afford
some very useful hints.]

'A well written and animated account of the races has
appeared in
the Charleston Courier,

was every day upon
extracting

from the practised pen of an eye witness

the course, and

we

shall

who

take the liberty of

nearly entire^ as being better and more complete than any

it

we could offer to our readers.
'We were greeted on the first day's race, for the
$1,000, with much of the taste and fashion of the
thing

club's purse of

city upon the
All parts of the state, and the neighbouring states, conspired
to swell the concourse; and the ladies,
by their presence and

course.

their
smiles, gave a seducing influence to the gay
and animated scene.
The beautiful and splendid equipages, with rich-liveried

footmen, and

ottt-riders,

the

skilful

coachmen,
and rapid driving, performing

involutions and evolutions without accident, whilst the
beaux with
their gallant steeds kept near the objects of their
loves, ready at any

moment

to play the knight-errant, and to do their fair
lady's bidding.
In rapid succession the heavy omnibus and four
would be seen
wending to the citizen's stand, with its dozen or more
passengers.

Relieved of

its

load, with swifter

city for other passengers, thus

motion

it

would return again

to the

continually passing and re-passing

each other, like buckets in a well. At the same time, crowds
of the
most promiscuous character would be issuing through the
footpassenger's

The

gate.

sailor,

fruiterer, confectioner, stable-boys,

journeyman, apprentice,
and chimney sweeps, in one dense

retailer,

mass, would gather around the post.
see the

little

In various directions you could
urchins playing ground and lofty tumbling over
the

fence; whilst others, of more grovelling
propensities, would make a
hole underneath sufficiently large to pass through.
The mounted
constables were now all employed to keep
intruders out, whilst those
in the picketed area at the post were
constantly in motion to keep it
clear of volunteers

and the curious.

presented a most variegated view.

upon

all

that

62

was lovely and
v.8

The survey of the whole assembly
The eye rested at the same time

interesting,

as well as

upon

that

which

—
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interest.
was loathsome and disgusting. Yet this very variety had its
enchanting.
more
made
is
lovely
is
that
It is by contrast every thing
It is

charity in its
vice that gives lustre to virtue, and avarice clothes
The physical world, with its calms and tempests,

richest drapery.
its

day and night,

its

winter and summer, spring and autumn,

is

the

grand prototype of the moral world.
bugle
Whilst viewing the vast concourse, the martial notes of the
contend
It was a call for the field that were to
the ear.
burst upon

for the purse.

moving

in

markable.

that

In a short time the nags appeared clothed

slow and sluggish walk

for

and hooded,

which the racer

is

re-

the
After promenading the picketed area a few minutes,

away,
bugle sounded the note of preparation. The hood was drawn
to the crowd
presented
stood
one
each
and
removed,
and the clothing
high grooming.
the courser's symmetry, heightened by his
in all

Each nag began

judgto enlist friends, according to the respective

now made in various ways ; some
on a particular horse for the
field—some
on the favourite against the
and in many other shapes.
horse,
against
horse
on
first heat— some
is now anxiety and preall
saddle—
order
to
the
sounds
bugle
The
is now that
It is now that the racer becomes animated— it
paration.
that was
eye
the
and
he realizes the fact that a contest is to come,
Bets were

ments of the beholders.

now

lately so listless, is

riding and

all

the distance to

animation and

fire.

be run are next given

dressed boys, with cap, spurs, and whip, vault
reins are shortened

The charge of fair
when the tastefully
The
into the saddle.
;

and knotted, and winding them round each hand,

There

they are brought to the post.

is

a general anxiety that pervades

bosom of every beholder, whilst they eagerly wait the word 'go.'
off for victory
At length it breaks upon the general silence, and all are
his rival, are
outstrip
to
each
by
made
efforts
various
The
and fame.

the

extremely interesting.

When

a favourite

takes the lead, smiles of

at
congratulation are exchanged between his friends. A deep interest,
with
greeted
is
conclusion
all times during the heat, exists, and the

hurrahs and cheers by the multitude to the winning horse.
Each nag is now habited again, and walked about for a few minutes.
each jockey is
The rubbing and removing the perspiration follow
:

now on

the watch to see

criterion

by which

to

which horse cools

—

off best.

It is

the great

determine their fate in the succeeding heat.

According to their judgment in

this matter, betting is again

renewed.

After half an hour's delay, all those that were not posted, are again
summoned to the contest for the second heat. The same anxiety or

greater

The

is

kept up during the second heat, that existed

multitude

who

lately greeted the victor, are

another should succeed, so that the heats
contest continued.

If this

may

in the first.

now anxious

that

be broken and the

event takes place, the sport

is

redoubled
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Betting

Again, the jockies watch narrowly the situaopinions are formed and old ones changed.

New

tion of each horse.

first
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resumed, and the wary belter sometimes, (discovering the

is

opinion wrong,) sets about hedging.

no way can he be the

his first error, in

If successful,

loser, if

he remedies

be a perfect hedge,

it

nor can he win.
If the heats be broken, the contest is renewed, and continued until
one horse wins two heats. But four heats can be run, unless there is
a dead heat.
The rule which excludes all those horses that do not

win

a heat

three

in

heats,

founded upon principles of sound

is

humanity.

When
many

the race

is

many wheel

terminated,

towards the booths.

way

their

At the booths there

is

to

town, and

an ample provision

of eatables and drinkables, with a most awful phalanx of every shade

of colour,

who

are

population like ours,

your attendants

at the

we probably cannot

table or the bar.

prevent

this,

but

In a

we would

much prefer to see some industrious whites in the same situation.
The freedom taken, the coarse joke, are what we complain of. This
should be put down by public opinion, and we trust it will be. We
are pleased to see that the club

is

moving

We

complain of the indiscriminate gaming.

We

also

are perfectly certain

it is

in this matter.

impossible to prevent this vice effectually.
greatly circumscribed.

We

It

were much pleased

may, however, be
the order and re-

at

gularity observed at the citizens 1 stand.

The attendants there were
was good, and there was no bustle and confusion.
The gaming going on there was much more orderly than that pursued
The

whites.

elsewhere.

fare

At

all

events, there

was nothing

to

blame as

to

the

attendants, and the civility of the lessee, or his agents.

The

races have passed.

horses in the

field

We

For the club purses there have been twelve

are not a stickler for horse's names, but

we

could have wished that the sponsors of two of them had named them
differently.
Most frequently the names of our finest countrywomen
to ships.
But who would not feel
offended to see one of Carolina's loveliest daughter's names joined in
an entry with an ill-matched associate.
To say the least of it, it is

are given to horses as well as

bad

taste.

we cannot but say, taking the good
and the bad, the rough and the smooth, we are still an advocate for the
After a retrospect of the past,

sports of the turf,

when

regulated as they are, by the

prominent citizens of our
brilliant ball, are

state.

appendages that

The

social

set off to

and most

advantage the sports of

These were most numerously attended, and the utmost
and good humour crowned each and so may it ever be.'

the turf.
hilarity

first

dinner, the gay and

—
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There

They go

who

are few persons
for

visit the

course merely to see the race.

purposes of social enjoyment
to transact

extend their acquaintance,
legitimate objects.

If

the

idle

and

[May, 1837.

—

meet

to

their friends, to

business, and for various other

throng hither, so do

frivolous

persons of the most respectable character.

It is

where society

a place

may be seen in every shade of variety, and the world, its follies, its
caprices, and its better traits be studied by the curious observer in

Much money

living examples.

the benefit of

receive

it

sharpers get a portion of

is

its

natural tendency

The

races, therefore,

who

have advantages

bring strangers together from

all

to

foolishly, but

honest, and industrious

through various channels.
it,

of their hands into the pockets of those
it.

much

expended, and

The virtuous,

not lost to the community.

it is

is

knaves and

If

soon

out

to pass

make a good use of
recommend them. They
will

parts of the country; they tend to

strengthen the bonds of brotherhood, to create mutual interests, and

bind town and country, and even neighbouring states in more
enduring relations of kind feeling and friendly intercourse.
to

[Southern Literary Messenger.

number of the
what is, we assure

'N. of Arkansas' will see his favours in the last
Register; that

is if

he

is

so fortunate as to receive

him, duly mailed for him at this

whom N.

correspondent to

The

office.

following from the

N.

alludes, is in reply to the queries of

of A.

'The division of purses,

my

in

advance the sport or interest of the

opinion,
turf,

and

is

calculated neither to

still

less to

answer the

must lessen the value of racing stock,
This is worse
substituted
for good purses.
betting
is
unless high
than the evil complained of, and after all will not answer the purpose

expectations of the proposer

;

it

of securing the purse to the best horse.

my

In

when

opinion,

warm water should always

inflammation, and

if

you add

flannel bandages dipped in water

may be
make the

the horse will bear, the happiest results

who will
warm water and flannel.

one may convince himself
pold and then with

VVe have

one

be used instead of cold,

the horse has undergone severe work, to prevent soreness and

now

to replace

lots of fine stallions,

Crusade

.'

expected

;

warm

as

of this any

experiment,

first

with

and your friends can surely get

D>

meeting of the Leonardtown Jockey Club, Mr. H. G.
bay yearling colt Reliance, out of Lady Culpepper, by
imp. Autocrat, to George Forbes, Esq. Matapony, St. Mary's county, Mtl.

At

S.

for

the last

Key

fall

sold his

$700 cash.
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RACING CALENDAR.
New

Orleans

(La.) Races,

We

have been disappointed in receiving a report of the races over Captain
Oliver's new course, at New Orleans, and therefore copy the results from the
Spirit of the Times.

New

First spring- meeting of the
17, 1837.

Orleans Jockey Club,

commenced on Friday,

March

First day, sweepstakes for
nn
each, h. f. mile heats.

two year

olds, colts 701bs. fillies 681bs. subscription

Thos. J. Wells' ch. f. Jane Elliott, by Leviathan, dam by Pacolet,
Dr. Ira Smith's ch. f. by own brother to Henry, dam by Timoleon,
John F. Miller's br. c. by Pacific, dam by Stockholder,
-

1

1

2

2

dis.

—

Time, lm. 59s. 2m. 5s.
Same day, second race, Jockey Club purse of $500, entrance $50, mile

heats.

Weights, three year olds, 86lbs. four year olds, lOOlbs. five year olds, llOlbs. six
year olds, 1181bs. aged, 124lbs. with a deduction of 31bs. from mares and geldings,
(being the weights of the Baltimore, Washington and Virginia clubs, and adopted
by a majority of the southern and western clubs and associations, though several
pounds less than those carried upon the Hampton Course, Ga. the South Carolina,
New York and New Jersey tracks, the two latter adopting the heaviest weights!
Col. A. L. Bingaman's ch. f. Angora, four years old, by Leviathan, out
of Patty Puff, by Pacolet,
.
!
!
Capt. Y. N. Oliver's b. c. Richard of York, three years old, by Star,
dam by Shylock,
.
.
.
George Merrick's ch. g. John Randolph, four years old, by Candidate,

....

dam by

Pacolet,

-

Thos.
mac,

J. Wells' b.

f.

-

-

Jas. S. Garrison's ch. h.

Bremo,

imp. Magic,
J. M. Smith's b. m. Wingfoot,

dam by Diomed,
G.Thompson's

W.

Second day,

Wm.

-

-

five
-

five
-

old,

-

.

.

by Bertrand, dam by Poto-

-

years old, by Industry,
-

.

-

2

dam by

.

.

years old, by Thornton's Ratler,
-

.

.

.

by Sir Charles,
four years old, by Leviathan,
entered but on the morning of the race was
-

ch. c. three years old,

R. Barrow's ch.

by Pacolet, was
Time, 2m. Is.

-

Wings, three years

52
63

f.

Annot Lyle,

-

heats.

Weights

45
35
dis.

dam
dr.

— lm. 59s.

Track heavy.
purse $700, entrance $70, two mile

4

as before.

Minor's (Thos. J. Wells') ch. f. Linnet, four years old, by
Leviathan, dam by Marshal Ney, .
.
.
P. B. Starke's b. h. American Citizen, four years old, by Marion, dam
J.

by Harwood,
Time, 4m.

—

-

-

-

.'.

.

.

4s.
4m. 20s. Track heavy.
Third day, Proprietor's purse $1,000, entrance $100, three mile heats.

as before.

A. L. Bingaman's gr. f. Naked Truth, four years old, by
Leviathan, dam by Pacolet, .
Thos. J. Well's ch. f. Extio, four years old, by Leviathan, out
of White Feathers, by Conqueror, .
.
Jas. S. Garrison's ch. c. Bumper, four years old, by John Richards, dam by Sir Hal,
P. B. Starke's ch. f. Miss Blevins, three years old, by Leviathan,
Col.

-----

out of Sally

McGhee,

Time, 6m. 13s.— 6m.

14s.

...
—

6m. 26s.— 6m. 32s.

-

-

j

j

22

Weights
b

4211
2122
1

dis.*

3

dis.

Track heavy.

* Bumper was within the distance flag a clear
length ahead, and going in hand,
when his jockey, who was weak from recent illness, fainted and fell senseless
from the horse, who still continued his course and came in ahead.
As he did not

bring his weight to the scales, he was, of course, declared distanced,
and the heat
was given to Extio the second horse.
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Immediately upon the termination of the race,
the club that a subscription be opened

it

members of

[May, 1837.

was suggested by

several

purpose of procuring

for the

a service of plate, to be presented to Jas. S. Garrison, Esq. the owner of Bumper,
not only as an expression of their sympathy for the unforeseen accident that had
occurred to his horse, but also as a token of their high consideration for himself
as a spirited turfman, and of their sense of the interest he had demonstrated in
the establishment of the Eclipse Course, at New Orleans. The suggestion was
at once adopted, and displays in bold relief the good feeling and liberality of the
club and citizens of New Orleans.

Same

day, second race, Proprietor's purse $1,000, entrance $20, mile heats.
as before.
Fred. L. Claiborne's gr. c. Martin, three years old, by John Richards,

Weights

dam by

Bellair,

-

-

John F. Miller's
dam by Dare Devil,

b.

f.

-

-

Lady of

-

-

-

-

11

-

-

-

by Henry,

...

the Lake, three years old,

2

-

-

Butler Kenner's ch. h. six years old, by Eclipse,
Wm. Y. Bower's ch. c. Compromise, three years old, by Eclipse,
Time, 2m. 2s. 2m. 12s. Track heavy.

2

dis.
dis.

—

Fourth day, Jockey Club purse $2,000, entrance $150, four mile heats.
Weights as before.
Col. A. L. Bingaman's ch. f. Fanny Wright,* four years old, by Bertrand, dam by Eagle,
Wm. J. Minor's (John C. Beasley's) ch. f. Kathleen, four years old, by
Leviathan, out of Sally Bell, by Sir Archy,
3 2
James S. Garrison's ch. f. Glorvina, four years old, by Industry, dam
Richmond,
by
Time, 8m. 30s. 8m. 29s. Track very heavy.

.....

11

23

—

Fifth day, purse $
, the entrance
best three in five. Weights as before.

money of

the preceding days, mile heats,

Col. A. L. Bingaman's ch. f. Angora, four years old,
P. B. Starke's b. c. American Citizen, four years old,
Capt. Y. N. Oliver's b. c. Richard of York, three years old,

Time, 0m. 00s.— 0m. 00s.—0m.

-

00s.

Sixth day, for the New Orleans plate, a splendid silver tea service, valued at
$1,000, two mile heats. Weights as before.
Col. Osmond Claiborne's ch. m. Antelope, six years old, by Stockholder, dam by Timoleon,
Capt. Y. N. Oliver's b. h. Monmouth, six years old, by John Richards, out of Nettletop, 2

211

Time, 4m.

5s.

— 4m. —4m. 27s.
9s.

12

Track heavy.

Lawrenceville
Commenced on Tuesday,

April

4,

(Va.) Races,

1837.

First day, sweepstakes of $300 each,
mile heats, eight subscribers.

$100

forfeit, for three

year old colts and

fillies,

Mr. McCargo's (Dr. Lewis') b. c. by imp. Luzborough, dam by
3
Virginian, 861bs.
2 3 2
Mr. Maclin's ch. f. by imp. Luzborough, dam Jane Shore, 83lbs.
Dr. Goodwyn's (Hartwell's) ch. f. by Eclipse, dam Multiflora,
4 2 dis.
83lbs.
1
4 dr.
Mr. Townes' b. c. by imp. Fylde, dam by Shylock, 861bs.
Time, lm. 52s. lm. 57s. 2m. Won cleverly. This is the best time ever
made over this course. The famous sweepstakes race, $500 entrance, &c. won
by Gohanna, beating at three heats, Lafayette and others, mile heats, was run in
lm. 53s. lm. 57s. 2m. 3s. The Fylde colt had not recovered from the distemper, and Mr. Maclin's filly was in bad order.

11

-------—

—

—

—

Second day, sweepstakes of $100 each, h.
mile heats, six subscribers.

f.

for three year old colts

and

Dr. Goodwyn's ch. c. by Sir Charles, dam by Washington, 861bs.
Capt. Claiborne's ch. f. by imp. Luzborough, dam by Shylock, 831bs.
*

dam

In the New Orleans 'Express Mail slips,' Alfred
of Fanny Wright. Which is correct?

is

given as the

fillies,

1

1

4

2

sire of the

Vol.
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Mr. Spurr's b. c. by imp. Luzborough, dam by Sir Archy, 861bs.
2 3
Mr. Digger's br. f. by Sir Charles, dam Polly Peacham, 831bs.
3 4
Time, 2m. 2m. 2s. Course very heavy. Both heats handsomely contested.
Third day, proprietor's purse $200, two mile heats.
Mr. Power's ch. c. Jumper, four years old, by Eclipse, dam by Alex-

—

-••

,

-'

1

1

2
four years old, by Monsieur Tonson, lOOlbs.
Mr. Maclin's ch. h. Elastic, five years old, by Timoleon, dam by Sir
Hal, HOlbs.
3
Mr. Wm. W. Wynn's ch. f. Sally Mayfield, four years old, by Eclipse,

2

ander, lOOlbs.
Capt. Claiborne's b.

dam

-

.-

'

*

'

*

...-.-....
------'

'

.

'

;»;

.

c.

dis.

Catherine Warren, 97lbs.
4
Dr. Goodwyn's ch. c. Oseola, four years old, by Sir Charles, lOOlbs.
5
Mr. McCargo's b. m. Sally Eubanks, aged, by Roanoke, dam by Constitution, 1211bs.
6
Mr. Townes' ch. c. Meridian, four years old, by Eclipse, dam by
-

-

-

dis.
dis.

dis.

Napoleon, lOOlbs.
dis.
Time, 4m. 8s. 4m. 7s. Course very heavy. Sally Eubanks the favourite.
She was in too high order. She was distanced the second heat, by a mistake of
her rider. Sally Mayfield threw her rider in the first mile of the second heat, ran
round with the other horses and came in third, but was declared distanced.

—

Fourth day, Jockey Club purse, $400, three mile heats.
Mr. Spurr's ch. f. Sophia, four years old, by Redgauntlet,
Fisher, 971bs.

Mr. Maclin's
lOOlbs.

Mr.

ch. c.

Tom

-

-

-

-

-

dam

Clara

-

-

Cringle, four years old,

-

-

-

-

-

-

4

11

6

3

by Carolinian,
-

-

Wm. W. Wynn's

ch. f. Martha Washington, four years
Sir Charles, dam Isabella, 971bs.
Mr. Townes' ch. f. four years old, by Eclipse, dam by Sir
97lbs.
Mr. McCargo's John Tyler, four years old, by Eclipse, dam
ing Kate, lOOlbs.
Dr. Goodwyn's b. c. Little Billy, four years old, by Iphicles,
Time, 6m. 25s. 6m. 25s. 6m. 25s. Course very heavy.
ton appeared to be amiss, though She was the favourite.

by

old,

2

.-.------'55
—

—

12

-

dis.

Harry,

4

3

dis.

Creep-

lOOlbs. 2

dis.

dr.

Martha Washing-

Fifth day, sweepstakes of $100 each, h. f. for three year old colts and fillies,
mile heats, seven subscribers.
2 1
Mr. Dugger's ch. c. by Sir Charles, dam Maria West, 861bs.
1
dis.
Capt. Claiborne's ch. c. by Sir Charles, dam Fancy, 861bs.
P. J. Turnbull, Sec'y.
Time, 2m. 3s. 2m. Course very heavy.

—

Tappahannock
Commenced on Tuesday,

(Va.) Races,

April 18, 1837.

First day, sweepstakes, mile heats, for colts and
entrance, h.f.

James

Wm.
Wm.

P. Coibin's ch. c.

53s.

three years old,

by Barefoot, dam by Trafalgar,

L. White's ch. c. by Sir Charles, dam by Director,
H. Tayloe's ch. f. by Luzborough, dam by Arab,

Time, lm.

3

-

-

-

2

Mount Clement

plate, mile heats, also

with

colts,

2
ch. c. by Timoleon, dam by Gracchus,
L. White's ch. f. by Carolinian, dam by Sir Charles,
Jas. P. Corbin's ch. c. by Barefoot, out of Robin Baer's dam, bolted

H. Tayloe's

$100

11

-

-

— lm. 57s.

Second race, for the

Wm.
Wm.

fillies,

2
3

&c.

11

10

2

and

2
dis-

tanced.

Time, lm. 59s.— lm. 55s.—2m.— 2m. 2s.
Second day, Proprietor's purse $150, two mile heats.
John P. White's b. g. Switch, five years old, by Whip, dam the dam of

11

Tychicus,
2 2
Wm. L. White's ch. c. Cash, four years old, by Carolinian,
George Poindexter's h. Black Rabbit, five years old, by Engineer, out
3 3
of the sister to James Cropper,
Thos. H. Taliafero's b. m. five years old, by Prince Rupert, dam by
dis
Bussorah,
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Third day, Jockey Club purse $300, three mile heats.
Thos. H. Taliafero's b. h. Orphan Boy, five years old, by Gohanna,
dam by Tom Tough,
George B. Poindexter's ch. h. Paul Jones, by Washington, dam by
Napoleon,
H. Davis' b. c. Enamel, four years old, by Sir Charles, dam by
Handel,

-------

James P. Corbin's b. f. Irene, four years
by Trafalgar,
Time, 5m. 56s. 5m. 54s. 5m. 59s.

by

Sir Charles,

Broad Rock
Hill Course, near

311
222
13

3

4

dis.

dam

—

—

Over the Tree

old,

1837.

4

(Va.) Races,

Richmond, Va. commenced on Tuesday,

April 18, 1837.
First day, two sweepstakes, mile heats, entrance $ 100, h.
one, and five in the other.
Joshua Goode's ch. f by Barefoot, dam by Sir Charles,
James Lyle's ch. f. by Barefoot, dam by Sir Charles,
Richard Adams' c. by Barefoot, dam by Sir Charles,

Time, 2m.

4s.

— 2m.

Is.

—2m.

f.

four subscribers in
-

3

11

1

2

2

3

2
3

1

1

7s.

Second race, a sweepstakes, mile heats, entrance $100, h. f.
John Chapman's b. c. by Barefoot, out of the dam of Ariadne,

2 2
Isham Puckett's b. c. by Gohanna, dam by Sir Charles,
3 *
John Heth's b. c. by Luzborough, dam by Sir Charles, Time, lm. 57s. lm. 56s.
Second day, Proprietor's purse $250, two mile heats.
John Heth's ch. h. Experiment, by Jack Downing,
3 2
Wm. R. Johnson's g. h. Joe Kearney, by Medley, 2 3
Richard Adams' br. m. Virginia, by Sir Charles,
4 dis.
O. P. Hare's b. m. Nyla, by Eclipse,
Time, 3m. 57is. 3m. 55is.
Third day, Jockey Club purse $500, three mile heats.
Wm. R. Johnson's b. h. Argyle, by Monsieur Tonson, 2 2
John Heth's b. m. Margaret Armistead, by Apparition,
E. B. Settle's Nihocock, by Marion, bolted before running one hundred yards,

—

11

—

11

and threw the rider.
Time, 5m. 58s. 6m. 3£s.
Fourth day, purse $150, mile heats, best three in five.
John Belcher's b. c. by Eclipse, John M. Botts' br. h. Reuben Glenroy, by Gohanna,
Wm. Williamson's ch. c. by Sir Charles, Time, lm. 56s. lm. 53s. lm. 59^s. 2m. 5s.

—

—

Henry.

—

—

1231

-

-

3
2

3

1

1

2

f
dr.

Isham Puckett.

—Many inquiries

have been made of us for a memoir of this
His performances having taken place before the commencement of the Turf Register, no regular record of them is accessible
We have pleasure therefore in announcing that a gentleto the public.
man in Virginia, is engaged in preparing an obituary of this famous horse
for the Turf Register.
He is in every way well qualified for the task,
and will no doubt embrace in it the much desired information. He is
perfectly correct in presuming that it will be very 'acceptable to the community of breeders of long-winded cattle,' as well as ourselves. With the
hope that some gentleman qualified for the task, would favour us with
such an obituary, we have thus far contented ourselves with a mere
announcement of his death. Will our friend favour us with the article
as early as his convenience will permit ?
Ed. T. R.
celebrated horse.

*

Bolted and threw the rider.

t

Let down.

—
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TURF REGISTER.
Blooded Stock belonging to Col. John
Crowell, of Alabama.

[The pedigree of John Bascombe
will be found in another part of this

number.]

Bolivar, was got by Oscar,

2.

(Tenn.) out of a Pacolet mare, grandam by Truxton, g. grandam the famous Opossum filly, by Medley*
Wildair

— Highflyer.

Pacolet Mare, by

old Pacolet,
the sire of the
Tonsons.) He was got by Citizen,
his dam by Tippoo Saib, (son of the
3.

distinguished

(so

as

Lindsley Arabian) grandam by Brimmer
Silver-eye
Valiant full bred
Jolly Roger mare.
4. Truxton, by imp. Diomed, out
of Nancy Coleman, grandam by Young
Fearnought old Partner Jolly Roger
Skim Barb mare.
5.
Oscar,
(Tenn.) by Wilkes'
Wonder, out of Rosy Clack, by Saltram Wildair Flimnap ClaudiusStirling
Belsize Arabian.
6. Wonder, by imp. Diomed, out of
the dam of Pacolet.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Constitution,

7.

—

the sire of Boli-

dam was by imp. Diomed.
dam of Timoleon Saltram

via's

the
dair

out of

—
— Wil—Driver — Fallow —Vampire.
A

8.
br. f. not named, bred by Maj.
Donelson, by Stockholder, out of the
dam of Bolivia.

Washington, July 29, 1835.

—

Dear Sir, I shall endeavour now to
comply with your request, for a more
extended pedigree of the two fillies,
Lady Nashville and Bolivia, which you
purchased of

me

last fall.

Ladv Nashville,

bred by me,
was got by Stockholder, out of
Bellissima, a chestnut mare that I purchased of the estate of Henry Cotton,
of N. Carolina. Bellissima, was got
by imp. Strap, out of Morocco Queen,
a mare that acquired celebrity at the
Fairfield Course, the fall after she was
a two year old, by winning a sweepstakes, two mile heats, of seven subscribers, at $200 each.
Speaking of
9.

in 1830,

this race, in a letter to

me

of the 17th

that

it

was Henry Cotton's

b.

f.

by Sir

who won

the stakes,' and he
further adds, speaking of Bellissima,' as
the produce of this mare, 'that you
have laid the foundation for as good a
racing stock as any in the United
States.'
Morocco Queen was not afterwards trained she died early leaving Bellissima at her feet, when but
three months old.
She was got by
imp. Sir Harry, out of George Jeffer-

Harry,

—

Trumpator mare, grandam
by Imperator Herod Eclipse Cade,
son's imp.

—

—

—

&c.
Strap, imported by Cotton, was by
the great English horse Beningbrougli,
his dam full sister to the famous Bashful,

by Highflyer—Tatler— Snip— Go-

dolphin Arabian

— Pelham Barb.
—

Beningbrough, was by King Fergus,
out of a Herod mare her dam Pynha,
by Matchem, out of Dutchess, by
Whitenose, one of the best sons of
Godolphin Arabian, and out of a full
sister to Blaze.
Beningbrough was the
sire of some of the most distinguished
racers and stallions, and among others
of Orville,

who

is

the grandsire of the

two imported horses, Leviathan

and

Sarpedon, that are now so much esteemed in the west. He was regarded
the best racehorse of his day in England, and his crosses have always been
sought for by judicious breeders.
Stockholder, the sire of Lady Nashville, (see vol. iv. A. T. R.) was got
by old Sir Archy, his dam by imp.

—

—

Citizen— Stirling Mousetrap Harris'
Eclipse— Janus—Fearnought— ApolloMoore's Partner
Silver-eye
Jolly
Roger imp. Mary Gray.
It thus appears that your filly Lady
Nashville, on the side of Stockholder,
combines many of the favourite crosses

—

—

of this country, and- that on the side of
her dam Bellissima, she receives the
choice blood of England. She is in the
same relation to the English Beningbrough, that imp. Leviathan and Sarpedon are, her dam being one degree
nearer than either, and she cannot be
inferior to them in other crosses, unless
she becomes so through Archy and

November, 1832, Mr. Win. Haxall, of

Citizen.

Petersburg, Virginia, remarks, 'that my
friend Win. R. Johnson, who has a
perfect recollection of it, assures me

1831, was got by Bolivar, out of the
produce of old Constitution, and Belli-

*

See

vol.

iv.

Bolivia, bred

A. T. R. page 328, James Jackson's

Gibson.

63

10.

v 8

also

letter to

by me,

in

Gen. George

—
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aima, the dam of Lady Nashville with
the exception therefore of the Constitution cross, her pedigree on the dam's
her
side is that of Lady Nashville
dam by Constitution, grandam imp.
English
Strap imported Sir Harry

—

—

Trumpator
Eclipse

— Cade.

Imperator

—Herod

I hope sir, that with the aid of the
above references, you will have no
difficulty in understanding the pedigree
of your fillies. If their performances
should be as good as their blood, they
cannot disappoint your expectations.
I am very sincerely and respectfully
your obedient servant,

A. J. DONELSON.
John Crowell, of Ga.
11. Grey Goose, dam of Bascombe,
out of the Buzzard mare, by Pacolet.
12. Morocc o Slipper, by Timoleon,
out of Grey Goose.
13 Eliza Branch, by Shawnee, he
by Tecumseh, out of a Citizen mare,
and Tecumseh, by Sir Archy, out of an
imp. mare, her dam by Sir Archy, her
grandam by Citizen.
ch. m. by Old Conqueror, her
14.
dam by old Celer.
Two promising colts, by imp. Leviathan, out of the Conqueror mare.
Col.

A

Additions to the Blooded Stock of the
Messrs. Corbin, at the Reeds, Caroline
Co. Va.

Camelita,

a br. f. foaled in
bred by Mr. Nowell, of
Underley, was got by Bustard, out of
Camelina, sister to Camel, her grandam
by Selim, out of Maiden, by Sir Peter
Phenomenon— Matron, by Florizel
Maiden, by Matchem, &c. &c. CameSee the
lita is own sister to Becassine.
1.

and

1834,

Book.
2.
Mv Lady, a handsome b. m. bred
by Mr. Wyvill, was got by Comus, out
of The Colonel's dam, by Delpini
Tipple Cyder, by King Fergus, &c. &c.

My

Lady

Delphine,

dam

the dam of Barbara, of
now in the royal stud and the

is
(

Hampton's imp. colt by
Priam,) of Appolonia, Lady Barbara,
Frankenstein, Rose Roche, Burysdorf,
and Jereed. The last is a remarkably
of Col.

beautiful colt by Sultan, and is, at this
time, the first favourite and in great
force for the forthcoming Derby, to
which there are one hundred and thirty-

My

Last spring
three nominations.
Lady dropped a colt foal in Virginia, to
Langar, (sire to Elis, winner of the

Doncaster St. Leger,) and was
covered by Chateau Margaux.
She
will be put next spring to Cetus, one
last

[May, 1837

of the three best sons of Whalebone,
and 'me judice,' scarcely excelled in
his rare combination of elegance, with
strength, by any stallion of the day,
that I have seen on either side of
the Atlantic.
For purity of muscle,
harmonious proportions, and the exhibition of high breeding in his fine coat,
finished head, sinewy legs, and elastic
carriage, Cetus would even sustain an

advantageous comparison with Rowton,
the handsomest and best son of Oiseau.

Blooded Stock of Jas. J. Duke, Esq.
of Scott Co. Ky.
1. Bay Eclipse mare, bred in 1811,
by the late Col. A. Buford, of Scott
Co. got by Lewis' Eclipse, dam Maria,

by Craig's Alfred.
Her produce:
1823. B. f. by Blackburn's Whip.
1824. B. f. by Potomac, (dead.)
1825. Br. f. by Sumpter.
1827.

Br.

Sumpter.
1831. Ch.

c.

f.

Brown Sumpter, by

by

Sir

Archy, of Trans-

port.

This mare and her last produce, died
soon after foaling.
2. Br. m. by Sumpter, bred in 1825,
by James K. Duke, out of the Eclipse
mare, above described.

Her produce:
Keph, b. c. by Hephestion.
B. c. by Buck Elk.
Ch. f. by Woodpecker.
Ch. f. by Medoc, (dead.)
With foal by Tiger.
3. Bay mare, bred in 1830, by Chas.
Buford, Esq. got by Saxe Weimar, dam
by Moses, (dam of Rodolph,) grandam
by Blackburn's Whip, g. grandam
Maria, by Craig'3 Alfred.
1833.
1834.
1835.
1836.

Her produce:
1834. B. f. by Trumpator.
1835. B. c. by Bertrand.
1S36. Br. c. by Richard Singleton.
With foal by Sarpedon.
4. Cherry Elliott, bred in 1829,
by Col. Wm. Buford, of Woodford, got
by Sumpter, dam Roie, (dam of Scarlet,) by Tiger, grandam Mary Bedford,
by Duke of Bedford, g. grandam by
imp. Speculator, g. g. grandam by imp.
Dare Devil, out of a mare bred by Col.
Hoomes, of Virginia.
Her produce:
1834. John Elliott, b. c. by Bertrand.
1835. Medea, ch. f. by Medoc.
1836. Ch. c. by Medoc.
Missed to Bertrand.

James K. Duke.
Feb. 15, 1S37.

—
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Blooded Stock of Edmund Bacon, of
New Design, Trigg Co. Ky.
1. Silvertail, gr. m. got by old
Hamlintonian, he by imp. Diomed, her
dam by Quicksilver, grandson of imp.
Medley, her grandam by Gimcrack, and
he by imp. Medley, giving her two

Medley crosses.
Her produce:
Virginia, ch. m. seven years old,
by Diomed, son of Hamlintonian.
3. Graytail, six years old, also by
2.

Diomed, gray

—Graytail.

Wonder,

gr. c. four years old,

by

Davis' Lafayette.
5. Gray colt by old Contention, three
years old in June next very promis-

—

ing.

B.

6.

in

got by Merlin, two years old

f.

June

—very large and likely.
—very

Br. c. got by Merlin
and promising.
7.

The

old

mare

as

now

above

large

in foal to

Stockholder.
2. Produce of No. 2, ch. f. got by
Merlin, large and likely, one year old,
now in foal to Stockholder.

Produce gr. f. foaled last June
fine, but not large.
8. Mary Bozier, ch. m. got by
Diomed.
3.

very

Her produce:
Ch. c. by Merlin, very

Kitty Fisher,

Diomed, eight years

and

large

promising, foaled last April,
foal by Stockholder.
9.

now

in

old,

Her produce:
f.

Lafayette

three

I have many others of good blood
and appearance, but will not trouble
you with any further number, if you
think my stock worthy of preservation,
in the records of your valuable work,
you can please publish them in a number, and oblige your obedient servant,

Edmund Bacon.

years old, by Davis'

—very promising.

Ch. f. one year
very promising.

by Merlin

old, got

Blooded Stock of Col. Matthew Moore,
of Stokes Co. N. C.
1.

Witch, by

Virginius,

dam by

Spread Eagle, grandam by Melzar, g.
grandam by Yorick, g. g. grandam by
Little Davie, imp. g. g. g. grandam by
Traveller, imp. g. g. g. g. grandam by
the same Traveller, and out of an imported mare called Muslin Face.
This pedigree is certified by L. Manning, of South Carolina, as taken from
the books of Ch. Richardson, who bred
Witch.
Her produce since my property.
B. c. William, by Clay's William,
died last spring in Alabama.
Br. c. Young Washington, by Washington, (R. Adams') now standing at

Abingdon, Va.
Mare Muslin Face, by the same
Washington, now five years old.
2. Blaze, by Farmer, his dam by
Expectation, grandam Wm. Rands'
Nell, a famous three mile nag in her
day.

m. got by
now in foal by

b.

Stockholder.

Ch.
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Feb. 25, 1837.

got

4.

—

:

10. Polly Topgallant, ch. m. ten
years old, got by old Topgallant, he by

Her produce
Filly by Taylor's Carolinian.
Dark bay colt by William, as above.
Filly, three years old, also by William.

The two eldest sold to R. F. Simpson, of Laurens District, S. C.
3. Filly, three years old, by Young
Washington, her dam by Cashier, grandam by Edwards' Diomed.

Gallatin.

Blooded

Her produce:
B. f. by Merlin, two years
large and likely.
B. f. foaled last July

good

Martha Ann,

by Diomed, now

by Lafayette

fine

and

by Lafayette
Julia, ch.

Lafayette

—in

years

likely.

four years old,

f.

ch.

f.

four years

by Merlin.
four years old, by
foal

—very likely.

Mary Alfred,

15.
in foal

five

by Merlin.

— in foal by Merlin.

Patty Puff,

13.

m.

—very

Sally Brown,

12.

14.

b.

in foal

Her produce:
Ch. f. by Lafayette

old,

—very

size.

11.
old,

very

old,

m. by Alfred,
by a son of American Eclipse.
b.

Stock of James Davison, of
Trenton, N. J.

1. Pelham, ch. h. bred by R. L.
Stevens, Esq. in 1827, and purchased
by me at three years old, sired by
Thornton's Ratler, out of Cinderella,
by Duroc, out of Maid of the Oaks
he was a racehorse, and but for defective feet would have been distinguished
on the turf.
His performances are
recorded in the Turf Register.
Grey mare foaled 1S2<3, by Buzzard,
see Turf Register, No. 1, vol. 7, dam
(also the dam of Hickory John) by

grandam by Sir Solomon,
Messenger mare bay Richmond mare
Old Slammerkin— Cub mare, &c. now
Hickory,

—

in foal to

—

Pelham.
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Ch. c. foaled May, 1835, by Pelham,
out of the above mare, very large and
promising.
The said mare is also the dam of
Daniel Webster, a winner at Borden-

and other places in 1835.
B. f. Miss Watson, foaled in
1833, and sired by Pelham, dam by
Ode's Oscar, the grandam came from
Maryland, and was got by Frazier's
Florizel, out of Frazier's Whitehall
mare. I have been unable to find out
the pedigree of the two last named, and
will be thankful for any information
respecting them. The filly is now in
tovvn,
4.

James Davison.

training.

Trenton, N. J. April 13, 1837.

Slock the property of J. 0.
Lewis, of Pendleton, S. C.
1. B. m. with black legs, and mane,
foaled in the spring of 1830, bred by
Gen. J. N. Whitner, of Pendleton
District, South Carolina, she was got by
Black Rock, dam by Recruit, grandam
by Quicksilver, g. grandam by Tom
Paine. Tom Paine was got by the
imp. horse Flimnap, and bred by the
Hon. J. E. Colhoun, formerly a senator
Black
in Congress, from S. Carolina.
Rock, was by Cock of the Rock, dam

Blooded

by Hickory.
Her produce:

Carolina, and

A

Archy, dam by Peacemaker, grandam
by Perkin's Diomed, g. grandam by
Janus, g. g. grandam by Fearnought.
1834. B.
1835. B.
1836. B.

c.

by Black Rock.

by Riot.
by Governor Burton, and
now heavy in foal to Governor Burton.
both hind
3. A b. m. blaze face and
he by
feet white, was got by Ajax, and
Mameluke,
Duroc, out of a mare by
No.
Perry.
imported for Commodore
by
3's dam by Black Sultan, grandam
Dictator, g. grandam by Celer, g. g.
grandam by Phenix, a mare owned by
c.

f.

the late Gen. Butler, of South Carolina,
at the close of the revolution, and regarded as of the best blood.

Her produce:

A

b. f. by Bertrand, Sen.
1833.
1834. Slipped a foal to Bertrand.
1835. B. f. by Riot.
1836. B. c. by Governor Burton, and

now heavy with

foal to

Governor Bur-

ton.
ot J.
4. A stallion the joint property
O. &. J. E. Lewis &. J. McDowell,
bred by Alex. Henderson, Esq. of N.

Gov. Burby Monsieur
Lady Burton, by Sir
called

Tonson, dam
Archy, her dam Sultana, out of the
mare and by the horse sent as a present
to Mr. Jefferson, from the Bey of
Tunis, through his ambassador Melle
Melle. Stands at Pendleton village, at
,$ 20 the season, and #30 to insure.
5. B. f. foaled in 1833, was got by
Marion, her dam was got by Carolinian,
he out of Johnson's celebrated race and
brood mare, by imp. Medley, and got
by imp. True Blue, her grandam was
by imp. Citizen, her g. grandam was
got by Roe Buck, he was out of the
mare imported for Judge Moore, of
North Carolina, purchased from the
king's stud, and was got by the imp.
She has been put to
horse Sweeper.
J. O. Lewis.
Governor Burton.

Pendleton, S. C.

March

17, 1837.

Blooded Stock the property of Joseph L.
Burts, of Jonesborough, Tenn.
1. Triangle, dark bay, foaled June,
1832, by Tariff, he by Sir Archy, out of

Bet Bounce, dam by Marion, grandam
g. grandam by Truxton.

byDungannon,

Accanthes,

2.

br.

f.

foaled April,

by imp. Fylde, dam by Pacolet,
grandam by Oscar.
Joseph L. Burts.

1S35,

I

of

hand you

my two

for insertion the pedigree
Their dam was foal-

colts.

ed mine.

Pooler, ch. c. foaled July 27,
by Singleton's Jackson, he by
Kosciusko, his dam by old Gallatin, by
1.

1834,

imp. Bedford,
2.

Her produce:

by him

ton, foaled in 1829, got

A

b. f. by Redgauntlet.
1834.
1837. Put to Governor Burton.
bay mare foaled in 1829, and
2.
bred by Arch. Burton, Esq. of Lincoln
county, N. C. was got by Bennehan's

[May, 1837

8cc.

Nihil, ch.

c.

dropped April

1,

1836, by Wm. R. Johnson's Andrew,
by Charles, &c. his dam by Gallatin,
the dam of Pooler.

Robert W. Carnes.
Upatoie, Muscogee Co. Ga.
1837.
1.

Eliza Coe,

this spring,

Flora,

by

a ch.

by Wild
Ball's

f.

March

21,

four years oid,

Bill, (Pilot)

Florizel,

dam

grandam

Atalanta,'by Hart's Medley, g. grandam, by old Mark Anthony, g. g. grandam by Jolly Roger, g. g. g. grandam
the imp. mare Jenny Cameron.
years
2. Jesse Coe, a b. c. three
old the 15th

May next, a

full

brother to

John R. Mason.
Eliza Coe.
Athens, La. April 5, 1837.

Wild Irish Girl, property of John
Holmes, of Murfreesboro', Tenn. by
imp. Leviathan, out of Miss Tonson,
she by Monsieur Tonson.
John Holmes.
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Montgomery, Ala

to pass

my

spent the most of

location.
all

my

arrival,

on the

my boxes

Turf Register — Pedigrees,

May

16, 1837.
I

have

and

I

enclose you a return of the races.

Lord Lifton, and

is

The

a very favourable

oblong , and about one and a half miles around, and as
1

It is

the horses,

64

477

through the custom-house,

the distances run are irregular, or mostly so,

all

1

Va

time at the Aintree races, which came off two

estate of the

horses at the stand.
of

Norfolk,

Liverpool,

Detained here

is

Lynchburg, Va
Haymarket, Va
Union Course, L.

471
472
473
474
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Editor of the Turf Register.

Mr. Editor:

course

Md

a gentleman of North Carolina, nolo in England,

to the

days after

Md

Ky

Chillicothe, Ohio,

459
460
460

Va

Cynthiana,

454

at

Natchez, Miss

C
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cluded,)

La

Trenton, N. J

I

v.S

As

you seldom see the
you the names
won, and some few

the list enclosed will furnish

shall notice only those that

—
;
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others to which my attention was called.
by Amurath, bred by Earl Derby. He is a

The

[July, 183?.

was won

race

first

large fine looking chestnut,

strong in the back, loins and limbs, with a fine head and neck.
condition fine

— won easy — they ran about one-fourth

His

of a mile for the

The next race for the cup was both a good race and interesting
from the number and quality of the horses. General Chasse the
favourite
he has been a great winner but the Carpenter led off
race.

—

—

made running from
of

won

the start, and

in

good

good racehorse.

The

done up the General

pounds over

some blood

severe pace at

style,

He

racing size, about fifteen and a half.

fair

he had heavy weights, that

as

The

his proper weight.

he

is

a bay horse

by Lottery, and is a
the beginning was said to have
is

he had seven

is,

next was a walk over

— a hand-

like filly.

The maiden plate was won by a Priam filly, out of Miss Fanny, her
dam is considered one of the finest mares in England, and this filly is
She

a good one and repeated well.

of fair size and handsome

is

;

has

Thursday opened with
the Liverpool St. Leger, which was won by Mr. Fox's Doctor, by
Syntax. He is a handsome racing looking colt, but a little light
Sir
if he strengthens by age he will be a troublesome customer.
T. Stanly's Pammon, by Priam, ran in the same race, he is a
handsome colt, and was somewhat a favourite as he won last week

some engagements

or she

at Chester, but here

he wanted speed

spring

won by Mr.

old stakes

Peel's Early Bird.

and much the best of the

She

is

lot.

a strapping

too high on the legs.

by

— he

once a winner, bolted once, and

;

stable.

could be had.

I

filly,

The

saw

The two year
strong good colt,

Latitude, full sister to Elis in the

but was some

colt stakes,

the Marquis of Westminster's colt

size,

has run three times this

now beat.
He is a

—a

way

amiss.

She seemed

won
common

50 sovs. entrance, was
strong good

colt,

He was in splendid
and promises to be a serviceable horse.
The day concluded with a sweepstakes, heats one and a

condition.

half miles.

This Amurath won

again, in

good

style,

and the

last heat

in hand.

Friday, a colt stake, for which only two started, a single

half mile.

This was won easily by Mr. Fox's black

both colts by Dr. Syntax.

Then

colt, the

Doctor

carne on a race with three

;

only,

He is a horse of bad form, bad colour, and bad conSadek.
He won it is true, but he is the meanest working horse I saw
them. The next was a race of great interest and quite a bet-

won by
dition.

anions

Beeswing was somewhat the favourite as Chasse had been
Three only started. Beeswing and Trapball
both somewhat high, but looked well. The mare led off at a fair pace
and looked much like a winner as she came up the stretch, but whip
ting one.

beaten two days before.

and spur brought the General along side about one hundred yards from

Vol.

No.

8.
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home, and he won by half a length. The General is a strong serviceable looking horse, and has more carcase and better ribs than any
horse at the meeting.
He looks like a campaigner with sound legs
and

is

most beautiful and blood-like

a

Trapball, a

hands, and a fine bay.

fifteen

handsome and

size,

Beeswing

constitution.

fine

mare, about

Has run

strong.

six times and

brown

won

of great

The

four.

was not filled.
It is not in mv power to give any opinion on the comparative merits
English and American racehorses. It was not in my power to time

plate for beaten horses

of

them correctly any distance but one and a half miles, as in
only they started at the winning post, but then we should be
what they loose

to say

an additional half mile.

in

my

horses do not in their forms come up to

that race
at a loss

general the

In

expectations, the

most of

them show high breeding, not generally as good in the ribs as our
horses, nor their rumps so handsome, but strong over the loins, and
In general they have fine
generally in good form for carrying weight.
legs and feet, in my opinion, fine horses may be had here for us, but
they should be selected by an American; few here are good judges

They

for us.

praise their jockeys

of finishing a race

:

my

in

much

:

opinion, Willis

I

do not admire their style

is

equal to any

I

have yet

seen ride.

On
by

reflection I

am more and more convinced

that if

we

are to benefit

the importation of mares or horses they should be selected with

reference both to form and blood, and

present

mode

am

I

equally certain that the

or fashion of racing in England

perfect that animal for general uses.

not well adapted to

is

You may

be assured their car-

riage and saddle horses, generally, are not at all to

compare with ours,

either in form or action, while their cart horses are greatly superior in
size

Indeed, there are none like them for slow heavy draft.

and power.

This

easily accounted for: their draft horses are bred

is

that use

now

may

and

be considered perfect

;

on system for

whereas, the racehorse

is

bred for speed alone, and early capacity to carry weight for short

distances

—

this

too

they have attained

in

an eminent degree, but in

the meantime they have lost sight of that which bestowed

endurance.

Yet there

and these are

still

are

among them some

game and

horses of the old form,

the best for a campaign, yet they are not so

much

prized as others of a different character, whose great speed enables

them
last

to

carry

seldom

what we want
after

tion

week,
is

oft"

the great events at

What

suit us.

— such

all

as

distances,

General Chasse

Epsom

or

Newmarket

can travel around the country

making good

— he

— these

they here term good plate horses are

races.

Of

has at no time been

— run

week

this

last descrip-

at the

head of the

—
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—he has won as many races as any horse

turf

mares

have seen, only two are

I

Beeswing,

brood mares.

Sunbeam
must breed good
some.

is

is

in

strong, blood-like, short legged, and hand-

handsome, are

stock, the others though

This

in the after ribs.

— but

They

slight

and

last is a

their rising loins enables

heavy weights short distances.

to sustain

mentioned

I

the

should choose for

equally stronsr and almost as handsome.

general fault in the English racehorse

Sadek, as

I

Of

country.

in the

such shape as

very narrow over the hips and short

them

[July, 1837.

to

He

you, won.

is

a strong instance in

favour of blood, and an apology for short, single heats.

Such a horse

There is in my opinion no
purpose to which he could be applied, where he could earn his feed
Do not consider me as condemning
to us he would be dear as a gift.
could never win a race in our country.

the blood horses here

all

which we
value on some of

—

far

from

— many of them
garcons — these
it

unite

all

the

qualities for

prize them, but their system of racing places a

false

the meanest

stallions,

in

time become

and propagate bad copies of a worthless original, hence those

horses usually seen in harness and under the saddle are not generally
equal to those used by gentlemen with us, nor are the horses in their

hacks equal
I

shall

London
inflict

to ours for the

now

after

I

same reason.

close this long letter, and will write

another letter

you again from

Epsom, unless something should induce me
on you. Yours sincerely,
D.

see the

to

—

Sporting Intelligence. According to notice, the South Carolina Jockey
Club held a meeting, yesterday, at the Carolina Hotel, in this city. A communication having been read from Col. Hampton, presenting in the name of Mr.
Tattersall of London, a whip, to be run for, upon the principles which govern the
whip race in England, it was unanimously
Resolved, That the whip be accepted with the same spirit with which it is
tendered, and that it be designated as the 'Tattersall whip,' and be run for, in
accordance with the wishes and objects of the donor.
Resolved, That the acknowledgments of the Club be conveyed to Mr. Tattersall for his very acceptable present, and that he be assured of the respect the
South Carolina Jockey Club entertains for one, not only so distinguished at
home, as an honourable and liberal patron of the turf, but also as a promoter of
its legitimate ends, the improvement of the breed of horses in other countries.*
Be it farther Resolved, That Mr. Tattersall be, and is hereby unanimously
elected an- honorary member of the South Carolina Jockey Club.
*

Mr.

Tattersall has established in

France and Germany, within a few years,

several races, and thereby considerably increased the sports of the turf in those

countries

;

he has,

also,

been instrumental

best stock in the country.

in

procuring for America, some of the

—
Vol.
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—
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THE TURF.
A

Treatise on the Care, Treatment, and Training of the English Racehorse.
By R. Darvill, Veterinary Surgeon, 7th Hussars.
(CONCLUDED FItOM PAGE

Every

of habits, a distinct subject of study

Newmarket

the

406.)

trade, profession, or pursuit, opens, in

own

its

peculiar circle

and perhaps the existence of

,

stable-boy, a thing on

which the majority of our

readers have never spent a thought, might, as painted by Holcroft,

them more than the most accurate
modes and aspects of life. In that able
interest

nuine and really valuable part of them

from his
sixteen

Newmarket

first arrival at

from his

;

his being

tiate, to

off

fall

word of

writer's

many

higher

—

the ge-

memoirs

described,

all this is capitally

to his final departure, at the

Mr. Woodcock's iron grey

filly, in

one of the best exercise riding boys

age of

his novi-

in the

town

hopes were ruined by 'idling away his time

until all his equestrian
in reading,' as

—

delineation of

he was emphatically told by his master

by spelling a
drunken schoolmaster by
studying Arnold's Psalmody, under the guidance
;

six syllables, to the surprise of his

his being detected in

;

of the journeyman leather-breeches maker; and lastly, in casting up
figures

on the stable-doors with a

nail,

from which the other boys, and

the old housekeeper to boot, augured his very soon running mad.

Although

to

use his

Newmarket

in

whom

his

companions

own

words, Holcroft scarcely saw a biped at

he could

find

anything

to

'He discovered
did not desert

a

too late, that the dark-grey filly and

little

me.

under his care,

repute

He recommended me

my

the service of a

to

in the fork,

I

think by the

little

name of

an excellent rider, and had a string of
famous horses, the property of the Duke of Graf-

This was acknowledged

but the shrewd

;

could

who was esteemed

less than thirteen

ton,

I

But though he turned me away, he

deformed groom, remarkably long

no

he served, and

by Mr. Woodcock.

not be trusted safely together.

Johnstone,

he had no reason to

whom

complain of his treatment by the several masters
especially

admire, and despised

for the grossness of all their ideas,

trade to learn, and

little

to

be a service of great

groom soon discovered

that 1

had

all

was again dismissed.'

I

After bewailing his misfortune of being out of place, and so far

from home, in forma pauperis, he thus proceeds:
' I

know

height of

not where

my

I

distress

got the information, nor how, but in the very
I

heard that Mr. John Watson, training and

riding-groom to Captain Vernon, a gentleman of acute notoriety on
the turf,

berry,

and

was
65

in
in

partnership with Lord March,

want
v.S

of,

but just then found

it

now Duke
difficult

of Queens-

to procure, a
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To make

L Jul y>

1837

-

more welcome, the
Watson was, that, though he was one of the
first grooms in Newmarket, he was remarkable for being good tempered yet the manner in which he disciplined his boys, though mild,
was effectual, and few were in better repute. One consequence of
this, however, was, that if any lad was dismissed by John Watson, it
was not easy for him to find a place. With him Jack Clarke lived,
the lad with whom I came from Nottingham; this was another fortustable-boy.

this pleasing intelligence

general character of John

;

nate circumstance, and contributed to inspire

me

with confidence.

my

present hopes were so strongly contrasted with

they were indeed enviable.
been as one of those

To

who walk

speak for once

in the

an accidental beam of the sun broke

shadow of
forth,

and

metaphor,

in

My

late fears, that
I

had

the valley of death
I

had a

;

view

beatific

of heaven.
'it

was no

difficult

matter to meet with John Watson;

he was

so attentive to stable-hours, that, except on extraordinary occasions,

he was always

much like
summer hour
as

oats,

to

be found.

a stable-boy as
for

Being
I

careful

first

could,

I

came

to

at the

make myself look
hour of four, (the

opening the afternoon stables, giving a slight feed of

and going out to evening exercise), and ventured

to

ask

if I

could

John Watson. The immediate answer was in the affirmative.
John Watson came, looked at me with a serious but good natured
countenance, and accosted me with 'Well my lad, what is your business ? I suppose I can guess; you want a place?' 'Yes sir.'
'Who
have you lived with ?' 'Mr. Woodcock, on the forest. One of your
boys, Jack Clarke, brought me with him from Nottingham.' 'How
came you to leave Mr. Woodcock ?' 'I had a sad fall from an ironsee

;

grey
left

filly

him

?'

that almost killed

me.'

'That's bad, indeed

'He turned me away, sitP

'That's honest.

.'

and so you
like

I

your

So you are come from him to me ?' At this
eyes down, and hesitated, then fearfully answered,

speaking the truth.
question

'No,
help

I

sir.'

cast

'No

my

!

it, sir, if I

what, change masters twice

am

turned away.'

'Where are you now, then?'

This

in so

short a time

?'

'I

can't

answer made him smile.
'Mr. Johnstone gave me leave to
last

stay with the boys a few days.'

you mean
sir.'

little

'Well, as

'That's a good sign.
I suppose
Mr. Johnstone at the other end of the town ?' 'Yes,
you have been so short a time in the stables, I am

not surprised he should turn you away

;

he would have every body

about him as clever as himself; they must

thoroughly; however, they must learn
to give

you a

trial,

but

I

must

first

it

all

know

somewhere.

their business
I will

inquire your character of

Woodcock and Johnstone. Come to-morrow morning
and you shall have an answer.' It may well be supposed 1

friends,

venture

my

good

at nine,

did not
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found

it,

was

for I

four pounds or guineas a year, with the usual

trial, at

livery clothing.'

was

It

strapping dun horse,

Watson

of John

the service

in

horseman, and the exercise of his

that Ilolcroft

very amusingly told

is

became a

contest with a certain

skill, in his
:

was John Watson's general practice to exercise his horses over
the flat, and up Bowbringe hill; but the rule was not invariable.
'It

One wintry day he ordered
a very sharp sleet

;

the

being remarkable for a

blew directly up his
him outrageous. He

nostrils, so

started

hills.

found he could not master

very painful, that

from the rank

me, endeavoured

to unseat

tried

us up to the Bury

It

mizzled

wind became uncommonly cutting, and Dun
tender skin, found the wind and sleet, which

me

it

suddenly made

which he was walking,

in

set off full speed,

to

and when he

so as to get head, began to rear, snort-

ing most violently, threw out behind, plunged, and used every mis-

chievous exertion of which the muscular powers of a blood-horse are
capable.

I,

who

the uneasiness he suffered, before his violence

felt

began, being luckily prepared, sat firm, and as steady and upright
as if this had been

usual

his

broke out into an

John Watson was

exercise.

— believe was
exclamation — 'By G —
John,

beside his horses, and a

groom

I

'Aye, aye,' replied Watson, highly satisfied;

Newmarket

will not be amiss here to remark, that

and knees

calves,
riders.

I

that

project but

soon learned that the

knee and the

my
safe

and

toes,

some
It

legs, small

seldom become excellent

my

;

I

had then

knees were protuberant.

hold for sitting steady, was

to

keep the

calf of the leg strongly pressed against the side of the

animal that endeavours

to

unhorse you; and as

frequent occasions to remind boys of this rule,
in the

find

match him.

on the other hand was somewhat bow-legged

the custom of turning in
I

'you will

that will

boys with straight

little,

!'

that's a fine lad

d,

time or other there are few in

ridirg

old Cheevers

it

memory

little
it

accidents afford

becomes so rooted

of the intelligent, that their danger

is

comparatively

trifling.'

Of
tist

to

the comparative good and bad temper of racehorses, the drama-

thus speaks

:

'The majority of them are playful, but their gambols are dangerous
They are all easily and suddenly alarmed,
the timid and unskilful.

when anything

they do not understand forcibly catches their attention

and they are then

to

guarded against by the good.
to the best.

there

is

vicious.

Very

serious accidents have happened

But, besides their general

great propensity in

Tom,

;

be feared by the bad horseman, and carefully

them

the brother of

to

disposition

to playfulness,

become what the jockeys

Jack Clarke,

after

call

sweating a grey

——
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he

while he

lived,

was seized by the animal by the
shoulder, lifted from the ground, and carried two or three hundred
yards before the horse loosened his hold. Old Forester, a horse that
belonged to Captain Vernon, all the while I remained at Newmarket,
was obliged to be kept apart, and to live at grass, where he was, confined to a close paddock.
Except Tom Watson, a younger brother
of John, he would suffer no lad to come near him. If in his paddock,
he would run furiously at the first person that approached, and if in
the stable, would kick and assault every one within his reach.
When
I

either scraping or dressing him,

had been about a year and a half

Newmarket, Capt Vernon

at

thought proper to match Forester against Elephant, a horse belonging
to Sir Jenison Shaftoe,
It

was

whom

by-the-bye

saw

I

Forester were such, that he passed the

flat,

famous match.

ride this

a four mile heat over the straight course

and the

;

ascended the

abilities

hill,

of

as far as

the distance-post, nose to nose with Elephant, so that

John Watson,

who

and the chair,

rode him, began

to

conceive hopes.

Between

this

way

Elephant, in consequence of hard whipping, got some

little

him, while Forester exerted every possible power

recover at least

his lost equality

:

till

finding

to

his efforts ineffectual, he

all

before

made one

sudden spring, and caught Elephant by the under jaw, which he griped
so violently as to hold him back
difficulty that

lost but
it

'I

without the utmost

it

he lost most honourably

Poor Forester

Every experienced groom thought

!

most extraordinary circumstance.'

a

Of
ing

nor was

;

he could be forced to quit his hold!

the stable discipline

little

specimen

remember

Tom

my

Watson

horse's stall that the blow,
as

I

have made so large a whale

and was of a

We

the boys, Holcroft gives the follow-

have been so punished once, with an ashen

to

for falling asleep in

given by

among

:

thought no other boy
;

it

I

stick,

concluded, was

in the stable

could

reached from the knee to the instep,

finger's breadth.'

conclude our extracts from this amusing history of a stable-

boy's progress, with something like a shot at the march of the present

very refined times
'I

ought

to

:

mention, that though

and may do of more Misters,
christian

names

Newmarket,

it

;

it

is

I

for to the best of

was the invariable

have spoken of Mr. Johnstone,

only because

my

I

have forgotten their

recollection,

when

I

practice to denominate each

was at
groom

by his christian and surname, unless any one happened to possess
some peculiarities that marked him. I know not what appellations
are given to grooms at Newmarket at the present day, but at the time
I speak of, if any grooms had been called Misters, my master would
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have been among the number; and his appellation by every body, ex-

own

cept his

We

who

boys,

market

trainers of these times,

the change to Mister, and

now

'A

cow

at the

New-

the

If

we mistake
to

the last.

jockies and their Jennys were not then

Opera box, which we

to be seen in an

rence

the appliances to boot.

all

Newmarket

events,

all

among

'•Johns*

though we must doubt the benefit of

Bunbury's training-groom wore livery

not, Sir Charles

At

him John, was John Watson.'

called

have reason to believe there are no

find

no uncommon occur-

is

Opera' would have been considered equal-

ly in her element.

Those who have only seen racehorses on

a race course

many

surprised to witness what diminutive urchins ride
their training,

would be

of them in

and the perfect command they obtain over them.

In

the neighbourhood of large racing establishments, the parents of poor

children are glad to embrace an opportunity of putting them into the
stables of a training

groom

;

knowing

that they are certain to be well

But

fed and taken care of, with a fair chance of rising in the world.

the question that would suggest itself

fellows

made equal

to

mal as the racehorse

The
the

Tom

fact is, that
first

month, or

sundry odd jobs

in

;

so.

is,

— How

poor

are the

little

the task of riding so highly-spirited an ania few

weeks

or Jack

is

He makes

after

little

they are put to the task

more than

the other lads' beds, and performs

but then he has his eyes open

signs of opening them, he

is

?

a looker-on for

the other boys in their saddles, and

—

he shows no

if

twinkling; and he sees

rejected in a

observes the

confidence with

which they appear in them. After a certain time he is placed upon
his master's hack or a quiet pony, and becomes a spectator on the
training-ground.
So soon as he has the rudiments of hand and seat
he is put on the quietest horse in the string generally one that has
been some time in training, and has been doing good work who
follow those that are before him, without attempting to swerve from

—

the track, or to play any antic tricks.

—

The head

the gallop, being the best judge of pace, unless

put him on some other horse which
calculated to lead.

so that he

may

Order

is

instruct the

from

roll-call,

the hour of stable.
stable hours.'

and not well

but

;

all this

takes place

trainer.

of society

regularity of conduct

training establishment.
self

boy before him

the beauty and strength
is

be necessary to

ride,

In that case he generally places himself second,

under the watchful eye of the
nor university

is difficult to

lad generally leads
it

more

;

and neither

in

school

strictly enforced than in a

In fact, the soldier might as well absent him-

or the sailor from his watch, as the stable-boy from

'Woe

to him,'

says Holcroft, 'who

In the morning, however, he

is

is

absent from

sure to be there

;

for

—
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same chamber
on a principle of prudence rather than economy.
Horses in high condition are given to roll in the night, and get
cast in their stalls, and here assistance is at hand as, by the means of
most

in

cases, the horse lie looks after, reposes in the

with himself.

This

is

:

awk-

stirrup-leathers buckled together, they are extricated from their

ward

situation

by the joint

that an interesting scene takes place on the

the morning.

when they

The

event

is

have been told

wakening of the boys

in

anxiously looked for by the horses, who,

hear them awaken

eagerness to be fed, which

We

of the boys.

efforts

is

each other, neigh and denote their

the

first

step taken.

The second

is

a

proper arrangement of their beds, and then dressing and exercise.

When

they return

home

the horses are well dressed again; the boys

break their fast; and Holcroft spoke from experience when he said,
nothing can exceed the enjoyment of a stahle-boifs breakfast.

Considering the prodigious number of racehorses in training, and
its lad, it is astonishing that more accidents do not
As we have before observed, almost all racehorses are playand 'horse play is rough' But we do not wonder at their be-

that each horse has

occur.
ful

;

coming

vicious.

Highly bred as they

are, hot in blood,

and their

tender and nearly hairless skins irritated by a coarse brush, and, after
sweating, scraped with rather a sharp
peat,

is

no wonder. Nevertheless,

boys who look
a

little

after

them.

it

Indeed,

wooden instrument,

that,

we

re-

seldom happens that they hurt the
it is

an interesting sight

to

witness

urchin of a stable-boy approach, with perfect safety to himself,

an animal that would perhaps be the death of the strongest man in the
land who might be rash enough to place himself within his reach.

To
vast

what

shall

we

attribute this passive obedience of an animal of

power and proud

spirit, to a

an abortion of nature, indeed, as

him

— whether

diminutive

member

we might be almost induced

to call

to self-interest or to gratitude, to love or to fear, or to

magic power which the Almighty has given
eye and vofce of even the child of man ?

that unspeakable

Precocity of intellect in a stunted frame,

Newmarket

such

of the creation

is

to the

the grand desideratum in

nursery, where chubby cheeks, and the

'fine boy for
would be reckoned deformities. There are some good specimens of the pigmy breed now at Newmarket; John Day, for instance, has produced a fac-simile of himself, cast in the right mould
These featherfor the saddle, and who can ride about four stone.
weights are absolutely necessary where two-year old colts are brought
to the post, and they sometimes ride a winning race; though if it

a

his age,'

comes

to

a struggle, as the term

is,

feated by the experienced jockey.

they are almost certain to be deBut, speaking seriously,

it

is

a

great blessing to the rider of races to be of a diminutive size, to pre-

vent the hardship and inconvenience of wasting

—a

most severe tax

—
Vol.
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on the constitution and temper. On this
randum of some questions addressed by

amuse our readers

'How

memo-

subject the following

John

Sir

Mr. Sandiver, an eminent surgeon, long resident
pretty constant spectator of the
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Sinclair to the late

Newmarket, and a

at

may

Mr. S's answers,

races, with

:

long does the training of jockeys generally continue

With

?

those in high repute, from about three weeks before Easter to the end

week

of October; but a

or ten clays are quite sufficient for a rider to

reduce himself from his natural weight
half below

— What

it.

sometimes a stone and a

to

food do they live on

For breakfast, a small

?

piece of bread and butter, with tea in moderation.

very sparingly

:

Dinner

a very small piece of pudding, and less

taken

is

meat

;

and

when fish is to be obtained, neither one nor the other is allowed.
Wine and water is the usual beverage, in the proportion of one pint to
two of water. Tea in the afternoon, with little or no bread and butter, and no supper.
What exercise do they get, and what hours of

—

After

rest?

having sufficiently loaded

breakfast

clothes, that

is,

with

five or six

walk

pairs of breeches, a severe

two

waistcoats,
is

themselves

with

and as

many

coats,

taken from ten to fifteen miles.

After their return home, dry clothes are substituted for those that are

wet with perspiration, and,
hour or so before

for an
is

if

much

some of them lie down
which no severe exercise

fatigued,

their dinner-, after

taken, but the remaining part of the day

They

agreeable to themselves.

and continue there
they take?

Some

till

is

spent in

six or seven next morning.

of them,

a

way most

generally go to bed by nine o'clock,

who do

— What medicine do

not like excessive walking, have

recourse to purgative medicines, glauber salts only

:

— Would

Mr.

Sandiver recommend a similar process to reduce corpulency in other

persons

Mr. Sandiver would recommend a similar process

?

corpulency
injured by

in either sex, as
it;

but he

is

it

from his youth.

The

much

from farinaceous food,

that

John Arnull, when

apple.

Fitzpatrick, a person continually

He was

rider

reduce him-

to

and the only substi-

not injured by

employed

and has more strength

in a severe race,

to live as

to

him to ride a particular
which he abstained from animal, and even

for eight successive days,

was now and then an

less fatigued,

not been

as he possibly could, to enable

horse, in consequence of

horse

is,

Royal Highness the Prince of Wales, was desired

self as

tute

who had

only additional information that Mr.

Sandiver has the power to communicate
to his

reduce

apprehensive that hardly any person could be

prevailed upon to submit to such a severe discipline,

inured to

to

the constitution does not appear to be

it.

Dennis

as a rider, declares he is

contend with a determined

when moderately reduced, than when allowed

he pleased, although he never weighs more than nine stone,

and has frequently reduced himself

to seven.'
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present system of wasting varies from the one here described

and particularly as to the length of the walk, which appears to have
been unnecessarily severe. The modern Newmarket jockey seldom
exceed four miles out, and then he has a house to stop
there

a large

is

Indeed,

it

off the

is

in

at,

which

much increased.
he may be seen

very

uncovered parts of his person

which the racehorse

manner

after the

scraped, using a small horn for the pur-

by the fire and drinking some diluted
Newmarket, swinging his arms as he proceeds

After sitting awhile

pose.

liquor, he walks back to

which increases the muscular
body is rubbed dry and fresh

action.

on his skin, which has a remark-

of his weight, the effect

is

In fact, he

every sweat,

till

Sufficiently cool to strip, his

clothed, when, besides the reduction

ably transparent hue.
after

is

sometimes becomes, so excessive that

it

scraping
in

fire,

by which the perspiration

visible

may

be said to show condition

he looks as sleek as the horse he

is

going

to ride.

most mortifying attendant upon wasting is the rapid accumulation of flesh, immediately on a relaxation of the system, it having
often happened that jockeys, weighing not more than seven stone, have

But

the

gained as

many pounds

dictates of nature,
vivit,

is

jockey

in

in

one day from merely obeying the

committing no excess.

Non

common

misere vivit qui parce

an acknowledged truism; but during the racing season, a
high practice, who, as

is

the case with Chifney, Robinson,

Dockery, and Scott, is naturally above our light racing weights is subLike the good Catholic, however,
ject to no trifling mortification.

when Lent
is

at

expires, he feels himself at liberty

an end

and on the

;

last

when

the racing season

day of the Houghton meeting, Frank

Buckle had always a goose for supper! his labours
But it will naturally be asked
being then concluded.

for the season

how

these per-

sons employ or amuse themselves during the dead months, of which
there are five

?

At Newmarket,

we

believe, just as they did in

croft's time, in visiting their friends, coursing,

—

and cock-fighting

Hol-

—

the

amusement but with no species of gambling, beyond
a few shillings on the event of a course or a battle.
A few also take
the diversion of hunting, or any other out-door amusement that keeps
the body in play. Most of them have neat and well-furnished houses,
latter a favorite

and appear

to

enjoy the comforts of

Sagacity of a Dog.
taking a walk in

life.

— As Alexander Forbes, of Inverbarroch, Cabrach,

was

his garden, attended by his faithful dog, he was
seized with a fit of apoplexy, and fell lifeless to the ground.
His dog ran
instantly to a servant who was passing the outside of the garden wall, and,
by pulling and tearing his clothes, caused him to stop. The dog leaped
the garden wall, but seeing that the man did not follow, instantly returned,
and, by the strangest manoeuvres, led the man to look over the wall, where
to his astonishment he saw the body of his master extended lifeless on
the ground.
He was instantly conveyed to the house, where all attempts
to restore

animation were

fruitless.
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annual spring meeting on this course took place on Wednesday

$400

;

for

Wednes-

Purses, for

the 19th April, and the three succeeding days.

day, the day of two mile heats,

Thursday, the day of three

mile heats, $600; for Friday, the day for four mile heats, $1,000;
for Saturday, the clay for heats of best three in five, the purse

and

money

consisted of entrance
last day,

Weights, distances,
86lbs.

— four

olds, llSlbs.

pounds

The

of the preceding days, with that of the

say $525.
Stc.

— two

year olds,

year olds, lOOlbs.

—

and aged horses, 124lbs.

70lbs.

— with

year olds,

—

six

year

the deduction of three

favour of mares and geldings.

in

distance in mile heats of three best in five

two mile

— three

year olds, llOlbs.

five

heats,

hundred and

one hundred and ten yards

fifty

yards

— and

—

is

eighty yards

in three

in four mile heats,

—

in

mile heats one

one hundred and

eighty yards.

The

time between mile heats

mile heats, 40m.

is

—and four mile

20m.

heats,

— two mile heats, 30m. — three
45m.

OFFICERS OF THE CLUB FOR 1S37.

Alexander Barrow,

President..

Dr. Ira Smith, Vice-president.
Messrs. Davis and Barrow, Treasurers.
A. Haralson, Secretary.
chief judges of the race at the spring of 1337.

Gen. John B. Dawson.
Dr. J. Hereford.
Richard Haile, Esq.
Wednesday, April

19, 1837, St. Francisville Course, purse $400, en-

trance $50.

Col. A. L. Bingaman's ch.

Leviathan,

dam

f.

Angora, four years

Patty Puff, by Pacolet,

old,

-

by imp.

-

Arbaces, three years old, by Bertrand,
Virginia, by Rosicrucian,
Dr. Ira Smith's

Time

of

first

b. c.

-

1

1

dam
2

-

and only contested heat, 3m. 46s.

The weather was

fine,

the

sky serene, the atmosphere cool and
Every thing con-

bracing, and the track never in better condition.
spired

to

lend a charm to the scene.

handsome
to

In the ladies' pavilion, a very

structure near the centre of the course,

which

is

oval,

was

be seen a living panorama of beauty and fashion, while the splendid

equipages below tended

crowd of spectators
GO

v.8

in

much

to increase its effect

and around the stand

— and

the

at the post, all

moving

appeared
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which the season, with

its

fragrant

At half past twelve the sigIn a
nal was given by the judges for the horses to be brought up.
with
Angora,
track,
the
opposite
side
of
the
on
afterwards,
few minutes

air, is

so gloriously

rife in this climate.

was seen emerging from a side
many were the hopes,
fears, and presentiments felt and expressed, that the same relative
position then observed, as the two animals approached the stand,
would be maintained in the approaching contest, yet, there was a
Arbaces slowly

trailing at her heels,

gate communicating with their stables, and

strong abiding faith with

The weight

Bertrand.

while

it

was an ascertained

head him
restive,

many

;

in the fleetness

could not be
fact, that

like all the Bertrands,

and seemed

to

much

and game of the

little

of a drawback on him,

no time short of 3m. 48s. would

when uncovered, he was

burn for the contest.

impatient,

Angora, on the other

hand, to use an expression of a professional friend,

who

in the heat of

argument, was hard run for a simile, 'looked as gentle as a sucking
dove,' and in the subdued quietness of her manner the practised eye
of a turfman might at once discover the ne plus ultra of racehorse
It was not till the darkee was placed in the saddle, that a
condition.
1
'change of mood, came over her, and then all the surpassing energy
of her nature flashed from the eye of an animal, than which in rich-

ness of colour, elegance of form, symmetry of proportion, and majesty
of appearance, nothing more splendid or perfect was ever seen on this
continent.

Arbaces had the track

—

the trainers of each horse, at a distance of

about eight feet from each other, had them in hand ; the mare being a
At the word 'go,' Arbaces was in action
little in advance of the horse.

and with his head
slowly

in

The mare was moving
and evidently with her head

the proper direction.

in a whirling position for a start,

inclined to the inside railing of the track.

When

the

word

go,

was

said a
given both animals sprung forward, but Angora, being as I have
and
head,
her
of
direction
little in advance of Arbaces, followed the
her
on
close
so
was
Arbaces
other.
into the track of the

jumped

he struck one of her hoofs with his forefoot at the second
Before they reached the turn, (a distance of two hundred and

heels, that

jump.

mare had shaken him off a length— around the first
to common
turn and up the back stretch, they swept along, at what
the stand
to
came
they
as
but
horses, would have been a killing pace,
it was
up,—
put
been
had
neither
that
in the first mile it was manifest
lengths betwo
about
of
position
his
maintaining
Arbaces
then that
fifty

yards,) the

pace of both immediately quickened
double at
from the long stride, to bounds that brought them nearly
the run
take
not
could
each— yet with all his game and speed the colt
hind, began to 'try

it

on,' the
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out of the mare;
first

who came

mile was run in lm.

5<is.
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her length ahead of him; the

in just

and the second,

II.

Barrow,

who were

sitting

recollected that the track

and

that both

my

during the heat by

from twelve

is

it is

over a mile,

mile, the time, within

first

which two such animals might have run the heat

Many

side

to sixteen feet

horses run hard in hand the

— according
and Bennet
— when

lm. 50s.

in

to the report of the timers, Messrs. Fergus, Duplantier,

is

almost incredible.

experienced turfmen, after witnessing the performance, gave

Angora could have made her two miles

as their opinion, that
40s. as

it

curiosity

was, there was no

was

time made, and

at the

when

just before the expiration of the interval allowed

The

Arbaces was walked off the track.

question of foul

riding, vel non, involved in the circumstances attending

the start

been taken into consideration by the judges, the whole
occurred immediately under their eyes, they had not to rely

up

it

3m.

eager, and speculation entirely at fault about the result of

the second heat,
for cooling,

wonder excited

little

in

their decision

had

had
making

affair

in

on any other evidence than that of their senses and
and high-standing, as gentlemen, were such

their intelligence, probity,

as to warrant the expectation that whatever
satisfactory,

and concurred

in

were among the spectators
of Arbaces,

who contended

by

all parties.

in the

crowd, but

was

be,
so,

it

would be

— many there

parti cu-Iarly the

owners

a case within the letter of the

24th article* of the 'rules and regulations

Jockey Club, and policy required
should be made a matter of

But not

that

it

might

it

of the

St.

Francisville

that the provisions of that article

strict construction.

It

was contended on

the other hand, and so the judges ruled, that the article was adopted

any settled design of wrong or injury on the part either of
owner in collision, or on the part of the rider himself; but
that in fact, this was a case not. within the purview of the article, as
that was intended to act on the conduct of jockeys in running a heat
It was also
after they had passed beyond the control of the judges.
denied that the position of the mare, had offered any impediment to
to prevent

rider and

the motion of the horse after the

first

jump.

judges was made known, Arbaces was sent
* It

shall

be considered foid-riding,

if in

When

the decision of the

to his stable, to the great

any race on the track, a rider or

his

horse shall cross-ride, jostle, or do any thing or act to impede the motion of

another horse, and the horse shall be adjudged distanced, whether the crossriding, jostle,

blow or

act

which impeded the motion of the other horse, may have

been intentional or not. The chief judges shall declare whether they consider
the act adjudged foul-riding, intentional or not; and should they consider the net
adjudged foul-riding, accidental, the rider shall not be disqualified from riding,
nor the horse from starting in any subsequent race but if they should believe
;

that the foul-riding

was

intentional, then a rider so offending shall never be per-

mitted to ride again for any purse under the control of the club.
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and disappointment of many

regret

Mr. Mack, who,

said, offered

it is

;

IJuly, 1637.

and particularly of his

trainer,

Dr. Smith $1,000 to permit him to

second heat.

start the colt for a

Thursday, April 20, purse $600, three mile heats, entrance $75.
Dr. Thomas W. Chinn's b. c. Arbaces, three years old by Ber-

dam

trand,

Col.

Virginia, by Rosicrucian,
A. L. Bingaman's g. f. Naked Truth, four years

Leviathan,

dam

-

-

-

Pacolet,

continued

The

the preceding.

fine,

for speculation

—

all

old,

by

1

-22
3

3

although the day was not so cool as

had been lightly harrowed, and was,

track,

The

possible, in better condition.
field

1

by

-

Mr. Maurice Boyle's ch. f. Alice Riggs, four years
Leviathan, dam Sally Hope, by Sir Archy,
-

The weather

-

old,

were considered

good animals

to be

if

day opened a wide

entries for this

— the

exploits of each had been advantageously told on the lettered page,

and great was the diversity of opinion as

The odds would

speed and endurance.

favour of Arbaces, but for the circumstance of having

run on the

first day.
Naked Truth was known
and even Alice Riggs, that was never found

to

tion,

'right'

race,

was supposed

When

sion.

to

was

in

at the judges' stand, all

grey mare.

Naked Truth on

the centre, and

on the day of

showed 'good condi-

the outside.

once for victory.
career,

seemed but

all

The

got off

turn, the little Bertrand

first

the back

society with his competitors, he put off at

effort of the

jockey

to increase his speed,

round the second turn he went
yards ahead.

Arbaces

They

was going, going indeed, almost flying before he reached
Disdaining

in

be in fine condi-

Alice Riggs had the track.

well together, but ere they reached the

stretch.

much

made such a

be in finer plight, than on any preceding occa-

uncovered,

tion,' particularly the

powers of

to their relative

probably have been

Coming home,

to

hold him in his

like a streamer in the wind,

Alice Riggs

mad

and up the back stretch and

who

some sixty

maintained her position

as second in the mile, finding that the fiery edge

was yielding to his
which brought her up within a few yards of him,
when suddenly away he went again, revelling and rioting in his superior powers.
The first mile was made in lm. 55s. Alice Riggs well
up, and Naked Truth some twenty paces behind
but in the second
and third mile, the colt having weakened the boy by a constant pull
shewed the instinct of his family, and went to work with a con amore

pace,

made

a run

:

delight; frequently in the second mile he was sixty yards ahead and

The second
Thus making the heat

near a distance at one time in the third.
in

lm. 50s. and the third

in

5m. 45s. and the

first

in

2m.

two miles,

in a

second

mile was run
of three miles

less than

on the pre-

—
Vol.

8.

449
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At the finish, Alice Riggs having made her run in the
second mile, had yielded her place to Naked Truth, and both without
surrendering the contest, came in rather from ceremony than ambiceding day.

None

tious contention.

much
Naked Truth

of the three shewed

perhaps, most of the three.

As

more than good exercise, while
of Arbaces, seemed to denote

for

the pricked ear,

distress.

Alice,

the heat

was no

elastic tread

and firm

was not satisiied even with
heat was made, was the theme

that he

5m. 45s. The time within which the
and marvel of conversation until the horses were called up a second
and now, it was understood, was the
each had cooled off well
time

—

—

owner of Naked Truth, but
knowledge of horses as well as of 'men and things,' taught him
The odds were three to one on
the propriety of 'mum, I am.'

'appointed time' for proclamation by the
his

At the given signal they are

Arbaces.

hand

style hard in

with

;

Arbaces leading

off.

Naked Truth,

'trying

it

on,'

in gallant

followed by

The

Alice Riggs waiting for a soft place, but that was never found.

Pacolet blood, in the grey mare was taxed and tested from the

and probably more than could have been
was an ad libitum business with the little
he had, and would have it all his own way. On the back

and well did she justify
expected of her.
Bertram!

;

to the stand,

first

tail

activity in

all,

it

it

collar

streaming

Still

mile, and on the second turn, and again on the run
was confidently expected by many that the grey mare
him, but ever and anon, his easy stride, high head, and
plainly told, that there was a vast revenue of power and

stretch of the

would

start,

him yet

to

Although kept

be expended.

throughout the heat, he was never put
capability and

came

in

some twenty

to

feet

at

hard work

the 'utmost verge' of his

ahead of Naked Truth, at

the end of the third mile, then the timers looked at their time pieces,

and then they looked
their

watches

Seated, as

time.

the

told,
I

for

Observing

'0«i,

c'est,

I

my

if

distrustful of the story

cast a glance at that of

moment appeared

the

exclaimed,

each other, as

to

my

friend, Duplantier,

have fallen into a racing trance.

curiosity and recovering his suspended respiration, he

'"pe.ul

on

le

croiref

'let

me

see

your watch Mr. Barrow.'

vraij said he, and out of the secretary's box he bounced

and down the steps he hurried, muttering as he went,
incroyable.

which

was, between the two timers, whose watches spoke

same language,

who

at

and then followed the clamour of the crowd for the

The

time of the second heat, believe

to the north, south,

it

ma

foi, c'est

or not, ye turfites

and west, was 5m. 43s.

Friday, April 21, purse $1,000, four mile heats.
Col. A. L. Bingaman's ch. f. Fanny Wright, four years old, by Bertrand,

dam

Eagle.

— Walked over.
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—

Saturday, April 22, purse $525, mile heats— best three in five.
Col. A. L. BingamarTs ch. f. Angora, four years old, by
Leviathan,

dam

Patty Puff, Pacolet,

-

-

-

1

Mr. Maurice Boyle's (Col. R. Smith's,) Daniel O'Connel,
four years old, by Henry Tonson, dam by imp. Sir Henry,
2
Time, lm. 51s. lm. 54s. lm. 48s.

—

—

1

1

2

dis.

This day's race excited but little interest from a pervading convicAngora was invincible in a contest of mile heats. It was
however believed by those who had witnessed O'ConnePs previous
tion that

performances on other
first

mile, but

it

was

he could give her enough

turfs, that

'no go' on

any part of the ground

—

to

in the

do the
second

heat he was badly beaten, and the third easily distanced.

Thus has

terminated the third spring meeting on this course, and at

each successive meeting the time made

The utmost harmony and good

at all distances

fellowship

among

has been better.

those assembled

prevailed throughout the four days, and not an incident occurred to

mar the pleasures of the scene. The sport might, and probably
would have been better, if entries from the stable of Mr. Beasley,
which was present, and containing Linnet, Cathleen and Extio had
As these animals were said to be in much better condition than when at New Orleans or Plaquemine, it was confidentlyexpected, and ardently desired, by the members of the club, particularly, that Mr. Beasley would have taken a 'turn with Col. Bingaman's
been made.

stable of fine uns, but in this

we were

disappointed.

A.

Haralson,

Sec'ry.

WINNERS OF THREE AND FOUR MILE RACES.
Mr. Editor:
I

Fort Gibson, Arkansas,

have occupied a leisure hour

in

ascertaining

winners of three and four mile races, got by our
publication of the

annex a

list,

which,

am

which

Turf Register
I

to the 31st of

do not assert

is

10th April, 1S37.

the

number of

stallions,

from the

December, 1S3G.

I

correct in every instance; but

convinced, has but few

if any omissions.
I have excluded
which have got but a single winner of a three-mile race.
nave limited my inquiry to the stallions which have got winners of
I

the stallions
I

long races, for

to

them,

I

am

convinced,

improvement of the breed of horses
sary to

call the attention

:

and

I

must we look
think

it

the

for

the

more neces-

of breeders to these stallions, at the present

time, as the large and increasing colt stakes, generally for mile heats,

coming

into vogue, will

them than

to

make

it

breed a four miler.

more profitable to breed a winner of
Wind, endurance, ability to carry

weight, with soundness of constitution and of limbs, are the qualities

AND SPORTING MAGAZINE.
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we

look for in horses for general use

imparted by long distance horses.

and these are most likely

;

I

insist that the

it is

to the

of the English turf-

breeding of a class of horses, speedy

for imitating every thing English,

we

many

In the rage

but slight, wanting substance and endurance.

true,

be

early training and racing of their horses injures

powers; and leads

their

to

regret that two-year old stakes

should ever be run for in this country, as

men

451

I

fear

they will increase

;

but while

our practice of running long races of heats, there will
Let each
be some corrective of the evil, should it grow into one.
of
advantages
the
and
racing;
country continue its present system of

adhere

to

each can be secured
particular,

however,

to both,
I

by means of the breeding stud. In one
to see the English custom adopted,

should like

that of limiting our stallions to a moderate

more vigorous

the stallion, the

of his qualities

;

and

more closely

for myself, if I

wished

number of mares.
will his
to

The

progeny partake

breed a superior racer,

I would rather pay $200 for the season of a horse which covered but
one mare a day, than to pay $100, Avhen allowed to cover three;

which appears to be the minimum, as some advertisements kindly
With
inform us that only three a day will be covered by the horse.
owners it appears to be a matter for exultation, if their horses serve
an unusual number; and
the information that

2

20,

at the close of the

season

we

are edified

150, or 180 mares have been covered

by
by

This practice should be discountenanced, and an effort
prevent our stallions being overtasked, and thus secure a

one horse.

made

to

strong and healthy breed of horses.

have included matches and sweepstakes, even in the
few instances when the sweepstakes were for four miles out. I have
also considered a walk over as a victory, although I am aware the
In this list

I

English do not so consider

it ;

but

I

think that

if

the horses present

meeting do not contest a purse, the superiority of the horse, to
whom it is surrendered, is as clearly evinced as if he had beat them.

at a

Forfeits in

matches have not been included.

Names

of Stallions.

No.ofwin. No. of 4
in. h.
nersof4m.
beats.

By

Sir Alfred, (dead)

races w.

No. of winners of 3
4 m. h.

No. of 3

& &4m.h.
races

w.
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Names

By

of Stallions.

Bertrand,

.

Blind Jackson,
Carolinian,

Cherokee,
Sir Charles, (dead)

Clifton, (dead)

Contention,
Contract, imp.

Crusader, (dead)
Director, (dead)

Duroc, (dead)
Eclipse,

.

Flagellator,
Gallatin, (dead)

Gohanna,

.

Sir Hal, (dead)
Sir

Henry, ch. (dead)

Hephestion, (dead)

Hickory, (dead)

.

.

Hotspur,
Industry, (dead)

Kosciusko,
Leviathan, imp.

.

Maryland Eclipse,

.

Marylander,
Marion,

Medley,

.

.

Mercury, (dead)

Monsieur Tonson,
Muckle John,
Napoleon, (dead)
Oscar, (dead)

.

Pacific,

Pacolet, (dead)

Phenomenon, (dead)
Pirate,

Ratler,

John Richards,
Sir Richard Tonson, (dead)
Rob Roy, (Randolph's, dead)
Rob Roy, (Singleton's)

No of winners of 4 in.
heats.

Vol.8. No. 10]

Names

AND SPORTING MAGAZINE.
of Stallions.

No. of winnersof4in.

No

heals,

races w.

of 4

ni.

li.

No. of winners of 3

No. ofS

4

races w.

& &4 m.h.

111.

li.

-

2

7

10

13

2G

3
c

3

7

-1

1

45^

_

—

7

10
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SCENES IN THE
Dear
I

Sik

WEST—THE

[July, 1837.

PLATTE,

&c.

May

:

believe

it is

21th, 1837.

stamp of nature,

true that 'use can almost change the

and either curb the devil or throw him out with wondrous potency;'
for

having once ventured into the presence of your

feel

much

I

hold

it

less fear of

1

both wise and christian

We

enough!

this

him than

to love

on the

tented

make your

readers contented with

river, as its

name

runs without

fall

'embouchment'
struck

it

about

or rapid, from

:

true, is verily a

and twenty miles long.
generally

broad and
pearance.

is

I

course

almost due
if

banks and seeing

its

a half miles wide.

it

as bold, impetuous,

float

it

We

east.

to the

hundred
is

appearance that

In
;

but only in ap-

Standing on

and deep.

waters whirling and boiling about,

that a seventy-four, with her full

jump

e.

to its

the white or red

grand island, being according

stream resembles the Mississippi

imagined

This
i.

Black Hills

in the

This,

flat,

if I

Spreading around said island, the river

two or two and

muddy

be

J

account of the same.

source

Island.

I

Of

fear the devil.

and happy shall

eighty, and from the description of the latter, about one

first

its

my

its

the Missouri

midway Grand

man's account be

God and

Platte,

demon,

Nevertheless,

both in French and Indian,

signifies

into

little

formerly entertained.

I

supposed

compliment of men and guns, could

upon her bosom; what then was my surprise to see a man
in and wade a considerable distance, without wetting his

breeches'

flap.

I

found on examination that the deceptive appear-

ance was occasioned by the motion of the quicksands, which con-

way, the water would sink into the holes, then burst
upward and thus keep a perpetual agitation on the surface. Near our
camp on that day, the earth was covered with a robe almost as white
and as
It was a salts, a feathery, frost-like exhudation
as snow.
The next day on our march,
well as I remember was glauber tasted.
stantly giving

;

saw for the first time the shy elk and ebon-footed antelope but
saw them only in their wild liberty for although my gun was poised
and mimic thunder and lightning was heard and seen, they passed
unharmed from my vicinity, (indebted no doubt to the young hunter's
ague for their safety.) The antelopes of the American desert are
I

;

;

shorter and lower, but not

much

lighter than our

bucks have short black horns, from eight
They have no
turning in towards the ends.

to

common

ten inches

distinct

deer.

The

in length,

prong from them

but the bud or semblance of one about three inches from the

tip.

Their general colour is that of our deer in the red, having two large
white spots, the one extending from a hand's breadth of the shoulder
to the

same distance of

the hip, the other covering the

haunches so

Vol.
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make them look

as to

The

hair

like

white animals when moving from you.

spungy, and swollen

soft,

is

'voyageurs' call this animal 'cabri
it

and the goat, save that the

fleet;

day

I

more so

far

saw

I

human

a

My

flesh,

short.

is

no similarity between

is

have seen nothing so

I

The

or deer.

next

skull laving on the plain, and as our motley crew

busy brain soon

man, a body,

tail

The French

ends.

the

at

but there

;'

think than the greyhound

passed by with jest and gibe,
sight.
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I

could not help feeling saddened at the

gifted

with

it

He

and mind.

the attributes of living

all

me, that impelled by the

told

spirit

of adventure, he had years gone by bade adieu to his kin and country

and sought

behold the wonders of the far-off west

to

once rejoiced

the beauties of nature

at

—

that, like

—

had

that he

me, he had with

admiration beheld the glorious sun rising and setting in the prairies'
verdant sea

— that

he had seen with satisfaction these plains animated

with immense herds of buffaloe, and whilst rejoicing in the pleasures
of the day and thanking kind Providence for the favours he had

bestowed, he

the victim of an unseen foe.

fell

took possession of

my

and

soul,

eloquent 'memento mori,' warning

midst of

life,

I

was

intellect tenanted

such

is

me

head an

with solemn voice, that

Sad, sad

in death.'

Indeed despair almost

fancied the grinning

I

is it

'in

the

behold that citadel of

to

by the slimy wanderer or the loathsome

the fate of

man!

Such

On

death.

is

a spot where signs of destruction were

still

demi-devils had lately been successful in

the

But
toad.
same day we passed

fresh

The

around.

all

some warlike

There
stood their charmed circle of blood-stained sticks, on each of which
was a small lock of their victim's hair, around which they had
whooped, and danced, and sung with savage joy stopping the while
to tell how they had crawled upon their enemy and killed him when
asleep, describing by voice and gesture this most manly act
how
stealthily they had sneaked upon the foe and struck him when unseen,
fray.

—

—

this

too

is

an Indian's boast

— and

finally,

how

they had driven the

tomahawk into his brains and torn off the precious scalp with their
These scalp dances are what the French call 'grandes medeteeth.
cines.'

have heard an old trapper remark, and

I

that the term 'medicine'

bag certainly

is

was inappropriately used

a

charm

for

villages.

rather call

browsers
at all,

it

a

in the

This

Pawnee
same

similar to the

is

good or

the nose of every buffaloe head

Pawnee

;

think with justice,
for their

medicine

not supposed to contain any thing of medical virtue,

either physical or spiritual, but

Arab amulet,

1

is

evil

Jewish phylactery or
All along

purposes.

down

turned

stream,

another French medicine; but

trick,

direction.

practised

Quere

by them

—

would not some broad-headed old

if

we found

towards the
I

should

to entice the living

those brutes could reason

bull sagely say, 'that

it

was
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many had gone down and none seemed

strange so

Therefore he would conclude with Mr. Crapaud
medicine to go farther that way.'

Never
bufialoe'

shall

of those

terrific

evening

forget the

when

in their state of nature,

I

I

first

have returned

to

'that

it

was no good

saw

first

?'

the

'sullen

beheld the black bands

looking creatures, which once slaked their thirst even

on which

the stream

in

I

— when,

[July, 1837.

was born

I

my

Their number did not equal
covering the ground like

— the

sweet rolling Beargrass.

expectations, for

trees, as far the

I

had heard of

discontented, for there were thousands in view

My friend

?

their

why

eye could see; but

be

and leader

to me to take a chace.
I cheerfully assented, and in prewe examined our guns and pistols, tightened our saddles,
remounted our horses and off we put.
Never before had I been so
much and so agreeably excited. I had followed the close-pressed fox
and panting deer when pursued by the joy-maddened pack, but what
S.

proposed

paration,

was

that to the chase of a snorting

band of shaggy shouldered

bufialoe,

which each man had to depend on his own firm seat, steady arm,
and fleet steed? Away we bounded. My little Black Hawk soon
in

me up with a sergeant's guard on the outskirts. The first
view of one of those dunkard quadrupeds, alarmed him as much as if
brought

lie had seen a four-footed devil fresh sooted from
but, sir, when
he caught the sweet odour of his horned majesty in his green nostrils
he set off at a right-angled tangent, and was for a while as un manage;

able as a rudderless steamboat.
I

lodged a

of lead into the

pill

too far forward

to

What

bring him to the earth.

flashed from his eyes
his pursuer

After a long chase and a strong chase,

brown robe of one of

— what desperate plunges did

I

made

a circle, got again into

Kentucky ardour dashed up alongside

my

This time

both pistols into his carcass.

first

there

!

;

It

and

is

if

not always a

he should,

within the reach of him

—

final

wo

'-habet

frenum

is

fell

dimmed, his nostrils
down. What, a fall

in

man

may

or horse that comes

To any

cornu.'

but a

a painful spectacle; his efforts to rise, his tossing from side to

side, his sitting

the

was pleasing

struggling throes of a dying

victor in such a contest, the mighty and
bull

fly

wake, and with

for unlucifer-like, he

fall,

betide the

then

friend and discharged

his eyes

ran blood, he staggered, bench legged, and

rise again

his

fire

he make towards

— and the way Black Hawk made the sand

to his rider.

was

the big ones, but

threatening

earth with

on his narrow haunches reeling
his cloven feet,

groan, which sounds his death

indeed a painful sight.

My

and

when he

sinks into his

hurry and anxiety had

me my

gun, which would have been an

tugging

at

my

to

fro, his

beating

and lastly the deep and mournful

holsters, after the first fire,

own

like to

blood,

awkward predicament.

my

rifle

is

have cost

slipped from

In

my
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grasp and

which

it

the ground;

to

fell

I

passed on to finish the deed, after

required nearly two hours search

camp was

and

approaching,

457

about

distant

thither to receive the congratulations,

which

to

find

1

it.

Sunset was

miles.

five

hastened

I

thought were justly

What was mortification and surprise to find all honour denied
Simply because I had uot brought in the tongue.
for why?

due.

me, and

This with the hunter

I

was

a

as invariable a trophy as

is

the scalp of the

is

In neither case can the 'coup' be counted without the proof.

warrior.

raw

— not so our captain,
hump

bosses, and

Adieu

ribs.

who

until

shortly returned with tongue,

my

next, in

which

I

shall start

a few wild horses, prairie-dogs, prairie-wolves, prairie-cocks, prairie-

some other

foxes, and

and

prairie

editorial prosperity,

I

wonders.

Wishing you both domestic

remain yours respectfully,

W. Marshall.

Mr. Editor

The

Poplar Grove, JlprU.

:

letter

in

the April

intended for publication.

number, page 364, was

The compliment

in

15, 1837.

and not

private,

brackets

scarcely

is

My communications to the Turf Register, however, have
always been well intended, and with a hope to increase attention to the
merited.

breeding of the blood horse, and scrutiny into the correctness of pedigrees.

Crofts

here, as well

was the

known by

when

original signature assumed, and
that as

by

mv own

signature,

I

I

assumed

pedigree department the signature Panton, and either

is

became
for the

entitled

to,

now, and confers the same authenticity on rny communications, as my
initials W. W. or as the full name would do.
The Colonel preceding
the doubleus is a blunder.
He is a good fellow, and is fond of a good
horse, but

is

tive

good pedigree, and in the last respect we
For whatever writers may say of form and compara-

careless about a

differ tolo ccclo.

anatomy, and notwithstanding such men as Col. Tayloe, Col.

Johnson, and Col. Elliott can distinguish a racehorse by his external
appearance, the great majority of breeders are invincibly ignorant in
this matter,

Hence the necessity of

and must depend on blood.*

a

To make any sense of the quotais blood, but form is superiority.'
have always supposed an union of blood and form to give distinction.
Give me the blood, however, without the form, rather than form without the
blood.
I have seen one distinguished racer, and no one could see the superior
form for it was absent externally. The blood told and I can instance very inferior mares as to form in England who have produced capital racers, and many of
them. Of one, it is said, in substance, she is in all respects plain, long, swayed
back and weedy, yet every foal produced by her turns out to be a good racer.
Now I chalAnother, very inferior as a racer, was a most capital brood mare.
lenge any one to show the converse of these facts. The annals of the English and
American Turf will not show an instance of form without blood, known 1o be without blood, either racing in the first order, or breeding mares of the first celebrity.
*

'Blood

tion, I

;
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strict* watch over the pedigrees, communicated for insertion in the
Turf Register, and of notes and corrections of doubtful or spurious
ones, which had perhaps as well be excluded.
The first paragraph of the letter referred to was intended as a reason

no

for inserting the pedigrees, and to the publication of that there lies

objection.

might have stated further, that the brown

I

of Weakley's gray mare

under

some of

valuable stock from

The
to

now

is

high form and

size, but in

and

the sons of

paragraph however,

last

review and extend what

which

that,

is

sible, therefore, to

present induces

me

at

to his

— neck

below the knee, and hips not

defective

It is

impos-

good

— withers

right,

and head,

is

good and comes out

good, hangs on with the proper curve.

is

stand in

so badly diseased, as to

is

His body

speak of his action.

and hind legs very good

rather

is

me

thorough cure doubtful, perhaps impracticable.

a

which

She

hereafter produce

Swiss came

general bad condition, and the off hind foot

make

may

Muley.

there stated.

is

W. W.

in the stud of
finish,

of '35, out

filly

Fore legs a

sufficiently displayed.

little

On

the

whole he is in pretty good form, fine hardy colour, and from the improvement summer has made on him, he must be a good feeder, and
have a good constitution. I saw Merman when very thin. He has
sufficient depth of brisket, and his friends say, now he has taken on
flesh, that

he

is

His action

sufficiently heavy.

is

splendid, and

J

have

seen no better legs, and none to compare with his since the days of
old

Mark Anthony, and

The Diomeds and

good.
that

Medley) Gray Diomed.

(the

head has become hear able,

to

no other order of head

Roman nose

prominent

saw Margrave

I

is

quite acceptable, but
it

day or two

it is

strong.

dads

now

My

to the

two

I

it

;

but

to

I

;

ought

now, when

connection
is

two Whalebones.

in

witli

very good

and his action

The paragraph above

to be

course thin,

My

is

;

very

two Bag-

cited requires

conclude, Salome and Courtesy, the former

the property of Major D.

have luck,

size, in

then appeared

Pacifies go to the

the Leviathans

It

take leave to add that his throttle

two sons of Muley.

nothing further

now

I

shed, lighter than

it

here,

surprise, that the

large, but that

not objectionable on the score of

his general frame.

his ear,

if

after his arrival, of

and the head looked proportionately too
flesh,

would not

should become fashionable.
a

sway

Pacolets have so long had the

or Margraves should go the four miles,

said that

Margrave's

me, and many good judges pronounce

Graham, have gone to Glencoe, and if
Old Ratler, and forward
Crofts.

will send a thoroughbred to

the produce in due time.

that is true, but it is equally true that
All blood horse s do not, and cannot race
no horse, not blooded, can race. As to chance horses, so called, whenever the
matter is fully investigated they are found to have much good blood, and if not
thorough, or at least full bred, they are found to be incompetent to propagate a
C.
racing progeny.
;
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Jockey Club Races,

1837.

1,

—

two year olds, 701bs.; three year olds, Sfilbs.; four year olds, lOOlbs.;
year olds, HOlbs.; six year olds, llSibs.; aged horses 124lbs.; mares and
mile heats, 60 yards; two mile heats, 110
geldings allowed 3lbs. Distances
yards three mile heats, 150 yards four mile heats, 180 yards ; three best in five
mile heats, SO yards. Time between heats. mile heats, 20 minutes ; two mile
heats, 30 minutes; three mile heats, 40 minutes; four mile heats, 45 minutes.
Length of the course twenty feet short of a mile.
Weights

five

—

;

;

—

First day,

two mile

heats, purse $450, entrance $50.

Col. Bingaman's ch.
Putt', by Pacolet,

Mr. Minor's (Thos.

f.

Angora, four years
-

-

old,

by Leviathan, dam Patty

-

-

f.

-

Ecshew, four years

--

J. Wells,) ch.

than, dam by Conqueror,
Col. O. Claiborne's h. f. Volin, four years old,
queror,

old,

-

-

1

1

by Levia-

-32

by Havoc, dam by Con-

-

—

-2

dis.

Time, 4m. 3m. 4Ss. Track good.
Last heat beautifully contested, and won cleverly by a good length.
Second day, three mile heats, purse $450, and the Pharsalia Plate, valued at
beautiful silver vase made under the direction of W.
$350, entrance $100.
T. Porter, Esq.
Mr. Minor's (J. C. Beasley's) ch. f. Cathleen, four years old, by
1
1
Leviathan, dam Sally Belle, by Sir Archy,
Mr. F. L. Claiborne's br. c. Jim Polk, four years old, by Stockholder,
dam by imp. Eagle,
Col. O. Claiborne's ch. m. Antelope, six years old, by Stockholder, dam
by Timoleon,
Col. Bingaman's gr. f. Naked Truth, four years old, by Leviathan,
dam by Pacolet,
Time, 6m. lis.— 6m. 14s.
Track fetlock deep in mud and water, and raining very fast during the race.
Won very easily a great betting race Cathleen rather the favourite. The inside
stake of $5,000 a side between Jim Polk and Antelope, stood off.

A

-32
-23
-44

--

—

—

Third day, four mile heats, purse $1200 in gold, entrance $125.
f. Fanny Wright, four years old, by Bertrand,

Col. Bingaman's ch.
dam by Sir Alfred,

-

-

-

-

-

-

-11

Mr. Minor's (Thos. J. Well's) ch. f. Linnet, four years old, by Levia2
than, dam by Marshal Ney,
Mr. F. L. Claiborne's gr. c. Dan O'Connell, four years old, by Sir
3
Henry Tonson, dam by imp. Sir Harry,

....

2
dis.

Col. Claiborne's b. f. Hinda, three years old, (late Susan Yandell,) by
dis.
Sir Richard Tonson, dam by Rockingham,
Time, 8ra. 21s.—8m. 30s.
easily, Linnet
Track very deep and heavy some rain during the race.
very lame after the race. Susan paid $5,000 forfeit to Linnet on their inside
stake of $10,000 aside, and was said to be much out of condition.

—

Fourth day, three best in
Col.

Bingaman's ch.

f.

five,

Won

mile heats, purse $700, entrance $50.

Angora, walked over.

W.

J.

Minor,

Scc'ry.

Bf.lfield (Va.) Spring Races,

Commenced

April 11, 1837.

First day, sweepstakes for colts
four started, viz

feit,

and

fillies,

mile heats, $100 entrance, half for-

:

1
1
H. Maclin's br. f. by Luzborough, dam Peggy Madee,
3 2
E. P. Scott's br. f. by Luzborough, dam by Thaddeus,
2 3
Wm. M. Moody's br. f. by Monsieur Tonson, dam by Sir Hal,
Thomas Ridley's br. c. by Luzborough, dam by Sir Hal, bolted.
Time, lm. 55s.— 2m. 2s. The race won with great ease by Mr. Maclin's filly.
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Second day, Proprietor's purse $250, two
M'Cargo's br. c. Charles Carter, four years old, by Lawrence,
2
dam by Clay's William, lOOlbs.
H. Maclin's ch. c. Tom Cringle, four years old, by Carolinian,
3
lOOlbs.
Geo. Goodwyn's br. m. Catharine Davis, five years old, by Monmile heats.

Wm.

•

sieur Tonson, dam by Sir Archy, 107lbs.
E. P. P. Scott's r.'c. four years old, by Eclipse,
Calculation, lOOlbs.

Time, 4m.

3s.

—3m.

54s.

-

-

dam by

the

-

1

3

2

1

1

dr.

4

4

dis.

dam of

-

-

1

-

— 4m.

A very interesting race ; bets before starting four and five to one on Catharine
Davis, the favourite of the field, notwithstanding it was understood, she was tar
below tip top condition.
Third day, Jockey Club purse $500, entrance $ 20, three mile heats.
M'Cargo's ch. c. John Tyler, four years old, by Eclipse,
dam Creeping Kate,
Geo. Goodwyn's b. c. Little Billy, four years old, by Iphiclus,

Wm.

dam by

Florizel,

-

-

-4121
-3412
dam by
-123
Redgaunt-

-

-

-

D. Dugger's ch. c. Jumper, four years old, by Elipse,
Alexander,
W. H. E. Merritt's ch. f. Sophia, four years old, by
let,

dam

Time,

Clara Fisher,
5ra. 53s.

-

-

-

-

.

—6m. — 6m. —6m. 25s.

dr.

-

4

3

dr.

7s.

Fourth day, sweepstakes for three year olds,
subscribers, two started, one mile heats.

$100 entrance, half

forfeit,

Wm. B. Goodwyn's gr. f. by Luzborough, dam by Sir Archy,
D. Dugger's br. c. Charles, dam Polly Peachem, Time, lrn. 52s. each heat. Track in very good order, won easily.
Second race, sweepstakes for three year olds, $100 entrance, half

-

seven

1

1

2

2

forfeit, five

subscribers, four started, one mile heats.
M'Cargo's b. c. by Fylde, dam by Constitution,
H. E. Merritt's br. c. by Luzborough, dam Lady La Grange,
H. Maclin's cr. f. by Luzborough, dam Junius,
Geo. Goodwyn's ch. f. by Eclipse, dam by Director,
Time, lm. 52s. Each heat won by a head.

Wm.

-

W.

1

1

3
2

2
3

-

dis.

2

1

PLAQ.UEMINE (La.) JoCKEY ClUB R.ACES,
Spring meeting,

commenced April

5,

1837.

Jockey Club purse $200, entrance $20, mile heats.
Fergus Duplantier's b. c. Prospero, three years old, by Pacific, dam

First day,

by Pacolet, Sfilbs.
Theodore Orillion's

a feather,

-

b.

f.

-

-

-

-

old,

-

-

-

1

by Boaster, dam by Whip,
-

-

"

-122

John Randolph, by Candidate, dam by

g.

-

-

-

Time, lm. 57s.

-

-

Joseph Thompson's ch.
Pacolet,

-

two years

—2m. —2m.
5s.

-

-

-

-

r. o.

9s.

first day's purse is free for horses raised and foaled in the state, or for such
have been brought into the state within the age of eighteen months, and have
been subsequently raised and owned here. John Randolph was brought into the
state after he was two years old, and was, therefore, not permitted to contend for

The

as

the purse.

Second day, Jockey Club purse $500, entrance $50, three mile heats.
A. L. Bingaman's ch. f. Angora, four years old, by imp. Leviathan, dam
Patty Puff, by Pacolet, walked over.
Third day, Jockey Club purse $300, entrance $30, two mile heats.
Wm. G. Minor's ch. f. Extio, four years old, by imp. Leviathan,
dam by Conqueror, 97lbs.
Robt. Smith's gr. c. Dan O'Connell, four years old, by Sir Henry
1
2 2
Tonson, dam by imp. Sir Harry, lOOlbs.
Col.

-211

Time, 3m. 58s

68

—4m. —4m.
4s.

v.8

7s.

—
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The first heat was well contested at the expiration of the third heat, which
was won easily by Extio. O'Connell's rider dismounted before coming to the
stand, which under the rule would cause him to be distanced.
Fourth day, Jockey Club purse $800, entrance $S0, four mile heats.
Col. A. L. Bingaman's ch. f. Fanny Wright, four years old, by Ber-

dam by

trand,

Win.

Alfred, 97lbs.

-

-

-

-

-

-

1

Minor's (T. J. Wells') ch. f. Linnet, four years old, by imp.
Leviathan, dam by Marshall Ney, 97lbs.
2

1

J.

Time, 8m.

dr.

10s.

The contest was of a very spirited character during the two first rounds, and
a part of the third. The lead was then resigned to Fanny, who had it all in her
own way the balance of the heat, which she won with ease in a canter. Linnet
was withdrawn, the purse was resigned to Fanny.
Fifth day, mile heats, the best three in five, the purse
($'330,) of the previous days.

and the entrance money

Dan

O'Connell, four years old,
Sir Harry, lOOlbs.
3
Wm. J. Minor's (T.J. Wells') b. f. Wings, three years old,
by Bertrand, dam by Potomac, S3lbs.
1
Shelby Smith's b. f. Buckeye Lass, four years old, by Hepheston* dam by Whip, 97lbs.
2
Time, lm. 52s. lm. 5 Is. lm. 55s. lm. 57s. lm. 56{s.
Col. Robt.

by

Sir

Smith's gr.

c.

Henry Tonson, dam by imp.

—

—

2

—

1

1

1

2

2

3

3

3

1

dis.

r.

o.

The weather was good throughout the meeting; the track was probably too
dry for quick time, from the nature of the soil, but it is esteemed one amongst the
Very

best.

Feed. H. Davis,

respectfully,

Trenton (N.
First spring meeting

commenced over

Sec'ry.

Races,

J.)

the Eagle Course, April, 25, 1837.

First day, sweepstakes for three year old colts and fillies, mile heats, $300 subWeights, 90lbs. 1041bs.
scription, $100 forfeit, four subscribers
114lbs.
1261bs. with usual allowance of three pounds for fillies and geldings.
1211bs.
Distance forty-five yards.

—

—

—

J. B. Kendall's b. c. Baylie Peyton, by Andrew,* dam by Eclipse,
(owned one half by D. W. Jones, Esq.)
1
W. McCoun's ch. c. John R. by Henry, out of Grasshopper, 2
Daniel Abbott's ch. c. Shepherd, by Dashall, dam by Revenge,
3
Samuel Laird's ch. c. by Busiris, out of Escape, paid forfeit.
Time, lm. 58s. lm. 55s. Won handily.

—

1

2

3

—

Second race, purse $500, three mile heats, distance one hundred yards.

(Gen. Irvine's) b. h. Mingo, six years old, by Eclipse, out
Bet, by Ratler,
1
M. Irvin's ch. h. Jesse Richards, six years old, by John Richards, dam
2
by Oscar,
Won without a struggle. Time not worth noting.
S. Laird's

of

Bay

'

........

1

dis.

Second day, post stake for four year old colts and fillies, $100 subscription, p.p.
purse added $200, two mile heats, distance seventy yards four subscribers.

—

P. H. Rowlett's (Capt. Stockton's) gr.
Charlotte Pace,

c.

-

J. H. Van Mater's gr. c. by Medley,
J. B. Kendall's b. c. Master Henry, by Henry,

W.

Gibbons'

b.

f.

—

*

-

-

-

dam by

by Monmouth Eclipse,

Time, 3m. 52s. 3m. 53s.
As it was not known what would run
pedigrees were not to be had.

until the

-

moment

in

-

Eclipse,
-

This entry was erroneously printed by 'Henry,'
was made by the secretary of the club.

error

-'-11

Bergen, by Medley, out of

2

2
3

4

4

3
-

-

of starting, the entire

the hand-bills,

which
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Second race, purse $ 150, mile heats; distance 45 yards. Weights as before.
C. S. Lloyd's gr. c. Manalopan, four years old, by Medley, dam by

John Richards,

-11
-23
-34

-

-

-

-

-

-

Gibbons' br. h. Tarquin, six years old, by Henry, dam by Eclipse, 4
S. Laird's (Gen. Irvine's) b. m. Azalia, six years old, by Mambrino,

W.

dam by

Ratler,
J. B. Kendall's ch.

dam by Roanoke,

f.

-

-

Mary

-

Granville, four years old,
-

-

-

-

-

-

John M'Coun's (W. Livingston's) gr.
Barefoot, out of Betsey Ransom,

c.

by

Sir Charles,
-

-

April Fool, four years old, by
-

-

-

5

-

—

Time, lm.

2

53s.
lm. 51s.
hundred dollars to eighty on Azalia and

Mary

->

Granville against the

field.

Third day, purse $250, two mile heats— and an inside stake between
Moore and Middlesex.
R. L. Steven's ch. h. Tom Moore, six years old, by Eclipse, out of

Tom

One

Lalla Rookh,

-

-

-

-

-

-

l

l

-42
-23
-34

Emilius, six years old, by Eclipse, out of imp.

--

John M'Coun's

br. h.

Filho mare,
Capt. Stockton's ch. h. Middlesex, five years old, by Sir Charles, out
of Powancey,
J. B. Kendall's br. h. Highlander, six years old, by Monsieur Tonson,

dam by

Ball's Florizel,
52s.
3m. 56s.

-

-

-

-

-

—

Time, 3m.

Emilius' hoof was badly cracked in running the first heat, and left him quite
lame before starting for the second. The track during the meeting was not in
horses
first rate condition for making good time, but was safe and pleasant for the
O. Bailey, Scc'ry.
Yours respectfully,

Columbus
Dear

Sir

(Geo.) Races.

May

:

10, 1837.

spring races over the Western Course at Columbus, Geo. commenced the
first and closed the sixth instant, the result is herewith sent for publication in
your most valuable and entertaining Magazine. I need not say to you that we
had a most interesting and delightful week of it, as you have no doubt seen a
but as a good thing will
statement and notice of the sports in our city papers
bare telling twice, I will endeavour to put it in such shape as will be comprehenAs the racing campaign in Georsible to all your readers, as well as interesting.
gia would close here, all the pick of the different stables were brought to contend
for our fine purses, while the weary and unprofitable were turned out for another
time. The weather was clear, but excessively warm, the track very heavy from
drought, and thirty-one or two horses taking their daily work on it eight or ten
days, but the time was killing.
The weights are as follows: three year olds, 861bs.; four year olds, lOOlbs.;
five year olds, llOlbs.; six year olds, llSlbs.; seven year olds, and aged horses,
The distance for mile
124lbs.; three pounds allowed for mares and geldings.
two mile heats, 80 yards ; three mile heats, 110 yards ; four mile
heats, 50 yards
heats, 140 yards ; three best in five, 70 yards.

The

;

—

—

;

First day, a sweepstakes for colts and fillies three years old this sprint,
subscription, half forfeit, five subscribers, three started.

Hon. A. Iverson's

dam by Whip,

b.

f.

Betsey Baker, three years old, by HerCline,
-

83lbs.

-

-

-

-

-

2

T. G. Sandford's b. c. Waxey, three years old, by imp. Hedgeford, dam by Virginian, 86lbs.
Col. T. B. Howard's b. f. Ann Floyd, three years old, by Gohanna,
dam by Wildair, 83lbs.
3
Col. Cro well's br. f. by Stockholder, dam by Constitution, (BoliCol.

via's

dam,) paid

$200

1

1

-122
dis.

forfeit.

Mr. W. Thweatt's b. f. Joan of Arc, three years old, by Leviathan,
dam by Shylock, paid forfeit.
Time, lm. 54s. 2m. 2m. 8s.
Two days before the race Ann Floyd was the favourite, but in her brush the
day before the race, she got off with the rider and ran the full mile her friends
fearing the effects, hedged and backed her, but in small amounts.

—

—

;
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Second day, Jockey Club purse $250, mile heats.
Mr. L. LovelPs ch. f. Eclipsa, four years old, by Eclipse, dam by
Arab, 97lbs.
1
Mr. G. Edmonson's b. m. Jane Reid, five years old, by Lance, dam
by imp. Expedition, 107lbs.
3
Mr. John Blevin's ch. m. Lady Hayneville, five years old, by Leviathan, dam by Pacolet, 1071bs.
4
Col. T. B. Howard's ch. f. Maria Burke, four years old, by Eclipse,
dam by Troup, 97lbs.
2
Mr. Fitch's b. c. Oseola, four years old, by Ratler, dam by Sir Archy,
lOOlbs.
5

—

1

2

3
4
dis.

Time, ^m 52s. lm. 52s.
This was a most interesting; race, for three-quarters of a mile all were locked,
and no one knew who would draw out first, Eclipsa finally came out a little, and
Maria Burke just by her side. The second heat was nearly as interesting;,
Eclipsa some little ahead, but much difficulty was experienced in placing Jane
Reid and Lady Hayneville.
Third day, Proprietor's purse .$400, two mile heats.
Mr. John Blevin's ch. c. Linnwood, three years old, by Wild Will,
(or Bill,) dam by Pacolet, 861bs.
1
1
Mr. G. Edmonson's ch. h. Chronometer, five years old, by Bertrand,
dam by Sertorious, llOlbs.
Mi. L. Lovell's (Mr. "Vance's) bl. g. Blue Black, six years old, by
Van Tromp, dam by Sir Archy, 115lbs.
3 3
Major Moore's bl. c. Black Duke, four years old, by Robin Adair, dam
by Sir Andrew, lOOlbs.
4 dr.
Time, 3m. 50s. 3m. 50s. Track heavy.
To say this was not a good race would be doing every horse an injustice as they
were all close up and contending for the money. Chronometer was rather the
favourite, but the friends of Linnwood knew what was in him and backed him

-22

—

freely.
This I believe is his first appearance in public, and should he continue
as he has commenced, he is destined to be the champion of the southern turf, and
win for his sire imperishable laurels and patronage. It is due to Chronometer to
say that he was complaining of swinney, and manifested lameness whenever he
struck the hard part of the track.

Fourth day, Jockey Club purse, $600, three mile heats.
Major Moore's gr. h. Turnbull, five years old, by Phenomenon, dam
by Sir Andrew, HOibs.
Mr.L. Lovell's ch. m. Jane Lamar, five years old, by Reynol's Conten-

1

1

dam by Gallatin, 107lbs.
4
Mr. Blevin's ch. f. Glance, four years old, by Wild Will (or Bill,) dam
day Goose, (Bascombe's dam.) 97lbs.
2
Col. Starke's ch. m. Pawlee B'evins, five years old, by Leviathan, dam

2

tion,

Sally

McGehee,

Time, 5m.
contrary to

59s.

all

Fifth day,

-

-

— 5m. 56s.

-

Track

expectation Turnbull

still

won

-

-

heavy, Jane

Lamar

-

3

3
4

the favourite, but

the race cleverly.

Jockey Club purse, $1,000, four mile

heats.

Col. T. B. Howard's gr. m. Miss Medley, six years old, by Medley,
Pett, by St. Tammany, 11.5lbs.
1
Col. P. B. Stark's br. h. Birmingham, six years old, by Stockholder,
dam by Top Gallant, 1181bs.
2
Col. John Blevin's ch. h. Little Red, five years old, by Bertrand, dam
by Pacolet, llOlbs.
3
Time, 7m. 47s. 8m. 8s. Track heavy.

dam

—

.......

1

dis.

dis.

we have ever had in the back woods of
Georgia. Birmingham came here fresh from Mobile, with laurels and reputation
equal to those of Bascombe and Post Boy, having distanced Scarlet in hand, in
This was the greatest betting race

7m.

4Ss.

Little

dam

Red, raised by the same hands as Bascombe, sired by the same

of the same stock, and could beat Linnwood easily in their trial
runs.
Miss Medley owned by one of our most estimable citizens, and had ran
seven four mile races, and proved best in five of these, crippling those she could
not beat, and sending from the turf all that attempted to keep up with her when
sire,

and

Vol.
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in order ; all these characters and circumstances brought an immense crowd
together, and in that crowd each nag had its favourites. Birmingham was largely
the favourite. Little Red, the second, and Miss Medley by the noisy ones, was
hardly in the race. It so happened that it was all the better for those who
believed in her, as they had but little money they got odds in betting, and made
a nice thing of it at the close.
The order to saddle was given, mount your riders, and bring the horses to the
stand.
Tap went the drum, and they are off, Birmingham leading, Miss Medley
close up, Little Red laying up. In this position they went until reaching the back
stretch, here Miss Medley made play, and running a quarter of a mile she lead
out from Birmingham and took the track ; from this time out it was a continued
brush, and Miss Medley won the heat by a neck, in 7m. 47s. Little Red just in,
considering the heaviness of the track, and the extreme heat, (thermometer 95°)
it was the best heat ever made in the southern country.
After the termination of
this heat foul riding was alleged against the rider of Birmingham.
Upon investigation the judges decided and declared Birmingham distanced.
Col. Howard
then stated, that the interest of the iriends of Miss Medley demanded the course
he had taken in the matter, but should Col. Starke desire to contend further for
the purse, he had his entire consent to do so.
Col. Starke believing that the
interests of the friends and backers of his horse would also be reinstated, accepted
the generous liberality of Col. Howard, and started for the second heat his horse,
in which the noble Birmingham broke down, and will never again appear on the
turf.
Miss Medley won the heat easily, distancing Little Red in 8m. 8s.*

Sixth day, mile heats, best three in five, purse $360.

Mr. Lovell's (Mr. Vance's) bl. g. Blue Black, six years old, by Van
Tromp, dam by Sir Archy, llolbs. Col. T. G. Sandford's b. c. David Bailey, four years old, by Riego,
dam by Mucklejohn, lOOlbs.
3 3 2
Mr. G. Edmonson's b. m. Jane Reid, five years old, by Lance, dam
by imp. Expedition, 107lbs.
Col. Blevin's ch. m. Lady Hayneville, five years old, by Leviathan,
dam by Pacolet, 107lbs.
4 4 dr.
Time, lm. 56s. lm. 57s. lm. 55s. Track wet and heavy.
Thus the amusement of the week closed, in perfect harmony and good feeling,

-111

-223

•

—

—

having attracted to our city the largest concourse of strangers, and the best
stables of racehorses which have ever appeared in this section of country.

M. W. Thweatt,

Scc'ry.

Miss Medley has been sold since the race to two gentlemen in Orleans, for
$6,000 in cash. Linnwood, was purchased by judge Iverson, the morning before
his race at $3,000, he has refused $5,000, since.
Little Red was bought here by
Col. Bonner, at $3,000.
M. W. T.

The National Jockey Club Races,
May 2, 1837.

Over the Washington City Course, commenced

Weights, for

three year olds, 861bs.; four year olds, lOOlbs; five year olds, llOlbs; six year
olds, HSlbs; aged, 124lbs.; with three pounds allowed to mares and geldings.
The distance in one mile, 60 yards two miles, 100 yards three miles, 130 yards ;
and four miles, 150 yards. Time between heats, 15 minutes for mile heats;
25 for two mile heats ; 35 for three mile heats
and 45 for four mile heats.
;

;

;

First Jay, post stakes for four year olds, subscription $500, forfeit $200, three
mile heats ; four subscribers.

Col. Wm. R. Johnson's ch. f. Mary Blunt, by Sir Charles, out of
Nancy Blunt's dam, by Sir Alfred,
James S. Garrison's ch. c. Charles Magic, by Sir Charles, out of Lady

Amelia, by imp. Magic,
Col. James M. Selden's b.
Time, 5m. 51s. 6m. 6s.

—

*

Too much

Medley

-

c.

-

by Sussex,

-

...
-

-

1

1

-22
di s>

Mr. Benton Martin, the trainer of Miss
which he brought her to the post. Arthur Taylor

credit cannot be given to

for the perfect order in

himself might have been proud to have led to the starting post a horse in such
condition.
It is now the watch word with us, Martin and Miss Medley can beat
the world.

;
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second race, sweepstakes for three year olds, subscription $200, half
mile heats ; five subscribers.
Col. Francis Thompson's gr. f. Omega, by Timolcon, out of Daisy

forfeit,

-11

Cropper,
T. R. S. Boyce's b. f. Testimony, by imp. Apparition, dam by Tuckahoe,
Geo. L. Stockett's gr. c. De Vere, by Medley, dam by Richmond,
2
Time, lm. 57s. lm. 54s.

---32
3

—

Second day, for the Washington Plate, value $500, two mile heats. Weights as
before.
Col. John Heth's br. m. Margaret Armistead, five years old, by imp.
Apparition, dam by Oscar,
James. B. Kendall's b. c. Master Henry, four years old, by Henry,
Eclipse,
by American

—

Time, 3m. 52s. 4m. Is.
Same day second race, sweepstakes

—

for three

$150, mile heats; six subscribers.
All paid forfeit to Col. John Heth's gr.
Charles.

-

1

1

dam
-22

year olds, subscription $500,

forfeit

f.

by Grey Beard, dam by Sir

Gift,

Third day, for the Proprietor's purse $500, three mile heats; weights as above.
Win. R. Johnson's ch. c. Boston, four years old, by Timoleon, out

-11
-32

Col.

of Robin Brown's dam,

James

-

-

-

-

-

Norwood, four years

S. Garrison's b. c.

by Monsieur Ton-

old,

son, out of Hanslap's dam,
Col. F. Thompson's ch. c. four years old, brother to Virginia Graves,
2
O. S. Hall's b. f. Mary Selden, four years old, by Sussex, dam by Rich-

-......-------

dis.

mond,
dis.
George Forbes' ch. c. Meteor, four years old, by Velocity, out of Maid
dis.
of Patuxent,
dis.
Wm. Mershon's gr. f. Lydia, four years old, by Commodore,
Time, 6m. 4s. 6m. 10s.
Fourth day, for the .National Jockey Club purse, $1,000, four mile heats

—

weights as before.

James

S. Garrison's bl. h.

Mark Anthony,

-

R.Johnson's

five
-

years old,

b.

by

Industry,

five

dam by

-11

-

-

-

m. Atalanta Sprigg,
out of Nancy Norwood, by Ratler,

Col.
try,

Wm.

Cippus,

-

years old, by Indus-

-

3

-

2

-'-23

Dr. Duvall's br. h. Prince George, five years old, by Industry, out of
Thistle, Argyle's dam,
Carey Thompson's b. h. Enceiro, six years old, by Star, dam by Sey-

mour's Eagle,

-

Time, 8m. 12s.— 7m.

-

-

-

-

-44

-

51s.

Wiley

J.

Stratton,

Sec'ry.

Fairfield (Va.) Races.
Spring meeting commenced on Tuesday, May 2, 1837.
First day, a produce sweepstakes for three year olds, $100 entrance, h. f.
Seven subscribers, only two appeared on the track at the time of starting.
Henry A. Tayloe's fdly, produce of Aurora, by Luzborough,
Henry Maclin's filly, produce of Peggy Madee, by Luzborough,
2 2
Time, lm. 53s. 2m. Both heats very handsome.
The match race did not come oil'. One of the horses was lame, but of this the
proprietor had not due notice, which will account for the race being announced.
Second day, Proprietor's purse $300, two mile heats, $15 entrance. Seven

11

—

entries,

all

started.

b. m. Corset, by Sir Charles,
McCargo's ch. h. John Tyler, by Eclipse,
John S. Corbin's br. m. Virginia, by Sir Charles,
John Heth's ch. h. Ormond, by Sir Charles,
Dr. Geo. Goodwyn's b. m. Catharine Davis, by Monsieur Tonson,

O. P. Hare's

Wm.

Wm.

Williamson's ch.

f.

Timoleon,

-

H. Davis' b. h. Emmet, by Sir Charles, Time, 3m. 56s. 3m. 55s. 4m. Is. Track heavy.

—

—

-

-

—

:
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Second race, same day, the Richmond Citizen's plate, $225 value, two miles
out,

$15 entrance.
McCargo's

Wm.
dam,

Childry, five years old,

b. h.

by

Sir Charles,

dam by imp.

-......--

Eagle, HOlbs. John S. Corbin's br.

-

-

-

-

Whig, four years

c.

old,

-

by

-

1

-

Sir Charles, out of Star's

2

....--

Wm. Minge's gr. h. Jesse, aged, by Medley, dam by Spring Hill, 124lbs. 3
John Heth's en. c. Reindeer, four years old, by Sussex, out of Margaret
4
Armistead's dam, lOOlbs.
Wm. Williamson's ch. c. four years old, by Sir Charles, out of Clillbrd's
dam, lOOlbs.
O. P. Hare's gr. c. four years old, by Eclipse, dam by Sir Hal, lOOlbs.
Wm. L. White's ch. c. Cash, four years old, by Carolinian, lOOlbs.
Time, 3m. 57s. Track heavy.
Third day, Jockey Club purse, $800, four mile heats. Seven entries.

Wm. Mc.

5
6
7

Oil

Eubanks, by Roanoke,
1
2 2
by Janus,
Wm. H.
3 3
by Medley,
dis.
Wm. L. White's b. h. Orphan Boy, by Gohanna,
John Heth's ch. h. Experiment, by Jack Downing,
2 dis.
James S. Garrison's ch. m. Eliza Ann, by Jackson, George B. Poindexter's ch. h. Paul Jones,
Time, 8m. 7s.—8m. lis.—8m. 15s.
Fourth day, a sweepstakes for three year olds, mile heats, $100 entrance, h, f.
Seven subscribers, five started.
Wm. McCargo's b. c. by Fylde, out of the dam of Sally Eubanks,
1
1
Henry Maclin's ch. f. by Luzborough, dam by Janus,
2 2
John B. Chapman's b. c. by Barefoot, out of the dam of Ariadne,
3 3
forfeit.
Wm. L. White's ch. f. by Carolinian, dam by Sir Charles,
forfeit.
John Heth's ch. c. c. by Sir Charles, dam by Tariff,
Jas. P. Corbin's ch. c.'by Barefoot, out of Robin Hood's dam, bolted coming
up bravely.
Wm. N. Whiting's b. f. by Forty-four, dam by Sir Charles, impeded by Mr.
Corbin's colt while close up, and made to lose her distance in consequence.
Time, 1m. 53s. lm. 54s. Pretty race, but won easily by the Fylde colt, a
very good 'one.'
John S. Cokbin, Proprietor.

Cargo's

b. in. Sally
ch. h. Philip,
Minge's gr. h. Jesse,

Henry Maclin's

-30

—

Tree Hill

{Va.) Races,

a meeting at Tree Hill, 8th May, 1831, for the purpose of reorganizing the 'Tree Hill Jockey Club,' the following officers were
elected, viz
John Heth, President.
John M. Botts, 1st Vice-President.
J. B. Chapman, 2d Vice-President.
Edwin B. Settle, Secretary and Treasurer.

At

On motion, resolved, unanimously, that the rules and regulations of the
former Club of 'Tree Hill,' with any amendments hereafter thought expedient, be adopted for the government of this Club.
Weights carried over the Tree Hill Course, by the Tree Hill Jockey Club
two year olds, a feather; three year olds, 861bs.; "four year olds, lOOlbs.; five year
Mares and geldolds, HOlbs.; six year olds, llSlbs.; seven yes.r olds, 124lbs.
:

ings allowed 3lbs.

—

Time between heats mile heats, 20 minutes two mile heats, 30 minutes
three mile heats, 40 minutes
four mile heats, 45 minutes.
;

;

Spring meeting commenced on Monday,

May

8, 1837.

First day, a single dash of one mile, for three year olds,
John M. Botts' b. f. by Gohanna, dam Dairy Maid,
O. P. Hare's b. c. by Luzborough, dam by Sir Archy,
Win. L. White's ch. c. by Sir Charles, dam by Director,
Time, lm. 57s.

$50 entrance,

p. p.
1

-

-

2

j
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Second race, same day, a sweepstake for three year olds, mile heats, $150
$100 forfeit. Eight subscribers.
Thos. Doswell's b. c. by Pamunkey, dam by Arab,
4 2
John M. Botts' ch. f. by Gohanna, out of the dam of Watkins
Leigh,
2
Wm. L. White's ch. f. by Carolinian, dam by Sir Charles,
2 4 dis.
John Heth's ch. c. by Sir Charles, out of sister to Cutthroat,
1
2 dr.
Time, 2m. 2s. 2m. 3s. lm, 55s. 2m.
entrance,

11
12

fc

—

—

—

Second day, a sweepstakes for three year olds, mile heats, $1,000 entrance,
$250 forfeit. Fifteen subscribers.

11

Abner Robinson's b. c. by Luzborough, dam Silvertail, James S. Garrison's ch. f. by Bertrand, Jr. dam Sally Hornet,
Thomas Ridley's br. c. by Luzborough, dam by Shylock,
Time, lm. 54s. lm. 58s.
Third day, Proprietor's purse $300, two mile heats.
Wm. McCargo's ch. h. John Tyler, four years old, by Eclipse, dam

3
2

—

Creeping Kate, lOOlbs.

-

-

-

-

-

11
12 2

5

-

James

P. Corbin's ch. m. Virginia Timberlake, five years old,
Sir Charles, dam Betsey Robinson, 107lbs.
John Heth's br. h. Somerville, six years old, by Byron, dam
Shylock, llSlbs.

by

by
3

2

George Goodwyn's b. m. Catherine Davis, five years old, by Monsieur Tonson, dam by Sir Archy, 107lbs.
3
Wm. L. White's ch. m. Eliza Ann, five years old, by Jackson, dam

------

by Lottery, 1071bs.
John M. Botts' b.

2
3

4

3

dr.
dis.

h. Reuben Glenroy, six years old, by Gohanna,
out of Dairy Maid, llSlbs.
6 dis.
John S. Corbin's ch. c. Malburn, four years old, by Timoleon,
dis.
John C. Claiborne's b. m. Mary Lyle, by Eclipse, dam by Sir Alfred, was
entered but was drawn before starting in consequence of distemper breaking out.

Time, 3m. 55s.— 3m. 50s.— 3m. 51s.
Fourth day, Jockey Club $800, four mile heats.
John C. Claiborne's b. c. Walter, four years old, by Eclipse, dam by
Constitution, lOOlbs.

Henry Maclin's
falgar, llSlbs.

Wm.

-

-

-

br.

-

-

-

-

McCargo's

-

-

ch. h. Philip, six years old,

-

-

-

-

m. Sally Eubanks, aged, by Roanoke, dam by

Constitution, 123lbs.

-

-

-

2

11

3

3

2

12

3

by Janus, dam by Tra-

-

-

-

Wm.

Williamson's ch. c. four years old, by Sir Charles, out of the
4
dam of Paul Clifford, lOOlbs.
John Heth's ch. h. Marshall, five years old, by Timoleon, dam by
Thunderclap, HOlbs.
5

Time, 8m. 20s.—8m. lis.—8m.

Wm.

gr.

Williamson's ch.

f.

c.

$100 entrance,

by Luzborough, dam by Sir Archy,
by Gohanna, dam by Sir Charles,

h.

-

11

-

2

John Chapman's b. c. by Barefoot, out of the dam of Ariadne;,
Time, lm. 55s. lm. 55s.
E. B. Settle,

—

Spring meeting

dr.

21s.

Fifth day, a sweepstakes for three year olds, mile heats,
Seven subscribers.

George Goodwyn's

4
dr.

3

f.

2
3

Sec'ry.

Kendall (Md.) Races,
commenced on Tuesday, May 9, 1837.

First day, a sweepstakes for colts and fillies, three years old, subscription $300,
$100. Six subscribers, three started.

forfeit

James B. Kendall's
of Robin Hood,

dam

Wm.

br. c.

Henry A. Wise, by Dick

Dashall, out of the

--------32
-23
-

-

-

-

-

-

R. Johnson's b. f. by Nullifier, out of Jemima, (Walter LivCol.
ingston's)
Col. Francis Thompson's g. f. Omega, by Timoleon, out of Daisy
Cropper,

Time, lm.

-

54s.

-

— lm. 53s.

-

-

-

-

-

11
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Omega having won her maiden stake at Washington, was decidedly the favourite, and by many was freely taken against the field.
While the Nullifier filly had
friends from the Old Dominion, who accepted odds against her.
Henry A. Wise
had inspired confidence in some few, he being known to be a good company
keeper with Bailie Peyton, the winner of the stake over the Eagle Course,
Trenton, N. J.
Second race, same day, sweepstakes as above, subscription $100, h.
subscribers,

two

f.

Three

started.

10

Dr. Robt. Ferguson's b. c. by Timoleon, dam Club,
Gen. Thos. Emory's b. c. by Maryland Eclipse, dam Grecian Princess, 2

Time, lm. 57s.
Gen. Emory's colt being out of condition, did not start
this race the contest was far less animating than the first.

for a

dr.

second heat.

In

Second day, Proprietor's purse, $400, three mile heats.

Gen. Thos. Emory's ch. f. Lady Clifden, four years old, by Sussex, out
of Betsey Wilson, by Ratray, 97lbs.
Jas. B. Kendall's b. h. Pythius, five years old, by Gohanna, dam by
Bellair,

.......

HOlbs.

11
3

Col. Francis Thompson's (Col. Stonestreet's) g. c. Isaac of York, four
years old, by Sir Charles, dam by Ratler, lOOlbs.
2
Time, 5m. 45. 5m. 54s.

—

2
dr.

Isaac of York's condition not being that of a racehorse, Col. T. thought it
most prudent to withdraw him after the first heat, in which he took the track
from the stand, and maintained it for two and a half miles, when Lady Clifden
came up and challenged for it, taking the heat in fine style and time. Second
heat, two started, Pythius and the Lady, she being above his speed, had the game
in her hand and played it to her advantage, thus closing the second day's race.
Third day, Jockey Club purse, $700, four mile heats.
James B. Kendall's br. m. Camsidel, six years old, by Industry, dam
Arethusa, by Sir Hal, llolbs.
Carey Thompson's b. h. Enceiro, six years old, by Star, dam Seymour's

11

Eagle, llSlbs.

......
-..-.-.

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

2

2

Geo. L. Stockett's ch. c. Leesburg, four years old, by Red Rover, dam
by Tuckahoe, lOOlbs.
dis,
Francis Thompson's b. h. Republican, five years old, by Velocity, dam
by Anvil, HOlbs.
dis.
Time, 7m. 52s. 8m. 16s.
This as regards betting, far exceeds any race of the week, the opinion of the
knowing ones being much diversified, the horse Enceiro having been taken freely
the night before at five to four, against the mare, on the morning of the race bets
were even, at the time of starting, the odds ranged in favour of Camsidel against
the field, after the first heat large odds were offered, but no takers, or but few.
This second and last heat which the mare won in hand, closed the race of the

—

third day.

Fourth day, Proprietor's purse $200, for nags bred or owned in Maryland, two
mile heats.
Col. Jas. M. Selden's b. f. Miss Philips, four years old. by Sussex, out of Brunette, 97lbs.
5
Jas. B. Kendall's b. c. Master Henry, four years old, by Henry,

dam by

Eclipse,

-

-

-

-

-

-

T. R. S. Boyce's b. c. Broker, four years old, by Sussex, dam
Jesse, by Telegraph, lOOlbs.
Col. Francis Thompson's b. c. four years old, by Sir Charles,
•
dam by Napoleon, lOOlbs.
Geo. L. Stockett's b. f. Mary Selden, four years old, by Sussex,

dam by Richmond,

3

4122

343
12

97lbs.
2 5
Rob't Gilmor's b. h. I. K. five years old, by Sir Charles, HOlbs. 6 6
Dr. Duvall's b. g. Hortensius, five years old, by Industry, 107lbs. dis.
-

11
r.

o.

dis.

dis.
dis.

Time, 3m. 47s.—3m. 49s.— 3m. 49s.—3m. 50s.
This was the race of races, as the time will prove. Col. Thompson's colt took
the first heat in such style, that he was taken freely against the field.
Master
Henry from his majestic appearance, gave indications that he did not intend to

69

'v.8
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yield on his own turf, without fairly contesting the speed and bottom of his rivals,
but more properly the Aee of Spades, as he is two shades darker
his rider James
than black, told his trainer, a 3m. 47s. lick could not beat him that heat, his
words were true, he called on Master Harry, and Harry was ready, after going
one and a half miles, he took the track, and then a pull and stride along through
which wrought another change in betting, he was freely taken at two to one
against the field, previous to his winning the heat, he was not thought of in the
race, and better, by far, for the knowing ones, had they overlooked him awhile
longer.
The worst had not come for Harry, Miss Philips who had been watching
the game of the first two heats, was driven to a development of her powers for
the third, she went oil' at a rate which terrified Master Henry whose rider thought
proper to depend on Broker to help to do the work, the Miss being a little coquetlsh, shewed them their respectful distance, they were not disposed to obey, but
Broker's surplus flesh precluded all possibility of any other alternative on his part,
while Master Harry who had done much running in the second heat, was forced
to yield but not until the last, the contest was close, as the time was precisely the
same, as that of the second heat. Broker being ruled out, the field was entirely
Miss Philips' friends were disposed to back
left to the two, and both favourites.
her at odds, but few or no takers. Fourth heat both horses came to the post,
each disdaining to yield, and from the determination expressed in the countenance
of both riders, it was evident that the victory would not be a bloodless one. Miss
Philips took the track, closely pressed by her ungallant beau, the first mile in this
heat was run in lm. 52s. on entering the second and last in the heat and race,
the horse made a dash at her, she shook him off, in going up the back strait, he
made another effort and caught her, you could discover but one, as they were in
a double, the rally was severe, at length he shook her off, and made daylight
between them, the contest now seemed to be over, the boy took a pull on Miss
1'. which gave her new life, in rounding too to make the run home, she caught
him and passed the winning post ahead. Master Harry you made your run too
soon, if you had never stirred till you had neared the close you might have won.
Thus closed the sport of the week, which was pronounced excellent throughout.
The course was well and fashionably attended, and all seemed satisfied and

—

—

Henry C.Kendall,

gratified.

Cynthiana

Sec'ry.

{Ken.) Races.

Spring meeting commenced on Wednesday,

May

10, 1837.

First day, purse Jff'100, two mile heats.
Palmer's ch. g. Peter, four years old,

Wm.

by Cherokee, 87lbs.
1
F. S. Coleman's b. h. Cannibal, aged, by Muckle John, dam by Oscar, 2
Time, 4m.

3s.

—4m.

I

2

4s.

Second day, purse $125, for three year olds, mile heats.
Kirby & Palmer's gr. c. Hardheart, by Buckelk, dam by Quicksilver,
Joseph Shawhan's b. f. Betsey Harrison, by Cherokee, dam by Virginia

1

1

2 2
4 3
Alex. Miller's b. f. Betsey Bedlam, by Cherokee, dam by Wonder,
3 dis.
F. S. Coleman's b. f. Tuckabatcba, by Sir Alfred, dam by Sumpter.
Dr. J. N. Menefee's bl. f. Lady Franklin, by imp. Amurath, dam by Virginian,
paid forfeit.

Whip,

Time, 2m. 3s.— 2m.

6s.

Third day, purse $50, mile heats.
John Shawhan's ch. f. by Cherokee, dam by Pantaloon,
J. W. M'Intosh's b. f. Ellen, four years old, by Trumpator,
Methodist filly, dam of Severe, by Virginia Whip,

Time, 2m. 4s.
In making the first turn
by the stirrup giving way,

11
dam
2

in the second heat, the Trumpator filly lost her rider,
or the result might have been different.

Fourth day, purse $150, mile heats.
Dr. J. N. Menefee's b. c. Sailor Boy, three years old, by James Cropper,
J.

dam by

W.

Marshall, 75lbs.
M'Intosh's b. h. Anvil, five years old, by imp. Contract,

by American Eclipse,

dis.

11

dam

103lbs.
2 2
Joseph Shawhan's ch. h. Benjamin Sutton, four years old, by Cherokee,
3 3
dam by Comet, 90lbs.
4 4
Win. Palmer's b. f. Vanity, three years old, by Traveller, 751bs.
dam
Oscar,
paid
forfeit.
Cannibal,
by
Muckle
John,
by
S.
Coleman's
b.
h.
F
J. W. McIntosh, SecYy.
Time, lm. 53s.— lm. 52s.
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Maryland Jockey Club Races,
Over the Central Course, spring meeting, 1837, commenced on Tuesday,

May

16.

Weights carried:

—

two year olds, a feather; three year olds, Sfilbs.; four year
year olds, llOlbs.; six year olds, HSlbs.; seven yes.rolds, 124lbs.
with an allowance of 3lbs. to mares and geldings.
olds, lOOlbs.; five

Dorsey Stakes, for three year old colts and fillies, subscription
$100, mile heats, sixty-two subscribers, eleven started, viz:

First day, the

$300,

forfeit

Wm.

Wynn's

br. c. Picton,

Sir Archy,
O. P. Hare's br. c.

by imp. Luzborough, dam

-

-

-

by

Isabella,

-

-

11
12

3

-

by imp. Fylde, dam by Sir Archy,
2 3 2
3
by imp. Luzborough, dam Silvertail,
*
4 4
f. by Gohanna, dam Mischief,
Capt. Morgan's imp. b. c. Yorkshire, by St. Nicholas, *
5 dis.
Jas. B. Kendall's br. c. Henry A. Wise, by Dashall, out of the dam
*
of Robin Hood,
dis.
*
Josiah Lee's br. f. by Medley, out of Brunette, by Telegraph,
dis.
*
John C. Stevens' ch. c. Octavian, by Henry, out of Janette,
dis.
*
Y. N. Oliver's b. c. by Gohanna, out of the dam of Richard of York,
dis.
John Heth's gr. f. Gift, by Greybeard, dam by Sir Charles,
dis.
A. Hickerson's b. f. Betsey Marshall, by John Richards, dam by Sir

Abner Robinson's
John M. Botts' b.

-

Charles,

b. c.

-

Time, lm.58s.

-

-

— 1m.

-

5Ss.

— lm. 59*s.

-

-

-

Track heavy from

rain.

dis.

Those marked

thus (*) not placed.

Second day, a match for $6,000 a side, four mile heats.
ch. c. Decatur, four years old, by Henry, dam Ostrich,
1
Wm. Coleman's ch. c. Carroll, tour years old, by Sir Charles, out of
Charles Kemble's dam,
2

John Heth's

Time, 8m.

1

dr.

28s.

Second race, same day, for the Craig plate, value $500, three mile heats.
Jas.

M.

Selden's ch.

f.

Lady

rition,

-

-

-

by Sussex, dam

Clifden, four years old,

Betsey Wilson, by Ratler, John Heth's b. in. Margaret Armistead,

-

R. F. Stockton's ch, h. Middlesex,

-

'

-

-

-

-

five years old,
-

by imp. Appa-

,

by
-'-

five years old,

Sir Charles,

11

22

dam

Powancey, dis.
Time, 3m. 52^.—3m. 56A.
The match for $3,000 a side, three mile heats, between Capt. R. F. Stockton's
imp. br. c. Langford, four years old, by Starch, out of Peri, and Jas. M. Seidell's
ch. c. Red Rat, four years old, by Sir Charles, dam by Sir Hal, advertised to be
run this day, did not come off. Mr. Selden paid forfeit.

Third day, Proprietor's purse $500, three mile heats.
six years old, by Industry,

James B. Kendall's br. m. Camsidel,
dam Arethusa, by Sir Hal, -

-

3

2

-

Wm.

11

R. Johnson's br. h. Argyle, aged, by Monsieur Tonson,
dam by Ogle's Oscar,
James S. Garrison's ch. c. Charles Magic, four years old, by Sir
Charles, dam by imp. Magic,
James M. Selden's b. f. Miss Phillips, four years old, by Sussex,
dam Brunette,
Alex. L. Botts' ch. h. Veto, five years old, by Gohanna, dam by

4122

Tom

3

Tough,
Time, 5m.

......
........
56s.

— 5m. 55s. — 6m. — 6m. 25s.

144
523

3
r.

o.

dr.

Is.

Second race, same day, a sweepstakes for three }'ear old colts and fillies, mile
heats, subscription $300, forfeit $100, seven subscribers, two started, viz:

Wm. Williamson's
Archy,
Jas.

M.

gr.

Selden's ch.

Time, lm.

51s.

f.

f.

Rhoda King, by imp. Luzborough, dam by

by Velocipede, dam by Walton,

— lm. 56s.

-

Sir
-

11
2

2
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Fourth day, Jockey Club purse, $1,000, four mile heats.
John Heth's ch. c. Decatur, four years old, by Henry, dam Ostrich,
Win. R. Johnson's b. m. Atalanta, five years old, by Industry, dam by

........

Ratler,
Jas. S. Garrison's bl. h. Cippus, five years old,

Mark Anthony,

-

Win. H. Minge's
Spring Hill,

-

-

-

gr. h.

-

1

2

2

4

3

3

4

by Industry, dam by
-

-

-

Jesse Grinstone, aged, by Medley,
-

Time, 8m. 21s.—8m.

-

1

-

dam by

-

Track heavy.

26s.

George

F. Miller, Clerk.

Chillicothe (Ohio) Races,

May

Spring meeting commenced on Tuesday,

16, 1837.

First day, mile heats, free only for colts foaled and raised in Ohio, purse $100.

Jacob May's

b.

dam by Hot-

Victoress, three years old, by Victor,

f.

spur, 83lbs.

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

John McNeil, Jr's ch. c. Hardheart, three years old, by Sir Charles,
dam by Walnut, 86lbs.
John Davis' hi. c. Jemmy, three years old, by Tariff, dam a Democrat
mare, 83lbs.
Armistead Doggett's
a Whistle mare, 93lbs.

Andrew Work's
ginian, 861bs.

Time, 2m.

12s.

....
......
-

-

b. c.

Jawbone, three years

Sambo, three years

— 2m. 20s.

old,

1

1

dis.

dis.

by Bertrand, dam

old,

.......

br. c.

2

dis.

by Eclipse, dam by Virdis.

Track very deep.

Second day, three mile heats, purse $100.
Charles Beale's b. f. Bay Ironette, four years old, by Tariff, dam by
Superior, 97lbs. Harrison Waller's ch. m. Kate Plowden, six years old, by Kosciusko,

dam by Whip,
Wm. M. Anderson's g. c.
McComb's Arabian, 102lbs.
llolbs.

Time, 6m.

-

-

-

-

-

-

Surveyor, four years old, by Tariff,

—7m. —7m.

12
2 12
1

dam
dis.

-

The

track in the worst possible condition,
being covered with water and deep mud. In this race Ironette took the lead,
and was never lapped in the first heat, winning the first heat cleverly without
being pushed, both appeared to come off fine, and large odds offered on Ironette's
winning the race, no one willing to risk any thing on Kate, although she was
known to be a good one, and the favourite before starting.
Second heat both came to the stand eager for the contest at the word. Both
got off well. Ironette taking the lead at a killing pace, showing a disposifion to
maintain the reputation acquired in the first heat, keeping the lead until they
came into the last quarter stretch, when Kate knowing every thing, depended on
the struggle for home, made a prodigious effort and passed Ironette, winning the
heat by a few yards, bets now ranged freely on Kate's winning the race, as she
was known to possess excellent bottom, but few backers of Ironette, being the
first three mile race, she had ever started in.
Third heat, at the word both started nearly abreast, Ironette taking the track
Kate all the time making hard
at the first turn, and keeping it during the heat.
Ironette winning by about a length.
Surveyor
play, but was unable to lap her.
had only been in hand about four weeks, during which time he has been broken
and trained, in running the two first miles did great credit to himself, his sire and
dam. Mr. Work, his trainer, deserved his share of fame for the manner in which
Surveyor has been broke and trained in so short a time.
This race is considered by judges to be the best race ever made on this course,
as to time, all things considered, it is excellent, it could have been made a minute
sooner each heat on a dry course.
44s.

9s.

Third day, two mile heats, purse $100.
Harrison Waller's b. c. Metamora, four years old, by Stockholder,
2
dam by Janus, lOOlbs. John Rovve's b. c. Neosho, four years old, by Tariff, dam by High'

lander, lOOlbs.

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

11
12 2
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Andrew Work's b. c. Compass, three years old, by Bohemoth, dam
3 dis.
by Virginian, 911bs.
Moses Pamuilee's b. m. Lady Relief, five years old, by Napoleon,
dis.
dam by Walnut, 107lbs.
Time, 4m. 36s. 4m. 28s. 4m. 36s. Track very heavy.

—

—

Fourth day, mile heats, best three in

Armistead Doggett's ch.

h.

purse $100.

five,

Tiptop, six years old, by Regulus,
-

-

115lbs.

12 11
12

John Davis' bl. c. Jemmy, three years old, by Tariff, dam a
dis.
Democrat mare, 831bs.
3
Moses Parmulee's b. m. Lady Relief, five years old, by Napo2 3 3 dr.
leon, dam by Walnut, 107lbs.
dis.
Andrew Work's b. c. Rifle, four years old, by Tariff, lOOlbs.
Time, 2m. Is. 2m. 7s. 2m. 12s. 2m. 20s. Track heavy.
When the horses were brought to the stand the last heat, at the tap of the drum
Jemmy did not get off until Tiptop had run near a hundred yards, consequently
was distanced.
Second race, same day, mile heats, best three in five, free only for horses which
"

—

—

have not

won

—

a race at this meeting, purse $60.

John Rowe's

Neosho, four years

b. c.

lander, lOOlbs.

-

-

old,

by

-

-

Tariff,
-

dam by High-

-

3

11

A. C. McArthur's gr. c. Surveyor, four years old, by Tariff, dam
2 2 2
2
by McComb's Arabian, 1021bs.
John T. Weble's b. f. Big Dinale, four years old, by Shakspeare,
dis.
1
dam by Columbus, 97lbs.
Time, 2m. 10s.— 2m. lis.— 2m. 12s.
Surveyor not winning a heat in three could not start again, but proved himself
a good colt although in bad order.
J. S. Burnam, Sec'ry.

Montgomery
Spring meeting, commenced

May

(Ala.)

Races,

16, 1837.

First day, purse $350, three mile heats.
f. Glance, four years old, by Wild Bill, dam by Pacoof the celebrated John Bascombe, 97lbs. John M. Vane's ch. m. Jane Lamar, five years old, by Contention, dam
by Gallatin, 107lbs.
2
Jacob Harrison's br. h. Paul Clifford, five years old, by Bertrand, dam
by Kentucky Whip, HOlbs.
3

John Blevins'

let,

also the

ch.

II

dam

Time, 6m. 2s.— 6m.

2
cfr.

5s.

------

Second day, purse $250, two mile heats.

P. B. Starks' ch. f. Parelle Blevins, four years old, by Leviathan, clam
Sally McGehee, 97lbs.
i
i
Jacob Avrett's br. c. Rodney, four years old, by Stockholder, dam by
Topgallant, lOOlbs. 2 2
Time, 4m. 3m. 56s. This was a well contested race, but won in handsome
style by Parelle Blevins.

—

-------

Third day, purse $150, mile heats.
Dr. Dazie's ch. m. Lady Haynville,

by Pacolet,

1071bs.

years old, by Leviathan,

dam

years old, by Stockholder, 107lbs.
Daniel Boon, four years old, by Bertrand,

dam

five

i

i

2

2

Goplin, lOOlbs.
3
Mr. Baldrick's b. m. Ella, six years old, by Rob Roy, 124lbs. 7lbs. over
her entitled weight, her rider being indisposed, so much so, he could not

3

Jacob Avrett's

Major B. W.

ride,

Time, lm.

br.

m.

five

Bell's b. c.

-

--------4dr.
—
54s.

lm. 57s.

Fourth day, handicap, best three in five, for the entrance money of the preceding days, and $10 each added for the entrance of this day, purse $160.
Mr. John Blevins' ch. f. Glance, four years old, by Wild Bill, dam, the dam of

Bascombe, 97lbs.
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Parclle Blevins, four years old,

by Leviathan, dam

97lbs.

In the first heat Parelle led off and Glance close up, until within a hundred
yards of the stand, both coining in quarter horse style, making it a dead heat.
Time, 1m. 54s.
The usual time given, the horn was sounded, the two beautiful fillies brought
up to start in the second heat, both finely cooled off. In the outset Parelle was
the favourite, but by this time the thing had somewhat changed, the friends of
both however, had become ambitious, and bets were numerous. At the tap of
the drum, they were off in quarter horse style, both riders could have been covered
with a four-point blanket the mile round, Glance winning the heat only the
length of her neck or thereabouts. Time, lm. 52s.
Third heat won somewhat easier by Glance, in lm. 58 all these heats were
handsomely contested. Glance having won two heats, and one dead heat, the
owner of Parelle, surrendered the purse to Mr. Blevins, the owner of Glance,
without any further trouble. It is due to Parelle, to say, we have no doubt but
that she might have won the first heat if she had been let to do so.
Jas. M. Newman.

—

Lynchburg

(Va.) Races,

Spring meeting commenced Tuesday,

May

16, 1837.

First day, a sweepstakes for four year olds, untried, mile heats, entrance $25.

11

H. Oliver's ch. f. Humming Bird, by Lance,
2 2
A. Goode's b. f. Martha Archy, by Rinaldo, dam by Florizel,
Merrit Talbott's ch. f. Mary Johnson, by Sir Charles, dam by Whip,
3 3
Time, lm. 59s.— 2m. 8s.
Second race, same day, for three year old colts and fillies, mile heats, entrance

Isaac

Wm.

$50.
Merrit Talbott's b.

c.

by Red Fox,

-

-

-

11

-

Isaac H. Oliver's g. c. by Mercury,
Dr. H. Rose's b. c. by Eclipse, dam by Virginian,
No time kept. Dr. Rose's colt fell, and was distanced, of course, or it
he would have won the race.

2
3

2

3
is

likely

Second day, Proprietor's purse $200, two mile heats, entrance $15.
Isaac H. Oliver's ch.

f.

Humming

Bird, four years old, by Lance,
2
old, by Rinaldo, dam

11

William A. Goode's Martha Archy, four years

Florizel,
3 2 2
Melville Talbott's b. m. Woodlark, aged, by Randolph's Roanoke,
1
dr.
Merrit Talbott's b. c. three years old, by Red Fox, dr.
Time, 4m. 14s. 4m. 10s. 4m. 15s. This was a very interesting heat, and
closely contested to the last jump.

by

—

—

Third day, Proprietor's purse $200, two mile heats, entrance $15.
Leonard Phelps' ch. c. Volney, four years old, by Monsieur Tonson,
Isaac H. Oliver's gr. h. Arthur Taylor, five years old, by Leviathan,
dam by Pacolet,
Merritt Talbot's

Mary Johnson,

-

1

1

22
dis.

Time, 4m. 10s.— 4m. 13.
Fourth day, Jockey Club purse, $400, three mile heats, entrance $20.
Leonard Phelps' ch. f. Maria Smith, four years old, by Leviathan, dam
by Bagdad,
William A. Goode's m. Sally Woods, five years old, by Moloch, dam
Bryan O'Lynn,
2 2
Paschal Buford's f. Ruth Severe, four years old, by Star, dam by Wild
Medley,
dig.
Time, 6m. 37s.— 6m. 20s.
According to promise I have given you the above list of our Lynchburg races,
which was very thinly attended this spring, I must think it is owing to the hardness of the times, and the very few horses we had here, and none of them of
much reputation. I am in hopes to be able to give you a fine account of our fall

11

.--.....

races.

Melville Talbot.
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(Va-) Races,

Spring meeting commenced on Tuesday,

May

23, 1837.

First day, a sweepstakes for all ages, six subscribers, four started, $100 entrance,
half forfeit.
4 4
S. Lewis' ch. m. five years old, by Gobanna,
2
S. Renoe's b. g. six years old, by Black Warrior, dam by Clifton, 3
full
sister
Restless,
dam
A. Hickerson's ch. f. four years old, by

11

12

to the

2200

dam

Wm.

of Enciero,
B. Tyler's ch. c. four years old, by Adams' Marcellus,

by Rasselas,
Time, 4m.—4m. 14s.— 4m. 16s.—4m. 20s.

dam

13

-

-

Track twenty-five yards over a

mile.

Second day, mile heats.
Rob't Williams' ch. h. five years old, by Paul Jones,
T. H. Foulke's b. g. four years old, by Macedonian,

-

12

1

2

2

1

Third day, purse $200, three mile heats.
b. h. Klapper, six years old, by Mason's Ratler,
S. Renoe's b. g. six years old, by Black Warrior,
A. Hickerson's b. g. Sybrant, by Lafayette,
S. Lewis' ch. m. five years old, by Gohanna,
S. Welsh's b. g. four years old, by Carolinian,
R. B. Tyler's ch. f. four years old, by Timoleon,
Track so heavy that the judges deemed it useless to keep the time.

Mr. Hansborough's

Union Course (L

/.)

1

1

4
3
5

2

3
4

2

dis.

dis.

Races,

Second spring meeting, commenced on Tuesday, May 30, 1S37.
First day, sweepstakes for four year olds, two mile heats, entrance $1,000,
forfeit

$250, six subscribers.

1
ch. c. Dorosis, by Henry, out of Goliah's dam,
2
R. F. Stockton's br. c. Langford, imp. by Starch, out of Peri,
dam
Oscar,
Monmouth
Eclipse,
by
3
R. L. Stevens' ch. c. Mortimer, by

John C. Stevens'

—

Time, 3m. 44s. 3m. 55s.
Sweepstakes for three year
Mater's entry received

olds,

$200 entrance, $50

forfeit,

Mr.

J.

1

2
dis.

H. Van

forfeit.

Second day, purse $300, two mile heats.
R. L. Stevens' ch. c. Tom Moore, four years

LallaRookh,
J. H. Van Mater's gr.
by John Richards, Time, 3m. 50s.— 4m.

c.

old,

Manalopan, four years
-

-

-

by Eclipse, out of

old,
-

by Medley, dam
-

-

11

22

Second race, same day, sweepstakes $1,000 entrance, forfeit $250, mile heats,
year olds, seven subscribers.
Wm. Gibbons' bl. c. Shadow, by Eclipse Lightfoot, out of Sally Slouch, 1 1
3 2
R. L. Stevens' b. f. by Nullifier, out of Polly Hopkins,
2 3
R. F. Stockton's b. f. by Dashall, out of Monmouth's dam,
4 4
J. C. Stevens' b. c. by Lance, out of Charlotte Temple,
5 dis.
R. Tillotson's ch. c. by Henry, out of Medoc's dam,
Time, lm. 52s.— lm. 54s.

for three

Third day, purse $500, three mile heats.

T.

Pearsall's ch. h. Reindeer, six years old, full brother to Alice Gray, 1
Gibbons' br. h. Tarquin, six years old, by Henry, out of Ostrich, 2

Wm.
Wm.
Ratler,

....-.-.
--------

R. Johnson's b. m. Atalanta, five years old, by Industry,

5

R. F. Stockton's gr. c. Bergen, four years old, by Medley, out of
2
Charlotte Pace,
J. H. Van Mater's gr. c. Champagne, four years old, by Medley, dam
3
by Oscar,

Time, 5m. 48aS.

— 5m. 49s.

1

2

dam by
3
dis,
dis.
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Second race, same day, sweepstakes, mile heats.
gr. h. Moss Rose, aged, by Lance, dam by Hickory, 1
Strong's ch. h. Pervis, five years old, by Adam, dam by Eclipse, 3
J. Snedeker's c. Wicked Dick, four years old, by Grey Roman, out of
2
Milkmaid, -

J.

H. Van Mater's

Adam

Time, lm.

54s.

1

...

— lm. 51Js.

Fourth day, purse $1,000, four mile heats.
Sam'l Laird's b. h. Mingo, six years old, by Eclipse, dam by Ratler,
Wm. R. Johnson's ch. f. Mary Blunt, four years old, by Sir Charles,
3
dam by Alfred,

....

2
dis.

12

1

1

2

John C. Stevens' bl. c. African, four years old, by Valentine, dam
2
by Marshal Bertrand,
5
H. Wilkes' ro. m. Gypsey, five years old, full brother to Medoc,
R. Tillotson's ch. h. Post Boy, six years old, by Henry, out of

3
4

dis.

4

5

dis.

Garland,

-

-

Time, 8m.

Is.

—8m.

-

-

25s.

-

-

-

—7m. 47s.

dis.

Second race, same day, sweepstakes, mile heats.

John C. Stevens'

bl.

R. L. Stevens' ch.

f.

Bonny Black,

11
12 2
13 3 3

four years old, by Valentine,

Mortimer, four years

c.

2

by Monmouth

old,

Eclipse,

Wm. Gibbons' b. f. Lady Hope, four years old, by Monmouth
Eclipse,
dr.
D. Abbott's ch. m. Shepherdess, five years old, by Lance,
dis.
J. Snedeker's c. Henry Clinton, four years old, by Henry,
Time, lm. 50±s.— lm. 54s.— lm. 56.— 2m.

2s.

Alex. L. Botts,

Norfolk

Spring meeting commenced Tuesday, June
First day, sweepstakes for colts
heats.

Sec'ry.

(Fa.) Races,

and

fillies,

6, 1837.

three years old,

$100 entrance, mile

b. f. Jane Rowlett, by Nullifier, dam by Ratler,
Jas. S. Garrison's ch. c. Liberality, by Maryland Eclipse, dam
Alfred,
N. Whiting's ch. c. by Luzborough, dam by Sir Archy,
Time, lm. 55s. lm. 50s.

D. H. Branch's

Wm.

by

-

—

1

1

2
3

2

Sir
dis.

Second day, Proprietor's purse $200, two mile heats.
J. S. Garrison's ch. c. Charles

Magic, four years

dam by

imp. Magic,
E. J. Wilson's ch. m. Eliza Ann,

by John Richards,

-

M. Seidell's
dam by Oscar,

Time, 3m.

53s.

five

ch. c.

by

Sir Charles,

-

-

years old, by Jackson,
-

-

-

-

old,

—3m. 52s. —3m. 52s.

Third day, Jockey Club purse $500, three mile heats.
S. Garrison's bl. h. Cippus, five years old, by Industry,

Mark Anthony,
M.

Col. Jas.

Brunette,

-

by

-

-

James

H. Maclin's

dam

-

John of Hampton, four years
-

-

old,

-

-

-

Col. Jas.

Sussex,

-

-

-

-

-

ch. h. Philip, six years old, by Janus, dam
Selden's b. f. Miss Phillips, four years old,
-

-

-

-

333

-

tunately

let

11
2

-

3

2

—

Time, 5m. 49s. 5m. 4Ss.
This race was handsomely contested by Cippus and Miss
an accident

2

by Trafalgar,
3
by Sussex, dam
-

-

12

dam by

-

-

211

Phillips, who
down in her left fore leg, while running the third mile in the last heat,
much to be regretted, as she is a serious loss to her worthy owner, as

well as to the sporting community,
for the turf.

who have been

unfor-

deprived of a

first

Fourth day, Proprietor's purse $100, mile heats, best three in five.
James S. Garrison's ch. c. Charles Magic, four years old, by Sir
Charles, dam by imp. Magic,
E. J. Wilson's ch. m. Eliza Ann, five years old, by Jackson, dam
by John Richards,
Time, lm. 57s. lm. 56s,

—

-

— lm. 56s.

-

-

-

-

E. Forde,

rate

nag

111

2 2 2
Jr. Sec'ry.

:
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Blooded Stock of R. M. Pearson, Morksville, Davie county, N. C. 1837.
1.

Judy O'Flannagan,

ch.

m.

foal-

ed 1830, got by Clarion, her darn by
Carolinian, grandam by imp. Citizen
g. grandam by Roe Buck, Clarion, by
Gen. Chamberlain's Tip Top, he by
imp. Oscar, he by Saltratn.
Tip Top's dam by imported Spread
Eagle Bellair Wildair Jolly Roger,
dam of Clarion by imp. Citizen, out of
the mare sent by the Dey of Tunis, to
the American government, vol. 4, A.
T. R. page 546.
2. Magainska, a eh. f. by. imp.
Luzborough, dam Judy O'Flannagan,
;

—

—

foaled

April

4,

—

1835,

for

sale

—price

$1,000.

Those interested in Luzborough,
would do well to purchase and train
this filly, as

her size and form indicate

May

Dacre,

a br. b.

f.

by imp.

Chateau Margaux, dam Judy O'Flannagan, foaled June 15, 1836.
The above mare lately purchased of
Col. Isaac Croone, Lenoir county, N.
Carolina.

Addition

blooded Stock of Mr.
Warfield, of Ken.

to the

—

E.

Sir T herewith continue down to
year the produce of my stud of
mares, for the purpose that they may be
placed in the proposed new Stud Book
from your Register, this is a continuation from the fifth volume, page 265.
this

Directress,
1534.
1835.
1836.

sold in 1836.

A b. by Trumpator,
A b. by Sir Leslie.
A b. c. by Sir Leslie.
f.

dead.

Coes, or Susan Hicks.
1834. A ch. c. by Sir Leslie.
1S35 Missed to Bertrand.

A

1836.
b. c. Bardolph, by Bertrand.
1837.
f. by Medoc, dead, and now
with Bertrand.

A

Rowena.

A
A
A
A

1834.
b. c. Celestion, by Sir Leslie.
1535.
b. f. Merrygold,"by
do.
1836.
b. f. by Sarpedon.'
1837.
b. f. Ballface, by Sidi Hamet,
he by Virginian, now with Bertrand.

Peggy.
1834. Ch. c. by Kosciusko.
1835. Ch. f. by Sir Leslie.
1836. B. c. by Sarpedon, now with

70

v.8

Jones.

A b. by Trumpator.
A ch.f. by Sir Leslie.
'by Sarpedon,
A b.
f.

with

f.

Tranby.

Aurora.
1834. B. c. Billy Johnson, by Sir
Leslie.
1835. B. f. by Lance.
1836. B. f.by Sarpedon, to Sir Leslie.

Vianna, by Arab, out

A

1833.
b.
peare, dead.
1835.
b.
1836.
b.

A
A

f.

of Directress.

Kate Biddle, by Shaks-

Boswell, by Sir Leslie.
Jewel, by Sir Leslie.
Lora, out of Jenny Cockracy.
1834. B.c. Sir Thomas, by Sir Leslie.
1836. B. c. Fox, by Sir Leslie, with
c.
f.

American Eclipse.
Susette, by Aratus, out of Jenny
1837.

A

b.

c.

by

Sidi

Hamet, with

Bertrand.

Antoinette, by Snowstorm,

out of

Miss Dowden.

A
A

1836.
1837.
Bertrand.

b. c.
b.

c.

by Sidi Hamet.
by Columbus,

now

to

Olivia, by Sidi Hamet, dam Miss
Dowden, now with American Eclipse.
Electra, by Sidi Hamet, dam Peg-

now with American Eclipse.
Alessandria, by Lawrence, out of

gy,

Paragon.
1837. B.
All

f.

Tranby.

1834.
1835.
1836.

Cockracy.

superior running qualities.
3.

Mary

the

c. by Columbus.
young mares put

into

the

stud were bred by me.
Respectfully yours,

E. Warfield.
The Meadows,

May

14, 1837.

Blooded Stock of Bernard Peyton, of
Sabot Hall, Goochland county, Virginia, near Richmond.
1. Screamer, ch. m. spring 1828,
out of old Lady Lightfoot, by Henry,
(the competitor of New York Eclipse.)
Her produce

Anemone, ch. f. byN. York Eclipse,
spring 1834, (sold to Col. Heth, at a
year old.)
Acasia, ch. f. by imp. Luzborough,
spring 1835, (entered in the great stake
at the Union course, Long Island,
spring 183S, $ 1,000 entrance, forty-four
subscribers,) very promising.
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Perdicaris,

b.

by imp. Tranby,

c.

spring 1830, failed to Chateau Margaux spring 1837, and stinted to imp.

2.

3.

Japonic a, ch. m. spring 1S33,
out of the Merino Ewe, by old Timoleon.

dark bay colt, two years old
out of Isabella as above, by

last,

Plato.

irrinm.
2.

A

April

[July, 1837

Dark bay

colt,

Inst

by imp.

Hedgeford.

The

were purchased
Watkins, Esq. who

three colts above

of John Daniel

Her produce:

one year old

April, out of Isabella, as above

raised them, and

Amaranthus, b. c. by imp. Chateau
Margaux, spring 1837, stinted to imp.
Priam.
3. B. m. spring 1821, sister to Rupert,
got by Tom Tough, her dam by Sir Harry, grandam by Spread Eagle g. grandam King Herod g. g. grandam by
Lindsay's True Arabian g. g. g. grandam by the first imp. Oscar g. g. g. g.
grandam by the imp. horse Vampire,
out of Col. Carter Braxton's imp. mare

companies

Kitty Fisher.

imp. Bedford;

w hose certificate acThey are very
:

their sale.

promising. No. 1, slightly trained and
proven very good. As the owner is
unprepared for training them he will
sell them exceedingly cheap.

;

;

;

;

Her produce:
Br. f. by imp. Hedgeford, spring 1834.
Br. f. by Goliah, spring 1S35.
Chrysolite, b. c. by imported Tranby,
spring, 1836.
Spring, 1837, failed to Chateau MarAll the above stock for sale, on reasonable terms, except Wo. 1.

$3* The New York Spirit of the
Times and Sporting Magazine, will
please copy.
B.Peyton.

Mount Airy, May

Etta

O, br.

f.

foaled

12, 1S37.

March

25,

1837, by Chateau Margaux, dam Auby Arab, (the dam of the ch. f.
Howa, winner of the Fairfield produce
stake, the 2d inst.) vol. 6, p. 315.
rora,

2.

Omohondro,

ch.

c.

foaled

May

by Robin Brown, dam Multibv Mason's Ratler, grandam by

4, 1837,
flora,

Tom Tough— Sir
Escape

— Shark.

Peter

Wm. H. &

—Bedford-

H. A. Tayloe.

Blooded Stock belonging to the Hon.
Henry G. Lamar, Macon, Geo.
thee years old last March,
by Robin Adair, dam Jeffries' Isabella,
by Arab, grandam Lady Bedford, by
1.

Br.

c.

imp. Bedford
g. grandam by imp.
Dare Devil, son of Fearnought g. g.
grandam by Mercury, he by imp. Janus,
out of Col. Byrd's imp. mare Calista;
;

;

g. g. g.

by old Gallatin grandam by
g. grandam by Debonier;
g. g. grandam by imp. Wildair; g. g. g.
grandam by Grey Diomed, &c. This
Fisher,

;

is exceedingly beautiful, and of
rare blood, as her dam is full sister to
the dam of Wild Will and Charles

filly

Kitty Fisher has never failed
produce a racer from any horse, and
she is the dam of Jane Lamar, and a
filly from FallstafF
a filly from Eclipse
for which two thousand dollars has
been offered and refused, and one from
imported Luzborough, fifteen hundred
offered, and a fine colt by Hedgeford.
Keinble.

to

gaux, and stinted to imp. Zinganee.

1.

Blooded Stock belonging to John Lamar,
Esq. Macon, Georgia.
Princess Victoria, a ch. f. foaled
March 29, by imp. Rowton, dam Kitty

grandam by Apollo, who was

by Fearnought, out of an imp. Cullen
Arabian mare g. g. g. g. grandam by
;

Jolly Roger, out of the Greenwell imp.
mare. See Turf Reg. vol. 1, p. 215,
for Isabella's pedigree.

—

The following is the certificate of
Col. A. J. Lawson, of Kitty Fisher's
pedigree.
Waynesboro'' Burke co. Geo.
March 27, 1837.
I have just received your last note
and I now give you all the information
I am in possession of relative to her.
She was sired by old Gallatin, dam by
imp. Bedford, who was the sire of Galhe was
latin, grandam by Debonier
raised and trained by Gen. M'Pherson,
of South Carolina. I have seen a number of gentlemen, who have all informed me that Debonier, was a first rate
four mile horse, and that he was never

—

known
broken

to lose a race if the heats
;

his pedigree, I

were

presume, like

a great many other good horses in those
days was neglected and not recorded.
Singleton or Richardson, might perhaps
give some information about his pedigree; g. grandam by imp. Wildair; g.
g. grandam by Grey Diomed, this mare
was purchased by Mr. Amos Whitehead, of this county, (Burke,) upwards

of sixty years ago in Virginia, exclusively for a brood mare, for which lie
paid six hundred dollars, and then
blooded horses very low there can be

—

Vol.

8.

No.
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no doubt of the purity of the blood of
I was informed by Capt.
John Whitehead, who raised the dam
of Kitty, of all these particulars, and he

this stock

;

further stated, that the pedigree of the
as good as it could
be, and promised to give it to me, but
he died before I got it, and his papers
passed into other hands who took no
interest in stock, and consequently
were destroyed.

Diomed mare was

Kitty Fisher is full sister to M'NorMaria, the dam of Pilot, Wild
Will, Charles Kemble, Wehawk, Carroll, and other good ones.
Maria was
a first rate racer herself, I saw her distance the field at three years old, perwill's

fectly

fat,

five

horses,

running

race.

She was

then sold, the one half for $'1200, to
Wm. West, and travelled to Virginia,

and there won races against their best
nags. I had a full brother to Kitty, for
which I refused $(3,000 at seven months
old, and I have always known Kitty to
be a superior nag to Maria, in point of
form and appearance, and I will shew
her colts in my possession against any
colts in the world.
I have invariably
asked two thousand dollars for her, and
have refused in Virginia, fifteen hundred dollars, for her, and she not then
in foal.
As the

above certificate is something
and complete than any heretofore published.
Do give it a full and
complete insertion.

more

Her produce:
1835. Sprigg. b. c. by Leopold, he by
Ogle's Oscar, chin by imp. Expedition.
1836. Missed to William Walker.
4.

Yankee Maid,

m. by Cock

br.

of the Rock, he by Duroc.

Her produce:
1335. Br. c. Ratl^r, by Top Gallant.
1S38. Missed to Jerseyman, full brother to Laplander, and now stinted to

William Walker.
5.

Gumbo,

ch. m. of the wild 'Point

breed.'

Her produce :
1837. Ben Walker,

ch.

c.

got

by

William Walker.

two

miles in 3m. 44s. She distanced in
Augusta, Col. Johnson's Sir Charles,
four mile heats with ease. This I saw,
and I saw her beat old Contention the
first heat four miles, and she fat enough
for a cattle show, and if she had not
run for a distance the first heat she

would have won the

479

full

Continuation of

M Alexander's

blooded.

Stock, of Virginia, from vol. 1, A.
T. R. p. 622, to which refer for full
pedigrees.
1. Mouse,
by Eaton's Columbus,
dam by imp. Dion.

Her produce:
1834. Br. c. by Fylde.
1836. Br. c. by First Fruits.
1837. Missed "to Shark put this sea;

son to Topaz.
2. Ch. m. by Eclipse, dam Columbia.
183 4. Missed to Fylde.
1835. C. by Fylde, died.
1833. Missed to Whale.
1837. Ch. c.by Monsieur Tonson—
sold this spring to Bailie Peyton, Esq.
of Tennessee, and put to Priam. She
is of the stock, in the Roanoke country
so highly recommended by Barrymore,
in the Turf Register, to breeders.
3. Feather, by Monsieur Tonson,
dam Martha Jefferson, foaled March 25,

1829, corrected.
1834. Missed to Luzborough.
1835. B. f. by Luzborough, sold to

Nathaniel Alexander.

Blooded Stock belonging to Judge Breese,
of Mound Farm, Clinton co. Illinois.
1. William Walker, br. b. eleven
years old, raised by Joseph H. Van
Mater, of Monmouth county, N. J. by
Ogle's Oscar, dam Lottery, by imp.
Expedition.

Molly Longlegs, ch. m. raised
North Carolina, now eighteen years
old, got by Harwood, one of the best
sons of Sir Archy, dam by Grey Dio2.

in

med.

Her produce:

A

1836.
bay filly by William Walker, with one white heel and star.
To
go to Laplander this season.
3. Nydia,
Whip.

b.

m. by Blackburn's

18C6. Br. f. by American Eclipse.
1337. Put to Sarpedon.

B.

c.

by Hyazim, dam Cinderella, by

Shylock,' foaled spring, 1833. He is
brother to Gertrude, that won the
two mile race last fall, at Oxford, North
Carolina, in finer style, and better time,
than was ever run over that course;
and half brother to the Messrs. Towne's
Fylde colt that won the first heat in a
sweepstakes at Lawrenceville, this
spring, in the fastest time ever made
there, having just came out of the distemper, and who won the sweepstakes
at Oxford, N. Carolina, in two heats,
time, lrn. 51s.
lm. 49.is. They were
all bred by Nathaniel Alexander, and
traced to Geo. Jefferson's imp. Symfull

—

metry.
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Blooded Stock belonging

to

Mr. John

Wickham, Va.

—

Sir I now send you a list of
stock, bred since 1830.
full account of them up to that year is to be
found in the Turf Register of December, 1830, vol. 2, pages 205-6-7. They
are all descended from the dam of

Dear

A

my

Tuckahoe, my mare by imp. Alderman,
her dam by imp. Clockfast, her grandam
by Symm's Wildair. The produce from
1830, up to this date is as follows.
The ch. m. sister to Tuckahoe, out
cf my Alderman mare.
1831. B. c. by Monsieur Tonson,
sold to Mr. N. Rives, dead.
1833. Ch. c. Boston, by Timoleon,
sold to Mr. Rives.
1834. Ch. c. by Barefoot, sold to Mr.
She has not bred since,

J. P. Corbin.

and

is

now twenty-three

years old.

by Sir Archy, out of my
Alderman mare.
1833. Br. f. by Gohanna, sold to Mr.
Rock.
1834. Br. c. by Barefoot, sold to
Messrs. J. Chapman, and D. C. RanBr. m.

dolph.
1835. B. f. by Barefoot.
1837. Br. f. by Chateau' Margaux.

Put

to

imported Zinganee.
mare, out of chestnut

Bay Shylock

Tuckahoe, dead.
1831. Br. f. by Johnson's Medley,
sold to Messrs. J. Heth, and E. T.
mare,

sister to

Wickham.
Ch. m. by Sir Charles, out of bay
Shylock mare, foaled in 1828.
1833. B. f. by Carolinian, sold to
Mr. W. L. White.
1834. B. f. by Carolinian.
1836. Ch. c. by Goliah.
1837. B. c. by Chateau Margaux.
Put to Zinganee.
Br. m. by Eclipse, out of a
Sir Archy mare, foaled in 1828.
1834. Br. f. by Luzborough.

brown

[July, 1837.

1835. Br. c. by Luzborough, sold to
Mr. Isham Puckett.
1836. Br. c. by Tranby.
1837. Br. c. by Chateau Margaux.
Put to Zinganee.

In the account of my stock published in 1830, 1 stated that I knew nothing
of the produce of my Diomed mare
I
after she was sold to Dr. Thornton.
have since learned that she brought a
filly, known on the turf before that time
by the name of the Duchess of Marlborough. The brown (bay) colt by
Sir Charles,

1825, ran in

from the Shylock mare in
Canada under the name of

The brown Archy mare's
of 1828, by Gohanna, ran the property of Mr. Botts, under the name of
Ariadne, and the Tonson colt of the
chestnut mare, sister to Tuckahoe,
foaled in 1S30, under that of Robin
Timoleon.
filly

Brown.
I

am

very respectfully your obedient

John Wickham.

servant,

Richmond, June

12, 1837.

Blooded Stock belonging to Geo. Forbes,
St. Mary's county, Maryland.
1. Diana, br. m. property of Thos.
N. Baden, to breed on shares. See A.
T. R. vol. 5, page 389.

Her produce:
1833. B. f. Lady Touch-me-Not, by
by Sussex.
1834. Not bred.
1835. Failed to imp. Autocrat.
1836. Stinted to imp. Apparition.
1837. Produced black filly lone, with
a star, &c. Stinted to Velocity.
2.

Nydea,

b.

f.

foaled spring, 1834,

by Velocity, out of Virginia, bred by
Dr. Reeder, Charles county, Maryland.
See Tmf Reg. vol. 6, page 428.
3.

Reliance,

b.

c.

foaled spring

by imp. Autocrat, out of
Lady Culpepper. See Turf Reg. vol.
3, page 255.
1835,

got

OLD GALLATIN.
Mr. Editou
Macon, Jpril, 1837.
As the get of old Gallatin are in great demand every where some short notice
of his life may not be without interest and service. He was purchased after his
:

Augusta. Geo. by Messrs. Moore and Cotton, for $3,500, then thought
to be a large price for a stallion.
Mr. Moore, a resident of this county, informs
me he paid for himself the first season. Gallatin was unfortunate in having

last race at

but very few thoroughbred mares sent to him, as there were but few then in the
Thoroughbred mares of his get now bring a large price, for Kitty Fisher,
state.
tbe full sister of Maria, the dam of Wild Will, and Charles Kemble, I understand
$1,600 was offered and refused, and her owner Col. A. J. Lawson, of Burke, has
several of her colts untried, for which he has refused $1,500 for each of them.
Gallatin died in the possession of Jefferson Lane, Esq. of Sparta, Geo. on the
15th of March, 1826 he stood in the years 1823 and 1825, in Hancock county,
Index.
in 1824, in Burke county, Georgia.

—
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THE FINE POINTS OF HORSES.
[The following description of

the fine points of horses meets our ideas

of a properly formed animal exactly.

Let a painter draw a horse from

the pattern of each point as here described, and he will have a specimen

of the perfect racehorse.

be applied

to the portrait

Let these descriptions of each point separately
May number, and

of Bascombe, published in our

then the picture will be presented to the eye as well as the mind of the
reader.

If

we

points,

any of our readers
should be glad

copied from the English
a matter of the

It is

New
first

nothing will do but what
horses for quick

blood

;'

differ

with us in

article is

importance in this 'land of horses,' where
is

'fast,'

work should be
v.8

The

Sporting Magazine lor May.]

that our hunters, hacks, and all
'well-bred,'

terms which signify an approximation
71

this opinion of the fine

be furnished with a better.

to

in

or have a 'show of

descent

more

or less

—
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near to the thorough-bred horse or racer, whose pedigree

be

to

is

traced back uncontaminated to the horse of Barbary or Arabia.

Whatever other valuable

hackney niay
com-

qualifications the hunter or

possess, blood being so essential to speed, (for the best shaped

mon

bred horse, ceteris paribus, can have no chance in the race with

among

the worst

the thoroughbred),

excellence would be found in

himself, or horse of the Desert,

but

it is

English racehorse

is

Arabian from which he

greater than

that of

and

marks of blood are

Feet small

marked; deer-like

—appearances caused

membrane

or the

native barb,

the

descended.

is

the characteristic

distinct

cellular

;

that the speed of the

fact,

to

particularly of

with the tendons visible

by the small portion of adipose and

found

that is

legs,

be reckoned a fine

more

thin skin, a lean head, the muscles of the body,

the quarters, well

this

progenitor of our racing stock

tlie

though well ascertained

a curious,

Among

one might suppose that

greatest perfection in the Arabian

its

in the

composition of these horses.

the horn being finer in texture than that of the coarse

;

The

bred horse, and the bones less porous and more compact.

hair

of the mane, fine and silky.

A
why,

well-shaped horse should have what
I

shall explain presently.

is

called 'two

His dock should be

good ends'
on high

set

he

;

should have a good middle-piece or trunk; his head light and well up;
the distance between the withers and hip-bone short

or false ribs carried well back, forming what
ribbed up;'

happen

;

the posterior

called a horse 'well

is

neck light and airy, more especially

the

to be rather of the largest.

The

if

the head

chest should be open,

and deep, with plenty of width between the fore legs

;

roomy

and the

shoulder blade inclining back from the point of the os humeri or
shoulder-bone, to the top of the scapula3 or withers, should describe

with the fore leg an angle of considerable obliquity.

hocks are

to the

The

nearer the

ground, and the wider they are from the point

hollow bend the

broad

better,;

loins,

well spread

to the

haunches, a

flat

lathy knee, and leg with a long and large radius or fore-arm, are all
points highly desirable in a well-framed horse.

the horse in which speed
requires a

Strength

somewhat
lies in

is

different

am

here describing

mould.

muscle, and the degree of

pactness and elasticity.

I

the greatest requisite, the draught horse

We

see, therefore,

it

how

depends on
erroneous

is

its

com-

the idea

of expecting superior strength from the degree of bone alone which a

horse possesses.

The

Flanders horse has the most bone, but he

far inferior in strength to

his

siiie.

is

the thoroughbred horse in proportion to

The
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advantage of the dock being set on high

is,

then also be high, and will allow of a

much

sacrum

that the os

or posterior part of the spine, and to which the dock

is

attached, will

greater extent of muscle

There should be no hollow or sinking here, and
the glutei muscles which clothe this part, and are powerful extensors
The advantage of a
of the os femoris, should be prominent and full.
than

if it

head and neck

light
less

drooped.

and

support;

to

is

A

quartered horse.

obvious; the fore legs will have less to do,

this constitutes what is termed a light foregood middle-piece generally denotes a sound

constitutioned horse, and

shows

that he derives a proper degree of

The

nourishment from his food.

being short between the

distance

hip bones and withers, causes the muscles called dongissimi dorsi,' to
be also short and compact; too great length in this part being a fault
in loosely

made and long waisted

sufficient length of

There must

horses.

however,

be,

back between the extremities for the horse

When

over a certain extent of ground.

a horse

to

stand

well ribbed up,

is

and the transverse spinous processes of the lumbar vertebra? are long,
such a horse has good loins, points material to strength.

The
lation

chest

—

concerned
of the

is

the receptacle of the organs of respiration and circu-

the lungs and heart,

which perform the functions immediately

support of

in the

abdomen by

life

—and

it

is

separated from the viscera

the large powerful muscle, called the diaphragm.

we

In the disposition of this part,

particularly witness the beautiful

contrivance of a wise Providence in so carefully defending from external violence parts so delicate

and important

their use a completely

appropriating to

and

in their nature,

The

separate apartment.

advantage of a roomy chest, therefore, for the unrestrained play of
these vital organs,

which

on

are so continually called

must

have the well-inclined shoulder,

obliquity will be the extent of

with speed,

its

its

action.

being well placed

is

for

in

all,

we

proportion

to

its

'The scapula has

the shoulders.

We

little to

principally desirable

properly to support the fore parts, and that there

acts of

to

Above

extreme exertion, cannot be too strongly insisted on.

may

do

in order

be freedom

in

see horses with upright badly constructed shoul-

ders (though often with lofty action) always falling; while another

with a well-placed scapula, though perhaps he
rarely

falls,

himself.

his well-constructed shoulder

Provided the scapula

loaded shoulder, that

is,

point; that shoulder only

is

may

occasionally trip,

enabling him to recover

properly placed, what

is

to be objected to

which

is

called a

is

one heavily clothed with muscle,

is

a good

thick from

its

upright position, the muscles thereby losing their mechanical leverlike

power; and

if full

and fleshy, they serve only to encumber and

render the fore quarters heavy.

—
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have two good ends when his hind quarters bear

a degree of excellence in proportion to his fore quarters, and the one

should not be too good for the other; for
be too well formed behind,
portion

an

may
pro-

of the throwing

in

of the haunch, and be
it is

propelled

lash of the hind legs.

The hocks
length in the

are said

remarkable

to

when

be near the ground

there

great

is

the bone that extends from the patella or

tibia,

The

joint to the hock.
is

way

support and catch the weight of the body when

to

by the

in

the shoulder were not so constructed as to be enabled to

if

get speedily out of the

ready

possible that he

a perfect conformation of hock and hind quarter would be

;

evil,

it is

and shoulder are not

his scapula

if

in the

cannot be too long.

tibia

stifle

which

length,

Its

hare and greyhound, allows of greater extent of

The hock joint itself is particomposed of six bones, the most

muscle and consequently of action.
cularly

be observed

to

is

it

;

material of which, so far as progression

concerned,

is

the os calcis, and which forms the point of the hock.

is

that called

If this

not long and projecting, forming thereby a wide hock,

we

bone be
shall in

vain expect extraordinary action in the hind legs.

The

excellence of the radius or fore-arm depends on the length or

projection backwards of the

olecranon,

bone, called the

triceps extensor brachii

;

ulna or elbow.
inserted

is

the

name of which

sufficiently points out its

In proportion also to the extent of this

use.

of the fore-arm, for
origin from

os calcis

The knee

it.

os trapezium,
is in

some of

is

Into the point of this

the powerful muscle called

bone

will be the breadth

the extensor muscles of the leg take their

is

made up of

eight bones, one of which, the

as important in the composition

On

that of the hock.

of this joint as the

the degree of projection in this

bone depends the perfection and beauty of the knee.

It is

placed at

the external and posterior parts of the knee joint, and acts solely as a
lever for the insertion and flexor muscle and annular ligament, and

bears no

more weight than

a spur affixed

causes a knee to be lathy and

horse whose knee

is

flat,

to a

man's

This

heel.

the reverse of the coarse bred cart-

round and thick.

V. S.

New

York, Avg. 28, 1837.

—

Horses. The fall in the price of horses has been very great. Spans
(pairs) which last year would have brought $5C0 or $600, will not now
command more than half the money. One superb span, for which early
in the spring $1,000

was

offered,

have been recently sold

for $500.

$50

to

$125 each, being rather

in the case of fancy spans.

better,

Jour.

when compared

Com.

with

The

is

from

last year,

than

range of prices for single horses, on the calculation of useful wear,
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HORSE RACING.
Mh. Editor

The

Columbia, S. C. July

:

chariot races of the ancients

in view, except

seem

have had

to

8,

1837.

little

object

amusement, nor indeed has racing been considered or

practised as combining great utility with very interesting

amusement

where the object has been to improve
the useful qualities of the noble animal the horse, and to combine
including in the latter quality what is techfleetness with strength

any where but

in

England

;

;

nically called bottom, or the endurance of great exertion, long con-

These

tinued, without being exhausted.

qualities are given to the

individual animal by training; they are given to a breed of animals

by

Training consists in skilful

a proper selection of the parents.

feeding, skilful exercise, and scientific attention to the state of the

The

stomach, the bowels and the skin.

weight upon his muscles, and
ment.

many

less obstruction

who

Trainers of horses

have a great

object of training

is to

get

and fleshiness, so that the horse shall have less

rid of superfluous fat

muscular move-

to his

economy,
some

are ignorant of the animal

know
those who

nostrums, to produce, they

great and beneficial effect on the horse

;

not how,

are acquainted

with the medical and physiological principles of the animal economy,

have no nostrums, no

specifics,

and no

The

secrets.

to get rid of a needless quantity of fluid in the system,

quantity of

which produce, when exercise

fat,

The

Till this

is

obvious means are,

gotten rid of the horse
first, to

object is

much labourmuch frothing

violent,

is

ing of the lungs and an oppression of the breath, and
in sweating.

first

and a needless

is in

bad order.

exhibit, at intervals of about four

days, three doses of purging physic, that shall operate moderately, not
violently,

on the bowels.

For great

rience.

The

object

is

irritation of the

most people know by

great muscular debility, as

to carry

off"

bowels produces
their

own

expe-

superfluous matter gradually, and

not by over excitement to produce secretions and ejections of what
is

Having interposed

necessary to nutriment and to health.

for about

a fortnight alternate physic and moderate exercise, the system of feed-

ing begins.

The

principles are, to give,

horse can easily digest, and no more.

the tone of the stomach and of the lungs.
freely with an over loaded stomach.

food, and not watery

washy

so as to facilitate digestion

food.
;

first,

much

as

Too much

No

food as the

in quantity injures

animal can breathe

Second, to give hard and solid

But, that solid food must be broken

otherwise

it

irritates

bowels, without producing healthy nutriment.

the stomach

dry oats, and one-third bruised corn, would be good feed.

accompany
72

this

and

Perhaps two-thirds
Third, to

with regular exercise daily, and daily increasing, but
v.8
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The

without producing permanent languor and fatigue.

ought

to be precisely of the

same kind

as that

the final object and business of the horse.
exercise

the horse

till

is

which

is

exercise

meant

to

be

Fourth, to continue the

able to bear great exertion without exhibit-

ing any white or frothy sweat, and merely a moderate moisture on the

wrong or not

is

his blood be feverish,

exercise be

is to

in the training, is the skin of the horse.

his food be too

much

or too

skin will

if

much

too

attention therefore

little,

his

and

show

\

when pinched

ble and limber

:

nor

is

clean, nor

to

he

is

lies

closely

stairing,

nor unless the skin be mova-

nor

training complete while

is

to be kept in a cool

and airy

any

may be pushed.

stable,

scrupulously

be loaded with blankets on his body, no more

should be used than are necessary

to prevent the effects of too rapid

A man

of common sense as a groom,
remark what kind and what quantity of food and exercise is

cooling, and of currents of
will soon

curry-

a horse well trained,

is

white frothy sweat appears, however hard the animal
Sixth, the horse

If

his

Great

it.

feet, to

unless his skin and hair be bright and glossy, and the hair

and evenly on the skin without

if

constantly clean under the

it

the best perspirable order

in

or too scanty,

be paid to washing the legs and

ing and brushing the skin, so as to keep
hair,

which determines whether

Fifth, the great object of attention,

skin.

any thing

necessary to produce

air.

this desirable

lar exercise, increased as

his

appearance in a horse.

By

regu-

strength increases, and as custom will

enable him, the horse will, in about two or three months, acquire the

utmost degree of muscular strength and vigour that his frame will
allow

Horse racing, inducing the necessity of

of.

introduced

skilful training,

running, or for great exertion of muscular strength, in boxing,

&c.

Wholesome

mealy potatoes,
absence of

and the

all

has

these principles into the training of men, either for

all

in

lifting,

food, partly animal, partly farinaceous, rice

and

plenty, without over loading the stomach, the

stimulating liquors, the daily use of the bath, with soap

flesh brush, frequent

rubbing of the skin, regular exercise,

without exhaustion, but constantly increasing during

at least three

months, constitute the approved and common-sense system of training
a

man

tinued

to the
till

utmost of his muscular

his lungs play freely,

till

force.

All this

his muscles

move

must be conand till

freely,

he can use violent exertion with no more than a gentle moisture of

No

the body.

ardent spirits, not more than two glasses of Madeira

to his water at dinner,

no

ale or beer are necessary to

the

man

;

although about half a pint of ale or porter (not more) might be
allowed.

No

to a horse;

whiskey, no saffron

balls,

no stimulants

nor should the whip or spur be used

between the distancing post and the starting

to

post.

are necessary

a racer, except

This system of
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training a

man, furnishes the best cure

rheumatism yet known

upon and persevere

enter

for

in

it.

those

fail

who w ill
r

No accurate account of English

has been preserved earlier than Basto, in 1723.

and

dyspepsia, gout,

a cure that will never

;
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The

racers

foundation of

all

merit and bottom in the English racehorse has been due to the Darley

Whether

Arabian and the Godolphin Arabian.

an Arab horse, or a Barb, (from Barbary,)

is

this last

was actually

not clearly made out.

The Darley Arabian was purchased by Mr. Darley's brother at
Aleppo; he was raised at Palmyra.
From this horse descended
Flying Childers, and Mr. BartleWs Childers.
The former the
swiftest horse

till

known

then

Market course, 3 miles,

in

6 furlongs

England.

He

and 93 yards,

forty seconds.

And

138 yards,

seven minutes and thirty seconds.

in

New

ran over the
in six

over the Beacon course, 4 miles,

minutes and

1

furlong,

and

1772,

Mr.

In

Cotton's Firetail, ran a single mile in one minute and four seconds.*

He was

From

a colt of Flying Childers.

the Darley Arabian, Eclipse

He was remarkable for
two inches lower than his hind
quarters.
He continued as a racer seventeen months when having
walked over the course at New Market on 1 1 th October, 1770, he
quitted the turf because no horse in England could compete with him
although, as is said, he never was put to his full speed. He produced
as a stallion, 334 winning horses, and brought his owners £160,000,
descended, by a great grandson of the Arab.
his shoulders being from

one

to

;

;

exclusive of plates and cups.

1739.

About twenty years

purchased a horse used

was

He

died at the age of twenty-five, in

after the

at Paris

Darley Arabian, Lord Godolphin

as a cart-horse,

which afterwards

Godolphin Arabian, but which was generally considerHis value was not appreciated till his immediate
ed as a Barb.
From the Godolphin
descendant Lath established his character.
called the

Arabian, still more than from the Darley Arabian, the great improvement of English racehorses has proceeded. The Godolphin Arabian
died aged 28, at Lord Godolphin's seat in Cambridgeshire, in 1753.

A

great friendship had taken place between this horse and a cat, and

when

the horse died the cat refused her food and pined away.

From

Flying Childers descended Herod, and from Herod, Highflyer ; Flying Childers, who never was beaten, died in 1741, aged twenty-six.
Highflyer, a horse of great fame, died October 18th, 1793,

age of 19.
till

27.

broken

at the

Sir Peter Teazle, bred by Lord Derby, was never beaten

down by

over weight.

He

died August 10th, 1811, aged

Such are some of the most noted of the British

no decisive proof of any degeneracy
singular repute in
*

that country

Though

as yet.

But

steed.

There

is

as every horse of

can be traced as having in him the

historical believed to

be fabulous.

;
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blood either of the Darley Arabian or Lord GodolphirTs Barb, it
might be worth while to import from among the Arab or the Barbary
breeders, or both, a k\v horses of known character in their native
country.

Letters

Dear
In

Osbaldeston.

from a gentleman of North Carolina, now
the Editor of the Turf Register.

Sir

May

London,

:

common

the far famed

with thousands, yesterday saw

Epsom,

England,

in

me

to

25th, 1837.

on the road

to

was what is termed emphatically the Derby
day, the entries were numerous and of course the excitement great,
yet out of more than one hundred entries, only about fourteen came
to the post.
The manner in which races are managed at Epsom
enables one only to guess at the number of the horses when they
exceed more than four or five.
The horses were started near a mile off, and you see little of the
race but about the last 600 yards, when they are running directly
it

towards the stands, and a spectator can only be said
portion of the race which

happens

to

is

to

view that

immediately opposite the position he

occupy.

Some little account of my visit yesterday
of Epsom and an English race ground, and
read in the States)

may and

should save

all

will give
in

my

my

you some

opinion,

(if

idea

once

countrymen from the

impositions and disappointments incident to that day and place.

Took my
shillings

seat in a coach the night previous, that

and hid

my name booked

is

for an inside seat

paid twenty-five
after getting

;

my

money, the man charged me to be punctual at the hour of ten, as I
should lose my seat and money too, and he neither knew nor
practised refunding.

Some minutes within

the time,

I

took

my

seat

but then, as he wanted some more outside passengers, he detained us

near an hour by virtue of his
the

Thames on

We

office.

then put

off,

the Westminster bridge at a fair pace,

towards Epsom, making occasional halts

at

and passing

made our way

such places as held out a

The throng and crowd increased
course, and as we neared the Downs

chance of increasing our top load.
every step, as
there were

we approached

two unbroken

the

lines

of carriages near a mile long,

clouds of dust for the benefit of outsiders and those

uncovered carriages.
to

wear

veils.

They

This induced many dandies of
are a sort of thing produced

labours of the tailors and barbers, that

is

and

who rode in
a new species

by the united

they are cloth, hair, whiskers

;

and mustaches
I
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;

there

if

did not perceive

is

aught else to

know

or distinguish them by,

myself, or hear others allude tQ

it

it.

two American gentlemen went by the same
It
Alighting
coach, and as countrymen we soon became acquainted.
near half a mile from the grand stand, we made our way on foot
so happened

that

through a row of

flight of stone steps,

ascending a broad

tickets of admission

a few yards farther

who seemed

men, and wagons,

carts, horses,

a bar,

to be selling tickets,

the course.

were foreign nobles, we
lords and ladies.

a

entrance

man

selling

and behind another man of office,
and on inquiry we learned they were

privilege tickets, which admitted a

Almacks of

to the
to

paid seven shillings, or about $1.75;

we

here

;

we met

we came

man among

the nobility, a sort of

cost only a sovereign, and so, as

These

we

each bought one of these, and took our stand

The

among

carriages of the nobility

entrance in regular succession, and

all

drew up

to the

found their places wiihout

confusion.

The

ladies

among

the higher classes were dressed with great taste

and neatness, and I looked with pleasure on their fine faces excited
with the scene around them, and beaming with intelligence and
virtue.
At that moment I felt proud that this was the land of my
fathers.

of the nobility and statesmen were also on the terrace, but as

Many

known

a stranger, few were

me; among them were

to

evidently

men

of polished manners, and they were well though plainly dressed ; it
was fair to infer they relied on something besides their tailor for the

rank they held.
dandizettes.

With them

These

last are

distinguish themselves

there

not yet

was a sprinkling of dandies and
full

grown, but promise

by mustaches, or any other foolery

be the fashion in their day.

On

in

time to

that

may

each side the grand stand, there are

booths with stands and seats above, and gambling or eating rooms
below ; while all around were carriages, horse and footmen. It was

were 100,000 on the ground, I think there was viewed
from the roof of the grand stand, it was indeed a noble sight.
At half-past two the bell rang, the constables commenced clearing
the course, and the labours of ninety or a hundred policemen effected
said there

this in

;

The

about twenty minutes.

was done near a mile off

rung

bell again

— at the same time,

a rush to the chains along the line of the course,

and mass along each

Downs,
the hills

side,

near half a mile.

to saddle,

this

thousands on foot made

A

making a

gun now

solid line

fired

on the

and the horsemen sweeping across
marked the progress of the race. When they came in view of
told the horses

the stand, there

were

off,

seemed a long

dresses scampering down a lane

string of
;

horsemen in parti-coloured
it was impossible to

but until near
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with us give interest

to

mark those
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incidents or changes

which

business— Phosphorus
beat Caravan half a length, a small lot near them and the balance dead
beat and miserably tailed off.
The crowd closed in behind as the
horses came down, and as it was almost impossible to get near them as
they came up to weigh, I saw not one of the horses but as they passed

me

close

So ended my first and last view of the Derby. I may
have seen almost nothing of the race, and as I knew not

in the race.

be said

to

one of the horses,

felt

racing that facilitates

and direct the betting

no

interest

in

them.

This

is

a system of

much the labours of those who pull the wires
much of which is done long before the day of

—

running, and the fate of the favourites

day

before,

when

is irrevocably fixed, at least the
speculations are continued at the stand among those

who

are simple enough to bet in the dark; it is true an outside horse
sometimes wins as in the present, but in that case he does not affect

the bookmen, who lay out their money only on sure ground, or horses
made safe. This system applies only to the great events, such as the
Derby and Doncaster but for the cups and purses, when entries are
made at the time, there is seldom room to operate.
The other races on the Derby day were short half-mile races, and
;

I

I thought my time and money both
and returned to London determined to attend to

did not even look at them.

wasted for that day

;

my business, and see no more races in
my way to see one. You will get the

England,

at least

not go out of

details in the papers.

Yours,

Dear

Sir

Since

D.

London, June 3rd, 1837.

:

my

last,

have attended two sales

and saw
about one hundred horses offered or sold each day— hunters, hacks,
and blood stock. These may be considered a fair sample, as all who
wish to purchase good horses for the field, the road, or the turf,
I

at Tattersall's,

attend.

Many

of the hunters were the finest specimens of the English
as the present style of hunting requires that a hunter
;

blood horse

should unite pace with stoutness, and judging by appearance, few
were less than thoroughbred. They sold high, that is from four
to

hundred dollars and except a Newmarket or Derby horse,
higher and more readily than others. Many of them were
mares

fifteen

;

sell

of the finest blood, deemed not quite fast enough for the present
fashionable colt stakes, and turned into the hunting stud
until the

worse

for

wear and then sold as breeders

;

and

I

may

say that some

Vol.

8.

have yet seen, have been hunters
wise, as they have blood, strength, and action.
of the best

I

;

nor can

it

be other-

one sort of horse that is often offered at TattersalPs, and
spider made,
it is a sort of horse dandy, high bred,
be had low

There

may
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is

;

long legged, and utterly worthless, unless to carry some biped of the
same species, who differs from him only in the number of his legs,
but equally useful, and but for the last, the first would seem to have

been made in vain.

now the fashion here among the wealthy, who alone can afford
hunters, to patronize the Barbs and Arabians, as producing
breed
to
stocks of game and strength, to master high weight and a long day;
It is

that is

when

a union of speed, game,

and strength

indispensable,

is

not
they still find the eastern blood valuable; yet as this cross does

produce Newmarket or Derby horses, such horses stand low. I have
advertised
seen two Barbs and two Arabians since my arrival, they are

low

common mares to get much
this is a common remark

and are said on

to get hunters,

finer stock than the

English thoroughbreds

;

have had no means of judging. If
those who have good stock may
correct, then this is the conclusion
who wish to improve their
those
but
breed from English stallions,

made every day, but of its

truth

I

:

stock, should raise from Barbs and Arabians.
this,

but such

Among

is

the universal opinion here

the king's mares

is

Mind,

among

an old gray Arabian

I

do not assert

all classes.
;

she

is

truly a fine

Old
animal, and if Johnson could see her, she would remind him of
more
the
and
sight,
first
at
Reality's dam, the resemblance struck me
Vanity.
as she had at her foot a bay filly, by the Colonel, much like
age,
same
the
of
England
in
any
as
mare
this
have
soon
as
I would
in

form and blood-like appearance she has no superior, and
it is my intention to have a shy at that filly.

at the

next

king's sale

saw Mr. Thornhill yesterday, and in speaking of Emilius, he said
a man would be safe in offering any price, as no money would be an
inducement to sell he had a pride in thinking he had the finest
I

;

stallion in England, and that feeling was beyond all price.
Mr. Batson, owner of Plenipo, says that if he had more of his
stock than he wants, he may one day sell him for a long price, but

that

is

a distant day, so far off that

in

is

now

useless to speak of

it.

considered the best horse that has been

sportsmen here he is
England since Eclipse; but

By most

it

how

they can compare their horses,

seems to me almost impossible, with any thing like certainty.
run irregular distances, or if they run one or two miles, they

They
start at

one place and conclude the race at another. As yet I have seen no
course an exact mile or two miles, but of every shape and in all sorts
of fractions of miles.

^

4
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no more races during my stay here. Their mode
of
racing and the shape of their courses do
away to me all enjoyment
shall see

I

in the races, and add
always the best horse,

stances on the

The system

to

which the horse arranged

to win is not
say their writers, and some circum-

at least so

Derby day induce me
of racing here

to believe so.

one which exposes gentlemen of

is

fortune to the greatest impositions, while the

immense sums staked

on the great events, hold out such strong temptations
to grooms and
jockeys, that, like statesmen, few can withstand
them.
If a groom and his jockey can
make twenty thousand dollars
certain, by the losing of his horse,
and has only a chance of getting
guineas by his winning,

fifty

This

always the case

is

On

cup.

these races

I

all

for the

must agree they are sorely tempted.

Derby, Oaks,

would not

risk

one

St.

Goodwood

Leger, or

dollar, unless permitted

name

to

eyes,

I

after the horses ran through, and
then if I could trust my
should only be on a footing with those in the
secret before the

race.

Capt. Stockton,

the king's sale.

I

hear, is

They

now

shipping some yearlings, bought at

are of the

most fashionable blood, of great

and the finest condition ; but they have been
raised like hothouse plants, and in my opinion it will be of
no ultimate advantage.
size,

now

the fashion to buy at the king's sale, and
one is sure to
per cent, more there for colts of equal blood or
value ; but
there are few equal to them in appearance,
of the same age, but many
of equal blood and form.
It is

pay

fifty

Mr. Stockton has one

filly

the best looking filly I ever

must

race, if she can

It is

my

hope

from Posthuma, that

saw— large,

is

in

my

handsome, blood

opinion

like,

and

go the distance.

be in Baltimore early in August, and after my
be able to digest for you the observations
suggested by a view of the Turf and breeding
studs during my visit
nere *
Truly yours,
return

home,

I

to

shall

D.

Mr. Editor:
I

do not remember

have seen announced the death of Henry, full
He died my property, on the 27th of
September, 183G, of grubs, at Portsmouth,
Va. while in the care of Mr.
John White, of Jackson, Rockingham co.
N. C.
Balie Peyton.
to

brother to Monsieur Tonson.

P S;~ Sale of a Brood Mare.— B. Peyton,
of Tennessee, sold
Magnolia and Ratler colt to R. S. Wooding
and J. R. Head, of Miss,
"

n/r

ior

$<_,(Jl(J.

T3

p
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ON THE RESPIRATION OF THE RACEHORSE.
By Samuel Annan, M. D.
That

0/ Baltimore.

the breathing of the thoroughbred horse

under the great muscular

lie

makes

not so laborious

is

running;

in

or, as

it is

that he has better wind, or is longer-winded,

commonly expressed,
than the scrub or

effort

common

horse,

is

a fact familiar to all

paid the least attention to the subject.
into the cause or causes of this

;

I

who have

propose, briefly to inquire

which, as

far as

know, has not

1

hitherto been attempted.

Every one must have noticed the thinness and delicacy of the skin
and also the great magnitude of the superficial

of the racehorse;
veins, as seen

when

the animal

is

heated by

The

fast going.

veins

of the skin are to be seen in great number, and of extraordinary size;
and evidently contain a much larger quantity of blood, than under
other circumstances in the same horse

or than can be held by the

;

comparatively small veins of the draft or

common

Now,

horse.

has been proved by numerous experiments, performed upon
cold blooded animals, such as frogs, by Spallanzani,

it

man and

Cruikshanks,

Abernethy, Edwards, Jurine, and others, that one of the chief functions of the skin is to decarbonize the blood ; and thus assist the
lungs in converting venous into arterial blood, by separating and

throwing off a certain portion of carbon.

One

of the most striking

The venous

blood

being dark or purple; and the arterial, bright red or vermilion.

We

features of this change is the alteration of colour.

by these analogies, in inferring that corresponding changes are effected by the skin of the horse; and that this
change is in proportion to the quantity of blood which circulates

are therefore justified,

through the vessels of the skin.
It

must also be remarked,

subjected

to

so great

that the veins of the skin, not

pressure as those

which take

their

between and through the substance of the muscles, the blood

move along towards
lungs, with as much

Two

will not

the centre of the circulation, viz. the heart
rapidity,

advantages result from

the skin to be acted

when
this.

upon by the

the animal

The
air

blood

is

is

and

in violent action.

longer detained in

and decarbonized

quantity which passes through the heart and lungs,
is

being
course

in a

and the

;

given time

diminished.

Every individual who has had occasion

to

run

fast,

must remember

the feeling of stricture, and fulness, and oppression, about the chest

which was produced; and from which he endeavoured
73

v.8

to

relieve
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by frequent and deep

himself,
stituting

laborious

and expirations

inspirations

The

respiration.
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con-

;

sensation of stricture. &c.

is

by the blood being driven with augmented velocity and
momentum, by the great muscular effort, into the heart; which is thus
stimulated to contract more frequently, and with increased force, and
caused,

to

drive the blood into

ordinary circumstances

producing

;

the lungs with greater rapidity, than under

where

accumulates to a certain extent,

it

we have

the uneasy sensations to which

all

referred.

In

order to relieve ourselves from these distressing feelings, the inspira-

made more frequently and deeper

tions are

ways.

It assists

lungs into the

left

body

renews the

and

;

it

bonize this
respiration,

blood as

it

side of the heart, to be sent again all over the

with

air

quickness

sufficient

to

decar-

however rapid may be its passage. The laborious
or panting, is thus made out to be a voluntary effort, to
fluid,

from congestion or fulness, and

lungs

the

relieve

and this acts in two

;

very materially in propelling the blood through the

passes rapidly forwards in

From what

has been said above,

its

it is

purify the

to

course.

obvious; that in proportion to

the quantity of blood which passes through the heart, and

is

propelled

into the lungs, in a given time, will be the respiratory effort necessary
to relieve these organs
this fluid,

and

fit

from the sensation of fulness

from thence over the whole body.
horse the skin

is

But we have seen,

circulates

it

to the action of the air,

or decarbonization,

perform.

If

then

more slowly than

and

which

it is

is

its

that in these

;

in the deeper seated

detention in them,

and as

subjected

one of the chief

it is

offices of the

lungs to

true, that the veins of the skin of these

we must admit when we

the skin thus serves

is

undergoing the process of purification

are capable of containing so large a portion of blood as

if

and

thin and delicate, the superficial veins are large, and

and during the whole time of

veins,

to purify

that in the race-

are capable of containing a very great quantity of blood

cutaneous vessels

and

;

for its passage to the left side of the heart,

it

look

at their size

is

animals

supposed,

and number; and

not only as a kind of reservoir, where a con-

siderable portion of the blood

is

retarded in

its

progress to the heart

and lungs, so that a diminished quantity passes through these organs,
in a given time, but also performs the same function as the lungs, in

and preparing

circulate

over the general

purifying

this fluid

system,

follows, as a necessary consequence, that there

it

it

to

is

not so

great necessity for frequent and deep inspirations, and corresponding
expirations, or laborious respiration, or panting, as there

the skin was differently constituted.
small, and as
effort

it is

In proportion as

incapable of decarbonizing the blood,

required on the part of the heart and

would be

its

if

veins are

will be the

lungs, to keep

up

the

—

circulation and purification of this fluid

;

as to be called emphatically the vital fluid.
to

my
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mind several years ago

which

is

The

and were stated

;

so essential to

life,

above views occurred
to

one of the most

intelligent physicians of this city, in the year 1830.

CAROLINIAN, RATLER,

&c.

Oakland, near Columbia, Adair

Mr. Editor:

co.

May

Ky.

17, 1837.

number of your Register contains a communication over
the signature of 'Ky,' which is styled in the table of contents, 'Reply
In that communication, 'Ky' has done
to Col. E. M. Waggener.'
justice to the subject, and a service to the community, so far as the

The

April

pedigree of Moses and Rodolph

which

indulged from

I

is

concerned, by correcting an error
the time

at

belief,

I

The number

wrote.

containing the pedigree of Buford's Moses being not

at

hand,

I

was

induced to rely on recollection and present impression, which was

find

some

Least 'Ky' or

'Ky.'

Since then,

Arabian Selim sired Buford's Moses.

that Tayloe's

have re-examined and

my

error,

others

and so

may doubt

far stand corrected

Carolinian,

jr's.

I

by

pedigree

you for insertion, the evidences of
The name and character of my correshis having been thus bred.
pondent, together with those who vouch for the facts, will I presume,

as recorded,

I

herewith transmit

to

be highly satisfactory.

The

following

is

a copy of the Hon. R. A. Buckner's letter in rela-

tion to the pedigree of Carolinian

•Dear Sir

Cliffland,

:

Yours of

the 19th instant

to state the pedigree of

&c.
Col.

You

was received,

in

January 20th, 1S37.

which you request me

your horse Carolinian, and my opinion of him,
was bred by my brother

are in error in supposing that he

Thornton Buckner, who

owned

:

his

My

lately died in Missouri.

dam, (Charlotte,) and

I

purchased her

at the

brother

sale of his

property in Virginia.

There

is

not, in

world than he

is.

my

opinion, a horse of

His

sire

more pure blood in the
was the celebrated horse Carolinian, one

most distinguished sons of the famous horse Sir Jlrchy.
Charlotte was my property when put to Carolinian, in Fauquier
county, in the state of Virginia. For his, old Carolinian's, pedigree
and performances, see Turf Register. The sire of Charlotte was the
of

the

noted Arabian Selim.

General Abercrombie rode him

at the battle

of

Aboukir. on the Nile, and whilst on him received a mortal shot.
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England and thence imported to the United States,
Mr. John Tayloe, of Mount Airy. Mr. Tayloe is a
man of immense wealth, and of the highest respectability there is,
carried to

and belonged

to

:

man

perhaps, not a
horses, to

whom

in the

Union,

name

his

who

has turned his attention to fine

not familiar.

is

He

considered Selim as

the finest Arabian that was ever in America, as his advertisement con-

cerning him shews

not find

— which

I

have seen, and

may now

Charlotte's dam was Dianna.
The following
Lynaugh H. Fitzhugh's certificate concerning her

This

have, but can-

it.

is

to certify, that the sorrel

mare Dianna,

sold to

got by Kegulus.

is

a copy of Mr.

:

Mr. Aaron Grigsby, was

Her dam by the imported Mexican her grandam by Lindsey's Arabian, out of Mr. Fitzhugh's (of Chatham) mare Dianna. She was got by
Col. Baylor's imported Fearnought, out of an imported mare, the dam of the
noted Apollo.
Lynaugh H. Fitzhugh.

The

;

following

copy of the

a

is

concerning Regulus, the
I

do

certify, that the

bred by

me —that

dam was

got

by

was

The

Mr. Grymes, was

the imported horse Ranger, (an Arabian) and his

old Regulus, out of a full bred Fearnought mare.

—March

William Fitzhugh.

24th, 1795.

hugh

Mr. William Fitzhugh,

sorrel horse Regulus, the property of

his sire

my

certificate of

of Dianna:

sire

following

is

a copy of another certificate of Mr. L. H. Fitz-

:

I do certify that the above pedigrees were extracted from my father's books.
September 20th, 1S09.
Lynaugh H. Fitzhugh.

The

following

is

a copy of the certificate of Mr. R. Foote,

Selim the year he got Charlotte
Sept. 20th, 1809
sorrel

—

mare Dianna

I

to

who

kept

:

do hereby certify that Doctor George Fitzhugh put his
John Tayloe's Arabian horse Selim, the last year.

R. Foote.

The

my

following

brother, Col.

is

Turner Morehead, of

the certificate of Col.

T. Buckner, purchased Charlotte

whom

:

I do hereby certify, that the sorrel filly this day sold by me to Col. Thornton
Buckner, was got by Col. Tayloe's Arabian horse Selim, and came out of Dianna,

whose pedigree is
I

certified on the opposite side of this paper. I further certify that
purchased her of Mr. Aaron Grigsby, by the side of her dam, which is the same

mare alluded

May

1st,

Then

to

by Mr. Foote

in his certificate,

on the opposite side of this paper.

Turner Morehead.

1S10.

follows Mr. A. Grisby's certificate, that in the year 1809 he

—

Dianna and her colt Charlotte to Col. T. Morehead which you
With Mr. A. Grigsby, Mr. R. Foote, and Col.
can see if you desire it.
Morehead I was acquainted they were gentlemen of unblemished
Col. Morehead was the father-in-law of Mr. Aylitte
characters.
Buckner, of the firm of Buckner & Churchill, of Hart county, Kensold

:

—
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tucky he died in Barren county. William Fitzhugh, of Chatham,
and Lynaugh H. Fitzhugh, I knew by character only. No gentlemen
were of higher standing the former was as well known in Virginia
:

:

John Tayloe— was a man of great wealth, and a noted breeder of
Between his family and mine there was a connection,
fine horses.
and I hesitate not to say that the most implicit reliance may be placed
as

in his

and Lynaugh H. Fitzhugh's

have hazarded nothing

I

is

superior

to

in

certificates.

apparent then, that

It is

saying that no horse in England or America

yours in the purity of his blood and the celebrity of his

ancestry.
I

have a

sister of

your horse Carolinian, and from her have two

Waxey colts, one a horse, and the
you may well suppose, highly.
owned Carolinian I
son Richard, who sold him

Whilst

my

called

I

horse Tychicus, run of

late

other a

to

I

estimate them, as

him Aboukir, and gave him

The

Hezekiah Price.

to

celebrated

years in Virginia, and other parts of the

United States, by Mr. Tayloe, (son of
is

filly.

Air. J.

Tayloe of Mount Airy,)
you will see by

a near descendant of the Arabian horse Selim, as

examination of the Turf Register.
I
1

shall be pleased to hear that

believe that he will

state.

you do well with Carolinian, because

make a fine cross with the running stock
Very respectfully, yours, &c.

of this

Rich'd A. Buckneu.'

Thus

it

may

be truly said, that

in

point of blood and celebrity of

ancestry, but few horses on this or any other continent can claim a

'co?mn-ship' with Carolinian,
trained.

High

jr.

He never raced, nor was he ever
made on his produce which

calculations, however, are

are very fine.

And now
thereon.

for

Ratler— Burksville

Ratler, very unlike

k

course,

and

his

expression, a second of time, nor an inch of ground.

may
may

not have

many

performance

Ky,' has never borrowed an idea, an

paces, nevertheless

Although time

men have many moods.

'Ky'

not have been in the best to receive the account of Ratler's runs
l
Ky' advises a re-examinaover the Burksville course and elsewhere.
'scrutiny,'
tion of the facts, and if all things are found right after
Ratler need not fear to meet
of 'horse flesh.'

I

Bascombe or Rodolph, or any

assure 'Ky' the facts were

all

tiling

examined

made

at the

They have since been re-examined
made his runs.
and certified by the judges chosen at the time. Mr. G. Bowman, one
of the judges, is a member of the Burksville jockey club and president
thereof.
D. Trabuejr. is likewise a member; none who know them
time

Ratler

will doubt their

statement, which

is

thus

:

;
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'Burksville, April 28th, 1837.

Bowman

'We, Granville
judges of the

as

last,

horse Ratler, on the

against time

the Burksville

That on Tuesday the

six or eight inches deep

made

his runs in

state

first

—That

precisely one measured mile around

is

the centre of the track, measured
chain.

by Col.

and being called on by said Waggener

:

race course

having acted

3th and 17th days of

under which he run:

also the circumstances

as

]

time to give a statement of the time he

at this

jr.

over the Burksville course,

races ran

Edmund M. Waggener's
December

and Daniel Trabue,

first

on the

by the county surveyor with

snow was

day's run, the
field

;

his

lying full

the weather continuing cold,

On Monday, day
snow was cleared off the track with a
drag made for the purpose. On Tuesday there were two patent gold
lever, and one silver second time watches regulated by Mr. Granville
Bowman's clock, for the purpose of timing by. Ratler was taken
remained so covered throughout the week.

it

before Ratler's

to the post

run, the

first

on each day

near twelve

panied by the timers

in the evening, as the

We

o'clock.

ground kept froze

Mr. D. Trabue holding one of the gold watches

;

on each day.

The

was one minute

fifty-five

time reported, on the

and half seconds.

day, one mile out,

first

The

time on the last day,

Saturday the 17th, two miles out, was four minutes and
seconds; Ratler running the

The

fifty-eight seconds.

first

track

day, on account of the thaws.
in each run.

his

two

minutes

make

He was

miles, as
fifty-six

it in.

it

until

took our stations in the stand accom-

thirteen

mile of the two, in one minute and

was muddy and very heavy on each
Ratler stove out several of his plates

ordered to be drawn up in the last quarter of

was perceived he could not close

it

three

in

seconds, that being the time he stood engaged to

He was

six years old and carried eighty-four pounds.'

Granville Bowman,
Daniel Trabue, Jr'

The

foregoing statement,

I

presume, will be satisfactory.

I will

again add, that Ratler in each run came out worse than Barefoot, his
plates having given
his feet.

I

number of

way by

breaking and spreading out from under

could avail myself of the certificate of the plater, and a

deem it unnecessary from what
Added to all this the wind was
so much so, the boy could scarcely live

spectators to this effect, but

—

has been certified by the judges.
brief,

cold,

and piercing

upon the horse.

It

;

must of course have greatly

affected the horse.

In consequence of the order of the track, the stoving of plates, &c.

he could not hold his ground at every
blunders

—very near

falling several times

stride,

on the

and made several
last

round of two
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ordered to be taken up as stated by the judges, and
runs in the
loped out at a moderate pace. In my account of these
track was
the
idea
the
convey
to
mean
not
did
February number, I

He was

miles.

Such an interpretation
covered with snow six or eight inches deep.
legitimate
to the expression or the sentence, upon any
or writer
reader
English
mode of construction; nor by any other good
cannot be given

poetic readers
of the English language, save and except 'Ky' and other
it as it is written
take
would
himself
Shakspeare
of the present day.

and as

it

The field

means.

deep with mud.

covered with

like

'Ky,'

many

snow— the

legislators

track heavy and

residing

north

of

Kentucky river, seem to look, not only on Burksville, but on all our
and rivers and race courses, south of Green river, as being in
villages

'a corner,'

This opinion has had

and 'out of the way.'

its

growth

borne any
too long, especially in the legislature of our state, to be
legislators must
and
writers
readers
poetic
racers
Horse
longer.

—

—

and extend their vision— wipe off the jaundiced
will have them
scales of prejudice that infest their eyes— or they
to make a visit
'Ky'
invite
I would respectfully
taken off by others.
take a look
inhabitants—
its
with
to Burksville— become acquainted
survey
may
he
which
of
stand
or
circle
the
upon
their race course,

sooner or

later enlarge

at

adorned
and contemplate with delight the beauties of the landscape,
choice
her
with
with nature's richest productions, and embellished
poets—
nor
racers
horse
with
varieties; a neat little village filled, not
one of whose
but with gentlemen and ladies— boys and girls, every
countenance

a costume of politeness,

is

and their deportment a con-

which he may gaze with emotions
whose waves roll by
of transport on the bold majestic Cumberland,
and 'cities,' and
'villages'
in silence and in grandeur, wafting to other

solation to the stranger.

Added

countries and climes, the

mighty resources.

O

as for the racehorse.

to

rich and

unbounded productions of her

what place— what a spot for the poet as well
Surely some sublime genius, like 'Shakspeare,'
a

redeem it
a visit to this 'corner' and snatch and
would
'Ky'
wish
I
with a master's hand, from its present obscurity.
can
such
but
none
come and bring a few of his best. I assure him
fall,
next
turf
the
on
Ratler
I design putting
get around first there.
owners, will run him at Burksvdle,
if I can obtain the consent of his

will ere long

if at all.

make

It is

there

I

wish

to see the best

horses collect

;

and

if

'Ky'

I may agree that Kentucky
will ride down, notwithstanding he and
I think I can satisfy him that
racing,
horse
at
world
the
can beat
turn round and almost beat
Ratler can beat Kentucky— and then

himsel f

Edmund M. Waggener.
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TAMING WILD HORSES— AGAIN
Mr. Editor

Mound Farm,

:

!

Clinton Co. (III.) June 10, 1837.

In your March number, at page 316, you have made some
remarks
on an article of mine on the subject which is at the head of this com-

munication, calculated to inspire doubts as to the truth of my statements, although you vouch for the respectability of my character.
Your correspondent <G.' in the same' number, also seems to question
their accuracy, and not only those of mine, but also those
of previous
correspondents on the same interesting subject.
A desire is also
expressed, both by yourself and him, that pains should be taken
to

obtain the secret

by which Mount was enabled

a time, that most vicious animal.
the magazine,

have been

I

to

to

conquer, in so short

Since the receipt of that

Kaskaskia,

my

number of

former residence and

made more particular inquiries into the case reported to you, and of
which I was an eye witness, and have held conversations with those

who

are in possession of the secret.

of

and further assure

it,

me

They

all

concur

in

my

account

that they are in the constant habit of using

means with which Mount operated, and have never failed of sucno matter how devilish the horses were. / am also in possession of the secret, and can teach any man acquainted with
horses to
subdue and render tractable the most ungovernable in one or two
hours. About tliis there is no mistake.
By the same means, the most
the

cess,

baulky horse can be made to pull as true as the best dray horse
in
your city, and oxen can be broke to the yoke, and to pull without
flinching, in an hour or more.

Some

further facts in relation to 'the roan' on

rated at Kaskaskia

were given

to

me,

in

substance

which Mount opethus— that the next

day, in taking him from the wagon, the

driver went behind his legs,
unhitched the traces, gave him a kick, and he trotted off to the stable
like an old stage horse
and further, when he left town 'roan' was
;

turned loose and trotted after the wagon, never offering to
run away,
and this, a horse raised in the woods, and but for a few hours
under
the dominion of
lity,

but

man

!

All this,

I

admit;

is

a severe draft

upon creduwhole

as true that control has been given to us over the
brute creation.
I

it is

have ascertained to

have no injurious

effects

my

perfect satisfaction, that the

whatever on the

spirits of the

his disposition they operate like a charm, and

the person

A

who

gentleman

seem

means used

horse— upon

to attach

him

to

administers them.

who

has practised the art assured

for his little sister, a wild Point horse,

and

in

me

that he caught,

one week had so com-
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him that she rode him every where with the most
That the means used, properly administered, will
produce the effecls spoken of, there is no more doubt than that you
have an existence.
Sigma.
pletely gentled

perfect

safety.

REMARKS BY THE EDITOR OF THE TURF REGISTER.

The

becomes more and more
by various persons are so strange,
so 'out of the usual course of things,' that 'Sigma' himself need not wonder that many people continue to doubt, though they are affirmed to by persubject of the above article from 'Sigma'

interesting every day.

The

facts stated

The

sons ever so respectable.

facts asserted by 'Sigma'

respectable gentlemen, are neither

more nor

versally believed to be impossibilities.

If

less

and various other

than what are almost uni-

we were

to assert that

we

could

take a wild vicious horse, and in one hour so completely change his disposition and habits as to render

him

docile and tractable, so that he can be

ridden by any person or driven in a carriage, there are few people in the

world that would believe us ; and yet this is simply the very fact asserted
by 'Sigma,' and which we now candidly believe can be done.
did

We

shadow of doubt on the statement of 'Sigma,' nor do
*G.' did.
Our object, and 'G's' also, was merely to

not intend to cast a

we

believe that

express our surprise that so wonderful a performance had been found
within the sphere of the power of man.
know the character of
'Sigma' too well to doubt what he asserted as a fact within his own

We

knowledge.

The
that he

editor of the
is

too late a

Turf Register has now the pleasure of announcing
it has, however, been acquired at

in possession of the secret;

day

for a trial before the present

not at liberty at present to publish

it,

number goes

nor communicate

to press.
it

He

to others,

is

but

have been made of it, to obtain permission
Not having tried the experiment we cannot speak
practically of its results; but we are led to believe, from recollections of
analogous things and circumstances, that not only horses may be ren-

hopes, after a
for

its

fair trial shall

publication.

dered docile, but many, if not all other animals may be domesticated and
tamed, or stripped of their wild ferocious propensities by the application of
this singular practice.
would remark to 'G.' and several others who
have suggested what they supposed was the secret, that nothing mentioned by any of them forms any part of it.
There is no stopping the
ears with wool, nor applying the affluvium from the arm pits to the nose

We

of the horse, nor severe flagellation, nothing of the kind nor any thing like

them
will

in 'the secret.'

make a

By

the

way, we must invent a name

noise in the world yet.

74

v.8

for

it

— for

it
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THEOBALD'S STUD.
Mr. Editor

A

visit

London, June

:

yesterday to Mr. Theobald's would seem

notice in the Register, as the

man and

20th, 1837.

some

claim

to

both characters

his horses are

in your way.
Mr. Theobald resides at Stockwell, about two miles
from Westminster bridge, and has twenty acres of land in that

suburban

with a handsome

village,

extensive stables, and

house,

divided into lots with low iron railings, this

what he calls his
This gentleman
came to London many years since to sell a few stockings, and in his
business he has become rich, and what is not unusual with an
is

country residence, and here he keeps his horses.

He

Englishman, his person has grown with his purse.
think,

what

termed a 'welter weight,' twenty stone

is

is, I

should

he

at least,

is

about six feet high, with a strong, sensible, and somewhat pleasant

much

but his great weight seems too

face,

for his legs

and

feet; thus,

while standing, he has an almost constant rolling motion, resting one

and then the other
dener,

is

his conduct

His groom, Gar-

foot, not unlike the elephant.

a civil, sensible, and

I

have no doubt trustworthy

man

;

this

and appearance bespeaks him, and the good sense and

high character of Mr. Theobald would not suffer one of a different
sort

imposed on him.

Mr. Theobald has long indulged his

taste for fine

horses, and has

time eight stallions in his stud, and several brood mares and

at this

young

He

things of the best blood.

says, but price

myself

visited

will not induce

him

his establishment,

some account of him,

his place,

breeds for sale, so at least he
a favourite.

to sell

and

this

is

Mr. B. and

intended to give you

and his houses.

His stables are

all

of brick, and of the very best construction, and the horses' rooms are,

what

not

is

common

in

England, well ventilated and airy.

I

will

you some account of each horse in the order they were shown us
by Mr. Gardener. First we saw Caccia Piattti, by Whisker, dam by
Walton this is just such a horse as would suit us in America, he is
give

;

short in the leg, lengthy yet strong

of the best horses in the kingdom.

was

his play.

He

— he won
Game

ten races, beating

some

or bottom, at high weights

ran on well and lost but few races, until he was

—

he was then pented some years, as he
was master of high weight, and had no superior for a long day and
over bad ground yet, after all his hard races and long days he came
sold and got into bad hands

—

into the stud with

sound legs and a fine constitution. But this horse
he is not patronized by those
in the South

does not suit the breeders

who

breed for

—

Epsom and New Market.

Cydnus was

next, a light

—
AND SPORTING MAGAZINE.
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dam

chestnut, by Quiz,

Persepolis

—

looking horse, of pretty action, but

this
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handsome

a fashionable,

is

deficient in his middle piece,

is

—

horse, with as few faults in

and too short he does but little. Near
a strong, handsome, serviceable looking
his form as any horse I have yet seen, by

Whalebone, dam Fair Ellen

;

his ribs are both too small

him stands The Exquisite,

a winner, but

it is

orders to do so

received

he ran but few races, and was not once
won the Leger if his rider had

said he could have
;

his form, his blood,

justify his getting winners, but he

breed for the

is

and his action would

yet his owner refused last season a high price for

turf,

the French government.

him from

Tanare, by Cathon,

dam

the Leger in quick time, he

by

Henrietta,
is

Solomon,

Sir

altogether he

;

this

won

horse

a brown, of great size, about sixteen

hands, not very heavy, of good general form, and

limbs

who

not patronized by those

uncommonly

fine

a fine horse that has but moderate patronage.

is

is Laurel, also a brown, somewhat darker, and
most richly dappled. He was a good runner, is about sixteen hands
high, in his loin and back resembles his half brother Tranby, now in
the United States, but is not so fine in the head and neck, in them he
shows the Blacklock, both are coarse he stands forward on his fore

In the adjoining stall

—

—

and seems somewhat stilty by Blacklock.
Then comes the pride and boast of Stockwell, Camel, as the
sire of Touchstone and Caravan, now considered two of the finest
legs,

horses

buy

No

England.

in

Camel

horse.

this

price a
is

man

senses would give could

in his

a black, his hind

feet white, a large

horse

every sense of the word, high, large, and muscular, yet not long in
though not as handsome as some horses in the forehead, yet
the leg

in

—

his head

is

light

He

and neck good.

is

particularly fine in his limbs,

the junction of his back and hinder leg

and so perfectly correct,

made him throw out

now

in

first

left to

He

season.

is

is

both strong and beautiful,

would have been almost impossible

a curb. Altogether

England, his blood

Rockingham was
his

it

he

is

among

to

have

the best stallions

by Whalebone, dam by Selim.

first rate,

conclude the stud,

this is a

young hor3e,

of fashionable blood, and his recent racing has

given him such a reputation as to induce his owner to stand him at
twenty guineas ; for a first season this is high. He is a brown horse,
large and

handsome, with good shoulders, and

thighs, strong in the back and loin, but for

carcase; this

they have fine

with

is

a

common

size,

fault

with

many

fine

light in the

of the English horses

strong backs,and these give them stride and speed

the capacity to carry weight, but will not enable

at least

long muscular

me somewhat

they would endure better

if

them

to repeat,

they had more belloics room; and
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here, once for

me

all, let

assert that

never yet saw a good stallion

I

but with a good middle piece, and in this
observations both here and

in
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America.

I am confirmed by my own
Rockingham, by Humphrey

dam Medora, by Swordsman.
Phenomenon, (a trotter,) I did not view, as I could see better at
home.
These seven thoroughbreds are all in one yard, a bad plan, in my
Clinker,

opinion.

when

man

impossible

It is

many

so

come the wrong
some back cross.

You
to

which

colour,

and select such as

the horses should be well patronized

same

and may sometimes subject a
a colt should chance to

lot,

when

of playing false,

to the suspicion

certain

all

stand on the

when they

often happens,

take after

enable; breeders to compare several fine horses,

It

may

suit

them

blood and form, but

in

I

am

quite

does not promote the interest of the stud, however.

it

will see that

prefer Camel, then Caccia Piatti, as best suited

I

our style of racing, where we require both game and speed.

D.

Yours,

SPORTING ITEMS.
Mr. Editor

Balesville, (Jrk.)

:

The Luzboroughs

a pretty transaction of

bound

to tell.

June

18th, 1837.

Picton made
and Luzborough was

are clearing the platter this spring.
it,

— the

of Isabella

blood

Henry A. Wise must

have been off, at least I judge so
That Lady Clifden is a

from his race over the 'Kendall course.'
colts

it

—

—

5m. 45s., 5m. 53s. beats 'shot out of a shot gun.' Priam's
seems are doing the nice thing in England they will have to

screamer

—

re-ship him.

Rodolph
some do

I

Glencoe
think much

is

destined to

of,

though

I

do

much

for

icestem stock.

do not admire him

to that

—

extent

—

he is certainly a fine horse.
have fine prospects for good racing here this fall there is an inside
stake the three mile day (this fall) over our course of $2,000 a side, half
forfeit, between Tuntstall and Noland's Chorline, by Pacific, dam by
Grey Tail, 4 years old, and Lofford's Sir William, aged. Uncas will
probably be trained, and make a fling for the laurels that once decked his
brow, and which were slightly withered by his defeat at Barkmour he
Metamora, the property of Major Elias Rector,
is a 'good un' to go.
he is promising, and cut off
will do something for the blood of Lafayette
mile heats last year in the right way. Bill Gordon is a caution, and if

We

;

—

—

he comes to the scratch
they do say is all horse

fine as silk,

engines.

Independence

accidents

we

shall

have

we

shall see sights.

and then there

;

is

a

Leviathan

will be here to let out a

lots

Little Stock,
that works two

few new

links.

Barring

of fun.

Truly yours,

N. of Arkansas.
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GAME

IN WISCONSIN.

(From the Wisconsin

The

season

is

Territorial Gazette, July 2d

)

hand when sportsmen may take

close at

The woodcock

guns.
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now

are

prime order, and may be

in

to

their

'•bagged''

without any infringement upon the 'game laws,** or the imputation of

The young

'poaching.'

grown, and

pheasants and prairie hens are also well

The

in fine condition.

kindness of friends enables us to

speak from experience, having been recently favoured with a few

Deer

brace from their well stored lags.

They may

Indians leave us.

we

proximo, and several days since

first

will

become abundant

could not conscientiously

refuse a part of a fine saddle of venison presented us

proved delicious, though,
'secundum

formam

sportsman's tongue,

in

—

by a friend it
was not killed
and regulations

Partridges, pigeons, and turkeys are very

Bear and

plenty, and will soon be 'fair game.'

may

it

statutif or, according to the 'rules

of this here thociety.'

hence,

also be found.

We

elk,

some

distance

could make the mouths water of some

of our eastern epicurean friends by a bare enumeration of the

good things

we

and fowl line with which

in the fish

we

so mischievously disposed, but

will

no further offend

prairie hen, of which

we beg

way

in that

are

one,

is

we

too amiable for that, and

if

to

know

but

little,

no

but which

not the chief of our delicacies,

and will balance their canvass backs and their oysters.
is

many

are blessed, were

than by telling them a word of our

we suppose them

leave to assure them

hen, then,

as the

be regarded as fully in season from the

The

less a distinguished bird than the pinnated

prairie

grouse or

heath hen, some few of which are found on Long Island, some part of

New

Jersey, and the north-eastern part of Pennsylvania, and which

command in the New York
They are nearly the size of a

are so highly esteemed that they readily

market from $3 50

common

to

$5 per

barn fowl, and in the

are found in large flocks.

become excessively
Their habits are

fat,

In

brace.
fall

do not

different in

of the year

become gregarious, and

summer they go
fly far

some

or

fast,

to the prairie.

They

and are easily bagged.

respects from the northern bird of

same kind, and in consequence there is a difference in the colour of
the meat and its flavour, but they are certainly no less delicious on
Come here this fall, bring your gun along, and your
that account.
the

pointer,

if

you have one, and

we'll

show you how

to

do up the

prairie

hen.

—

Game Laws. How often do we meet with such sneers as the above
'game laws!' Do the writers not know that, but for game laws in
England, there would long since have been no game in that country? and
*

at

—
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want of game laws

that, for

country,

kinds of

all

game

in the

whole of the thickly

are rapily disappearing 7
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settled part of

our

Plentifully as the

Wisconsin are now supplied with game, there are
hunting hutterflies who will live to see the day when they
are all apt to look
will not be able lo bag a prairie hen even there.
prairies

and

urchins

now

forests of

We

upon laws that are calculated to restrain us in heedless wastefulness, as
evils whereas they are intended and ought to be looked upon as blessings..
All the game alluded to above, as now plentiful in Wisconsin, were once
equally plentiful in all our Atlantic states, and would have remained so
We do not
to this day had there been wholesome game laws in force.
;

desire

laws that authorize one

another;

class of citizens to take

game and

prohibit

— such, although they form a part of the game laws of England,

are not the

game laws we want

but

;

we want

laws that will effectually

game 'out of
breeding and rearing their young,

prohibit the taking and even the molestation of any kind of
season,' that

is,

when

and when they are

in

birds, &.c. are

bad condition.

efficient force heretofore,

we

should

If we had had such laws in full and
now have abundance of all kinds of

game. But it would appear that we cannot have such laws, and further
more, even if we could, that they would have no effect. Our people have
so long been without restraint in this respect, they would not now submit
Let our western brethren, however, take warning in time, and
to it.

game laws, or they will, ere long, find that even their great
and extensive forests may be exhausted of their game, and that
they will have to go still farther west if they expect to get prairie hens for
Ed. Turf Reg.
the shooting of them.

adopt

efficient

prairies

SNIPE SHOOTING
Mr. Editor

ON SPESUTIA ISLAND.
Baltimore, August 17, 1837.

:

If you know of any sportsmen that wish to prove their bottom
and mettle, I can recommend them to Spesutia Island, as most admirably calculated for the purpose in the snipe shooting season,

and the sportsman that can hold out his day there in the marshes,
will thereby incontestibly prove that lie has both bottom and mettle,
and may safely be put down as an adept in the 'science.' But to the
rickety or indolent sportsman.

I

would give them the son of

Sirach's

advice, 'not to try the things that are too hard for them, or that which
shooting there would
is above their strength,' for to the latter the

prove a blank, from the fatigue of getting through deep marshes. Yet
on the 29th of March last, 1 went up to the above island, and fortunately had for

my company

four good sportsmen, viz. Major Wm. P.
H. and Mr. II. of Boston, men not lobe

Mr. Thomas J.Mr. Henry
Snipe we found scarce on the
foiled by marshes, wind, or weather.
previous to our
island, no doubt owing to a few days cold weather
We got there thirty-five snipe, and on our return at Bush,
going up.

—
AND SPORTING MAGAZINE.
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we

got seventeen more

—

total

fifty-two.

fellows and a most excellent caterer,

Mr.

when he

J. is

is

good

the soul of

along you never need

The gun

any point near zero.

fear of being entertained at
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he has a dozen of them)

that he

used

do not consider

upon

this

a

one for small game, being nearly an inch calibre and sufficiently
Sportsmen who use such large guns ought

fair

excursion

(I believe

I

large for spring ducks.

indicted by the

to be

A

feathered tribe.

gun

the only

32-inch barrel

is

but the

it is

latter,

'adepts'

in the

science, as murderers of the

five-eight calibre or thereabouts, with a 28, 30, or
that should be used

upon small game,

will not, like the former, sprinkle her shot

true,

over half an acre of ground at a single discharge, and thereby supersede the necessity of
fox-hunters 'skirting,'

all

science.

when

I

believe

it is

improper advantages, which vicious practice

And

by the huntsman.

1

is

immediately checked

is

quite as odious as 'skirting,' and

'Helvetius' says that ambition begets genius,

and a desire of becoming illustrious creates talents; and
Mr.

J.

in the field,

possessing these requisites in a very great degree,

that he will

make

Being young

in the science,

a first-rate shot, from his zeal

snipe-shooting season, as

you

my

in

bag, d

—

I

predict

and perseverance.

at times as it were involuntarily casts
which are always to be met with in the
much as to say, 'I would not mind having

he

his eyes towards the robins,

a few of

by

think the practice of using duck guns in

disguise, or razeed, for small game,

should be put down.

technically called

a dog cuts loose from the pack and takes

—

— n you

;'

but they never should be shot in

same bag, they are like vermin on a
Mr. J. has lately purchased
one of Manton & Son's highest finished guns, and from appearance,
I would say equal if not superior to any gun in the state, as to size

company with
lion's crest

snipe

in

the

and should be shook out.

and appearance every thing a sportsman could desire

for small

game.

Cost $350 with an extra pair of barrels.
Mr. Henry H.

how
good ham
well

is

persevering and industrious, and like Mr.

to provide for a sporting journey.

The

J.

knows

abjuration of a

he is excellent
will never make any part of his religion
company, and one who thinks a hearty laugh with his company by a
good fire, after a hard day's shooting, no breach of his baptismal vow.

He

is

fond of the

;

field sports,

and

if

he continues

so, will

soon

rival

saw him bring down his bird in fine style; but
hallowed to his companion Mr. H. of Boston, with most stentorian
voice, to run up, swearing at the same time that he had only cut it
clown.
I was at the moment somewhat at a loss for his meaning
but found he was under the fear, that his shot was not of that
decisive or fatal kind 'as mercy when it goes to kill ;' and in that
case he wanted Mr. H. to make sure of it, but there was no necessity
the best shots.

I
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second shot. Mr. II. of Boston carried his gun with that ease
and confidence which marks the experienced sportsman and every
movement indicated his confidence in the science. He brought down
for a

fastidious pride or apprehensive

any

his birds in fine style, without

delicacy of soiled clothes or muskrat holes; though on one occasion

course of the day's shooting,

in the
it

covered with water by the high
within a few yards of

give

it

to

it,

me

exclusively was incumbent on
his nerves

always

and

him

which was rather unsportsmanme to do that which

;

W. P.
home when

at

him

to

perform

of

;

he, however, braced

My

bird.

some years intimacy together

there, being long tried

What

B.

and

friend

in the fields,

and approved of by

good sportsmen.

N.

marsh

observed that he would

and muscles and secured his

companion, Major
is

at fault,

the

in

fell

knees, which brought

to his

it

it

and when he had approached

at his bird,

would go and get

if I

snipe,

suppose the value of a bird would tempt

like, to

up

tide,

he sunk up

and looking wistfully

to a halt,

all

thought him somewhat

I

was when he had brought down a

J.

small

I call

game

is

snipe,

woodcock,

partridges, rail,

ortline:.

Mr. Editor

Might

how

it

I

Charleston, June 25th, 1837.

:

inquire from you, through one of your interesting numbers,

happens that

in this

country, as far as

I

have seen, in racing

which to me seems strange, as in my native
country we always went to the right.
We are making rapid strides, in this my adopted state, to have the
first blood, the tip-top horses that England can produce, and with such
they run

to the

left,

men and means

as

a very few years

we

Wade Hampton,

many Bascombes,

with

going ahead well

Richardsons, Singletons, &c. in

accommodate our northern friends
This, my favourite amusement, is indeed

will be able to
&.c.

in this state,

and lame specie payments.

notwithstanding tight

money markets

As yet we have nothing

better than the

old Bertrands.

Will you excuse the liberty I have taken with you in thus addressing
you without introduction, and believe me yours respectfully,
M.

[The only reason we can give why,

in this country,

while in Great Britain ihey run to the right,
other things, our countrymen do not choose

European brethren.

why we

is,

to

we

run

to the left,

some

that in this, as in

follow the lead of their

Our correspondent might with equal reason ask

uniformly run on circular courses of exact miles

long and repeating heats, &c. thus enabling sportsmen

;

why we

to see the

run

whole

race while in England they run on straight, triangular, and all sorts of
shaped courses of all sorts of distances, except long ones. En. Turf
Reg.]
;

—
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TERRE HAUTE TURF CLUB.
Mr. Editor

An

May

Terre Haute, Indiana,

:

1,

1837.

association of individuals has been formed in this place, for the

improvement of the breed of horses, entitled 'The Terre Haute Central
Turf Club,' and its members have elected the usual number of officers for the more faithful and successful prosecution of its objects.
They are all gentlemen of good standing, in whose integrity and fairness the public here have the utmost confidence

-

,

and

it is

the design

not only of themselves, but the citizens generally, that turf matters
here shall assume a footing of respectability equal to the claims of
those of

more established

We

reputation.

have the

by

lose

a

natural

finest

track on earth, and with the improvements contemplated,

comparison with any west of the mountains.

it

will not

It is

situated

just one mile from town, on the beautiful Fort Harrison prairie, a vast
plain, as level as

your

office floor,

the sports of the turf.

Indeed,

and on a

Atlantic brethren in this particular

—and equal,

neighbours

at least,

lack the material, however

soil peculiarly

know we have

I

— are

superior to our

with our younger

— the

one

adapted to

the advantage of our

Kentucky

We

sister, Illinois.

thing needful

—

make our

to

racers come quite up to the renown of your Virginia, Maryland, and
Though deficient, we are not altogether without
Kentucky nags.

good stock, and especially we are

far

from lacking the

spirit,

which,

you know, is one of the essentials necessary to lead to improvement. The Wabash valley, though she has no Rodolphs, nor Bas-

as

combes, nor Post Boys, can boast of a few very good horses, such
Haserac, by Kosciusko;

as

Truxton, by Cook's

by

Sir

Harry

;

Whip

;

Blood- and- Turf, by John Richards;

Sir William, by Sir William

Kentuckian, by Kosciusko

;

;

Childers,

and Master Burton, by

some other horses of minor note. These horses
made good seasons for a year or two past, and there are few,
if any, which have not come up to the expectations of the enterprising
gentlemen who introduced them into the country.
The citizens
begin to take a pride in good horses, and I hazard nothing in saying
Bertrand, besides

have

that

all

many

of our eastern and southern breeders, (not forgetting our
to their advantage to introduce

some

of their fine stock into this new, rich, and improving country.

No

Kentucky

friends,)

good horse

would

find

it

that ever ran over our

Wabash courses has been

to leave the country, if

he could be purchased

This speaks something

for the spirit of

We

shall have

commencing on

fall

at a

our turfmen

permitted

reasonable figure.
at least.

races over the 'Central Course" at Terre Haute,

the second

1

Wednesday

of October, and though

we

shall not be able to promise very large purses, they shall he rrspecta-

75

v.S

;
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There

two hundred dollar purses

are

days, and one hundred each for the two

amounting

in

all

to

[Sept. 1837.

for the first

last, will

and second

be given no doubt

The

nearly one thousand dollars.

rules

and

regulations of the 'Central,' at Baltimore, have been adopted by our
club, and they will be enforced with scrupulous exactness.

D.

Yours, &c.

BLOODED STOCK IN THE WEST.
Mr. Editor

Illinois,

:

July 12th, 1837.

worth something ill the state of
Mr. John Frost, of the county of Green, in that state, has
sold the one-half of his fine horse Laplander, by Flagellator, dam
by American Eclipse, to Major William H. Edgar, of Fayette, Howard
Bits of blood are beginning to be

Illinois.

county, Missouri, for $2,000, after making by him this season the neat

sum

The

of $2,000.

horse

is to

be trained, and probably will be one

of the contending horses for the purses in that section of the country

The same gentleman

this fall.
ville, St.

has also sold to a company at Belle-

Clair county, Illinois, his horse Enterprise, six years old, by

John Richards, dam by Don Quixotte, he by Marshal Duroc,
grandam by imported Expedition, for $3,000 and two mares to the
same company, for $300, one by Flagellator, dam by Paragon, seven
the other, Betsey Baker, five years old, with a filly by her
years old
said mare was by
side, by Jerseyman, full brother to Laplander
;

;

;

Tally Ho,

dam by

First Consul.

THE GREAT DORSEY STAKES
This was one of the most interesting races ever run in the United
Nearly every celebrated family or strain was represented in
States.
Among those that
the entries, as will be seen on reference to the list.
Henry A. Wise,
started were the winners of four sweepstakes, to wit
:

$300 Hare's Fylde colt,
winner at New Market, Va. 29 entries, $100; Robertson's Luzborough colt, winner at Tree Hill, 15 entries, $1,000 and Heth's Grey
Beard filly, received forfeit at the Washington D. C. course, 6 entries,
$500. Picton, the winner of the Dorsey stakes, therefore, beat or
received forfeit from the winners of fifty-six entries, besides the Dorwinner

at the

Kendall course,

6 entries,

;

;

sey stakes, in which he also beat or received
entries,

no allowance being made

and seventeen.
is

We know

objected to by many, but

for deaths,

that this
it

mode

forfeit

making

from sixty-one

in all

one hundred

of calculating performances

seems no more than

fair to

allow a horse
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seems nothing

it

but

a

inference that a horse can beat the horses that have been beaten

by a horse that he has beat.

Then

again, the entries

in

Dorsey stakes were

the

forty-eight of

the get of native stallions, and fourteen of the get of imported stal-

Of

lions.*

these get of native stallions seven started, a fraction

all

over one seventh of the entries of native get

;

of the get of imported

stallions four started, a fraction less than one-third of the entries of

In the first heat, two of the get of native stallions
were distanced, and three of the get of imported stallions were placed

the imported get.

In the

1, 2, 3.

distanced, one

second heat, four of the get of native stallions were

was placed

were again placed

get were again placed

I,

and three of the get of imported stallions

4,

In the

], 2, 3.

2, 3,

heat, three of the

third

and one native get

In the

4.

was but one foreign get distanced, (an imported

there

there were six of the native get distanced.

imported

whole race

colt,)

while

In the last heat, but

one

of the get of native stallions started, while there were four of the get

of imported stallions.

This analysis of the race
and

it

remains

to

is

of course only applicable to mile heats,

be seen whether the get of the imported and native

stallions will bear the

same comparison

in

long distances.

S.

CHEATS AT PLAY DETECTED.
[The following graphic description of the
for,

and

is

tricks of

no doubt particularly applicable

to

gamblers was drawn

European

latitudes;

it is,

however, not altogether out of place even in this country, and we therefore give it a place in our pages, as a salutary beacon.
copy as Ave
find it in the English New Sporting Magazine.]

We

Country jaunts are often planned
introduce a
as

if

little

for

no other purpose than

to

'chicken hazard' after dinner; and which others join

by mere accident, although the whole has been

settled purposely

for whom the leaders to the
snare, profess the warmest friendship and attachment. The wine,
generally circulated with much vivacity, is seasoned by mirth and

some young

fleece

to

friend or two,

entertaining conversation

;

and,

when

the

play

is

introduced, the

novices are generally allowed to win at the beginning, which, together

with additional wine, generally encourages them

sums, soon
race, for

*

to

play for larger

discover that their luck and their wits are running a

which they, the abandoned

One of

stallion.

to

these

was an imported

colt,

parties,

have become mere

start-

and therefore not the get of an imported
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made upon them

wound up

in the

scenes

parties,

sums

games lost,
and where

as for bets, or

not the smallest recollection

honour,' 'satisfaction,' 'pistols across the

;

table,'

of 'insulted

nay 'blunderbusses

where the poor astonished dupes presumed

cases

what had taken place

declare their utter ignorance of

time

where

wound up with angry declamations

are

a saw-pit,' in

cited,

the play,) had claims for large

morning following,

of which the losers had

such

number could be

Indeed, cases out of

inebriety had

(after

(Sept. 1837.

in

to

given

after a

not unfrequently thereupon to be catechised, additionally, by

:

some of those
you

affable, placid,

;

at the

breach of decorum, the outrage that has been offered

cocted parties

shocked'
to high

whom

and soft-spoken gentlemen, and

among the dramatis personae of such conand who rather freely express themselves 'quite

generally

will find

gentlemanly feeling, and by mere novices

who, on the contrary, ought

panions, and grateful for the forbearance they had
thus to pronounce

all

fashionable

in

to be thankful for being admitted as

life,

com-

experienced. Sic.

manner of impertinence, shielded from

resent-

ment by mildness assumed, and by grey hairs. I will now give you
a somewhat similar case of my own experiencing.
Some gentlemen of this description invited a young friend of mine
and myself
very

to

pass the evening with one of them,

fashionable

Half-guinea

hotel.

whist was

who

lodged at a

proposed

;

and,

although neither of us had seen more than twenty-two years, and
although

my

friend and

myself were partners, playing too against per-

sons greatly exceeding us
the winners of several

age and

in

rubbers

!

skill,

we rose

to an early

with one or the other at every laugh, seasoned our meal

which

supper

Hilarity and joking, with
;

wine

during

was given and accepted between two of the seniors,
backgammon, for some champagne, and which the loser
immediately ordered to be brought in.
When the dice were about to
be put by with the backgammon board, one of the party exclaimed,
'Stop
what say you, shall we have a little chicken hazard ?' Some
were for it, some pretended to be against it; and while the debate
was going on, my young friend, and whose purse was known to be
a challenge

as to a hit at

!

than

stronger

guineas

:

all

mine,

already, and

joined him.

I

would look on for a little while,
of which I pretended ignorance,
observation,

if

?ce//-founded.
far

in

hand,

sported

his

to play also, but replied that

I

and

to

instruct myself in the game,

in

order to ascertain, by concealed

which had arisen in my mind, were
The wine circulated freely, my young friend was very

certain suspicions,

when the thought struck me to make
much overcome with wine, as it would prevent

gone, myself only elated,

belief of being very

my

dice-box

was urged

being feared as an observer

:

it

answered

!

for the

most barefaced

!

Vol.

8.
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my

which caused

tricks followed,

friend to lose

all

upon, and scarcely aware of what he did, began

and largely.

had

I

tion to listen to

wound

up, for

my

table, to

appear-

but using this decep-

what was going on; but the playing scene was soon
poor, and in reality drunken friend, soon after fell

my

futile

was being

friend

no purpose, but

to settle their

head of

there-

;

play on credit,

arms on the

fast asleep,

money

his
to

attempts to rouse him, the confede-

so they proved, ordered bed-rooms to be got ready for us

and whilst
to

my

head on

Having made

off his chair.
rates, for

me

my

laid

man completely drunk, and

ance a

5l3

'profit

carried to his, very

after

;

shaking

pronounce me 'dead drunk,' they proceeded

to

accounts with mercantile precision, deducting, under the

and

the whist losses, and the expense of the sup-

loss,'

per,

nay even of the very champagne, from

and

after scolding

sian captain,' as

1

some

for

many

used to be called by

how much should be charged

how much

to

their united

plying us, and particularly 'the

gigantic companions, too fast, and with too

play, and

ill,

me

to

my

my

as

friend

of

my

winnings
little

;

Prus-

gay and mostly

much wine, they

settled

share of losses at pretended

thereupon actually, and by the

;

who should undertake to collect from, and, if
either of us that might demur owing the money,

cast of the dice, to settle

necessary, to call out,
or refuse payment

many

Passing

!

coarse and unprincipled jokes

over these honourable arrangements, they disagreed as
lar

game

rable loser

how

rest

which

at

it

should be insisted

to the particu-

had been rather a conside-

and when one of them somewhat earnestly reminded the

;

necessary

in so important a

it

was

that they should not contradict each other

myself just then rising from the

particular,

addressed them nearly in these words
spare you

I

all

this

trouble,

:

—'Gentlemen,

by declaring,

that,

I

feel

table,

bound

I

to

with the exception of

never
have not played with any of you ! next, that
and lastly, and most seriously, that I
will play with any of you
will not submit to he played with by any of you ! However, and
whist,

I

I

—

before
the

I

take

money

table

;)

'and

my

leave of you,

I

so unaccountably

I
I

trust that

example, by refunding

to

can apprise him

feel in

won

you

will

my

friend

at

honour bound
whist,'

to return

(throwing

have the prudence

to

it

you

on the

follow

what you have won of him

;

my
the

you have been so good as to furGood night,
was followed by a confused
gentlemen! pleasant dreams to you
bustle on their part, and by a rapid departure on mine, which some,
more persuasively than rudely, sought however to prevent. When 1

amount
nish

me

I

of,

since

with that particular with even your own lips

!

!'

saw

my

friend the next day, he told

had been returned
ber of the party,

me

that the

whole of his

money

him whilst at breakfast, and by the senior memthe same who had given the entertainment, and for
to

—

—
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Ihe express purpose, as he assured him, to practise a joke

'two young friends
giving us a

which

I

little

;'

but more particularly

fright

still

on account of our losses

had overheard was only a sort of episode

adopted, because they were perfectly aware that

for

and that

;

will

I

to the original plot

our future welfare, we allowed

now

tell

by

the part

1

this Zelucco-like

version of defeated villany to pass as sterling coin, since

our own.

his

was neither tipsey
Whatever we thought of all this

nor asleep, but slyly listening.
generous anxiety

upon

to cure us of play,

you how other young men

we had saved

lost the

benefit

which they might have derived from these Mentors of this very party
(at one time men of fashion, but since but too well-known in the
annals of gaming,) two were shot in duels arising from play transac:

tions,

one hung himself, and the

were detected, and every where

rest

proclaimed as chasse, for being cheats

at

play, and

ruffians,

clinched their robberies by bullying their dupes into payment.

de Berengerh Helps and Hints hoio

to

who

Baron

preserve Life and Property.

WOODCOCK SHOOTING.
Mr. Editor

Baltimore, June 20th, 1837.

:

With my friend and school-mate, (of years gone by,) W. B. S. 1 left
town on the 6th inst. for Black Oak swamp, for the purpose of
woodcock shooting, arrived on the ground between eight and nine
1

o'clock,

off hunting at

left

one o'clock, with thirty-seven woodcock

a pretty good half day's work, to be done within fourteen miles of the
citv,

where we have such a number of gunners who destroy these

birds in great

numbers

in their setting

months of March and

time that the true sportsman would as soon think of committing

ceny as

to

shoot or disturb them.

There was a

fine

April, a
lar-

written agreement

commence shooting
woodcock before the 10th of June, yet I am creditably informed that
some of those who signed the agreement began to destroy the young
birds early in May.
Of such would say that they are destitute of
the combination of faculties necessary to make true sportsmen, and 1
would as soon attempt to humanize a wolf by a moral maxim as to
get such men to stand by a moral obligation.
In a former communication I remarked that my friend S. had suffered the rust to grow on
entered into the latter part of last winter, not to

I

him, from too close an application

to business,

and too long an absence

more visits there he
would again feel the ferment of a sportsman's blood within his veins,
which prediction has come to pass much to my pleasure and satisfaction.
For in partaking of a day's shooting, in addition to well broke
dogs, an agreeable companion, or in other words, the company of a
from the

field,

and predicted that

after

a few
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is always desirable
and I have often wondered how
our gentlemen here, instead of occasionally partaking of the sports of
;

the field, can reconcile

to themselves, for the

it

sake of accumulating

more dollars and cents, to be confined so closely to their counting rooms and offices, where the air has lost so much of its vital
a few

principles as not to be fully able to decarbonize their blood, or excite
their nervous

and muscular systems.

And such

recluses

the world a sickly offspirng, the very rudiments of
tainted with

For a man

disease.

in

send into

whose existence

moderate circumstances

to

is

say

that he cannot spare a day occasionally, for the purposes of relaxation
from business, he might as well tell me he could not take time to
die.

J.

A MARE'S TWINS— HORSE AND MULE.
[The following interesting fact was communicated by General Thomas
Emory, of Maryland, to the Farmer's Register. We, at present, recollect no previous instance of a mare producing both a mule and a colt
There are several well authenticated cases of women
at the same time.
producing both white and mulatto children at the same time.]
Near Salem, N.

hereby

I

twin colts

certify that

have a mare, which,

I

— one of which was

a

mule and

this

J.

living,

6,

1837.

the other a horse colt, both

having attained, before parturition, the ordinary size.
still

June

spring, produced

The mule

is

and the colt died without getting up, having been strangled

by the cawl, or sack, from which the colt was not able to extricate
The mule is brown of the ordinary appearance. The colt
was a fine sorrel, with blaze face and white feet. This circumstance
is regarded in this neighbourhood as one of a very singular character
in natural history, and was seen after the death of the colt by several
itself.

persons, to wit

The mare
next

to

:

my

ran in

son Joseph and Chales Slade.

my

stable yard,

to

by herself; and

foal,

it

was

impossible that the colt could have been brought into the

yard by any other means than by the mare which foaled the mule.
It

was known

last spring,

that

soon

jack, that a two-year-old colt of

mare; and as a further proof

my

after the

mare was served by the

son's got to and served the

that this colt

was the

fruit

same

of this act of

was of the same colour, and marked with white in
as the supposed sire.
Jonathan Bjlderback.
Tho. Emory, Robt. C. Johnson.

coition, the colt

the

same manner

Teste

:

Salem, June 10, 1837.
I

my

hereby certify that Jonathan Bilderback

neighbourhood, and that

credit as a

man

of veracity.

I

believe

him

is

a respectable farmer in
to

be fully entitled to

Rob't G. Johnson.

—

;
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BLOODED STOCK AND JOCKEY CLUB.
Mr. Editor:

The

blood stock

is

increasing very rapidly in this sec-

Several gentlemen of our district have

tion.

and
day

Unionville, (S. C.) April 2Qth, 1837.

spirit for rising

foals
tell.

now

thoroughbred mares,

from Rowton, Truffle, Bertrand, and Eclipse, which may some
As socn as I can procure the pedigrees of such stock I will

transmit them to you.

Our Club was formed

last fall,

William
Col. Z. V.

and the following

officers elected

:

Sims, Sr. President.

Hemdon,

First Vice-President.

B. Hooker, Second Vice-President.

R.

McBeth,

Treasurer.

Dawkins, Corresponding
Gage, Recording Secretary.

Col. T. N.

R.

I.

Secretary.

The track is located near the village, and though not a level one,
one on which good lime can be made. Weights
2 years, a feather
3 years, 86 lbs. 4 years, 100 lbs. 5 years, 110 lbs. 6 years, 118 lbs.
and aged, 124 lbs. allowance of 3 lbs. to mares and geldings.
R. I. G.
:

—

Sir

—

—

St. Louis,

:

is

—
—

June

12, 1837.

In No. 8, vol. 8, of the Turf Register, under the head 'Racing Calendar,' is
published an account of the races over the 'St. Louis Course,' which came off on
As the report alluded to contains several errors and
the 12th October, 1S36.
misstatements, calculated to mislead the public, as well as to detract from the
merits of some of the horses engaged in the race, I beg leave to send the following statement, which I beg you will give a place in your valuable journal.
The first day's race was correctly stated, as to time and entries. In the
remarks, however, which follow, it is not true, as stated, that there were 'many
as there were but two horses which started for the
fine horses on the course,'
Henry Archy had been but six or seven weeks from New
purse, in training.
Jersey, and it was conceded by every candid person who saw him, that he was
in no condition to run, there not having been sufficient time to put him in
running order.

—

The third day should have been stated thus two mile heats, purse $200
entrance $20, added to the purse.
Bennett B. Uzzell's (James Bissell's) ch. f. Molly Long, three years
1
1
old, by Tom Fletcher, dam by Janus,
John Calvert's ch. c. Franklin, three years old, by Bertrand, dam by Florizel,
not placed.
John Frost's b. f. Olivia, four years old, by Seagull, not placed.
:

—

Time, 4m. 14s. 4m. 15s.
Molly Long was dropped and raised in this county, and is regarded, by good
judges, one of the most promising nags ever produced in the state of Missouri.

The remarks of your correspondent relative to the course, are very illiberal and
The location is good, and the site beautiful. The shape
unjust, if not untrue.
is an oblong, the straight sides about six hundred yards each, making near two
hundred and fifty yards circle on each turn ; and has been said, by many of the
most experienced turfites and trainers, not to be inferior to any other in the
west. There is no point on the course from which horses cannot be seen the
whole distance round.
This communication should have been made in justice to those concerned,
many months since, nevertheless, I have to request you will give it a place, and
Your obedient servant,
Benjamin Ames,
oblige
Scc'ry St. Louis Association for imp. breed of horses in

M^
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RACING CALENDAR.
Union Course

(L.

Races.

/.)

spring meeting over the Union Course, was
accidently mislaid, and hence omitted in our last number.]
First spring meeting commenced on Tuesday, May 2, 1S37.

[The following

report of the

first

two mile heats.
Tarquin, four years old, by Henry, out of
Ostrich, by Eclipse, out of Post Boy's dam,
John C. Stevens' ch. c. Dosoris, four years old, by Henry, out of
jtlrst

day, purse $300,

Wm.

Gibbons'

br. c.

-

1

2

1

-312
dam

Goliah's dam,
Alexander L. Botts' ch. h. Veto, five years old, by Gohanna,
2 3 ex.
by Tom Tough,
D. W. Jones' b. m. Itasca, five years old, by Eclipse, out of Betsey
ex.
Ransom,
W. Livingston's gr. c. April Fool, four years old, by Barefoot, out
dis.
of Betsey Ransom,
H. Wilkes' ch. c. Duncan, four years old, by Henry, out of Saluda,

dam

------

of Dr. Syntax,

Time, 3m. 50s

-

-44

--

the

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

dis.

-

—3m. 55s. —3m. 53s.

The races this meeting run under the new rule for the division of purses, and
excluding a horse not winning first or second heat from starting for a third and
giving horse second in the first heat a portion of the purse an excluded horse,
not a distanced one. Of the purse of $300,
$109 09
Tarquin received for winning first heat,
81 815
third heat,
do.
for
Also
81 81J
Dosoris received for winning second heat,
27 27£
Veto received as second in first heat,
Sams day, sweepstakes, three year olds, mile heats, entrance $300, $100 forfeit; eighteen subscribers.
A. P ."Hamlin's b. c. by Andrew, out of Ostrich, the dam of Tarquin, 1 1
John C. Stevens' ch. c. by Henry, out of Janette, sister to Sir Charles, 4 2
7 3
R. L. Stevens' b. f. Ellen Tree, by Henry, out of Betsey Ransom,
4
S. Laird's ch. f. Betsey Andrew, by Andrew, out of Farmer's Damsel, 2
mare,
of
Pacolet
3 dis.
out
a
Andrew,
J. S. Snedecor's ch. c. by
dis.
5
Eleanor,
of
Lovell,
out
by
Wm. Jones' b. c.
6 dis.
R. F. Stockton's ch. c. Somerset, by Sir Charles, out of Powancey,
Time, lm. 54s. lm. 55s. Sweepstakes run under the old rule.

—

—

...
...

—

—

------

Second day, purse $500, three mile heats.
Gerard H. Coster's ch. h. Cadmus, six years old, by Eclipse, dam
Die Vernon. E. PearsalPs ch. h. Reindeer, six years old, by Henry, dam Sports2

mistress,

Robert L. Stevens' ch.

LallaRookh,
Time, 5m. 56s.

c.

Tom

Moore, four years

old,

-

—5m.

Cadmus

58s.

— Of

this

received,
first

-

dis.

purse under the rule.

-

Reindeer, as second

2

by Eclipse, dam

-

heat,

...
-

-

.

-

$454 54
45 46

Third day, purse $1,000, four mile heats.
S. Laird's b. h.

-------

Mingo, by Eclipse, dam by Ratler,
f. Fanny Wyatt, four years old, by

J. C. Stevens' ch.
by Sir Hal,

—Three

-

Sir Charles,

3

1

dam
dis.

year olds, 90lbs.; four year olds. 104lbs.;
Mares, fillies, and
five year olds, 114lbs.; six year olds, "l2Ubs.; aged, 1261bs.
geldings allowed three pounds.
Time between heats, 35 minutes.
Distance for four miles, 120 yards.
"
"
" 30
« three "
90 "
"
"
"
•' two
"
25
70 "
"
"
"
« one
20
"
45 «
Alexander L. Botts, Sce'ry.
"

Weights of Union Course.

76

v.8
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Maury County
Commenced on Tuesday, May

ISept. 1S37.

(Term.) Spring Races,
and continued

16, 1837,

five days.

day, mile heat?, purse $500.

Fi7\tt

John T. Merrill's (James Southall, Sr.) b. c. Hail Storm, three years
1
1
by Stockholder, dam by Conqueror, 861bs.
R. Skinner's (A. Russell's) b. f. three years old, by Pacific, dam by
2 dis.
Gray Tail, 83lbs.
T. L. Granger's b.c. Adam Clark, three years old, by Giles Scroggins,
3 dis.
dam by Timoleon, 861bs.
4 dis.
Francis Gordon's b. e. three years old, by Van Tromp, 83lbs.
Time, 2m. 13s.—2m. lis.
Track from heavy rains was very deep with mud the winning nag in this
race was originally named Castine, but from a remarkable circumstance which
happened on the day of the race, (to wit a heavy storm of hail, and he winning
the race during the storm, the owners of the nag concluded he should take the
name of Hail Storm,) it was not the intention of Mr. Merrill that he should distance the other nags, but it was owing to the rider not being able in the second
heat, to hold him back.

------------

old,

;

:

Second day, two mile heats, purse $500.
Nimrod Porters b. f. Betsey Thomas, four years old, by Stockholder, 971bs.
W. H. Boddie's b. g. Snag Side, four years old, by Stockholder, dam Dil-

......
------

lahunty's old mare, 97lbs.

1

dis.

r. g. five years old, by Hiorson, dam by Potomac, Jr. 107lbs. dis.
Pillow's ch. f. four years old, by Stockholder, dam Archibald
dis.
mare, by Chanticleer, 971bs.
Time, 4m. 23s.

H. R. Roberts'
Col.

Wm.

well at this time to remark in justice to Col. Pillow's mare, that she
order, and that the Colonel at the request of some of his
friends permitted her to start, but in his own language at the time he remarked,
that she could not win unless the balance fell down; she was therefore, run more
for the encouragement of sport than for any other motive.
It is as

was completely out of

Third day, mile heats, purse $500.
f. three years
Eagle, 83lbs.

William M'Crory's ch.

by Stockholder, dam by

old,
-

-

3

1

1

Pillow's b. c. three years old, by Scroggins, dam by Conqueror, 861bs
H. Boddie's b. f. three years old, by Stockholder, dam by

1

2

dis.

Wonder,

2

3

dis.

-

-

Wm.

Wm.

..---..

83lbs.
Garrett's b. c. three years old,
teer, 86lbs.

G.

W.

Time,

2m.— 2m. 6s.— 2m.

-

-

-

-

-

by

Pacific,

-

dam by Volun-

Fourth day, mile heats, purse $500.
Robert Hay's b. f. three years old, by File,

dam by

Eclipse,
3

83lbs.

Henry Smith's
Smith, 83lbs.

dis.

Ss.

-

ch. c. three years old,
-

-

-

by

Pacific,

"

Evan Young's (George Elliott's) ch. f.
Leviathan, dam by Bagdad, 83lbs.
Time, 2m. 8s.— 2m. 9s.— 2m. 7s.— 2m. 8s.
-

-

three
-

12

1

dam Anvilina
-

-2212

years old, by
-

1

3

3

3

This race throughout was handsomely contested, each nag close together during the whole contest, and it was thought, that had the Leviathan^ filly been
in good order, she would have taken the purse ; she was in so bad a condition to
make a run, that the owners doubted at one time whether they would start her;
it therefore, produced great satisfaction from the whole crowd to see how well
she contested the race, the boy on the File filly, having been charged with foul
riding, the matter was laid before the judges, who after hearing the evidence,
decided that charge was not sustained, and accordingly decreed that the File filly

was

fairlv entitled to the heat.

3
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Fourth day, Jockey Club purse $500, four mile heats.
John Frost's ch. h. Franklin, five years old, by Flagellator, dam by

...

Eclipse,

John Graham's
Telegraph,
Dr. Darcy's b.
Time, 9m. 5s.

b.

f.

....ii
-22

Miss Pink, four years
-

-

-

-

old,

by Sussex, dam by
-

-

Henry Archy, aged, by Sir Henry, dam by Eclipse, 3 3
9m. 6*. Track still very heavy, and won by Franklin without

h.

—

a struggle.
Fifth day, mile heats, purse $100, entrance

$20 added.

P. C. Bush's ch. c. David Branch, four years old, by Medley, dam
.
Sir Charles,
Mr. Calvert's ch. c. four years old, by Bertrand, dam by Florizel,
John Frost's ch. g. Clodhopper, five "years old,
Time, lm. 5Ss. 2m. 4s. Won easily.

by

—

Charles W. McClanahan,

Oakland

1

1

2

2

3

dr.

Sec'ry.

(Va.) Spring Races,

Commenced May

29, 1S37, and were well contested, particularly the three best
have never seen more interest evinced by the crowd in any race, which
natural from the number of heats run.

in five
is

—

I

First day, sweepstakes, mile heats,

Gabriel S. Jones' ch.

c.

$100 entrance, purse $500.
dam by Sir Archy, distanced the

Chester, by
y Richard,

field.

M. B. Geiger's ch. c. Alexander Drake, by Zilcadi, dam by Diomed.
Thomas W. Bateman's ch. c. Catesby, by imported Barefoot, dam unknown,
paid

forfeit.

Michael Huffman's ch. f. by Abdalrahman, dam unknown.
S. Brengman's b. c. Eclipse, by Orphan Boy, dam by Rocket, paid forfeit.
Thomas B. Scruggs' ch. c. by Zilcadi, dam unknown.
Time, 2m. 5s.
Second day, one mile heats, purse $100.
Willa Viley's b. c. Tarlton, three years old, by Woodpecker, dam by
Robin Gray, Wm. Palmer's ch. g. Peter, four years old, by Cherokee, dam unknown, 4 2
James Shy's b. c. Cascade, three years old, by Bertrand, dam by Gallatin,
2 3
Robert Burbridge's b. c. Junius, three years old, by Plato, dam by
Whipster,
3
Thomas B. Scruggs' ch. c. Hazzard, three years old, by Walter Scott,

-11

.......
......

dam by Shylock,

Stephen T. Drane's ch.
Cook's Whip,

f.

Davidella, three years old,

5

dis.

6

dis.

by Arab, dam by

Mr. Parker's ch. h. five years old, by Ratler, dam by Ball's Florizel,
Time, lm. 53s. lm. 55s.
Tldrd day, two mile heats, purse $250.
Willa Viley's b. c. Dick Johnson, four years old, by Bertrand, dam
Susan, by Tiger,
Thomas B. Scruggs' ch. f. Hebe, three years old, by Collier, dam by

dis.

—

-11
5

2

2
W. Buford's ch. c. Stiles, four years old, by Dungannon, dam by Tiger, 3
Washington Dickey's b. f. Stamboulina, four years old, by Stamboul,
4
dam by Sir William,
R. Burbridge's g. m. Sarah Miller, six years old, by Cherokee, dam by
.
6
Whipster,
Time, 4m. lis. 4m. 9s. Track heavy.

3
4

Bertrand,

James Shy's
by Gallatin,

-

-

-

m. Maria Louisa,

b.

-

-

five

-

years old, by Mucklejohn,

-

dam
-

....

dis.

dis.

—

Fourth day, three mile heats, purse $400.

Sidney Burbridge's ch. c. Big John, four years old, by Bertrand,
Hamiltonian, walked over.

dam by

Vol.

8.
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$ 150.

Fifth day, mile heats, three best in five, purse

Win. Buford's b. m. Herodis,
ciusko, dam by Whip,

Wm. Palmer's ch. g.
kee,

five years old,
-

dam unknown,

112

-

by Chero-

-

-

-

by Kos-

-

Peter, three years old,

521

4

2

1

233122

4

-

M. W. Dickey'3 b. f. Stamboulina, four years old, by
Stamboul, dam by Sir William,
3 4
4
3
T. B. Scruggs' b. c. Little Barton, four years old, by
Bertrand, dam by Hamiltonian,
Time, lm. 56s.— lm. 53s. lm. 53s.— lm. 56s.— 1m. 57s.— 2m.— lm. 55s.

12

2341314

—

A. Tarlton,

Sec'ry.

Pittsburgh {Perm.) Races,

Commenced May

17, 1837.

First day, purse $200, three miles and repeat.

Mr. G. Jones' b. h. Duff Green, five years old, by Bertrand, dam by
Davie's Hamiltonian, HOlbs.
1
Messrs. Simpson and Parker's ch. c. Red Jacket, four years old, by
Henry, out of Lady Transport, lOOlbs.
2
Second day, purse $150, two miles and repeat.
Mr. G. Jones' br. m. Corinna, five years old, by Trumpator, dam by
Director, HOlbs.
1
Mr. Thomas M. Parker's ch. h. Dangerous, five years old, by Eclipse,
dam by Ploughboy, HOlbs. 2
Third day, purse $100, one mile and repeat.
Mr. Alexander Law's ch. m. Polly Piper, six years
tion, dam by Sir Archy, llSIbs.

by Conten-

old,
-

2

-

1

dr.

1

2

11

Mr. Thomas M. Parker's br. f. Margaret K. three years old, by
Veto, dam by Hyena, 83lbs.
Mr. A. W. Small's b. m. Mamcokie, six years old, by John of
Roanoke, dam unknown, 11 5lbs.
3 3 dis.
This days race was fine. Polly Piper only beating Margaret K. eighteen
inches the second heat. Veto will leave this place on the 20th of May, for Newport, Ky. to stand for mares under the management, of Mr. Garrison Jones.

-122

Thomas M. Parker.

Crab Orchard (Ky
Commenced on Thursday, June

1,

)

Races,

1837.

First day, sweepstakes for three year olds, twelve subscribers at $50, six paid

purse $450.
Robert Masby's b.

forfeit,

Susan Allen, by Woodpecker, dam by Whip,
1
1
Joshua Bell, by Frank, dam by Little John,
2 2
S. Davenport's b. c. Alexander Campbell, by Collier, dam by Kosciusko, 3
3
Wyatt Huffman's b. f. Ringlet, by Columbus, dam by Kennedy's
Diomed,
Joel Emory's b. c. M'Donald, by Trumpator, dam by Sir Archy,
dis.
A. Walden's ch. f. Kitten, by Whip, dam by Whip,
dis.
Time, 2m. 10s. 2m. 10s. Track twenty yards over a mile, and very heavy.

Wm.

f.

Farris' ch. c.

-44

—

Second day, sweepstakes, mile heats, free for
Davenport's b.
by William, S61bs.
S.

c.

all

ages,

$25 entrance, purse $125.

Pressure, three years old, by Trumpator,
-

-

-

-

-

dam
-

3

James Dunn's b. c. Collier, jr. three years old, by Collier, dam by
Whip, 861bs.
2
Wyatt Huffman's b. f. Roxana, three years old, by Columbus, dam
by Whip, 83lbs.
4
Tho's M. Kennedy's ch. h. Harry Tonkary, five years old, by Kosciusko, dam unknown, lOOlbs,
1
S. F.

West's ch.

c.

Contract,

by Escape, 861bs.
Time, 2m. 3s. 2m.

—

jr.

-

4s.

— 2m

6s.

.....
three years old, by Contract,

Track improved.

dam
dis.

1

1

2

2

4

3

3

dis.
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Third day, citizens' purse, Plate, entries,

[Sept. 1837.

&x worth $275.

Wyatt Huffman's b. c. Jasper, four years old, by Columbus, dam
by Kennedy's Diomed, lOOlbs.
Tho's Kennedy's b. h. Lewis Instin, five years old, by White's
1
Timoleon, dam by Diomed, ]07lbs.
Mason Thompson's b m. Eliza Baley, five years old, by Colum6
bus, dam by Stockholder, 107lbs.
S. Davenport's b c. Don Juan, three years old, by Waxey, dam
2
by Georgian*, 861bs.
H. W. Farris' ch. f. three years old, by Frank, dam by Whip,

-7311

-

831bs.

-

-

-

-

-

'

-

3

2

12

3

2

dis.

3

dr.

John Walden, jr's. g. c. four years old, by Reynold's Florizel,
4 dr.
dam a Buzzard mare, lOOlbs.
John Shackleford's b. c. Troublesome, four years old, by Boners
5 dis.
William, dam by Whip, lOOlbs,
Time, 4m. 6s. kn. 15s. 4m. 6s. 4m. 15s.
H. W. Farris, Proprietor.

—

—

—

....

St. Louis (Mo.) Races.
spring meeting over this course came off on Wednesday, the 31st May.
Although the weather for the two first days was very unpropitious, yet before the
close of the week, a bright sun gladdened the hearts of men and horses, and the
track was in excellent order.

The

$100 entrance, half

First day, sweepstakes race for three year old colts, purse,

and but two started.
Rights of Women, by Dashall, dam by Sir Solomon,

forfeit, five subscribers,

1
1
John Frost's b. f.
2 2
E. A. Darcey's b. f. Risible, by Barrister, dam Nettletop,
it
slippery,
having
rained
throughTrack
heavy
and
Time, 2m. Ss. 2m. 14s.
out the whole day.
Second day, two mile heats, purse $200, four entries.
P. C. Bush's b. c. Tom Branch, four years old, by Star, dam by Sir

—

1
1
Charles,
3 2
J. C. F. Randolph's b. in. Kitty Cruizer, aged, by John Richards,
Dr. E. A. Darcey's b. h. Lancer, five years old, by Lance, out of Lady
2 dr.
Forrest,
John Frost's g. f. Jane Eastman, four years old, by Medley, dam Fran*
dis.
kalina,

Time, 4m.

5s.

.....

—4m.

8s.

Third day, three mile heats, purse .$300, three entries.
ch. h. Franklin, five years old, by Flagellator,

John Frost's
Eclipse,

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

dam by

-11

--------

3 2
E. A. Darcey's b. h. Sidney, aged, by Sir Charles, dam by Ratler,
John Graham's b. f. Miss Pink, four years old, by Spencer, dam by
dis.*
2
Telegraph,
Time, 6m. 31s. 5m. 59s.
Fourth day, best three in five, purse $100, entrance $15, added to the purse,

—

three entries.
J. C. F. Randolph's b. h. Triumval,

--

med and

by Peacemaker, dam by Dio-

Bedford,
Dr. Darcey's b. h. Lancer, five years old, by Lance,

-111

dam Lady

2 2 dis.
Forrest,
P. C. Bush's ch. h. David H. Branch, four years old, by Medley,
3 3 dis.
dam by Sir Charles,
Time, lm. 49s. lm. 55s. lm. 54s.
The
interesting
one.
The track was in excellent order, and the race a highly
St. Louis Course has heretofore been thirty-five yards over a mile, but has been
Benj. Ames, Sec'ry.
changed, and is at present exactly one mile.

—

—

* In consequence of having accidently run against Sidney, soon after leaving
the stand, in the first mile of the second heat, by which she was very badly hurt,
and held up immediately after passing the stand, having run the mile, notwithstanding the injury she had received, in fine style. The track was in good order
and the last heat admirably contested by Franklin and Sidney.

:
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3. Polander, ch. h. was foaled in
182S, five feet three inches high, he

Blooded stock in the stud of John Frost,
Esq. at Jerseyville, Green co. Illinois.
1.

Flagellator,

ch. h.

was

foaled

he was got by Seagull; he by
imp. Expedition, his dam by imp. Sourcrout, grandam Matchless, by General
Herd's imp. Slender, g. grandam Fair
American by Lloyd's Traveller, g. g.
grandam the Old Slammerkin mare, she
was out of the imp. Cub mare, and got
by imp. Wildair, (and Seagull full brother to the dam of Leopold,) Flagellator's dam Joseph H. Vanmater's noted
mare Honesty, she was by imp. Expedition, grandam by imp. Messenger, g.
grandam by imp. Bay Richmond, g. g.
grandam the Slammerkin mare, g. g. g.
grandam the imp. Cub mare. For the
pedigree of Flagellator, see Am. T. R.
vol. iii. p. 103.
This fine horse has
been lately purchased by a company of
gentlemen of Morgan county, Illinois
where he made a season last year.
in 1821,

:

2.

William Walker,

b. h. foaled

in April, 1826, five feet one inch high,
bred by Joseph H. Vanmater of Monmouth county, N. J.; he was got by
Gov. Ogle's Oscar, his dam Lottery, by
imp. Expedition, his grandam by imp.
Slender, g. grandam by Lloyd's Traveller, his g. g.

grandam Old Slammerkin,

she was out of the imp. Cub mare by
imp. Wildair. This fine horse I have
sold to a company of gentlemen in Kaskaskia, Illinois, where he made a season last year, and will make a season in
1837 at the same stand.
the breeder.

Certificate of
I do hereby certify that the bay horse,
William Walker, with two white heels,
now blind, that my son parted with to
Michael I. Field, of whom John Frost,
obtained him, and took him ta Illinois,
was bred by me the same year with
Leopold, and trained together at three

years old, was both by Ogle's Oscar.

William Walker won his two first races
and lost the third, not bein<j exactly
right

;

after the third race his

eyes be-

came weak and he was drawn^from

the

William Walker's dam. Lottery,
was got by imp. Expedition, his grandam Matchless, by Gen. White's imp.
Slender, who was got by the famous
horse Herod, his g. grandam Fair American, wa3 got by Col. Lloyd's Traveller, g. g. grandam the noted mare Slammerkin, bred by James Delancy, of N.
York.

turf.

was got by Gov. Ogle's Oscar, his dam
by General Ridgely's Tuckahoe, (see
Am. T. R. vol. ii. p. 205,) grandam by
Boxer, (see

Am. T.

R. vol. ii. p. 312,)
of Count Piper, she was
full sister to Boxer, g. grandam by imp.
Expedition, g. g. grandam by imp.
Messenger, g. g. g. grandam by Liberty
this horse resembles Leopold in
colour and marks, but something larger,
being got by the same horse, and of
course is half brother on the side of his
see the

dam

;

sire.
4.

He is for sale.
Mepora, ch.m. five feet high, was

foaled in 1822, she

was bred by George

and Cornelius Ludlow, Esq's, of Morris
co. N. J. she was got by the matchless
horse, American Eclipse, of N. York,
her dam the Maid of the Forest, she
was by Marshal Duroc, grandam by
imp. Expedition, g. grandam by imp.
Slender, g. g. grandam by Lloyd's Traveller, g. g. g. grandam the Old Slammerkin, and she by Wildair, out of the
imp. Cub mare. This mare, Medora,
was purchased by Howell Hoppock, of
Staten Island, N. Y. of George Ludlow,
Esq. and I purchased her from Hoppock
and sold her to Dr. John A. Pool, of New
Brunswick, N. J.

Her produce, while the property of
Ludlow
1S26. Ch. f. by Tuckahoe, died at six
months

old.

1827. Missed to John Richards.
1828. Missed to John Richards again.
1S29. Ch. f. by Flagellator, died ten

days old.
1830. Ch. c. Laplander, by Flagellato John Frost at two weeks
old, now in the state of Illinois or Missouri,
standing.

tor, sold

—

Her produce,

after Ludlow parted
with her.
1831. Ch. c. Jerseyman, by Flagellator, foundered, now in Illinois, the
property of Messrs. Smith Roberts and
Eleazer Headen.
1832. Ch. c. Franklin, by Flagellator,

now

1833.
1834.
Dashall,
1835.
1836.

in training.

Ch. c. by Leopold.
She produced three
all

foals

by

dead.

She

lost

her

foal

by Dashall.

Stinted to Warrior.

:

:
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Grasshopper,

br.

m.

five

feet

three inches high, foaled in 1829, by Dr.
Brown's Godolphin, (see Am. T. R.
vol. i. p. 316,) her dam Franklina, she
was pot by Sir Solomon, grandam by
g. grandam by imp.
grandam by Gen. Herd's
Snap. This Snap mare was the grandam of the noted mare Empress" and
the g. grandam of Ariel of Long Island,
raised by Mr. Garrett Vandever.
Snap
was by imp. Figure, out of General
Herd's thoroughbred mare Nettle. For

imp. Expedition,
Slender, g. g.

the Pedigree of Franklina, see

R.

vol.iii. p.

Am.

T.

369.

Her produce
1835. Bl. f. Black Sophia, by Eclipse
Lightfoot.
1836. Br. f. by William Walker.
1837. She was stinted to Flagellator.
This mare has been sold to some
gentlemen of Morgan county, Illinois.
6. Molly Longlegs, ch. m. foaled
1821, she was got by Harwood, one of
the best sons of Sir Archy, her dam was
got by Gray Diomed, the same horse
that got the dam of Old Duroc, grandam
by Collector, a son of Mark Anthony,
g. grandam by imp. Sentinel, a son of

Blank, g.

g.

grandam an imp. mare.
T. Rudd.

Poughkeepsie,

2V.

Y.

May

21, 1834.

taken from a pedigree
f;iven by a man by the name of Wiliams, who bred the mare in North
Carolina.
T. R.
This mare was purchased by Bela
Badger, of Pennsylvania, when four
years old, and brought from North Carolina, and ran with success at N. York,
P. S. This

is

7.

[Sept. 1837.

Maria Harrison,

high, she

was

foaled

fifteen

May,

1823.

hands
She

was by Bond's Eclipse, her dam the
noted mare called the Long Island Star
mare, she was got by the Tippoo Sultan, her dam by imp. Baronet, grandam
out of the old imp. Fair Rachel, imp.
by Mr. Constable.

Her produce

:

1831. Br. f. by Lance, in Sussex, N.
Jersey, owned by Thomas J. Ludlow.
1832. Not put.
1833. Stinted to Leopold.
1834. Ch. f. by Leopold, died at Pittsburg on the way to Illinois.
1835. B. f. by Eclipse Lightfoot.
1836. Missed to William Walker.
1837. In foal to Jerseyman.
I then sold Maria Harrison, with her
Eclipse Lightfoot filly to John W. Lott,

of Green county,

Illinois.

Copy of a certificate in my possession.
This is to certify that we were well
acquainted with the Long Island Star
mare, she was got by Tippoo Sultan,
her dam by imp. Baronet, out of old imp.
Fair Rachel. Signed by us at John R.
Snediker's, Long Island, New York,
October 2, 1833.
William Jones,

Samuel Whitson,
George Tappen.
8. Rosebud, ch. m. foaled 1829, she
was got by Henry, the competitor of
Eclipse, her dam by imp. Arab, imp.
by Charles D. Cox, consul at Tunis,
this Arab stood at $50 a mare the season in N. Jersey, grandam the Maid of

1836. B.C. by William Walker, dead.
1837. Stinted to William Walker.

Northampton, (see the dam of Young
Sir Solomon, Am. T. R. vol. i. p. 367,
and vol. iii. p. -, of the T. R.) her g.
grandam Jane Lowndes, her sire, Dr.
Thornton's imp. Clifton, Jane Lowndes
by imp. Driver, out of Modesty, and
Modesty out of Madge, by Hall's Union, Madge's dam a gray mare, imp. by
Col. Tasker.
Mr. Lazier writes Col.
Variser, supposed to be Tasker, the
above pedigree of Young Sir Solomon,
which is the grandam of Rosebud, is
certified by the late Col. Osborn Sprigg
and Gov. Kent. This mare I have ran
in New Jersey and Illinois with considerable success, having started her six
times and been winner five. She is a
splendid fine animal. 1 have sold her
to a company of gentlemen of Morgan

Judge Sidney

county, Illinois, she was stinted to Fla-

(Long

Island.)

The produce of this mare before I
purchased her
18
Ch. m. by Revenge, now in
Orange county, N. Y.
18—. Ch. m. Slim, by Flying Childers, she was in the twenty mile race at
Long Island, New York, with Black
Maria, Lady Relief and Trifle.

—

.

1832. B c. by Jefferson.
1833. Missed.
1834. B. f. Elnora, by Paul Clifford;*
Wilks's.
1835. Ch. f. Rancocus, by Flagellator.

This mare

I

sold

to

Breese, of Carlisle, Clinton county,
*

III.

gellator last season.

Paul Clifford was by American Eclipse, out of Betsey Richards.

:

Vol.

a Xo.

11.]

Enterprise, ch.h. foaled in 1831,
two inches high, he was got by
John Richards, his dam Maria White,
she was got by Joseph H. Vaninater's
horse Don Quixotte, grandam by Gov.
Ogle's Oscar, g. grandam by Badger's
Hickory, g g. grandam by imp. Expedition, g. g. g. grandam imp. Gray
9.

five feet

Highlander,

g. g. g. g.

grandam, Lloyd's

Traveller, g. g. g. g. g. grandam Slammerkin mare, out of the imported Cub
mare, by imp. Wildair.
Don Quixotte is dead, stood only one
season, was got by Marshal Duroc, his

dam Lottery by imp. Expedition. See
the dam of William Walker.
Marshal Duroc was got by the Virginia bred horse Duroc, that got Eclipse,
his dam the famous mare Maid of the
Oaks, by Spread Eagle, and the grandam of Medoc.
John Frost.
10. Lady Vixen, ch.m. foaled 1818,
got by Bond's Revenge, full brother to
Defiance, (see Am. T. R. vol. iii. p.
103,) her dam Bellissima, full sister to
Bond's Eclipse, (for the pedigree of
Bellissima see Bond's Eclipse.)
Lady
Vixen was bred by Barnes B. Smock, of
Monmouth co. N. J. in co-partnership
with Joshua B. Bond. This mare had
several colts before I purchased her, of
which I know but little about. I then
sold her to Mr. Smith Roberts of Newark, New Jersey.

Her produce since she became his
property
1834. Ch. c. by Paul Clifford, very
large and fine.
1835. Ch. f. by Flagellator.
1836. Ch. c. by Jerseyman.
1837. In foal to Monmouth Eclipse.
Paul Clifford, a bay horse, 16 hands
high, he was got by American Eclipse,
out of the noted mare Betsey Richards,
full sister to John Richards. This horse,
formerly the property of Mr. Hamilton
Wilks, of New York, I have been informed, has been purchased by some
gentlemen who have taken him to the

John Frost.

south.

Bond's Eclipse, a ch.

h. five feet

two

inches high, full brother to Bellissima.
He was got by First Consul, (see Am.
T. R. vol. ii. p. 208,) the dam of Bond's
Eclipse was Selima the third, she was
the property of Nathan Lufborough, of
Georgetown, D. C. was nine years old
last spring, she is a fine chestnut, has a
star and snip down her face, about five
feet one inch high, free from blemish,
having never been much rode, being
intended solely for breeding, she is full
sister to the celebrated running horse

77
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Nantoaka, which

after beating

many of

the best running horses on the continent
and having been broken down three

was after he was twelve years
old, challenged against the continent for

times,

Her half brother, iEolus,
miles.
got by the imp. horse Shark, was sold
by Gen. Henry Lee, of Virginia, to Dr.
Hall for .$2,400 at four years old, unSelima the third", was got by
tried.
Hall's Eclipse, her dam was young
Ebony, which was got by Don Carlos,
was foaled on the 10th May, 1777, her
grandam was young Selima, by Col.
Baylor's imp. Fearnought, her g. grandam was Mr. William Brent's noted
mare Ebony by Othello, her g. g. grandam was Col. Tasker's imp. Selima,
the first mare ever imported into America, she was got by the Godolphin Arabian. Don Carlos was bred by Dr. Hamilton, of Maryland, and was got by his

two

Figure, Don Carlos' dam Primrose was
got by Dove, and he was got by Young
Cade; dam by Teazer, grandam by Sansing's Arabian, out of the Gainer mare

which won six king's plates. Primrose's dam was Stella, she was got by
Othello, and he was got by Crab.
Stella's dam was Selima, which was
got by the Godolphin Arabian. Stella
was full sister to Mr. William Brent's
noted Ebony. Othello and Selima were
both imported by Col. Tasker of MaryDove was imported by Dr. Haland.
milton. Young Figure was bred by the
late Duke of Hampton, and imp. into
America by Dr. Hamilton of Cleaveland, he was got by old Figure, which,
by Heber's book for 1763, p. 136, is
said to be got by an Arabian; his dam
by Young Standard, which was got by
Belgrade. His dam, Fisher, won six
Young Figure's dam
king's plates.
was Marianne, she was got by the famous Victorious, her dam by Partner,
her grandam by Merlin, her g. grandam
by Makeless, her g. g. grandam by the
Buford Basel, her g. g. g. grandam by
an Arabian, belonging to the old Duke
of Devonshire. Victorious was got by
Wrestler, his dam by Hutton's Gray
Barb. He won seven king's plates.
Partner was got by Gig. and Gig by the
Byerly Turk. Selima, the famous running mare, the grandam of Young Ebo-

ny and imported by Col. Tasker, was
got by Lord Godolphin's Arabian, out
of the Snap Dragon, sister to Regulus,
Bartlett's Childers, Honeywood's Arabian, dam of the two True Blues. Dated
Oct.

1,

1803, at the city of Washington.

William Thornton.
Copy taken 29th June, 1S30.
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Dear Sir,— I knew Hall's Eclipse
was got by O'Kelly's Eclipse,
was bred by Sir John She/by,
his dam Phebe, lull sister to Apollo,

well, he
bis dam

was got by Regains, and Reguliig by
the Godolphin Arabian, his grandam
by
Coltingham, bis g. grandam by Snake,
a sister of the Carlisle gelding, by
Lord Carlisle's Turk. Signed,

Richard Tattersal.
February 16, 1784.

May

10, 1S30.

My

dear Sir,— The above is a true
and faithful copy of the pedigree which
you requested me to send you when I
saw you last, and I avail myself of this
first opportunity to forward it to
you.
I have the honour to remain yours
with

Samuel Sprigg.

respect,

Mr. Bela Badger,

Bristol,

Pa.

Clodhopper, a ch. h. five feet one
inch high, foaled 1832, he was by Flagellator, his

dam by

Cockfigbter, gran-

dam by
by

Glider, g. grandam a mare'imp.
Dr. Norris, got by Paymaster in

England; Cockfigbter" by imp. Highlander, dam by imp. Figure, out of the
Slammerkin mare. For Gilder's pedigree, see Am T. R.
May 27, 1836.
E. A. Darcy.

Warren, b. h. foaled 1831, five feet
two inches high, with no white, he was
got by American Eclipse, his dam by
Badger's Sir Solomon, grandam by
Badger's Hickory, g. grandam, imp.
Expedition, g. g. grandam by imp.
Highlander, g. g. g. grandam by Lloyd's
Traveller, g. g. g. g. grandam is Slammerkin by Wildair,~out of the imp. Cub
mare. This horse I have sold to Dr.
Lyon, of Champaign county. III. where

he will

make

a season in 1837.

Kitty Crouser, b. m. foaWl
1830. at Jacob Van Dyke's, N Jersey,
frot by John iJchards.'ber dam Frank11.

lina

by Bela Badger's

Sir

Solomon,

grandam by imp. Expedition, g. grandam by imp. Slender, g. g. grandam by
Gen. Herd's Snap, this Snap mare was
the grandam of the noted mare Empress and the g. grandam of Ariel of
Long Island, raised by Mr. Garret Vanderveer, Snap was by imp. Figure out of
Gen. Herd's thoroughbred mare Nettle.
For Franklina's pedigree, see Am. T.
R. vol iii. p. 309. This mare I sold to
John W. Lott and Charles S. Smith, of
Green county, Illinois.
12.

Jane Tatman,

March, 1833,

at

g. m. foaled
Joseph Van Dyke's.

LSept. 1837.

N. J. She was got by Col. Johnson's
Medley, her dam Franklina, the dam
of Kitty Crouser.

Rights of Women, br. f. foaled
1834, she was by Capt. Stockton's
horse Dashall, he by old Sir Archy, out
13.

May,
of

Meg

Dods, her dam Franklina, the
of Kitty Crouser. This filly is
very promising. I have her in a stake
at St. Louis, five entries, $ 100 each,
mile heats.
John' Fkost.

dam

Jerseyville,

Green

co. III.

Feb. 24, 1837.

Pedigree of Betsey Baker, a chestnut
filly bred by me
she was three years
old" last spring; she was got by Tallyho, a Virginia bred horse, and he was
got by the celebrated running horse
Tuckaboe, his dam by Diomed. Betsey Baker's dam was bred John Taylor, of Philadelphia county, and was
purchased by me. Betsey Tailor, was
got by First Consul, her dam by imp.
Obscurity, grandam Daniel P. Hunt's
Gray Figure, g. grandam the Slammerkin mare, she was got by Wildair, out of the imp. Cub mare. Wildair
was reshipped back to England. See
:

Am.

T. R.

vol.

iii.

p. 370.

Jacob Van Dyke.
Dated, Rocky Hill, Feb. 17, 1836.

Station

Camp, Ten. July

1,

1837.

—

Dear Sir, In the first volume of the
Turf Register the produce of Lady Burton is given from her first to her thirteenth colt. Governor Burton by Monsieur Tonson.
Her next, fourteenth
now living, is Ellen Douglass, a br. f.
by Sir Henry, full brother to Monsieur
Tonson, foaled in 1831. Her fifteenth,
b. c.

Roderick Dim, by Monsieur Ton-

son, foaled in 1832.
Her sixteenth, a
b. f. by Lance, foaled in the summer
of
1S33. Missed to Sir Henry Tonson in
the spring, and stood to him in the fall
of 1834. Seventeenth, a b. f. by Henry
Tonson, foaled in Oct. 1S35. Eighteenth, a br. f. by imp. Leviathan, foaled 13th May, 1837.

Lady Burton is in fine health and
condition, now stinted to imp. Leviathan, and promises to produce several
colts yet.
Her dam Sultana, produced
a colt at the advanced age of 28, and she
only 24 years last spring. I am not
informed how many, if any, colts she
may have lost, as I "have not owned her
more than three or four years.
is

Balie Peyton.

AND STORTING MAGAZINE.

Vol. 8. No. 11.]

Balie Peyton, of Tennessee, has added
the following to his former stud of
blood

slucfc.

Phantomia,

a b. m. imp. by Gov.
Barbour, of Va. in the year 1829. For
her pedigree, see Am. T. R. vol. v. p.
107.
Stinted to Anvil.

Anna Maria,

ch. in. out of Phantomia, by English stallion Truffle. She
was imp. by Gov. Barbour in 1829,

when sucking
is

her dam. Anna Maria
stinted to Anvil, and has at her feet

a black colt.

Harry
gaux, of

Hill, by imp. Chateau Marand correct propor-

fair size

tions.

Pocahontas, ch. m. by old Pacolet,
dam imp. Cceur-de-Lion. grandam Gray
Medley, (this mare was the dam of
Gray Archy, who was the sire of John
Dawson's dam,)

grandam, imported
grandam D'Arcy's
celebrated race mare by Celer.
She is
stinted to Anvil, and has at her foot a
b. f. by imp. Luzborough.

Mouse Trap,

g.

g. g.

Pantanellt.
in a stake
tries,

This filly is entered
which has closed with 23 en-

of $'1,000 entrance, to be run

fall

1840, over the Gallatin, Tenn. course,
two mile heats. Pantanelli is a paragon in beauty and finish. She could

not be purchased for one dollar less
than $2,000.

Bernice,
son,

b.

by Archy,

Mr.

m. out of

Madam Ton-

In former list of
stinted to Anvil, and

Jr.

P.'s stock, is
has at her foot a most beautiful b.
imp. Felt, called Tennessee.

f.

by

Lady Burton, stinted to imp. Leviathan, has at her foot a br. f. by imp.
Leviathan, the property of my friend,
Mr. Alexander Henderson, of N. C.
The old mare is high in flesh, and is a
fine mother to her filly, which is very
muscular and

the property of

Peyton and Henderson, is
to imp. Priam.
Ch. m. purchased of Colonel Mark Alexander of
Mecklenburg, Virginia; got by American Eclipse, dam by old Sir Archy,
grandam by imp. Bedford, g. grandam
imp. Shark, g. g. grandam "by Twigg,
g. g. g. grandam by imp. Jolly Roger,
g. g. g- g. grandam by imp. Fearnought,
Messrs.

stinted

g- S- g- g- g-

grandam by

old

Mark An-

tony, g. g.
g g. g. g. by imp.

This mare
fine form.

is

b. c.

two

years,

upwards

of 15 hands high, by Gohanna, out of
the imp. mare Phantomia.

B.

f.

one year old past, by Henry
Entered

Tonson out of Lady Burton.
iu a large stake.

Ch. c. by Cock of the Rock, out of
Hyena, by Richard; one year old past.

Minerva Chance,

br.

m. owned

by Hon. Daniel Jennifer of Maryland, and Balie Peyton was foaled
14th May, 1826, (Whitsunday,) out of
Brunette, a dark brown mare, got by

jointly

Dr. Beard's Thornton Medley, dam by
Craig's imp. Highflyer, grandam by imp.

Union, g. grandam raised by Col. T.
Hamersly of Maryland, out of one of
his best Turf stock.
Thornton's Medley was by imp. horse
Punch, Punch by King Herod, &c. &,c.
Dam of Thornton's Medley by imp.
Medley.
Muftum in Parvo, a blood bay colt,
by Col. Taylor's imp. Chance, (much
like his sire,) dam of Multum, Aurora,
by old Diomed, grandam by Wildair,
g. grandam Celer, g g. grandam Partner, g. g. g. grandam Janus, g. g. g. g.
grandam, Valiant, g. g. g. g. g. grandam, Jolly Roger, g. g. g. g. g. g.
grandam an imp. mare, the property of
Peter Randolph of Virginia. Multum
in Parvo, was foaled 20th May, 1815.
Extract from the Stud
Jennifer, of Md.
June 28, 1837.

Book of Daniel
J.Jennifer.

This is one of the best bred, and
most correctly formed mares in Maryland, where good ones abound.
She is
stinted to imp. Leviathan, and has at
her foot a bay colt.

Chevalier, by imp. Chateau Margaux.

Chevalier

is

of fine size, and

uncommon muscular power.
Blooded Stock of Geo. Alexander, Esq.

m

stout.

Maria Shepherd,

Phantom,
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Monkey.

young, of good size and

1. Polly Mitchell, hi.
11 years
old last spring, by Cook's Whip, dam
by old Quicksilver, grandam by imp.

Bedford, out of a thoroughbred mare
from South Carolina, formerly the property of J. W. M. Berrien. Stinted to

imp. Truffle.

Her produce

:

Mattiwak, three years old the 4th
of May, 1834, a lis;ht sorrel and star,
sired by Baron De Kalb, he by Arab.
Miantonomah, one year old 4th March
last, very promising dark sorrel and
star, sired by Andrew of Virginia, and
he by Sir Charles.

—

::
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Matchem,

foaled 27th February last,
sired by imp. Truflle, star and right
hind foot white to the pastern, a maho-

gany bay, black
2.

legs.

Betsey Robinson, purchased

of

Dr. Barrett, of Greensburg, Kentucky,
sired by Kennedy's Diomed, he by imp.
Diomed, and out of a Bellair rnare, dam

by Whip.

Selima, foaled September 2, 1834,
sired by Carolinian, jr. now owned by
Col. Wagner, of Kentucky, see Amer.
_

Turf Reg.

vol. 8,

No.

6,

small snip on

the nose— the left hind
the pastern, blood bay.

foot white to

A

Virginian, dam Domidan.
beautiful
sorrel, three years old 2d of April last,
a star and ratch on the forehead, high

form and figure.
Hillsboro' Georgia, June 1, 1837.

Blooded Stock of Col. F. M. White.

Dimont,

Bellair,

Archy, Cannibal's dam by Oscar, blood
bay, small star in his forehead.
Produce of Lady Southerland.

Fanny Wright, sired by Jackson,
Jackson, by old Sir Archy, dark bay,
foaled in April, 1833, star in her forehead.

Rasp, sired by the imp. Fylde, foaled
5, 1834, a blood blood bay, snip

August

fourteen years old last

—

was out of Flora
he was sired by the

sire

Cox's

old Bellair
Bellair out of a

of Georgia; Coxe's
fine race mare, by the old. imp. Whip.
Flora was out of Rosett, a roan mare,
she out of old Poll, and Poll's sire was

King Davy, and Davy by the old Jolly
Friar Rosett by Victorious, and he by

—

Gimcrack, of Virginia
was by Wright's Janus.

Her produce
Lady Southerland,

;

left fore-foot white,
black legs.
Ethel, sired by imp. Fylde, dam Lady
Butt, a gray, sired by old Gallatin, her
grandam a thoroughbred gray mare,
brought from North Carolina to Geor-

gia,

by Joseph Henderson

Flora's

HUshon'

blood bay, sired by St. John, and St.
John, by old Sir Archy.
Asa Little, sired by Andrew of Virginia, one year old in April last— snip
down his nose, and sorrel.
Lodone, sired by Cannibal, grandsire
Mucklejohn g. grand sire by old Sir

1,

1837.

—

now of Pendleton, S. C. a brown filly,
Nantagulee, two years old, spring
1837, got by Riot, her dam by Black
Rock, he by Cock of the Rock, dam
by Hickory, her grandam by Recruit,
her g. grandam by "Quicksilver, her g. g
grandam by Tom Paine, he by imp.
Flimnap. This filly is out of No. 1 J.
O. Lewis' stock, as recorded in the
of the Turf Register, and
will be put this fall to Jackson, he was
got by the celebrated racehorse John
Richards, his clam the famous four mile
mare Old Honesty, by imp. Expedition.
Respectfully,

May number

J.

sire

eight years old,

Geo. June

Miller's Hill, Pendleton, S. C.
\
V2th Aug. 1837.
5
Sir
Be so kind as to register for
Capt. William Sloan, late of Florida,

Ourton Lewis.

Panther Creek, Surry county, >
N. C. May 15, 1837.
5

:

;

— foaled July

blood bay, star in her forehead,
two hind feet white, black legs.

3, 1834,

3. Flirtilla, thirteen years old,
sired by Gallatin, dam Ginney Ribbon,
her grandam, blood not fully known
but a fine blooded mare, pedigree lost.
Her produce
Truxton, sired by Partisan, he by

spring,

[Sept. 1837.

on the nose, his

Her produce

1.

.

—I

claim the name of Baldy
for a brown colt foaled
on the 24th of March, 1837, by imp.
Felt, out of Coal Black Rose, she by
Alexander, &c.
Sir

Henderson,

With

respect, your obedient servant,

A.

S.

Williams.
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PATRONAGE OF JOCKEY

CLUBS, &c.

has
of the Spirit of the Times, (Sept. 30, 1837,)
to
afforded
support
judicious remarks on the meagre

A correspondent

made some very
blood-horses.
jockey clubs, by breeders of

He

asks these very

object are they breeding from
pregnant questions :-'For what earthly
they refuse at the same
when
stallions,
price
high, enormously high
to the establishment of a
semi-annually
dollars
ten
time to contribute

would open a more convenient
jockey club in their midst, which
Is it not obvious that, if the
market for the sale of their blood nags ?
no inducement to racers
be
will
there
clubs are allowed to go down,
turf?
to purchase horses for the

If

breeders are liberal enough to
it seem ridiculous to with-

ahorse,does'nt

give $150, for a season
for the erection and support of
hold the small contributions required
to

78
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a jockey club around them

— when those

ing a market for the sale of their

contributions, besides open-

would give them a chance

cattle,

the purses thus created by those added miles

does

it

appear

would seem

It

!

|Nov. 1837*

that breeders

for

Ridiculous indeed

?'

and owners of stallions

are under the impression, that jockey clubs must necessarily be continued, whether they contribute to their support or not

moment

for a

for

;

it

cannot

be imagined, that they can expect the present value of

blood-horses to be kept up

True,

the absence of jockey clubs.

in

there will of course be scrub racing, but this can never be sufficiently

extensive to authorize the payment of the present high prices for race
nags.

Once

jockey club
all

the jockey clubs 'go down,' and the value of blooded

let

horses will go

We know

down with them.

that there is scarcely a

in the United States that receives support sufficient to

the purses independent of other resources, and hence

it is,

fill

that the

proprietors are obliged to resort to means for that purpose which they

would be glad to dispense with, and for resorting to which they are
blamed by the very men who ought to have saved them from the
necessity of such a resort, by their contributions to the club.
To
speak plainly, for we see no necessity for delicacy on this subject,

—

all

the evils attending horse-racing, (gambling, &c.) are attributable to

this cause exclusively.

If a sufficient

amount could be

raised from

the subscriptions to jockey clubs for the support of the establish-

ments, the proprietors would not be compelled

means of

to

be banished from
every thing

all

respectable race courses.

one

else,

The

their parent.

evil begets others,

In horse-racing, as in

and these

for particular purposes,

this resort is

an excuse

finally destroy

refusal of breeders, stallion owners, and others to

contribute to jockey clubs, compels proprietors
rents

depend upon such
would speedily

raising a sufficient revenue, and thus they

make up

to resort

to booth

revenue

and
immediately seized upon by the conscientious public as
to

for not patronizing the

altogether feeble and untenable.
their contributions

their deficient

jockey clubs.
It

Now

this

;

excuse

is

should be the very best reason for

— for by withholding or withdrawing their support,

they compel proprietors

to avail of this

their last resort, whereas, if

breeders, owners of valuable stallions and others,
to the support of the clubs they

such a

resort,

would step forward
would do away with the necessity of

and thus effectually suppress the

evil.

Therefore,

breeders are not only destroying a market for their blood stock by

withholding their patronage from jockey clubs, but they also cause
the greatest, and in

Patronage

to

fact,

the only evil that attends horse-racing.

jockey clubs, however,

is

not

breeders, and others interested in blood stock,

the only duty that

owe

to

themselves.

It

will be in vain that their horses run well if their races be not pro-

perly and authentically recorded in

some permanent work, and

this

—
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cannot be done unless they patronize such works, by subscribing and

paying their subscriptions

them, and by promptly furnishing authen-

to

reports of the races of their horses, and causing their pedigrees

tic

to be properly recorded.

men on

experienced

has been asserted by

It

some of

the

most

the American turf, that the value of the blood

horse has been increased one hundred per cent, by the influence of the

Turf Register

to its original rate,

pay

—

it would fall back
We
work now published.
And yet how
these remarks.

words, that

in other

there were no such

if

have no doubt of the

many

enhanced value would be imme-

alone, and that this

diately diminished one-half,

strict truth of

much

breeders are there that never see,

Where

Turf Register.

for, the

else,

and

less subscribe to,

us ask, can a breeder

let

look for a general record of pedigrees and races

To what

?

other

record can he refer for the performances and pedigrees of his stock

and

their ancestors

however

stock,

far

And, above

?

may

he

what are the pedigrees of his
some authorita-

all,

trace them, if he have not

tive record to refer to for their correctness.

Let not the flattering idea

be entertained that there will always be some such record, even

Turf Register were not
tic

in

existence

— the

if

the

immense mass of authen-

matter on record in the Turf Register can never be republished in

other works, and therefore, that work must be referred to for the history and pedigrees of

may

publications

all

American horses

in all

time to come.

Other

be of great advantage in the diffusion of early cur-

rent intelligence on turf matters, but for the

permanent record of the

past and present turf history, for present and future reference, the

Turf Register can alone be depended

on.

remarks will induce a single individual
subscribe to a jockey club;

do

effect;

bet

B

in the

The above

is

more birds than

not expect that any thing

in a

to clear

our skirts of

sweepstakes
birds.

B

contracts to pay

does.

is

He

They

B

to

can say will

it.

A

at pigeons.

How

tie.

ten guineas

is it

wagers
?

The

if

some of our

he does not bag

bags only an equal number with B, and

he shall not pay

B

The
we admit;
of common

the ten guineas

according to the rules of betting,

when measured by the scale
any decision we ever saw. B clearly won the

as clearly erroneous,

as

we

a fine illustration of the absurdity of

A

decision of Bell's Life
it is

work or

sense could not

blood-horse, that must sooner or later

number of

yet the rules decide that

but

own common

Bell's Life in London, June 11, 1837.

sporting rules.

sense,

their

have no idea that these

patronize our

think proper to place the cause of the depre-

— A and B shoot

he beats
is ofF.

if

proper account, and

to the

Betting.
that

but

of the value of the

ciation

occur

we do
we

heretofore,

it

have that

—

We
to

!

bet.

A
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similar case occurred last

another

dollars

fifty

particular heat.

It

fall

the Central course.

at

1637-

A man

bet

horse would beat another in a

that a certain

was

[Nov.

a dead heat

between those two horses, and

the second person tacitly abandoned the bet as being 'drawn' or

when he had
bet

as fairly

won

the bet as he

would have done

upon had been beaten by the other half a mile

horse bet upon

did not beat the other, as the

;

if

'off,'

the horse

simply because the
first

party bet he

would do.

Trial of Speed.
at

—The sweepstakes race over the Central course

Terre-Haute, Indiana, resulted as follows

:

Brown colt by Truxton, dam by Badger, 3 years old, carrying
Bay horse Paul Clifford, by Bertrand, 5 years old, 110 lbs.

97lbs.

.

Sorrel mare, by Saxe-Weimar, 5 years old, 107 lbs.

Bay mare Maria, by Sumter,

The

4 years old, 104 lbs.

.

.

.

3

.4

.

.

1

2

horses were placed at the stand exactly the reverse of the

manner in which they appear above, Maria first and so on. The
Truxton colt possessed himself of the track in a run of less than fifty
yards, and was never locked during the race, winning, hard in hand,
without the application of whip or spur, in 1 minute 57 seconds. He
The other
carried eleven pounds over weight, and Maria about six.
horses had their proper weights, we believe, though none of the nags
had been in training more than seventeen days. These things considered, and the extreme heat of the day, the time was the best ever
made over this course. Wabash Courier.

—

Match against Time.

— On

15th and 16th September

the

last,

Mr. Grant's match against time came off on the Hunting Park Course,
near Philadelphia. He matched to ride 288 miles in twenty-four suc-

The number of
He accomplished the feat

cessive hours, for a purse of $1,000.

unlimited, but twelve were used.

and 28 1 minutes, as
latter

will be seen

by the minutes below.

horses was
in

23 hours

Towards

was very much

The

distressed.

average speed with which he rode, was one mile in 3 minutes

47^ seconds.

The

shortest time in

which a mile was done was 2

minutes 18 seconds, and the longest 5 minutes and 50 seconds.

statement of time.
Hours

Riding time,
Mounting and dismounting sixty-four times,
Resting and refreshments,

Time

the

portion of the time, (we are informed by the U. S. Gazette,) he

....

to spare,

Hours,

.
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SPORTING LECTURES.
By Mr. JORROCKS.— No.

Our

readers

— indeed

1.

the sporting world

generally

sure, rejoice to hear that Mr. Jorrocks, the account of

—

will,

we

are

whose manifold

adventures has travelled to the most remote corners of the globe, has

undertaken

to illuminate

the minds of the rising generation by a series

first of which was delivered on
numerous and highly respectable audience assembled in his lecture room, No. 31 Oxendon street, Haymarket.
The
entire drawing-room floor of that elegant and spacious mansion was
converted into a theatre for the purpose, a rostrum being placed on a
raised platform at the far end, under a curtained canopy of scarlet
cloth, tastefully looped up in the centre, which displayed an emble-

of lectures on sporting subjects, the

Monday

last, to

a

matical sporting device, consisting of a hunting cap, a pair of leather

breeches, a boot-jack and three foxes 1 brushes.
before the rostrum

was placed a

On

a stout table

long-tailed white rocking-horse, of

the largest dimensions, saddled and bridled, upon which a strong light

was thrown from

a green-shaded

lamp suspended from the ceiling,
Of course on a first night

gambling houses.

after the fashion of the

every thing cannot be expected to be in perfect order, but
shall not be accused of hypercriticism, in suggesting to

that the quality of his oil

we

trust

we

Mr. Jorrocks

might be advantageously improved.
In
were very judicious and highly

other respects the arrangements
creditable to

Benjamin himself, and the

ladies

on the second

floor,

who

him their assistance and a pair of candlesticks.
The lecture was announced for commencement at eight o'clock, and
no icaiting ; long before which hour the company began to assemble,
and at the appointed time every corner of the spacious room was
crowded to suffocation some being drawn by motives of curiosity, to
see a gentleman who has made so much noise in the world, but the
had kindly

lent

;

majority consisted of personal friends and admirers of Mr. Jorrocks,

and young gentlemen ambitious of shining in the path that he has so
successfully trodden. Within a minute of his time, a side door in the
pannelled wainscot opened and the worthy lecturer appeared, and was
received with loud tally-hos, view holloas, and the most enthusiastic
cheering, which appeared sensibly to affect the old boy.

dressed in the uniform of the Surrey hunt

roomy,) with green

collar,

mahogany coloured

In his right hand he carried his hat, and his

79

v.3

He was
(large

and

yellow waistcoat, drab breeches, with long

flowing silk ribbons at the knees, and

iron-headed hunting whip.

;

scarlet coat

He ascended

left

top-boots.

grasped a tremendous

the platform followed by a

—
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among whom we

large party of friends,
in the

noticed

[Nov. 1837

Nodding Homer,

uniform of the Surrey hunt,) James Green, Esq.

(also

James Green,

;

Esq. Sen.-Jun.; James Green, Esq. Jun.; James Green, Esq. Jun.-Jun.;

Jonathan Crane,
right and

&.c.

&c, who

severally ranged themselves on his

Silence having been obtained, Mr. Jorrocks stood for-

left.

ward and spoke

as follows

:

— I'm pleased
(laughter and hisses) — nay, don't
'Beloved 'earers

as

all.

Here we stand

come here

for I

as

if I

had found a straw,

am werry

you

you

glad to see

the proudest siltivation in the world

in

to enlighten

you

to see

'iss,

Pm

!

knowledge, you've come to

in sporting

pay me half-a-crown a piece and hear wot I've got to say. Never
surely was a more fortunater circumstance. Who so well as John
Jorrocks can explain the difficult mysteries of the chase ? Who,
better than

can take the conceit out of a whirring cock-pheasant

I,

?

Where's there a man wot's more wide awake to the tricks of oss
dealing ? Can any on you tell better how to keep an oss in condition
when you've got him ? Where's the man wot can sit one with
greater firmness, ease, or grace
for a guinea hat

no man

I

say

—

!

better qualified to teach the

is

man tool a gig against me
Then it comes to this that

Will any

?

None, none,

?

young

idea

how

to hunt, shoot,

I am, and to that end have I brought myself here this
Here Mr. J. took a tug at a porter pot that had been considerately placed under the rocking-horse.
'Now then, you see,'
said he, wiping his mouth with his sleeve, 'I'm going to give a lot

or drive, than
evening.'

curtain ones,

o' lectors

— 'on sporting

the canopy

you may

call

subjects,

and

them,' turning his eyes up to
I

shall

throw

off to-night with

a dissertation on the oss, which will give you an idea of the style

of thing, and enable you to judge whether
to 'cut

you

and come

like them,

why

come

fix so as to

it

will be agreeable to

we say at the chop-houses, for if
you may subscribe for the lot, which

again,' as

then

in at

you

so be
I

about two and twopence each, and allow a

will
little

discount into the bargain to those wot like to pay ready money.

And

here

me

let

say that wot you will hear will be none o' your cut

and dried lectors like Old

Daddy Colman's

at the College, but real

spirituous 'art stirring discourses, flowing fresh from the pure well

of knowledge undefiled, that will

your weins, with the

make

the blood canter

finest, freest, action

up and down

imaginable (applause).

sees I'm going to hit the right nail on the head, so without

I

more

palaver we'll begin.
'I

need not

hignorant

is

component

tell

you wot an oss is. There's no one so superlatively
know them by sight, and to be aware that their

not to

parts are four legs, a back-bone, a head, a neck,

Neither need

I

go back

to the times

when they

and a

tail.

rode hasses, nor con-

—
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whether a hostrich (ostrich)

sider

none of us

as

—

oss, for

—

clap forrard to something useful

But

!

my

hideas, and

me ax, can I make
human spekilation than

and where,

:

lift

I'll

let

a nobler, start in this grandest field of

finer,

us,

is

it

cutting across country on a hostrich

a

Old Daddy Osmer assures

werry immaterial considering that
not even Nodding Homer himself would look well

out-speed an

can
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my

by beginning with

the 'unter

money

the field, useful on the road, grand in the field o'

battle,

Good

!

superb

in

in 'arness,

That's the nag for

(applause.)

!

and not above carrying Mrs.

J. to

Tooting on

Here

a Sunday, or even fatching a hogshead of sugar from the docks.'

Mr.

took another long pull

J.

the start, 'but oh

man

as

!'

Johnny Lawrence

in the choice of a wife or

an oss

do with here, and as to osses,
goes

to Tatt's. or Smithfield

word
I'll

'Buy

man

Daddy Lawrence's

picked out

I

you

give

last night,

you

them

can't have

Roman

which

the better, for

Some

is

nose, that

too

to the

folks for the

'I've

I

'Sir,

every

let

when he danced among

always

said,

and

Here he

tail.'

maintain,

still

It

acts as

If

you can buy one with a

with a head wot bends outwards, so

fine, substantial,

when

I

much

serious hair to the animal.

mere sake of picking holes

always says,

did'nt ought to do,

However,

it is.)

long or too large in the head.

the size or shape of his head, but
tions,

ano-

hind quarters, and keeps the hanimal from

to say,

imparts a

it

said

considered dangerous.
is

to

pretty sure to be

begin with the head instead of the

I'll

a fine counterpoise
rearing,

is

experience, and after that

donkey

took another swig of porter.
that

he

in haste repent at leisure,' is

and a werry good un

take care of himself, as the

the chickens.

have nothing

aforeisms, (that's a grand dictionary

my

the benefit of

Women we

?'

'for

shall counsel a

immaterial whether a youngster

is

it

'who

says,

for in either case

;

displeased with his bargain.
ther of old

'Now,' said he,

at the porter pot.

in

an oss will object to

see the drift of their o ejec-

the oss dos'nt go on his head, at least he

J know, (applause.)

A

long neck

is,

also, truly

many a fall in the field, and I need not observe
that a 'forward rider' is a man wot often rides on the neck of his oss.
A hard rider, is one who will trot down Holborn-hill on a frosty
morning. But this is another pair of shoes ('un autre chose,') as we
inwaluable.

It

saves

say in France, so we'll get back

to the nag.

In course the lower the

oss carries his head the better view he will have of the ground, but
the ears should be long,

chance

to ride

strait,

on the head,

or,

and

the ears are werry important, and

why

stiff,

may
it

else the 'forward rider'

be, pitch off altogether.

has long puzzled

an osses ears should not be as long as a hasses.

me

to

might
Indeed

make out

Old Geoffrey

Gambado, says they cannot well be too long, for a judicious rider
by fixing his eyes between them. Talking of eyes

steers his course
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some people make

a great bother about an osses eyes, jist as

have any thing

do with his haction.

who

to

if

they

if

agrees with old Geoffrey,

a man chooses to ride without a bridle, it may be
moment to him to have an oss with an eye or two

says, that

if

matter of some

but

I

1837.

;

he has a bridle, and also a pair of eyes of his own,

immaterial whether the oss sees or not.

it is

parfectly

Indeed a blind one has this

advantage over one wot sees, inasmuch as he never shies, which
be but 'ard enough.

it

which cannot be done

Some

lipped beasts.

but that

my

is all

my

tongue and a

bushy mane

is

man

know an

how

my

take

I

my

it

mane

for I feel that

So considerate, so

remember, when

he was a

life,

to the

werry worst inform-

is aware that it was
John Gilpin from going

country

Oh that I had lived in the
man after my own 'art, (heart.)
!

frugal, so every thing that a

and yet so fond of rural

A good

This must be clear

alone, that kept Mr.

overboard on his road to Edmonton.

days of Gilpin,

I

teeth, (applause.)

for granted that the

in the 'istorical literature of his

the mane, and the

one of your tender-

At school,

elbow.

older than

little

for

is

osses age by his teeth,

old he was, the answer used to be, as old as

absolutely hindispensable.

meanest capacity,
ed

hanimal

effectively if the

folks pretend to

eye and

a boy axed another

is

The mouth is matter of no moment, provided
Many people hold on by the mouth altogether,

considered dangerous.

tradesman ought to be,

the sight of goslings, wiolets, spring

chickens, and asparagras.

'He was a man for

{limitation,

and could

I

but think that the

name

of Jorrocks would live in the grateful recollection of an admiring
posterity

—

that children yet

generous hands, and hang
while the

men,

I

feats

unborn would spread

their

young and

admiring raptures in their nurses' arms,

who now addresses you are related, then, gentlehow soon I lay me down to die, and pass into the

of he

care not

land where

in

all

things are

(Loud and long continued

forgotten.'

cheering, and Mr. Jorrocks availed himself of the interruption to take
a

little

more

won't do

may

porter.)

'But,'

in horatory, so

be at a future day

I

I'll

which
and
discharging a hode

said he, 'I'm getting sentimental,

my feelings
my breast by

smother

shall ease

for the present,

At present we'll resume the question. The stature
inmaterial, but to ride pleasantly he should be higher

(ode) to Gilpin.

of an oss

is

behind than before.

This circumstance

will always,

must always

feel to

be receding in his progress.

grand looking beast, and the next time
here (turning to the Nodder) takes the

him
'It

to

have a stud of them

may

be prejudice, but

my

field at

for the sake of
I

confess

I

I

think, prevent

high before that the rider

giraffes being the fashion, for they are so

Still

a giraffe

is

a

Nodding Homer
Melton, I would adwise

friend

being conspicuous.

likes an osses

back wot inclines

—
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Your

slack-backs are all werry well for carrying
upon it there is nothing like the outward bow
Many men besides me
for making them date their jumps properly.
remember my famous oss Star-gazer. He was made in that form, and in

hog-bend.

to a

millers' sacks, but rely

dome

his leaps threw an arch like the

of

St.

grand thing, 'specially for a family oss.
six of his brats and his light porter

Paul's

I've

seen

A long back is a
my brother Joe clap
!

on the back of the old Crockadile,

as he calls him, and the old nag could have carried another

had been

tied up.

than one

man on

an oss at a time.

Two

more

dos'nt look sporting, and the

governed too much by appearances.
more anon, as we say in Hebrew.
'Wind about which so many men exhaust

world

his tail

if

In the 'unting field, however, one never sees

is

—

But on that subject
their breath

—

not of

is

the slightest importance to an oss, and utterly beneath a moment's
Citizens in general are short winded chaps, and

thought.

much

pleasanter for rider and oss to be exhausted at the

than for the former to be carried along
Gilpin,

by an impetuous

often have

I

my

pictured to

to

drown

care.'

Oh

the sentiment.

too sensitive

poor Mrs. G. on that alarming occasion
I'll

nilley, toilley,

— over-bearing — long-winded

you respond

yes, and I'm sure

mind

— but

is'nt it

same moment,

—

poor

like

prad

I

?

ye gods

!

say

'ow

the agonizing terror of

with your permission

Hereupon he emptied the quart

pot.

'But talking of wind,' said he, again wiping the froth from his

mouth with

wind

his sleeve, 'this point affords choice to the lovers of

instruments, for he

may

select

whatever degree of blowing

is

most

in

accordance with his fancy, from the gentle whistle of a southerly
breeze up to the high blowing, bellowing, bluster of a rampaginous
Again, wot safety does a high blower afford on a road

bull.

even a Brentford 'buss could drive against a good roarer,

And though

be ever so drear and dark.
that there

is

last

not least, let

me

Not

?

let the

night

tell

you

a sort of companionship in a high blowing oss on the

which beguiles the tediousness of the weary way.

road,

me ax is the man with the
down ? Besides, let me tell
you that an oss that has once tumbled down and scarified himself pretty
tightly will not do so again
Gambado was of this
if he can help it.
opinion, and we all know that Geoffrey was up to snuff, and a pinch
Where

'Broken knees are nothing.

let

oss that he will swear will never tumble

—

above

it.

Indeed he strongly recommends a broken kneed oss, assert-

ing that the best bit of flesh what ever was crossed

come down one day or
oss,

always

another.

insist that he's

will certainly

In buying, however, a broken kneed

a confirmed stumbler

;

in

selling,

you

should swear that your servant broke his knees against a stone wall.

Remember

osses fall with their masters

— servants throw them down.

—
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likes a small foot,

I

woman's

at a
I

!

whether

foot before

I

man, woman, or

in

looks at her face

beast.

and

;

gives myself no farther consarn about her.

With respect

to the subject.

shoe

less iron to

wound

smaller.

is

'There

if

But

the foot

is

I

always looks

the former

bad

is

this is irreverend

small,

requires

it

he kicks or treads upon you in course the

Some

folks like large feet, but there's no account-

Some

ing for taste.

an oss,

if

if

and

;

to

[Nov. 1837.

like a h'apple

an old saying

— others

a h'onion.

man wot would buy

a mule
must not buy one at all,' and faultless 'unters are
equally rare.
To be sure if you believe all men tell you when they
have one to sell, you will think that none but the good are parted with
but take my word for it, my jolly young garsons, as we say in France,
that there is no breed of osses so large as that of the best in England !
is

without a

in Spain, 'that a

fault

;

Several stupid old codgers have written woluminously, and subdiwided
the breed of osses, attributing warious qualities to each, and

were

to believe all

they say, a

man should have

at least a

you

if

dozen

one

;

sort for walking, another for trotting, a third for cantering, a fourth for

galloping, a

fifth

for 'unting, a sixth for putting in his

seventh for double 'arness, and so on
racing, (with

which none of us

not worthy the

is

name

I

but

;

my

opinion

one oss shay, a
is that,

barring

trust have nothing to do,) that an oss

of an oss

—

is

not worth a

— not

dump

even

his wittles, that car'nt do every thing but race.

'As to a

full

blood, or a

blooded oss, as they

full

them

call's

in

America, they are nothing but thin-skinned ones that bleed more freely

when
on

pricked with the spur.

'Equitation,' says, that

one leg than another, but

this is all

hanimal instead of disease.

do with

The

four,

why

Daddy

Peters,

who

wrote a thick book

one should not buy a prad wot
If

my eye,

rests

more on

and shows sagacity

in the

he can do with three legs wot others

should he use more than he wants

Some

the go now-a-day.

habsurd

!

say, don't

buy

an oss wot stands with one leg before another, or pointing as they

call

division of labour

me ax did none of you
first, and why should an oss

Pray

it.

is all

let

ever hear of a

man

putting his

—

be debarred ? answer me that
werry inconwenient, 'specially when you have
reason to know he's a screto, and it requires a good deal of management to ewade the question so as not to diminish the price. The
best leg

'Warranting an oss

plan

I

is

always adopt, and

it's

worth a Jew's eye

to

know,

the idea of warranting, and say, 'Vy, really, warranting

out of use, and never thought of

at Tatt's.'

If,

is

is

to ridicule

a thing quite

however, the customer

you should try to puzzle him by making him exconsiders a sound oss, and so lead him on till you get

sticks to the point,

wot he
him bewildered with questions, and then if he still persists, put it to
him as a man of honour whether he can lay his hand on his 'art and
plain

—
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declare himself not only sound, but free from all impending disease ;
and you may throw him off his guard, if you are a ready jawbacious
sort of chap, by saying, 'I'm blowed if there ar'nt a hectic flush on
your mug at this moment that looks werry like consumption !' Tatt.
is werry clever at this work, and whenever a Johnny Raw axes him
if

he warrants an oss sound, he exclaims with astonishment, 'Warrant

him sound

Why,

!

sir, I

My

that he's sound.'

would'nt warrant that he's an

friend,

Dick Grunt, who

He

a clever thing in this line t'other day.

winded

lisps

sound, he said, 'Oh, in course, like

whereupon

the youth

paid

men,

all

alone

sold a green-horn a broken-

and when the young un axed him

oss,

oss, let

werry much, did

I

the money, and

if

he warranted him

warrant him sound

Presently he comes back with a werry long wisage, and said, 'Vy,
this ere oss is

broken-winded

!'

'I

knows

it,'

:'

dispersed for a ride.

says Dick.

'Then,

sir,
sir,

you must take him back, and return me my money, for you warranted
him sound." 'Warranted him thound, (sound,) my good fellow
no thuch (such) thing. I said I wanted him thound (sound,) not that
Old Joe Smith once had
I warranted him thound.' (Loud laughter.)
a wicious nag that would neither ride nor draw, nor indeed do any
thing else. He took him to Barnet fair, where he fell in with a chap
in tight nankeens and Hessian boots wot wanted a buggy oss, and in
course he recommended his werry strongly, and said he thought he
was jist the nag for knocking a buggy about, whereupon the youth
bought him. As Joe left the town, what should come past him like a
!

!

flash of lightning but his old nag,

with his head in the

air,

kicking and

milling the splash-board of a tidy yellow buggy, with a cane back,

and red and green wheels, with no one

owner on

a post oss,

with the traces

in
all

it.

Presently up came the

dangling at his heels, in a

regler 'sky-blue' passion, and jist as he reached old Joe the nag charged

the rails of the

new mound, snapping

the

jimmey

shafts like carrots

and disappeared altogether, leaving the buggy scattered over the road.
'You rogue you willain /' said the buyer, Til teach you to sell such
!

osses to family

men

of fortune.

and Miss Juggins and myself!

You've nearly been the death of Mrs.
me where you live, you wagga-

Tell

Now Joe, who is a fat oily little chap, as cunning as the
and not easily put out of his way, especially when it is his
interest not to be so, let him run on till he was fairly blown, when he

bone

?'

devil,

werry coolly observed, 'My dear
siderable mistake.

sidered the oss

If

was

you

jist the

call to

you are labouring under a conmind what I said, it was, that I con-

sir,

nag for knocking a buggy about, and egad,'

pointing to the fragments on the road,
to the letter

."

played myself.

'I

think he's proved himself so

(Laughter and applause.)
I

had an oss which was a

I'll tell

you a

capital 'unter,

trick

I

once

and good

at
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every thing but harness, which his soul was above.
suit

my

that

is to

conwenience

saying yes, for

In course

in harness.

had seen Benjamin put

I

when

moved

a muscle, but

harness

— oh, my eyes

rebelled,

;

so

on,

it

don't

who

only

had no hesitation in

when

the nag never

the buyer wanted to tack a carriage to the

was

that

!

I

it

looked out

I

and presently found a softish sort of chap,

he were quiet

if

Well,

qui tarn osses,

call

say, osses that will ride as well as drive

for a customer,

axed

keep any but wot lawyers

to

1837.

quite a different story

and kicked the woiture

The buyer

to bits.

my

and

;

lord

to return

tried

I conwinced him he was wrong, at least I conwinced him
would not take him lack. (Loud laughter.) Another chap that
knows, had jist such an oss as Joe Smith's one of your reglar good-

him, but
that
I

I

for-nothing beggars

— and sold him

wan, assuring him, when axed

would delight his eyes
him, but he soon sent
he remonstrated,

to see

if

he was quiet in harness,

him draw.

his heels

Old broadbrim

'that

was

to laugh,

it

tried to tackle

through the splash board, and

the seller did

all

—

quaker for to draw his cruelty

to a

when

and assure the quaker,

it would indeed delight his eyes to see him draw, for he never
would bear a pair of shafts in his life.' These hanecdotes (anecdotes)
you see are good, for they not only put you on your guard against
others, but teach you how to do the trick yourselves.
I'll now trot
on to something else, and perhaps I car'nt do better than to say a
word about money matters, seeing as how there's an old saying that
'money makes the mare to go.'

'that

'Price

the most material consideration in oss dealing.

is

say what should buy a parfect 'unter

what

men

it

will bring.

It's

Its

hard to

— the walue of a thing being

jist

young gem-

a werry fashionable custom for

hambitious of being considered givers of long prices, to get the

sellers to give receipts for

sally allowed

allowed a

about double the real price, and

that lying's all fair in oss dealing.

little

'the truth, the

truth,

rid of a

is

as

much

from him apologizing

this evening,

which

of cotton, a

in

I

will read to you.'

I

me

that

I

had a werry

The worthy gentleman

then

two

balls

and

letter,

after pulling out

which he proceeded

regret extremely that

your opening

waries with

a pocket comb, and three or four half

crowns, produced the following

—

it

for not being able to attend here

his breeches' pocket,

lump of sponge,

'Dear Jorrocks

down any

possible to lay

Mr. Nimrod says

regulated by the price of wheat as the quar-

purlite letter

to attend

It ain't

Talking of Mr. Nimrod reminds

fumbled about

univer-

and nothing but the truth' about his oss,
bad un.

thing like rules to regulate price.

tern loaf.

it's

man was'nt

blandishment of language, and was obliged to speak

whole

he never could get
the times, and

If a

lecture, in

it

Oxenden

will not be in
street,

to read.

my power

to-morrow even-

—
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ing, having just received a letter from the editor of the

requesting a supply of MS. forthwith.

we

This

I

much

regret

;

N.
for

M.

S.

though

some of our opinions on the 'Chase, the Turf, and
Murray calls my new book, yet agreeing in the old say-

differ a Ultle in

the Road,' as

ing, of 'fas est ab hoste doceri,'

hear the able arguments which,

support of your positions.

should have been glad to attend to

I

make no doubt, you

I

will

adduce

in

come

to

hope, however, to be able to

I

I presume the first will be duly reported in the New
may, perhaps, have a few words to say in reply, and in
the mean time wishing you health and prosperity,

the next, and as

Sporting,

I

And

that

May

descend in clothes baskets on you and your wife.

all

I

the good things of this whirligig

life,

remain, dear Jorrocks, faithfully yours,

NlMROD.'

Calais, June, 183T.

Mr. Jorrocks resumed. 'Now that's werry purlite of Mr. Nimrod,
and shows a good disposition, and that lie arnt jealous of me and
now if any gentleman wishes to possess an undeniable hortograph of
that great man's, I'll sell this, and wots more, I'll warrant it genuine.
;

Mr.

then put the letter up to auction at five shillings, and after great

J.

competition

pound
Mr.

it

was

knocked down

finally

Jimmey Green

for

one

'Nothing can more strongly exemplify the

again resumed.

J.

truth of

my

assertion that the walue of a thing

The

than the sale o' that hortograph.
is

to

ten and ninepence.

is jist

what

paper on which

it

will bring,

it is

written

nearly worthless, and had not the bright idea flashed across

mind

men

some one of

that

this great

of Nimrod's penmanship,

taken for
tunity

is

it

wot

it

cost

every thing.

me
If

I

assembly might like

my

have a speci-

should have been werry glad to have

in postage.

had taken

I

to

So
it

it is

HopporRoyal Exchange, no

with osses.

the

to

—

man would have given a dump for such scrip no, not even with
Nodding Homer to puff it and we all know he's up to a trick or two
Here, where the writer is happreciated, it sells for a hat
in that line.
No one
Price then, as I said before, is undefinable.
money.
full of
oss can regulate the price of another, and when I come to consider'
looking at an immense great silver hunting watch, with a curb chain,

—

and great gold seals pendant

—

'that I've

and ten minutes without a check, by
that the admission tickets are

me

that you've

werry low,

that's not the case.
if I

80

unerring ticker of mine, and
I

think you will agree with

had quite enough for your money.

take a pull, but don't suppose that

mind,

gone an arrant burst of an hour

this

On

can but draw
v.8

it

I

Here then we'll

stop for want of ammunition, for

the contrary, I've as
out, as will serve

me

much

matter in

to lector

on

till

my
its

—
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time to begin 'tinting again,

with a reglar

field

tail

when

I

[Nov. ISST.

makes no doubt

who

of rising sportsmen,

I

fame, glory, and immortality of that most renowned of

Surrey

shall take the

will contribute to the
all

The

'unts

!'

Mr. Jorrocks concluded amidst immense applause, and immediately
retired to

Tom

who

it

kept

up

Cribb's, in
until

rocks, having ferretted
in a

Pan ton-street, attended by a large

party,

when Mrs. Jorupon him and took him home

half-past six the next morning,

him

out, seized

hack Cab.

[The

New

Sporting Magazine.

RIFLE SHOOTING.
In order to give

you

instructions in rifle-shooting, that shall

me now draw your

a lasting impression, let

mean

make

attention to the leading

which are cut into the interior
which operation is called 'rifling,') and
To
the defects in bullets, which occasioned their introduction.
understand me readily, I have to remind you of certain facts which
are undisputed; namely, 1st. That metals are expanded by heat and
contracted by cold; and that, therefore, melted lead must occupy more
features of a

rifle

:

I

the grooves

surfaces of rifled barrels, (and

2nd. That, since

it

and more quickly,

in

cubic space in a fluid than, in a congealed state.

by cooling,
which loses

contracts

the part

That every leaden
cavity within

it,

it

cannot

fail to

do so

first,

caloric or heat before the other parts.

its

bullet cast in a

mould unavoidably -has

as the result of such a contraction

;

be found in the centre of a bullet

is to

;

its

3rd.
little

a cavity that

varies in size, in conformity with the temperature of the lead,

never

a

and that

situation generally

being towards the neck of the mould, because the lead begins to cool
there sooner than elsewhere.
truly centrically situated,
in its flight

by

4th.

That a

when thrown

that cavity

;

bullet,

having a cavity not

or projected, must be influenced

inasmuch as one part of the sphere being

by the most skilful
aim must be defeated, since a deflection from the line of impulse can-

lighter than the other parts, the objects sought

not
the

fail to

be occasioned by the effect which the most solid part of

sphere or bullet will produce,

hollow

part.

To make

on the other, move
is,

by its preponderance over the
more weight on one side than

a body, that has

in strict conformity with

any given

direction, that

uninfluenced by such an inequality, seemed a foolish, because in

the eyes of most, an impracticable endeavour, since

it

looked like a

paradoxical defiance to the laws of gravity; but the inventive genius

of

some ancient German sportsman triumphed over this supposed imand by an idea that was as bold, as the perseverance to

possibility,

AND SPORTING MAGAZINE.
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overcome the difficulties of a perplexing execution was praiseworthy
any time, but at that unenlightened age the more especially; for
by ingeniously making interior incisions or grooves, which descend
spirally from the muzzle to the breech of a rifle barrel, and by causing
the bullet to receive slight incisions from the bearings which are
at

between such grooves,

cunning old marksman, by

this

knew how

so controlled, proved that he

impart

to

firing a bullet

to it a rapid

rota-

which destroyed, or rather counteracted
every diverging influence
that is, so long only as the range was
within the continuance of the spiral motion, and which latter, drawing
tion

on the axis of

its flight,
;

out something like the straining of a spiral wire, towards the extremity
of

its flight,

lose, unless

approached more and more

coming

to the straight line, at last to

some

contact with

in

object, the spiral impulse

entirely; the deflecting influence of the heaviest side of the bullet

thereupon, and as a matter of course coming into action.

vincing were the

So con-

displays of this invention, that the adoption of

first

such an improved gun for ball shooting was as extensive throughout

Germany

as rapid

and, after spreading over most parts of Europe,

:

also, by means of some of the German
them originally that the American back-woodsmen of the present day owe the fame they now seek to found a claim

was

transferred

emigrants; for

America

to

to

it is

on, as to their superiority over those, in reality, scientific rifle-shots,

the

German

jagers

a claim that

;

however, founded

is,

in boast only,

even with the incessant practice which these back-woodsmen have,

moving any where, not

for they shoot everything with ball, scarcely

even the boys, without a

When

about to

fire

panions with your

rifle.

or 'make ready,' step forward from your

rifle at

the 'recover,' that

is,

com-

the muzzle upwards,

the barrel turned towards you, the cock lightly touching the
breast, about three inches

above

and full-cock, yet gently your
with your

left foot

nipple

its

rifle

thereupon

;

:

or not, just as

it

suits

Present at the target with perfect
left

elbow

proper position

of the horizontal
preserved.
the guard,

to

a short step

your balance, so as to
and for which purpose
you best, bend both knees a little.
coolness and without hurry
many
:

it is

apt to alter

its

the purchase of the elbow turns the barrel out

line,

You may,
more

make

leg,

in the sling of the rifle, but

for,

:

to

left

unbolt

steadily settling

throw the greatest weight on the advanced

place the

in that position,

forward, turning a quarter face to the right, the toe

nearly straight to the front

you may

;

and which (transversely of course) should be
in presenting, draw your sling tight towards

prevent the influence of the wind upon

the purpose of steadying the muzzle

your keeping the sling thus

in

your

;

it,

than for

both purposes will be served by

left

hand, and which should be

—
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placed against the guard, to

more firmly
of the right hand

make

I8J7-

a purchase to press the but of the

it

hollow of the right shoulder; the forefinger
while is in, and pressing against the inside

into the

rifle

[Nov.

all this

it away from, yet ready for the trigger ; now
with your head bent, and your cheek resting on the edge of the butt
of the rifle, take care to keep your right elbow well raised, for it not

of the guard, to keep

only makes the attitude of a rifleman more graceful, but it counteracts
a turn to the right, and which, and by pulling the trigger more particularly, the rifle is liable to receive otherwise.
to protect life

By

and property.

Helps and Hints how
Baron de Berenger. lb.

the

—

RACING IN H1NDOSTAN.
A

large quantity of Arabian

and other foreign horses are annually

About the months of July and August,
merchants march across the peninsula of India from Bombay, at which
place they arrived by sea, with strings or batches, as they are someimported into Hindostan.

times called, of Arabs, and from these the anglo-lndian officers
their selection.

is

It

amusing

to

make

remark the sensation occasioned

at

a station by the arrival of Shaick Ibrim, or Ibn Hassan, with a batch

of horses.

No

hacks, and

tats,

time

examine the new
high

their search

as

much

natural

unmolested

They

Now

and,

;

feel that

one thinks of listening.
to

it is

make

fit

dealer, to

;

for the turf,

his walking exercise

takes daily exercise
races

draw

;

At

first

which, of course, no

;

like the first parallel in a

Arab horse-dealers never bargain in
and they require

down

to be

humoured and

the price to a consistent sum.

cannot be procured for less than 1,500

rupees, (£150,) and rarely at so low a price as that.

upon

can be more

expense of the uninitiated.

an ultimatum

an approach merely.

Arab,

What

Indeed, the merchant himself never means

his price

the presence of a third person

first rate

may pursue

they are at a premium, and therefore indulge

petted for days, in order to bring

A

knowing ones look

that the

questioned, restrict their replies

enormous sums are demanded by the

siege,

is

it

when

in their self-complacency at the

himself

be, but vehicles,

unusual hours, in order that they

as possible to monosyllable answers.

?

may

whatever the weather

arrivals.

steal visits at

;

is lost,

are indiscriminately put in requisition to visit and

some time

in

The nag

enters

September, and from this time

the paces being increased as the period of the

near, until the arrival of the portentous

day

itself.

Then

what flurry and hurry scurry prevail over the whole station. Young
ladies go out with their mammas at peep of dawn, showing, by their
early arrival on the ground, how little sleep they had enjoyed during

—
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racing

;

men,
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their bright eyes glisten with animation as the

;

decked

out in sporting habiliments, which afford a
novel contrast to the usual military garb, dash up and pay their
devoirs of compliment and adulation,

In another direction, big with

may be seen, bustling and
each clad in shorts, jockey-boots, a bird's-eye cravat,

the importance of their office, the stewards
authoritative;

The hope

black hat, and slashed coat.

and

it

is

stewards

—

of reward sweetens labour

that the worthies last

fortunate

consciences

to

reward them

;

Disputes are certain

race-course.
arrived

— namely,

at, it

is

that of a steward of a

to occur; and, as

agreeable office, after the amusements are at an end,

who

ing gloves and perfumery to the ladies,

value of their

sure as a decision

The most

gives offence to the disappointed party.

losses in the most recherche

the

own

for of all posts of honour, next to being

the manager of a mess, the most thankless

is

mentioned

possess the ladies' smiles and the approbation of their

manner

is

that of dispatch-

are expected to pay their

that the station can afford

;

the

contributions being enhanced by the elegant billets

which usually accompany them.

—

Dr. Spry's Modern India.

lb.

THE COCK OF THE WOOD.
Thomas Fowell Buxton,

Esq. the eminent brewer and abolutionist,

has, at considerable expense, and through the instrumentality of L.

Lloyd, Esq. resident

in

Sweden, procured twenty-eight birds of the

cock of the wood species, and brought them over to Britain. They
were collected throughout all Sweden, notices having been circulated
in every district, offering rewards for each living cock or hen which
could be obtained.

Mr. Buxton has presented them

Breadalbane, and they passed through

they

way

to

Taymouth

castle, Perthshire,

rence Banvil, gamekeeper,

Marquis of

to the

Dundee on Friday week, on
under the charge of Lau-

who had been commissioned

to

bring them

Twenty-nine birds were shipped, only
from Sweden to Scotland.
one of which died on the passage. The noble bearing and beautiful
plumage of the cocks, and the corresponding grace and gentleness of
In plumage they resemble the black
their mates are very remarkable.
cock, but in size they far surpass this humble representative of their

mould and

The cocks, when full grown, will average sixteen
They betrayed none of the trepidation and uneasibirds of a less noble species.
The cock of the wood,

colour.

pounds weight.
ness of wild

once the inhabitant of the pine forests and heath-clad
since disappeared from Scotland

— the

hills,

has long

northern and most uncivilized

portion of which was the last place in Britain where

it

was

seen.

In
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some

countries on the continent of Europe, but more especially in
Sweden, the cock of the wood continues to live free from such

molestation as materially checks the perpetuation of

The

difficulty

by a

bird

of

of penetrating

and the symmetrical beauty of

its flesh,

During these

a bird of great value.

it

existence.

its

chosen instinctively

the retreats

man-

others the most chary of connection with

all

kind, the delicacy of

rendered

to

vast plantations undertaken on the estates of
prietors of the highland districts has

kw

many

form

its

years past, the

of the noble pro-

awakened associations connected

with former forests, which have occasioned an ardent desire to see
them peopled as of yore. The Marquis of Breadalbane, the possessor
of an immense highland territory, and one of the most spirited of our
nobility in every thing that relates to the improvement of the country,
has more than once endeavoured to restore the cock of the wood to
his former habitation, but without success.

We

are anxious to hear

of the naturalization of the race, and of their speedy propagation, to

accomplish which the noble marquis will

There

expense.

ample shelter

is

spare neither pains nor

and abun-

in his extensive forests,

dant food for the bird, which feeds principally on the cones of

and wild

berries.

It

fir,

woods of twenty-five years growth and

inhabits

upwards, and the more open the trees are below the better.
[The New Sporting Magazine.

ON CHARGING AND TRYING
I

beg leave to

offer a

GUNS.

few observations, by way of answer,

of 'Tyro,' which

to the

number:

if

you

deem them worthy of insertion they are at your service.
With regard to the size of the gun, if the sportsman intends

to

con-

inquiries

fine
is

appeared in your

last

himself to the use of one only throughout the season, guage 14

to be preferred,

weighing (supposing a double) 7f lbs.
If, however, the shooter be not

12 guage, weight 6|lbs.

resolves on using two guns,

I

would recommend,

If single,

athletic, or

for the early part of

the season, 18 guage, as a trifling difference in weight will be found

very agreeable, indeed a great

September

;

tioned, should

weigh

6 fibs.

guage should not be used

come

wild.

relief,

during the heats of August and

therefore, a double gun, of the bore of calibre just

I

am

;

till,

of a single 6lbs.

with cool weather, the birds have be-

well aware there are no sportsmen

narrow a bore, as soon becoming
or use objectionable

;

men-

In this case, the 14

foul,

who

and thus rendering

object to so
its

shooting

but such as have imbibed this notion are unac-

quainted with the patent wire cartridge, which completely sweeps the
barrel every time

lead and

all

it is

placed over the powder, and keeps

internal foulness.

it

free

from

j

Vol.

No.
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a well-ascertained fact, that the shot of the patent cartridge

is

propelled or driven with such superior force, compared to the loose

charge as

No

render

to

in the second.

There

of No. 7 as in

H

more than equal to No. 6
same number of pellets in 1 oz.
and consequently the former would

7 in the first case

are about the

oz. of No. 6
become a very eligible substitute for the latter.
With a 14 guage 1 \ oz. of No. 6 shot, and from 2-| to 3 drachms of
powder will be found the most effective charge for the early part of
the season
the same weights as above, but with shot No. 5 or 4,
as the birds gain strength on the wing and become difficult of appoach.
I am well aware many will object to the proportions just mentioned,
as containing too much powder, and not enough shot
and who
would prefer \\ oz. of shot and 2 drachms of powder. That at the
distance of 40 yards a greater number of pellets would be thrown
:

:

;

into a sheet of paper with the latter,

but then the shot

and

distances,

away owing
have

1

entertain not the least doubt;

sportsmen will admit that

all

to not being hit

hard enough.

many wounded birds get
The 18 guage should

oz. of shot (a cartridge for the reasons already given being

preferable) and 2 J

To

I

not driven with sufficient force to kill at long

is

who

drachms of powder.

it, an iron target brushed over with
white-wash saves both time and expense, but the force of the dis-

those

are used to

charge cannot be so accurately ascertained by this method, as by
shooting

at

24 sheets of paper, streched open, and nailed

wooden frame made
first

and

which
sheet,

last

how many

pellets struck the first

and the number which perforated the whole.

gun, with the charge

I

70 pellets through the

The

square

;

will be clearly perceived

it

to a

At each discharge, the
sheets should be removed and others substituted
by
to the size of the sheet.

have described, should,
first

sheet,

and 30

at

at least

A good 14 guage
40 yards, average

through the whole.

paper to be 22 inches by 30, weighing 3lbs. the quire.

.A 12

guage, with if oz. shot, and 3 J drachms of powder should throw 90
into the first sheet, and drive 40 through the whole quire; an 18

guage, 50 in the
will accomplish

first

this

when any person
case) that

is

sheet, and 15 or 20 through.
A gun which
must be considered as unobjectionable
and
;

heard to boast (which

he possesses a gun that will do much more, he should be

suspected of a

little

romance, and

may

be safely invited to the

under the following indispensable precautions
perfectly dry, and of the specified size

the portions of

powder and shot

loading the gun.
the paper.

not unfrequently the

is

:

First, that the

and weight.

are quite correct

—an

trial

paper

is

Secondly, that
impartial person

Thirdly, that no holes are discernable a priori in

Fourthly, that the distance be ascertained by measure-
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and not

a rest

is

settled
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by the fallacious mode of stepping. The use of
most trifling swerve will prevent an accurate

advisable, as the

result.

The

percussion tube

cap, and certainly

is

supposed

for discharge require

much more

the whole so simple, though
prefer the copper-cap

on
I

;

and as

There

believe,

I

fitted

by some shooters.

preferred

still

the observation of the reader.

remarkably well, invented,

the copper-

but guns thus

conceive the question

I

useless to bring any other plan under

is

it

;

care and cleanliness, and are not

most decisively

between these two,

lies

to fire quicker than

not so liable to be stopped

is

is

a safety trigger

by Purdy

—

at least

which
it

acts

bears his

name it is so contrived as to be touched and involuntarily drawn up
by the right hand, when the gun is at the shoulder, so that it requires
no consideration at the time, yet when the butt of the gun is placed
on the ground, it cannot be moved, even should it be on full cock.
;

There
felt

;

There

many good

are

but

it

is

kinds of wadding, the best

is

made

has been regarded as objectionable on account of

another made of thinner

felt,

of thick
bulk.

its

pasted between two pieces of

paper, and containing a small portion of grease, which exudes

gun, thus keeping the barrel clean.

firing the

wadding are

to

be met with

;

but

have not yet been able

I

the great difference in the effect of wadding for which

strenuously contend

:

however,

hesitate not to state

I

upon

Other varieties of
to discover

some persons

my

unqualified

conviction of the superiority of a punched wadding (containing substance) over thin card

patent wire cartridge
distances
it

;

but

1

to the patentees the task of

what they confidently

were objectionable

their general use

:

in a

way

was

their action

driven together, in the form of a

assert.

proving that

fail to

prevent

and they were apt

me

few experiments gave

unqualified satisfaction.

those cartridges are very convenient

long shots killed with them.

I

to carry a cartridge in their

;

and

I

a matter of

taste.

—

I

larger than formerly

are to be prefered

;

have

I

have certainly seen very

would recommend sportsmen always

second

barrel.

In the early part of the
first

barrel

cannot pretend to name a powder which

preferable to every other;
is in

yet

much

be

lately

In loading,

season (for partridge shooting particularly) their use in the
is

to

However, they have

ball.

long

Originally those

that could not

irregular,

at

undergone considerable improvement, and those with which
tried a

The

regard as utterly exploded.

I

an excellent contrivance for shooting

must leave

will accomplish

cartridges

paper

:

is

I

observe that which

request.

is

is

granulated

— Caps made of thick metal

those of French manufacture carefully avoided.
S.

The New Sporting Magazine.]
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SCENES AND THINGS IN THE WEST.
Mr. Editor
Before
will

September 29, 1837.

:

promised

I start the 'wild things of the west,'

endeavour

to describe

creations of nature

in

my

last,

[

two of the most beautiful and remarkable

— the mirage and looming.

When

I first

read the

curse of the traitor

'May he at last, with lips of flame,
On the parched desert thirsting die,
While lakes that shone in mockery nigh,
Are fading off untouched, untasted.'
I

looked upon

it

as the wrathful imprecation of a pagan heart, or a

Now, sir, I am conI know that every

poetic variation on the punishment of Tantalus.

vinced that 'no fiction

is

stranger than truth,' for

day on the American sand plains are to be seen the 'lakes that shine
What a
in mockery nigh,' which 'fade away untouched, untasted.'
reserved
be
should
judgment
terrible curse that would be
Such a
!

for the traitor

—an Arnold

traitor to his

God.

or Iscariot

—

a traitor to his country or a

Wonderful phenomenon

thy broad lakes, bold

rivers,

and sweet

little

Who

!

can look upon

brooks, which rise into

billows, flow on with the might and majesty of the Father of waters,
or leap and sparkle like a

hangs over

its

meadow

stream, 'kissing the clover

—

which

But, 'on the

banks,' without admiration and delight.

die'
oh I would not, for the wealth of a
thousand mines, have one of them spread out before my longing eyes,
if, like the rich man in the parable, I was praying for a drop of water

parched desert thirsting

to cool

On

my

burning

one occasion

!

lips.
I

had an opportunity of comparing

Salirab with the broad and

muddy

Platte.

clear and rapid stream, hastening to mingle
ticles

with the river

fect delusion

at

our side.

—'we looked on

Even
this

S.

this

its

Persian

we saw

Just before us

a

bright and flashing par-

paused

and then on

to

gaze upon the per-

that,'

the eye of

man

could not perceive a difference, save that the 'counterfeit resemblance

was far more inviting than the real thing.'
Looming is another spectacle which nature shows to the advenMany interestturer of the wilds that she denies to the woodsman.
look there !'
'See
ing and amusing incidents arise from this cause.
whispers a voyager to his neighbour and behold a band of mounted
warriors, with bows and battle axes, are descending like a whirlwind
upon them. One dodges from an arrow, another draws in his breath
Indians !' when the sun is suddenly obscured
to bawl out 'Indians
by a cloud, and lo the harmless little antelopes, with their jet-black
!

—

!

!

horns and spindle legs appear.
81

v.S

I

once requested

my friend

Arra-raish,

—
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name given
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Mr. Sublette by the Crow Indians, and which means

to

the straight walking cane,) to go to a certain grove which

out toward noon

pointed

I

in the direction desig-

he turned his unerring glance

;

nated, and observed 'they are not trees but buffaloe,' and truly,

it

seemed

wood was going to Dunsinane,' for the forest was
as if my
Every day in fact, when the sun was bright, the accuracy
in motion.
of our vision was tested by some unusual appearance in the prairies.
I have actually known a man to dash off in pursuit of a grizzly bear,
'Burnin's

and return

Now,
horse.
I felt

to be jeered at for

at length, for

my

when

of liberty

I

first

— and

saw

all

order, as in rank, the

One brown
with an

deliberately at us, his

While standing

stallion, the leader of his

little

air of authority,

paused

band,

in this position,

from time

to

with me, discharged his

rifle

and was soon

time tossing up his head,

into the

lost to

our faces.

in

young Alabamian

ground just beside him,

with a leap and a snort that would have done honour
dashed off" to his company, every hair in his long tail
line with his back,

gaze more

to

sharp ears pointing directly

display the red chambers of his nostrils, a

who was

enjoyment

could be more proudly exultant

air

danger, came boldly up, walking with a firm and elastic

step, reconnoitered us

if to

prairie wolf.

first in

that paragon of animals in the full

no bird of the

in that great privilege.

as

And

cannot describe the sensation of more than pleasure which

I

defying

making war on a

promise.

buck, he

to a

a straight

in

our sight forever.

It

may

not

be improper to mention a fact, which I think goes far to prove that
this noble creature did not originally belong to this continent, but

came over perhaps with the conquerors of Florida;
any of the

is

solely appropriated to the horse.

'big dog'

dialects of the

most of them, he

In

from the circumstance of his succeeding that

and companion of man

in

that

it is

mountain Indians, from south

in

the duties allotted

packing lodges, drawing tent-poles, and

in

is

no word
to north,

called the

faithful servant

him by

the savages

winter of being harnessed

to their sleighs, laden with the rich treasures of the chase, or the

more

glorious 'spolia opima' of war.

The

prairie dogs,

from their social or gregarious habits, are the most

interesting of quadrupeds.
cities

under ground.

They

into the earth to a very great depth.

which was thrown up

Near each hole

citizen perches himself like a kangaroo,

If

and chatters

any thing passes near them a signal

music and musicians, sub

terra,

are only to be seen one or

is

given,

is

On

at the time of the excavation.

here, as in a frog-pond, every musician sings to his
ears.

more properly

live in villages, or

Their residences are formed by boring holes
a

tumulus

these each

to the air

:

for

own delighted
and down sinks

— and on the area of six hundred acres

two

sentinels,

perched on their watch

Vol.
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towers, keeping up a fierce and incessant bark as long as the offensive

The most remarkable

intruder continues in their vicinity.
the history of these petty burghers
to

make

Their

use of water.

distance from any stream
tains.

is

that they

villages are

The

dred feet above the bed of the Platte.

They

drink.

sometimes found

are yellow

or

much

look like

lion-coloured, shaped not unlike the

shorter than the hinder, and

arms folded on

little

tion, their ears, like

hun-

hills, several

Indians say they never

kangaroo, with broad quarters, tapering thence to the head
legs are

at a great

— sometimes on the tops of the highest moun-

myself passed through one on the Black

I

fact in

have never been seen

their breast

:

when

and

;

their fore-

sitting erect

they

to finish the descrip-

those of the beaver, look as

if

they had been

cropped with the knife.

The

prairie fox

ful little

animal

is

is

another wonder of the wilderness.

one of the swiftest things of

So smoothly and evenly does

some arrow-like power,
along the earth.

The

it

seems

rather than the action of

Its pretty

long bushy

length to the body, so alike
rarely seen together,

go that

it

its

is

tail

seems

This beauti-

size in the world.

by

to be propelled
its legs,

to

as

it

skims

add just another

the proportion of the two.

They

are

and are very wild.

There is a grace and loftiness in its motions
His stroke is peculiar, after leaving the
his long and muscular legs are thrown downwards and back,
so as to form a 'double coup' on the earth, which propels him a halfHis head is borne
length farther than he would otherwise have gone.
proudly up, and every leap is similar to those beautiful springs which
In the fall his
the greyhound takes when he is dodged by his prey.
coat becomes somewhat tawney, approximating the seared and yellow
in winter he is as white as the snow which
vegetation of that season
hare

which
ground

is

a bounder.

are unsurpassed.

covers the earth

—
— being thus aided by a favouring Providence

in

con-

cealing himself from his enemies of the air and the land.
Plere for a time

I

will

end

my

boundless prairies, and here too
testing,

I

description of the animals of the
will

end

this

hasty

letter, after

pro-

solemnly protesting, against an act of injustice done against a

numerous, brave, and adventurous class of our western citizens by
much admired Irving, or rather by Captain Bonneville through

our

him.

In the

name of Sublette,

and Campbell,

I

Fitzpatrick, Fontenelle, Dripps, Bridger,

protest against the

name

by

'lake Bonneville,' given

the author of 'Astoria and the rocky mountains' to that great inland
sea, the

Urimiah of our continent.

In the

name of Ashley, who had

described this lake eighteen or twenty years before Captain Bonneville

ever crossed the mountains,
tice,

I

protest against that name.

what honour can there be

in claiming the right of

What

jus-

naming

that
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'wonder of western wonders'
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when

after Bonneville,

it
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had been

found, circumambulated, and trapped on as early as 1S20 by Provost

men

All these

are his predecessors, and he

seen and been intimately acquainted with
lake was once called lake Ashley, and with

High and respected

?

They have all
This
it, and he knew it.
how much more propriety.
knows

as is the authority of Irving

—

it.

'fiat justitia.'

W. M.

Yours, &c.

A.

THE FISH-POND AT LOGAN.
my

In the course of

summer

travels last

among

visited,

1

other

places, the fish-pond at Logan, and I think that an account of that

remarkable, and

believe unique adjunct to a gentleman

I

your piscatorial readers and

will prove interesting to

Before, however,

tural history in general.

assure you that though

what / heard,

may

I

s

country seat

proceed father,

I

beg

I

to

make mis-statements as to
which came under my own obser-

inadvertently

will relate the facts

I

1

to lovers of na-

vation with the strictest adherence to truth.

Logan

is

situated in the

Rhinns of Galloway, Wigtonshire, N.

B.,

about half-way between the town of Port-patrick and the Mull of

Galloway, and

is

about a mile and a

sea-coast where the pond

is

thereabouts, from the

half, or

The pond was

situated.

originally a small

basin in the rock, with which the sea communicated
natural tunnel

but as the bottom was very

;

level of the sea

to Colonel

supply of sea

was nearly dry at low water. It having occurred
that by increasing the size and depth of this

it

all

till

in diameter

;

limes, and seasons of the year, have a constant

he quarried and blasted the rocks both

fish,

and bottom

and there

now

is

I

believe, at

low

left,

at all times,

pond about

fifty feet

about eight feet

and a fresh supply every flood-tide, which

There

six feet.

is

a high wall built

upper edge of the rock, surrounding the pond,
unusual 'preserve,' and a grating

prevent the escape of the

fish

;

clings to the rocks, giving

appearance.

tide,

so that the fish have an ample allowance of their native

of water

weed

at the sides

he had formed a circular excavation of about

element

this

by means of a

below the medium

M'Dowall

basin he might at

in the

little

A

cottage, in

is

to

fixed

rises

around the

prevent poaching in
before the tunnel to

and below high water mark the sea-

them

in that respect a perfect natural

which the female keeper and her son

reside,

adjoins the pond.

When
forward,

I

arrived the keeper unlocked a door, and

when

I

was

osprey, or sea-eagle

I

was advancing

startled at the appearance of a large eagle

— which,

—

the

with glaring eyes and outstretched pin-

;

Vol.
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but the start which

;

only an involuntary tribute on
stuffed him.
The door opens

to a small landing place at the top of a flight of steps

the water's edge, where there
I

was

which leads

to

a platform of rock, which, at the time

is

was only about two inches above the level of the water
I was standing was another about a foot

there,

and below the ledge on which
under water
appearance

—

among

tion

the

No

more.

less or

sooner did the party make their

commo-

top of the stairs than there was a general

at the

fish,

and they rushed towards the platform, pushing

and jostling each other

in

their eagerness to get to the place

where

they are usually fed, just as barn-door fowls do at the sight of the

who

shell

We

came provided with a quantity of musthem more easily from the
a kind of food on which the cod and other fish in the pond
most amazingly and I was informed that after having been

person

feeds them.

cles, scalded

for the purpose of getting

—

thrive

;

—

thus stall-fed

if I

may

so term

it

—

for a

few weeks, they greatly

exceed in flavour and juciness their untamed brethren of 'the open
I

my

held a muscle between

sea.'

about two inches below the sur-

fingers,

face of the water, and immediately a cod of about ten

pounds weight
winning the prize by a head, from three or four others of simidimensions, all of which rushed towards my hand at the same

took
lar

it,

time.

It

required

jerking back

my

jaws, took the

bait.

them, but they

about four or
ner

all

hand

all

five

the nerve

I

could muster

to

prevent

me from

at the

moment

made

several attempts to get hold of one of

I

my

slipped from

the cod, with widely extended

grasp except one small cod of

pounds weight, which

I

succeeded

in

making

a priso-

and having raised him out of the water and examined him

;

leisure,

much

I

at

my

returned him to his native element, at which he seemed as

pleased as

I

would have been in regaining terra firma after an
There was one large cod about ten pounds

involuntary immersion.

weight that
cess, as

I

made

several attempts to get hold of, but without suc-

from his great size and strength he always escaped, and as he

my

could not throw dust in

with a whish of his

eyes he revenged himself by darling

that sent the water flying over

tail

me.

oflf

After

taking a short run he always returned to the ledge of the rock on which
I

stood, nothing daunted

keeper took one of the

and stroked and patted
if

it

by

my

largest,
it,

saying, 'Poor fellow

had been a child, and she opened

its

which he swallowed with apparent gusto
wriggle of his
I

tail at

that

The

repeated attempts to seize him.

about ten pounds weight,

moment

!

her lap,

poor fellow!' just as

mouth and put

—

in

at least

so

I

in a

muscle

interpreted a

— and she then put him back
— some were

observed several gradations of tameness in the

again.

fish

quite

—
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tame and came close

the ledge

tip to

on which

ther class kept parading from right to

left,

I

[Nov.

was kneeling

1837.

ano-

;

about two or three yards

me but they readily partook of some food that was thrown
them a third kept aloof altogether, and would have nothing at all
and others, which I did not see, kept themselves
to do with me
secluded from sight in the nooks and corners at the bottom of the pond,
and were, 1 suppose, the 'Johnny Newcomes,' or 'Griffins' of the
or so from
to

;

;

;

place.

when they remain long

a curious fact that fish

It is

always become blind

in

this

pond,

was informed that this is owing to there
not being sufficient shelter for them from the heat and glare of the
sun, owing to the shallowness of the water compared with the depth
Several which I saw in this state are fed enof their usual haunts.
tirely by hand, as they are unable to compete in obtaining food with
Surely some remedy might be found
those whose sight is unimpaired.
by excluding the greater part of the sun's rays from the water by building a roof with an opening in it over the pond, which would leave sufficient light for all

which must

suffer

:

and

useful

I

purposes, and be a great relief to the

much when

the consequences are so severe.

large and blind fellow called 'Jack'

name, he appeared

calling his

to

is

The

fish

appear occasionally

saw one cod with one of
over

its

to his

mouth which he swallow-

to disagree

among

themselves, as

pond, viz

my

visit there

were only three kinds of

cod, flounder, and a small fish

:

— the name of

which has escaped

— of

fish in the

about three pound

my memory

;

but they fre-

quently preserve salmon in the same way, besides other kinds.

manner
female

I

eyes apparently bitten out, and hanging

its

cheek.

At the time of
weight

One

and upon the keeper

hear and understand her, for he came

forward slowly, and she held a muscle
ed.

a great pet,

fish,

in

which they keep up the stock

who

is

The

this.

The

son of the

has charge of the 'Preserve' goes out to sea in a boat with

a tub or well, and

when he

catches any fish that he thinks will do,

he preserves them in the well, from which he transfers them to the
pond, where in due time from a month to six weeks they become

—

tame.

A

curious scene occurred on one occasion

mackerel into the pond
nate

fish,

;

there

which only saved

was a general chase

itself

The New Sporting Magazine.]

put a

after the unfortu-

from being devoured by the larger

and more ferocious denizens of the place; by running
of a rock.

when he

itself

on a ledge

A. F. C.

—
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A RACE— A RACE.
Mr. Editor

:

— In the dearth

excitement

article of

:

of every thing else, a race

and

alive,

sorts of betting

all

was made

—from

the value of the

best nag to run to the quid pro quo of the barbacue, which was to
after

;

and, as far as

one as the other

who

expected

could see, there was as

I

— by him who was betting

to

fill

much

to

fill

interest felt

by him

his belly as

decidedly the favourite, and the cry was, 'Blue Black against the
'Blue Black against any named nag

Now

!'

'Two

spirit,

who would

chivalric feelings induced

him

to take the

the song, with

bet,'

A

and then a bold

'I

few minutes

take that

come

by the

Blue Black, however, seemed

his pocket.

is

Early on Saturday the Lafayette

not the worst that has been run.

was

no bad

is

and among races, the sweepstake of the 23d

to

to

be

field

!'

one on Blue Black

!'

not be bluffed, and whose

weak

would chime

side,

to

and done, and done, was the word.

after twelve, the

judges took the stand, and the draw-

ing for places commenced, which resulted as follows
Eliza Hunter, second

Mary Cooper,

Blue Black,

:

Alice Ann,
by many, was thought would be the coming out
but Eliza Hunter, (owned by Mr. Leverich,) a most beautiful bay filly,
was decidedly out of order; she was off her foot and feed both, so
the track
fourth.

much

;

And

;

third

;

this

so that her

owner was

at a

stand within a minute of the start

whether he would run her or not, and was only induced to do so as
there was many bets which would have had to be drawn if she was.
'I will run her, however,' said the doctor, 'and though J can't win, I

may make
was the

play for others'

signal.

— so she was led up.

'Bring up your horses

."

The

tap of the

drum

cried the judges, and after

'Clear the track !'
all were mounted.
them dogs!' sung out another, 'Get out of the

the usual caution of the riders,
cried one, 'Drive off

way, boys
all will

!'

cautioned a third, and in imitation of an old friend,

recollect, a

whom

fourth vociferates at the top of his voice, 'Will

them damn dogs !' At length all was right on the
track, but a false start was made by three of the eager horses who
seemed to 'guess' their business. Blue Black was, however, held in
by his trainer, Mr. Hammond, (Zoloe of Kentucky's Hammond,) and

nobody

seemed

kill

to

wonder

at their eagerness,

and looked as much as

'Don't hurry boys, there won't be any fun

they came up

—

the

till

I start.'

A

to

drum was tapped and away they went.

Black and Eliza Hunter going

Ann, who got rather a bad

it

start,

say

second time

Blue

hip and thigh for the

first

turn.

nearly bolted within

fifty

yards of the

Alice

any vicious propensity, but from her ardour; a few
jumps brought her right. Mary Cooper was under a steady pull at
stand, not from

—
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the haunches of the two
Alice

running.

For the

first.

Ann had come up

[Nov. 1837.

was

half there

first

like a storm,

beautiful

and took the track

Eliza Hunter kept in close conversation with her, and Blue Black,

company

liked the

who

of the two ladies, was as near as gallantry would

allow, quite near enough to have handed a mochoir or taken a parasol.

— (but a blanket a vulgar expression where the sexes are
— but the size of a blanket might have covered the
Mary Cooper was behind, but going a steady pace — but now comes

A

blanket

is

three.

concerned)

when

the time

time to do his work

Blue Black had the honour

must be a change.

there

Hammond

of an old trainer in his legs, and
in,

so gallantry

didn't suit him, so he quickened

it.

had given him a certain

must give place

to

The

which had susBlue Black
flag

tained Eliza Hunter, in spite of her ailings, began to

passed her and touched his head

stall

along side of her fair friend Alice
they were side and side

mare

ever, for the grey

to

superiority of his trainer
'but

if I

train to

don't do good

come out

at the

at the last end,'

came thundering
flesh

on,

mending

at

is

— and

now

time,

'I

train

it

could'nt stand

was.
it.

every jump, and she was

Flesh and blood couldn't stand

it

It

was a

Blue Black
at

— and as Alice

her best

Ann

loas

and blood she dropped a length or so behind, and Blue Black
following

is

the

—Time, 1m.

50s.

coming out:

Mr. Hammond's Blue Black, six years old,
Mr. Edmonson's Alice Ann, three years old,
Mr. Morrison's Mary Cooper, five years old,

-

-

-

1

-

-

2

3

Mr. Leverich's Eliza Hunter, (out of order,) three years old,
4
I never saw a better humoured crowd, losers as well as winners
all

if

And here the
hard,' says Hammond,
let me know of it.'
'I

says he, and so

Ann

the

is

the best horse.

passed the stand amid the cheers of the multitude.

The

He ranged

just before the last turn

at the last stretch

beautiful brush, but the grey Alice

already.

Ann

was manifest.

work

—

out of compliment.

stretch

show she

duty; the pace

gallant spirit

seemed

no harm
peaceably

good humour, and the thing went off' elegantly.'

in

to
:

;

It is

hope that the race of next Monday will come off as
I wish somebody would tell me who is to be the

but

'Blue Black of that day.'

H. O.

Lafayette Course, Augusta, (Geo.) Sept. 26, 1S37.

Correction.
in the

—In

the report of the Spring races at Fairfield, Va., published

July number, page 467, fourth day, Jas. P. Corbin's ch.

c.

by Barefoot, out

of Robin Hood's dam, should have been, out of Robin Brown's dam.
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RACING CALENDAR.
CULLODENSVILLE

(G(l.)

RACES.

The

races over the Cullodensville Course this spring were very interesting
indeed. There was a beautiful exhibition of horses from the stables of Messrs.
Charles Hardy, John Persons, N. W. Persons, James Oliver, Thomas Stanford,
Banks, Ousely, Tripp, and others. The commencement on the first day of the
race was very unfortunate to some of the horses, which may be seen below.

Spring meeting, 1837, commenced Tuesday, April 11.
First day, a sweepstakes for three year old colts and fillies, mile heats, entrance
$50, six subscribers, four started.
Mr. John Persons' ch. c. McDuffie, by Sir Andrew, dam by Gallatin, 2 1
Mr. T. Stanford's bl. f. Eliza, by Sir Tompkins, dam Eliza Archibald, 1 fell.
Mr. Bank's ch. f. Zaira, by Robin Hood, dam Susan Sharp,
1 fell.
Mr. Tripp's r. c. John, by John Putnam, dam Sally Johnson, dist.
Time, 3m. 10s. Track remarkably heavy by a severe rain in the morning.

—

Second day, Jockey Club purse, $400, four mile heats.
Mr. Ousely's g. m. Gray Goose, five years old, by John Bingley,
dam by Devil Ketcher, Mr. N. W. Persons 1 ch. f. Flora, four years old, by Robin Hood,
Mr. Banks' g. m. Eva Wentworth, five years old, by Peter the
great, dam Jane Coughorn,
Mr. Hardy's b. h. Charley Downing, six years old, by Hamburg,
dam Lucy Wright,
2 2
Mr. Oliver's bl. h. Turner Ray, five years old, by Decatur, dam
Eliza Archibald,
dist.

311
12

2

-123

------"

Time, 8m. 30s.— Sm. 28s.— 8m.

33s.

Third day, post purse, $350, two mile heats.
Mr. Hardy's bl. m. Devil Ketcher, Jr. five years old, by Sir Tompkins,
dam by Devil Ketcher, Sr.

Mr. Oliver's ch.
Grey,

f.

-

-

Ann, four years
-

-

old,
-

-

-

-

-

2

2

23

-23
-----_...-..
--------

Mr. C. Raiford's

dam Kate

11

by Robin Hood, dam Nancy

Mr. Banks' ch. m. Clarentine, five years old, by Somerset, dam by
Minerva Peters,
Mr. Ousely's ch. m. Polly Clover, five years old, by Sir Andrew, dam
Frances Prate,

3

-

ro. c.

-

-

-

-

-

Chottoga, four years old, by Reformation, Jr.

Constant,

dist.

Mr. Turman's ch. h. Moses Kemp, five years old, by Crusader, dam
by Whipster,
Mr. John Persons' b. m. Mary, five years old, by Potomac, dam by

dist.

Cricket,

fell.

Time, 4m. 34s.—4m. 25s.
This race was undoubtedly the most splendid and beautiful that I ever beheld
Sometimes the most forward would be four in a breast, and then at
in my life.
times by two's, and in turning the last corner they would be in a single line, and
Mr. Oliver's Ann sometimes taking
in full stretch after each other in full speed.
the lead, but her contending Devil Ketcher would overpower her by the velocity
she possessed. Mr. Turman's horse Moses Kemp taking the inside and lead at
the start, ran as if he were going to distance the whole, but stumbling several
times, which threw him behind, and trying to regain his place, caused him to be
distanced.

her

fall,

lead

off.

Persons' Mary striking her feet against one of her contenders, caused
and injured herself very much, (the first heat,) and was therefore

Fourth day, silver cup, worth $200; three mile heats.
Mr. R. Flewellen's bl. f. Mary Ann, four years old, by Lance, Jr. dam
Mary Jane,
a

82

v.3

11
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Mr. Banks' ch. h. Davy Crocket, seven years old,
Mr. Hardy's g. m. Blue Bird, nine years old,
Mr Graves' ch. h. John Bull, five years old, by Moscow,

2

-

........

Ruletta,

Mr.

St. Clair's ch.h.

The

track being very deep and

-

Sr.

dam by

by Oseola, dam unknown

Rattlesnake,

muddy caused our

fell.

dr.

-

horses to

fall

—no

A. Gwinn,

accidents.

Burksville (Ky
Commenced on Tuesday, May

2
3

2

-

1837.

serious

Sec'ry.

Races,

)

9th, 1837.

First day, county stake, one mile and repeat, three entries.

James Lampley's

Bill Dicks, four years old,

ch. c

by King's Diamond,

........

dam by Whip,
E. S. Bowman's
iltonian,

-

b.

f.

-

Spunk, four years

H. Emerson's b.
Time, 2m. 3s. 2m. £s.
Col. B.

-

-

g. aged,

—

by

old,

-

-

11

-

by Reform, dam by Ham-

Printer,

dam

Second day, sweepstakes of $200 entrance, h.
mile heats seven entries, two forfeits.

not

known,

2 dist.

3 dist.

-

for three year old colts

f.

;

two-

;

W.

T. Ward's b. f. Mary Vaughan, by Waxey, dam by imp.
2
Maj. S. Davenport's b. c. Don Juan, by Waxey, dam by Georgian,
D. Tralme's ch. f. Betsy Statts, by Waxey, dam by Kennedy's
3
Diomed,

Bluster,

1

1

12

James Murrel's
Bryan Barbee's
Time, 3m. 49s.

b.

f.

b. c.

Paradise, by Bertrand, dam by Aratus,
Jacob Creth, by Moscow, dam by Aratus,

—4m. — 4m.
Is.

2

4 3
3 dist.

4

dist.

2s.

........

Third day, the Jockey Club purse was run for; three entries, four mile heats.
Gholson Stapp's ch. h. Medalion, aged, by Bertrand, dam Sophia

Winn,
Col. E.

M.

M. Waggener's

King's ch. H.

Time, 9m.

23s.

1

Vantrump, fourteen years old,
Diamond, aged, by Diamond, Wm. Cheek,
8m. 38s.

—

Broad Rock

1

2 dist.
3 dist.

br. h.

Sec'ry.

(Va.) Races.

Fall meeting, 1837.
First day—first race, a sweepstakes for colts and
entrance.
L. Pluckett's Luzborough colt, dam by Eclipse,
Wm. L. White's Goliah filly, dam by Sir Charles,

John Heth's Luzborough
Time, lm. 58±s.

filly,

two years

...

fillies,

-

old

-

;

$100"
1

2

-

dam Screamer, by Henry,

-

dist.

—

linian,

second race, a match between William L. White's ch. f. by Caroand Isham Puckett's b. f. by Mason's Ratler, both three years old, for

$500 a

side.

Same day

Wm.

L. White's filly by Carolinian,
Isham Puckett's filly by Ratler,
Time, 4m. 6s. 4m. 20s.

-

....
-

-

-

—

Second day, a sweepstakes, two mile heats, for
entrance, h.

&c. three years

old,

2

$200

f.

Wm.

McCargo's
Isham Puckett's

b. c.

(J.

by Fylde,

M.

Botts') b.

4s.

-

f.

-

11

-

Pewter Eye, by Gohanna, dam

Mischief,
John Kirby's (William H. Merritt's) ch.
Vaughan's b. f. by Luzborough, paid forfeit.

Time, 4m.

colts,

1

2

-

c.

-

-

-

2

2

by Luzborough, and Alfred

J.

—4m.

heat was won by half a length, and a proposition was made from
the stand, at the instance of several gentlemen, to run the filly a third heat against
the Fylde for $500, and declined. The Gohanna filly has since been sold to
Captain John Heth for $4,000.

The

last

Vol

8.

No.
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— second race, a sweepstakes, two mile heats, for colts and

years old, $300 entrance, forfeit $100

Win. McCargo's

;

fillies,

three

six subscribers.

by Fylde, out of the dain of Sally Eubanks,
Wm. R. Johnson's b. f. by Nullifier, out of Jemima,
George Goodwyn's b. f. by Luzborough, dam by Thaddeus,
James J. Harrison's c. by Charles,
John D. Kirby's ch. c. Tornado, by Eclipse, and James P. Corbin's
b. c.

....

1
-

1

3
2

dist.

2

4

dist.

by Bare-

c.

foot, paid forfeit.

Time, 4m.

The

2s.

—3m.

54Js.

heat very interesting, and the best heat ran during the week.
son's Charles colt appeared to be badly curbed.
last

Harri-

Third day, Proprietor's purse, two mile heats.

Wm.

Argyle, by Monsieur Tonson,
five years old, by Arab,
John Heth's ch. h. Ormand, five years old, by Sir Charles,
Wm. McCargo's b. c. Charles Carter, four years old, by Lance,
John M. Botts' b. f. Spindle, three years old, by Gohanna,
John S. Corbin's br. h. five years old, by Timoleon,
William H. Minge's c. h. Aaron, four years old, by Charles,
Branch Cheatham's br. m. five years old, by Gohanna, Isham Puckett's ch. m. by Carolinian,

R. Johnson's

Edmund Towne's

Time, 3m.

55s.

—

br. h.

b.

m. Blackbird,

—3m. 56s. —4m. —4m.
5s.

...

11
14 2
14 5 3

7
6
2
3
5
4

2

6

2

r.o.

4
3

r. 0.

dr.

3
5

dist.
dist.

8s.

Same day second race, sweepstakes, two mile heats, entrance $200,
Isham Puckett's b. c. Darius, four years old, by Sir Charles,
Wm. L. White's b.g. Sam Patch, five years old, by Champion,
Wm. Williamson's ch. c. White Lip, four years old, by Gohanna,
Time, 4m. 4s. 4m. 10s.

h.

f.

1

2
3

—

.....

Fourth day, sweepstakes, for three year olds, a single mile, $200 entrance.

Isham Puckett's b. c. Fylde, (G. B. Hicks',)
John Heth's g. f. Grey Beard,

Alfred J. Vaughan's ch.c. Pacific, paid forfeit.
Time, lm. 54£s.

2

Vol.

8.
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Second day, mile heats, purse $100, entrance $10.

by Frank, dam
by Little John, 86 lbs.
A. Y. Fisher's b. h. Sam Houston, 4 years old, by Columbus, dam by
Kennedy's Diomed, 100 lbs.
John Shackleford's b. h. Troublesome, 4 years old, by Boner's William,
dam by Whip,
Fitch 8c Palmer's b. m. Mary McFarland, 5 years old, by Columbus,
dam by Grey Dungannon, 107 lbs.
Time, 2m. 7s. 2m. 10s.
Farris 8c Davenport's ch. c. Joshua Bell, 3 years old,

11

-32

.......

—

2 dist.

4

dr.

Third day, two mile heats, purse $200, entrance $20.
Farris 8c Davenport's b. c. High Pressure, 3 years old, by Trumpator,
dam by Jenkins' William of Transport, 86 lbs.
A. Y. Fisher's b.h. Ben Duncan, 5 years old, by Cherokee, dam by
Sir Harry, llOlbs.
John F. Toncray's b. f. Mary Nufflin, 3 years old, by Columbus, dam

-----

by Kennedy's Diomed, 83 lbs.
Thomas M. Kennedy's ch. f. Clara Cummins, 3 years
out of the old Pet Mare, 83 lbs
Time, 4m. 13s. 4m. 20s. Track deep and heavy.

old,

by

11
2

2

dist.

Collins,

-

dist.

-

—

Fourth day, mile heats, best three in five, purse $150, entrance $15.
Fitch 8c Palmer's b. m. Mary McFariand, five years old, by Columbus, dam by Grey Dungannon, 107 lbs.
2 3
Farris 8c Davenport's Don Juan, three years old, by Waxy, dam
by Georgian, 86 lbs.
3 dist.
A. Y. Fisher's b. h. William, aged, by William of Transport,
dam by Potomac, 124 lbs.
3 1 2 dr.
Time, lm. 54s. lm. 53s. lm. 55s.
William was drawn and Don Juan declared distanced on account of foul riding.

11

12

—

—

H.

W. Farris,

Sec'ry.

Frederick City (Md.) Races,
Commenced on

the 12th of September, 1S37.

First day, a purse of $125, two round heats, for nags owned in Frederick
county; track 1,314 yards round.
Geo. McLane's c. m. five years old, by Cherokee, dam by Kentucky

.-.----.

Whip,

by Star, dam Indian Hue,
James Wallin's colt, four years old, by Red Rover, dam Stella, Wm. H. Stewart's b. h. Bulletin, five years old, by Byron, dam Iris,
by Telegraph,

Geo. Schley's

b. h. five years old,

l

I

4
2

2
3

-3

dr.

Second day, purse $200, four round heats.
James B. Kendall's b. c. Master Henry, four years old, by Henry,

dam by

Eclipse,

-

-

-

-

Levi Hoffman's ch. m. seven years
by Windflower,
Time, 5m. 58s. 5m. 58s. 6m. 4s.

old,

-211

-

-

by Maryland Eclipse, dam

-

-

-

-

—

—

12

2

Third day, purse $150, three round heats.
b. g. by Ratler, dam by Walnut,
2
James B. Kendall's b. h. Highlander, six years old, by Monsieur
Tonson, dam by Florizel,
W. H. Stewart's b. h. Cassawago, five years old, byTimoleon,dam
3
by Alfred,
Time, 4m. 30s.— 4m. 30s.— 4m. 41s.

George Laudenslaker's

11

122

Fourth day, a sweepstakes

;

$50 entrance.

E. Martin's b.h. Duke of Oxford,

W.
M.

Stansbury's b.

f.

five

four years old,

years old, by John Richards,
-

-

Schelling's ch. h. by Brainworm, dam by Tuckahoe,
Jas. Wallin's ch. c. four years old, by Red Rover, dam by

-

-

Stella,

3

3

12 1
12

2
4
3

4
3

3
4

—
;
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Liberty (Va.) Fall Races.
commenced Tuesday, September

Fall meeting, 1837,

12.

First day, Proprietor's purse.

L. Phelp's ch. c. Bolus, 4 years old, by Lance, dam by Constitution,
"William A. Goode's b. f. Marthy Archy, 4 years old, by Rinaldo, dam
byFlorizel,
Charles P. Lee's ch. f. 4 years old, by Orphan Boy, dam by Sir
Archy, A. Burwell's ch.

Sir Charles,

—

-------

-

-

Lucinda Redd,

f.

-

-

3 years old,

Time, 4m. 3m. 57s.
Mr. Lee's filly was crippled two days previous

-

1

1

2

2

-03

by Mercury, dam by

to the race;

4

one ankle swollen,

and snagged in the breast.
Second day, Jockey Club purse, $330, 3 mile heats.
Wm. Harvey's g. h. Arthur Taylor, 5 years old, by imp. Levia-

Maj.
than,

dam by

Pacolet,

-

-

-

-

-

-11

-

Livingston, 5 years old, by Medley,
P. Buford's c. f. Humming Bird, 4 years old, by Lance,
Wm. A. Goode's b. m. Sally Hood, 6 years old, by Moloch,
Brean,

L. Phelp's

-

g. h.

--------

Time, 5m.

53s.

-

2
3

2
dis.

dam by
dis.

—5m. 55s.

The rider of Livingston stopped him after the second mile in the first heat,
supposing the heat was out; afterwards started him, and it was necessary to make
a severe brush to make up the gap occasioned by his stopping.

Gallatin (Tcnn.) Jockey Club Races,
Commenced on Monday,

the ISth of September, 1837.

made up on

the spur of the occasion, $50 entrance.
Major D. Burford's ch. h. Citizen, six years old, by Stockholder, dam
1
Patty Puff, by Pacolet, llSlbs.
A. P. Yourie's ch. c. four years old, by Leviathan, dam by old Pacolet,
First day, a post stake,

--------

lOOlbs.
Col. Robert Smith's bl.

dam by Tennessee

f.

Sally McCall, three years old,

Oscar, 83lbs.

Time, 2m. 5s.—2m.

1

22

by Leviathan,

-

dist.

10s.

Second day, a sweepstake for two year old colts, mile heats, $100 entrance, h. f.
colts to carry 70lbs. fillies 671bs.
T. Barry's ch. c. by Cock of the Rock, out of
Patty Puff, by Pacolet Woods S. Miller's ch. f by Collier, dam by Kosciusko

—

—

Col. Jo. C. Guild's br. c. by Leviathan, dam Proserpine, by Oscar
A. P. Yourie's
ch. f. by Leviathan, dam by Pacolet D. Burford's b. c. by Cock of the Rock,
dam Penelope, by Timoleon J. Y. Blythe's ch. c. by Leviathan, dam by imp.
Dunganon Eli Odam's ch. f. by Leviathan, dam by Bertrand, all paid forfeit
most of which were lame, or complaining in their legs. The following started

—

—

—

:

Jesse Cage's gr. f. by Leviathan, dam (the dam of Lisbon Maid,) by
Pacolet,
1
1
A. Alexander's ch. c. by Cock of the Rock, dam by Old Pacolet,
3 2
John Malone's b. f. by Leviathan, dam (the dam of Murat,) by Oscar, 2 3
R. A. Hall's br. c. by Cock of the Rock, dam own sister to Betsey
Malone, by Stockholder,
dist.
The latter was lame, and ran unkindly won easily.
Time, 2m. 6s. 2m. 2s. Track very heavy.

—

;

Third day. Jockey Club purse of $800, three mile heats.
Jesse Cage's ch. c. The Poney, three years old, by Leviathan,
by Stockholder, 861bs.
Woods S. Miller's ch. f. Harpalice, three years old, by Collier,
by Sea Serpent, 83lbs.
A. P. Yourie's b. c. Balie Peyton, four years old, by Bertrand,

by

Sir

Archy, lOOlbs.

dam
-

dam

------

3

1

1

12

2

dam
2

dist.
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Col. Robert Smith's bl. f. Sally McCaul, three years old, dam by
Tennessee Oscar, 83lbs.
4 dist.
D. Burford's b. c. Fulton, three years old, by Cock of the Rock, dam
Penelope, by Timoleon, 86lbs.
dist.
Track much improved two first heats well contested, the third heat won easily.
Time, 6m. 17s. 6m. 5s. 6m. 16s.
;

—

—

Fourth day, Jockey Club purse of $500, two mile heats.
Sam'l Ragnald's b. f. Queen of Diamonds, four years old, by Leviathan, dam by Sir Archy, 97lbs.
Wm. L. Alexander's br. f. Betsey Watson, four years old, by Jefferson,
dam by Sir Henry Tonson, 971bs.
A. P. Yourie's b. c. Balie Peyton, by Bertrand,
G. W. Parker's ch. f. four years old, by Kosciusko, dam by bay Dio-

...

med, 97lbs
861bs.

three years old,

c.

-

-

Time, 3m.

-

-

-

Robt. Smith's b.

-

;

1

2

dr.

dist.

dist.

by Leviathan, dam bv Old Pacolet,

-

Track good

57s.

-

-

-

1

won

-

.

dist.

.

easily.

.._.._

Jock ey Club purse of $800, four mile heats.
Samuel Ragland's br. h. Othello, five years old, by Leviathan, dam by
Sir Archy, HOlbs.
Yourie and Head's gr. h. by Washington, dam by Sir Archy,
.
2 dr.
Time, 8m. 12s. Track veiy good won very easily.
T. Barry, Sec'ry,
Fifth day,

11

;

Lynchburg

(Va.) Races.

—

Mr. Editor: Enclosed you will receive a copy of the Lynchburgh Fall Races.
The races was well attended every day. We had about sixty fine horses at our
course this meeting every thing went off to the general satisfaction of all parties.
This is the last meeting of the old club. Prospects are very good for a new one,
much superior to the old one.
With due respect, yours, &c.

—

Melville Talbot,
The Lynchburg Races commenced on Tuesday, Sept. 19.
First day, a sweepstakes for colts and

fillies

three years old

Proprietor.

seven entered, six

;

started, mile heats.

Ed. Townes' b. c. by Hedgeford, dam by Washington, 86 lbs. Wm. McCargo's b. f. by Lance, dam imp. Eagle, 83 lbs. P. Buford's bl. f. by Star, dam by Vampire, 83 lbs.
David McDaniePs b. c. by Mons. Tonson, dam by Eaton's Columbus,
86

........

lbs.

.... ....

Townes and

Carter's b.
Merrit Talbott's b. c.

c.

Clarion,

Emma

86

lbs.

Time lm.

55s.

Star,

by Murat, dam by Pacolet, 86 lbs.
by Star, dam Hurt's Blue Crane,

Second day, Proprietor's purse, $200, entrance $15, two mile heats.
Leonard Phelp's ch.c. Volney, four years old, by Mons. Tonson, dam
by Sir Archy, 100 lbs. Wm. McCargo's r. f. four years old, by Murat, dam by imp. Knowsley,
97 lbs.
Wm. Harvey's b. h. Landlord, four years old, by Lance, dam by Madi'

son, lOOlbs.

......
......
-

Townes and

Carter's b. h.

by Potomac, 100 lbs.
Time, 3m. 47s.— 3m.

Same day

-

Ned

-

-

-

Collier, four years old,

-

2

3

4

3

dist.
dist.

— lm. 52s.

-

II
2
4

-

1

I

2 dist.

3 dr.

by Murat, dam
dist-

53s.

—second race,

sweepstakes, $200 entrance, for three year olds, four
two mile heats.
Wm. McCargo's ch. f. by Eclipse, dam by Director, 83 lbs
1
1
Chas. P. Lee's b. c. Bolingbroke, by Eclipse, dam by Virginian,
86 lbs.
2 2
P. Buford's b. f. by Star, dam by Shakspeare, 83 lbs.
3 dist.
Time, 3m. 54s. 3m. 53s.

entries, three started

—

;
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Third day, Proprietor's purse, $200, entrance $15, two mile heats.
g. c. Livingston, four years old, by Medley, dam by

Leonard Phelps'
Vantrump, llOlbs.

-

-

-

-

-

-

Jas. Williamson's g. c. three years old, by imp. Fylde, dam by Direc"
tor, 861bs.
Win. Harvey's b. c. Landlord, four years old, by Lance, dam by Madison, lOOlbs.
David McDaniel's g. f. Ann Eliza, four years old, by Eclipse, dam by
Director, 971bs.
P. Buford's b. c. four years old, by Eclipse, dam by Sir Archy,
llOlbs.
McCargo's ch. f. by Sir Charles, four years old, dam by Virginian, 97lbs.
John Houseright's g. m. five years old, by Greybeard, dam by Sir
Archy, 107lbs.
Time, 3m. 55s. 3m. 51s.
.

—

4

2

3

3

64

-25

'

Wm.

11

-5

-------

dr.

dist.

Fourth day, Jockey Club purse, $400, three mile heats, $20 entrance.
Wm. McCargo's b. m. Sally Eubanks, seven years old, by Roanoke,

dam by

Constitution, 1211bs.
c. Bolus, four years old,
stitution, lOOlbs.

Leonard Phelps' ch.

David McDaniel's b.
by Sir Alfred, lOOlbs.

Wm.
dam by

Harvey's
53s.

-

-

g. h.

— 5m.

-

McCargo's

b.

-

54s.

2

-

12

3

3

4

by Leviathan,
-

-

three year old colts and

fillies,

f.

-

— lm. 55s.

-

-

-

-

3

mile heats,

by Monsieur Tonson, dam by Virginian,
Cinderella, by Sir Charles, 'dam by Madison.
c. Nick of the Woods, by Eclipse, dam by

f.

Melville Talbot's ch.
Leonard Phelps' ch.
Pulaski,

Time, lm.

-

-

—5m. 57s.

Same day, second race, sweepstakes for
$50 entrance.

Wm.

by Sir Charles, dam

five years old,

4

2

-

-

Arthur Taylor,
51s.

-411

-

-

h. Pioneer, five years old,

Pacolet, lOOlbs.

Time, 5m.

-

by Lance, dam by Con-

1

1

3

2

-23

-

N. Talbot.

Clarksville (Tcnn.) Races.
The

race3 over the Woodlawn course, near Clarksville,
day, the 26th September.

commenced on Tues-

two mile heats, four entries.
A. R. LeavelPs b. h. Gen. Chetham, five years old, by Stockholder,
dam by Knowsley, lOOlbs.
R. K. Tyler's ch. h. Miantoniraah, seven years old, by Timoleon, dam
by imported Speculator, 124lbs.
F. Pankey's g. c. Nick Biddle, three years old, by Waxey, dam by
First day, purse $250,

....--.
.......

Murat, 87lbs.
Wilson Gilbert's ch.
Graytail, 83lbs.

f.

Time, 3m. 54s.—3m.

Isabella,

three years old,

Pacific,

2

3

2
dist.

dam by
dist.

58s.

Second day, purse $200,

five entries,

mile heats, best three in

A. R. Leavell's ch. h. Prince Talleyrand,
dam byDuroc, 1181bs.
L.L. Leavell's ch. h. Mozart, five years
Linn's Arab, llOlbs.

by

11

-

-'.

M. D. Simmons' (Dr. Ray's) ch.
Diamond, dam by Buzzard, lOOlbs.
A. M. McClain's b. c. Snakeroot,

c.

-

old,

-

by Eclipse,

by Rob Roy, dam
-

-

Red Fox,
-

five.

-'-

six years old,

by

-3233

four years old,
-

four years old, by Pacific, dam
_
.
by Oscar, lOOlbs.
H. H. Bryan's ch. f. Henrietta Temple, three years old, by Contention, dam by Monsieur Tonson, 83lbs.
Time, 2m.— lm. 59s
lm. 59s.— lm. 58s. Track very heavy.

Jas. C.

5111
4422

2544
1

3

Johnson,

dr.

Scc'ry.
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Upper Marlboro' (Md.) Races.
Fall meeting, 1837,

commenced

the 26th of September.

was a match race between Colonel D. Craufurd's b. c.
by Ajax, and Mr J. B. Brooke's b c. iEgeon, three
by Astyanax, for $100 a side, h. f. mile heats.

First day, the first race
Bartlett, three years old,

years old,
J.

;

B. Brooke's

JEgeon,

won

the race in fine style, distancing Col. Craufurd's b. c. Bartlett, the first heat in 2m. 6s.
Bartlett bolted in the first hundred
yards, and after returning to the place were he bolted, made a good run throughout the mile, but lost so much by his bolting that he could not save his distance.
b. c.

—

Same day second race, a post stake, mile heats, $50 entrance. Free for
horses of any age raised and bred in Maryland. To carry weight according to
the Jockey Club rules. There were three horses appeared at the post.
-

Eli S. Baldwin's ch. g. Red Fox, four years old, by Mason's Ratler,
Selim,
_
James Somerville's b. f. Madeline, four years old, by Ajax, dam Vir-

-11

----..-.

dam by
ginia,

Gov. Sprigg's b. f. Hortensia, four years
Time, lm. 52s lm. 51s.

—

old,

by Sussex, dam Bonnie,

2 2
3 dist

Second day, Jockey Club purse, $400, three mile heats, entrance $20.
Thos. Baldwin's ch. m. Eliza Ann, five years old, by Jackson,

3411

dam

.
Lottery,
.
.
.
Eli S. Baldwin's ch. g. Red Fox, four years old, by Mason's
Ratler, dam by Selim,
.
H. C. Kendall's (Jas. B. Kendall's,) br. m. Camsidel, six years
old, by Industry, dam by Sir Hal,
2
George Forbes' b. f. Lady Touch-me-not, four years old, by Sussex, dam Diana,
.
.
James S. Garrison's ch.c. Larkin, four years old, by Carolinian,
dam by Virginian,
.
_
Gov. Spring's (Mr. Merchon's) ch c. Leesburg, four years old,

-012
12

-433

by Adams' Red Rover, dam by Tuckahoe,
James Somerville's ch. c. Meteor, four years
dam Maid of Patuxent,
.

-

old,

-

dr.
dist.

r.o.

5

dist.

6

dist.

by Velocity,

_

dist.

Edward G. Willett's b. f. Madame Celeste, four years old, by
Mason's Ratler, dam by Edelen's Medley,
Time, 5m. 53s.— 5m. 57s.—6m.—fourth heat, time not reported.

dist.

Third day, a colts' purse, for $250 two mile heats ; for colts and fillies three
years old, entrance $10; confined to nags raised and owned in Maryland and the
District of Columbia.
;

N. Stonestreet's ch. f. Rowena, by Timoleon, dam Laura,
Dr. C. Duvall's br. c. Monboddo, by Apparition, dam An^eline,
George L. Stockett's gr. c. Devere, by Medley, dam by Richmond,
Gov. Sprigg's (T. P. Andrews') b. c. Le Daine, by Marylander, dam
by Marion,
J. B.

Brooke's b.

Time, 3m.

De Vere

54s.

----...

—

iEgeon, by Astyanax, dam by Whip,
3m. 57s.
c.

bolted at the end of one mile and a half, consequently

11
2
3

2
dist.

dist.
-

dist.

was declared

distanced.

----..-----.__
..

Fourth day, Jockey Club purse of $500 four mile heats, entrance $30.
George W. Duvall's b. h. Prince George, five years old, by Industry,
;

dam

Thistle,
Gov. Sprigg's b.

Norwood,

f.

T. R. S. Boyce's b.
Peace Maker,

James Somerville's
ginia,

-

83

Camilla, four years old, by Sussex,
c.

b.
-

v.3

Daniel Star, four years old," by Star,

-*".

-

-

.

.

old,

2

dist.

3

dist.

4

dr.

dam by
_

m. Madiline, four years

11

dam Nancy

bv Ajax, dam Vir-

.

;
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W. W. W. Bowie's (Robert Gilmor's) ch. c. Howard, four years old,
by Sir Charles, dam Sally Walker,
dr.
Time, 8m. 14s.— 8m. Is.
Howard was entered in the confident expectation of his having a rider, but as
that expectation was disappointed, no other rider being at hand, he was conse-

Walter W. W. Bowie,

quently withdrawn.

Sec'ry,

Nashville (Tenn.) Races.
Fall term,

commenced on Tuesday,

Oct. 2, 1837.

First day, the Congressional Stakes, for three year olds
at $500 each, h. f., three started
two mile heats.

;

fourteen subscribers,

;

George Elliott's
by Pacolet,

giana,

ch.

Sarah Bladen, by imp. Leviathan, out of Mor-

f.

-

-

-11

-

-

-

--------------.i
-

Nicholas Davis's b. c. Scipio, by imp. Leviathan, out of Kitty Clover,
L. P. Cheatham's gr. f. Gray Maria, by Giles Scroggins, dam by Sir

Archy,
Time, 4m.

13s.

—

—4m.

2

2

dist.

15s.

Same day second race, sweepstakes for two year olds colts 701bs., fillies 67lbs.
single mile, four started.
Six subscribers at $100 each, p. p.
A. B. Newsom's ch. f. by imp. Leviathan, out of Black Sophia, Birming;

;

ham's dam,

ch. f. by imp. Leviathan, out of Parasol,
Stockeley Donelson's b. f. by Stockholder, dam by imp. Strap,
W. H. Ghee's b. f. by Wild Bill, out of Frozenhead's dam,

John C. Beasley's

Time, 2m.

3s.
;

Warren, by Virginian,
John C. Beasley's ch. f. Wren, three years old, by imp. Leviathan,
dam by Marshal Ney,
S. Ragland's b. f. Queen of Diamonds, four years old, by imp. Leviathan, dam by Sir Archy,
Time, 4m. lis.— 4m. 38s.

rine

------------------

Third day, purse $500, entrance $40, added
S. Ragland's b. f. Queen of
than, dam by Sir Archy,

A. V. Long's br.
dam by Timoleon,
J. H. Bradfute's

c.

-

Compact,

br. h.

;

free for all ages

Diamonds, four years
-

Hardy McCrier,

Time, 6m. 24s.— 6m.

old,

five years old,

;

-

-

by Stockholder,

;

free

for all ages

H. Bradfute's b. h. Harkaway, by Merlin, six years old,
by Sir Archy,
John C. Beasley's imp. b. m. Rebecca, four years old, by
Godolphin, dam Jewess, by Moses,
G. B. Long's b. m. Mary Jane Davis, five years old, by Stockholder, dam by Arthur,
Time, lm. 56s.— 2m.— 2m. Is.— 2m.
Fifth day, Jockey Club Purse, $1000, entrance $50, added
four mile heats.
Othello, five years old,

2

2

dr.

11

32
2

dist.

;

old,

mile heats,

1311
2

1

2

2

1

r.o.

2

free for all ages

;

-•-21

-

by imp. Leviathan,

------

H. Bradfute's gr. h. O'Kelly, ten years
Empress, by Financier,
Time, 8m. 30s.— 8m. 294s.

;

by imp. Leviathan, dam

,Sir Archy,
J. C. Beasley's ch. m. Kathleen, five years old,
dam Sally Bell, by Sir Archy,

by

J.

11

20s.

Isabella,

bl. h.

ages

by Merlin, dam by

J.

Sam'l Ragland's

all

three mile heats.

by imp. Levia-

-

four years old,

Fourth day, purse $300, entrance $25, added
best three in five.

dam

dist.

-

Second day, Jockey Club purse $300, entrance $30, added free for
two mile heats.
J. H. Bradfute's ch. f. Victoria, four years old, by Eclipse, dam Cathe-

Virginian,

2
3

-

-

'

-

-

1 br. d.

by Eclipse, dam Young

I

3

dist.

;

Vol.

8.

No.

567
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free for all ages, mile heats.
;
years old, by Stockholder,

Sixth day, purse $200, entrance #20, added

G. V. Long's

dam by

m. Mary Jane Davis,

b.

Sir Arthur,

-

Randolph Skinner's b. h.
by Potomac,
Time, 2m. 10s.—2m. Ss.

-

-

-

W.

(Ky.)

-22

-

-

-

-

11

-

-

by Bertrand, dam

Blunt, five years old,

Oakland
Commenced on Tuesday,

five

Fall Races,

Oct. 3, 1837.

First day, purse $115, mile heats.

W. F ant's
Pulaski,

ch.

Duckwest, three years

f.

b.

f.

-

-

-

-

trand,

G W.

by Vespucius, dam

2
5
Plato, three years old, dam by Whipster,
Shipp's ch. c. Sultan, three years old, by Collier, dam by Ber-

Rob't Burbridge's

Ewell

old,

Graves' (Capt. Y. N. Oliver's)

by Eclipse, dam by Henry,
Fitch and Palmer's

g. c.

-

-

-

b. h.
-

-

-

-

.

-

Cinderella, three years old,
Rich'd Phillips' b. h. Henry Clay, five years old,
by Dare Devil,
Time, lm. 54s. lm. 56s. lm. 55s.

Elias Levi's ch.

-

f.

—

-44

years old,

dist.

by Trumpator,

Sir Aris, three years old,

dam by Wild Medley,

five
-

1

2

123

-

Nelson,

1

3

-

dist.

3

5

5

dist.

by Bertrand, dam
dist.

-

-

—

—

Same day second race, sweepstakes, two year old colts, one mile heats
entrance $50, purse $60, nine entries, five paid forfeit.
1
1
Frederick Herr's b. f. Josephine, by Waxey, dam by Cumberland,
3 2
Andrew Hikes' ch. f. Orphiana, by "Oakland, dam by Eagle,
Dr. J. M. Talbot's br. f. Fatima, two years old, by Oakland, dam Kitty
2 dist.
White, by Aratus,
dist.
Ewell Shipp's ch. c. Balious, by Collier, dam by Aratus,

.-.---

Time, lm. 58s.— 2m.
Second day, purse $490, three mile heats.
Sidnev Burbridge's b. m. Caroline Scott, six years old, by Sir Archy
of Transport, dam Ophelia, by Wild Medley,
James W. Fenwick's b. c. Gov. Morehead, three years old, by Woodpecker, dam Diana, by Ball's Florizel,
Fitch and Palmer's g. c. Senator, four years old, by imp. Contract,
Medley,
Wild
dam Ophelia, by
Thos. B. Scrugg's b. c. Conflict, three years old, by Bertrand, dam by
Gallatin, grandam^Buzzard,
Captain Y. N. Oliver's b. h. Enceiro, six years old, by Star, dam by
Bell's Eagle,
Time 6m. 16s.— 6m. 9s.

Third day, purse $240, two mile heats.
Co's b. m. Eliza Baily,

M. Thompson &

dam by Stockholder,
M. Mecumseh's g.

f.

-

Lady Green,

five

-

years old, by Columbus,
-

four years old, by

"-,",

1

1

4

2

3

3

2
5

°

11

Waxey, dam by
3

2

Robert Burbridge's b. f. by. Woodpecker, three years old, dam by
"
2 dist.
"
"
William,
,
Archy ot
T. J. Robertson's b. h. Jim Allen, five years old, by Sir
foul riding.
Transport, dam by Hamiltonian,
BareCapt Y. N. Oliver's c. f. Mary Jones, four years old, by imp.
foul riding.
foot, dam by Eclipse,
Time, 4m. 23s— 4m. 24s.
The rules of the course left the judges no discretion in deciding against the
unfair was.
above horses. But they willingly declare their belief that nothing
The owners of both horses are gentlemen of high and unimpeachable
.

...

intended.
standing on the

turf.

.
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Fourth day, four mile heats, purse $720.

George
pator,

W.

Tarlton's g. e.

Wm. H. Harrison,

four years old,

dam by Doublehead, grandam by imp. Buzzard,

Sidney Burbridge's b.
dam by Robin Gray,

c.

by Trum-

2

11

--332

Tarlton, three years old by Woodpecker,
-

-

-

M. Thompson &. Co's b c. Jasper, four years old, by Columbus,
dam by Kennedy's Diomed,
Thomas B. Scruggs' c. f. Hebe, three years old, by Collier, dam by

123

Bertrand,

dist.

..--___

Time, 9m. 19s.—9m. 38s.— 9m.

26s.

Fifth day, purse $175, mile heats, three best in five.

Wm.

R. Luckett's

Wonder,
Mr. Mecumseh's

Bertrand,
E. Shipp's ch.
trand,

Time, 2m.

6s.

c.

b. h. Chilton, five years old,

b. c.
-

-

-

-

Worthy, three years

old,

-

— 2m. —2m.

by

2

11

3

2

by Waxey, dam by

-

Sultan, three years old,
6s.

by Seagull, dam by
-

-

Collier,

1

A. Tarlton,

5s.

Mb. Editor:

2

dam by Ber2 dr.
Sec'ry.

Louisville, Kentucky, Oct. 9, 1837.

Herewith you have a report of the different races over the Oakland Course,
commencing the third inst. the two races on this day were very interesting, and
well contested, the track being dry, but light on top.
The second day, was not so interesting, "though before starting great sport was
expected, Caroline being the favourite, the old tried horse Enceiro, from Virginia,

was viewed with suspicion in the contest, particularly should the heats be broken they all put off at the tap of the drum in handsome style, though slowly,
until the last half mile, when Caroline put out for home, where she arrived first,
some distance ahead, they all cooled oti' finely and were summoned by the bugle to
the stand, the boys were mounted, and at the tap of the drum off they went, expectation then was, that the horses would all put oil* with a view to the running
Caroline down. Conflict took the lead as he had done the first heat, though not up
;

balance close after, Caroline behind, taking it as easily as possible, with
a view to a brush home down the stretch, which she did as in first heat, Enceiro let
down in the last mile and saved his distance.
Third day, fine sport was expected, but about daylight in the morning it commenced raining, and continued very heavy until about half after one, which made
the track extremely muddy, and many places covered with water. They were summoned to the stand at about two o'clock at the tap of the drum oti they went,
Eliza Green ahead, the balance close up the second mile Mary Jones made up to
Eliza, and passed her, Jim Allen close at her heels, they played off" around the
turn into the stretch for home, a severe contest ensued between Mary and Jim,
Mary's rider reined her too far over into the track of Jim, which was considered
foul, Jim pressed and got ahead, took Mary's track too suddenly, within two hundred yards of the outcome. Mary made a powerful effort on the outside, and
locked Jim, the rider of Jim reined over into the track of Mary, which was considered foul, they ran out, Mary about eighteen inches ahead, it being apparent,
that each of the' boys rode foul, the rules of the course being imperative, that for
foul riding, the boys shall be ruled off, and never be permitted to ride on the
course again, and the horses ruled off in the race, which was done, and the heat
given to Eliza Baily, which was third. I do not attribute the foul riding to either
of the gentlemen, owners of the horses, as they are gentlemen of high and unimpeachable standing on the turf; after the usual rest, the bugle sounded the residue to the stand, the boys were mounted and the drum tapped, off they played in
fine style, first one and then another ahead, until the second mile, when Eliza
made off for the heat and obtained it the unusual muddy track must be an
apology for the long time recorded.
Fourth day, this was a beautiful day over head, hut the track yet unusually
heavy, the knowing ones were picked up, the Woodpecker colt being the favourite, many bets two to one in favour of him against the field, they deserved being
picked up, when they knew the character of the tried horse, Wm. H. Harrison,
for bottom and speed, as also the splendid young horse Jasper, who was not known
to but few, save his owners. Hebe was also a fine filley, if in fix, but was out of
fully, the

;

;

;
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order, and the track ankle deep every jump, likewise the risk of being in order,
his owner said he was not, the boys were mounted, and the tap of the drum
given, off they played in style, Tarlton watching Harrison, Jasper and Hebe for
themselves, Jasper ahead the last round, Harrison made play at him but too late,
Jasper took the heat, they rested off, and were again summoned to the stand, save
Hebe, who was distanced; the riders were mounted, off they went, Harrison,
ahead, Tarlton and Jasper close up, Tarlton not in a fix to make a press, Jasper
put at Harrison, but could not catch him, he ran out in hand Tarlton just dropping within the distance after resting the usual time they were again called to
the stand, Tarlton in appearance better than in either of the other heats, Harrison
in good fix, and Jasper not so sprightly as in the two first heats, having contended
for them both.
The drum tapped and off they went, Harrison ahead, Tarlton's
time to press for a heat he laid up close to Harrison, Jasper having won a heat he
was for saving in case Tarlton should win the next heat, they ran throughout the
heat in the way described, pressing Harrison hard, but not able to head him, the
colt Tarlton. made a bold eifbrt through such mud.
Fifth day, this was an interesting race, well contested, Chilton was the favourite,
Sultan is a fine colt, and many had faith in him; Worthy is also a fine colt from
his stock and run in the race.
have some valuable sweepstakes, which will be filled in a few days, and
others that are not to close for some time, I will make them out shortly and transmit them to you for publication.
Yours respectfully, A. Tarlton, Sec'ry.

which

—

—

We

Union Course
First

fall

(L.

J.)

Races.

commenced on Tuesday, October

meeting,

3, 1837.

First day, sweepstakes for three year olds, colts 90lbs.,
scribers at $300 each, $100 forfeit; two mile heats.

Robt. L. Stevens'

by Virginian,

b.

sister to

Time, 4m.

f.

87lbs.

;

11 sub-

Antoinette, by Nullifier, out of Polly Hopkins,

-

Alex. L. Botts' ch.

own

f.

fillies

-

-

-

-

Gohanna,
Is.
4m. 103.

-

-

-

Phillis,

-22

-

-

—

—

11

-

Margaret Ridgeley, by Eclipse, out of

Same day second race, purse $300, free for all ages three year olds carrying
901bs.— four, 104lbs.— five, 114lbs.— six, 1211bs.— and aged, 12fi"lbs.; 3lbs. allowed
mares and geldings; two mile heats.
Samuel Laird's ch. f. Betsey Andrew, three years old, by Andrew, out
of Farmer's Damsel, (Henry Archy's dam,) by Eclipse, Joseph H. Van Mater's gr. c. Mahalopan, four years old, by Medley,
dam by John Richards,
dist.
Hamilton Wilkes' ro. m. Gipsey, own sister to Medoc,
Capt. R. F. Stockston's g. c. Bergen, four years old, by Medley, out
;

11

-22

-------------

of Charlotte Pace,
Win. Gibbons' b. m. Merrygold, six years old, by imp. Barefoot, out

dist.

ofMegDodds,

dist.

Time, 3m. 44s.— 3m.

50s.

Second, day, purse $500, free for all ages

;

weights as on Tuesday

;

three mile

heats.

-'-211

Robt. L. Stevens' ch. c. Henry Moore, four years old, by Henry,
out of Lalla Rookh by Gabriel Oscar,
Samuel Laird's ch. m. Jane Maria, five years old, by Henry, out of
Modesty, by imp. Expedition, S. Bradhurst's ch. h. Reindeer, six years old, by Henry, out of
3
Sportsmistress, by Hickory,
H. Wilkes' ch. h. Cadmus, six years old, by Eclipse, out of Di Ver4
non, by Florizel,

132

Time, 6m. 7£s.— 6m. 3s.— 6m. 16s.
Same day second race, purse $100,

—

free for all ages

;

2 dr.
dr.

weights as before

;

mile

heats.

Robt. L. Stevens' ch. h. Tom Moore, six years old, by Henry, out of
Lalla Rookh, by Gabriel Oscar,
Capt. R. F. Stockton's ch. h. Middlesex, five years old, by Sir Charles,
out of Powancey, by Alfred,

1

1

2

2

;
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Joseph H. Van Mater's ch. c. Niblo, four years

old,

by Mark Richards,

-3

..----.

dam by

Eclipse,
Willett McCoun's ch.

[Nor. 1837.

-

-

-

-

-

John R. three years

c.

Grasshopper, by Henry,
Time, lm. 49£s.— lm. 50£s.

Third day, Jockey Club purse for $1,000, free for
vious days
four mile heats.

dr.

by Henry, out of

old,

all

ages

dist.

weights as on pre-

;

;

Sam'l Laird's b. h. Mingo, six years old, by Eclipse, out of Bay Bett,
by Thornton's Ratler,
John C. Stevens' bl. f. Bonny Black, four years old, by imp. Valentine, out of Helen Mar, by Ratler,
Time, 7m. 52£s.

-11

••

Same day

—second race,

Samuel Laird's

purse

$100, free for

ages

all

gr.

f.

Patience, four years old,

Solomon,
Joseph H. Van Mater's
Hickory,
Capt. R. F. Stockton's

dr.

weights as before

;

..--...

mile heats.

2

by Medley, dam by

Sir

ll

m. Moss Rose, aged, by Lance, dam by

gr.

-

-

-

-

Bergen, four years

gr. c.

-

old,

2

-

2

by Medley, out
'

3

of Charlotte Pace,
Robert L. Stevens' ch. c. Mortimer, four years old, by Monmouth
Eclipse, dam by Ogle's Oscar,
B. B. Seaman's b. c. Dusty-foot, four years old, by imp. Barefoot, out
of Agnes,
-

-

-

-

-

-------

4

dist.

Time, lm. 50s.— lm. 53£s.
Same day third race, match weights as before mile heats.
John C. Stevens' bl. f. Ethiopia, three years old, by Dashall, out of
Lady Morgan's dam, by imp. Expedition,
Maj. Wm. Jones' b. f. three years old, by Andrew, out of Flirt, by

—

;

;

Hickory,

-

—2m.

-

11

-32

-

Alex. L. Botts,

2s.

Kendall
Fall races,

-

-

-

-

Time, lm. 54£s.

3
dist.

Sec'ry.

Course (Md.) Races.

commenced on Tuesday, October

10, 1837.

First day, sweepstakes for three year olds, entrance $300, $100 forfeit; two
Wynn's b. c. Picton, by imp. LuzCol.
mile heats, four subscribers, viz
borough, out of Isabella; Col. Johnson's b. c. by Andrew, out of the dam of Vertumnus; Dr. Merritt's imp. b. f. Caledonia Brander, by Longwaist, dam by
Orville ; James B. Kendall's b. c. Bailie Peyton, by Andrew, dam by Eclipse.
:

Picton received

Col.

Wm.

forfeit.

—second race,

Same day
$200 each, h.

—

f.

Two

sweepstakes for three year olds

six subscribers, at

;

mile heats.

Edmund Townes'

ch.

f.

Eloise,

by imp. Luzborough, out of Mary

--.-----

Wasp,

-

Wynn's (Wm. Wyatt's,) b. f. by imp. Luzborough, dam
Col.
by Director,
Col.
R. Johnson's br. f. by Sir Charles, dam by Whip, own sister
to Collier,

Wm.

Wm.

-------

T. R. S. Boyce's b. f. Testimony, by imp. Apparition, dam by
Tuckahoe,
Time, 3m. 49s.— 3m. 50s.

1

1

22
4
3

3
dist.

Second day, purse $400, free for all ages three year olds carrying 861bs., four
1001bs.,five HOlbs., six llSlbs and aged 124lbs., mares and geldings allowed 31bs.
Three mile heats.
;

,

Wm.

-11

R. Johnson's ch.f. Lady Clifden, four years old, by Sussex,
Ratray,
br. m. Camsidel, six years old, by Industry, out of
Kendall's
James B.
Arethusa, by Sir Hal,
Col. Edmund Townes' br. m. Black Bird, five years old, by Arab,
dam by Virginian,
Col.

dam by

Time, 5m.

50s.

— 5m.

57s.

2

2

3

»
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Third day, Jockey Club purse, $1,000, free for
four mile heats.
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ages; weights as before;

all

Col. William R. Johnson's ch. f. Mary Blunt, four years old, by Sir
Charles, dam by Sir Alfred,
Francis Thompson's gr. c. Isaac of York, four years old, by Sir
Charles, dam by Ratler,
John C. Stevens' bl. f. Bonny Black, four years old, by imp. Valentine, dam Helen Mar, by Ratler,
E. J. Wilson's ch. m. Eliza Ann, five years old, by Jackson, dam by
Lottery,
H. Landis' ch c. Howard, four years old, by Sir Charles, out of Sally

11

-20
3

-4

.----__--..._

Walker,

James B. Kendall's

dam by imp.

br.

f.

Medora, four years

old,

dist.

by John Richards,

Valentine,

Time, 7m.

55s.

—8m.

dr.

dist.

14s.

Fourth day,
its

for a Silver Plate, (value #350,) the winner to take the plate or
cost at his option
open to all ages, weights as before two mile heats.
;

Col. Francis

;

Thompson's ch.

dam by Rob Roy,

-

-

gr. c. three
-

Same day
District of

Is.

—second

Sir Charles,

-32

-

-

-

-

-

— 3m. 59s.

Columbia

-

-

by

dam of

-

$200, free only for horses bred in Maryland and
weights as before two mile heats.

;

;

b.

Mary

f.

Selden, four years old, by Sussex,

.411

out of the dam of Glorvina,
Col. Francis Thompson's Mediator, four years old, by Sir Charles,

dam by Napoleon,

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Wilson's b. m. Virginia Graves,

dam by Napoleon,
Time not given.

-

five

--

122

by Medley, dam

-333

years old. by Sir Charles,

-

_

-

-

Jas. B. Kendall's gr. m. Molinera, four years old,

by Jones' Arabian,
J.

23

-

race, purse

George L. Stockett's

E.

11

-

-

old,

years old, by Medley, out of the

-

Time, 4m.

by Timoleon,

old,

-

-

m. Mary Granville, four years

dam by Roanoke,
Geo. L. Stockett's

Rowena, three years

-

-

Jas. B. Kendall's ch.

Glorvina,

f.

-

-

-

24

dist.

Central Course (Md.) Races.
Fall meeting,

commenced on Tuesday,

Oct. 17, 1837.

First day, sweepstakes for three year olds, $1,000 entrance, $250 forfeit;
mile heats ; fifteen subscribers, three started, eleven forfeited, one dead.

Col. W. Wynn's b. c. Picton, by Luzborough, dam Isabella,
O. P. Hare's ch. c. Chifney, by Sir Charles, dam Miss Maxcy,

G. W.Johnson's b.

-

full sister to Collier,

f.

Time, 3m. 53s.— 3m.

-

-

-

M

.

Selden's ch.

-

-

c.

Tima, 3m. 49s.— 3m.

Red

f.

-

-

Rat, by Sir Charles,
-

-

b.
-

Glovena, 97lbs.

-

-

-

George D. Stockett's

1

1

2
3

2
3

53s.

Second day, Craig plate, value $500, two mile heats.
Col. Wynn's b. f. Tipton, three years old, by Luzborough,
Director,
Col. J.
lOOlbs.

two

Selden,

-

-

dam by
-

-

Mary

dam by

-11

-

Sir Hal,
-

2

2

by Sussex, out of the dam of
-

-

-

-33

51s.

Third day, Proprietor's purse, three mile heats, four entries, one drawn.

...

Col. W. R. Johnson's ch. c. Boston, four years old, by Timoleon, dam
by Florizel, lOOlbs.
James. B. Kendall's br. m. Camsidel, six years old, by Industry, dam
by Sir Hal, 1151bs.
Jas. S. Garrison's bl. h. Cippus, five years old, by Industry, dam by
:

Mark Antony,

HOlbs.

-..-..

11
3

2

23
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[Nov.

--------dr.
Rat, four years old, by Sir Charles,

dam

Fourth day, Jockey Club purse, $ 1,000, four mile heats.
Col. W. R. Johnson's b. m. Atalanta, five years old, by Industry,

dam

Jas.

M.

Selden's ch.

by Sir Hal,
Time, 5m.

1837.

51s.

c.

Red

—6m. 8s.

by Ratler, 107lbs.
John C. Stevens' ch. f. Fanny Wyatt, four years
dam by Sir Hal, 971bs.
Col. J. M. Selden's ch. f. Lady Clifden, four years
by Rat Ray, 97lbs.

-

*

old,

-11

.

by

Sir Charle3,
•

old,
-

Jas. B. Kendall's b. c. Master Henry, four years old,
•
by Eclipse, lOOlbs.
Time, 7m. 50s.— 7m. 56s.

2

2

3

3

by Sussex, dam
-

-

by Henry, dam
-

-

dist.

Lexington (Ky.) Races.
$1,000 a side, between James Lindsey's and Thomas
Barker's Bertrand fillies, two mile heats, won by the former in one heat, distancing the latter. Time, 3m. 55s.
Same day, a sweepstakes for three year old colts, mile heats, pure $100.
First day, a

match race

for

—

James W. Fenvvick's

ch. f. by Bertrand, dam by Brimmer,
Joseph G. Boswell's gr. h. Medoc, dam by Bertrand,
George N. Sander's b. f. by Bertrand, dam by Winter's Arabian,
E. Blackburn's b. f. by Lance, dam by Whip,
Time, 3m. 58s. 3m. 54s.
Second day, two mile heats, purse $300.
R. Burbridge's b. c. Bob Ewing, by Woodpecker,
Sidney Burbridge's b. h. Jim Allen, by Big Archy,
Y. N. Oliver's gr. f. The Jewess, by imported Luzborough,
E. Warfield's b. c. Celestion, by Sir Leslie,
R. Mosley's b. h. Bucephalus, by Bertrand,
Time, 3m. 48s.—3m. 52s.— 4m. 2s.

...

—

Same day, one mile heats, purse $100.
Joseph G. Boswell's b. c. by Trumpator,
Mason Thompson's b. f. by Columbus,
Rezin Jourdan's ch. f. by Mucklejohn,
James Lindsey's ch. c. by Clodhopper,
James K. Duke's b. c. by Buck Elk,
R. Burbridge's b. f. by Plato,
David Reese's b. c. by Bertrand,
Time, lm. 53s. lm. 54s. lm. 55s.
Third day, four mile heats, purse $700.

—

—

dis.

dis.

3
4

1

1

3
2
4

2

-

4

1

1

7

5
2
4

2
3
4
5

-

-

-

--

-

1

dis.

...
-

-

-

-

1

dis.

dr.

dis.

-

1

-

3
2

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1

2
3

2

-

-

-

-

5

3
6

-67

S. Burbridge's b. c. Tarlton, three years old, by Woodpecker, dam
861bs.
W. Tarlton's gr. h.
H. Harrison, four years old, by Trumpator, dam by Doublehead, lOOlbs.
1
S. Davenport's b. h. Greyfoot, five years old, by Trumpator, dam by
Hancock's Hamiltonian, 1071bs.
G. N. Sander's ch. m. Toliva, five years old, by Contract, dam by
Diamond, by Turpin's Florizel, 1071bs.
2
Y. N. Oliver's b. m. Juliana, six years old, by Gohanna, dam by Sir
Archy, 115lbs,

by Robin Gray,

1

dr.
dr.

1

Wm.

G.

2

-023

Time, 8m. 41s.—8m. 10s.—8m.

3
dis.

12s.

Fourth day, three mile heats, purse $500.
Willa Viley's b. c. Dick Johnson, four years old, by Bertrand, dam
Black Eyed Susan, by Tiger,
Sidney Burbridge's b. m. Caroline Scott, six years old, by Archy of
Transport, dam Ophelia, by Wild Medley,
Mason Thompson's b. m. Eliza Bailey, five years old, by Columbus,

-211

dam by

Stockholder,

-

Time, 6m. 12s.—6m. 32s.—6m.

-

'

-

-

-

1

2

2

-333

:::
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TURF REGISTER.
Blooded

stock, belonging to

James Leve-

of Augusta, Georgia.
1. Madona, ch. m. 22 years old, 15£
hands high; by Precursor; dam by
Spread Eagle grandam by Percy g.
grandam by Dainty Davey g. g. grandam by the noted old Cripple. Precursor was got by Sartorius out of Nancy
Percy sired by Yorick ; dam by
Air.
Col. Coldsey's imp. mare.
Her produce
1834. ch. c. John Guedron, by old
Bertrand. Sold to L. Love, Va.
rich,

;

;

;

c.

Norman

f.

dead,

1835. ch.
Bertrand.
1836. ch.
1837. ch.

Now
2.

by

Leslie,

by

old

old Bertrand.

f. by old Bertrand.
stinted to Bertrand, Jr.

Lucinda,

m. 11 years old; 15
by Sir Andrew dam

b.

hands high

;

SalFlatt.

Property of Benj. Reynolds,

sired

of Georgia.
Her Produce

7. Hardenia, ch. m. five years old
by American Eclipse dam Nell, by
Duroc grandam Hopperboy g. grandam by b. horse Wildair, owned by
Andrew Course her g. g. grandam by
Sourkrout
g. g. g. grandam imported
from England along with Sourkrout, by
Mr. Robert Heaton, West Chester co.
New York. Duroc was sired by Ame;

;

;

;

;

:

rican Eclipse. Hopperboy, full brother
to Miller's Damsel, the dam of American Eclipse, bred by Gen. Coles, Long
Island.
Wildair was sired by the imp.
Old Messenger; his dam Nettle, was

bred by Mr. Randolph, of Virginia;
she was by Laburnam, who was got by
Nettle's dam
Lath out of Kitty Fisher
was got by old Partner ; her grandam
by Col. Bayard's imp. horse Valiant.
Now stinted to Bertrand, Jr.

;

Eliza Hunter,

8.

:

1834. ch. f. Susan Gregg, by American Eclipse.
1835. br. f. by imp. Luzborough.
1836. b. f. by old Contention.
1837. ch. f. by Bertrand, Jr.
stinted to Bertrand, Jr.

Now
Mary Whatly,

ch. m. 9 years
old; 15 hands high; sired by Hampton's old Janus ; dam Lottery, by Gal-

b.f. foaled 1834,

hands high sired by Redd's Shark
dam Besty Weaver; full sister to
Muckle John, Jr.
154,

9.

;

Ijarrah Harrison, ch.m. 4 years
dam Fair Ame-

old ; sired by Eclipse
Fair American
rican.
;

by old Gallatin

;

her dam by Dentatus, grandam by
Jas. Leverich.
Shark.
September 26, 1837.

3.

grandam by Dragon g. grandam
by imp. Romulus g. g. grandam by
latin

;

;

;

imp. Fearnought.
Her produce
1834.
1835.
1836.
1837.
4.

Jenny Daw,

nett,

m. foaled 1828, 15
by Arab dam Toy(See American
Archy.
br.

sired

;

by

;

Sir
Register, vol. vi. page 313.)

Turf
Her produce
1835. b.

f.

Miss Kendall, by imp.

Luzborough.
1835. failed to Contention.
1836. stinted to Bertrand, Jr. and sold
to

Mr. Hammond.
5.

Miss Kendall,

2 years old, 15^

hands high.
1837. stinted to Bertrand, Jr.
6.

Miss Bathgate, 4 years old, 154
dam
sired by Kirkland
sister to Medoc.

hands high
full

;

;

;

purchased Lucy Gray in the fall of
Wm. W. Hurt, and as he
informed me then in foal by Eclipse.
As I purchased her in foal, and knew
nothing of my own knowledge of her
going to the horse, I subjoin a copy of
a certificate of Col. Wm. R. Johnson,
I

1S36, of Capt.

now

in

my

possession.

;

1837. stinted to Bertrand, Jr.

84

Halifax, Virginia.
g. m. about five feet
high, well formed, with beautiful head
bred by the Rev. Robert
and neck
Hurt, late of Halifax county, Va. foaled
was got by Sir
in the spring of 1831
Charles her dam by Old Pacolet, (now
owned by Capt. Walter Carrington, of
this county;) her grandam by Gallatin,
out of a thoroughbred mare by Bellair.
2. ch. c. by American Eclipse, out of
Lucy Gray, (No. 1.) foaled the 7th of
June, 1837; of superior form and fine
appearance. He seems to combine in
a high degree the stamina and power of
Eclipse and the beauty of Sir Charles.

Lucy Gray,

1.

;

ch. f. Naomi, by old Bertrand.
ch. c. by old Bertrand.
ch.c. dead, by old Bertrand.
stinted to old' Bertrand.

hands high

Blooded stock of Woodson Hughes, of

V.8

'I

W.

hereby certify that Mr. William
Hurt put a small gray mare by Sir

—

::

;

;
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Charles, with a delicate handsome head,
my horse Eclipse, spring 1836. I
further certify that I sent to the horse
after the above mare, at the expiration
of the above season, and thought she
was in foal, and this was the only mare
that Mr. Hurt put to Eclipse that season.
If she has a colt dropt spring
1S37, there is no question but it is by
Eclipse.
W. R. Johnson.'
August 6th, 1837.
to

Give the above a place in the Turf
Register, and oblige yours respectfully,

Woodson Hughes.
August

12th, 1S37.

|Nov. 1837.

unnecessary to enter into a long list, as
is well known in your Regis-

the blood

William Chauvin.

ter.

Blooded stock belonging to Major Thos.
Marshall, of Lewis Co. Kentucky.

Brown Sumpter,

ten years, fifteen

hands and three inches high, got by
Wynn's Sumpter, dam by Lewis'
Eclipse, grandam Maria, by Craig's
Alfred
g. grandam the Prior mare.
Maria, by Craig's Alfred, is the g. grandam of Rodolph.
Lewis' Eclipse, by imp. Diomed
;

dam by

grandam by
Harris' Eclipse
imp. Granby
g. grandam by imp.
Janus g. g. grandam Poll Flaxen, by
imp. Jolly Roger, out of imp. Mary
Gray.
Craig's Alfred, by imp. Medley dam
by Simm's Wildair g. dam by Star, who
was by old Partner, out of Gen. Nelson's imp. Blossom ; g. grandam by
imp. Valiant
g. g. grandam by the
imp. Fearnought.
;

;

Blooded Stock of G. Mallory, of Orange,
C.
1.

H.

Moscow,

Virginia.

bl. h. foaled in

1831, he

was got by Wm. R. Johnson's Tariff;
dam by Trafalgar grandam Rosalba,
by Spread Eagle g. grandam the imp.
mare Alexandria, by imp. Alexander;
g. g. grandam by imp. Woodpecker
g. g. g. grandam by imp. Highflyer
g. g. g. g. grandam by Jolly Roger.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Caroline James, b. mare, by Sir
James dam by Rob Roy McGregor
2.

;

;

grandam by Ball's
dam by Friendship

Florizel
;

Tattersal's Highflyer

g. g.
;

;

g.

gran-

grandam by
grandam

g. g. g.

g. g. g. grandam Fearnought.
Caroline is now" in foal by Clifton, sire
of Tychicus.

by Mufti

3.

Kitty Turner,
;

m. by Clifton,
grandam by Columch.

grandam by Montezuma g. g.
grandam by imp. Badger; g. g. g. grandam by imp. Obscurity, Now in foal
by Priam.
4. B. f. foaled spring 1836, by Truffle,
dam by Monticello grandam by Tyler's
Leonidas g. grandam Tyler's famous
Diomed mare. Mr. Ball, subsequent
owner of Florizel, thought her the most
;

g.

;

;

;

promising three year old he had ever
trained, until injured by a fall, when
about to win a great sweepstake. She
was a lineal descendant of Col. Bird's
G. Mallory.
famed imp. Calista.
September 20th, 1S37.

French Consul has stood in Simpson county, Ky. four years, and his
colts bid fair and promising for the
French Consul was got by the
turf.
celebrated Timoleon, he by Sir Archy.
French Consul's dam was the thoroughbred Lady Partridge, that was got by
Gabriel he by Oscar of Maryland and
he by old Gabriel of England. It is
;

A

brown mare, purchased spring

;

dam by Tuckahoe
bia

1.

1827, of Mr. A. Tidball, of Winchester,
Virginia, by Lewis' Potomac, out of
Iris, (see Turf Register,) dam by imp.
Sir Harry; grandam one of Col. Seidell's mares, Lady Bolingbroke, or old
Cade's.

;

Her produce
was six years old
purchased, and a few days after

1827. This mare

when

produced b. f. by Wynn's Ratler. Same
spring put back to Ratler and failed.
1829. Put to Sir Charles, and in May
1830, produced b. f. having been taken
to Kentucky the winter previous.
1830. Put to Davis' Hamiltonian and
;

failed.

1832. b. f. by Winn's Sumpter, given
John Marshall.
1833. b. f. by Brown Sumpter.
1834. b.f. by same.
1835. b. f by same, dead.
1836. Missed to same.
1837. b. f. by Little Bertrand, colt of
old Bertrand.
to

Having
2. Ratler mare, dam No. 1.
been trained the fall after she was three
years old,

made a

respectable race nag,

running two races over the Washington,
Ky. track losing one and winning one.

—

Her produce
1832. ch. f. by Brown Sumpter
blaze face and four white legs, the same
that won the sweepstake race of $500,
at Dover, Mason county, Ky. fall 1835.
Since sent to Missouri by A. Sandford,

:

J

Vol.

8.

No.

and considered a good race mare

at

any

distance.
1833. b. f. by Brown Sumpter, dead.
1834. ch. c. by same, promising.
do.
1835. b. c. by same,
1836. b. f. by Tiger Whip.
1837. In foal by Brown Sumpter.
3. Sir Charles mare, out of No. 1.
Trained and proved to be fleet. Put
to breeding in 1834.

Her produce

:

c.

put back and

by Brown Sumpter

failed.

1837. Stinted
Eclipse.

to

Moderator,

by

of Tidball

mare I have done nothing with, not
being able to procure a trainer.

Betty Sniggers,

(dead.)

A

very pretty high formed brown mare,
raised by Wm. Sniggers, deceased, of
Frederick county, Virginia, and purchased of his son in 1827. I neglected
to obtain her pedigree at the time, there
being then no public record published,
and feeling satisfied of her being thorough bred. She was sired by Frederick, which was imported with Eagle,
This mare won a great
by Mr. Bell.
sweepstake race in the fall of 1823 or
Va.
It would be
Battletown,
1824, at
conferring a great favour if Mr. Warner
Throgmorton, of Jefferson county,
would give her pedigree on the dam's
side.

Her prod uce
1828. Put to Gracchus and

failed,

having taken her to Kentucky.
1829. Put to a colt of Printer, of
quarter stock.
1S30. ch. f. by same, and sold.
1831. b. f. by Davis' Hamiltonian,

given to G. Fox.
1832. b. c. by old Potomac, gelded.
1833. b. c. by Sir Archy of Transport.

1834. b.

f.

by Brown Sumpter.

The Archy

colt, four year old this
spring, and the three year old filly by
Brown Sumpter, are now in training

and very promising.
5.

Betsey Richards,

ch.

m.

fifteen

years old, by Cook's Whip, raised by
Paul Derrett, dec'd, of Mason county,
Ky. dam of race mare Lady Talleyrand,
by Bertrand, previous to my purchase.
For the balance of pedigree I refer to
the following certificate of Thos. Kerchival, of said county of Mason, who
raised the dam.

Mr. P. Derrett
request

I will

575

your Whip mare on the dam's side.
Rose was raised by me, she was got by
Col. John Tayloe's brown horse Mendoza, by Boxer, son of Medley. Rose's
dam, Rosetta, was got by Paul Jones,
and he by Specimen, full brother to
Regulus, by the imp. horse Fearnought.
Rosetta's dam was the dam of Paul
Jones, her dam being got by the imp.
Wildair, out of the imp. Cub mare.
Rosetta's dam was called Ruth Blackeyes, and was the property of General
Dan'l Morgan.
Rosetta was sold to
my father by Major Herd, son-in-law
to Gen. Dan'l Morgan, for the sum of
about £ 1 10, thirty years ago and my
opinion as to the blood and family of
your Whip mare, dam of Lady Talley;

The remaining produce

4.

;

AND SPORTING MAGAZINE.

12.

1835. ch.

—

—

:

— Agreeably to your

give you the pedigree of

that she

rand,

is,

state,

and

any mare

I

is

the very best in the

had rather own her than

in this country.

Yours, with respect,
T. B. Kerchival.

Betsey Richards had several colts bepurchased her, all unknown ex-

fore I

Lady Talleyrand, a first rate race
at four mile heats, having beaten
Isora, over the Columbia, Ohio, track,
performing the second heat in 7m. 52s.
cept

nag

track heavy.
Since I owned her she
has produced, this spring, a br. c. by
Brown Sumpter, and put back.

Carolina,

ch. m. seven years old
purchased of Mr. Griffin
Taylor, now residing in Frederick Co.
Md. formerly of said county in Virginia.
6.

last spring

;

For pedigree

I

refer to the following

Mr. Charles Sallard, the
breeder of her dam, and Richard J.
certificates of

Smith, the breeder of Carolina, both of

North Carolina, and George

W.

Jef-

freys.

that the sorrel mare
sold Col. John R. Clark, was
raised by me ; that she was nine years
old last spring ; that she was got by the
noted running horse Ball's old Florizel

'This

which

is to certify,

I

her dam by the imported horse Citizen
her grandam by the imp. horse Dare
her g. grandam by the imp.
Devil
horse Clockfast; her g. g. grandam by
Col. Taylor's noted running horse old
Yorick her g. g. g. grandam by Morton's imp. horse Traveller, out of the
famous imp. mare Jenny Cameron.
Given under my hand this 23d day of
;

;

July, 1827.

Charles Sallard.'

hereby certify that the sorrel mare
above described, is the same which I
sold, in the fall of 1827, to Richard J.
Smith. Given under my hand the 3d
J. R. Clark.'
day of Sept. 1832.
'I

:

:
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'Caswell County, North Carolina.
hereby certify that the sorrel filly

Carolina,

sold

by me

to

Mr.

Griffin

Taylor, of Frederick county, Va. was
two years old last spring, and that she
was gotten by the celebrated racer and
stallion old Sir Archy, out of the sorrel
mare described in the foregoing certificates of Mr. Charles Sallard and J. R.
Clark. I further certify that I went
down with the mare to Mr. John D.
Amiss, of Northhampton, N. C. and
was personally present when she was

put to the said old Sir Archy. Given
under my hand this the 24th of Sept.
Rich'd J. Smith.'
1832.
At the request of my neighbour and
friend, Rich'd J. Smith, I with pleasure
furnish him with the following certificate

:

mare, raised
and owned by Capt. Charles Sallard,
and gotten by'Florizel, has been known
by me from her being a sucking colt;
that I have frequently seen her at Capt.
Sallard's while a filly, and that he represented her pedigree in the same form to
me as he did to John R. Clark some
years after. I have no doubt that Capt.
Sallard represented her pedigree corI certify, that the sorrel

[Nov.

And now

Industry.

a b.

f.

Since which,
by Industry.
Selden's Mazeppa.

1837.

her side
stinted to

at

Blooded stock of Arnold Russel, of the
vicinity of Nashville, Tenn.
1. Eleanor Baronet, ch. m. 15£
hands high, foaled in 1829, bred by John

B. Miller, near Gallatin, Tenn ; by
Stockholder; herdamby Baronet; grandam by Bibb's Black Shark; g. grandam Burton's iErial g. g. grandam by
Roebuck, out of Timberlake's Virginia
;

mare.

Her produce
1835. b. c. by Second Pacific, geld.
1836. b. c. by Luzborough, dead.
1837. br. b. c. Oregon, by imp. Merman, very promising.
2. Miss Byerley, claret b. f. 15
hands and 2 inches high foaled in the
spring of 1834 bred by Duke W. Sumner, by Pacific, out of Matilda, and by
him named Pandora. (See American
;

;

Turf Register,
page

vol. 8th,

This

144.)

November No.

filly

run two

has

rectly, as his

races, one at Mount Pleasant, where
she was beaten by Hail Storm the other
at Nashville, where she beat Hail Storm
and others. She has been in training
this fall, but complained and has been

was

turned out.

knowledge on that subject
extensive, and I always found it

It is within my knowledge
correct.
also, that Rich'd J. Smith put said mare
to and got a filly from her by old Sir
Archy. I should have observed that I

have examined the

certificate

given by

My

Capt. Sallard to Col. Clark.
ledge of turf and blood horses

know-

is

equal

any gentleman in this counI mention this to add weight to
certificate if it should need it.

to that of
try.
this

George W. Jeffreys,
Author of 'Annals of the Turf— 'Memoir of Sir Archy,' and 'Memoir of
the Medley Stock,' published in SkinThe A.nnals
ner's Turf Register, &c.
of the Turf were published in the American Farmer.'

The

certify that the

said

mare

is in foal

by Industry.

Griffin Taylor.
March \Sth,
Her produce

Very promising.

gr. m. 15 hands and
2\ inches high, foaled the spring of
1831 bred by George Elliott, of Sumner county, Tenn. got by his Jerry, out
of Morgiana, his full sister. For pedigree see Am. Turf Reg. vol. v., at the
fop of page 352.
Her produce :
1835. b. f. by Leviathan, since dead,
3.

Araminta,
;

1836. b. c. John Pleasants, by Ratler.
a stake.
1837. gr. c. Harry Hill, by imp. Mer-

now on

man, and stinted to same.
4. Juliet Feathers, blood b. m.
bred by B. E. Coates, of Davidson Co.
Tenn. of fine size, got by Thos. Taylor's Florizel, he by imp. Diomed, his
dam old Wildair, who was got by imp.
Fearnought her dam by Bedford.
;

above mare, Carolina, is the same I have this day sold
to Thos. Marshall, for the sum of $1000.
«I

;

1S37.'

1835. Failed to New York Eclipse.
1836. Put to Industry. 1837. Produced a colt, and now stinted to the

imp. horse Felt.
7. B. m. by Ratler, dam of the celebrated racehorse Sidney. Purchased in
March, 1837, of Mr. Province McCormick, of Winchester, Va. Also, a b. f.
out of her, four years old last spring, by

;

Her produce
1834.
1835.
1836.
1837.
Stinted

ch.

ch.
ch.
b.

to

:

c.
f.

f.

c

by Second
by Second

Pacolet, geld.
Pacific.

Polly Plumer, by Ratler.
by John Dawson, dead.

same

5. Sam Houston, g. h. foaled the
spring of 1S31, 16 hands and i inch
high; bred by Samuel Carter, of this
county ; got by Washington, he out of
Rosy Clack. Houston's dam was Lady
Randolph, full sister to Carolinian.
Arnold Russel.
Sept. 23, 1837.
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409.
Aintree, (Eng.) Races, description of,
433.
Alexander, George, stud of, 527.
Alexander, M. stud of, 479.
American blood, 107.
Arabian horses, purchase of by Com.
Elliott, 429.
Alarm, (imp.) performances of, 146.
Angora, 203.
Apparition, (imp.) memoir of, 337.
Autocrat, (imp.) 203.

Bacon, Edmund, stud of, 431.
Baldwin, Henry, stud of, 384.
Barry, Thos. stud of, 237.
Batesville, (Ark.) Jockey Club,
ccrs &c. 63.

Offi-

W.

&

—

&c. 39.
Bird shooting, 159.
Blood, American, 107 runs in families
the three Maria's in lineal

—

—

401.

Chauvin,

Chinn

Wm.

stud

574.

of,

&

Smith, stud of, 288.
Claiborne Jockey Club, 125.
Cock of the wood, notice of the, 545.
Cock shooting in the forest, 371.
Cockers of Hagerstown, Md. challenge
to the, 125.

Cochran's

many chambered

rifle,

no-

W. stud of, 144.
Coles, John, B. stud of, 330.
Cook, James, stud of, 328.
Cormorant fishing, 64.
Corpening, David, stud of, 332.
Creswell, James, stud of, 383.
Crowell, Col. John, stud of, 429.
Crump, Dr. Abner, stud of, 330.
Currah of Kildare, 351.
Carolinian, Jr. 495.
Cetus, 208, 343.
Chateau Margaux, (imp.) 49 performances of his get in England, 228.
Chestatee, (imp.) 108, 195— death of,
196.
Coleman, George

stud of, 287.
Townes, stud of, 381.
Baylor
Bear hunting, 66 in Canada, 175.
Bear story, 179.
Betting, 531.
Big Lick, Va. Jockey Club, Officers,

F.

Cheats at play detected, 511.
Chifney, Samuel, the English jockey,

tices of, 170, 225.

B.

Battail'e,

—

Rodolph against John Bascombe, 166, 225.—Hickory John to
Rodolph, 243.
Charging and trying guns, 546.

Challenges

A.
Adventures in the Rocky Mountains,

VIII.

—

Consul, 63.

descent, 415.

Blood horse, remarks on breeding, 21.
Boteler,Doct. E. L. & Co. stud of, 190.
Boyce, T. R. S. stud of, 239.
Breeding, on, 99, 323.
Breeding for the turf, the
the road, 5, 53.
Breese, Judge, stud

of,

Derby day, description
field,

and

de-

scription of, 323.
Burts, J. L. stud of, 432.

Bay Middleton, winner of the Derby,
105, 204, 241, 244.
C.

Canadian

307.
Carnes, Robert, W. stud of, 432.

85

—
—

turf,

v.8

489.

—

—

424.

Dogs, sale

13.

of,

Dickinson, R. C. stud of, 287.
Division of purses, plan of, by J. C.
Stevens, 217 adoption of by the
N. Y. Jockey Club, 224—remarks
on, by A. 263 remarks on, by a
Sportsman, 299 remarks on, by 'N.
of Arkansas,' 358 remarks on, in
reply to 'A Sportsman,' by J. C.
Stevens, 389 remarks on, by *D.'

—

479.

Buckle, Frank, anecdotes of, 399.
Bunch, Samuel, stud of, 285.
Burksville, (Ky.) Race Course,

Birmingham,

D.
Darcy, E. A. stud of, 239.
Davison, James, stud of, 431.

of, in

England, 86

—prairie,

550.

Dorsey stakes, 362, 510.
Duke, James, K. stud of, 430.
Duncan, P. E. stud of, 239.

—
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Dupree, James, stud of, 190.
Darley Arabian, 487.
Delight, (imp.) pedigree and perfor-

mances
Design,

of, 73.

(imp.)

mances

of,

pedigree and perfor-

78.

Diana, 21.
Di Vernon, 228.
Drone, pedigree and performances

[Vol. V11I

Hounds, management of, when at fault,
over-riding, &.c. 109 on breeding,

—

365.

Hughes, Woodson, stud of, 573.
Henry, 228— death of, 357, 492.
Hickory John, challenge of to Rodolph,
243.
I.

of,

341.

Imported horses, remarks on, by Indicator, 305.

E.

Importations of blooded stock into S.

Eanes, Edwin, stud of, 48.
Eaton, Wm. stud of, 142.
Eggs, boiled, for sportsmen, 266.
Elephant shooting in India, 209.
Epsom, (Eng.) Races, description

Carolina, 148.

of,

Importations of Arabian horses, 419.
Iron, advantages of, as a material for
gun-caps, 321.
Industry, obituary of, 322.

15, 488.

J.

Ewing, Alexander, stud

of,

333.

Exports of blooded stock to America
from England, 50.
Eyre, W. L. stud of, 384.
Eclipse, English, 14, 487.
Eclipse, American, 27, 228.
Elis, winner of the St. Leger, 203, 244,
Emilius, 491 performances of, 65.

—

Jackson, John, stud of, 47.
Jockeys, English, notices and anecdotes

of,

39S—training

—

551.

—

Fox

hunting, 253 hints on, 375.
Frost, John, stud of, 523.
Felt, (imp.) 97.

G.

Game
Game

in "Wisconsin, 505.

laws of England, 320.
Gibbon, Capt. Thos. stud of, 141.

Goode Macke, stud of, 240.
Goodwood, (Eng.) Races described,
81.

Dr. R. C. stud of, 381.
Guns, how to keep a good one, 267
on charging and trying, 546.
<KaS
Glencoe, (imp.) 283^*s^s?'Godolphin Arabian, 487.
Griffin,

H.
Hare, prairie, 551.
Hays, A. stud of, 384.
Henderson, Alexander, stud
Hilliard, R. C. stud of, 240.
Holmes, John, stud of, 432.

of,

Johnson, Moses, stud

of,

John Bascombe

challenge to the

—his

—

United States, 123 challenge to,
from Rodolph, 166, 223—pedigree
and performances of, 3S5.

—

Fashionable blood best stallions and
racehorses in England, in 1836, 412.
Fine points of horses, 481.
Fishing Cormorant, 64.
Fishing, remarks on, 167.
Fish pond at Logan, 552.
Fistula, cure for, 120.
Forbes, George, stud of, 480.
Foxes, destruction of, 376 prairie,

443.
529.
143.

of,

Jockey Cluhs, patronage

K.
Kendall, James, B. stud

of, 333".

L.

Lamar, Henry G. stud of, 478.
Lamar, John, stud of, 478.
Leavell, L. L. stud of, 288.
Leverich, James, stud of, 573.
Lewis, James O. stud of, 432.
Life in the jungle, 28.
Lady Lightfoot, performances

of,

417.

M.
Maclin, Henry, stud of, 381.
Magruder, T. B. stud of, 48.
Mallory, G. stud of, 574.
Mare's twins horse and mule, 515.
Marshall, Thos. stud of, 574.
Mason, John R. stud of, 432.

—

Match

against time, 532.

Meares, Wm. B. stud of, 329.
Menifee, J. N. stud of, 191.
Michaux, R. V. stud of 332.
Miller, E. P. stud of, 381.
Moore, Col. M. stud of, 431.

McClanahan, C. W. stud of, 239.
McWhorter, J. G. stud of, 240.
Margrave, winner of the St. Leger,
pedigree and performances of, 197.
Mazeppa, pedigree and performances

of,

192.

Holt, Dr. Wm. C. stud of, 383.
Horses, on the physical disposition and
capabilities of, for labour, 314.

of, 289.

Merman,

458.

N.

Naming

horses, remarks on, 67, 121.
Newmarket, (Eng.) July meeting, 101.

Newmarket Race Course,

351.
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Frederick,

o.
Obituary of stallions, 62.
Old Kentuck, challenge to John Bas-

combe, 223.
Opelousas, (La.) Jockey Club,

—

list

of

officers, 236.

Md.

Greenville, S. C. 230.
Halifax, Va. 137.
Hay Market, Va. 136, 474.

Henry Co. Ky.
P.

88, 561.

Tenn. 229, 562.
Greensburg, Ky. 184.
Gallatin,

180.

Hopkinsville, Ky. 127.
Jackson, Tenn. 324.
Jefferson, Va. 129.
Kendall Course, Md. 185, 468, 570.
Lafayette Course, Geo.
Lawrenceville, Va. 426, 559.

Palmer, Wm. 3tud of, 192.
Panther shooting, 28.
Parker, Thos. M. stud of, 328.
Patronage of Jockey Clubs, 529.
Pearson, R. M. stud of, 477.
Percussion caps, 158, 321.
Pettison, R. stud of, 96.
Peyton, Bailie, stud of, 527.
Peyton, Bernard, stud of, 477.
Peyton, W. R. stud of, 237.
Pigeon shooting, 115.
Pindell, R. & J. M. stud of, 286.

Lexington, Ky. 572.
Liberty, Va. 128, 562.
Louisville, Ky. 131, 232, 567.
Lynchburg, Va. 474, 563.

Pit, rules of the, 407.

Macon, Geo. 88.
Madison co. Ky. 87.
Maury co. Tenn. 183, 518.
Merry Oaks, Ky. 181.

Powder, selection

Mobile, Alabama, 140, 326.

of, 268.
Prairie dogs, habits of, 550.
Partington, 37.
Pirate, 62.
Plenipo, 35, 491.
Priam, (imp.) 98, 156, 215, 277, 350,
performances of some of his get in

England, 227.
Post Boy and John Bascombe's match
remarks on, 68, 178.

;

R.
Racehorse, English, on the care, treatment and training of, 345, 398, 437.
Respiration of the, 493.
Races at Charleston, S. C. description
of,

Montgomery, Ala. 493.
Nashville, Tenn. 130, 566.
Natchez, Miss. 89, 327, 460.

Newberry,

New

S. C. 234.
Iberia, Lou. 92.

Newmarket, Va. 459.

New

Orleans, 425.
Norfolk, Va. 476.
Oakland, Va. 520.
Opelousas, Lou. 236.
Palmyra, Miss. 327.
Pendleton, S. C. 182.
Pineville, S. C. 186.
Pittsburg, Penn. 521.
Plaquemine, Lou. 461.

Rocky Mount, Va.

421.

St. Francisville,

Racing, extra, 148.
Racing in Hindostan, 544.

Racing in Kentucky, 162.
Race Courses and Jockey Clubs,

St.

United States, list of, 25.
Racehorse region peep into the, 208.

—

Racing Calendar.

—Races at

Augusta, Geo. 93, 187, 555.
Batesville, Ark. 181.
Belfield, Va. 93, 460.
Broad Rock, Va. 181, 428, 558.
Burksville, Ky. 326, 558.
Central Course, Md. 138,471, 571.
Charleston, S. C. 379.
Chillicothe, Ohio, 183, 472.
Chucky Bend, Tenn. 188.
Clarksville, Tenn. 564.
Columbia, S. C. 283.
Columbus, Geo. 463.
Crab Orchard, Ky. 521, 560.
Cullodensville, Geo. 557.
Danville, Va. 133.
Dayton, Ohio, 135.
Eastern Shore, Md. 180.
Fairfield, Va. 139, 466.
Franklin, Ky. 233.

Louis,

Mo.

377, 522.

Matthews,

S. C. 235.
Stephen's Parish, S. C. 233.
Sulphur Spring, Mo. 519.
Tapnahannock, Va. 12S, 427.
St.

in the

187.

Lou. 378, 445.

St.

Taylorsville, Va. 94.

Three Rivers, L. C. 44.
Tree Hill, Va. 469.
Trenton, N. J. 43, 282, 462.
Union Course, L. I. 475, 517, 569.
Union, S. C. 284.

Upper Marlboro', Md.

132, 565.
136, 465.
Zanesville, Ohio, 234.
Reeder, Thos. H. stud of, 45.
Regatta at St. Simon's Island, Geo.-361.
Respiration of the racehorse, on the,
by Dr. Annan, 493.
Ridsdale's stud, sale of, in England, 51.
Rifles, improvements in, 225.
Rifle shooting, 114, 163, 281, 542.
Russell, Arnold, stud of, 576.

Washington, D.

C

Robin Hood, pedigree and performance
of,

3S7.

Rodolph, race between him and Angora, described, 125.— Challenge to

INDEX.
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John Bascombe, 166.— Bascombe's
reply to it, 243. Match with Hinda,
Challenge to, from Hickory
242.

—

—

John, 243.

Rowton,

[Vol.

Dr. Abner Crump, 330.
E. A. Darcy, 239.
James Davison, 431.
R. C. Dickinson, 287.
J. Duke, 430.
P. E. Duncan, 239.
James Dupree, 190.

James

145, 193.
S.

Sales of blooded stock, 147.
Sanford & Payne, stud of, 383.
Sagacity of a dog, 414.
Scenes in the West, 454, 549.
Scruggs, James, stud of, 189.
Seaman, B. B. stud of, 286.
Semmes, George, stud of, 191.
Shepherd, Henry, stud of, 287.
Sheep stealer, singular death of one, 86.

Shooting, extraordinary, 281.
Shy, James, stud of, 95.
Sloan, Wm. stud of, 528.
Smith, Dr. Ira, stud of, 328.
M. R. stud of, 45.
Smith, W. R.
Snipe shooting on Spesutia island, 506.
Bowie, stud of, 332.
Snowden
Sothoron, John H. stud of, 191.
South Carolina Jockey Club, resolutions of, 436.
Speed of the horse, 108.
Sports in the west, 66.
Sports of the turf in France, 397.
Sporting, usefulness of, 265.
Sporting anecdote, 85.
Sporting lectures, 533.

&

&

Epsom, 40.
Stevens, John C. on

Edwin Eanes,

Wm.

Alexander Ewing, 333.
W. L. Eyre, 384.
George Forbes, 480.

John

the divison of

Frost, 523.

Thomas Gibbon,
Macke Goode, 240.
Capt.

141.

Dr. R. C. Griffin, 381.
A. Hays, 384.

Alexander Henderson, 192,
R. C. Hilliard, 240.
John Holmes, 432.
Dr. Wm. C. Holt, 383.

Woodson Hughes, 573.
John Jackson, 47.
Moses Johnson, 143.
James B. Kendall, 333.
Henry G. Lamar, 478.
John Lamar, 478.
L. L. Leavell, 288.

James Leverich, 573.
James O. Lewis, 432.
Henry Maclin, 381.
T. B. Magruder, 48.

G

Start at

48.

Eaton, 142.

Mallory, 574.
Marshall, 574.

Thomas

John R. Mason, 432.

purses, 217, 389.

Stevenson, Thos. stud of, 47.
St. Francisville, (Lou.) Jockey Club,
officers, &c. 445.
Stonestreet, N. stud of, 237.
W. S. stud of, 285.
Stud book, American, 280.

Stott,

Stud of

Wm.

B. Meares, 329.
N. Menifee, 191.
Charles W. M'Clahahan, 239.

J.

G. McWhortor, 240.
R. V. Michaux, 332.
E. P. Miller, 381.
Col. M. Moore, 431.

J.

Wm.

George Alexander, 527.

M. Alexander, 479.
Edmund Bacon, 431.
Henry Baldwin,

384.
Thomas Barry, 237.
F. W. Battaile, 287.
Baylor &. Townes, 381.
Co. 190.
Dr. E. L. Boteler

&

T. R. S. Boyce,239.
Judge Breese, 479.
Samuel Bunch, 285.
J. L. Burtz, 432.

Robert W. Carnes, 432.
Wm. Chauvin, 574.
Chinn & Smith, 288.
George W. Coleman, 144.

John B. Coles, 330.
James Cook, 328.
David Corpening, 332.
James Creswell, 383.
Col. John Crowell, 429.

Palmer, 192.

Thomas H. Parker, 328.
R. M. Pearson, 477.
R. Pettison, 96.
Bailie Peyton, 527.
Bernard Peyton, 477.
W. R. Peyton, 237.
R. & J. M. Pindell, 286.
Thomas H. Reeder, 45.
Arnold Russell, 576.
Sandford & Payne, 383.

James Scruggs, 189.
B. B. Seaman, 286.
George Semmes, 191.
Henry Shepherd, 287.
James Shy, 95.

Wm.

Sloan, 528.

Dr. Ira Smith, 328.
W. R. M. R. Smith, 45.

&

Snowden & Bowie, 332.
John H. Sothoron, 191.

Thomas

Stevenson, 47.

vm.

—

Tranby, (imp.) performances
Tychicus, obituary of, 296.

N. Stonestreet, 237.

W.

58L
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S. Stott, 285.

B. 0. Tayloe, 287.
W. H. & H. A. Tayloe, 330, 478.
Thompson & Rose, 286.
Thomas Van Swearingen, 329.

U.
Unionville, S. C. Jockey Club, officers,
&c. 516.

V.

E. M. Waggener, 285.
R. S. Walker, 143.
E. Warfield, 477.

Van Swearingen, Thos.

M. & J. Wells, 141.
F. M. White, 528.

Van Tromp,

—

—

get, chronologically arranged, 206.
Sir Peter Teazle, 14.
Skylark, (imp), performances of, 149.
of,

209.

Tammany,

death

of,

329.
offi-

old, 370.

W.

R. W. W. Withers, 189.
Shakspeare, (imp.) pedigree and performances of, 293 performances of
his get in England, 227.
Sheet Anchor, 35.
Shylock, death of, 62.
the most renowned of his
Sir Archy

Notice

stud

Vicksburg, (Miss.) Jockey Club,
cers, &c. 124.

John Wickham, 480.
John Wimbish, 332.
John G. Winter, 189.

St.

of, 1.

of, 62.

Star, death of, 226.

Swiss, (imp.) 458.

T.

Taming

wild horses, 261, 316, 318,500.
Tayloe, B. O. stud of, 287.
Tayloe, W. H. & H. A. stud of, 330,
478

Terre Haute Turf club, 509.
Theobald's stud, (Eng.) visit

to,

by D.

502.

Wadding, proper material for, 269.
Waggener, E. M. stud of, 285.
Walker, R. S. stud of, 143.
Warfield, E. stud of, 477.
Weight,
Wells,

effect of,

M.

& J.

on the racehorse, 398.

stud

of, 141.

Whip, present of, to the S. C. Jockey
Club, by Mr. Tattersall, 436.

M.

stud of, 528.
stud of, 480.
Wild horses, on taming, 261, 316, 318,
500.
Wimbish, John, stud of 332.
Winners of cups in South Carolina,
since 1816, 322.
Winners of two year old stakes in England, 270.
Winners of three and four mile races,
450.
Winter, John G. stud of, 189.
Withers, R. W. W. stud of, 189.
Woodcock shooting, 61, 514.
Whip, 223.
Wild Bill, 222.

White, F.

Wickham, John,

Thompson

Wild Medley,

Trial of speed, 532.
Trotting, Harlaem and Centreville
courses, 41.
not degenerated, 259
Turf, the,
Prospects, 260— Matters, 263— State
of, in England, 345.

Yankee in England,
Yaxley Regatta.

&. Rose, stud of, 286.
Training racehorses, 485.

27, 38.

Y.
114.

Z.
Zinganee, (imp.) 209
performances of, 245.

—pedigree

and

PEDIGREES.
Acacia, 477.
Accanthes, 432.
Admiral, 96, 141.

Alessandria, 477.
Alexandria, 330.
Alida, 144.
Alonzo, 240.

Adria, 144.

Amanda Embry,

African

filly,

288.

Agility, 192.
Agnes, 286.
Agrippa, 384.
Ajax, 432.
Aladdin, 332.
Alarm, 146.
Alert, 146, 192.
Alfred, Craig's, 574.

143.

Antoinette, 477.
Anvil, 46, 341.
Apparition, 239, 337.
Araminta, 576.
Arbaces, 288.

Americus, 47.
American, 142.

Ariel, 288.
Aristotle, (imp.) 143.

American Pomona, 330.
Amaranthus, 478.
Amnetto, 332.

Arronetta, 141
Atalanta, 288, 432.
Aurora, 192, 46, 332, 189.
B.
Bacchus, 384.
Baldy Henderson, 528.
Ballface, 477.

Anacreon, 46.

Anemone, 477.
Anna Maria, 527.
Annot Lyle, 121.

INDEX.
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Balie Peyton, S33.

Band Box,

144.
Barber Allen, 240.
Bardolph, 477.
Barmecide, 240.
Bay Middleton, 105.
Beau Catcher, 238.
Behemolh, 144.
Bellair, Cook'3, 383.
Bellair, 46.
Bellair, Cox's, 528.
Bellair, Scrub's, 189.
Bellissiraa, 429, 525.

Beningbrough, 429.
479.
Bernice, 527.
Bertram!, 143.
Bertrand, the Younger, 382

Ben Walker,

Betsey Andrews, 191.
Betsey Baker, 288, 510, 526
Betsey Bateman, 384.
Betsey Brown, 192.
Betsey Eppes, 190.
Betsey Malone, 190.
Betsey Richards, 331, 575.
Betsey Robbins, 330.
Betsey Robinson, 528.
Betsey Ruffin, 383.
Betsey Tailor, 526.
Betty Sniggers, 575.
Betty White, 239.
Bill Gordon, 333.
Billy Harris, 189.
Billy Johnson, 477.

Bird Catcher.

Black
Black
Black
Black
Black

Bird, 190.
Kitty Clover, 237.
Rock, 432.
Sal, 48.

Sophia, 524.

Blaze, 431.

Blossom, 45.
Blue Bird, 191.
Blue Hawk, 382.
Boletus, (imp.) 235.
Bolivia, 429.
Bolivar, 429.

Bonny

Lass, 384.

Borodino, 384.
Boston, 480.
Boswell, 477.
Broker, 240.
Brown Sumpter, 574.
Brunette, 383, 527.

Brushy Mountain, 190

Captain, the, 330.
Carolina, 575.
Carolinian, 240, 495.
Carolinian, jr. 285, 333.
Caroline, 190.
Caroline Jacobs, 328.
Caroline James, 574.
Caroline Smith, 329.
Castianira, 45.

Catharine Davis, 329.
Cato, 46.
Celestion, 477.

Champion, 187.
Charlotte, 285, 496.
Chastinette, 141.

Chateau Margaux, 49.
Cherry Elliot, 430.
Chestatee, 144, 196.
Chevalier, 527.
Chevvyton, 384.
Childers, 143, 288.
Chrysolite, 478.
Circassian, 384.
Claudius, 141.
Clementina, 328, 330.
Cleopatra, 46.

Cameo, 381.

Dimont, 528.

Camilla, 46, 47, 386.
Camillus, 45.

Director, 142.
Di Vernon, 228.

Cade, 341.

Cadmus,

191.

Dorocles, 48.

Drunkard, 47.
Drone, 341.
Duroc, 240.
Dusty Foot, 286.
E.
Eclipse, Bond's, 525.
Eclipse, Hall's, 526.
Eclipse, Lewis', 574.
Edinborough, 384.
Elenora Baronet, 576.
Election, 477.
Eliza Branch, 430.
Eliza Coe, 432.
Eliza Hunter, 573.
Eliza Scott, 48.
Eliza Walker, 329.
Ella, 330.
Ellen Douglass, 526.
Ellen Jewett, 283.
Elnora, 524.

Emeliana, 287

Enterprise, 510, 525.
Etta O, 478.
Eskal, 528.
Evadne, 328.
Clockfast, 290.
F.
Coal Black Rose, 192, 3S1
Fair American, 533, 573.
Cockfighter, 526.
Fairy Queen, 331, 381.
Coharian, 329.
Fancy, 141, 382.
Collingwood, 66.
Fanny Archibald, 144.
Columbia, 142.
Fanny Fickle, 189.
Combination, 46.
Fanny Foster, 382.
Constance, 2S7.
Fanny Green, 142.
Constitution, 429.
Fanny Kemble, 332.
Consul, 63.
Fanny Winn, 47.
Cornelia, 287.
Fanny Wright, 2S5, 528.
Country Maid, 144.
Courier, 240.
Fantail, 329.
Fathom, 240.
Courtesy, 144.
Fatima, 46.
Cricket, 328.
Cub, 46.
Fearnought, 285.
Czarina, 287, 330.
Feather, "479.
Financier,
D.
4S.
Daisy Cropper, 191.
Flagellator, 523.
Damon, 144.
Fle'ta, 238.
Dangerous, 328.
Flirtilla, 528.
Daniel Star, 240.
Flora. 432, 528.
Dare Devil, 290.
Flora M'lvor, 332.
Darling Love, 45.
Floranthe, 329.
Dashall, 328,526.
Floretta, 46.
Decatur, 332.
Florida, 144.
Delight, 73.
Florizel, 332.

Calypso, Irby'3, 329.
Camelita, 430.

C.

Dolbear, 190.

Donna Maria, 239.
Don Quixotte, 524.

Clifton, 190.
Clio. 144.

Design, 78
Devereaux, 192.
Dew Drop, 285.
Diana, 285. 480, 496.
Diana, jr. 285.
Dick Chinn, 141.

Butterfly, 192.
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Forest Maid, 144.

Forward, 331.
Fourth of July, 330Fox, 46, 477.
Francisco, 290.
Franklin, 523.
Franklina, 526.
Fredrica, 47.
French Consul, 574.

1837
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J

Jenny Daw,

Fulvia, 46.

G.
Gabriel, 574.

Gano, 189.
Garland, 383.

Gemima,

237.

General A. Jackson, 238.
General Gaines, 142.

George Elliott, 141.
George Stanley, 189.
Geron, 189.
Glaucus, 288.

Gohumpy,

336.

Gold Boy, 239.
Gold Finder, 382.
Governor Burton, 432.
Gracchus, 46.
Granby, 141.

Grand Turk, 240.
Gray Eagle, 238.
Grasshopper, 383, 524.
Gray Goose, 386, 430.

Gray

Tail, 144, 332, 431.
Griffin, 190.
Gumbo, 479.
Guy Goodluck, 328.

Hannah Botts, 332.
Hannah Maree, 330.
Hardenia, 573.

Harry Hill, 527, 576.
Harkaway, 341.
Helen Mar, 328.

Henry Archy, 239.
Henry A. Wise, 333.
Henrietta Temple, 384.
Hickory John, 1S9.

Highland Mary, 96.
Honesty, 523.
Hopper Boy, 240, 573.
Hotspur, 290.

Howa,

330.

Hualpa, 383.

Hyena, 328.
Ijarrah Harrison, 573.
Imperatrix, 142.
Indemnity, 191.
Indianna, 287.
lone, 480.
Isaac of York, 238.
Isabella, 341, 478.
J.
Jack Andrews, 290.
Jack Downing, 191.
Jackson, 143, 432.
Jane Lamar, 48.
Jane Lowndes, 332, 524.
Jane Tatman, 526.
Japonica, 478.
Jenny Cockracy, 141.

Lame
Lama,

Nettletop, 238.
238.

Laplander, 510, 523.
Last Scrap, 329.
Laticia, 141.

Jim Crack, 47.
Laura, 191.
John Anderson my Jo, 144. Lavinia Rudd, 190.
John Bascombe, 190, 386. Lee Boo, 332.
John Blevins, 190.
Leopold, 479.
John Dawson, 190.
Lignumvitae, 192.
John Elliott, 430.
Linnet, 141.
John Flinn, 332.
Little Punch, 329.
John Gu?dron, 573.
Lodone, 528.
John Howard, 144.
Long Island Star mare,
John Lowry, 190, 333.
524.
John Pleasants, 576.
Long Measure, 189.
John Randolph, 144.
Lottery, 523.
Jolly Friar, 143.
Jolly Roger, 143.

Josephine Clifton, 330.
Josephus, 143.
Joshua, 240.
Judy O'Flannagan, 477.
Julia, 431.

Julia Crump, 141.
Juliet Feathers, 576.

K.

H.
Hager, 256.
Hambleton, 290.
Hambletonian, 192.
Hamlet, 239.

573.

Jenny Deans, 329.
Jerseyman, 479, 523.
Jesse Coe, 432.
Jewel, 477.

58^

Louisa, 383.

Louisa Semmes, 191.
Lovely, 45.
Lovely Susan, 143.
Lucifer, 286.
Lucinda, 573.
Lucy, 192.
Lucy Betts, 329.
Lucy Clarke, 330.
Lucy Gray, 573.

M.

Kate, 384.

Kate Biddle, 286.
Keph, 430.

Madge, 332, 524.
Madona, 573.

Kilton, 384.
Kitty Biddle, 477.
Kitty Crouser, 526.
Kitty Fisher, 431, 478.
Kitty Fox, 191.
Kitty Hickory, 189.
Kitty Smith, 382.
Kitty Turner, 574.

Magainska, 477.

L.

Maid of the Forest, 523.
Maid of Northampton, 332.
Maid of the Oaks, 525.
Maid of Patuxent, 191.
Malek Adhel, 239.
Mambrino, 333.
Manonme, 239.
Marcella, 286.

Laburnum, 573.
Margrave, (imp.) 197.
Lady Alfred, 384.
Maria, 45, 190, 383, 415,
Lady Badger, 239.
478.
Lady Bott, 287.
Maria Alfred, 574.
Lady Burton, 383, 432.
Maria Harrison, 524.
Lady Butt, 528.
Maria Hawkins, 189.
Lady Canton, 333.
Maria Shelby, 2S5.
Lady Chatham, 329.
Maria Shepherd, 527.
Lady Chesterfield, 381.
Maria White, 525.
Lady Clayton, 287.
Mark Antony, 143.
Lady Clinton, 329.
Marshal Duroc, 525.
Lady Collins, 328.
Martha Ann, 431.
Lady Flynn, 332.
Martha Washington, 341.
Lady Franklin, 191.
Mary, 382.
Lady Granville, 333.
Mary Alfred, 431.
Lady Gray, 192, 330.
Maiy Bedford, 288, 430.
142.
Lady Hamilton, 62,
Mary Bell, 286.
Lady Lightfoot, 418.
Mary Booker, 239.
Lady Littleton, 333.
Mary Bozier, 431.
Lady Martyn, (imp.) 328. Mary Douglass, 192.
Lady Nashville, 429.
Mary Frances, 45, 191.
Lady Nimble, 328.
Mary Granville, 333.
Lady Partridge, 574.
Mary Lee, 329.
Lady Southerland, 528.
Mary More ton, 382.
Lady Touch-me-not, 480. Mary Punch, 384.
Lady Vixen, 525.
Mary Stewart, 328.

INDEX.
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Mary Tucker, 381.
Maryland Eclipse, 331.
Master Henry, 333.
Matchem,

528.
Matchless, 523.
Matilda, 144, 238, 286.
Matilda James, 191.
Mattiwak, 527.
May Dacre, 477.
May Flower, 240.
Mazeppa, 290.
Medea, 430.
Medley, Thornton's, 527.
Medora, 523.
Melissa, 240.

Melpomene. 142.
Mendoza, 575.
Mercury, 48.
Merrygold, 477.
Messenger, Duroc, 95.
Meteor, 191.
Mexican, 285, 333.
Miantonomah, 527.
Minerva Chance, 527.
Mignionette, 141.
Miller's Damsel, 383.
Miss Accident, 189.
Miss Bathgate, 573.
Miss Bethune, 189.
Miss Byerly, 576.
Miss Cutter, 328.
Miss Debar, 381.
Miss Eden, 192.
Miss Kendall, 573.
Miss Luzborough, 48.
Miss Muley, 144.

Nettle, 573.
Nihil, 432.
Ninon, 191.
Norman Leslie, 573.
Nydea, 480.
Nydia, 479.

O.
Occupant, 141.
Oceana, 144.

Slipper, 430.
574.
Moses, 285, 288.
Mouse, 479.
Multiflora, 330, 478.
Multurn in Parvo, 527.
Murat, 332, 384.
Muslin Face, 431.
Lady, 430.
Myrtle, 381.

My

N.
Nameless, (imp.) 2SS.

Nancy Blue, 144,
Nancy Brown, 47.
Nancy Powell, 143.
Nantagulee, 528.

Naomi, 573.
Nell, 240, 573.

Nell Saunders, 237.
Neo Mathla, 143.

Polly
Polly
Polly
Polly
Polly
Polly
Polly

Douglass, 288.

Medley, 142.
Minor, 143.

Mitchell, 527.
Morgan, 3S1.
Plumer, 576.
Top Gallant, 431.
Pomona, 330.
Posler, 432.

Olivia, 477.
Omega, 192.

Potomac, 46.
Powhatan, 328.

Omohondro, 478.
One Eye, 240.

Primrose, 332.
Princess Victoria, 478.
Prize Fighter, 189.
Proserpine, 190, 237.

Opossum

429.

filly,

Oracle, 46.
Oregon, 576.

Protect, 191.

Orphan, 192.
Orphan Boy, 286.

R.
Rabit, 192.

Oscar, 46.
Rancocus, 524.
Oscar, by Saltram, 142.
Randolph, 192.
Oscar, by Wonder, 144, Rasp, 52S.
429.

Ratler, old, 237.
Ratler, by Top
CrowelFs,
479.
Red Doe, 144.

P.

Pacolet mare,
429.
Pandora, 142.
Pantanelli, 527.
Pantaloon, 142.
Paragon, 238, 386.

Parasol, 288.
Paroquet, 381.
Partnership, 144.
Passport, 238.
Pat Brown, 286.
Patsey Colbert, 239.
Patsey Allen, 332.
Patty Puff, 144, 237, 431.
Paul Clifford, 524, 525.
Paul Jones, 575.
Pee;gy Blair, 381.
Peggy White, 237.

Miss Newberry, 45.
Miss Peggy, 191.
Miss Pelton, 141.
Miss Tiger, 2S6.
Miss Watson, 432.
Modesty, 332, 524.
Pelham,431.
Molly Brown, 329.
Percy, 573.
Molly Longlegs, 479, 524. Perdicaris, 478.
Morocco Queen, 429.
Permilla, 238.

Morocco
Moscow,
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Peruvian, 240.
Peter, 192.

Petersham, 381.

Phantom, 527.
Phantomia, 527.

Phenomenon,

46, 3S3.

Philli3, 192.

Phoenix, 240.
Piano, 190.
Piccolina, 285.

Red Fox,

Gallant,

48.

Regulus, 285, 496.
Reliance, 287, 480.
Reveler, 47.
Ridge, 144.
Rights of Women, 526.
Rinaldo, 288.

Robin Grey, 47.
Robin Hood, 387.
Robin Redbreast, 328.
Rob Roy, 47, 383.
Rockingham, 45.
Roderick Dhu, 526.
Roebuck, 432.

Romp,

2S6.

Rosalba, 574.
Rosalind, 238.
Rose, 430, 575.

Rosebud, 524.

Roseman, 240.
Rosemary, 144.
Rosette, 528.
Rosetta, 575.
Rosy Clack, 144.

Rowton, (imp.)

145.
Royalist, Cook's, 383.
Ruby, 328.
Rutli Blackeyes, 575.

S.
Sailor Boy, 191.
Picadilly, 144.
Salome, 144.
Pill Box, 142.
Sal Flat, 48.
Pilot, 222.
Sally Brown, 431.
Piquet, 383.
Sally Elliott, 142.
Pirate, 62.
Sally Jackson, 143.
Pocahontas, 328, 333, 527. Sally Maree, 330.
Polander, 523.
Sally Poe, 190.
Poll Baker, 48.
Sally Ridge, 381.
Poll Flaxen, 574.
Sally Stone, 192.
Polly Byrd, 142.
Sam Houston, 576.
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Santa Anna, 330.
Screamer, 477.

Sunflower, 144.
Susan, 191.
Susan Gregg, 573.
Susan Lindsay, 329.

Sea Gull, 523.
Secret, 381.
Select, 143.
Selim, 285.
Selima, 144, 528.
Selima III. 525.
Serpent, 190.
Servillia, 286.

Susette, 477.

Sweet Mary,

240.

Sydney, 238.
Syphax, (mare) 238.
T.
Tallyho, 526.

Shakspeare, (imp.) 293.

Tariff, 432.

Shawnee, 430.
Sidi Hamet, 384.
Silverheels, (mare) 1S9.

Tecumseh, 430.

Silvertail, 431.

Sir Dudley, 191.
Sir Harry, 383.
Sir Kenneth, 192.
Sir Peter, 384.
Sir Solomon, 332.
Sir Thomas, 477.
Sir Walter, 329.
Sister Lottery, 189.
Skylark, (imp.) 149.

Thomas Emmet,

238.

Thunderbolt, 146.
Thunderclap, 143.
Tiger, 192.

Timoleon, 574.

Tippoo

Saib, 239.

Tom Benton, 191.
Tom Nimble, 189.
Tom Paine, 432.
Tom Ruffin, 383.
Tommy Tonson, 384.

585
Vincenta, 95.
Viola, 144.
Virginia, 46,141,431.
Virginia Street, 328.
Vixen, 189.
Volant, 288.
Volunteer, 45.

W.
Wacousta, 190.
Walter Raleigh, 240.
Warren, 526.
Washington, 144.

White

Silk, 240.
Wildair, 573.
Wild Cat, 192.
Wild Irish Girl, 432.
Wild Medley, 39.
William, 431.
William Walker, 479, 523.
Wings, 141.
Winnefred, 240.
Witch, 431.
Wona, 240.
Wonder, 429, 431.
Woodville, 330.
Wormwood, 287.

Skyrocket, 381.

Topaz, 190.
Toynett, 573.

Slim, 524.

Tranby,

Smiling Billy, 381.
Snap, 524.

Transport, 328.
Y.
Traveller, Burwell's, 386. Yankee Maid, 479.
Traveller, Morton's, 143. York, 47.
Traveller, by Tiger, 192. Yorick, 332.
Triangle, 432.
Young Bonny Lass, 142.
Trustee, 196.
Young Damsel, 383.
Truxton, 429, 528.
Young Favourite, 239.
Tullia, 328.
Young Figure, 525.

Snipe, 381.

Son of the Mist,

189.

Sophrone, 289.
Spencer Cooper, 141.
Spilette, 189.

Spinette, 382.
Sprigg, 479.
Star, 574.
Star mare, L. Island, 524.
Stargazer, 240.
Stella, 240.
Stephen Decatur, 328.
Stephen Olden, 240.
Sting, 240.
Stockholder, 429.
Strap, 429.
Stump the Dealer, 192.
Sultana, 144.

[Note

1.

Twigg, 143.
Uwharie, 383.
V.
Van, 144.

Van Tromp,

370.

Velocity, 46.
Veto, 328.
Vianna, 477.
Victory, 240.
Vidocq, 240.
Vingtun, 415.

Young Fox, 46.
Young Maria, 46.
Young Maid of the Oaks,
141.

Young Romp, 286.
Young Veteto, 286.
Young Virginian, 239.
Young Washington, 431.
Zinganee, (Eng.) 245.
Zitella, 381.

Zoe, 240.
Zuleika, 330.
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found
denotes that the animal
— Where mark
noticed
this

(f) is

it

is

than one place in the page referred

A.
Aaron, 559.
Abdalrahman, 520.
Acacia, 89, t 93.

Adam,

Adam

233.
Clark, 518.

Admiral, 139.
iEgeon, 565.f
African, 476.
Agano Harrison, 89.

Ajax, 42.

Aalmanzor, 231, 232.
Alarick, 284.

in

more

to.]

Anna Calhoun,
Anna Caroline,

181.
187, 233.

Alexander Campbell, 521, Ann, 557.
Alexander Drake, 520.
Ann Eliza, 133, 137, 564.
Alice Ann, 556.
Ann Floyd, 463.
Alice Riggs, 90, 448.
Alp, 129, 136.
Altorf, 234.

Ann McKim,

132, 186.t

Anetta, 88.

Angora, 94, 131, 425, 426.
Citizen, 89, 93,
445, 450, 460,f 461.
Annot Lyle, 92, 425.
326,t 425, 426.
Anna Askew, 1S8.
Antelope, 90, 94, 426, 460.

American

586
Antoinette, 569.
Anvil, 470.
April Fool, 463, 517.
Arab, 327.
Arbaces, 3S0, 445, 448.
Arbitrator, 42.
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Black Bird, 123, 134, 234, Charles Carter, 461, 559.
283, 2S4, 559, 560, 570.

Charles Clinton, 231.

Charles Magic, 132, 137,
Black Heath, 140.
Black Jaw, 232.
465, 471, 476.
Charley Downing, 557.
Black Legs, 184.
Black Rabbit, 427.
Charley Scott, 129.
Charlotte Russe, 284, 379.
Argyle, 1S1, 428,459,471, Blue Beard, 231, 232.
Blue Bird, 558.
Chestatee, 235.
559.
Arthur Taylor, 128, 474, Blue Black, 464, 465, 556. Chester, 520.
Chifney, 560, 571.
Blue Sdw, 183.
562, 564.

Childay, 459, 467.
Atalanta, 132, 137, 472, Bob Collins, 234.
Bob Ewing, 572.
Childers, 44.
475, 572, 559.
Bolingbroke, 563.
Chilton, 88, 234, 568.
Atalanta Spriggs, 466.
Boling-green, 188.
Chottago, 557.
Aurelia, 282.
Bolus, 562, 564.
Chronometer, 464.
Azalia, 139, 463.
Bonny Black, 476, 570, Chuckforhila, 90, 91.
B.
571.
Cinderella, 564, 567.
Bad Luck, 187.
Bagdad, 88, 129,
Boston, 466, 571.
Cippus, 137, 466, 472, 476,
Bailie Peyton,
571.
131, 229, Bowdark, 186, 233, 235,
Citizen, 231, 562.
281.
462, 562, 563, 570.
Brandywine, 184.
Clarentine, 557.
Balious, 567.
Bartlett, 565.
Bravo, 185.
Clara Cummings, 561.
Bay Ironette, 472.
Bremo, 137, 2S3, 425.
Clarion, 563.
Bay Maria, 93, 283, 378. Broker, 132,f 186, 469.
Clodhopper, 94, 235, 283,
Belle Phares, 135.f
Brunette, 44.
284, 379, 520 f
Ben Duncan, 561.
Bucephalus, 128, 572.
Cock of the Walk, 324.
Ben Skinner, 231.
Buck, 232, 236.
Col. Jack, 234.
Ben Sutton, 232, 470.
Buckeye Lass, 135, 462. Collier, Jr. 521.
B. H. 133.
Bulletin, 561.
Compact, 128, 131, 566.
Bergen, 139, 462,475, 569. Bumper, 132, 136, 425.
Compass, 473.
570.
C.
Compromise, 426.
Bertrand, Jr. 326.
Cadmus, 517, 569.
Conflict, 567.
Bessy Bedlam, 44.
Caldwell, 88.
Constable, 184.
Caledonia Brander, 570.
Betsey, 181.
Contract, Jr. 521.
Betsey Andrew, 517, 569. Camilla, 132, 565.
Convention, 283.
Betsey Anderson, 284.
Camsidel, 42,f 88, 129, Corinna, 135, 234, 521.
Betsey Baker, 284, 463.
136, 137, 186, 283, 469, Corset, 459, 466, 560.
Betsey Baxter, 284, 379, 471, 565, 570, 571.
Coleal, 236.
Canary, 139.
380.
Cromwell, 128.
Canada Lass, 44.
Betsey Bedlam, 470.
Crouder, 234.
Canibal, 470.t
Betsey Evans, 90.
Cumberland, 139.
Canteen, 128, 135, 188, Cymon, 93.
Betsey Harrison, 470.
560.
Betsey Marshall, 471.
D.
Betsey Minge, 140.
Captain Boone, 182.
Daisy, 283, 379.
Carenot, 183.
Betsey Mosely, 324.
Dandie Dinmont, 135.
Betsey Rochleau, 90, 326. Carnalookee, 140, 326
Dandy, 136, 186.
Caroline Scott, 567, 572. Dangerfield, 379.f
Betsey Singleton, 325.
Carroll, 139, 471.
Betsey Smith, 90.
Dangerous, 521.
Cascade, 520.
Betsey Stotts, 588.
Daniel Boone, 187, 473.
Betsey Thomas, 518.
Cash, 427, 467.
Daniel O'Connell, 184,t
Betsey Watson, 563.
Cassawaga, 186, 561.
452.
Cassandra, 89, 90,f 92, Daniel Starr, 134, 137, 565.
Betty Malone, 91.
135.
Betty Stotts, 326.
Daniel Webster, 88, 131,
Betty Whitefoot, 132.
Catesby, 520.
232.
Catharine Davis, 139, 181, Dan O'Connell, 460, 461,
Big Dinale, 473.
Big John, 131 232, 233,
186,461. 466, 468.
462.
520.
Cathleen, 460.
Darius, 559.
Big Mulatto, 188.
Catinha, 137.
David Bailey, 465.
Bill Barland, 325.
Celeste, 284.
David Branch, 520, 522.
Bill Dicks, 558.
Celestion, 572.
David Crocket, 327.f
Bill Martin, 231.
Champion, 187.
Davy Crockett, 94, 131,
Billy Grumble, 129, 140. Champagne, 475.
558.
Billy Johnson, 182.
Charger, 378.
Davidella, 520.
Birmingham, 140, 464.
Chariot, 2S4.
Decatur, 181, 471, 472,
Black Duke, 464.
Charles, 461.
559.

1837]
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Deceiver, 127, 136.
Deposit, 129, 136.
De Vere, 466, 565.
Devil Keteher, 557.
Dey of Algiers, 234.

Highland Mary, 324.
Fanny Hill, 232.
Highlander, 463, 561.
Fanny Jannan, 91.
Fanny Kemble, 140, 327. Hill Mary, 88, 89, t 186.
Fanny Wright, 426, 449, Hinda, 460.

Diamond, 558.

Fanny Wyatt,

Hortense, 130.f
517, Hortensia, 565.
Hortensie, 132, 184.
Dick, 236.
572.
Hortensius, 469.
Dick Johnson, 520, 572.
Fidget, 88, 234.
Humming Bird, 474,f 562.
Di Vernon, 92.
Flatterer, 42, 282.
Humphrey Clinker, 182.
Flora,
Don Juan, 184, 522, 558,
557.
Flora McDonald, 380.
230.
561.
I.
Fortuna Thomas, 188.
Don Pedro, 182, 230.
Independence, 182.
Donna Maria, 132.
Forsaken filly, 326.
Francis Granger, 185.
lone, 140, 187, t 326.
Dosoris, 475, 517.
Dromgoole, 559.
Franklin, 327, 378, 516, Irby, 180.
Irene, 428.
Drunkard, 236.
520, 522.
Irishman, 236.
Duckwest, 567.
Frederick, 132.
Ironette, 1S1.
DuffGreen, 135, f 183, 234, Fulton, 378, 563.
Isabella, 564.
521.
G.
Isaac Cline, 128.
Duke of Oxford, ISO, 561. Gabriella, 139.
Isaac of York, 136, 469,
Gehena, 183.
Duncan, 517.
571.
Dusty Foot, 570.
General Brooke, 325.
Isham Puckett, 93, 134,
General Cheatham, 564.
E.
137.
Eclat, 284.
Geneto, 560.
Eclipsa, 464.
Itasca, 283, 517.
Geo. Washington, 236.
J.
Eclipse, 182, 520.
Gertrude, 134, 284.
Jacob Creth, 558.
Ecshew, 460.
Gift, 466, 471.
James Aertsen, 185.
Elastic, 427.
Giles Goslin, 128.
Eliza, 557.
Jane Bohorqua, 188.
Gimcrack, Jr. 137.
Jane Eastman, 522.
Eliza Ann, 467, 468, 476.f Glance, 464, 473.f
Jane Elliott, 425.
Eliza Bailey, 88, 234, 522, Glorvina, 139, 186, 426.
Jane Lamar, 464, 473.
Go-ahead, 187, 233.
565, 567, 571, 572.
Eliza Bedford, 181.
Jane Maria, 569.
Go-it-Jerry, 92.
Eliza Clay, 128, 135.
Gold Boy, 132, 185.
Jane Phillips, 324.
Eliza Crozier, 181.
Gold finder, 183.
Jane Reed, 187, 235,f 464,
Eliza Drake, 93.
465.
Gov. Morehead, 567.
Eliza Hicks, 89,f 236, 284. Gracchus, 183, 234.
Jane Rowletl, 476.
Eliza Hunter, 556.
Gray Goose, 557.
Janet, 93.
Elizabeth Winn, 184.
Grey foot, 87, 560, 572.
Jasper, 87, 522, 568.
Gray Maria, 184, 566.
Jawbone, 472.
Ella, 473.
Ella Wickham, 181.
Gulnare, 128.
Jenny, 472, 473.
Ellen, 183, 470.
Gum Elastic, 184.
Jesse, 140, 467,f 472.
Ellen Cahall, 184.
Gypsey, 476, 569.
Jesse Richards, 462.
Ellen Tree, 88, 517.
Jewess, (The) 572.
H.
Eliose, 570.
Hailstorm, 518.
Jim Allen, 88, 131, 233,
Hanaddon, 87.
Eloise Bullit, 181.
567, 572.
Hardheart, 90, 91,f 470. Jim Crack, 132.
Star, 563.
Emmet, 466.
472.
Jim Henry, 188, 235.
Harkaway, 127, 130, 566. Jim Polk, 90, 460.
Emilia, 42.
Harold, 519.
Emilius, 463.
Jimmy Jenkins, 183.
Harpalice, 562.
Enamel, 428.
Joan of Arc, 463.
Enciero, 139, 283, 466, Harry Cryer, 127, 566.
Joe Kearney. 428.
Harry Tonkary, 521.
Joe Swiler, 140.
469, 567.
Hazzard, 520.
Engine, 559.
John, 557.
Hebe, 235, 520, 568.
Enterprise, 519.
John Bull, 558.
Henry, 324.
Ethiopia, 570.
John Beasley, 380.
Henry Archy, 42, 377, 520 John Dawson, 326.
Euker, 130.
Henry Clay, 567.
Eva Wentworth, 557.
John Floyd, 181.
Experiment, 136, 137, 185, Henry Clinton, 476.
John of Hampton, 476.
Henry Hare, 324.
428, 467.
John O'Handlin, 131.
Henry Moore, 569.
Extio, 130, 425, 461.
John Henry, 180.
Henry
F.
A. Wise, 468, 471 John K. 186, 469.
Fair Ellen, 186, 233.
Henrietta Temple, 564.
John A. Murrell, 185.
Fairforce, 182.
Herodis, 131, 132, 521.
John R. 462, 570.
Fanetta, 379.f
Hickory John, 89.
John Randolph, 92, 425,
Fanny Bell, 130, 229.f
High Pressure, 561.
461.

Emma

460, 462.

283,

f f

t

f
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Josephine, 183, 185, 567
Joshua, 18S.

Joshua Bell, 521, 561.
Julia Montgomery, 2S3.
Juliana, 572.
Jumper, 427, 461.
Junius, 520.

K.
Kate Longworth, 181,
Kate Plowden, 135, 472.
Kathleen, 426, 460, 566.
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Liberality, 476.
Light House, 135.
Lilac, 131.
Lilly Green, 186, 233.

Linnet, 425, 460, 462.

Linwood, 464
Little Barton, 521.
Little Billy, 427. 461, 560
Little Red, 464.

Livingston, 564, 562.
Lobelia, 129.

Logan, 184.
Long Measure, 284.

Keno, 186.
Kentuckian, 12S.
Kinderhook, 231.
Kipp, 132.
Kite, 283, 378.
Kitten, 521.

Long-tailed Blue, 90.
Lord Marmion, 236.
Louisian, 127, 128.
Lucetta, 89.

Kitty Crausor, 378.
Kitty Cruizer, 519, 522.
Kitty Heath, 379.f
Kitty Minge, 94.
Klapper, 475.

Lucinda, 88.
Lucinda Redd, 562.
Lucy Gray, 324.
Lycurgus, 284.
Lydia, 466.

Lady Archiana, 186.
Lady Barton, 181.
Lady Clifden, 138,

Madam Celeste,
Mad Bill, 326.

M.

Lady Moffit, 131.
Lady Morgan, 236,
379, 380.

234, 561.
Nufflin, 561.
Selden, 132, 137,
466, 469, 571-t
Mary Vaughan, 558.
Matilda Routh, 229.
McDonald, 521.
McDuffie, 89, 557.
Medallion, 88. 558.
Mediator, 571.
Medoc, 572.
Medora, 379, 571.

Mary
Mary

Merchant, 181.
Meridian, 427.
Merrygold, 569.
Meteor, 466, 565.

Mexican, 92.
Miantonimah, 564.
Middlesex, 463, 471, 569.
Milo, 42, 324.

Mingo, 42, 139, 283, 462,
476, 517, 570.
Bathgate, 187.|
Bertrand, 231
Blevins, 90, 425
Devers, 184
Medley, 89, 464.

Miss
Miss
Miss
Miss
Miss
Miss
Miss

Newberry, 284.

Phillips, 185, 469,
Maria, 181.
471, 476.
286, Maria Burke, 464.
Miss Pink, 520, 522.
Maria Hackett, 182.
Maria Louisa, 232, 233, Miss Waddy, 187, 233,

Lady Pest, 327.
520.
Lady Relief, 183, 473.
Lady Touch-me-not, 132, Maria Smith,
565.

Lady Van Buren, 283.
Lady Van Dyke, 283.
Lady Wright, 92.

La Guesse, 89.
Lancer, 378, 519, 522.t
Lancella, 182.
Landlord, 563, 564.
Langford, 475.
Laplander, 327, 377.
Larkin, 565.
Lath, 283, 379.

Lauderdale, 91.
Lavinia Rudd, 188.

Lawrence

Belle, 182.
Leanah, 235, 284.f
Le Daine, 565.
Leesburg, 469, 565.
Lem Gustine, 127.

Leopold, 230.
Levantine, 131, 229.
Instin, 522, 560.

Lezinka, 184.

Mary Jones, 567.
Mary Johnson, 474.
Mary Jane Davis, 128, 566,
Mary Lea, 93, 140. [567.
Mary Lyle, 468.
Mary Margery, 324, 325.
Mary McFarland, 87, 131,

Metamora, 472.
565.

180, Madelaide, 231.
Madeline, 565.
469, 471, 570, 572.
Madge Greer, 90.
Lady Connah, 94.
Lady Franklin, 231, 470. Malbrun, 468.
Malton, 129.
Lady Green, 559, 567.
Mamcokie, 521.
Lady Greyhound, 184.
Manalopan, 463, 475, 569.
Lady Hope, 476.
Lady Hayneville, 464, 465, Margaret, K. 521.
Margaret Armistead, 139,
473.
428, 466, 471.
Lady of the Lake, 426.
Margaret Ridgely, 569.
Lady Matilda, 231.

Lewis

f t t

188, 494.
Marshall, 459, 468.
Martha Archy, 474,t 562.
Martha Washington, 139,
181, 427, 185.
Martin, 426.
Martin Van Buren, 183,
184.
Maid of the Neck, 88, 130,
186.
Master Burke, 232, 324.
Master Henry, 462, 466,
469, 561, 572.
Mary, 557.
Mary Ann, 557.
Mary Archy, 140.
Mary Blunt, 181, 465, 476,
571.
Mary Cooper, 284, 556.
Mary Doubleday, 89, 326.
Mary Falstaff, 187.
Mary Granville, 88, 185,
186, 282, 283, 463, 571.
Mary Jackson, 234.

284, 379.

Mitty Chew, 132.
Molinera, 137, 185, 571.

Molly Cottontail, 140, 181.
Molly Long, 37S, 516.
Molly Richards, 186.
Monboddo, 565.

Monmouth,

42, 139, 426.

Morehead, 232.
Morris, 137, 139.

Mortimer, 475, 476, 570.

Moscow, 94, 130, 136.
Moses Kemp, 557.
Moss Rose, 476, 570.
Mozart, 564.

My

Aunty Ponty

Pool,

187, 233.

N.

Naked Truth,

90, 91, 425,

448, 460.

Nancy Lyle,

559.

Narcissa Parish, 184.

Ned Bucket, 182.
Ned Collier, 133, 563.
Nelly Webb, 188.

f

f

J

t
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Nelly Wedge, 133.
Nelson, 567.

Prince George, 132,466,565 Sally McCall, 562, 563.
Prince Talleyrand, 91, 564. Sally Woods, 474.

Neosho, 183, 472, 473.

Profit, 137.

Niblo, 570.

Prophet, 132.

Nick Biddle, 140,559, 564. Prospero, 461.
Nick of the Wood, 564. Pythias, 130. 186,t
Nihocock, 428.

O.
Obiana, 324.
Octavian, 471.
Octavia Walton, 181.
O'Kelly, 566.
Olivia, 378, 516.

466, 46S.

Orando, 184.

Ormond,

136,
466, 559.

Orphan Boy,

1S5, 284,

129, 428,467.

Orphiana, 567.
Oseola, 88, 325, 427.
Othello, 130, 229, 563, 566.
P.
Palladium, 131.
Paradise, 184, 588.
Partnership, 130, 133, 185,
186.

Patience, 570.
Patriot, 282.

Paul Clifford, 473.
PaulJones, 129. 140, 181,
327,428, 467, 559.
Paul Pry, 235.

Pawlee Blevins, 464, 473,
474.
Pedlar, 88.

Pelham, 140, 185.
Pembroke, 181.
Pervis, 476.
Peter, 470, 520, 521.

Petersburg, 94.

Pewter Eye, 558.
Phaeton, 233.
Philip, 93, 467, 468, 476,
560.

Piano, 91.
Picton, 471, 570, 571.
Pilot, 324.
Pioneer, 564.
Pizarro, 94, 129.
Plato, 567.
Ploughboy, 129.
Polly Clover, 557.
Polly Hopkins, 232.
Polly Johnson, 128.
Polly Piper, 521.
Polly Richards, 180.

Pomona, 93.
Pompey, 327.f
Pony, (The) 562.
Post Boy, 42, 476.
Pressure, 521.

469.

561.

Sam

Patch, 129, 136, 139,
185, 559.
Sanatee, 182. t
184, Sarah Bladen, 566.
Sarah Miller, S7, 131, 232,
563, 566. \
520.
Queen Elizabeth, 326.
R.
Sarah Siddons, 90, 92.
Radziville, 88.
Scarlet, 90.
Randolph, 133.
Schedoni, 327.
Ratler, 326.
Scilla, 184.
Rattle the Cash, 378.
Scipio, 566.
Rattlesnake, 558.
Senator, 567.
Reality, 181.
Severe, 231.
Rebecca, 566.
Shadow, 475.
Red Fox, 564, 565.t
Shamrock, 44.
Red Jacket, 521.
Shepherd, 462.
Red Maria, 89, 90, 326.
Shepherdess, 476.
Red Rat, 139, 181, 571, Shillelagh, 44.
572.
Shylock, 324.
Sidney. 378, 519, 522.
Red Rover, 132, 137.
Sidney Brown, 137.
Red Wasp, 134.
Red Zela, 182, 230.f
Sidney Burbridge, 140,
Reindeer, 467, 475, 517,
326.f
569.
Sir Aris, 567.
Sir George, 88, 233.
Republican, 469.
Reuben Glenroy, 140, 42S, Sir Harry, 519.
468.
Sir Kenneth, 93, 187, 233,
Revenge, 130.
234,f 235, 284.f
Sir Oliver, 326.
Rhoda King, 471.
Richard, 89.
Sir William, 132, 236.
Richard of York, 425, 426. Snag Side, 518.
Rienzi, 378, 379.
Snakeroot, 127, 564.
Rifle, 473.
Snowball, 327.
Rights of Women, 522.
Somerset, 517.
Ringlet, 521.
Somerville, 140, 459, 468.
Sophia, 427, 459, 461.
Risible, 519, 522.
Riticus, 136.
Southerner, 379.
Spartacus, 459.
Rival, 44.
Spark, 234.
R. M. Johnson, 185.
Robert Burns, 131.
Speculation, 93, 135.
Spindle, 559.
Robin Burns, 185.
Robin Brown, 128, t 136. Splendor, 185.
Sportsman, 132, 232, 233.
Roda Crump, 324.
Rodney, 473.
Spunk, 558.
Rodolph, 94, 131.
Stamboulina, 520, 521.
Rosaltha, 88.
Stamina, 92.
Roventon, 183.
Star of the West, 92.
St. Patrick, 324.
Rowena, 181, 565, 571.
Roxana, 521.
Sterling, 324.
Stiles, 520.
Ruth Severe, 474.
Stranger, 42, 2S3.
S.
Sadi, 136, 137.
Streamlet, 127, 128.
Sailor Boy, 470.
Sultan, 567, 568.
Saladin, 229.
Sumter, 133.
Sally Eubanks, 128, 134, Superior, 130.
427, 459, 467, 468, 564. Surveyor, 472, 473.
Sally Hood, 188, 562.
Susan, 128.
Sally Hunter, 326.
Susan Allen, 521.
Sally Mayfield, 427, 459. Susan Blueskin, 183.

Q.

Norfolk, 188.
North Star, 133.
Norwood, 466.
Nyla, 428.

Omega,

Sambo, 129, 472.
Sam Brown, 87, 185.
Sam Houston, 131, 324,

Queen Anne, 133.
Queen of Clubs, 132.
Queen of Diamonds,

f
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Susan Johnson, 187.
Sweet Emma, 379, 380.
Switch, 129, 427.
Sybrandt, 129, 130, 475.

T.
Tarquin, 463, 475, 517.
Tarlton, 520, 568, 572.

Testimony, 466, 570.

Time,

44.

Tippecanoe, 232.
Tipton, 571.
Tiptoe, 183, 473.
Tolivia, 572.
Tom, 236.

Tom
Tom
Tom
Tom

Benton, 229.
Branch, 522.

Cringle, 427, 461.
Moore, 42, 283, 463,
475, 517, 569.
Tom Ruffin, 235.
Tornado, 559.
Tranby, 282.
Triumval, 519, 522.
Troublesome, 522, 561.
Tryo, 129.
Tuckabatcha, 470.
Turnbull, 464.
Turner Ray, 557.
Twilight, 325.
Tyro, 88.
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Waxey, 463.
W. Blunt, 567.
234.
Westwood, 94.
Vanity, 180, 470.
Whalebone, 89.
Van Leader, 87.
Whig, 140, 467.
Van Tromp, 558.
Whirlwind, 181.
Velox, 88, 129, 186.
White Hawk, 135.
Venitian, 327.
Vertumnus, 235, 236. 284,f Wbite Lip, 139, 559.
White Pinner, 183.
379.
Wicomico, 132.
Veto, 471, 517.
Wicked Dick, 476.
Victoress, 472.
Wilcox, 94.
Victoria, 44, 566.
Wild Goose, 378.
Vidocq, 136, 229.
William, 182, 560, 561.
Virginia, 428, 466.
William Bell, 93.
Virginia Fairfield, 185,
William H. Harrison, 131,
282.

Van Buren,

Virginia Graves, 136, 139,

234, 572, 568.

William R. Johnson, 183.
Virginia Timberlake, 468. WiUie Walker, 128.
Wingfoot, 425.
Vivian, 44.
Wings, 425, 462.
Volant, 188.
Witch, 44.
Volin, 460.
Wonder, 128.
Volney, 128, 474, 563.
W.
Woodlark, 474.
Worthy, 56S.
Wacousta, 130, 229.
186, 571.

Wren, 566.
Walter, 137. 468.
Y.
Watkins Leigh, 137, 186,
Yazoo Trapper, 90.
233.
Yorkshire, 471.
Watterson, 44.
Waverley, 234.
Z.
Waxall, 184.
Waxetta, 184.

Zaira, 557.

Uncle Fowler, 560.
Unit, 234.

Wax

Zela, 284.

Light, 130, 229.

Zebedee, 188.

Upton Heath, 559.
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By Andrew.
Eaton's f. 560.
Hamlin's c. 517.
Johnson's c. 459, 570.
Jones' f. 570.
Snedecor's c. 517.
By Alexander.
Drane's f. 180.
By Archer.

Rowland's f. 230.
By Ahab.
Nettle's

By

f.

f.

By Agrippa.
f.

Barefoot.
Adams' c. 428.
468.
Corbin's

c.

427, f
Goode's f. 428.
Lyle's f. 428.
c.

459.

Buchanan's

f. 135.
Calvert's c. 519, 520.
Daniel's c. 233.
Fenwick's f. 672.
Hollady'sf. 231.

Reese's c. 572.
Sanders' c. 232.
Sanders' f. 572.

By

129.

By

Chapman's

f.

Bertrand, Jr.
Garrison's f. 468.
Moore's f. 235.
Sinkle's c. 235.
Smith's f. 180.

180.
Greer's c. 184.

House's

Bertrand.

By

180.

Arab.

Branham's

By

Adams'

Boaster.
f. 461.

Oril'lion's

By

Brunswick.

467, Harper's c. 233.
By Busiris.
Laird's c. 462.
467.

428,

By Buck
Duke's

c.

Elk.

572.

By Carolmian.
White's c. 94, 181.
White's f. 94, 427,

467,

468, 558.

Williamson's

By

c. 94.

Chestatee.

Givens'

232.
f. 470.
By Clodhopper.
Lindsay's c. 572.
c.

Shawhan's

By Cock of the Rock.
Alexander's c. 562.
Hall's c. 562.

By

Columbus.

Thompson's

f. 572.
Contention.
Vance's f. 89.

By

By Dashall.
f. 519.
Stockton's f. 475.
Frost's
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Johnson's f. 140.
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M'Cargo's
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M'Cargo's
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f.
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Rose's c. 474.
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Towne's
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By
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By

f.
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Whiting's f. 467.

By
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By
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By
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